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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

1.1 Tuareg and Berber linguistics 

The Berber family is part of the Afro-Asiatic (or Hamito-Semitic) phylum (1). 

(1) Afro-Asiatic Phylum 

a. Semitic 
b. Berber 
c. Egyptian 
d. Cushitic 
e. Omotic 
f. Chadic 

A rough classification of Berber, based on but not identical to a 2004 on-
line Ethnologue version, is (2). 

(2) Berber Languages and Locations 

a. Northern Berber 
Tamazight 
Tachilhit 
Tarifit 
Chenoua 
Kabyle 
Shawiya (Chaouia) 
Mzab-Ouargla 
Nafusi 
Ghadames 

b. Eastern Berber 
Siwi 

c. Southern Berber 
Tuareg (Touareg) 

d. other 
Zenaga 
Guanche 

Morocco (Middle Atlas range) 
Morocco (southwest) 
Morocco (Rif range in north) 
Algeria (Cherchell area) 
Algeria (northeast) 
Algeria (Aures range) 
Algeria 
Libya and Tunisia 
Libya (Ghadames) 

Egypt (Siwa oasis in west) 

Algeria, Mali, Niger (Sahara) 

Mauritania 
Canary Islands (extinct) 



2 1 Introduction 

The term Tuareg (French touareg or touareg) is a Hassaniya Arabic rather 
than Berber term. It is the plural twairag of the Hassaniya noun ta:rg-i, which 
denotes a (freeborn) Tuareg warrior. The Tuareg refer to their own language as 
t-ae-ma:saeq-q (or variant, see below), a feminine noun based on a stem 
-mdisaer- whose core sense is again 'Tuareg warrior'. The northern Berber 
language name "Tamazight" is cognate. 

Because Tuareg varieties are spoken by nomads and transhumants over a 
vast area in southern Algeria, northern Mali, the north of the Republic of 
Niger, and (more recently) in Burkina Faso, and because in a given local area 
there are many tribal and caste divisions that have linguistic ramifications, it is 
very difficult to decide whether we are dealing with a single "Tuareg" 
language (with many dialects), or two or more languages (each with some 
internal dialectal variation). 

One popular division of Tuareg is given in (3). 

(3) Tuareg (Popular Version) 

a. Tamashek (Tamachek, Tamashaq) Mali (except Menaka) 
b. Tamajak (Tamajek, Tamajeq) Niger, Mali (Menaka) 
c. Tamahak (Tamahaq) Algeria (Hoggar range) 

The division in (3) is based on the pronunciation of the name for the 
language itself, which consists of FeSg affix complex t-a-...-t (as in all 
language names) sandwiched around the noun stem -maisasY- (or variant). The 
difference is in the sibilant, which appears as s in Tamashek (see above), as ζ 
in Tamajak (where "j" is pronounced as in French), and as h in Tamahak. 

However, Tamajak itself is divided into two rather distinct groups that 
might be regarded as having autonomous status. The version in (4) is therefore 
arguably better than the popular version, though at present I have no well-
researched view on the matter and reserve the right to change my mind in the 
future. 

(4) Tuareg (Revised Version) 

a. Tamashek (Tamachek) Mali (Kidal, Gao, Timbuktu) 
b. Tawellemmett (Tawallammat) Niger (NW), Mali (Menaka) 
c. Tayert (Tayart) Niger (north, Air range) 
d. Tamahak (Tamahaq) Algeria (Hoggar) 

Tawellemmett is the language of the Iwellemeden tribal confederation that 
occupies much of northwestern Niger and extends into the Menaka region in 
eastern Mali. Tayert is named after the Air mountains. 

In the on-line Ethnologue (on the SIL webpage, viewed in 2004), 
population figures were given as 270,000 for Tamashek, 62,000 for Tamahak, 
640,000 for Tawellemmett, and 250,000 for Tayert. 
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I will use the term Tamashek in this fashion, i.e. for the Malian varieties 
except for the Tawellemett of Menaka. However, the term is often used in Mali 
as a general term for all Tuareg varieties in the country, including the 
Tawellemmett of Menaka. To distinguish the two major types of "Tamashek" 
in this official usage, the terms in (5) are in use. 

(5) Malian Tuareg 

a. Taneslemt (t-a-n-astam-t) 
Tanastaramt (t-a-nass-täeram-t) 
Tadghaqq (t-adraq-q) 

Timbuktu (also Gao, Kidal) 
Timbuktu 
Adrar (and Kidal) 

d. Tawellemmett (t-a-walBmmst-t) Menaka 

Taneslemt, which can be extended to cover the non-Tawellemmett dialects 
of Mali, corresponds roughly to "Tamashek" as I use the latter term. 
"Taneslemt" is based on a root meaning 'Muslim', on the ground that in the 
old days the Iwellemmeden were not especially pious, whereas other Malian 
Tuaregs included some devout maraboutistic clans. Tanastaramt is based on a 
cpd noun a-naes-tasram 'westerner', while Tadghaqq is based on d - d r a T 
'rock; mountain' (cf. "Adrar"). 

There is a traditional Tuareg syllabary known as t-i-fincnr. It did not seem 
to be in active use in the areas where I did my fieldwork (e.g. Timbuktu, Gao). 
My impression is that it is chiefly used in parts of Algeria. Its existence, 
however, is well-known locally and it is a source of some ethnic pride. 

1.2 Literature on non-Tamashek Tuareg 

For Tamahak (Algeria), the major work is the great Dictionnaire touareg-
frangais (abbreviation DTF) of the famous (and famously assassinated) French 
officer and later missionary Charles de Foucauld (lived 1858-1916). DTF was 
published posthumously in four volumes (1951-52). It is now somewhat 
difficult to use because of its rarity, its great physical size (the handwritten 
manuscript was published by photography), and its not very modern 
orthography ("ou" for w, "i" for y, "r" for Y, etc.). Foucauld had a hard time 
hearing the distinction between the two short vowels, and did not understand 
the accent system. Nevertheless, his dictionary is monumental, and its entries 
contain rich semantic detail with abundant exemplification, and not a little 
ethnographic material. Foucauld also made a serious effort to identify natural 
species. It is one of the greatest of all missionary dictionaries of its era. 

For Tamajak (Republic of Niger), the major work is the Lexique touareg-
frangais of Prasse et al. (2nd ed., 1998), which carefully distinguishes 
Tawellemett ("W") from Tayert ("Y") items throughout. This dictionary is of a 
high standard, uses a modern phonemic orthography, and has the necessary 
morphological data for each stem. Two shortcomings that will hopefully be 
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rectified in future editions are the absence of scientific identifications of flora-
fauna species, and the omission of accents on stems other than verbs (verbs 
generally have grammatically predictable accents). 

For Burkina Faso we now have David Sudlow's handy work, The 
Tamcisheq of north-east Burkina Faso (2001), which includes some lexical 
lists organized by domains as well as grammatical information. The migrations 
into Burkina began in earnest around 150 years ago and have been continuous, 
as desertification has pushed Tuaregs south. The dialects spoken in Burkina 
reflect the diverse origins of the migrants, but Tawellemett is well represented. 

Prasse's three-volume work, Manuel de grammaire touaregue (1972-74), 
is an elaborate systematization of data from Foucauld from the Hoggar. In this 
work, Prasse analyses Tuareg phonology and morphology (the fourth volume 
on syntax did not appear), in historical linguistic terms. The Manuel is an 
important work for Berberists, but the author's perspective is somewhat 
idiosyncratic, since he connects attested modern Tuareg forms directly with 
Pre-Proto-Berber reconstructions. Much of his interest was in presenting a Pre-
Proto-Berber reconstruction with three short vowels in addition to the less 
controversial long (full) vowels. Synchronically, Tuareg has two short vowels 
ae and a, which are themselves partially merged in some dialects depending on 
following consonants, and the non-Tuareg Berber languages generally have 
just one short vowel phoneme. Unfortunately, the Manuel was written before 
the author's Niger-based Lexique, and was therefore based largely on 
Foucauld, whose transcriptions of short vowels for Tamahak were highly 
unreliable. In addition, the Manuel (like the Lexique) was written in the 
absence of good synchronic analysis of accent, which turns out to interact in 
significant ways with the ablaut system. In general, the Manuel is of greatest 
interest for its analysis of vocalic ablaut, and of a series of other, specific 
historical linguistic issues. 

Another important recent work on Proto-Berber is Maarten Kossmann's 
Essai sur la phonologie du proto-berbere (1999). This is essentially a 
collection of topical studies, addressing a number of cruxes of Berber 
historical phonology. 

1.3 Historical background 

Historians and archeologists are in broad agreement that there has been a long-
term southward shift of Saharan populations over at least 1500 years. Around 
the year 500 AD, significant portions of the Sahara were sufficiently moist and 
temperate to accommodate permanent human settlement, while the Middle 
Niger River area was swampy and too infested with disease-bearing flies to 
permit year-round habitation. Over the centuries, climatic changes have made 
some of the Sahara almost completely uninhabitable (and impassible), 
including a significant expanse west of Araouan (north of Timbuktu). Other 
areas could be used for grazing part of the year (assuming normal wet-season 
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rainfall) but could not support permanent settlements. During the most recent 
few centuries, the only Saharan zones relevant to the Tuareg that could support 
continuous settlement were those in the moutainous areas: the Hoggar in 
southern Algeria, the Adrar des Ifoghas in far northern Mali, and the Air of 
Niger. These hills provide water (mountain springs, rainwater ponds in rocky 
depressions, wells) and defensive positions. The three hilly zones have been 
the major demographic concentrations of Tuareg north of the Niger River. 

An important factor in the southward movement was the arrival of Arabs 
in North Africa. This began with the first Arab invasions of the end of the 6th 
century, but (from the Tuareg perspective) the main blow was the arrival of 
Arab beduin (the Bani Hilal and related tribal groups) in the 11th century and 
their spread over the next two centuries through much of non-maritime Libya, 
Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco and into Mauritania, the Western Sahara, and 
northwestern Mali. Although some Tuareg were already present in the Hoggar, 
the Air, the Adrar des Ifoghas, and points south (perhaps already including 
Timbuktu), demographic pressures from the 11th to 13th centuries, resulting 
from the Hilalian invasion, pushed more Tuareg south into something like their 
present range in Mali and the Republic of Niger. 

The Central Sahara (including the three mountainous zones mentioned) 
has been a particularly difficult place to live in during the last millennium. 
Desertification has been continuous, but has accelerated since 1970 (a 
devastating drought in 1972, smaller droughts off and on from then until 1985, 
overgrazing of grasslands, deforestation due to excessive cutting of firewood). 
Those Tuareg who did not live near the Niger River lost most if not all of their 
animals, and thousands of them died of hunger and thirst. 

For much of the last millennium, climatic changes have been exacerbated 
by the rise of a highly elaborated culture of raiding (razzia). The Tuareg 
warrior clans, like the Arab reguibats farther west (high desert around the 
Mauritanian-Malian border area), terrorized both settled villages and the trans-
Saharan caravan trade. They have been a major cause of economic 
backwardness, and of the rarity of stable political structures, in the Tuareg 
dominated areas since the Hilalian invasion. The ferocity of Tuareg warriors 
constituted a major obstacle for French colonial penetration, though after 
considerable bloodshed the colonial forces did eventually gain a degree of 
control (especially in Algeria). In recent decades, Tuaregs were recruited in 
large numbers to fight on the Libyan side of the Chad wars of the 1980's, and 
against the Russians in Afghanistan. Some veterans of these foreign wars later 
participated in banditry, guerilla attacks, or larger-scale rebellions in northern 
Mali and Niger. The major event in Mali was the Arab-Tuareg rebellion of 
1990-95, where the rebels operated out of bases deep in the Sahara, mounting 
guerilla attacks on Songhay villages, on government police, and on army 
outposts. There was one one full-scale rebel assault on each of the two major 
riverine provincial capitals, Timbuktu and Gao. The rebellion stalled, and the 
Songhay population organized a paramilitary defense force (Ganda Koy), 
supplementing the regular government army. Ethnic cleansing was carried out 
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in much of the zone (some reprisal killings, but mainly forcing Tuareg and 
Arab civilians into exile). In 1995 a generous peace was signed, many Arab 
and Tuareg combatants were integrated into the government army, and 
refugees began to come back under the auspices of the UNHCR and several 
NGOs. While some resettled Tuaregs went back to their traditional territories 
and lifestyle, many have shifted farther south (i.e. to the Gourma, the Gosi-
Hombori area, or Burkian Faso). Others have been converted from desert 
pastoralists to agriculturalists, e.g. growing rice along the river. 

1.4 Malian Tamashek 

As noted above, the varieties covered in this volume are those of Tamashek in 
the narrow sense, excluding Tawellemett but including the other Malian 
varieties (Goundam, Timbuktu, Gao, Ansongo, Kidal, and the Gourma area 
south of the Niger River including Gosi and the outskirts of Hombori). 

There is considerable dialectal diversity within Tamashek even in its 
narrow sense. Although the dialectal boundaries are rather fluid, one can 
roughly group the dialects into three divisions (6). 

(6) Main Divisions of Malian Tamashek 

a. Kal Ansar dialects around Timbuktu (T-ka) 

b. mainstream Tamashek including Kidal, Tessalit, the Gao area, 
and the non-Kal Ansar (i.e. mostly Immededeghan) groups 
around Timbuktu; dialects of this general type are those 
abbreviated Κ (also K-d, K-f), T-md, I, R, Ts, Th. 

c. dialects with some "eastern" features, spoken by certain groups in 
the Gourma of Gao and Ansongo, represented here by A-grm 
(Ansongo-Gourma). 

This grammar is focused on the rather distinctive Timbuktu-area Kal 
Ansar (T-ka) dialects, but it includes a fair amount of comparative material 
from the other types insofar as they differ structurally from T-ka. One 
recurrent difference is that T-ka shows much broader Short-V Harmony, by 
which original *as (short a) has become a when the following syllable has a 
high vowel {i a u}. The Kal Ansar also have a larger number of Arabic 
borrowings, and retain Arabic pharyngeal consonants h and ? (instead of 
merging them into χ and r , respectively, like other Tuareg varieties). My 
grammatical and textual data are more thorough for T-ka than for the other 
groups, so my coverage of grammatical differences among the dialects is not 
exhaustive. My dictionary of Tamashek will include extensive material from 
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all dialects, and further detail on dialectal stem morphology can be gleaned 
from it. 

The Tuareg were and in some cases still are nomadic or transhumant. 
Major tribal migrations have occurred over time, to which we may add 
extensive recent migrations due to rapid desertification (especially severe since 
1970), and organized resettlement into new communities of returning refugees 
and combattants following the settlement of the Tuareg-Arab rebellion of 
1990-95. Each local zone therefore has a complex settlement history. The 
resulting linguistic variation, and the range of ecological zones inhabited, are 
particularly challenging for the dictionary, but they also complicate 
grammatical analysis and the processing of texts. 

The traditional social divisions (or castes) in Tuareg society were defined 
by (mostly male) occupational specialties: a) warr iors (ae-masasr, PI 
i-musar), b) vassals (a-msrid, PI 1-imrad), c) marabouts (Muslim holy men, 
often mendicant), d) artisans (blacksmith, Fr forgerons) working with metal, 
leather, and wood (Sg e-nhasd, PI l-nhasd-aen), and e) slaves (ά-kli, PI ekl-an). 
Orthodox Islam has now spread to all Tuareg castes, but in the past religious 
activity was mainly confined to the maraboutistic clans. In the southerly 
Tuareg areas, where black slaves were abundant, the category "vassal" was 
never as well-defined as it was farther north (Algeria). With the abolition of 
slavery, the decline (except in times of rebellion) of tribal warfare and raiding 
(razzia), and the resettlement of many Tuaregs in towns or agricultural 
villages, traditional lifestyles have in many cases been dramatically altered. 
Nevertheless, most people continue in some form of the traditional pastoral 
lifestyle, spending at least part of the year in isolated villages, tending what is 
left of their herds, relying on milk and cheese for a good part of their 
sustenance. The Tuareg are popular among tourists, creating some jobs as 
guides and providing new markets for the wares (jewelry, swords, boxes, 
leatherwork) of the metalsmiths. 

A somewhat special case is the Bella, the (former) slave caste, whose 
traditional specialty in Tuareg economy was raising small livestock (sheep and 
goats). Many of them are now in the cities and large towns, working as 
herders, hard laborers, or domestic help for wealthier families. The Bella speak 
roughly the same Tamachek varieties as their (former) owners, but have some 
dialectal peculiarieties, and in some cities there are signs of an incipient shift 
from Tamashek to a Songhay language among younger Bellas. 

1.5 Neighboring languages 

In the western part of their zone, i.e. around Timbuktu and from there west to 
Goundam and beyond, Tamashek is spoken chiefly in villages that are not too 
far from the Niger River. There are a number of Tamashek villages near 
Timbuktu and Goundam, but the high desert farther north (e.g. Araouan, 
Taoudenni) is basically Arab country. Moreover, in the sub-riverine area 
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where Tuareg-Bella groups are found, they are often in contact with Arab 
groups, and both Arab and Tuareg-Bella minorities are found in the larger 
towns and cities (Goundam proper, Timbuktu and its ports, Gourma Rharous). 
The local Arabic vernacular is a variety of Hassaniya Arabic, the beduin 
Arabic of Mali, Mauritania, and the Western Sahara. The local variety differs 
somewhat from the better described Mauritanian norm, for example in 
preserving short *u as a distinct phoneme. Comparison of Timbuktu-area 
Hassaniya with Timbuktu-area Tamashek indicates that although Hassaniya 
has many Berber loanwords, the latter are usually not from the (current) local 
Tamashek varieties. It appears that most of the Berber lexical stratum in 
Timbuktu Hassaniya derives either from non-local Berber languages 
(including Zenaga in Mauritania), or from former Berber languages of the 
Timbuktu area that are no longer extant locally. Tamashek likewise is deeply 
impregnated with Arabic vocabulary, but much of it seems to reflect more 
ancient Arab-Tuareg contacts, probably much farther north. 

Along the Niger River itself, thoughout the zone relevant to Tamashek, the 
dominant languages are Koyra Chiini (e.g. Goundam, Timbuktu) and 
Koyraboro Senni (from Gourma Rharous and Bamba through Gao to the 
border with the Republic of Niger). These are the two major Songhay 
languages of Mali. Koyra Chiini is of S-infl-V-0 type with traces marking 
object extraction sites, while Koyraboro Senni is an S-infl-O-V-X language 
with resumptive pronouns in extraction contexts. Current government 
nomenclature lumps them together (along with other Songhay languages) as 
"soqay," only the Koyraboro Senni dialect of Gao being taught in literacy 
programs. In any event, the local Songhay variety is used in interethnic 
communication (e.g. in the markets) and is generally learned by Tuaregs and 
Bellas as a second language. As the Tuareg and Bella resettle into towns and 
cities where a Songhay language predominates, and partially adjust in lifestyle 
(e.g. shifting from milk and cheese to millet grain as a staple food), some 
relevant Songhay vocabulary is creeping into Tamashek speech. 

In the major Tuareg concentration in the north around Kidal and the hills 
of the Adrar des Ifoghas, there are no major competing languages, though 
there are a few Arab villages and some Arab traders in the towns. 

In the Gourma (the area south of the Niger River), there are broad 
expanses of flat, arid land away from the river that the Tuaregs and Bellas have 
largely to themselves. However, as they approach the river they encounter 
speakers of the Songhay languages mentioned above, and there are some 
Songhay in Gosi (the only real town). At the southern fringe of the Gourma, 
where the flat land is suddenly punctuated by the cliff faces of inselbergs, the 
few local Tuareg encounter speakers of another Songhay language, Humburi 
Senni of the Hombori area, along with ethnic Fula who speak either Fulfulde 
or a variety of Koyraboro Senni called Foulan Kirya. Since many of the 
Tuareg of the Gourma have migrated recently from the Timbuktu-Goundam 
area, the local Tamashek variety seems to have been little affected by these 
peripheral contacts. 
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As noted above, around Menaka we get Tamajak instead of Tamashek 
proper. In that zone, straddling the Mali-Niger border, there is also an 
important nomadic group of cultural Tuaregs known as Daoussahak who speak 
Tadaksahak. This language has a Songhay base (pronouns, inflectional 
particles, maybe 250 items of core vocabulary), but most of the lexicon 
(including some "core" items) is from Tuareg, and Tuareg influence in 
grammatical categories, syntax, and prosody is conspicuous. There are also 
some Fulfulde-speaking groups near the Niger River south of Menaka. 

Of these non-Tuareg languages, Arabic has had by far the greatest 
influence on Tamashek, but the influence seems to be largely confined to 
lexical borrowing. Of course loanwords in areas related to Islam and sharia law 
(prayer, holy days, days of the week, lunar months, divorce) are very common, 
but there are also some loans in other domains, sometimes from vernacular 
rather than classical Arabic. Arabic loans may have spread within the Tuareg 
domain, from dialect to dialect, or they may have entered different Tuareg 
varieties independently. Many of the Arabic loans also occur in other regional 
languages (e.g. Songhay, Fulfulde), and in some cases there are phonological 
indications that an Arabic term passed first into Tuareg and from there into 
languages farther south. 

1.6 Fieldwork and other data 

I have worked in northern Mali since 1986, including annual visits since 1989. 
In 1986 and 1989 I worked chiefly on Hassaniya Arabic. From 1990 to 1998 I 
concentrated on Songhay languages, and am still finishing up this work. From 
1999 to 2003, however, I focused on Tamashek. I am simultaneously 
completing a Tamashek-English-French dictionary which I expect to be 
published by Karthala, Paris. I have put great emphasis on lexicography in this 
project, and I have drawn heavily on lexical data in this grammar. I am 
considering the best way to make my textual data available, perhaps in an 
electronic format, in the next few years. 

In the field, the first order of business was compiling a decent working 
lexicon. I undertook systematic lexical elicitation, primarily in Timbuktu in 
summer 1999 and autumn 2000, with emphasis on ecological vocabulary 
(natural species and related terminology). With a lexicon of about 2500 items I 
then undertook analysis of dialogue tapes that I had recorded over the years in 
Timbuktu (T-ka and others), Gao (speakers from the Kidal areas), and 
Hombori (speakers living in the Gourma, most of whom were ultimately of 
Timbuktu or Goundam origin). I also made some recordings of Tamajak (and 
Tadaksahak) speakers in Menaka. I commissioned preliminary transcriptions 
and French translations of several of the tapes from government applied 
linguists in Bamako, namely Rhali Ag Mohamed of DNAFLA (native of 
Kidal) and Mahmoud Ag Oyett of IPN (native of Menaka). I later took these 
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transcriptions and the tapes back into the field and prepared corrected versions 
of the transcriptions. 

An outline of the grammar, focusing on the T-ka dialect, was developed 
into a more comprehensive draft with a native speaker present in Bamako in 
summer 2001. Modifications and additions were made thereafter based on 
closer analysis of texts, and follow-up elicitation in summer 2002. In that trip I 
also went over the Timbuktu-biased dictionary draft with a native of Ansongo-
Gourma for several weeks. In summer 2003,1 went through the by now rather 
large dictionary draft with a native of Kidal (Kal Unan tribe) then in Gao. Of 
course some grammatical material was also gathered from the Ansongo-
Gourma and Kal Unan speakers. I was able to work for about a week with a 
speaker from the Gourma Rharous area, and few a few days each with 
speakers from Kidal (Ifoghas), Immenas, and Tessalitt. In 2003, Mahmoud Ag 
Oyett and I organized a three-day workshop for Tamashek applied linguists 
and teachers in Gao, and I was able to glean some interesting dialectal details 
from the participants. 

The most urgent remaining task for the analysis of Tamashek is a fuller 
study of phrase- and clause-level prosody based on recorded texts. 
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Chapter 2 
Overview 

A sketch of major highlights of Tamashek grammar here will provide an 
overall summary of the morphosyntactic type of the language. This should 
help non-Berberist readers to make sense of phrasal and clausal examples in 
the main chapters. Scanning the text in Chapter 16 in conjunction with this 
sketch is also recommended. 

2.1 Recurrent morphosyntactic patterns 

Abstracting from the complexities of the grammar, the central morphosyntactic 
construction in Tamashek can be represented as (7). 

(7) [X Y'...] 

where X is a phrase- or clause-initial element (word or particle), Y' is an 
immediately following word, and Y' is a modification in the form of the 
corresponding independent form Y. "Immediately following" means that no 
word or fixed-order particle intervenes, though floating clitics that happen to 
attach to X are allowed. I refer to the relation between X and Y' as a local 
dependency. The relevant constructions are in (8), where "verb" refers to 
inflected (=finite) verbs, and "participle" (used in subject relatives) is a special 
form of a verb stem with subject number-gender agreement only. 

(8) [X Y'...] Local Dependencies (Requiring Adjacency) 

X Y' modification in Y' 

a. preposition 
verb 
compound initial 

noun 
noun (subject) 
noun 

Prefix Reduction 
Prefix Reduction 
Prefix Reduction 

b. Negative particle verb ablaut change 

c. definite demonstrative 
definite demonstrative 

verb 
participle 

ablaut change 
ablaut change 

In (8.a), a morphophonological rule Prefix Reduction (e.g. -a- reduced to 
-as-, or -i- reduced to -a-) applies to nouns in combinations with specific 
preceding forms. Of special interest is the fact that reduction applies to the 
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verb-subject sequence, but not to a verb-object sequence. For more on the 
role this plays in "case marking," see §2.3, below. 

For verbs, the only true local dependency is that of an inflected verb on a 
preceding Negative (8.b). This applies in all combinations where no elements 
(other than floating clitics) intervene between the two, hence to perfective, 
(long) imperfective, and imperative (i.e. prohibitive) stems. Basically the 
modification converting Y to Y' adds phonetic content (where it is not 
vacuous) in the perfective, reduces phonetic content (erasing a V-length ablaut 
formative χ-pcl and an accent ablaut formative χ-pcl) in the imperfective and 
prohibitive, and modifies the stem vocalism in all of these stems. 

The cases in (8.c) are limited to definite relative clauses, which begin 
with a definite demonstrative (in apposition to the head NP, which if overtly 
expressed is external to the clause). The modification in ablaut form of the 
verb involves erasure of a V-length ablaut formative (χ-pcl), and (with 
specific exceptions) a shift in the location of the ablaut accent formative (in 
one combination, this formative is entirely erased). The formulation of the 
relevant rules requires an extraordinary interpenetration of "syntax" and 
"phonology," and constitutes an important empirical argument against highly 
modularized theories of grammar. 

It is possible to combine two [X Y'...] configurations, as in the 
combination [Negative verb noun(subject) ...]. In this combination, the 
relevant pairs involving local dependencies are [Negative verb] and [verb 
noun(subject)]. As a result, internal bracketing as in [Negative [verb 
noun(subject)] ...] or [[Negative verb] noun(subject) ...] is counterproductive 
(any such bracketing would appear to separate two forms that enter into a local 
dependency). The only points that matter are adjacency (disregarding clitics) 
and the grammatical relationship (e.g. Negative + verb, or verb + 
noun(subject). 

Superficially similar cases are those in (9) 

(9) [X Y'...] Dependencies Not Requiring Adjacency 

X Y' modification in Y' 

Future particle verb Short Imperfective 
complementizer verb Short Imperfective 

The cases in (9) involve either a Future particle or a particular type of 
complementizer, plus an inflected "Short Imperfective" form. The latter cannot 
be used clause-initially with its usual subject pronominal inflections. However, 
the short imperfective is related to the positive imperative (which has no 
morphological connection to the prohibitive). The positive imperative is 
clause-initial (hence is preceded by no "X" element), and it lacks the usual 
subject pronominals. 
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Importantly, while the [X Y' ...] depencies in (8) require direct adjacency 
(except that they allow floating clitics to be hosted by X), the dependency of 
the Short Imperfective on the Future particle or on the complementizer in (9) 
can extend to a second short imperfective clause appended to the first one, 
with no repetition of the X element. Thus [Future Shlmpf,, Shlmpf2] is 
grammatical, where both verbs are under the scope of the Future morpheme 
(cf. English he will come, and eat). No confusion is likely, since the Shlmpf 
cannot be used in the absence of a dependency. In other words, a Shlmpf can 
be triggered by a variable-distance dependency; compare the concept of 
"serie enchainee" adapted from other Berberist literature to Tuareg by Leguil 
(1992:43). By contrast, we cannot get e.g. #[Neg Verb,, Verty where both 
verbs are under the scope of the negator; the correct expression is [Neg Verb,, 
Neg Verb2] with the negator repeated, since adjacency is required in local 
dependencies. 

2.2 Nouns 

Examples of singular nouns are in (10) 

(10) a. ae-bajan 'monitor lizard' 
b. t-ae-s-anan-t 'oxpecker (bird)' 
c. deke 'basket' 

The masculine noun in (lO.a) and the feminine noun in (lO.b) have vocalic 
prefixes, here -ae- (other nouns have -α-, -e-, or -a-). Since the prefix changes 
to -i- in the plural, I gloss it as "Sg" or "PI" as the case may be. (lO.c) is an 
example of a noun with no vocalic prefix (most such nouns have masculine 
agreement). The feminine noun (lO.b) additionally has a Fe[minine] prefix t-
and a Feminine Singular (FeSg) suffix -t, which could be summed up as a 
FeSg circumfix t-...-t. For feminine nouns of the same basic type that end in a 
vowel, an additional (inner) Fe suffix -t- is added, so the singular noun has an 
affix frame t-V-...-t-t. The inner -t- is retained in suffixal plurals (t-V-...-t-en), 
but the whole -t-t sequence is dropped in unsuffixed ablaut plurals. Some 
feminine nouns lack the suffixes even in the singular, showing only the Fe 
prefix t-. 

While most noun stems are underived, some are derived (by some 
combination of ablaut and prefixation). This is the case with 'oxpecker' (lO.b), 
which contains an -s- prefix, cf. prefixally derived causative verb (PerfP) 
-£ess-onasn- 'tame, break in (animal)'. The vocalic prefix precedes the 
derivational prefix. 

Pluralization of nouns is by affixation, by ablaut, or by a combination of 
the two, depending on the noun (some nouns have alternative plurals, typically 
one affixal and one ablaut). In the purely affixal plural, the vocalic prefix (if 
present) becomes -i-. Masculines add suffix -asn or -taen (the latter is common 
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after a vowel or after a stressed C-final syllable), and feminines add suffix -en 
or -ten, replacing FeSg -t. Examples of affixal plurals are deke-tasn 'baskets' 
and t-i-s-anan-en 'oxpeckers'. 

Other nouns form the plural by stem-ablaut (in addition to the usual 
change of the vocalic prefix to PI -i-). The final vowel of an ablauted plural 
stem appears as a, while other stem vowels are realized as high (normally u if 
full, 9 if short). Examples of ablaut plurals for nouns in (10) are i-bujan 
'monitor lizards' and t-i-s-ύηαη 'oxpeckers' (the latter competes with affixal 
t-i-s-anan-en). 

There are also a number of plural patterns involving a mixture of ablaut 
(perhaps just a change of quality in a final vowel) and affixation. 

2.3 Prefix Reduction 

It was mentioned above that nouns express (local) dependency on a preceding 
element by undergoing Prefix Reduction. This applies to a subject (but not 
object) noun after a verb, to a noun functioning as complement of a 
preposition, and to a noun stem functioning as a compound final. 

Most nouns have a vocalic prefix -i- in the plural. This PI prefix is audibly 
reduced to -9- or zero in the relevant syntactic positions. These same nouns 
have a vocalic prefix -α-, -e-, -as-, or -a- in the singular. Of these Sg prefixes, 
-ae- and -a- are already short vowels and cannot be audibly reduced. However, 
-a- and -e- are reduced to a short vowel, either -a- or -ae- depending on dialect 
and on the height of the vowel of the following syllable. Nouns that do not 
have a segmentable vocalic prefix are unaffected by Prefix Reduction. 

The position of the accent is unaffected by Prefix Reduction. In particular, 
if the vocalic prefix happens to be accented, its reduced variant (other than 
zero) continues to bear accent. In cases where PI vocalic prefix -i- is reduced 
to zero, the accent shifts to the preceding syllable (i.e. to the final syllable of 
the preceding word). Thus t-Vhatt-en 'sheep-Pi' occurs in the locative PP dasr 
"t-3-hatt-en 'in the sheep', with a dialectal variant (e.g. K-d) dser "t-^-hatt-en. 

Where Prefix Reduction has applied audibly, the symbol Ί is given at the 
beginning of the word in question. Thus e-haen 'house' has a reduced form 
"ae-hasn. 

2.4 Noun phrases 

Noun phrases (NP's) begin with a head noun (the lexical head of the NP), 
which may be followed by a demonstrative, a possessor (with preposition an), 
or a relative clause (subject or non-subject type). "Adjectives" are a special 
case of subject relative (see below). Numerals, however, normally precede the 
modified noun, except that 'one' may follow the noun when it functions as an 
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indefinite determiner rather than as a true numeral. In (11), the lexical heads 
are 'man' (ll.a-b), 'place' (ll .c), and 'men' (l l .d). 

(11) a. ae-hdtas w-ά 
Sg-man Ma-Dem.Sg 
'this man' (demonstrative) 

b. ae-hdbs maeqqor-aen 
Sg-man be.big-Partpl.MaSg 
'a big man' (relative clause) 

c. e-daegg [n ae-habs] 
Sg-place [of Sg-man] 
'the place of the man' (possessor) 

d. sssln meddsn 
two.Ma man.Pl 
'two men' (numeral) 

There is no regular definiteness marking, so in isolated sentences we can 
frequently translate NPs as indefinite or definite. 

2.5 Verbs 

Tamashek verbs have a number of stems distinguished by ablaut. The basic set 
of inflectable stems, organized into three subsystems on morphological 
grounds, is given in (12). 

(12) Verb Stems 

a. perfective subsystem 

PerfP [perfective positive] 
PerfN [perfective negative] (after Neg w£er) 
Resit [resultative] (positive only) 

b. short imperfective subsystem 

Shlmpf [short imperfective] (after Fut ad or complementizer) 
Imprt [imperative] (in positive only) 
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c. long imperfective subsystem 

LoImpfP [long imperfective positive] 
LoImpfN [long imperfective negative] (after Neg waer) 
Prohib [prohibitive] (after Neg waer) 

For example, 'get' has PerfP -sjraew-, Shlmpf -sjrew-, and LoImpfP 
-jamew-. The perfective and short imperfective subsystems generally differ 
only in vocalism, while the long imperfective subsystem is characterized by 
consonantal (as well as vocalic) ablaut features. 

Some of these stems can occur clause-initially, but others (PerfN, Shlmpf, 
LoImpfN, Prohib) occur only after a preverbal particle (for the Shlmpf the 
relevant particle need not be adjacent). The specifically negative stems occur 
after Negative preverb waer. The Shlmpf stem is used after Future ad and in 
some other dependent positions. 

The Resit is very common, and in many cases can be translated as a 
present-tense stative verb in English ( 'know', 'be sitting'). The LoImpfP 
denotes recurring or habitual events, as well as progressives ('be dancing'). 

For morphological purposes, it is necessary to distinguish numerous verb 
classes, based on their basic stem shape, e.g. -vPQvC- or -CuCCu- (+ -t). See 
§2.11, below, for the notation. Two important factors in verbal morphology are 
the heaviness of the stem (light, middleweight, or superheavy, the latter two 
subsumed under "heavy"); the presence of any full V's initially, medially, or 
finally; and (for V-final) stems whether the verb takes Augment -t. 

Participles, which agree in number and gender (but not person), are used 
in subject relatives. They can be formed from those non-imperative verb stems 
that occur clause-initially (PerfP, Resit, LoImpfP). In combinations involving a 
preverbal particle, the Participial affix can be added to the particle, the details 
depending on dialect. Modifying adjectives are a special case of intransitive 
participle. 

Essentially all verbs have a Verbal Noun (VblN) formed by ablaut. A 
large number of verbs also have an Agentive. There are a number of less 
productive nominalization patterns confined to a few verbs. 

Valency-changing derivations include causative, mediopassive, passive, 
and reciprocal. These categories are expressed by derivational prefixes with 
some associated ablaut changes. Causative and passive are especially 
productive, and layered derivations (e.g. passive of causative) are very 
common. Each such derived verb has its own full set of stems of type (12), as 
well as participles and a VblN. 

2.6 Simple main clauses 

Simple main clauses have the shape [verb(-\clitics) (subject) (object) ...]. 
Clitics may include object or dative pronominals, directionals, and/or PPs with 
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pronominal complement. A clitic boundary is represented as -\ instead of just 
the hyphen -, and instead of = (not available in my phonetic font). When both 
subject and object are expressed by nouns, the subject noun precedes the object 
noun. 

(13) anhaey-asn medd-asn elu 
see.PerfP-3MaPlS man-MaPl elephant 
'The/Some men saw the/an elephant.' 

A subject or object noun (but not both) can form an accentual phrase with 
a preceding verb. Default and secondary accents are applied from right to left. 
Thus, in (13), [anhsey-ajn medd-aen] is an accentual phrase, with a lexical 
accent on the e of medd-asn and a secondary accent on the second syllable to 
its left. In isolation, the verb is anhaey-aen with default accent on the 
antepenult. If the noun medd-aen is omitted in (13), we would get [anhsey-asn 
elu], where the object noun now forms an accentual phrase with the verb. Two 
adjacent nouns are never grouped accentually, so as (13) stands elu has no 
accentual interaction with medd-aen. 

If the clause is future or negative, there is a preverbal particle (Future ad or 
allomorph [including a-], or Negative wser), and any clitics attach to this 
particle, hence [preverb(-\clitics) verb (subject) (object) ...]. In (14) I 
illustrate the [preverb(-\clitics) verb] sequence, with a pronominal object 
(3MaSg) plus a directional (Centrifugal) in the clitic cluster. 

(14) a-\tt-\in Itaw-asY 
Fut-\3MaSgO-\Centrif forget.Shlmpf-lsgS 
Ί will forget him.' 

Other constituents (e.g. adverbials, including PPs with nominal 
complement) come at the end of the clause, though as noted above pronominal 
PPs are usually cliticized. 

(15) a. i-la-\faell-l aslhaeqq 
3MaSgS-have.Reslt-\on-lSg right 
'It (=animal) has a right on me.' (='I have an obligation to it.') 

b. i-tatt maesseku d a r 
3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP sweet.potato too 
'He eats sweet potato too.' 

c. 3waet-aey-\d9r-3s edi 
hit.PerfP-lSgS-\Instr-3Sg dog 
Ί hit the dog with it.' 
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Regardless of whether a subject NP is present, the pronominal category of 
the subject is expressed on the verb. Thus ajjass-asn 'they-Ma entered', or with 
explicit subject NP sjjaes-gen medd-aen 'men entered'. 

A noun in subject function following its verb, or a noun functioning as 
complement of a preposition, undergoes Prefix Reduction (§2.3, above). This 
does not apply to an object noun, even when it immediately follows the verb. 
Prefix Reduction in an immediately post-verbal noun is therefore diagnostic of 
subject as opposed to object status, for those nouns whose pronunciation is 
audibly affected by Prefix Reduction (i.e. those with vocalic prefix allomorph 
a- or e-). Nouns whose vocalic prefix is already short, or that lack a vocalic 
prefix, show no subject/object variation in form. 

2.7 Clitics 

Clitics are attached to the leftmost word of the clause (a complementizer, a 
preverbal particle like Neg or Fut, a clause-initial verb, the head noun in an 
indefinite relative clause, the demonstrative in a definite relative clause or in a 
focalized clause). Head nouns of definite relatives, focalized constituents, and 
topicalized constituents are treated as external to the clause and therefore do 
not host clitics. I use the notation -\ for the boundary between a clitic and a 
preceding word or clitic. 

In a transitive clause, if the direct object is expressed by a pronoun, it 
takes the form of an object clitic (16). 

(16) t-3nhasy-\taen Vse-mast-t 
3FeSgS-see.PerfP-\3MaP10 Fe-Sg-woman-FeSg 
'The woman saw them.' 

There are a number of prepositions that can take NP complements. A 
pronominal complement is expressed by a suffix on the preposition, e.g. 
-\s3r-9s 'with 3Sg' (instrumental). Such preposition-pronominal combinations 
are treated as clitics and attach to the clause-initial constituent. There is also a 
special set of dative pronominals that always appear as clitics. 

Other clitics, besides object pronominals and pronominal prepositions, are 
the directionals (Centripetal -\add with dialectal variant -Vidd, Centrifugal 
-\in). It is possible to get several clitics piled up on a single host, the 
directionals coming last. The directionals may also be doubled (on the verb 
and on a preverbal particle). See Chapter 10 for details. 

2.8 Focalized clauses 

When a normally postverbal NP or adverbial is focalized, it is moved to 
clause-initial (actually, pre-clausal) position. It is followed by a , which I 
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analyse as a (minimal) demonstrative in apposition to the focalized constituent. 
This ά is treated as clause-initial, and is followed by any clitics that may be 
present. The ά shows that the preceding element is a focalized constituent, as 
opposed to a pre-clausal topic NP. (17.a) illustrates non-subject focalization, 
(17.b) subject focalization. Brackets demarcate the core clause. 

(17) a. am-an [a t-srha] 
water-MaPl [Foe 3FeSgS-want.Reslt] 
'Water [focus] is what she wants.' 

b. ksemm [a-\hi 1-nhaey-aen] 
2FeSg [Foc-\lSgO 3MaSg-see.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg] 
'It was you-FeSg [focus] who saw me.' 

In subject focalization (17.b), the verb appears as a participle, and has 
3MaSg agreement with ά, regardless of the gender-number features of the 
focalized NP. 

2.9 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses must be subdivided in two ways. The first distinction is 
subject relatives versus non-subject relatives. The former are expressed with 
participles (specified as MaSg, FeSg, or PI), the latter with regular inflected 
verbs (with occasional ablaut modifications). 

The second distinction is between indefinite and definite relatives. In 
indefinite relatives, the clause-internal head is a simple noun, or a special 
indefinite demonstrative 1. In definite relatives, if there is a "head noun" it is 
outside the relative clause proper. The "head noun" is, however, followed by a 
definite demonstrative in apposition to it, e.g. MaSg w-ά 'this', and this 
demonstrative functions as the clause-internal head. Any clitics are added to 
the clause-internal head. 

Schematically, the four basic patterns can be illustrated as in (18). 

(18) Relative Clause Types 

a. indefinite subject relative 
[man(Aclitics) 3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg dogs] 
'a man who eats [long imperfective] dogs' 

b. indefinite non-subject relative 
[man(Aclitics) see.PerfP-lSgS] 
'a man whom I saw [perfective]' 
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c. definite subject relative 
man [this-MaSg(-\clitics) 3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg dogs] 
'the man who eats dogs' 

d. definite non-subject relative 
man [this-MaSg(Aclitics) see.PerfP-lSgS] 
'the man whom I saw' 

Here 'man' is external to the relative clause proper in the definite relatives 
(18.c-d), where the appositional demonstrative 'this-MaSg' is the clause-
internal head. In the indefinite relatives (18.a-b), 'man' itself is the clause-
internal head. In either case, the internal head is the host for any floating clitics 
within the relative clause. 

Of particular interest is the fact that both participles (in subject relatives) 
and inflected verbs (in non-subject relatives) take special forms in definite 
relatives, due to a combination of special ablaut and accent rules. Specifically, 
a V-lengthening ablaut formative χ-pcl that normally occurs in the Resit and 
LoImpfP stems is erased in the participle or inflected verb of a definite (but not 
indefinite) relative. In definite relatives with a LoImpfP verb or participle, the 
syllable targeted by an accentual ablaut formative χ-pcl is shifted one syllable 
to the right, or in one combination erased entirely, in definite (but not 
indefinite) relatives. These details show that accent and ablaut are sensitive to 
complex syntactic environments. This is the "interpenetration" of syntax and 
phonology referred to above. 

2.10 Accent 

As the preceding sections have hinted, accent is an important feature of 
Tamashek. However, its role is very different in verbs and nouns. 

For inflected verbs and regularly formed participles, accent is not lexical. 
Except for the Resit and LoImpfP stems, the accent is assigned by Default 
Accentuation, hence on the antepenult if there is one, otherwise on the leftmost 
syllable. Especially in the T-ka dialect, certain verbs have a non-default word-
final accent in the short imperfective (including Sg imperative), but this is due 
to phonological rules triggered by Resyllabification of certain word-final CC 
clusters. In the Resit and LoImpfP, however, all verbs undergo ablaut, which 
includes an accent formative χ-pcl that assigns a marked accent to the first 
postconsonantal vowel (hence "pel"). As noted at the end of the preceding 
section, the accent due to χ-pcl may shift one syllable farther to the right, or 
may be erased entirely, in definite relative clauses. 

For nouns (and other non-verb stems), accent is lexical. Some nouns have 
a lexical accent, others do not (and so undergo Default Accentuation). A 
lexical accent is only meaningful when the accent occurs, in the Sg and/or in 
the PI, in a position where it would not be predictable from Default 
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Accentuation. In other words, to justify a lexical accent it is necessary to 
observe accent on the final or on the penult in a word, or in an accentual phrase 
(e.g. with preceding preposition), where Default Accentuation would have put 
the accent farther to the left. 

Using χ to represent a vowel, χ indicates a marked (non-default) accent, 
either lexical (nouns), due to Resyllabification (verbs), or ablaut-induced 
(verbs), χ and χ indicate default accents, χ is an accent directly produced by 
Default Accentuation with no morphological complications, while χ is a 
special accent (on the penult, never the antepenult) whose position is affected 
by morphology, specifically by the presence of one of a specific set of suffixes 
and clitics. There is no phonetic difference between x, x, and x. 

2.11 Representation of stems 

For nouns (and other non-verb stems), what you see is what you get. The Sg 
form of the noun is the citation form. Most Sg nouns (masculine or feminine) 
have a vocalic prefix, such as Sg -a- or -as-, preceding the noun stem. A 
masculine example is α-basqkor 'old well'. Feminine nouns also normally 
have a Fe prefix t-, and often FeSg suffix -t. An example is t-a-bsqqan-t 
'burrgrass'. The χ accent indicates that penultimate accent is predictable from 
the presence of suffix -t, which does not permit the usual antepenultimate 
default accent. 

For verbs, the true citation form makes use of "v" for short vowel, "υ" for 
full vowel, and where appropriate more specific full vowels (usually u and i). 
If the verb takes Augment -t-, the formula "(+ -t)" is added. The PerfP or Imprt 
may be used as an informal citation form in some contexts (the PerfP is used as 
the headword in the dictionary). Examples of the true citation form are -vwvt-
'hit' (PerfP -awaet-), -usvl- 'run' (PeriP -osael-), and -buffu- (+ -t) '(grain) be 
abundant' (PerfP -abbuffae-t). 

Verb classes (as opposed to individual stems) are represented as e.g. 
-vCvC-, -vPPvC-, and -vPQvC-. Ρ and Q represent consonants, with PP a 
geminate cluster and PQ a nongeminate cluster. In other words, Ρ and Q are 
indexes of identity among C's. The same class may be represented as e.g. 
-vCvC- or -vPvC- depending on context. For example, it may be stated that 
-vPvC- has a LoImpfP stem -aPPdC-, using Ρ in -vPvC- in order to clarify the 
source of the geminate in -aPPdC-. 

2.12 Ablaut 

Ablaut (i.e. a procedure for audibly modifying stems) permeates Tamashek 
morpho-phonology and morpho-syntax. Perhaps the major ingredient in ablaut 
is a vocalic melody superimposed on the stem (whether the latter includes 
fully specified vowels, as with nouns, or mostly underspecified vowels, as with 
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verbs), consisting of L (low) and Η (components). The melody is often 
combined with one or more local ablaut formatives that target and modify 
particular segments of the stem. Local formatives may geminate a C, may 
lengthen or accent a V, or may convert a specific V to a different V. The 
specifics of verbal ablaut are sensitive to the shape of the input stem. 

Many nouns express PI by stem-ablaut in combination with a change in 
vocalic prefix (and in some cases with a PI suffix to boot). 

Verbs use internal ablaut to generate the set of stems mentioned in §2.5, 
above. Some long imperfectives include a prefix -t- along with ablaut changes. 
Ablaut is also part of nominalizations (VblN, agentive). 

As noted in §2.1 (form of verb in definite relative clauses) and §2.3 (Prefix 
Reduction of nouns in certain syntactic contexts), ablaut of a given word may 
be sensitive to its immediate syntactic environment (local dependency). 

Normally, the domain of ablaut is the stem proper, excluding affixes. 
However, Prefix Reduction (which is as close as Tamashek comes to structural 
case-marking) is a kind of "ablaut" confined to vocalic prefixes on nouns. In 
addition, the ablaut domain of verbs with shapes like -v(C)Ci> is extended up 
to the first C of a following subject suffix. In the perfectives, this permits the 
verb stem plus (part of) the suffix to cobble together a v(C)CaeC sequence of 
the sort required for audible expression of certain local ablaut formatives. I 
interpret this as a special rebracketing, bringing (part of) the suffix for this 
particular verb class (light V-final stems) into the domain of stem ablaut. For 
other verb stems, including light C-final stems, a suffix is never affected by 
ablaut, including stem-wide vocalic melodies. 



Chapter 3 
Phonology 

3.1 Segments 

3.1.1 Consonants 

The positional series in the columns in (19) are listed in the key below the 
table. There are no pharyngealized η, k , m , h, etc., of the sort reported for 
Tamajak (Niger). 

(19) Con sonant Phonemes 

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 

(p) t ((t)) C5<
 

II § k ((q)) 
b d d j = [9)] 9 
f s (?) vs = U1 X (h) 

ζ ζ 
1 ζ = [3] r (?) 

m η (fi) = [p] ι) 
1 Φ 
r 

w y = Lj] 

key: 1. labial (bilabial stops, labiodental fricatives); 2. alveolar; 3. 
pharyngealized alveolar; 4. palatoalveolar; 5. velar; 6. uvular; 7. 
pharyngeal; 8. laryngeal 

The singly parenthesized C ' s in (19) are marginal, confined largely to 
loanwords. The doubly parenthesized C ' s occur chiefly (though not 
exclusively) as geminated versions of other C 's . Both types of C ' s are 
discussed in the following sections. The pharyngealized alveolars, along with 
the uvulars and pharyngeals, function as backing and lowering consonants 
(BLC's), see §3.1.2.2. 

In the Kidal area, s can also be pronounced h y , i.e., as a palatalized 
aspiration. The K-f (i.e. Ifoghas) speakers I encountered who had this 
pronunciation alternated it with s, especially in elicitation sessions (where 
there awareness of the mainstream Tamashek s came into play). In any event, 
the hy remains distinct from the regular h phoneme. The Algerian counterpart 
is usually transcribed "h" in the literature, suggesting that true merger with 
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original *h has occurred north of the border. If so, the K-f pronunciation hy 

may represent a transition between *s and (Algerian) h. 
Of comparative interest is the fact that original *h is alive and well in all 

normal C positions within stems. At stem-suffix (including stem-clitic) 
boundaries, h often functions as a kind of epenthetic C breaking up V 
sequences, though in a morphologically restricted manner suggesting that the h 
is part of suffixal allomorphs (§3.2.3.3, §7.4.3, §10.3.1-2). By contrast, in 
Tamajak (Niger) many cases of *h in stems have been zeroed, especially in 
final position, resulting in considerable morphological reshaping. See EPPB 
61-135 for a historical analysis. 

A major issue in Tuareg dialectology is variation between j (affricate [d3]) 
and g. The T-ka dialect, which is focal in this grammar, probably has the most 
extreme preference for j of any Tuareg variety, though g also exists as a 
phoneme. T-md is generally like T-ka in this matter. At the other extremity is 
A-grm, which has no j as all; it has g in all cases where T-ka has j . The 
remaining dialects covered here, including Im and R and the Kidal-area 
varieties, agree with T-ka most of the time but have g in a number of lexical 
items corresponding to j in T-ka. Example 1 (A-grm isolated): 'waterbag' = 
ae-ja (Im K-d R T-ka T-md) or ae-ga (A-grm). Example 2 (Timbutku dialects 
isolated): 'go' = PerfP -s j la - (T-kd T-md) or -agla- (A-grm Im K-d K-f R). 
For historical background see EPPB 137-73. 

3.1.1.1 Consonants of Arabic origin (s I h ?) 

The segments s, 1, h, T, and ? (glottal stop) occur in Arabic loans. In my T-ka 
data, h and ? in loanwords are clearly distinct from χ and r, respectively. A 
minimal pair in T-ka is a -m - se lTon 'accursed one' versus a-m-aelYon 
'worthless person'. However, in most other Tamashek dialects including 
T-md, R, A-grm, and K, Arabic h and ? in ordinary loanwords are merged with 
χ and y , respectively. Thus T-ka aelMdd versus other dialects' aelxadd 
'Sunday'. 

Glottal stop, which is already largely absent in local vernacular Arabic 
dialects, occurs only in carefully pronounced, unassimilated Islamic 
vocabulary and can be largely disregarded here, s and 1 are retained in 
Tamashek in a modest number of words. 1 is mostly found in expressions 
containing the word for God (Allah), but also occurs dialectally in e.g. 
aellasrora 'harm' where it represents Arabic *d (Hassaniya Arabic, especially 
in Mauritania, has a lateral fricative for Classical Arabic *d and *ö). 
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3.1.1.2 Marginal nasals (η n) 

The nasals ή and η occur in a handful of stems. A clear n was recorded in 
naemasku 'frog sp.' for a Goundam-area speaker, and in kumaenaega 'buprestid 
beetle'. These are probable Songhay borrowings. 

q occurs in seqqa 'brother', -vqqi> 'become ripe', and t-uqqa-t-t '(type of) 
tree bark'. These three terms occur in Algeria and (with the possible exception 
of 'tree bark') in Niger, and so are unlikely to be borrowings, so prevocalic *q 
can be assumed in a few words for proto-Tuareg. For 'brother' and 'become 
ripe' I have also recorded variants with n instead of η in K: aenna 'brother', 
-vfinu- 'become ripe'. 

There are many cases of homorganic clusters qg, qk, and ηγ, but these can 
be taken as assimilations from /ng/, etc., since there are no oppositions 
between e.g. qg and ng. 

3.1.1.3 Uvulars (r q) 

q is common as a phonetic entity but has marginal phonemic status. Most cases 
of phonetic [q] are in the geminated form qq, word-medially or -finally, and 
these can be interpreted as the phonetic realization of geminated / r r / , The 
conversion of /YY/ to qq is productive, and applies not only word-internally 
but also over word boundaries (§3.2.1.1). 

Within words, we have cases of morphological gemination such as 
/i-avmbb-aet/ >l-qqubb-aet 'he gulped', cf. verbal noun a - r a b b u 'gulping'. 
At a nonprefixal morpheme boundary (with a suffix or clitic), q q often 
represents Μ or IrkJ, as when a morpheme otherwise ending in γ is followed 
by a morpheme otherwise consisting of or beginning in t or k (e.g. FeSg -t, 
3MaPl object clitic -t, or any of the pronominal clitics beginning in k). An 
example is the name of the language, / t -a2-md:saev- t /> t-£e-ma:saeq-q 
'Tamashek'; see §3.2.1.1 for more detail. In these cases, the effect is a 
bidirectional feature assimilation whereby the t or k adopts the uvular position 
of the Y while the latter adopts a voiceless stop articulation. 

At word boundaries, we have such examples as preposition dser 'in' plus 
any noun beginning in Y, e.g. DA2Y Yussast 'in August', often pronounced 
[dajqiu'J'iaet]. Another recurring combination is a verb ending in lSgS -3ΪΥ 
followed by particle Yds 'only'. 

While /YY/ is regularly realized as qq, there are hints that ungeminated q 
may be on the way to becoming a phoneme distinct from Y. This is because q 
as well as γ can occur in ungeminated position. While γ is much more 
common, there are some cases of q in Arabic borrowings, as in PerfP -aqbael-
'consent' (imperative aqbal, LoImpfP -qdbbael-, cf. noun aelqabdla, all from 
Arabic qbl 'accept'). Contrast this with a native stem like -SYbaer- 'kick with 
heel' (Imprt 3Ybsr, LoImpfP -Yabbaer-). There are also dialectally sporadic 
cases of ungeminated q in non-borrowed vocabulary, especially where back-
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formation from geminated qq may be involved. An example of internal back-
formation is the verb 'sit ' (§7.3.2.9), which often appears in the perfective or 
resultative stem, which involve gemination to qq (PerfP -a jqq ima- , etc.). For 
some speakers we also (by back-formation) get ungeminated q rather than γ in 
forms like Imprt q a y a m (variant q a m ) alongside r a y m , where I interpret the 
variants with q as influenced by the qq of the perfectives. 

In the combination η γ , often representing alveolar η plus Y, the γ 
approaches the stop articulation [q], or an affricated articulation that sounds 
like phonetic [qY]. The most common case is the verb 'ki l l ' , Per fP -aqYa-
[-sqq^a-], but e .g. VblN t-e-naeYe with intervening vowel. I do not use "q" 
here in phonemic transcriptions, since I am not convinced that the segment in 
question is completely voiceless in this position; an instrumental phonetic 
study would be useful. No similar affrication occurs in m r , e.g. i - n w a d 
'vassals' (PI of a-m3Yid). 

While there is incipient phonemic splitting of q and Y, the alternation of 
ungeminated γ and geminated qq remains quite fundamental. For purposes of 
alphabetizing dictionary entries, I treat q as though γ (i.e. immediately 
following g). 

3.1.1.4 Pharyngealized alveolar stops (dt) 

The situation is somewhat similar with t and d. Here there are two types of 
alternation. First, there is a low-level and largely automatic devoicing of /d/ 
before a voiceless obstruent. We can see this most clearly in cases like PerfP 
-atfa- 'be poured' (for / -sdfa- / ) but LoImpfP -daf f - . However, I have recorded 
a few stems with d instead of t, e.g. PerfP -adkasd- 'describe'. The situation is 

ι ι ' σ « ι 

particularly messy with the verb 'pick up' (§7.3.2.19), where we get variation 
between dk, tk, tk, and even kk , and some of this variation extends to the 
LoImpfP and VblN where a vowel intervenes between the alveolar stop and 
the k. Based on limited evidence, I suspect that the devoicing before voiceless 
obstruent is systematic when the obstruent is a fricative (f s s} and unreliable 
when the obstruent is a stop (k). There are no relevant cases where the 
obstruent is t (the clusters #dt and #tt do not occur stem-medially), there is no 
full-fledged ρ phoneme in the language, and I know of no example of d 
clustered with following x. 

Secondly, there are numerous alternations within a word family of 
phonetic geminated [t:], and ungeminated [d], which suggest a single phoneme 
d and a rule devoicing /dd/ to phonetic [t:]. An example is 'seize' , with PerfP 
-attasf- 'seize, hold' but VblN lidaf. However, on closer inspection, there turn 
out to be a fair number of cases where the geminated version of d is [d:] rather 
than [t:]. The basic pattern is that we get [d:] when a stem-initial d is 
geminated, and a mix of [d:] and [t:] in stem-medial position. See §3.1.1.8, 
below for details. 
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Because of the variation between [d:] and [t:] as geminated counterpart of 
d, we must accept that d and t are partially independent of each other as 
phonemes. Moreover, there are a number of borrowings with ungeminated t, 
e.g. VblN a-talla? 'making a profit' (<Arabic). I will therefore transcribe with 
d or t based on pronunciation. In extracting consonantal "roots" for dictionary 
alphabetization purposes, I use the conventions summarized in (20). 

(20) "Root" Consonant Extraction Conventions for d and t 

d a) for word-families that have at least one form with phonetic 
[d], Example: Vdf 'seize, hold' because of VblN udaf. 

b) for word-families where the relevant consonant occurs 
only in [tX] clusters (where X is a voiceless obstruent), 
so at least arguably the [t] is a /d/ devoiced by a CC-
cluster voicing assimilation rule. 

t c) for word-families with [t] in at least one form where it is 
ungeminated, and either prevocalic or before a voiced 
consonant. Example: tabael 'table', 

d) for word-families with invariant geminated [t:] with no 
direct evidence for/d/. Example: t-aettael 'roasted meat'. 

3.1.1.5 Alternations ofs and ζ and ofs and zz 

The popular subdivisions of Tuareg (Tamashek, Tamajak, Tamahak) are 
named after the predominant reflex of *z. Within the Tamashek dialects 
studied, there are some interesting synchronic variations of s with ζ (this 
section), and others of s with ζ (§3.1.1.6, below). As noted in §3.1, s is 
pronounced hy in some Kidal-area dialects. 

In (21), I list the stems known to me that vary subdialectally (sometimes 
with more or less free variation within a subdialect) between forms with s and 
forms with z, across most or all stems in the word-family. 

(21) Dialectal s/z Alternations 

a. Vshr and Vzhr 'be massive, well-fed' 
b. Vsj and Vzj 'chase away' 
c. Vsjr and Vzjr 'long, tall' (also Vsjr) 

For 'be massive' we get e.g. MaSg participle ("adjective") suhaer-aen or 
zuhasr-asn. For 'chase away' we get e.g. PerfP -asaej- varying with -szaej-. For 
'long, tall' we get e.g. MaSg participle saejre-n varying with zaejre-n. In these 
word-families, the s variant is the more common overall. For 'long, tall' I have 
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also recorded Vsjr (in variation with Vsjr), perhaps a sporadic recent 
dissimilation of *s to the following affricatej [d3]. 

In the word-families to which we now turn, we get geminated zz 
corresponding to ungeminated s for at least some dialects (or speakers). This 
alternation is not "regular" phonologically, and all speakers have some other 
word-families with consistent s and ss, and some with consistent ζ and zz. 
Where zz does alternate with s, relatively stable zz typically occurs in forms 
whose relationship to s forms is of below average morphophonological 
transparency. The stable zz forms can be in short VblN's like aPPaC, άΡΡ, and 
e-CaePP, in long imperfectives of type -C0PP-, and in unsuffixed ablaut plurals 
of type t-i-CaPP (for Sg t-e-CaePe or t-e-CaePPe). There are also a few other 
idiosyncratic cases. 

The alternations known to me, some confined to certain dialects (or 
speakers), are given in (22). Variant forms with ss instead of zz are given in 
parentheses. 

(22) Alternations of s and Geminated zz 

a. 

gloss 

'be sold' 

s form(s) 

PerfP -ansa-

zz form(s) 

VblN e-naezz 
LoImpfP -ηάζζ- (-ndss-) 

b. 'pardon' PerfP -ansa- LoImpfP -ηάζζ- (-ndss-) 
VblN t-e-naesse PI VblN t-i-ηόζζ (t-i-nass) 

c. 'fly (insect')' PI es-αη (T-ka) Sg ezz (ess) 

[PI also ezz-αη, ess-an] 

d. 'age-mate' asi verb zuyya-t 'coincide' (Imprt) 

e. 'butcher' PerfP -osa- VblN azz (ass) 

f. 'run' PerfP -osael- VblN άζζαΐ 
g· niece Sg t-e-jaese PI t-i-gazz 

For 'sell' (22.a) and its homonym 'pardon' (22.b), we get s when clustered 
with preceding n. When the sibilant is geminated (LoImpfP), we get zz 
varying with ss. The VblN e-naizz seems to have consistent zz. The VblN 
t-e-naesse 'pardon(ing)' has ss in spite of gemination, but zz varies with ss in 
the ablaut PI. 

For 'fly' (22.c) the sibilant is always geminated in the Sg (unaccented ezz, 
ess, Ansongo Gourma accented ess). The PI, if formed by simple suffixation, 
retains this geminate (ess-asn, ezz-asn). However, I also recorded a sibilant 
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alternation for Kal Ansar, i.e. Sg ezz but PI es-αη with ungeminated s (and full 
α suggesting contraction from /esi-aen/, cf. feminine t-ezzi-t-t or t-essi-t-t). 

The relationship between the noun 'age-mate' and the verb 'coincide (in 
time)' in (22.d) is probably opaque synchronically. The noun itself was not 
recognized by some speakers and appears to be confined to certain dialects. 
The verb is cited in the Sg Imprt form züyys-t, but as with most C-initial stems 
it often appears in initially geminated stem shapes like PerfP -azzuyyas-t. 

In (22.e-f), the sibilant is geminated in the VblN but not in any inflectable 
stem. The VblN of '(skin and) butcher' (e) varies between ss and zz, while that 
of 'run' (f) consistently shows zz. 

For 'niece' (22.g), gemination occurs in the ablaut PI, which has zz versus 
s in the Sg. 

Fuller dialectal data on these stems are presented in the relevant dictionary 
entries. 

3.1.1.6 Alternation ofs and ζ 

The alternations covered here are lexically idiosyncratic. 
For 'red, brown', I recorded forms with s throughout the word-family, e.g. 

ImprtIswcnr 'become red!', MaSg participle saeggaer-asn or seeggaer-asn 'red', 
and abstractive noun t - a - su re 'redness'. However, I did record a relative 
adjectival noun as ά-zwcnr 'red one' with z. 

For 'be wondrous', I recorded forms with consonantal sequences Vssb and 
Vzzb, e.g. PerfP -sesosseb- varying with -sezozaeb-. These forms are borrowed 
from Arabic V?zb. 

3.1.1.7 Alternation of w and gg 

There is an alternation of single w with geminated gg. It is not fully 
productive, and except when solidly lexicalized (e.g. verbal nouns) the 
tendency is to level it out, the usual result being w and geminated ww. 

In verbal inflection, I observed no cases of gg due to gemination of stem-
initial w in the PerfP or ShlmpfP stems: Imprt waellasf 'invent' and PerfP 
-awwslaef - (not #-3ggslaef)· Likewise, the PerfP type -aswwaeC-, e.g. 
-aewwasr- 'keep back', has ww instead of gg. One could argue for -owaeC- as 
the basic PerfP stem for such verbs, since in all imperfective stems they are 
treated like verbs with PerfP -oPasC- (with Ρ other than w). 

However, in the Lolmpf of -vwvC- verbs, gg (probably the original 
treatment) is attested in variation with leveled-out ww, hence awst 'hit' 
(Imprt), LoImpfP -(t-)sgg0t- alongside -( t-)3wwdt- . The same is true of 
-vCwvC- verbs: PerfP -aswaer- 'precede', but LoImpfP (with medial 
gemination) -sawwasr- or -saggasr-. 
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The most systematic retention of gg as geminated version of w is in verbal 
nouns. The -owasC- verbs just mentioned with PerfP -aewwasC- have a VblN 
pattern aggaC (aggal, aggad, aggar), never #awwaC. 

The verb for 'become red, brown' has PerfP sseggar- (and its participles), 
Imprt Iswav, and LoImpfP -t- lswar-. Related nouns are ά - swar (or ά -zwar ) 
'red one' and t-a-sure 'redness' (perhaps <*t-3-sawre). 

In nominal Sg/Pl alternations, I can cite a word for 'tail or mane hair' (also 
'grey heron'): Sg ae-saw or ae-saww, Pll-sagg-asn orl-saww-aen. There are 
also some archaic w/gg alternations in the following terms for affines: 
a-daeggal 'father- or son-in-law', ΡΠ-dawl-an ; a-laggas 'brother-in-law', PI 
l -bws-an. 

For historical discussion of this problem in Berber, see EPPB 42-4. 

3.1.1.8 Alternation of d andtt 

Geminated /dd/ is sometimes devoiced to tt (phonetic [t:], resulting in 
alternations of d with tt. ι ι ι 

In verbal inflection, we observe the alternation between inflectable stems 
of type - vCCvC- and their nominal derivatives. Example: 'hold' has 
inflectable stems -attaef- (PerfP), -attaf- (ShlmpfP), and -t-dttaf- (LoImpfP), 
but VblN uda f and Agentive a-n-üdaf. The nominal derivatives (VblN, 
Agentive) are somewhat lexicalized, but the alternations do point to a 
correspondence between ungeminated d and geminated tt. Taking /d/ as 
underlying, we could argue that geminated /dd/ in the inflectable verb forms 
has been devoiced to tt. 

ι t 

In the case of 'hold', the division is between the inflectable verb stems as a 
class (with tt) and the associated nominals (with d). However, when the 
simple/geminated alternation occurs within the set of inflectable verb stems, 
i.e. when the gemination is confined to the long imperfective, we get dd 
instead of tt. An example is 'graze', with PerfP -adasn- and LoImpfP 
-t-addan-. ( I 

Let us now consider cases where the inflectable verb stem has 
ungeminated d and a nominal derivative has a geminated counterpart. In these 
cases, we get dd rather than tt. Thus -odaen- 'be missing', VblN iddun. 
Comparison of e.g. -t-attaf-, -t-addan-, and iddun shows that both tt and dd 
can occur stem-medially. I conclude that the choice requires reference to 
morphology and does not constitute a pure phonological process. 

The other relevant alternation involves stem-initial d in verb classes where 
a stem-initial C is geminated in certain stems including the PerfP (but not the 
Imprt or the long imperfectives). An example is 'become angry', with PerfP 
-addukras-t alongside LoImpfP -t-idakru-t. Note that the geminated form is dd 
rather than tt. ι ι 

The data can be summarized in (23). 
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(23) Geminated Counterpart of d 

dd a) inflectable verb stems have medial d and dd. 
I I I I I 

b) inflectable verb stems have initial d and dd 
c) inflectable verb stems have medial d, nominals have dd. 

tt d) inflectable verb stems have tt, nominals have d 
I I ' I I I 

I infer from these data that the cases of tt alternating with d are the odd 
man out. It is reasonable to think that devoicing of /dd/ to tt was productive at 
an earlier stage of the language, that the currently productive rule is that d is 
geminated to dd, and that devoicing remains operative as a morphologically 
specialized process in alternations where tt is well-established. Assuming that 
the directionality of derivation is verb (input) to nominal (output), the cases of 
tt (verbs) corresponding to d (nominals) have not been "updated" to conform 
to the currently productive rule because the nominals have only weak influence 
on the associated verbs. By contrast, where the verb has d, the nominals have 
been updated. Likewise, any alternations of medial d and *tt among the 
different inflectable stems of a verb have been leveled out by updating *tt to 
dd. 

3.1.1.9 Loss of stem-final semivowel 

There are numerous, but mostly rather lexicalized, alternations between final w 
or y and zero, suggesting that original stem-final semivowels have been lost in 
some forms. For some stems, this can be seen in masculine/feminine 
alternations, where the stem has a final semivowel before FeSg -t but not in 
the unsuffixed masculine, as in £e-jola 'step-son' versus t-ae-jolay-t 'step-
daughter', and ά-jaeya 'great-grandson' t-a-jaeyaw-t 'great-granddaughter'. 
Another pattern where the unsuffixed masculine is missing a V in addition to 
the missing final semivowel is e-baegr 'floodplain', feminine (=diminutive) 
t-e-bäeqvasw-t. Fuller lists of these types are given in §4.1.2.4. 

Two noun stems whose Sg ends in oy are attested at least dialectally with 
ablaut plurals irregularly lacking the y (24). 

(24) Ablaut Plural without Stem-Final y 

gloss Sg PI 

a. 'carrion' t-a-maesroy-t t-l-masra 
[similarly in Niger Tamajak, LTF2 124] 

b. '(little) penis' t-a-zsemboy-t t-i-zamba 
[PI also t-i-zambay] 
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There are some (sub-)dialectal variants such as e-kew and e-ke for 'root', 
and afrew versus afaerr 'wing', where one variant shows final w. In a-laesso 
and variant ά-laessaew 'black turban cloth', asw varies with o. Likewise aggu 
'griot' (regional word) varies dialectally with dggiw. 

Among verbs, note such pairings as -olaeh-'resemble' and related noun 
m-llhaw 'resemblance', and the intraparadigmatic variation seen in PerfP 
-seffo- (dialectally -aeffew-) and Imprtlfaw for '(day) break'. For more detail 
on '(day) break' see §7.3.2.15. 

The largest set of alternations of final zero with semivowel are nominal 
plurals that involve both a suffix (MaPl -aen or -an, FePl -en) and a stem 
change. One pattern typical of certain types of VblN, especially Sg type uCaC, 
and some other nouns, is exemplified by lidaf 'holding', PI udfaw-aen (see 
§4.1.2.10). Here one could argue that the w serves to separate the α of the stem 
from the suffix-initial V. However, the productive device for avoiding a vowel 
cluster in this position is to use a postvocalic allomorph of the PI suffix, e.g. 
MaPl -taen instead of -aen. The addition of w just before a PI suffix like MaPl 
-asn is often accompanied by other idiosyncratic stem changes, such as the 
extra α in üdfaw-asn (compare Sg udaf), or the broader ablaut seem in e.g. 
e-baeje 'horse', PI i-bajw-αη. I therefore take the w in üdfaw-aen (and 
l-bajw-αη) to be part of the stem rather than part of the suffix or an epenthetic 
linker. As a result, I recognize more cases here of stem-final w confined to the 
plural. 

There are many nouns that end in phonetic [i] or [u] in the unsuffixed 
masculine singular, [i] can represent phonemic /ay/ or /i/, and [u] can represent 
/aw/ or /u/. The following tests for distinguishing diphthongal from 
monophthongal representations are available: a) adding a lSg possessive 
suffix, which is -in after C but -nin after V; b) adding a V-initial suffix like 
MaPl suffix -sen, which is normally extended to -taen after V but not after C; 
and c) if there is an unsuffixed ablaut plural, /i/ and /u/ should be replaced by 
a, /ay/ by ay, and /aw/ by aw. As it happens, the data from these tests are often 
inconsistent, even for single speakers. Most often, singular nouns ending in [i] 
or [u] are treated as V-final when a pronominal possessor suffix is added, so 
we usually get postvocalic lSg allomorph -nin, though postconsonantal 
allomorph -in is occasionally attested. Some of these same nouns consistently 
form ablaut or suffixal plurals that presuppose final /ay/ or /a w/ in the 
singular. All the verbal nouns of the heavy verb stems ending in ...ay and ...aw 
are of this type, e.g. VblN a - f l a w f a l a w [aflufa'lu] from (PerfP) 
-aeflsewfselasw- 'flicker' (lSg possessve α-flawfalü-nin, much less often 
α-flawfalaw-in, but plural consistently a-flawfaliw-aen). There are also a 
number of simple nouns like ae-bori 'stick' of this type, though for these nouns 
the singulars are more consistently treated as V-final (lSg possessive regularly 
ae-bori-nin, but plural i-boray-aen). 

One way to analyse the differential effect of a pronominal possessor suffix 
and a PI formation (ablaut or suffixal) is to argue that plurals take shape at an 
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early (perhaps lexical) cycle, while possessor suffixes are added at a later 
(perhaps postlexical) cycle. 

3.1.1.10 Loss of nonfinal semivowel 

Nonfinal stem-consonant w is lost, or alternates with homorganic vowel u, in 
certain forms of the adjectival word-families Vswr 'red, brown', Vwrv 
'yellow, light brown', and Vwsr 'big'. In (25) I show the PerfP and Imprt of 
the verbs ('become X'), the associated noun ('an X one'), and the abstractive 
('red/yellowness'). 

(25) Presence/Absence of w in Certain Adjectival Stems 

'Yellow' lacks w in the PerfP. In Niger, this stem has dialectal forms 
based on Vrwr instead of Vwrr (LTF 2 282), suggesting that metathesis has 
played a role. 

The abstractives for 'red' and 'yellow' in (25) show ο or u instead of w. 
Note also the Imprt variant usar for A-grm. 

Nonfinal stem y is lost in the (Timbuktu-area) PI or-aen or or-αη 'months' 
for Sg lyor (or aeyyor). The unreduced PI aeyyor-aen was recorded in A-grm. 
(Some dialects, e.g. those around Kidal, use an unrelated stem for 'month'.) A 
stem meaning 'grass' is variably t-e-ysse (PI t-i-yasiw-en) or t-esse (PI 
t-assiw-en). The stem t-a-yatte 'mind, intelligence' has a variant PI t-l-tw-en 
(alongside the more regular t-i-ystta-w-en). The i in t-l-tw-en might be taken 
as the usual PI prefix -i-, but it could alternatively be taken as a vocalized 
version of the lexical y, or as the contraction of /iy/. 

The dialectal alternation aelrdfayaet and aelfafet 'peace' (<Arabic) is a 
little different since it involves contraction rather than just 
monophthongization. 

There are a handful of alternations like aellaewr-set and asllor-ast 
'language' (<Arabic), involving aew varying with o. The stems are loans or 
regional words. It is not immediately clear whether the variants reflect multiple 
borrowing, or whether the monophthongal variants have evolved out of the 
diphthongal ones. 

PerfP Imprt noun abstractive 

a. 'red' saeggar Iswar 
b. 'yellow' -aerar- Iwrar 
c. 'big' w&ssar Iwsar 

ά-swav t-3-sure 
ά-wrav t-se-rore (t-3-ruve) 
— t-ü-saere 

[Imprt also üsar (A-grm)] 
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3.1.2 Vowels 

3.1.2.1 Full and short vowels 

The vowel phonemes are the short V ' s in (26) and the full V ' s in (27). 

(26) Short Vowels 

high: 
low: 

3 
ae 

(27) Full Vowels 

high: 
mid-height: 
low: 

u 
ο 

α 
e 

The short V 's do not occur word-finally. All seven V ' s occur in closed 
syllables, in nonfinal open syllables (though a is syncopated in some contexts), 
and word-initially before a C. Some neutralizations occur before B L C ' s (see 
§3.1.1.2, below). 

All o f these V ' s occur as distinct phonemes word-initially and word-
medially. All may occur in either open or closed syllables, though under some 
conditions medial interconsonantal a is subject to syncope. Word-finally, only 
full V ' s occur. The high (H) and low (L) V ' s constitute sets in ablaut 
patterning; note in particular that a patterns with {u i} while ae patterns with a. 
The mid-height V ' s are largely outside of the H/L system, but behave like low 
V ' s in the environment for Short-V Harmony. 

The difference between short and full V ' s is entirely unrelated to accent. 
The Default Accentuation rule is based on syllable counts, regardless of how 
"heavy" the syllable is. 

The only phonemic opposition expressed primarily by length is se (=short 
a) versus α (=full or long a). Duration is not the only cue, however; the 
phoneme ae varies phonetically from (short) [as] to (short) [a] depending on 
consonantal environment, while the phoneme α is realized as [a:] with little 
variation in quality. A pair illustrating ae versus α is ae-kala 'rope for pulling 
camel' versus ά-kaela 'moist flesh (of melon)'. 

Since the sets of short and full V ' s are not parallel, it is not really 
necessary to use macrons for the full V ' s , e.g. e and a. Such transcriptions, 
however, are reasonable structurally. 

I use the symbol "as" for short a, and " a " for full (long) a. For Niger 
Tamajak, L T F 2 used "ä" and "a , " respectively. For Mali, DN86 uses " a " and 
" a " . My choice is designed to make the two symbols more clearly distinct. 
Furthermore, by avoiding the micron (i.e. breve diacritic) in the symbol for 
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short a, I am able to add accent markings (as, ab, etc.), which are generally not 
used by the other authors. 

3.1.2.2 Vowels before backing and lowering consonants (BLC's) 

The consonants {r q υ χ ? h}, all pharyngealized alveolars {d 11 s z}, and to 
some extent h, hereafter "backing and lowering consonants" (abbreviation: 
BLC's), have the effect of lowering preceding high full V's and of backing 
and lowering short V's. In T-ka, this is systematic and results in surface 
mergers of vocalic phonemes, provided that the BLC is syllable-final. When 
the BLC is not syllable-final, there is still a notable backing or lowering effect, 
but complete phonemic merger does not always occur (in such cases, my field 
transcriptions are variable). 

The mergers, in phonemic terms, are those in (28). 

(28) Backing/Lowering of V's 

short V: 3 > ae 
full V's: i > e u > o 

That is, schwa is backed to merge with the ae (i.e. short a) phoneme, while 
high full V's are lowered to mid-height. 

In addition to inducing these vocalic mergers, BLC's also affect the 
phonetic realization of the resulting {ae e o}. The merged ae (=short a) is 
pronounced [a]. This applies both to true /as/, and to underlying h i that has 
lowered to merge with /as/. Similarly, before a BLC, e (either true phonemic 
/e/, or lowered /i/) is realized as [ε], while ο (either true /o/ or lowered /u/) is 
realized as [o]. 

For the short V's, compare e.g. PerfP -a f l a - 'be split' with PerfP 
-3?ma-[-a'Tma-] 'apply henna', using verbs of the same class. For i > e, 
compare nominal MaPl forms i-klsstif-aen [ik...]'chatterings' and i-rbab 
[ε'τ...] 'holes in tree' (both of which contain MaPl prefix i-). For u > o, 
compare the infinitives (of the same verb class) ujas [u'djaf] 'entering' and 
liral [o'ral] 'waiting'. 

Backing/Lowering also occurs before certain PQ clusters where Q is a 
backing and lowering C while Ρ is a C (usually a liquid or nasal) that passively 
transmits the effect to a preceding V.The attested clusters of this type are /Id/, 
/lz/, /nd/, /mb/, /md/, /qr/, /mz/, /nz/, and less systematically /bd/. Examples: 
-aldaes- [-a'ldass-] 'become tired', -a lza- [-a'lza] 'shave', andaw [a'ndu] 
'throw!', t -embe [ te 'mbe] 'taste' and variant t-emde [te'mde] 'taste', 
/snra-aer-W > aqre-qAq [a'qreq:] Ί killed him', -t-lm-z-szzij- [-te'mz...] 
'pull each other', anzaj [a'nzaj] 'blink!', and for some speakers i-bda/ [e'bda] 
'he was separated'. I did not observe this treatment with r (q, V) after 1 or m, 
e.g. slqabil-aet 'tribe'. 
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The short-V merger is potentially momentous, given the importance of the 
a versus ae opposition in verbal ablaut. In verbs of the shape -vCCvC-, for 
example, the PerfP stem is -aCCaeC- while the Shlmpf stem is -aCCaC-, and if 
the final C is a BLC this aspectual distinction is phonetically neutralized. The 
stem-initial a of this and many other verb types is also subject to backing, if 
the first C of the stem is a BLC. With a stem-initial short V, however, we can 
test for underlying /a/ versus /as/ status by adding 3MaPl subject prefix i-, 
which combines with stem-initial /a/ as i- (surfacing as [e] after 
Backing/Lowering) but with stem-initial /as/ as 0-ae. In many other cases there 
is no such test, but particularly in verbal morphology it is usually possible to 
choose between underlying /a/ versus /as/ by comparison to forms of the same 
pattern with verbs with plain C's. 

In my normal transcription, I attempt to undo the effects of 
Backing/Lowering, restoring original a, i, and u where possible. Most 
Tamashek stems belong to recognizable patterns with characteristic vocalic 
patterns (often reflecting ablaut melodies). This is true of all verb forms 
(except the perfective stems of some verbs of adjectival quality). It is also true 
of ablaut and mixed suffixal-ablaut nominal plurals, and of some singular 
nouns. However, there are some nouns, prepositions, adverbs, and perfective 
verbs of adjectival quality (these perfectives are noun-like in form), whose 
underlying vocalism cannot be reliably determined on the basis of such class 
analogies. If such stems have BLC's, there may be no basis for deciding 
between phonemic /i/ and /e/, /u/ and /o/, or /a/ and /ae/. In such indeterminate 
cases, I transcribe the vowel as it is heard phonetically, i.e. as ae, e, and o. 
Examples: preposition [-vor] 'chez' transcribed r o r (not rur) , adjectival verb 
PerfP [ka'r:oz] 'it became narrow' (where both r and ζ are BLZ's) transcribed 
keerroz, though the transcriptions r ü r and karruz are equally compatible with 
the phonetic output and are not ruled out by any morphological pattern. 

Because of these indeterminacies, my transcriptions of vowels before 
BLC's should be used with caution in reconstructions of proto-vocalism. The 
Tamajak dialects of Niger seem to have the most conservative vocalism, since 
BLC's do not seem to produce phonemic mergers in those varieties. I have not 
done enough careful work on eastern Tamashek (A-grm, Gao, Kidal) to be 
completely sure of the situation there. There is certainly some merging of 
vowels before BLC's but the mergers are perhaps less rigorous than in T-ka. 

3.1.2.3 Deletable final vowels (nouns, suffixes, clitics) 

Even without comparison to other Tuareg and Berber varieties, there are 
indications in the morphology that original stem- or word-final vowels have 
been lost. In some cases, a good case can be made for a lexical representation 
with some kind of final V that is subject to deletion in word-final position. 

First, some suffixes like FeSg -t behave, for purposes of Default 
Accentuation, as though they ended in a vowel: α-baembaerct 'Bambara man' 
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but feminine t-a-baembaera-t-t 'Bambara woman' (or 'Bambara language'). 
The Default Accentuation rule normally depends only on the vowels, 
producing an antepenultimate accent on multisyllabic words lacking a lexical 
accent on the final or the penult. The addition of suffixes consisting entirely of 
C's should not change the accent, but the 'Bambara' examples above show that 
FeSg -t does force the shift of a default antepenultimate accent onto the penult. 
For fuller discussion of this and other suffixes and clitics with similar 
accentual effects, see §3.3.1.1. 

There are a few noun stems that appear to preserve an original final vowel 
before FeSg -t (actually -t-t with additional inner Fe suffix), but not in the 
unsuffixed masculine singular. For 'gazelle' we have male e-daem versus 
female t-e-daemi-t-t. For 'noble (freeborn)' we have male e-laell and female 
t-e-laelli-t-t, cf. verb -sllullae-t 'be noble' and abstractive d lb l lu 'nobility, 
freeborn state'. See §4.1.2.4 for fuller data. 

A number of V-final noun stems have a MaPl suffix -an with full vowel, 
instead of the usual MaPl suffix -aen. In some cases the full V is due to ablaut 
(/-aen/ plus χ), but in other cases it is due to contraction with a stem-final V 
(/V-aen/—»-an, see (39)). Examples of the contraction type are a-kassa 'fresh 
vegetation', PI i-kaes-αη ; and e-kaesi 'speckled one', PI i-kaes-αη. The accent 
shift in the first example, from prefix (in the singular) to the surface penult (in 
the plural), reinforces the view that these cases of surface -an suffix result (at 
least historically) from contraction of a stem-final V with /-aen/. If Default 
Accentuation applies to /i-kaesa-aen/ prior to VV-contraction (39), the accent is 
on the underlying antepenult as expected, though after contraction this ends up 
as the surface penult. See §4.1.2.13 for more data and analysis. 

Another set of nouns, including one important verbal noun pattern, have an 
apparent PI ending -awaen that I interpret as a stem-final α (missing from the 
singular) plus an epenthetic stem-extension w- plus MaPl suffix -aen. Example: 
eff 'shelter', PI effaw-aen. 

A somewhat more complex case of stem-final V alternating with zero is 
discussed in the next section. 

3.1.2.4 Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (in verbs) 

A number of verbs have stem-alternations involving full V's, short V's, and 
zero. These are the only unaugmented V-final verbs. For example, 'vomit' has 
a PerfP -absa-, with 3FePl subject absas-naet 'they-Fe vomited'; I take its basic 
lexical form to be -vbsu-. The Shlmpf is -zebs (e.g. Sg Imprt aebs 'vomit!') 
without the final V. The Shlmpf combines with 3FePl subject suffix -naet as 
absa-naet, with a stem-final a that also induces an assimilatory (i.e. harmonic) 
change of stem-initial /ae/ to a. It also combines with 3MaPl subject suffix -aen 
to give sbsa-n. I take the basic (lexical) form of the Shlmpf to be /-aebsi-/, 
ending in an underspecified high V "i" that is deleted without trace word-
finally (i.e. where no subject suffix appears). The hi contracts with the /ae/ of a 
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following V-initial subject suffix to form 3, in effect transferring its [+high] 
feature to the surviving short V. The hi surfaces as a before C-initial subject 
suffixes like 3FeSg -naet. 

A good case can be made for a parallel underspecified and deletable low V 
that I write IAI. This occurs only in long imperfectives of a subset (namely, 
bisyllablic -vCCu-) of the same V-final verbs that have h i in the short 
imperfective (preceding paragraph). The LoImpfP in question appears as 
-PdQQ word-finally (i.e., with no subject suffix), as in -bass 'vomit ' . 
However, when a C-initial subject suffix is added, we get forms like 3FePl 
bassas-nast with a stem-final low V, and this is the main evidence for a 
representation of the type /-bdssA-/. When a subject suffix beginning in as is 
added, we get forms like 3MaPl bdssae-n, which could be generated with or 
without a stem-final /A/, but which I take (by parallelism to the short 
imperfectives) as due to contraction, i.e. /bassA-asn/ with the IAI transferring 
its [-high] feature to the surviving contracted V. In sum, the evidence for IAI is 
weaker than that for hi, and IAI occurs in the paradigms of a subset of the 
stems that have hi. 

For more on these unaugmented V-final verbs see §7.3.1.3. 
Both final hi and IAI in these verbs correspond to "u" in the corresponding 

forms of Niger Tamajak (LTF2 424, class I.A.7-ll,e.g. Imprt "zeknu" and 
LoImpfP "ikannu" for 'do well'). However, Foucauld's data do not have a 
final V in such forms as "iläss" for 'he dresses' (DTF 4.2020) and "ed iken" 
for 'he will do well' (DTF 2.821). 

Synchronically in Tamashek, one might equate stem-final hi with a, and 
IAI with ae, noting that {a ae} do not otherwise occur as stem-final segments. 
However, these equations are not transparent, and the fact that the verbs in 
question have stem-final full V's in the perfective and long imperfective stems 
makes it difficult to justify short-vowel representations for hi and IAI. No 
other stems or words in the language end with short V's. 

If we were to identify hi and IAJ with full V's (the only V's that otherwise 
occur in stem-final position), hi should probably be identified with i rather 
than with u. This is because there are some verb classes with a non-deleting 
final u, either in the imperfective forms only or in both perfective and 
imperfective stems. For example, the verb 'cough' appears as -asu- in both 
PerfP and Shlmpf stems (§7.3.1.4). This u does not delete word-finally, and 
contracts with /ae/ at the beginning of a subject suffix to form u rather than a, 
as in asu-n 'they-Ma coughed' from /asu-aen/. This true stem-final u therefore 
has no phonological similarity to III. However, there is only one verb with true 
i in the Shlmprt stem, namely -Iwi- 'be born'. Since this verb has a /-iCi-/ 
shape not found with any of the verbs that I analyse as having final hi in the 
Shlmpf (and IAI in the LoImpfP), one could imagine identifying III with i and 
trying to connect the phonological differences in some way with stem shape. 
However, again this is a somewhat convoluted argument, and I prefer to think 
of hi and IAJ as abstract segments with vowel-like properties. 

The deletion rule may be formulated as (29). 
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(29) Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (Verbs) 

Stem-final underspecified vowels I I I (high) and /A/ (low) are 
deleted when not followed by a nonzero subject suffix 

The nonzero suffixes expressing imperative subject (MaPl -aet, FePl -maet) 
do not count as "subject suffixes" for this purpose and do not block the 
deletion (§7.2.3.2). 

When deletion of hi produces a word-final CC cluster, depending on 
which C's are involved it may be necessary to resyllabify by inserting a schwa 
between the two. In T-ka this also entails an accent shift onto the schwa. See 
§3.2.4 and §3.3.2 for details. 

3.1.2.5 Phonological status of final [u] and [i] 

Because word-final (or preconsonantal) u and a w (phonetic [u]) are 
indistinguishable, as are i and ay (phonetic [i]), clues from suffixation and 
ablaut may be relevant to determining the correct phonological representation. 

For nouns, a true final u or i will become α in a nonsuffixal ablaut plural, 
since PI ablaut replaces the last V of the stem by a. By the same token, a stem-
final aw will become aw in an ablauted PI, and ay will become ay. 

We observe u to a in ee-karfu 'rope' (<Songhay), PI l-kurfa, and 
t-a-damu-t-t 'millet beverage', PI t-"i-dama. I know of no example where Sg 
stem-final u corresponds to PI aw, though the irregular compound initial massi 
'owner o f , PI maessaw- 'owners of (§4.1.2.26), is suggestive. Examples 
where final HI is replaced by PI α include: t-a-tbaqqi-t-t 'dot', PI t-l-tbaqqa, 
and t-a-Yimi-t-t 'sitting' (VblN, Vrym), PI t -Wima (A-grm). Examples where 
the PI has ay include t-a-s-ass-awi-t-t 'package' (A-grm), PI t-i-s-ass-iway, 
and t-a-s-anji-t-t 'channel', PI t-i-s-anjay. These PI forms justify e.g. 
/-tbaqqi-/ for 'dot' with final i, and /-s-ass-away-/ for 'package' with final ay, 
as the representations to which PI ablaut applies. Further examples of ablaut 
plurals can be gleaned from the lists in the sections beginning §4.1.2.15. Many 
of the relevant nouns are derivatives of verbs, where the difference between 
final diphthong (vy or vw) and final vowel (υ) is clearly expressed in verbal 
inflection. Thus t-a-s-ass-awi-t-t 'package' is a derivative of the Causative of 
-uwvy- 'bring' (PerfP -sewwaey-). 

While the plural-ablaut test suggests singular representations for 'package' 
and 'channel' (preceding paragraph) ending in /...ay-/, the Sg forms end in -t-t, 
including inner Fe suffix -t-. This suffixal pattern is otherwise confined to 
V-final stems, so the different pieces of evidence conflict. One might conclude 
from this that ablaut applies at an early (lexical) stage, while FeSg suffixation 
applies to later (post-lexical) representations. 

Suffixal plurals (without ablaut) also provide evidence for the status of 
final [u] and [i] in singular noun stems. If the noun ends in a true V, we 
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frequently get -taen, as in Sg ά-dwanni 'talk (noun)', PI i-dwanni-tasn. If the 
noun ends in /ay/ or /aw/, we get just -asn without the (intervocalic epenthetic) 
-t-, and the semivowel is audible: ...ay-aen, ...aw-aen. An example is ae-bori 
'stick', PI i-boray-sen. The two stems can therefore be assigned lexical 
representations /dwanni/ and /boray/, respectively. However, the Sg type 
ae-bori behaves like a V-final (not C-final) stem for purposes of assigning 
allomorphs of possessive pronominal suffixes. Thus ae-bori-nin 'my stick', 
with postvocalic allomorph; we would expect #ae-boray-in with 
postconsonantal suffix allomorph if the stem were treated as ending in a 
semivowel. So again, there are data pointing in opposite directions, perhaps 
lending themselves to a distinction between lexical and postlexical rules. 

The type ae-bori-nin seems to be quite regular for nouns of this type. For 
common nouns, the only evidence available to the native speaker that [u] is 
from /aw/ or that [i] is from /iy/ is the form of the plural, and evidently this is 
not powerful enough to influence the suffixal allomorphy of the singular. 
However, verbal nouns are somewhat different, in that they are closely 
associated in form with inflected stems. Thus the VblN 'expressing thanks', 
phonetic [a-d3o'di], can be safely assigned a representation α-jüday rather than 
#a-judi since the corresponding verb (PerfP -jodasy-) has an unmistakable 
final diphthong. If this isn't enough, verbal nouns ending in ...CaC have a 
variant with full α instead of schwa, in this case a-juday alongside a-juday. 
The representation α - j u d a y is confirmed more directly by its own PI 
i-juday-aen (varying with i - jüday-aen) . However, here there is some 
fluctuation in the data, and plurals of the type i-jüdi-taen are attested (rarely) 
along with those of the types i-jüday-aen and i-jüday-aen. 

The situation may be summarized as follows. For common nouns, the 
plural (ablaut or suffixal) may require a stem representation ending in a 
diphthong /ay/ or /aw/, but even in this case the Sg may behave as V-final for 
purposes of its own suffixal allomorphy (which arguably involves post-lexical 
processes). With verbal nouns, where the evidence for a final diphthong is 
much more visible to native speakers, the Sg VblN is often (but unreliably) 
treated as diphthongal. 

3.1.2.6 Phonological status of medial [u] and [i] before C 

Most cases of medial [u] and [i] are unproblematically assigned to u and i 
phonemes. However, there are some cases where I transcribe them as 
diphthongs, ay or aw. The stems in question have ablaut alternations of the 
type asw versus [u], or asy versus [i]. For example, the verb 'dust o f f has a 
Shlmpf stem kaeykaey [kae'jkaej], and a PerfP stem [a'k:ikasj] that I transcribe 
-akkaykasy-. Likewise Shlmpf laewlaew 'tower (above)' and PerfP [a'hulu], 
the latter transcribed -allawlaw-. 

For the irregular verb 'sit' (Vrym or Vrm), the most common forms are of 
the perfective stem family, e.g. PerfP [-aeq:ima-] (for T-ka, the [ae] is a backed 
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realization of /a/, harmonic to i, before a BLC, but for other dialects it is a true 
initial ze). The Shlmpf is dialectally variable, e.g. Sg Imprt r a m (qam) versus 
Yayam. This variation suggests competing analyses of the perfectives, as 
either -aqqima- or -sqqayma- (plus variants with initial ae). The LoImpfP is 
usually - t - a r a s y m a - but - t - a r a m a - is attested dialectally. See §7.3.2.9 for 
more on 'sit', and on the other stem of the same type (Vjyh or Vjh 'witness'). 

3.1.2.7 Medial ...Cy/...Cay/...Ciy,...Cw/...Caw/...Cuw before V 

A noun meaning 'preaching' is pronounced [talu'lija]. Just f rom its 
pronunciation, it is difficult to determine whether the correct phonemic 
transcription of the stem is - lu lya , -lulaya, or - lu l iya . This uncertainty is 
reflected in the accents of variant suffixal plurals. 

The main T-ka informant gave the PI as phonetic [tilu'l(i)jawen]. Since the 
accent is never to the left of the antepenult, there is clearly no structurally 
recognized V between the second 1 and the y of the Sg, which I therefore 
represent as t - s - lu lya . However, the same speaker also gave a variant PI 
[tiluli'jawen], where the V between 1 and y ([j]) is accented and so is 
obviously structurally recognized. This variant PI points to a Sg t-a-lütaya. 

Another case of variation, this time dialectal, is the Arabic loanword 
aelrafayaet or aelrafyaet 'peace' (among other variants). The difference is best 
seen in the PI, aslrafayaet-asn (T-md) or aelvaiy-aet-en (A-grm). 

The same uncertainty can apply to ...Cw/...Caw/...Cuw before a V. Thus 
'k inship ' , pronounced [tat:i 'r(u)wa], arguably phonemic t-attirwa or 
t-atfirawa. 

In many cases one can decide on a "correct" transcription by recognizing 
the morphological pattern involved, and transcribing on the model of the 
clearer instances of that pattern. This is always the case in verbs, which fall 
into fixed syllabic types, each of which has its own paradigm. For example, 
PerfP -ajyass- 'vaccinate' and -ajwaes- ' trim', regardless of any low-level 
phonetic variation, clearly belong to the -vPQvC- verb type, as confirmed by 
their various inflectable stems and derivatives. In the case of 'kinship' 
(preceding paragraph), the transcription t-atfirawa seems best, by comparison 
with similar abstractives like t-awwlmada 'humanity' (§8.6.5). As a result, the 
only real uncertainties occur in a modest number of nouns like [talu'l(i)ja] 
'preaching' that do not fit transparently into a stem class. 
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3.2 Local assimilations and syllabification rules 

3.2.1 CC-cluster rules 

3.2.1.1 Stem-final C plus stop-initial suffix or clitic 

Within words, i.e. at the boundary between a stem and a suffix (or clitic), or 
between a suffix and a following suffix or clitic, certain C C-cluster 
assimilations apply. Most of the C-initial suffixes/clitics begin in t and k, 
notably FeSg -t, 3MaPl object clitic -\t, and some other pronominal clitics 
beginning in t or k. The assimilations, including "vacuous" cases where the 
output is identical to the input, are listed in (30). 

(30) CC-cluster Assimilations (Suffix Boundary) 

C plus t C plus k 

1.. regressive voicing assimilation only 

a. assimilation is vacuous 

st > st 
st > st 
ht > ht 

pt > pt 
ft > ft 
tt > tt 

xt > xt 

pk > pk 
fk > fk 
tk > tk 
tk > tk 
I I 

sk > sk 
sk > sk 
hk > hk 
kk > kk 
xk > xk 

b. produces geminate (j treated as g) 
dt > tt 

jk > kk 
gk > kk 

c. produces nongeminate cluster 
bt > pt bk > pk 

dk > tk 
dk > tk 

I I 

zt 
zt 
?t 

> 
> 
> 

st 
st 
hk 

zk > sk 
zk > sk 
?k > hk 
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2. regressive voicing assimilation plus other assimilations (producing 
geminates) 

d. progressive pharyngealization assimilation 
dt > tt — 
tt > tt — 

e. progressive point-of-articulation assimilation (j treated as g) 
jt > kk — 
kt > kk — 
gt > kk — 

f. regressive fricative-stop, progressive position assimilation 
Yt > qq r k > qq 

All of the clusters are consistent with regressive voicing assimilation. In 
(30.a-c) there is no other change. In (30.a) the assimilation is vacuous since the 
two C's already have the same voicing value. In (30.b) the assimilation 
produces a geminate, while in (30.c) we end up with a nongeminate cluster. 

The remaining cases in (30.d-f) are consistent with regressive voicing 
assimilation, but also involve other changes, always leading to geminate 
clusters. All cases except one involve t as second C. In (30.d), in addition to 
regressive voicing assimilation we have progressive pharyngealization 
assimilation. In (30.e), treating j as g, we have progressive point-of-
articulation assimilation, whereby the velar first C imposes velarity on the 
following t. In (30.f), we see the same progressive point-of-articulation 
assimilation starting with Y, which also assimilates (regressively) stop 
articulation from the following t or k. 

The changes in (30.a-d) reflect surface phonetic constraints and are 
therefore consistent with the set of allowed and disallowed clusters even within 
stems. However, the progressive point of articulation assimilations do not 
apply stem-internally and are therefore morphologically specialized. In 
particular, the clusters kt and Yt can occur stem-internally: (PerfP) -akta-
'remember' and - 3 Y t a - 'be planted'. 

Because of the assimilations in (30), it may be impossible to identify the 
final C of a stem, based only on the phonetic transcription of a single word 
containing suffixes or clitics. In particular, surface kk at the boundary could 
reflect input kk, jk, gk, jt, kt, or gt. On the other hand, qq in this position could 
reflect Yt or Yk, so the stem-final C is clearly identifiable as Y, but the suffix-
or clitic-initial C could be either alveolar or velar. 

The "C plus t" assimilations in column I of (30) apply to C-final noun 
stems combined with Fe[minine] suffix -t (§4.1.2.3), and to C-final inflected 
verbs followed by a 3rd person object clitic (§10.3.1): 3MaSg -\t(t), 3FeSg 
-\taet, 3MaPl -\tasn, 3FePl -\tasnaet. Examples of the more interesting 
assimilations are in (31). The "roots" show the normal consonant sequence for 
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the respective word-families (for feminine nouns, these are seen as such in the 
plurals). 

(31) Assimilations with t (FeSg -t, 3rd Person Object Clitics) 

word form gloss "root" 

a. FeSg -t 
t-a-baelbot-t 'grain sack' Vblbd 

I I ο I 1 I 
t-e-sek-k 'chase' Vsj (or Vsg) 
t-ae-masaeq-q 'Tamashek woman' Vmsr 
t-a-wdak-k 'settling down' Vdk 

b. 3FeSg object clitic -\taet 
!-ddasq-\qaet 'he drove her away' Vdv 
s-abdskAkaet 'make it-Fe wet!' Vbdj 

For more feminine nouns see §4.1.2.3. 
The "C plus k" assimilations in column 2 of (30) apply to combinations 

involving a C-final stem or word followed by a 2nd person object clitic 
(§10.3.1): 2MaSg -\kaey, 2FeSg -\kaem, 2MaPl Akaewajn, 2FePl Akaemaet. 
Examples of the more interesting assimilations are in (32). 

(32) Assimilations with k (2nd Person Object Clitics) 

word form gloss "root" 

2MaSg object clitic -\kaey 
l-ddaeq-\qaey 'he drove you-MaSg away' Vdr 
i-ss-abdaekAksey 'he made you-MaSg wet' Vbdj 

No assimilation occurs when the first C is a sonorant j y w r l m n ) , 
except for positional assimilation of n, e.g. /nk/ > [rjk] (subphonemic shift). 

Except for sonorants, the output value of the [±voiced] feature is 
determined by the second rather than first C, s o { d d j g b z z ? Y } i n (30) lose 
their voicing before t or k. 

My informant for R (Gourma zone) had two multisyllabic nouns, 
phonetically similar to each other, with apparent /jt/ becoming tt instead of kk 
(33). 
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(33) Rharous Cases of /jt/ tt 

gloss Sg PI 

a. 'wild onion' t-a-mzalaltat-t t-i-mzalalbj-en 
b. 'ankle' t-a-mzazzst-t t-i-mzazzaj 

However, these apparently irregular t/j alternations may involve dialect 
mixing. Both 'wild onion' and 'ankle' have dialectal variants with final 
consonants (in the PI) other than j. 'Wild onion' is attested with stem-final j, k, 
and y, and with zero C in this position. 

3.2.1.2 Nasal assimilation and dissimilation 

In most dialects, /n/ appears as [m] before a labial stop {bp}, and as velar or 
uvular [q] before stops {g k Y}. In the cluster ηγ , the γ is pronounced as 
uvular stop or affricate (§3.1.1.3). Observable alternations occur primarily in 
verbs whose first C is a nasal. Two examples: 1) PerfP -smbasr- '(herd) be 
taken to pasture at night' and variant VblN t - a - m b s r - t versus LoImpfP 
-ndbbaer- and VblN a-naebar ; 2) PerfP -3ητα- 'kill' versus LoImpfP -naqq-
and VblN t-e-naeYe. The most obvious analysis for these cases is that the /n/ is 
basic but undergoes point-of-articulation assimilation to an immediately 
following C. 

One could alternatively argue that an initial /m/ or /q/ shifts to n stem-
initially. This is dubious for /q/ since the velar nasal is a marginal phoneme in 
prevocalic position (§3.1.1.2). However, this analysis is fairly credible for /m/, 
since /m/ in verb prefixes (there is no /m/ in nominal prefixes) shifts to n when 
the stem contains a labial. The prefixes in question are Mediopassive (§8.3) 
and Agentive (§8.8). By extending this dissimilation to e.g. -nabbaer-
(preceding paragraph), one could actually argue for a basic lexical 
representation with /m/ instead of /n/. 

On the whole, I prefer the nasal-assimilation analysis, since it makes more 
sense for the alternations of n with q. 

(34) Nasal Assimilation 

n adopts the point of articulation features of an immediately 
following noncoronal (i.e. labial, velar, or uvular) stop. 

For T-ka and most other dialects, it makes no difference whether the /n/ is 
the first member of an underlying cluster, or comes into contact with the 
following obstruent due to Stem-Initial Syncope. However, the K-d informant 
conspicuously failed to apply Nasal Assimilation in clusters resulting from 
Stem-Initial Syncope, i.e., in cases where the initial n is separated from the 
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following obstruent by a short V in the imperative. This is the case with 
superheavy verb stems that have basic (i.e. Imprt) shapes beginning CvCV... (v 
= short vowel subject to Stem-Initial Syncope, V = any long or short vowel). 
An example is '(door shutters) be brought together', Imprt nakabba-t, hence 
basic lexical form -nvkvbbu- (+ -t). The Lolmpf appears in T-ka (and T-md) 
as -t-lqkabbu-t with phonetic [rjk], showing Stem-Initial Syncope followed by 
Nasal Assimilation and Default Accentuation. In K-d we get -t-lnkabbu-t, 
showing Stem-Initial Syncope followed by Default Accentuation but no Nasal 
Assimilation. The K-d informant occasionally had a faint short vowel, or at 
least a separate consonantal release, between the two C's, suggesting that 
Stem-Initial Syncope here is very low-level indeed. In A-grm we get 
-t-inakabbi-t, where Stem-Initial Syncope fails to apply, Default Accentation 
targets the unsyncopated schwa, and of course there is no opportunity for 
Nasal Assimilation to apply. 

In all dialects, Nasal Assimilation does apply to the onsets of light verb 
stems, e.g. PerfP -ambasr- 'be taken to pasture at night' and Imprt ambar , 
compare LoImpfP -nabbasr- and VblN a-naebar (dialectally also t-a-nabre and 
t-a-naebra). 

One could infer from these data that Stem-Initial Syncope in the onset of 
superheavy stems like -nvkvbbu- (+ -t) is a recent dialectal development. 

Mediopassive prefix -m- on verbs, and Agent prefix -m- deriving nouns 
from verbs, are replaced by dissimilatory allomorph -n- when the stem 
contains a labial consonant { b f m } . It does not matter whether there is an 
intervening η or other coronal. Thus agentive a-n-anam 'one who is fond' 
(verb -vnvm- 'be fond'), and mediopassive -ann-abda- 'be dislocated'. The 
regular labial prefix -m- is observed in agentive ae-m-djrad 'one who can 
disappear' and mediopassive -sem-era- 'be opened' (PerfP). For more details, 
examples, and exceptions, see §8.3 (mediopassive) and §8.8 (agentive). 
Similarly, the Reciprocal prefix, normally -nvm-, is replaced by -n- (§8.4), and 
denominal derivational prefix -mvs- is replaced by -nvs- (§8.10) when the 
stem contains a labial consonant. 

3.2.1.3 /d/ —>t before voiceless obstruent 

d is devoiced to t before a voiceless obstruent (stop, fricative, or sibilant, but 
not h). Thus -atfises- '(udder) be full', Imprt atfas, etc., but LoImpfP -ddffass-
bringing out the lexical d. Likewise, -atfa- 'be poured', Imprt Eetf, but 
LoImpfP -daff- and related noun t-e-dasffe 'bank (of pond)'. Contrast -odha-
'fold (tent)''. 

d and t may once have been allophones of a single phoneme (see §3.1.1.4, 
§3.1.1.8) but they are now at least partially separate. 

In the case of the verb 'laugh', the C sequence is either Vts (in the 
unbroken cluster ts) or Vdz (when the two are separated by a V), thus PerfP 
-atsa- but LoImpfP -dazz-. Since the cluster ts is entirely voiceless, there is no 
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reasonable way to derive it by assimilation from /dz/, which would be 
perfectly pronounceable without change. Moreover, in the causative, where 
only the cluster ts occurs in the stem proper, the Causative prefix allomorph is 
-s- (or -s-) rather than -z- (e.g. PerfP -ass-stsa-), though -z- would be expected 
if the lexical representation of the core stem contained Izl. 

3.2.1.4 *zd —>zz, *zd zz 

Historically, there are indications of reductions of *zd to zz and of *zd to zz. 
Perhaps in some cases the etymon had *t instead of *d. Compare (Imprt) azzay 
'get to know' with Niger Tamajak "azday" (LTF2 367). This verb has now 
merged formally, in Malian Tamashek, with (Imprt) azzay 'get well' (Niger 
Tamajak "szzay"); cf. MGT 7.93. Likewise, compare (Imprt) azzaf 'be black' 
(Imprt) with e.g. abstractive nominal t-aessaettasf-t 'dark color; blackness', and 
with Niger Tamajak forms based on consonant sequences Vstf and Vzdf (LTF2 
384). In these cases, we get a transfer from the nongeminate type -vPQvC- to 
the geminate -vPPvC- type, which has morphological consequences (different 
shapes for long imperfectives, and for the VblN). 

A case involving incomplete paradigmatic reassignment is (Imprt) Eezz 
'weave', which corresponds to Niger Tamajak "äzdu" (LTF2 384, cf. MGT 
7.119). The Tamashek PerfP is -azza-. Given such Imprt and PerfP forms, one 
would expect LoImpfP #-t-dzz- on the model of LoImpfP -t-akk- for Imprt 
sekk 'go', the other geminate -νΡΡυ- verb. Instead we get -zcitt- (all dialects), 
showing an alternative consonantal sequence Vzt also seen in VblN t-e-zaete 
(cf. Niger Tamajak "tezäte"). The t in -zdtt- and in t-e-zaete is evidently a 
vestige of the alveolar stop in Niger Vzd. 

'Mount (donkey) bareback' has Imprt azzam. Tamajak "szdam" (LTF2 
384) shows that this is another case of *zd —> zz. 

3.2.1.5 Prefixal t-Deletion 

This rule is morphologically specialized. It applies clearly in combinations of 
pronominal subject prefix t- (3FeSg or any 2nd person category) plus a 
C-initial stem. Because perfective and inflectable short imperfective verb 
stems begin with V's in most paradigms, the principal context for Prefixal 
t-Deletion is with stems of the long imperfective family. Example with a 
Lolmpf stem: 3MaSg i-sass 'he drinks', na-sdss or n-sdss 'we drink', but 
3FeSg 0-sdss 'she drinks' and 2Sg 0-sdssae-d 'you-Sg drink'. It does not 
matter what C the stem begins with. In addition to long imperfectives of 
virtually all stem-classes, the rule also applies before inflectable short 
imperfectives of causatives, which are also C-initial since they fail to undergo 
Stem-Initial V-Insertion, hence 3FeSg ad 0-s-irad 'she will wash'. I use 0 - to 
indicate that Prefixal t-Deletion has occurred. There are also many adjectival 
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C-initial perfectives, before which t- fails to appear, but these stems avoid 
3MaSg i- (and often 1P1 n-) as well, so in this case the absence of t- is entailed 
by a more general avoidance of subject prefixes. 

(35) Prefixal t-Deletion 

A pronominal subject prefix of the form /t-/ is deleted before a 
C-initial verb stem. 

The rule does not apply to nominal morphology, where Fe prefix t- is 
never deleted. In the rare cases (involving loanwords) where Fe t- directly 
precedes a C-initial stem that lacks a vocalic prefix, Schwa-Epenthesis applies 
and we get ta- (§3.2.5). In several dialects, though not in T-ka, the FePI prefix 
combination t-i- reduces (by Prefix Reduction) to t -0- before a stem beginning 
in CV..., e.g. PI t - l -kabr-en 'sparrows', but reduced form (in a PP) daer 
^t-O-kabr-en 'in the sparrows'. In this combination, the t- is not deletable. 
(T-ka reduces -i- to schwa here: daer "t-a-kabr-en.) 

Whether Prefixal t-Deletion also applies to the -t- prefix marking the long 
imperfective stems in many verb classes is a tricky question. In those cases 
where it appears audibly, this -t- is always followed by a V, so there is no 
question of deletion. However, all cases (except one) where -t- is absent from a 
long imperfective stem involve C-initial stems like LoImpfP -bdddasd- 'get 
up' and causative -s-arad- 'wash'. Although I do not favor this analysis, one 
might argue that -t- is underlyingly present here but is always deleted by 
Prefixal t-Deletion. 

The one case where - t - is (or rather may be) absent from a long 
imperfective stem is in the class of verbs of basic shape -vPvC-. Here the 
LoImpfP varies between -aPPaC- and -t-aPPaC-, e.g. -awwat- and -t-awwat-
'hit'. We therefore have only equivocal evidence as to whether -t- is part of all 
long imperfective stems. The alternative analysis is that - t - is in 
complementary distribution with F-c2 (i.e. gemination of C2); see §3.4.2.1. 

In the type -aPPaC- varying with -t-aPPdC-, if a t- subject prefix is present 
we always get e.g. phonetic ftaw:a't], which can be parsed morphologically as 
either t-awwdt (with 3FeSg t-) or as 0-t-awwat from /t-t-awwat/. 

3.2.2 Longer-distance consonantal interactions 

3.2.2.1 Consonantal metathesis 

There are no truly productive metathesis rules. The cases discussed here 
involve the consonantal sequences (often with intervening V, sometimes also 
with an intervening C) in (36). 
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(36) Cases of Consonantal Metathesis 

(S = a sonorant or fricative) a. hS Sh 
b. r w r wnr rv 
c. r s s r 
d. dj jd 
e. dj jd jj 

I begin with instances involving h, mainly underlying /hS/ metathesizing 
to Sh when not separated by a V, where S is a sonorant or fricative. 

The verb 'see' appears with consonantal sequence Vnhy or Vhny. The 
latter is used when a V intervenes between the first two stem C's, the former 
when there is no V in this position: LoImpfP -hannaey- and VblN a-haenay, 
but Shlmpf -anhay-, PerfP -anhaey-, and nominal m-anhuy 'something visible, 
(a) sight'. I recognize a lexical stem /-vhnvy-/ that metathesizes /hn/ to nh 
when the two are not separated by a V. 

The verb 'weep' has a similar alternation: LoImpfP -hdl l - and VblN 
t-a-haela, but Shlmpf -aelh (/-aelhi-/) and PerfP -alha-. I recognize lexical 
/-vhlu-/ with /hi/ metathesizing when the two C's are not separated. 

Metathesis does not occur when the C's in question are the first two in a 
superheavy stem subject to Stem-Initial Syncope. Examples: 'break loose', 
with Sg Imprt halabba-t, PerfP -aehlaebbae-t (not metathesized to #-selh...), and 
(inflected) LoImpfP -t-lhlabbi-t; 'moan' with Sg Imprt hanaffa- t and PerfP 
-shnaeffae-t. If we take the metathesis in 'see' and 'weep' to be a genuine 
phonological rule, we would have to order it before Stem-Initial Syncope, 
which seems reasonable on other grounds (in some dialects Stem-Initial 
Syncope either fails to apply [A-grm], or does apply but does not feed even 
routine CC-cluster assimilations such as Nasal Harmony [K-d]). 

The LoImpfP corresponding to PerfP -ohaer- 'snatch' is - t - ihar- in most 
dialects. For Im, R, and some Kidal-area dialects, LoImpfP verbs of the type 
-t-ICaC- syncopate the schwa before a V-initial subject suffix (an Im example 
is t - lwr-an 'they-Ma dance'; for Κ I can cite tihz-aen 'they approach'). In R 
but not the other dialects, this syncope leads to metathesis of /hr/ to /rh/: 
metathesized t-irh-an 'they-Ma snatched' corresponding to K-d t-ihr-an (cf. 
T-ka t-lhav-aen). No metathesis occurs in R in this morphological context 
when the cluster is /hr/ or /hz/ instead of /hr] , so there is no general rule even 
in this dialect that IhCI metathesizes to /Ch/: wasr t-ihz-ad 'you-Sg do not 
approach'. T-ka and some other dialects do not syncopate -t-iCaC- stems, so 
the issue of metathesis does not arise here. 

Another dialectal case is the term for 'scrub acacia', i.e. Acacia tortilis 
(dominant species in thorn scrub): ά-haks (Κ, T, Ts) but ά-hask (R), also ά-sak 
without the *h in the east (A-grm, Gao, Im). 

I now turn to cases not involving h. The stem '(be) yellow, light brown' 
has a C-sequence Vwnr (Imprt I w r a r 'be yellow!', adjectival noun ά-wrar 
'yellow one') alternating intraparadigmatically with Vrr (PerfP aerav 'it 
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became yellow' (but variant w a e r a r also recorded for K-d), abstractive 
t-se-rore (arguably t-3-rure) 'yellowness'). For Niger Tamajak, forms with 
Vrwr alongside Vwrr and Vrr are reported (Imprt " i rwar" , LTF2 282). For 
Algeria we have Vrr and Vrwr (DTF 4.1662). 

Another case is 'carrion', which appears as m-aersoy or feminine 
t-a-m-aevsoy-t in most dialects with Vvsy consonantism (also reported for 
Niger, LTF2.124), but as m-aesroy in T-ka. 

There are a number of cases involving C sequences Vdj and Vjd, or Vdj and 
Vjd. Tamashek generally has Vjd corresponding to Vdj (dg) in Niger and 
Algeria. It is not clear to me which sequence is historically original. Tamashek 
verb -ujvd- 'rap on nape' (PerfP -ojasd-) still corresponds to a noun t-idji-t-t 
'(a) rap on the nape' in K-d, so there is a synchronic alternation in this dialect; 
in Niger Tamajak the verb is -vdvg- (LTF2 49). Tamashek -vjvd- 'go off to 
war' has an Algerian counterpart -vdvj- (DTF 1.263ff.). Tamashek -jvddvd-
'be terrified, flee' corresponds to Niger -dvggvg- (LTF2 50). 'Morning' is 
attested in variants such as α-jdalset (or a-gdalset), compare Niger Tamajak 
Vdglst (LTF2 30). There are also some cases of three variants showing 
metathesis and assimilation. For example, 'hail, hailstones' appears as 
ae-dljraes (and ae-digraes), as-jidraes, and (assimilated) as-jijraes. Likewise, 
'wide acacia pod' is recorded as a-saejaeda, a-saedaeja, and (assimilated) 
a-saejaeja. 

A verb 'scoop up' appears normally as -vksvl- (A-grm, T-ka, also Niger 
and Algeria), but I recorded -vskvl- for K-d. 

There is one case of consonant-vowel metathesis. This is the verb 
'wound', which appears (depending on dialect) as -biwvs- (PerfP -aebewaes-
T) or -buyvs- (PerfP -aeboyaes-, Κ and R). I can find no attestation of this verb 
in Niger Tamajak; for Algeria -buyvs- is reported (DTF 1.44 "bouis"). 

3.2.2.2 Long-distance sibilant assimilation (Sibilant Harmony) 

In causative verbs, and in Instrumental nominals derived from verbs, there is a 
prefix -s-. If the following stem contains a sibilant other than s, the prefix 
assimilates to this sibilant. Thus compare causatives -s-vlvbbvqqu- (+ -t) 'dip 
in liquid', - s -v r jvs - 'cause to walk', and -z-vm-vzlvy- 'differentiate'. For 
more examples see §8.1.2 (causatives) and §8.11 (instrumental nominals). 

One partial exception is -s-vnsu- 'buy, sell', which appears as -z-vnsu- in 
some dialects and as -z-vns- (or -z-vnhy-) in K-f. In this rather lexicalized 
causative (the simplex -vnsu- 'be bought, sold' is not common), we get 
positional but not voicing assimilation. The A-grm speaker (less often the R 
speaker) occasionally failed to assimilate the prefixal -s-, as in -s-vttvsu- (+ -t) 
'sneeze', especially in elicited causatives that are probably not in common use. 
Speakers of all other dialects applied the assimilation more systematically. 

This sibilant assimilation is a reflection of Sibilant Harmony, which 
seems to apply to stems as well as to stem-prefix combinations. Other than 
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'buy, sell' cited above, I have a hard time finding a single example (not a 
recent borrowing) that does not respect sibilant harmony, as opposed to 
hundreds of stems with harmonized sibilants. 

3.2.3 VV-Contraction 

When two vowels come together at a morpheme boundary, contraction occurs 
unless the combination can be converted into a VCV sequence (by inserting h 
or a homorganic semivowel). See (41), below, for a summary of the various 
outputs. 

3.2.3.1 W-Contraction with 3MaSg subject prefix i-

One case of VV-Contraction is when 3MaPl subject prefix i- is attached to a 
verb beginning in a vowel. Inflectable verb stems may begin with a C (see 
below) or with one of the V's {a as α i ο u}, with u the rarest ( -ujaj- 'be 
distant'). 

When the verb-initial vowel is a, the contracted output is i-, as in 
/i-abdasd/> 1-bdasd 'he stood up'. This is true even when a verb-initial a 
appears on the surface as as because of the shift of a to ae before a BLC like q 
or d (§3.1.2.2). However, the BLC does force the contracted I'll to lower to e, 
phonetic [ε]. An example is 'he consented', with 3MaSgS li-l added to PerfP 
stem -aqbael- to produce 1-qbael, phonetic [e'qbasl]. 

However, when the 3MaPl prefix is added to a verb beginning with a true 
ae, the output is ae, hence 0-aess-omaem 'he sucked'. Because many PerfP 
verbs stems begin in a in T-ka but in ae in other dialects, there are many 
conspicuous dialectal differences, e.g. between T-ka 1-mmu-t 'he died' and 
other dialects' 0-aemmu-t. 

The 3MaSg prefix is likewise realized as zero before a full vowel {α i ο u) 
(there are no verb forms beginning in e), as in (PerfP) 0-ogdaeh 'he was equal' 
and (Resit) 0 -u ja j 'he is distant'. 

The 3MaSg subject prefix that I interpret as i- for Tamashek may well 
have been *y- originally. In this event, Tamashek contracted *y-a to i, and 
deleted *y before other vowels. In Tayert dialects of Niger, we still get 3MaSg 
y- before a and before the full vowels (LTF2.419). 

3.2.3.2 W- Contraction with C(3)- subject prefixes 

The C-initial subject prefixes (§7.4.1), e.g. 1P1 n(a)-, 2nd person t(a)-, and 
3FeSg t(a)-, could be represented either as C- or Ca-. If we choose C-, at least 
in some dialects a Schwa-Epenthesis rule would have to apply (before a stem-
initial C) to account for a Ca- allomorph, as in 1P1 LoImpfP na-bass 'we 
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vomit' (but dialectally n-bdss). If we choose Ca- as the basic representation, 
we must apply VV-Contraction to delete the schwa before a stem-initial V, as 
in PerfP -ajjass- 'enter' in 1P1 /na-ajjaes/—» n-ajjaes 'we entered', and PerfP 
-oyya- 'leave' in 1P1 n-oyya 'we left'. See §7.4.1 for more dialectal detail on 
this matter. 

3.2.3.3 VV- Contraction at suffixal or clitic boundaries 

In this section I will first cover verb-suffix combinations, then noun-suffix 
combinations, then combinations involving clitics. 

Verbs may end in a full V {i α u}, or in one of the underspecified vocalic 
segments hi or /A/ (§3.1.2.4). In this section I discuss contractions, beginning 
with inflectional suffixes and then passing to clitics. 

With inflectional suffixes, the initial V is always as ore. This affects 
subject suffixes (lSg -aer, 2Sg -aed, 3MaPl -aen, 2MaPl -aem), Participial 
suffixes (MaSg -aen, FeSg -ast), and MaPl Imperative O-aet. These suffixes 
always contract with a preceding vowel (there is no insertion of h or of a 
semivowel). One suffix begins with a full V, namely Hortative O - e t . This 
suffix contracts with a preceding deletable stem-final V, but when it follows a 
full V (as in some long imperfectives) we get an allomorph O-he t that does 
not require VV-Contraction. The outputs of VV-Contraction are shown in (37). 

(37) Verb plus Inflectional Suffix VV Outputs 

a. deletable stem-final V[ plus full V2 
/A + e/ —» e 
/i + e/ —» e 

b. high full V! plus short V2 
/u + ae/ —> u 
/i + ae/ —> i 

c. deletable stem-final V[ plus short V2 
/i + as/ —» as with lSg subject -aer or MaPl Imprt C)-ast 
/i + ae/ —> a otherwise (2Sg -aed, 2MaPl -asm, 3MaPl -aen) 
/A + ae/ —> as 

d. lal plus short V2 (see discussion below for specific contexts) 
/a + as/ —» e [augmented verb] 
/a + ae/ —> as [non-augment verb, PerfP] 
[this ae can be modified by ablaut to e (PerfN) or α (Resit) 

(37.a) applies to combinations of deletable stem-final V, as in many short 
imperfective verbs, plus Hortative P)-et (§7.2.3.3). The stem-final V is simply 
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deleted before the full vowel e, as we would expect. The Hortative suffix 
requires accent on the preceding syllable, so we cannot really tell whether 
VV-Contraction here precedes or follows Default Accentuation. Examples of 
(37.a) are n-as-et-\add 'let's come!' (§7.2.3.3) with Shlmpf /-asi-/ 'come', and 
long hortative na-jall-et ' let 's go (every day)' (§7.2.5.5) with LoImpfP 
/-jdllA-/. 

Now consider cases where V2 is a short vowel (37.b-d). In (37.b), the 
suffixal /as/ is deleted after the full high V. We see this in asu-n 'they-Ma 
coughed' and t-iwi-n 'they-Ma are born', both of which end in 3MaPl subject 
suffix /-aen/. This treatment was observed in most Tamashek dialects, but I did 
record as-aen 'they-Ma coughed' for A-grm, where the stem-final high V is 
deleted before ae. 

In (37.c), the stem ends in a deletable vowel, high Λ/ or low /A/. These 
segments are deleted in word-final position, and show up as short a and as, 
respectively, before a C-initial subject suffix. When they combine with suffix-
initial /ae/, the regular outputs are /i + ae/ —» 9, and /A + ae/ —» as. Since III is 
arguably a special case of stem-final hi, and IAJ is arguably a special case of 
stem-final /ae/, one could summarize these outputs as deletion of the suffixal 
/ae/ following the stem-final short V. Examples, using 3MaPl -aen, are Future 
ad £eks9-n 'they-Ma will eat' (/aeksi-asn/), and LoImpfP jallae-n 'they-Ma 
(regularly) leave' (/jdllA-aen/). Because the quality of the stem-final V 
determines the quality (ae or a) of the output, I put the hyphen after the output 
V. 

In the case of /i + as/, there are two suffixes that give the output ae instead 
of the usual a. For these suffixes, therefore, /i + ae/ and IA + ae/ merge as ae. 
The first suffix is MaPl Impr t O-aet. The effect is that C)-aet is just added to 
the unsuffixed Sg imperative (prior to ^syllabification if applicable). Thus 
Imprt aeks 'eat!', MaPl Imprt asks-aet 'eat!', with /aeksi/. It is questionable 
whether seks-aet is really produced by VV-Contraction applying to /aeksi-aet/; it 
may be more realistic to first derive Sg Imprt aeks and then add the MaPl Imprt 
suffix as an outer morphological layer. 

The other problematic suffix is lSg -aer. Because r is a BLC, we could 
get phonetic -aer from either /asr/ or /ar/ , so we might allow VV-Contraction 
to apply in the same way as for e.g. 3MaPl -aen and then have a late rule merge 
ae and a into ae before y. In this way, VV-Contraction could apply in the same 
way to lSg -aer as it does to the other (non-imperative) subject suffixes 
beginning in ae, though the distinction between ae and a outputs would later be 
neutralized. However, this analysis will not work. 

Consider the inflectional paradigm of stems like Shlmpf /asksi/ 'eat': lSg 
asks-asr, 2Sg t-aksa-d, 2MaPl t-aksa-m, 3MaPl aksa-n. We may throw in 
2FePl Imprt aksa-maet for good measure. Note that all the combinations except 
lSg aeks-aer show a surface a in the first (as well as second) syllable. This is 
due to Short-V Harmony (§3.2.6), where the initial syllable shifts /ae/ to a 
under the influence of a in the following syllable. The fact that this does not 
happen in lSg äsks-asr shows that the second syllable has /ae/ rather than /a/ at 
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the point when Short-V Harmony applies. Therefore, VV-Contraction must 
exceptionally convert /i + as/ to as instead of a in connection with the ISg 
suffix. For this reason, I transcribe aeks-asr with the hyphen before the suffixal 
as. 

Since, before a C, stem-final I I I is realized as a, while I Al is realized as as, 
one could simply equate hi with a and I Al with as. Or we could just say that 
these abstract segments "become" a and ae, respectively, before a suffix, 
including a V-initial suffix. If so, the regular formulae h + as/ —> a and /A + ae/ 
—> ae in (37.c) reduce to /V, + as/ V b exactly parallel to the cases with V, = 
full high V in (37.b). Can we do the same when V, is /a/, followed by a short 
suffixal V? 

In (37.d), we see variable treatment of la + ae/. There are actually three 
surface outputs of this combination, namely as, e, and a. However, the a output 
and some instances of the e output are secondarily derived from /ae/, by belated 
attachment of ablaut formatives. 

Consider the following 3MaPl forms for 'eat': PerfP aksae-n, PerfN 
akse-n, and Resit aksd-n. These forms reflect the ability of verb stems of the 
(light) shape -v(C)Ci> to include the material up to and including the first C 
of a subject suffix in the domain of ablaut. This rebracketing allows the 
entire 3MaPl suffix -aen to be included in this domain; for 3FePl -naet the 
domain stops at the n. When combined with -vksu- 'eat', the 3MaPl PerfP 
/aksa-aen/ is realized as Sksae-n, showing an apparent contraction la + as/ to 
short ae. The sequence sksae-n, when under negation, is subject to PerfN ablaut 
(formative e -pc l f , §7.2.2.3), which changes /ae/ in the relevant position (first 
postconsonantal vowel, also final-syllable vowel) to e. Likewise, aksas-n can 
take Resit ablaut (χ-pcl and χ-pcl , §7.2.2.2), which lengthens and accents the 
first postconsonantal vowel, turning /ae / into α . In this analysis, 
VV-Contraction itself is not responsible for the e or α outputs, just for the 
initial as output. Behaving like 3MaPl -aen in these respects is 2MaPl -asm. 
After heavy (though not light) V-final non-augment verbs, we can add ISg 
-asir and 2Sg -aed (to make a clean sweep of V-initial subject suffixes). Thus 
-rvftu- 'have a scare', 3MaPl PerfP arrsftas-n, ISg arraft-aer. 

However, the short output ae seems rather odd phonologically for la + ae/, 
i.e. for the combination of a full and a short V. I will now argue that the 
regular phonological output for this sequence (in verbs at any rate) is not ae but 
e. 

In fact we get e rather than ae when any /aeC/ subject suffix, including ISg 
-aev, is added to an augment verb. Verbs of the augment class end in a full V, 
as seen most clearly in their VblN (which end in i or u). The combination of 
inflected verb plus C-initial subject suffix, or zero suffix (in connection with a 
subject prefix), requires Augment -t- immediately following the verb stem. 
However, a V-initial subject suffix such as 3MaPl -aen or ISg -aer does not 
allow the Augment, so VV-Contraction must occur. The result is e. Example 
( 'be in large quantity'): VblN ά-baffu, 3MaSg PerfP I - b b u f f e - t (T-ka, 
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dialectally 1-bbaffae-t or 0-aebbuffae-t), 3FePl PerfP abbuffas-t-nast, but (with 
VV-Contraction) 3MaPl PerfP abbuffe-n and lSg PerfP abbuffe-γ. 

e rather than ae is also the output when light V-final non-augment verbs 
like -vksi> 'eat', in the perfective (PerfP -aksa-) , combine with singular 
V-initial subject prefixes, lSg -aer and 2Sg -aed. Thus contrast 3MaPl aksae-n 
'they-Ma ate' and 2MaPl t-aksae-m 'you-MaPl ate' with lSg akse-r and 2Sg 
t-akse-γ. 

If e is the regular output of /a + ae/, at least for verbs, how do we account 
for the short ae output for the light V-final non-augment verbs like -vksi> 
'eat'? I take this output to be due to Presuffixal α-Shortening (§3.4.9.1), a 
morphophonemic rule that is seen most transparently with V-final non-
augment verbs followed by a C-initial subject suffix, as in 3FePl PerfP 
aksae-naet 'they-Fe ate' from /aksa/. If this rule is allowed to apply before 
V-initial (as well as C-initial) subject suffixes, then the derivation of 3MaPl 
aksae-n 'they-Ma ate' from /aksa-aen/ is mediated by Presuffixal α-Shortening, 
which produces intermediate /aksae-aen/. This is, for all practical purposes, the 
/A + ae/ —> ae process already seen in (37.c). 

The difference between outputs ae and e for underlying /a + ae/ in (37.d) 
also correlates with a difference in accentuation. In both cases, the data are 
consistent with Default Accentuation, but only if the relative ordering of 
Default Accentuation and VV-Contraction is inverted in the two cases. 
Specifically, when the output is ae, both the stem-final and suffix-initial V's are 
"counted" in Default Accentuation, so after contraction we get a default accent 
on the word-penult (which is the underlying antepenult). In this derivation, 
Default Accentuation must precede VV-Contraction. Example: /arrafta-aen/, 
surface arrafte-n 'they-Ma had a scare'. By contrast, when the output is e, this 
contracted V is treated as a single V in Default Accentuation, resulting in a 
default accent on the word-antepenult. Example: /abbuffa-aen/ , surface 
abbuffe-n 'they-Ma were in large quantity'. For more on interactions between 
VV-Contraction and Default Accentuation, see §3.3.1.3. 

The grammatical distribution of the regular e output, and of the 
morphophonemically specialized ae output, is summarized in (38). 

(38) as/α Versus e Outputs for /a + ae/ in Verb-Suffix VV-Contraction 

conversion distribution 

/a-as/ —» e a. augment verbs: all V-initial subject suffixes 
b. light V-final non-augment verbs: lSg and 2Sg 

subject suffixes 
c. V-final non-augment long imperfectives: all V-

initial subject suffixes 
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/a-ae/ —» ae d. light V-final non-augment verbs: 2MaPl and 3MaPl 
(but not lSg or 2Sg) subject, and V-initial 
Participial suffixes 

e. heavy non-augment verbs: all subject and Participial 
suffixes 

Some ViV2 combinations escape contraction by adding h, or by converting 
a high V, into V, plus homorganic semivowel. One could explain the 
alternations of h and zero as due to allomorphy, to h-Insertion, or to 
h-deletion. Simple allomorphy works for MaPl Imprt C)-aet, Hortative C)-et, 
and Future e, which occur in very restricted environments. The h-Insertion rule 
is formulated as (653) in §10.2.1.1, but note the fine print there. With dative 
pronominal clitics, the h-form occurs in several postconsonantal environments, 
making h-Insertion dubious. h-Insertion and homorganic semivowels are 
absent from nominal morphology, and where they do occur there is much 
variation. Thus -vsu- 'cough' has MaPl Imprt asü-haet (T-ka), asüw-aet (R), or 
aess-aet with VV-Contraction (A-grm). 

In T-ka, the Shlmpf of augmented verbs like -buffu- 'be in large quantity' 
undergoes (among other things) u-Spreading (119, §3.4.9) in forms lacking the 
Augment -t-, as in 3MaPl Shlmpf abbaffu-n 'they (will) be in large quantity' 
from /-abbuffi-asn/ (via /-abbaffu-aen/ with u-Spreading and Medial 
V-Shortening (120)). If the u of -abbaffu-n is considered to be contracted from 
/u-as/ (after u-Spreading), it fits (37.b). Alternatively, we could order 
VV-Contraction before u-Spreading, e.g. /-abbuffi-asn/ —> /-abbuffi-n/ —> 
/-abbaffu-n/. 

However, in some eastern dialects, u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening 
do not occur in this Shlmpf paradigm. Instead of abbaffu-n, the 3MaPl Shlmpf 
appears (e.g. in R dialect) as abbuffe-n 'they (will) be numerous'. Here the 
medial u has not been shortened, and has not transmitted its rounding feature 
to a subsequent V. Since the augmented forms in the Shlmpf paradigm have a 
(i.e. a high V), as in 3MaSg 1-bbuffa-t, it can be inferred that the 3MaPl is 
from /abbuffi-aen/. If so, we would have a case of Γι + ae/ realized as e (rather 
than as i). This aberrant output e may reflect analogical interference from the 
perfective paradigms of the same verbs, where output e results from stem-final 
/a/ plus suffix-initial /ae/, e.g. PerfP abbuffe-n 'they were (or became) 
numerous'. 

For nouns, VV-Contraction occurs in a subset of combinations of V-final 
stem plus MaPl suffix -aen. The majority of such cases avoid VV-Contraction 
by using a postvocalic MaPl allomorph -taen, but there is a significant subset of 
cases where the MaPl allomorph -aen is used (§4.1.2.13), and these instances 
do require VV-Contraction. The output of /...V-aen/ is -an after contraction. 
The input stem-final V is α or i in the vast majority of instances, but there is 
one case each of ο and u (39.a). Though I cannot cite a full set of stem-final 
V's, there is no counterexample to the generalization that stem-final V 
combines with MaPl -aen to produce -an. 
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There are some additional cases where we can posit an underlying stem-
final V that is deleted from the unsuffixed MaSg form, based on morphological 
analogy, vocalism, and/or accent (39.b). For fuller data and discussion see 
§4.1.2.13. 

There are fewer cases of VV-Contraction involving FePl suffix -en, since 
most V-final feminine nouns have an inner Fe suffix -t- (before FeSg -t or PI 
-en), or else (if the FeSg is unsuffixed) use FePl allomorph -ten. In the rare 
case where FePl -en is added directly to a V-final stem, the output is 
predictably -en since the suffix already has a full V (39.c). 

VV-Contraction with V-Final Noun Stem and MaPl -aen or FePl -en 

input output: example (Sg) PI gloss 

a. /a + as/ α ae-hara i-har-an 'saltlick' 
/i + ae/ α e-daehi i-daeh-an 'sand' 
/u + ae/ —» α ae-s-aru i-s-ur-an 'pretext' 
/ο + ae/ —> α ά-laesso 1-laess-an 'turban cloth' 

b. /V + ae/ —> α a-s-ant "i-s-ant-an 'beginning' 
["V" = deletable stem-final vowel, here /i/ in /a-ssnti/] 

c. fa + e/ e t-a-kands-t-t t-l-kand-en 'lily tuber' 

Comparison of the verb and noun data show that no simple phonological 
analysis can account for VV-Contraction in the two cases. Nominal MaPl 
suffix -asn imposes its quality on the contraction V, resulting in a. By contrast, 
3MaPl suffix -aen on verbs basically loses its /ae/ after a stem-final V. Even 
within verb morphology, there are important differences between e.g. 3MaPl 
-asn, lSg -aer, and 2Sg -aed. As usual in Tamashek, the "phonology" is 
morphologically specialised. 

V-initial clitics are directionals (Centripetal -\sdd or -\idd, Centrifugal 
-\ln), dative pronominals (beginning in -\a-), and certain object pronominals 
(beginning in i or e). All of the V-initial clitics have allomorphs beginning in 
h, or else allow a homorganic semivowel to be inserted after a preceding high 
V, either of which obviates the need for VV-Contraction. A further complexity 
is that several object pronominals have structurally different allomorphs 
depending on whether the preceding stem ends in a V or in a C (e.g. 3MaSg 
-\tt and -\e), so we do not always have a non-contracted version to clarify the 
"underlying" form of the postvocalic allomorph. There is also a fair amount of 
dialectal variation, especially in the use of h-initial allomorphs, but also in the 
vowel of directional clitics (e.g. Centripetal -\add or -\ldd). 

The inventory of VV-Contractions for clitics is given in (40). 
Combinations requiring intervening h or a homorganic semivowel are omitted. 
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(40) Verb plus Clitic VV Outputs 

a. deletable stem-final V plus full V 
/A + e/, h + d e 
/A + i/, /i + i/ —> i 
/A + aJJi + aJ a 

b. full V plus full V 
/a + d 
/a + i/ 
/i + i/ 
/a + a/ 

—> e 
—> i 
—> i 
- » a 

(if no h) 

c. deletable stem-final V plus short V 
Λ + a/, /A + a/ —> 3 

d. full V plus short V 
/a + a/ —> ae 

Except in (40.d), the clear generalization is that the clitic V surfaces while 
the verb-final V is deleted. An example of (40.a) is dative LoImpfP i-jdll-\a-s 
'he goes for him' with LoImpfP /-jdllA-/. Examples of (40.b) are l-qviAkmeet 
'he killed them-Fe', t-aqvAe 'she killed him', andl-rpra-\0-hi 'he killed me', 
all from PerfP -3ητα-, and i-s-dlhAe 'he made him weep' from LoImpfP 
-s-alha-. (40.c) occurs in imperative nazzAad ... 'sell... ' (with following NP). 

The aberrant case is (40.d), as in PerfP 0-osae-\dd 'he came' from -osa-. 
This pattern is limited to verbs with following Centripetal clitic Asdd (and 
therefore affects /a/ before a CC cluster). Since the Centripetal clitic also has 
positional allomorphs without an initial V (e.g. Ad), it may be that 0-osaeAdd 
is really from /osaAdd/ with no VV-Contraction at all. In either case, the 
shortening to as is probably due to a special shortening rule rather than to 
VV-Contraction itself. This could be taken care of formally by modifying 
Presuffixal α-Shortening (§3.4.9.1). However, the phonology here is less than 
transparent. 

In my data (which are not complete for all dialects), the 3rd person object 
clitics other than 3MaSg Ae, namely 3FeSg Aet, 3MaPl Aen, and 3FePl Aenaet, 
are among the clitics that impose word-penultimate accent on an unaccented 
word. In other words, they behave accentually like the corresponding 
postconsonantal allomorphs, e.g. 3FeSg Atast and 3MaSg Ataen. Technically, 
this means that these clitics have a true initial V that (along with the stem-final 
V) is "counted" in Default Accentuation. This corresponds to a possible 
historical scenario, whereby e.g. 3FeSg Aet derives from *Aast. By contrast, 
2nd person object clitics like 2FePl (i)Akmaet allow antepenultimate default 
accent. Therefore either these clitics lack an initial V (though forcing the 
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preceding V to shift to i), or else they do have an initial V but undergo 
VV-Contraction prior to Default Accentuation. 

3.2.3.4 Possible W- Contraction with PI prefix i-

In the analysis I prefer, such Sg/Pl nominal prefixal alternations as seen in Sg 
ae-jola 'stepchild', PI i-jdl-an are interpreted as alternations of a Sg prefix 
(here ae-) and a corresponding PI prefix i-. However, there are two alternative 
analyses. One, not involving VV-Contraction, is that as- (or any other prefixal 
V) becomes i by ablaut (i.e. by having the Sg prefixal V targeted by both a 
<H> vocalic melody and a V-lengthening ablaut component χ). I reject this 
analysis, since the Sg/Pl prefixal alternation takes place not only when the PI 
shows stem ablaut, but also when the stem is unchanged from Sg to PI so the 
PI is expressed solely by affixes. 

There remains a possible third analysis whereby PI prefix i- is added to, 
rather than replacing, the initial V of the Sg, which is therefore better 
considered to be part of the stem (rather than a Sg prefix α-, e-, ae-, or a-). This 
would entail a VV-Contraction rule, e.g. /i-asjola-aen/—»i-jo... I reject this 
analysis too. There are other reasons to segment Sg prefixes, specifically those 
with a full V (a- or e-), since these reduce to 'as- or "a- in certain syntactic 
positions by Prefix Reduction, as in a-baembasra 'Bambara man' (reduced 
nae-baembaera, cf. PI i-baembaera-taen). Such stems contrast with others that 
begin with a true stem-final V that shows no reductions or Sg/Pl prefixal shifts, 
e.g. arab 'Arab (man)' and PI arab-aen 'Arabs'. 

In short, while mildly tempted by the alternatives, I consider PI i- to be a 
simple prefix, replacing Sg vocalic prefixes. 

3.2.3.5 Summary of W-Contraction processes 

The treatment of underlying VV combinations in the preceding sections is 
summarized in (41), showing contractions, and (42), showing intervening h or 
homorganic semivowel. The summary is valid for T-ka and excludes some 
minor eastern and northern dialectal peculiarities mentioned above. Also 
excluded are the analyses of nominal PI i- that were just considered but 
rejected in (§3.2.3.4, above), and cases of suffixal α instead of ae that are not 
due to VV-Contraction as such, rather to ablaut-induced lengthening from /ae/ 
to a. 
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(41) VV-Contraction ("V" = any vowel) 

input output grammatical context 

noun + suffix 

a /V + ae/ —» α noun + MaPl suffix /-asn/ 
/V + e/ —» e noun + FePl suffix /-en/ 

verb + suffix (or clitic) 

b /A + e/ e verb + Hortative suffix or object clitic 
/i + e/ —> e II 

/A + i/ -> i verb + object clitic 
h + y —> i «1 

/A + al —> α verb + dative or 1st person object clitic 
/i + o/ —> α II 

c /a + e/ —» e verb + Hortative suffix or object clitic 
/a + i/ —> i verb + object clitic 

d /a + ae/ —> as verb + subject suffix (via short /ae + ae/) 
M 

—> e (regular, direct contraction) 
/a + s/ —> ae verb + Centripetal clitic 
/a + i/ —> i verb + Centripetal or Centrifugal clitic 

e /u + ae/ —> u verb + subject suffix 
Γι + ae/ i II 

f. /i + ae/ —» 3 verb + subject suffix 
/A + ae/ —» ae 

prefix + verb 

g. /a + V/ —» V subject prefix + verb 
[valid if subject prefixes are represented as Ca-] 

Γι + a/ —» i 3MaSg subject prefix + verb 
/i + V/ - > V " [V*a] 

It is not possible to reconcile all of the data in a simple VV-Contraction 
rule. The most glaring divergence is between /V + as/ —» α in noun plus suffix 
combinations (41.a) and the various combinations of vowel plus /as/ in verb 
plus suffix combinations (41.d-f). In the verb plus suffix/clitic data, one can 
(almost) generalize that when a short (or deletable) V and a full V come 
together (in either order) the full V survives intract (except when stem-final 
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lal has been previously shortened before a suffix). This would work for nearly 
all verb plus suffix/clitic data but not (quite) for the verb plus Centripetal clitic 
case /a + a/ -» ae (41.d) unless supplemented by a later shortening rule. 

(42) summarizes the cases where an intervening C breaks up the VV 
cluster and obviates the need for VV-Contraction. The T-ka cases with h are 
best handled as suffixal allomorph rules, while the eastern pattern with 
homorganic semivowel is more phonological in nature. 

(42) Non-Contraction (including h-initial postvocalic allomorphs) 

input —» output 

/u + V/ u-hV (T-ka) 

grammatical context 

verb + PI Imprt 
verb + directional 
stem + 1st person clitic 

/u + V/ —» uw-V (eastern) verb + PI Imprt 
verb + directional 
stem + 1st person clitic 

b. /i + V/ —> i-hV (T-ka) [same as for u] 
/i + V/ —> iy-V (eastern) [same as for u] 

3.2.4 Resyllabification (Final-CC Schwa-Insertion) 

Resyllabification occurs when an unstable word-final CC cluster results from 
the deletion of a final V. The relevant rule is Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) 
(§3.1.2.4). The deletion rule applies to short imperfectives and VblN's of 
V-final verbs. These verbs have a clear word-final α in the perfective stem 
system, but some of them have short imperfective (including Imprt) ending in 
III, an abstract, underspecified V. Many of the verbs are of the basic shape 
-vCCu- or -u>CCi>, and when the final υ is deleted we get a CC cluster. Some 
CC clusters are stable in word-final position. However, if the cluster is not a 
geminate, and if the final C is a sonorant, it cannot be pronounced as such, so 
resyllabification is required. 

An example is /askni/, Sg Imprt of 'make', which appears as akan in T-ka, 
but as akan in most other dialects. Compare PerfP -akna-, which shows the 
stem-final V more clearly (-vkno-). Another verb, in form perhaps the 
causative of this -vknu-, is -s-vkni> 'show', with Imprt s-akan (A-grm T-ka) 
or s-akan (Im K-d R T-md). Because -s-vknu-, unlike -vknu-, is long enough 
to quality for the VblN type with a- Sg prefix and <H> vocalic melody, we get 
VblN /a-s-akni / in T-ka and several other dialects, and this too must be 
resyllabified when the III is deleted. The Sg VblN appears variably as 
α-s-akann (T-ka), α - s - a k a n (Im R), α-s-akan (T-md), or α-s-kan (K-d), 
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depending on what other rules apply (gemination, syncope, accent shift). 
A-grm, on the other hand, has a-s-akni , retaining the original final V, so no 
resyllabification is needed there. 

As these examples show, resyllabification takes the form of insertion of a 
(Final-CC Schwa-Insertion, see below) to break up a nongeminate final CC 
cluster whose second element is a sonorant, and is accompanied in T-ka by 
accent shift onto the epenthetic schwa and by gemination of the final C. The 
accent shift (Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation) and the doubling of the final 
sonorant in the VblN and other nominalizations (Stem-Final Gemination) are 
covered in §3.3.2. Both processes are characteristic of T-ka but do not apply in 
most other dialects. Even in T-ka, neither is a general phonological rule, 
though both are parasitic on Final-CC Schwa-Insertion. 

Final-CC Schwa-Insertion also feeds Short-V Harmony, though this 
interaction is somewhat difficult to analyse. The relevant fact here is the shift 
of the initial /as/ in e.g. /askni/ 'make!-Sg' to a in akan, apparently under the 
influence of the medial schwa. See §3.2.6, below, for discussion. 

Consider the data in (43), which show the morphological contexts where 
Resyllabification can occur. In all cases the stem in question is an 
unaugmented verb whose final V is deletable. 

(43) Morphological Contexts for Resyllabification (V-Final Stems, T-ka) 

a. for -VPQD- verbs (Q a sonorant) 

1. Sg Imprt (and other word-final short imperfectives) 
/asjli/ 
/sejl/ 
ajal 'go! 

(cf. MaPl sejl-aet 'go!') 
I' 

underlying 
after Stem-Final i/A~Deletion 

2. Sg Imprt of prefixal derivation 
/m-aeswA/ 
/m-aesw/ 

underlying 
after Stem-Final i/A-Deletion 

m-aesaew '(liquid) be drunk!' 
(cf. MaPl Imprt m-aesw-aet) 

3. Agentive (§8.8.1) 
/e-m-aeswi/ 
/e-m-aesw/ 

underlying (arguably /e-m-aeswA/) 
after Stem-Final i/A-Deletion 

e-m-assaeww 'drinker; water source' 
(cf. ΡΠ-m-aesw-an) 
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4. Verbal Noun of prefixal derivative 
/a-m-aswi/ underlying 
/a-m-asw/ after Stem-Final i/A-Deletion 
α-m-asaww 'being drunk' 

(cf. Pll-m-asw-an) 

b. for -DPQU- verbs (Q a sonorant, only two such verbs known) 

1. Sg Imprt 
/alwi/ underlying 
/alw/ after Stem-Final i/A-Deletion 
alaw 'be spacious!' 

2. Sg Imprt of prefixal derivation 
/s-ilwi/ underlying 
/s-llw/ after Stem-Final i/A-Deletion 
s-ilaw 'make spacious!' 

3. Agentive 
[no examples; the two -uPQu- stems are non-agentive 
semantically] 

4. Verbal Noun of prefixal derivative 
/a-s-ilwi/ underlying 
/a-s-ilw/ after Stem-Final i/A-Deletion 
a-s-ilaww 'making spacious' 

(cf. ΡΠ-s-ilw-an) 

5. LoImpfP 
/-t-llwi/ underlying 
/-t-ilw/ after Stem-Final i/A-Deletion 
-t-ilaw 'is spacious' 

(cf. 3MaPl i-t-ilw-aen) 

The only verbs of shape -uPQu- with two full V's, where Q is a sonorant, 
are (PerfP) -olwa- 'be spacious' and -odwa- 'leave in afternoon'. The only 
respect in which they differ from the -vPQu- verbs is insofar as their long 
imperfectives are also subject to resyllabification. 

I know of one underived (and unaugmented) -CvPQu- verb of the same 
type, namely -lvjwu- 'bend, veer' (PerfP -allajwa-, LoImpfP -t-alaejwa-, but 
Imprt laejaew from /laejwi/ and VbIN a-bjsww from /-lsjwi/. 

This leaves -vPQu- verbs as the overwhelmingly most common stems 
subject to resyllabification. The following stems are affected (they are shown 
in the resyllabified Sg Imprt, for underlying /asPQi/): s ra r [asras'r] 'read!' or 
'call!', sjal 'go!', akan 'do (well)!', skal 'spend mid-day!', asal 'hear!', and 
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3S3W 'drink!'. A larger set of -vPQu- stems end in stable CC clusters in the Sg 
Imprt and so do not undergo resyllabification: (Imprt) aebs 'vomit!', aetf 'be 
poured!' (Vdf), sets 'laugh' (Vdz), aert 'be implanted!', aeks 'sprout!', aels 'get 
dressed!', aelz 'shave!', aend 'collapse!', aeijY 'kill!', aens 'lie down!', sens 'be 
sold!' or 'excuse!', zent 'begin!', aerv 'be on fire!', aerh 'want!', and aerz 
'break!'. Note that these all involve an obstruent or h as final C. I know of no 
-vPQu- stems where Ρ and Q are both sonorants and do not form a geminate. 
There is no resyllabification when the cluster is geminate, even when it is a 
sonorant: aekk 'go (to)', aezz 'weave!', aenn 'say!'. In the one case involving h 
preceding a sonorant, the necessity for resyllabification is avoided, since the 
two C's are metathesized (§3.2.2.1) when not separated by a V: 'weep' 
(LoImpfP -hall- with Vhl, but PerfP -alha- and Imprt aelh with Vlh). 

Resyllabification is blocked in most cases when the verb form in question 
is followed by a V-initial suffix or clitic. This is regularly the case with 
inflected verbs (including imperatives). Thus 2Sg Imprt assl 'hear!' but 2MaPl 
Imprt aesl-aet, the latter having the same shape as the 2MaPl forms of non-
resyllabifying verbs, e.g. äebs-set 'vomit!-MaPl'. For the agentives and VblN's, 
resyllabification is likewise blocked when a PI suffix (MaPl -aen, here realized 
as -an) is added; see the plurals given in parentheses in (43). However, in the 
T-ka VblN (and certain minor nominals) that show Stem-Final Gemination, the 
geminate is retained when possessive suffixes are added, hence a-s-akann 
'showing', a-s-akann-in 'my showing' (not #a-s-3kn-in as wel might expect 
on the basis of unpossessed PI i-s-akn-an). 

In the case of Vsw 'drink' and its derivatives, the only set where the final 
C is w, the resyllabified form -ssaw is pronounced [-asu1] and can be treated 
as V-final at least for purposes of assigning allomorphs (postvocalic versus 
postconsonantal) to a following clitic. Thus Imprt 3saw-\tt occurs dialectally 
as an alternative to aesw-\e 'drink it-MaSg!'. The latter variant shows the 
pattern that is obligatory in other resyllabifying verbs, e.g. aevr-\e 'read it!'. 

However, in the more easterly dialects, the number of forms subject to 
Stem-Final i/A-Deletion is diminished, which of course limits the scope of 
resyllabification. For example, the high-frequency motion verb -vjlu- (eastern 
-vglu-) 'go' has short imperfectives that undergo Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) 
in a few dialects (A-grm T-ka T-md), but not elsewhere (Gao K-d K-f Ts), e.g. 
T-ka Sg Imprt ejal 'go!' versus K-d aglu. Likewise, the long imperfectives of 
verbs like -ulwu- 'be spacious' show Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) in some 
dialects (K-d R T-ka) but keep the stem-final V in others (A-grm Gao R), e.g 
T-ka 3MaSg LoImpfP i-t-ilsw versus Gao i-t-llwa. 

The most systematic dialectal difference is in the VblN's of prefixally 
derived stems. For example, T-ka α-s-i laww 'making spacious' (PI 
l-s-alw-αη) corresponds to A-grm a-s-alwi, and T-ka a-s-akann 'showing' (PI 
l-s-skn-an) corresponds to A-grm a-s-akni (PI i-s-akni-taen). 

On occasion I have recorded Imprt and Shlmpf verb forms ending in 
Augment -t, although the verb in question is not otherwise of the augment 
class. This tends to happen in elicitation of paradigms of less common heavy 
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verbs. Example: for the T-md informant, 'become long (or tall)' was recorded 
as PerfP sajra-, Imprt sljra-t, and LoImpfP -t-lsajru-. The Imprt form here also 
shows the i...a vocalism typical of the imperfective of adjectival verbs. This 
verb shows up in other dialects either as an augmented verb (PerfP -assagrae-t 
in A-grm, for example), or as an unaugmented verb with final stem consonant t 
(PerfP sajrat- in several dialects); see §7.3.2.2. The T-md speaker appears to 
have made selective, opportunistic use of the augment option to avoid having 
to resyllabify the Imprt stem. 

The formulation of the Final-CC Schwa-Insertion rule is tricky, since the 
epenthetic V appears as a in most cases, e.g. alaw 'be spacious!', but appears 
as ae in m-aesaew 'be drunk!' and e-m-aesaeww 'drinker; water source'. In three 
morphological patterns we get a. One is the VblN type for derived or long 
underived verbs, where the entire stem is subject to a <H> vocalic melody, so 
schwa is the expected short V: α-m-asaww 'being drunk', α-s-ilaww 'making 
spacious'. A second is the set of imperfectives like (Caus) Imprt s-ilaw 'make 
spacious!' and Lolmpf -t-ilaw 'is spacious', where we again assume a stem-
wide <H> melody (underlying /s-ilwi/, /-t-ilwi/). The third is the underived 
short imperfective of type Imprt ajal 'go!' and alaw 'be spacious!', where the 
epenthetic schwa breaks up a CC cluster that separates underlying <L> and 
<H> melodic components (/acjli/, /alwi/). Here it is not clear whether the 
schwa is determined by the <H> melodic component, or is simply the default 
epenthetic vowel. 

This leaves mediopassive Imprt m-aesasw 'be drunk!' and e-m-aesaeww 
'drinker; water source', from -vswu- 'drink'. For m-aesaew, the basic form is 
arguably /m-aeswA/ instead of /m-aeswi/ , since mediopassive short 
imperfectives favor <L> melody. In the case of e-m-aesaeww 'drinker; water 
source', in the agentive interpretation 'drinker' we would probably expect a 
composite <H L> melody; compare e-m-aeks 'eater', feminine counterpart 
t-e-m-aeksi-t-t with stem-final i. I know of one other agentive of this type, 
e-m-aeraerr 'reader, pupil' from - v r r u - 'read', e-m-aesaeww in the sense 
'water source' is a nonagentive nominal and might have a stem-wide <L> 
melody, but agentives e-m-asvaerr and e-m-assaeww presumably have <L H> 
melody like other agentives of -vCCi> stems. Given that Imprt /aeswi/ and 
/aerri/ appear as asaw (or a su) and arar , while agentives /e-m-aeswi/ and 
/e-m-aerri/ appear as e-m-aesaeww and e-m-aeraerr, it is necessary to explain 
why the L part of the <L H> melody extends to the epenthetic V in the 
agentives but not in the Imprt. Pending further dialectological study, it is far 
from clear that Stem-Final Gemination (which is limited to T-ka nominals, 
including VblN's and agentives) is correlated with this difference in melodic 
domain. For now I will simply stipulate the difference as a morpho-
phonological fact (45). 
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(44) Final-CC Schwa-Insertion 

Word-finally (or before suffix or clitic beginning with a C), a 
sequence ...VPQ where V is any vowel, Ρ and Q are distinct C's, 
and Q is a sonorant (semivowel, liquid, nasal), insert a between Ρ 
and Q. 

(45) Melodic Association to Epenthetic Vowel 

If the a inserted by Final-Syllable Epenthesis is at the junction 
between the L and Η components of a <L H> melody, the L 
component extends to the epenthetic V in agentives and related 
nominals (so a is lowered to as), but not in short imperfectives 
(including Imprt verbs). 

Except as noted below ('drink'), resyllabification does not apply when the 
verb stem in question is followed by a V-initial suffix or clitic. This cannot be 
explained as Syncope applying to a previously resyllabified sequence, since 
there is no evidence for Stem-Final Gemination in the relevant suffixal 
combinations, and since Short-V Harmony (§3.2.6) does not affect the first 
syllable in Imprt or other verbs. Thus for -vr ru- 'read', T-ka Imprt /asm/—» 
/aerr/ —> a ra r 'read!' without further suffix or clitic, but serr-\e 'read it!' with 
V-initial 3MaSg object clitic. 

However, in the specific case of -vswu- 'drink', the resyllabified variant 
-3S3W occurs (in several dialects) before the 3MaSg object clitic, which 
therefore takes its postvocalic allomorph -\tt. Probably -asaw [ssu:1] has been 
reanalysed as -ssu, resulting in this (dialectal) generalization. For Sg Imprt 
'drink it-Ma!' we therefore get, depending on the dialect, two results. The first 
type is seen in A-grm aeswAi and T-ka aeswAe, parallel to aevrAe 'read it!' and 
2eks-\e 'eat it!'. Here -\e (including A-grm variant -\i) is the postconsonantal 
allomorph of the 3MaSgO object clitic. The second type is seen in asüAtt (K-d 
K-f R Ts) and asiiAtti (Im), where the clitic has a postvocalic allomorph. 

3.2.5 Schwa-Epenthesis 

The most conspicuous cases of epenthesis (insertion of schwa) have just been 
described in §3.2.4, where unstable stem-final CC clusters were involved. 
There are some additional combinations involving prefixes that may require a 
more general Schwa-Epenthesis rule, depending on whether we assign schwas 
to underlying forms of the morphemes involved or consider them to be 
epenthetic. 

Prefix t- has some special properties, but different patterns appear in 
nominal and verbal morphology. For the nouns, it is rare to get Feminine t -
before a C-initial stem with no intervening vocalic prefix (Sg -a- and variants, 
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PI -i-). There are a small number of cases where a masculine C-initial stem 
without vocalic prefix has a feminine counterpart with prefix t-. In these cases, 
a short V may appear after the t- in the Sg, but it may be either a or ae, usually 
harmonic to the V of the following syllable. The PI (if attested) has -i-, which 
suggests that the -o- or -ae- in the singular is the Sg vocalic prefix rather than 
an epenthetic vowel due to the phonology. The stems are generally loanwords, 
often dialectal. Examples: kasya 'monkey' , specifically female form 
t-as-kaeya-t-t, PI t-i-kseya-t-en ; sakii ΊΟΟ-kilo sack', diminutive feminine 
t-as-saku-t-t '50-kilo sack', PI t-i-saku-t-en. 

Another combination where Fe prefix t- arguably calls for Schwa-
Epenthesis is in dialects where the Prefix Reduction form of Feminine Plural 
prefix sequence t-i- is vowelless nt-0- before a CV-initial noun stem. This does 
not apply to T-ka, our focal dialect, which in this position has nt-a-, whose -3-
must be analysed as a reduction (but not deletion) of -i-. However, we do get 
"t-0- before CV-initial stems in T-md and several eastern dialects (§3.5.1). 
Before CCV-initial stems, these dialects (like T-ka) have Va- . In the eastern 
dialects, one might argue that the basic FePl Prefix Reduction form is "t-0-, in 
which case the schwa in nt-3- is epenthetic (inserted to break up a CCC 
cluster). However, even for the eastern dialects, I cannot accept an epenthesis 
analysis here, since the schwa in ""t-a- preserves the accentual status of its 
unreduced t-i- counterpart. If the -i- were deleted by Prefix Reduction, and 
then (before a CC cluster) effectively "restored" as a schwa, one would have 
difficulty explaining how the underlying accent on -i- is retained. 

In verbs, the t- prefix is a subject prefix for 3FeSg and for all 2nd person 
categories. Nevertheless, whereas the apparently parallel nominal Fe t- prefix 
never loses its stop, the verbal t- prefix is regularly deleted before a CV-initial 
stem; see Prefixal t-Deletion (35) (cf. §7.4.1.2). The deletion is not terribly 
frequent, since most inflectable verb stems are V-initial. However, we do get 
CV-initial stems in long imperfective stems, which have shapes like LoImpfP 
-CdCC- and (with LoImpfP prefix - t - ) -t-iCsCCuC-. Example: -bds s -
(/-bdssA-/) 'vomit.LoImpfP', 3MaSg i-bass, 3FeSg 0 - b d s s (for underlying 
/t-bassA/), 2Sg bassae-d (for /t-bassA-aed/). There are also some adjectival 
verbs whose perfectives begin with CV. 

The other relevant subject prefix on verbs is 1P1 n- (or na-). Dialects differ 
as to how this is treated before a CV-initial stem. For example, with -bass-
'vomit.LoImpfP', both η-bass and ns-bass are attested. The latter is typical of 
T-ka, our focal dialect, but the former occurs in a number of other dialects. For 
dialects with n a - b d s s , one could argue for a Schwa-Epenthesis rule. 
Alternatively, we could propose that the basic form of the prefix is na- and that 
the schwa is deleted by VV-Contraction before another V (§3.2.3.2). 

There is also a set of processes affecting inflected verbs of the perfective 
system, usually also the short imperfective (other than Imprt), of underived 
verbs. These processes include insertion of a stem-inital short V, but in 
combination with either gemination or syncope creating a CC cluster. This is 
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not epenthesis, since it applies even at the beginning of CV-initial stems that 
have no need to resyllabify; see §3.4.8 for details. 

Finally, there are some CC-final noun stems, mostly accented 
monosyllables of the form (C)VCC with nongeminate final cluster, that have 
MaPl suffix allomorph -taen (rather than -aen). The result would be a CCC 
cluster. If the stem ends in a geminate, it is sometimes degeminated to produce 
a pronounceable combination: baeww 'monitor lizard', PI baew-taen. However, 
this option is not available for nouns ending in a nongeminate CC cluster. 
Informants from the T-ka area occasionally pronounced the triple cluster 
without modification, as in lins-taen 'red dyes', but this may have been 
"elicition-ese" involving uncommon plural forms. More often, a schwa is 
inserted. Example: άητ 'palate', PI aqra-tasn 'palates'. For further examples 
involving simple noun stems, see §4.1.2.2. There are also some VCC verbal 
nouns that have the same treatment, e.g.idh 'folding', Plldha-tasn (§8.6.1.1). 

Some dialects, especially A-grm, have dialectal variants of these stems 
with a final V even in the Sg, so the PI is phonologically unproblematic: άητα 
'palate', PI άηγα-taen. The R speaker tended to follow T-ka in the Sg forms, 
but had several plurals of A-grm type based on stem-variations with final V. 
The K-d speaker frequently had the CC-final Sg, but added α instead of a as a 
more or less epenthetic V: atayy 'tea', PI atayya-tasn (cf. A-grm PI 
i-tayya-taen). So the dialects differ considerably among each other, and even 
in T-ka the Schwa-Epenthesis rule is somewhat erratic in its application to 
suffixal combinations. 

3.2.6 Short-V Harmony 

3.2.6.1 Asymmetrical version 

Short-V Harmony is a word-internal process, very productive in T-ka and 
considerably more restrricted in other dialects. It consists of the shift of the 
low short vowel as to high (a). The formulation in (46) is asymmetrical; for a 
possible symmetrical version see §3.2.6.2, below. 

(46) Short-V Harmony (asymmetrical version, applying only to /ae/) 

ae —> 9 before a syllable with a high V {i a u} 

This applies most consistently in the contexts in (47). 

(47) a. /-aeC(C)i-/ Shlmpf (including Imprt) verb when resyllabified 
as aCaC or when /i/ is realized as a 

b. Sg vocalic prefix of noun when reduced from {a- e-} to short 
{32 3} 

c. Agentive prefix -naes- (in variant -nas-) 
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d. first syllable of multisyllabic stem 
e. (sometimes) lSg subject suffix -aer- before directional clitics 

like Centripetal -\add or -Yidd 

For the /-asC(C)i-/ Shlmpf verbs, the process does not operate when the 
hi is deleted word-finally, provided that the resulting stem-final (C)C does not 
undergo ^syllabification. Examples are aeks 'eat!-Sg' and £ej 'do!-Sg'. 
However, when the h i surfaces as a (before a C-initial subject suffix), or 
combines with the initial /ae/ of a subject suffix to produce a, the conditions for 
Short-V Harmony are fulfilled and the harmonic rule applies: (Future) od 
aksa-naet 'they-Fe will eat', ad aksa-n 'they-Ma will eat ' , FePl Imprt 
aksa-maet 'eat!-FePl\ Likewise sej 'do!-Sg', ad aja-naet 'they-Fe will do', ad 
aja-n 'they-Ma will do'. 

For those /-aeCCi-/ Shlmpf verbs that require resyllabification (§3.2.4) in 
word-final position because the final C is a sonorant, the insertion of schwa 
(Final-CC Schwa-Insertion) also feeds Short-V Harmony. Thus /aejli/ 'go!-Sg' 
is realized, depending on dialect, as ajal or ajal. Leaving the accent aside, we 
note that both outputs not only show an epenthetic medial schwa (between the 
j and the sonorant 1), but also change the stem-initial /ae/ to a. The derivation 
can be modeled as /aejli/ —»/aejal/ —> ajal. 

When Final-CC Schwa-Insertion is blocked by the presence of a V-initial 
suffix or clitic, as in 2MaPl Imprt äejl-aet, the absence of the epenthetic schwa 
correlates with the failure of the initial /ae/ to shift to a. These data can be 
explained by assuming at least the one-way harmonic process in (46), by 
which /ae/ assimilates to the quality of a in a following syllable. (For some 
second thoughts on this, see end of this section.) 

When a full-V nominal Sg vocalic prefix a- or e- (as opposed to short-
vowel allomorphs ae - or a-) undergoes Prefix Reduction (§3.5.1), the prefix 
appears as ae when the following syllable has a low or mid-height V {e ae α ο}, 
or when there is no following syllable Cas-xx 'milk'), and as a when the 
following syllable has a high V {i a u}. It is reasonable to think that the 
reduction rule itself converts α or e (note that e is often associated with α in 
Tamashek) to ae (i.e. to the short counterpart of a), which is then subject to 
Short-V Harmony if applicable. Examples in (48), where \ as usual, precedes 
nouns whose vocalic prefix has been audibly reduced. 

(48) unreduced reduced gloss 

a. e-baegg "ae-baegg 'jackal' 
e-daeber "ae-daeber 'dove' 
a - d r a v "ae-drar 'rock, hill' 
e-ben "as-ben 'tobacco pipe' 
e-mm 'ae-mm 'mouth' 
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b. a-diiban 
a-faffaru 
a-jlwad 

a-düban 
'a-faffaru 

'marriage' 
'scrubbing' 
'fleeing' 'a-jiwad 

When the consonant(s) immediately following the vocalic prefix are 
neutral (i.e., not BLC's, §3.1.2.2), the output of Prefix Reduction can be 
diagnostic for the lexical representation of the first stem-internal V. This is 
useful when this stem-internal V is phonetic [ε] or [o] before a BLC, since the 
BLC merges preceding lexical {i e} as [ε] and preceding lexical {u o} as [o]. 
For example, the noun 'sunrise' is heard as [a'djmod], compatible with either 
ά-jmud or d-jmod, since {u o} merge as ο before the BLC d. In most dialects 
(including T-ka), but not A-grm, Prefix Reduction converts a- to a- before this 
stem, which implies that native speakers take the [o] to be a high V (namely, 
u). This test does not work in dialects like A-grm, which reduce a- and e- to as-
regardless of harmonic environment. Even in T-ka, the test fails to work when 
both the prefixal V and the first stem-internal V are followed by BLC's, as in 
[a'draz] 'sauce'. The reduced form is heard as [a'draz], a pronunciation that 
could be phonemicized either as na-draz or "ae-draez. Based on the large 
number of d-CCaC nouns whose vocalism is indisputable, I take 'sauce' to be 
d-draz, but there is no obvious way to test this hypothesis. 

For T-ka, Short-V Harmony also applies as a kind of filter to the first two 
syllables of nouns and verbs. In other words, in T-ka, a but generally not ae is 
possible in these contexts when the following syllable contains high {i a u}. 
For verbs, this results in a large number of dialectal variants in perfective 
stems such as T-ka -ammu-t 'die (PerfP)' versus -aemmu-t in most other 
dialects (§7.3.2.1). In the case of verbs, A-grm sides with T-ka, though since 
Short-V Harmony is not productive in A-grm it is best to account for the 
schwa in this dialect as a function of vocalic ablaut melodies rather than as due 
to a harmonic process as such. Since 3MaSg subject prefix i- combines with 
schwa to form i but with ae to form ae, the dialectal differences are very 
conspicuous in the 3MaSg subject form: T-ka (and A-grm) 1-mmu-t 'he died' 
versus other dialects' 0-aemmu-t. A great many verbs are subject to this 
dialectal variation in perfective verb stems; for example, the verbs of type 
PerfP -akuf- 'swell, be inflated' (§7.3.1.9) and PerfP -a f fud- 'be thirsty' 
(§7.3.1.10) have variants outside of T-ka and A-grm of the type -aekuf- and 
-aeffud-. Clearly, Short-V Harmony is not particularly productive outside of 

In the first syllable of a multisyllabic noun stem, T-ka usually enforces 
harmony. This is seen in stems that appear elsewhere as e.g. -CaCi..., 
disregarding any vocalic prefix. For example, 'fine sand' appears in most 
dialects as e-daehi, but T-ka has e-dahi. However, I did record a few 
exceptions in T-ka, such as t-e-säeni-t-t 'white spot above nose (e.g. of horse)'. 

The lSg subject suffix -aer on verbs sometimes shifts to - a r - in the one 
case where it is followed by a high V within the word (including clitics), 
namely before directional clitics including Centripetal -\add (dialectally -\idd). 

T-ka. 
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Thus aeqqim-3Y-\3dd Ί sat (=stayed) here'. Because γ is a BLC, it is often 
difficult to distinguish as from 3 in this combination. In cases like Shlmpf 
aeks-aer Ί (will) eat', where -aer combines with the h i of /asksi/ to give as 
instead of the usual 3, and therefore does not trigger Short-V Harmony to 
#sks3-Y (parallel to 3MaPl Skss-n), the low-level optional raising of -aeY to 
-3Y- before the Centripetal does not affect the first syllable, hence 
aeks-aeY-\sdd varying with asks-svAsdd, not #sks-SY-\sdd. Likewise, cases 
like Imprt aenY-Vsdd 'kill!' with Centrip clitic do not raise the ae of the stem to 
3. 

Nouns borrowed from Arabic often incorporate Arabic Definite prefix 
al-, and some of these cases require harmonization in T-ka. An example is 
T-ka sddslil 'reason' versus aeddaelil in other dialects. The important noun 
meaning 'people' is of Arabic origin too and shows the same dialectal 
variation: T-ka sddinaet, other dialects' aeddinast. 

The harmonic rule is basically asymmetrical, converting ae to 3 but not 
vice-versa. At least I know of no cases (in T-ka) where an underlying 3 is 
converted to ae due to harmony with a low V in the following syllable. There 
are composite <H L> vocalic melodies in both verbal and nominal ablaut, 
which have the effect of producing vowel sequences (in adjacent syllables) of 
the type schwa plus low V (PerfP -sjjaes- 'enter', PI t-i-dskkal 'handfuls'). 
Note that the schwa's are not converted to ae here, even for T-ka. 

3.2.6.2 Symmetrical version 

The analysis of (asymmetrical) Short-V Harmony given above, especially as it 
interacts with Final-CC Schwa-Insertion, is debatable. I have presented it as a 
more or less pure phonological process, but at least for some dialects it is more 
highly morphologized than this suggests. Consider, for example, verbs with 
PerfP shape -sCaeC- like -swaet- (dialectally also monosyllabic -wset-) 'hit' 
(§7.3.1.1). The Shlmpf stem in most dialects is invariant -swst-, with the 
Shlmpf <H> melody found for other similar verb types (compare Shlmpf 
-sPQsC- and -sPPsC- for stems with a medial CC cluster). 

However, some dialects around Kidal have Shlmpf -aewt- (instead of, or 
varying with, -swst-) when followed by a V-initial suffix, hence Future lSg 
ad aewt-aeY (note the accent) instead of or varying with the more widespread 
ad swst-aeY. Likewise, Kidal-area 2Sg Future ad t-sewt-aed and 3MaPl a d 
aewt-sen. In all dialects the word-final or preconsonantal form is -swst-, as in 
Future 3FeSg ad t-swst and 1P1 ad n-swst. 

In Kidal-type dialects with prevocalic -aewt- alternating with word-final or 
preconsonantal -swst-, one should take - sws t - as basic in the light of the 
overall nature of the ablaut system. This means deriving -aewt- by some 
(morpho-)phonological process sensitive to prevocalic position. The only 
reasonable implementation of this strategy is to allow the medial /s/ of -swat-
to be syncopated, giving /-swt-/. (For Syncope see §3.2.7.2, below) Actually, 
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the penultimate accent in lSg ad aewt-aer suggests that Default Accentuation 
precedes Syncope in this case (whereupon the accent becomes "marked"). This 
leaves us with the problem of how to account for the shift from expected #swt-
to -aswt-. Perhaps the shift is just another case of Short-V Harmony, since the 
V-initial subject suffixes all happen to begin with ae, and since postconsonantal 
3MaSgO allomorph -\e has a mid-height vowel (which functions as "low" in 
the environment for harmony). A possible derivation is given in (49). 

(49) Derivation of Shlmpf -aewt- (Kidal) 

If, with whatever morphological restrictions, underlying hi as well as /as/ 
is subject to harmony with the V of the following syllable, we would have to 
formulate Short-V Harmony as symmetrical, converting vowel sequence 
<o as» to «ae ae», as well as converting «ae 3» to <o 3». The symmetrical 
version of the rule is given as (50). 

(50) Short-V Harmony (symmetrical version, applying to both /a/ and /as/) 

However, objections may be lodged to the derivation (49) and in general to 
the symmetrical version of Short-V Harmony (50). In other morphological 
contexts (e.g. many PerfP stems) the vocalic sequence «3 ae» is stable, so there 
is no basis for a broadly applicable harmonic rule converting <o ae» into «as as» 
in any dialect. As a result, Short-V Harmony could only apply to <o ae» under 
very tight morphological restrictions even in the Kidal dialects. Therefore even 
in this version the rule is not fully symmetrical. 

Moreover, it seems odd that, in the Shlmpf paradigm of -vCvC- verbs like 
-vwvt- 'hit', the (Kidal) -aeCC- form is derived (via syncope) from the -sCsC-
form, whereas in the Shlmpf of -vCCu- verbs like -vknx> 'make' (see 
beginning of this section) resyllabified -sCsC is derived from /-aeCCi/, via 
/-aeCC/ (after Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29), by Final-CC Schwa-Insertion (44). 
In both cases, -aeCC- is associated with prevocalic position, while -sCsC-
occurs word-finally or before a C. It may well be that speakers in some dialects 
are trying to reconcile the alternations in the two paradigms, resulting in an 

/swst-asr/ 
/awst-aer/ 
/awt-aer/ 
aewt-aer 

underlying 
Default Accentuation 
Syncope (accent becomes marked) 
Short-V Harmony (symmetrical version) 

as a before a syllable with a high V {i 3 u} 
[morphological range as in §3.2.6.2] 

3 —» as ; before a syllable with a low V {a ae} 
[morphologically restricted contexts] 
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emerging unitary morphophonological interpretation that differs significantly 
from the analysis given above. 

3.2.7 Syncope and Leftward L-Spreading 

3.2.7.1 Syncope 

In some positions, a Syncope rule affecting /a/, and arguably /ae/, appears to 
apply. Whether or not the rule affects only /a/ (asymmetrical version) or 
applies equally to both /a/ and /ae/ (symmetrical version) depends on decisions 
about how to represent the stems in question. The data just below on Syncope 
are for T-ka, while some dialectological color is given at the end of this 
section. 

The most important cases of Stem-Initial Syncope involve alternations of 
stem-initial surface -CvCV... and -vCCV... in verbs, where "v" is a short 
vowel and "V" is any vowel. Consider the examples in (51). 

(51) Examples of Stem-Initial Syncope 

gloss unsyncopated category syncopated category 

'(hole) gape' xabuba-t Imprt -axbuba-t Shlmpf 
-sexbabae-t PerfP 
ά-xbubu VblN 

Within the set of pronominally inflectable verb forms, the unsyncopated 
onset is confined to the Imprt forms, which are always unprefixed. On the 
other hand, we find Syncope at work in all of the fully-inflectable (i.e. prefix-
tolerant) stems such as Shlmpf and PerfP, which begin with a short V absent 
from the Imprt, due to Stem-Initial V-Insertion (99). This initial short V is also 
found in other verbs that geminate the initial C and therefore are not subject to 
syncope, converting e.g. PvQR... to vPPvQR... (§3.4.8). (51) also shows that 
Syncope operates in the VblN, targeting a short V in the first stem syllable, 
which follows the vocalic prefix, here a-. 

There is no Stem-Initial Syncope when the basic form of the stem is of the 
middleweight shape -CvCvC- (with only short V's). This is the shortest of the 
heavy verb-stem shapes (§3.4.1.4) that begins with a short open syllable of the 
sort that could, in principle, be syncopated. The absence of Stem-Initial 
Syncope is seen in VblN's of the form α-CaCaC (or its variant a-CaCaC), e.g. 
a-baraj (or more common variant a-baraj, subject to possible reinterpretation 
as a-baeraj) 'boasting, boastfulness'. Likewise, causative Shlmpf stems like 
-s-araf- 'pester' with subject prefix, e.g. 3MaSg Future ad Vs-araf 'he will 
not pester', fail to syncopate. There are also some nouns like t -a-bakun- t 
'heap' with unsyncopated a. The stem (minus the vocalic prefix) is again 
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bisyllabic. However, I did record a syncopated suffixal PI t- i-bkun-en 
(alongside ablaut PI t-i-bakkan). 

In cases like VblN ά-xbubu, note that the accent is on the surface 
antepenult. However, this does not necessarily mean that Default Accentuation 
applies only to the output of Stem-Initial Syncope. We can get the correct 
output either by having Default Accentuation apply last, or by having it apply 
first but adding a rule that accent is reassigned to the next syllable on the left 
when the accented V is deleted (by Stem-Initial Syncope). This latter 
interpretation would have a stage /a-xabubu/ in the derivation that ends up as 
ά-xbubu (compare A-grm a-xabubi). 

Assuming a Stem-Initial Syncope rule in the forms on the right in (51), the 
deleted short V is clearly hi in Shlmpf -sxbuba-t (from /-axabuba-t/) and in 
VblN ά-xbubu (from /a-xabubu/). This is based on the prevailing <H> vocalic 
melodies for Shlmpf stems and VblN's for stems of this general shape. Let us 
see if the other cases of Syncope can be analysed in such a way that the 
syncopated V is hi rather than /ae/, so that an asymmetrical Syncope rule can 
be posited. 

The obvious problem with this is that Stem-Initial Syncope also applies to 
PerfP -aexbabae-t, which appears to have a uniform <L> melody. The most 
straightforward derivation would be from /-aexaebabae-t/ with stem-wide <L> 
melody. This would force us to adopt a symmetrical version of Stem-Initial 
Syncope, applying to /ae/ as well as hi. However, there is an alternative 
analysis where -aexbabae-t is instead derived from /-axababae-t/, first 
syncopating to /-axbabas-t/ before surfacing (after Leftward L-Spreading, see 
below) as -sxbabas-t by Short-V Harmony. In this case, we could argue that 
Syncope applies specifically to hi. 

The first part of the argument for this analysis is as follows. In the 
perfective family of stems (and disregarding the unprefixed perfectives, 
probably of nominal origin, of adjectival verbs), the surface melodies are either 
of the type <L>, as in -aexbabae-t, or <H L>, the latter expressed as surface 
vocalic sequence «HL», «HHL», «HHLL», etc., depending on the number of 
stem syllables. The stem-wide perfective <L> melody occurs precisely in those 
verbs that also show Syncope, while non-syncopating verbs have the 
composite perfective melody <H L>. We should therefore consider the 
possibility that the stem-wide <L> perfective melody is reducible to an 
underlying <H L>, which would permit us to position a schwa in the 
syncopation site. 

Second, in deverbal nominals of verbs, and in some nominal Sg/Pl 
alternations, there is evidence that a syncopates while ae does not. For 
example, the same verb xvbubu- (+ -t) seen in (51) above is related to a noun 
t-ae-xaebabu-t-t 'gaping hole'. The first two syllables of the stem have L 
vocalism, so we get ae rather than a after x. Whereas s in VblN /a-xabubu/ 
syncopates, giving ά-xbubu, the ae between χ and b in t-ae-xasbabu-t-t fails to 
syncopate. Many verbs have pairs of formally similar VblN's with stem-wide 
<H> stem melody and a related noun (often agentive in sense, beginning with 
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<L ...> melody), showing the same association of Syncope with a while ae fails 
to syncopate (§8.11.1). 

In addition, the plural of t-s-xaebabu-t-t 'gaping hole' is t-l-xbuba. The PI 
is syncopated from /t-i-xabuba/, assuming the standard <H L> melody of 
unsuffixed ablaut plurals. There are many similar Sg/Pl plurals with 
unsyncopated ae in the Sg and Syncope (presumably of /a/) in the PI, e.g. Sg 
α-baetol 'ground depression' and PI ί-btal (from /i-batal/), and ae-raerdrad 
'thick-knee (bird)' and PI i-rrurad. Note also a-nasbaj 'hole', irregular variant 
PI l -mbu j j a (with extra gemination and final V). Note that Syncope is not 
blocked by accent in /i-bstal/; when the schwa syncopates, the accent simply 
reattaches to the syllable to its left. There are also some suggestive alternations 
among minor nominal ablaut patterns, where a appears to syncopate while as 
does not, e.g. t-a-blülaeq-q and virtually synonymous t-ae-baelalaq-q 'ball, 
lump' (cf. Imprt verb balular 'be ball-shaped'). 

We therefore have considerable evidence for an asymmetrical version of 
Syncope that applies to a but not to as. This evidence comes from nominal 
plurals, and from contrasts between VblN and L-initial nominalizations of 
verbs. In this light, it is not unreasonable to take another look at syncopated 
perfective verb stems like -aexbabas-t. In particular, we could argue that Stem-
Initial Syncope applies at a stage where the first two V's are schwas 
(/-axababae-t/). This has the advantage of reconciling the apparent stem-wide 
<L> melody of this perfective type with the prevailing <H L> perfective 
melody. The latter results in surface «HHLL» with quadrisyllable stems like 
-fuffvru- (PerfP -affuffaerae-t) 'scrub', and «HHLL» is precisely the vocalism 
of the assumed underlying /-axababas-t/, since schwa is Η while {a ae} are L. 
The idea, then, is to allow e.g. /-axababae-t/ to syncopate to /-axbabas-t/. To 
account for surface -aexbabae-t, a further rule is needed to spread the L part of 
the <H L> melody to the left edge of the stem, resulting in an apparent stem-
wide <L> melody. On this spreading, see §3.2.7.2, below. 

Stem-Initial Syncope applies most productively to CvC syllables when 
preceded and followed by V's, but even here the rule is somewhat specialized. 
As a productive rule, Stem-Initial Syncope is confined to superheavy stems 
(§3.4.1.4) whose basic form is at least trisyllabic, e.g. to -CvCvC(C)vC-. It 
applies to the "middleweight" (though still "heavy" for some purposes) stem 
type -CvCvC- only in certain morphological contexts. The set of these 
contexts, showing Syncope even with middleweight -CvCvC- stems, is given 
in (52), followed by the set of contexts limited to superheavy stems in (53). 
The syncopated V's are taken here to be /a/ in all cases, adopting the 
suggestion made above. As usual, "V" = any vowel (full or short), "v" = short 
vowel. All of the contexts involve a prefix or (for certain verbs) an extra initial 
short V due to Stem-Initial V-Insertion. Accents are shown in the general 
formulae only when applicable to all examples, otherwise omitted. 
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(52) Contexts for Syncope of Stem-Initial -CvC..., all heavy stems 

a. -vs-aCV... -> -vs-CV... 
causative verb (perfective system only) 
examples: -aes-dakae-t 'calm (sb) down' (PerfP) 

[cf. Imprt s-adduka-t, VblN a-s-adduku] 
-aes-jaen- 'make knee' 

[cf. Imprt s-ajan, VblN a-s-ajan] 

b. (t-)i-CaCV... (t-)i-CCV... 
ablaut PI noun (see §4.1.2.22) 
examples: ί-srak (Sg a-sarik 'evil spell') 

1-kyan (Sg a-kaeyon 'tortoise') 
t-l-bka (Sg t-a-baska-t-t 'jujube tree') 

c. a-s-aCaC —> ά-s-CaC 
Instrumental nominal with -s- of -vCvC- verb 
example: ά-s-fal 'roof material' (verb -vfvl- ' roof ) 

[Syncope does not apply in T-ka to causative VblN a-s-aCaC] 

(53) Contexts for Syncope of Stem-Initial -CvC..., superheavy stems only 

a. -vCaCV... -> -vCCV... 
type: verb stem with initial ν due to Stem-Initial V-Insertion 
example: Shlmpf -axbubu- '(hole) gape' (51, above) 

b. -vm-sCV... -vm-CV... 
type: reciprocal verb after Stem-Initial V-Insertion 
example: -aem-baebba- 'carry each other (on back)' 

[from /-an-sbabba-/, compare Imprt n-ababb] 

c. a-CaCV... 
type: VblN of underived or prefixally derived verb (except Caus) 
examples: α-m-babb 'carrying each other' 

[< /a-n-ababbi/] 
ά-xbubu '(hope) gaping' 

d. (t-)a-CaCV... (t-)a-CCV... 
type: Sg noun 
example: t-a-blülaeq-q 'ball, lump' 

e. (t-)i-CaCV... —> (t-)i-CCV [rare, only one example] 
type: suffixal PI of bisyllabic Sg noun 
example: variant PI t-Vbkun-en (Sg t-a-bakun-t) 
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To illustrate the morphologization of Syncope, note particularly the 
difference between unsyncopated causative VblN α-s-afal 'covering (with 
roof)' and the syncopated instrumental noun ά-s-fal 'roof material', both of 
which can be taken as underlying / a - s - a f a l / (§8.6.1.6, §8.11). This 
representation is obvious for the Caus VblN, and reasonable for the 
instrumental nominal by comparison with other such nominals, e.g. a-s-akmas 
'cloth bag'. Note again that even a marked accent fails to block Syncope; the 
marked accent simply shifts to the preceding syllable (instrumental /a-s-afal/ 
-» ά-s-fal). (In K-d, the causative VblN and the instrumental noun do fall 
together, in this case as ά-s-fal.) 

In R dialect, Syncope additionally applies to VblN 's of type ά-CaCu from 
bisyllabic stems (54.a). For the R speaker I also recorded Syncope in long 
imperfectives with <H> stem melody (54.b). 

(54) Syncope in a-CaCu VblN's (R Dialect) 

a. ά-CaCu -> ά-CCu 
VblN 
example: ά-mku (R) 'being extinguished' 

[compare T-ka ά-maku, A-grm ά-maki] 

b. s-lCaCu... s-lCCu... 
causative long imperfective 
example: -s-imku-t (R) 'extinguishing' 

[compare T-ka -s-lmaku-t, A-grm -s-amaeka-t] 

I write ά-mku and -s-imku-t with acute accent since the accented syllable 
is no longer the surface antepenult, but the output can be obtained simply by 
ordering Default Accentuation before Syncope. 

The small set of contexts where Syncope applies to a stem-final CvC 
syllable, always involving a V-initial suffix, is given in (55). The type in (55.a) 
syncopates only in certain dialects (not including T-ka). 

(55) Contexts for Syncope of Stem-Final ...CvC- (with examples) 

a. -t-lCaC-V... long imperfective of -oCvC- before V-initial subject 
suffix [T-md and R dialects] 

examples: -t-lkal- 'step on', 3MaPl t-lkl-an 
-t-ihar- 'snatch', 3MaPl t-lvh-an (R) 

[for metathesis in 'snatch' see §3.2.2] 
[compare T-ka: 3MaPl t-lkal-aen, t-ihar-aen] 

b. uCaC-V... 
examples: 

Sg noun of shape uCaC in MaPl uCCaw-aen 
VblN lidah 'pounding', PI udhaw-aen 
ilas 'tongue', PHlsaw-aen 
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In (55.a), note that the syncopated a leaves a trace behind, in that the /as/ of 
3MaPl subject suffix -aen is realized as a. For K-d, I have also seen this with 
Shlmpf verb stems of the shape -aCaC- before a V-initial subject suffix, as in 
t-azl-ad 'you-Sg pay', cf. T-ka t-azal-asd. In these dialects, some additional 
machinery must be recognized to account for the spreading of the Η vocalic 
feature from the /a/ to the suffixal /as/. A derivation involving metathesis 
/CaC-as/ to /CCa-as/ (equivalent to /CCi-as/) might be considered, but a more 
revealing analysis would extract the Η feature from the schwa and attach it to 
the /ae/. The details probably differ from dialect to dialect; for some Κ speakers 
I recorded e.g. 2SgS -ad after many Shlmpf verbs whose final stem-syllable 
had a, so for these speakers a more general harmony seems to be at work; an 
example is 2Sg Shlmpf t-ajay-ad 'you-Sg tie'. In any event, my focal dialect is 
T-ka, which does not show e.g. 2SgS -ad except due to VV-Contraction from 
I I I plus /ae/ (37.c). 

While at least some of the cases in (55.b), are pan-dialectal, they involve a 
rather complex and archaic-looking PI formation, where Syncope is combined 
with an additional a w added to the stem before the usual MaPl suffix -asn 
(§4.1.2.10). 

The great majority of stem-final CvC syllables in both nouns and verbs are 
quite stable (i.e. unaffected by Syncope) even when followed by a V-initial 
suffix or clitic. For example, PerfP -awaet- 'hit' and its Shlmpf counterpart 
-awat- do not syncopate (in T-ka or most other dialects) when a V-initial clitic 
or suffix is added: ad awat-asr Ί will hit'. 

In summary, Syncope as interpreted here applies to a, in the environment 
VCaCV including the relevant affixal segments, with various morphological 
restrictions (some of them sensitive to the size of the stem). These restrictions 
amount to a preference for allowing Syncope to apply to stem-intial CaC with 
fewer cases of application to stem-final CaC. The rule is given informally as 
(56), which incorporates by reference the morphological contexts just given. 

(56) Syncope (asymmetrical version, applying to /a/ but not /ae/) 

a —» 0 in the environment VC_CV 
[in environments given in (52-55)] 

In dialects other than our focal T-ka, FePl prefix combination t-i- on 
nouns, which reduces to ""t-a- by Prefix Reduction (as in T-ka) in syntactically 
defined positions, further syncopates to "t-0- when followed by CV... (but not 
by CCV...). Thus t-l-rajw-en 'stomach cavities', but daer "t-a-rajw-en 'in the 
stomach cavities' (T-ka), dialectally syncopated to daer n t-0-rajw-en (e.g. 
T-md, K-d). In this example, the -i- prefix is accented, so when it is zeroed in 
\-0- we get a phrasal accent on the preposition. 
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3.2.7.2 Leftward L-Spreading 

In order to complete the analysis of syncopated perfective verbs, it is necessary 
to formulate a rule spreading the L part of <H L> to the left edge of the stem 
precisely when Syncope also applies. Let us begin with PerfP -£exbabae-t 
'(hole) gape' mentioned in §3.2.7.1, above. Given the asymmetrical Syncope 
rule suggested above, the derivation should be of the general type (57), leaving 
the precise nature of the final spreading rule open for the moment. Note that 
Syncope applies to fat, and only thereafter does the <L> part of the <H L> 
melody spread to the left edge of the stem. 

(57) Derivation of -aexbabae-t via (symmetrical) Short-V Harmony 

One possible candidate for the mystery spreading rule is Short-V 
Harmony. As noted above (§3.2.6), the harmony rule could arguably be 
formulated in either a symmetrical or asymmetrical form. If we go for the 
symmetrical version, it should harmonize /a...ae/ to surface sequence «ae ae», as 
well as harmonizing /ae...a/ to surface sequence <o 3», as special cases of a 
more general harmonic process (where the second V in each sequence can be 
either full or short). In this scenario, the spreading rule at the end of (57) could 
just be a special case of (symmetrical) Short-V Harmony. 

However, I argued for an asymmetrical (i.e. more restricted) Short-V 
Harmony rule, on the grounds that <o ae» and other «H L» sequences are stable 
in several environments. This includes unsuffixed ablaut plurals of nouns, 
which have a clear <H L> melody. It also applies to perfective stems of some 
verb types, e.g. PerfP -ahlask- 'destroy' and -azzalbaebbaey- 'be slippery', 
where we observe such surface sequences as «H L», «Η Η L», and «Η Η L L» 
as the basic <H L> is mapped onto stems of varying syllable count. As a result, 
I argued above for an asymmetrical version of Short-V Harmony not 
applicable to underlying fa...ae/ or other fa...L/ sequences. As a consequence, a 
special, morphologically conditioned rule I call Leftward L-Spreading is 
needed as the final step in the derivation (57) of -aexbabas-t. 

Leftward L-Spreading also applies to superheavy stems, like the perfective 
of 'sway' in (58). 

/-axababa-t/ 
/-axbaba-t/ 
-aexbabae-t 

after Melodic Association 
Syncope 
spreading rule (and other rules) 

(58) gloss Sg Imprt VblN PerfP 

'sway' nahaltattaw a-nhaltattaw -aenhseltaettaew-
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The suggested derivation of the PerfP stems is (59). This assumes a prior 
application of Melodic Association, whereby <H...L> produces a sequence 
« H H L L L» when mapped onto a pentasyllable string (§3.4.5). 

(59) Derivation of -aenhaeltaettaew-

/-snshaeltaettaew-/ after Melodic Association 
/-anhaeltasttaew-/ Syncope 
-aenhaeltaettasw- Leftward L-Spreading 

The spreading rule can be formulated as (60). 

(60) Leftward L-Spreading 

when Syncope applies after the initial C of a (perfective) verb, the 
L component of the <H L> melody spreads across the site of 
Syncope to the preceding (i.e. stem-initial) syllable, effectively 
erasing the Η component of the melody. 

If Melodic Association is formulated in such a way that perfective stems 
never have more than two initial Η syllables, since the syncopated V is always 
the s of the second syllable, the spreading is always confined to the 
immediately preceding syllable (the stem-initial syllable). The fact that the Η 
component is entirely erased may therefore be an "accidental" effect of a rule 
that directly targets a single syllable. 

Because it is closely associated with Syncope, it is difficult to discern a 
(local) phonological logic to Leftward L-Spreading. For example, the rule 
applies to post-Syncope PerfP /-anhaeltaettasw-/ in (59), but does not apply to 
(unsyncopated) PerfP -ahlaek- 'destroy', which also begins in -aCCaeC-. As a 
result, I regard Leftward L-Spreading as a morphophonological rule. 

It is possible that Leftward L-Spreading as formulated here, making 
specific reference to Syncope, is historically incorrect. In the A-grm dialect, 
the relevant perfective stems show the same stem-wide surface <L> melody as 
in T-ka and the other dialects, but in A-grm Syncope does not apply here. For 
example, in A-grm we get PerfP -nashaeltaettasy- 'sway' and -xsebabas-t '(egg) 
be hollowed', cf. T-ka -aenhseltaettaew- 'sway' and -aexbobae-t '(hole) gape', 
cited above. 

Whatever the historical origin may be, speakers of most Tamashek dialects 
have little exposure to A-grm speech, and data from this peripheral dialect do 
not suffice to shoot down (60) as a synchronic formulation for K-d, R, and 
T-ka varieties.] 
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3.3 Accent 

3.3.1 Word accent (Default Accentuation) 

In my normal transcriptions of word-forms, a phonetic accent may be indicated 
by any of the following diacritics, where "v" is the vowel: v, v, or v. 

I use ν (acute accent) in four situations, all restricted to word-penult or 
-final. First, the accent may be lexically specified, as with many noun stems: 
ae-habs 'man'. Second, the accent may be due to an ablaut accent formative 
(χ), as in certain stems of verbs (Resit, LoImpfP), but also in some ablaut 
plurals of nouns: i-ksd 'he has eaten' (Resit), i-j<111 'he goes' (LoImpfP), 
t-i-raddar 'betrayals' (PI of t-a-rdar-t). Third, a marked accent occurs on the 
surface stem-final V, in the focal T-ka dialect, when Stem-Final i/A-Deletion 
(29) results in an unstable stem-final CC cluster like /jl/ that requires 
resyllabification (§3.2.4): Imprt ajal 'go!' (from /aejli/ with no lexical or 
ablaut accent). Several other dialects have ajal with no shift of accent. Fourth, 
when loss of a penultimate V makes a default-accented antepenult the surface 
penult, I use v. This applies to cases of penult Syncope, which does not usually 
apply in T-ka but does occur in some other dialects, e.g. (K dialect) LoImpfP 
t-ihz-aen 'they-Ma approach' corresponding to unsyncopated T-ka t-lhaz-aen. 
As it happens, the accent in t-ihz-asn is on the syllable that already has an 
ablaut accent, so perhaps Syncope merely brings out a marked accent that 
would otherwise be submerged by Default Accentuation. Loss of penultimate 
V also occurs when a stem-final V is contracted with a suffix-initial V. I use ν 
in nominal morphology where a V-final stem undergoes VV-Contraction (39) 
with MaPl -aen or (rarely) FePl -en. An example is PI i-waer-αη 'baby camels' 
with VV-Contraction from /i-waera-asn/, cf. Sg ά-waera. Note that the accent 
in i-waer-αη is not lexical (or grammatical). I use ν (see below) in partially 
comparable verb forms. 

I use ν (grave accent) when the surface accent is compatible with Default 
Accentuation (61). On words of three or more syllables, a default accent must 
be on the antepenult, and is not affected by anything to its left. If the word has 
fewer than three syllables, default accent occurs on the first syllable, but this 
accent is not stable. In particular, if the word occurs in a phrase with another 
stem or particle to its left, we get a phrasal accent on the final syllable of the 
preceding element. 

It may happen that the default accent occurs on a syllable that already has 
a lexical or grammatical accent; in this event the accent can be thought of as 
doubly determined, but I use the ν accent here. An example, already cited 
above, is (T-ka) LoImpfP t-ihaz-aen 'they-Ma approach', compare unsuffixed 
3MaSg i-t-ihaz 'he approaches'. In other words, the ν accent is used only 
when the surface accent of the word is farther right than the position predicted 
by Default Accentuation, or (in the case of a word of fewer than three 
syllables) the first-syllable accent cannot be overridden by phrasal accent. 
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I use ν (double grave accent) in two situations. First, certain suffixes and 
clitics require that the default accent be on the (surface) penult rather than 
antepenult of the word, effectively shifting the default location one syllable to 
the right. Some of these suffixes and clitics may once have had an additional 
vowel that has been lost. In this event, modern penultimate accent would have 
once been antepenultimate and therefore compatible with Default 
Accentuation. The best example of this is 3MaSgO clitic allomorph -\tt in 
dialects like T-ka, since a syllabic variant -\tti is attested dialectally within 
Tuareg. Another example, more difficult historically, is FeSg suffix -t on 
nouns. Compare the accent of masculine a-bsembaera 'Bambara man' with that 
of its feminine counterpart t-a-baembaera-t-t 'Bambara woman'. If FeSg -t 
were a reflex of *-tV, the original vowel would account (historically) for the 
synchronic accentuation. However, I hasten to add that I know of no direct 
evidence from other Tuareg varieties or other Berber languages that FeSg -t 
was ever *-tV. For a list of the relevant suffixes and clitics see §3.3.1.1, below. 

Secondly, I use ν when a verb-stem-final V has been lost, and where an 
underlying antepenult with default (not marked) accent ends up as an accented 
penult. It should be noted that the interaction of VV-Contraction (37) with 
Default Accentuation is complex (§3.3.2, below). For example, in the 
PerfP/PerfN paradigm of -vnsu- 'excuse', the lSg subject form is anse - r , 
while the 3MaPl subject form is ansas-n. The difference in accents is 
observable when we prepose Neg waer, hence lSg war anse-γ Ί did not 
excuse' with phrasal accent shifting to the preverb, but war anse-n 'they-Ma 
did not excuse', where the accent remains fixed on the surface penult of the 
verb form. 

There is no phonetic difference among these accents. In phonetic 
transcriptions I use [v1] to indicate accent, regardless of its grammatical source. 
In underlying transcriptions, only lexical and grammatical (=ablaut) accents 
are indicated: /v/. 

An accentual minimal pair is ae-jasu 'walking past (VblN)' and ae-jasu 
'calabash'. There are many verbs whose PerfP (Perfective Positive) and Resit 
(Resultative) stems differ only in accent, e.g. PerfP 0 - ü j a j 'he went far away' 
and Resit 0 -u ja j 'he has gone (=he is) far away'. This is because the Resit but 
not the PerfP has an accent formative as part of its ablaut package. A more 
exotic minimal pair involving verb stems is Imprt z-azar 'exhaust!' versus 
Imprt z-azar 'put in front!'; the former shows resyllabification from -z-vzru-
(cf. dialectal variants z-azru, z-aezru), while the latter has a basic shape 
-z-vzvr-. 

Any word-form (stem plus any affixes and clitics) that can be pronounced 
in isolation has a single primary accent on one of its final three syllables. If 
there are two or more pretonic syllables, secondary accents (indicated in my 
normal transcription by a grave accent 0) may appear on alternating syllables 
counting back from the primary accent. Here I discuss accents within word-
forms, before turning to phrasal accents (which may override word accents), 
see §3.3.3, below. 
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The accent of trisyllabic stems may fall on any of the three syllables. 
Schematically, we have the three types CvCvCv, CvCvCv, and CvCvCv. 
Since antepenultimate accent is unmarked, the first type can be represented as 
lexically unaccented /CvCvCv/ , the surface accent being attributable to 
Default Accentuation. My normal transcription is therefore CvCvCv. Stems 
with the shapes CvCvCv and CvCvCv in isolation, on the other hand, have a 
phonologically distinctive accent that must be marked in both underlying and 
phonemic transcriptions. 

Bisyllabic stems can be heard as CvCv or CvCv in isolation. However, the 
CvCv type must be divided into a genuine /CvCv/ with fixed accent and a 
lexically unaccented /CvCv/ that is realized as [Cv'Cv] due to the default 
accentuation rule. In my normal transcription, these are represented as CvCv 
and CvCv, respectively. The way to distinguish CvCv from CvCv is to add a 
prefix or prepose a particle or preposition (within the accentual phrase). For 
example, after a preposition, a CvCv noun will shift its accent to the 
preposition, while a lexically accented CvCv noun will keep its accent. A 
minimal pair showing this is t-ele 'shade' versus the modern loanword t-ele 
'television'. In isolation, the two are indistinguishable. Adding preposition 
daer 'in' we get deer t-ele 'in the shade' but daer t-ele 'in the television'. 

For verbs, a pronominal prefix or a preverbal particle like Future ad may 
be added to test for accent type. Verb stems have no lexical accents, but the 
LoImpfP and Resit stems do include a grammatically specified accent. Thus 
PerfP "i-kfa 'he gave' and Imprt aekf 'give!' show default accent, and the 
accent "jumps" to a preverb: war i-kfa 'he didn't give', ad 0-aekf 'he will 
give'. Contrast this with the grammatically accented LoImpfP i-hdkk 'he 
gives' (suppletive) and Resit i-kfa 'he has (already) given'. 

For monosyllables, only Cv occurs in isolation. We must again distinguish 
true Cv from lexically unaccented Cv (/Cv/), by the tests just described for 
bisyllables. 

The rule assigning default accent to words in isolation is formulated here 
as (61). 

(61) Default Accentuation (Word-Level) 

A word pronounced in isolation, or as its own accentual phrase, is 
scanned from right to left. Primary word accent is assigned based 
on the following hierarchy: 

a. a marked (lexical or grammatical accent) on the final or 
penult; 

b. the third syllable (antepenult), or (if the word has fewer than 
three syllables) the word-initial syllable 

Some examples of the various types are in (62), where "x" represents a 
prefix, preposition, or preverbal particle within the same accentual phrase as 
the stem, ("x" indicates that phrasal accent appears on this morpheme). 
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(62) Accent Types 

a. trisyllabic or longer 
lexically unaccented 
penultimate accent 
final accent 

lexical 
resyllabified 

gloss 

'Bambara' 
'tortoise' 

'fungus' 
'gives drink' 

isolation phrase-final 

a-bsembaera χ "as-bsembaera 
a-kaeyon χ "se-kasyon 

baerbulle 
i -S -3S3W 

b. bisyllabic 
lexically unaccented 

penultimate accent 
final accent 

lexical 

χ baerbulle 
χ 1-S-3S3W 

'thing' haeraet χ haeraet 
'he sleeps' l-ttas χ i-ttas 
'pipe' e-ben χ ^ae-ben 

'monkey' kaeya χ kaeyd 
'chicken' e-kaezz χ 'ae-kaezz 

resyllabified 'we go' n-sjsl χ n-sjal 
'he drinks' i-ssw χ i-ssw 

c. monosyllabic 
lexically unaccented 'we eat' n-aeks χ n-aeks 

'famine' Ιάζ χ Ιαζ ι ι 

final accent 'milk' ά-χχ χ nae-xx 

When a stem (noun, verb, adjective) is followed by one or more 
unaccented suffixes (and/or enclitics), the accent may have to shift to the right, 
even when the suffix or clitic has no inherent accent of its own. For example, a 
lexically unaccented trisyllabic stem heard as CvCvCv in isolation combines 
with an unaccented syllabic suffix - C v to give CvCvCv-Cv, since Default 
Accentuation applies to the entire word form (not just to the stem). A stem 
with lexical accent on its penult (CvCvCv or CvCv) would only be affected if 
the unaccented suffix-clit ic complex contained two syllables, as in 
/CvCv-Cv-Cv/> CvCv-Cv-Cv. A stem with final accent would only be 
affected in the rare case of a trisyllabic unaccented suffix-clitic complex. If the 
suffix-clitic complex contains a morpheme with its own accent, then this 
becomes the primary accent of the word. 

3.3.1.1 Suffixes and clitics inducing penultimate accent 

As noted above, some suffixes and clitics ending in a C are treated for 
accentual purposes as though they had an additional syllable (a nonsyllabic 
suffix counts as having one syllable, a monosyllabic suffix counts as having 
two, etc.). At any rate, they require word accent on the (surface) penult instead 
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of the antepenult. It is probably best to treat this as a morphophonological fact, 
simply stipulating that the suffixes and clitics in question have this effect on 
word accent. I use the double grave accent ν to indicate surface accent due to 
the effect of these morphemes 

Alternatively, one could argue for underlying representations of the 
suffixes and clitics that have one more syllable than appears on the surface. 
This could take the form of a final (or initial) unspecified vowel (V) that is 
present when accentuation applies but is then dropped by a late, ad hoc 
morphological rule. 

Another alternative would be to recognize floating accents on the left of 
the morphemes in question (the accent would attach to a syllable to the left). A 
floating-accent analysis would be most appropriate when the suffix or clitic is 
monosyllabic (contains one vowel), and the accent ends up on the immediately 
preceding syllable. This analysis is less attractive for cases (FeSg -t, 3MaSg 
-\t) where the suffix or clitic is nonsyllablic (consists of just consonants), so 
the accent ends up on a nonadjacent syllable farther to the left. 

The morphemes in question are those in (63). 

(63) Suffixes and Clitics inducing Penultimate Accent 

a. FeSg -t on nouns (but not FeSg -aet in nouns or participles) 
b. 3MaSg At or -\tt (object clitic) 
c. certain pronominal suffixes 

—lSg, 2MaSg, 2FeSg, and 3Sg possessive clitics after 
alienable noun 
—1P1, 2MaPl, and 3MaPl after preposition or inalienable 
noun 

d. Hortative -et (' let's ...!') 
e. PI Imperative suffixes (2MaPl Imprt -aet, 2FePl Imprt -mast) 

When one of these suffixes occurs at the end of a word, the default accent 
is now penultimate instead of antepenultimate. 

The clearest examples involving FeSg -t (63.a) are those with lexically 
unaccented trisyllabic stems whose unsuffixed MaSg form has default 
antepenultimate accent: a-baembaera 'Bambara (man)'. The FeSg of such 
stems has penultimate accent t-a-baembasra-t-t 'Bambara (woman)'. This can 
be considered regular default accentuation if the final -t is treated as /-tV/. 
Therefore the only feminine nouns ending in -t that require lexical 
specification of the accent are the very rare cases of final-syllable accent. 
Feminine nouns not ending in -t may have antepenultimate accent: t-ze-fala 
'makeshift hut'. 

In at least one case, a masculine noun with lexical final-syllable accent has 
penultimate accent in the suffixed feminine form: kaeyd 'monkey', FeSg 
t-a-kseya-t- t 'female monkey'. Here we must assume that the feminine 
derivation wipes out the lexical accent, so t-a-käeya-t-t gets penultimate accent 
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in the same manner as t - a - b a e m b s r a - t - t . Nouns like kaeya with final accent 
are mainly loanwords and their feminine forms are hard to elicit. 

The accentual effect of 3MaSg object clitic - t (63.b) can be seen in 
anhaey-anr Ί saw' , /anhaey-aer-\ t / —> anhaey-asq-\q [anhae'jaeq:] Ί saw him' . 
The clitic still appears as syllabic -\ti in some eastern dialects (Kidal, Gao). For 
T-md I recorded -\t in simple word forms, but -\ti in some combinations to 
avoid a pileup of consonants, as in waer-\fi t -anhey 'she didn' t see him' . In my 
T-ka data, however, the syllabic allomorph -\ti is absent and the putative final 
vowel is merely a phonological abstraction. 

All of the pronominal possess ive suf f ixes used to express normal 
(a l ienable) possess ion requi re accent sh i f t s (63.c) . The nons ingu la r 
pronominals are bisyllabic and have a fixed accent on the penult of the suffix 
itself. With e-haen 'house ' we get e-hasn-nasnaev ' ou r . . . ' , e-haen-naewaen 
'your -MaPl . . . ' , e-haen-naesnast ' their-FePl ... ' , etc. There is no dialectal 
evidence for underlying final vowels here (e.g. /-naewaenW), and it is more 
straightforward just to assign grammatical accent to the syllables in question. 
The singular pronominal endings are monosyllabic when the stem ends in a 
vowel or n , and require accent on the immediately preceding syllable: 
e-haen- in 'my ...', e-haen-naek 'your-MaSg ...', e-haen-nasm 'your-FeSg ...', 
and e-haen-net (dialectally -nes) 'his/her ...'. For these singular pronominals, 
except lSg (always -in after C, -nin after V), a bisyllabic form occurs after a C 
other than n, hence ά-mnas ' camel ' , α-mnas-in 'my ...', but a -mnas -annaek 
'your-MaSg ...', α-mnas-annaem 'your-FeSg ... ' , and either α-mnas-annet or 
...-annes 'his/her ...' depending on dialect. In these bisyl labic-suff ix cases 
(2MaSg, 2FeSg, 3Sg after stem-final C other than n), the stem-final accent 
happens to be on the word antepenult , so it is compat ible with Defaul t 
Accentuation. It is not obvious how to unify these facts. One might argue for 
underlying forms like /-annask/, which could be reduced to -naek after a vowel 
or η (but only after the default accentuation rule applies, e.g. /e-haen-annask/ 

/ e -haen-annaek/ (accentuation) e-haen-nask (suffix reduction); see 
§3.3.1.3 on accent and VV-Contraction. However, such derivations are far 
f rom transparent, and in any event would not apply to the l S g possessive 
forms (or to the nonsingulars). 

A different set of pronominal suffixes (all or them monosyllabic) is used 
with several prepositions and a small number of kin terms. In this set, the 
singular suffixes ( l S g - e r , -i, or zero; 2MaSg -k, 2FeSg -m, 3Sg - t) show 
regular default accent, but the nonsingular ones induce an accent shift to the 
preceding syllable (word penult). Thus /waelaet-ma/ 'sister' in lSg waelaet-ma 
(or waelaet-me-r) , but 1P1 waelaet-ma-naer, 2MaPl waelaet-ma-wwasn, 2FePl 
waelast-ma-kmaet, 3MaPl waslaet-ma-ssasn, and 3FePl waelaet-ma-snaet. One 
could imagine an analysis involving an extra initial vowel on the suffix that is 
elided by contraction after the accentuation rule, e.g. 1P1 /-Vnasr/ . 

Examples of Hor ta t ive -e t (63.d) are n-ahusk-at-et ' l e t ' s be pre t ty ' , 
n-akrikaw-et 'lets commit sorcery', and ajla-n-et 'let them go' . 
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2MaPl Imperative -aet (63.e) requires accent on the preceding syllable. 
Example: aras 'repay!' (Sg imperative, default accent), but arss-aet 'repay!-
MaPl' with penultimate accent. Likewise for 2FePl Imperative -maet, as in 
arss-maet 'repay!-FePl'. The unsuffixed singular imperative has default accent 
(except as indicated in the following sections). 

While some of these suffixes and clitics have accentual effects suggestive 
of a lost V, there are difficulties in formalizing such representations. For one 
thing, when two such elements occur on a single word, they do not both 
behave as having the extra V. An example is (64) 

(64) aeqr-ahr-et-M: 
kill.ShImpf-lSgS-Hort-\3MaSgO 
'let me kill him!' 

If we were to represent the Hortative suffix as /-etV-/ and the 3MaSg 
object clitic as /-tV-/, the word form would be underlying /aegr-asr-etVAtV/. 
The default accent should be on the underlying antepenult, i.e. on the e of the 
Hortative suffix. In fact, accent is assigned to the preceding syllable. In other 
words, the special accentual effect of the Hortative is overridden by the special 
accentual effect of the following clitic. This cannot be captured by a 
"phonological" solution involving ghost V's on all of the accent-restricting 
suffixes and clitics, which do their work and then disappear. 

3.3.1.2 Accentual implications of Stem-Final i/A-Deletion 

Inflectable verb stems have no lexical accent. Some verb forms do have a 
marked accent as the result of an ablaut accent formative (Resit, LoImpfP, 
some VblN's, and some other nominals). This formative is analysed in §3.4.4, 
and extensive exemplification of relevant verb stems and nominals can be 
found especially in §7.2.2.2 (Resit), §7.2.5.1 (Lolmpf), and §8.6 (VblN). In the 
present section, and the one that follows, I discuss verb-stem penultimate 
accent that is not due to ablaut accent formatives. 

There is a class of -vC(C)i> and -uC(C)u- verbs that have final α in the 
perfective stems, but lose the stem-final V in some other forms. In the Shlmpf 
(including Imprt) and in some derived (e.g. causative) VblN's, the deleted 
stem-final V is interpretable as an underspecified high V that I write hi in 
underlying forms. There are also a few cases where an underspecified low V is 
deleted (in long imperfectives); I represent this as /A/ in underlying 
transcriptions. More details and examples are given in §7.3.1.3, below. The 
deletion rule is Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) (§3.1.2.4), which applies to 
unaugmented V-final verb stems. 

The relevance of these abstract vocalic segments for accent is that they are 
counted for purposes of Default Accentuation, even when they are deleted 
word-finally. For the light V-final verbs, like -vksu- 'eat' (PerfP -aksa-), this 
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is easier to see in connection with VV-Contraction (§3.3.1.3, below). This is 
because (unsuffixed) Shlmpf -aeks from /-aeksi/ is monosyllabic, and the fact 
that accent shifts to the final syllable of a preceding particle, as in Future ad 
0-aeks 'he will eat', does not tell us whether -aeks itself is treated as having 
one or two syllables. The (unsuffixed) LoImpfP of this verb is -tatt from 
/-tattA-/, suppletive but showing the correct -CdCC shape for this class, but 
since the LoImpfP has a grammatical accent, the issue of syllable count is 
moot. We can, however, demonstrate that a stem-final V is counted for 
purposes of Default Accentuation when we look at the two other stems of the 
long imperfective family, which occur with preverbal particles. Compare 
LoImpfP i-tdtt 'he eats' with the corresponding LoImpfN stem in war 1-tatt 
'he does not eat'. The accent does not shift to the preverb, showing that the 
LoImpfN stem is treated as bisyllabic /-tatti/ for purposes of Default 
Accentuation. Another example not involving suppletion: -vbsu- 'vomit', 
PerfP -absa-, Shlmpf -sebs, LoImpfP -bass-, LoImpfN -bass- (as in war l -bass 
'he does not vomit'). Contrast e.g. war i-ggit 'he does not hit' (from C-final 
stem -vwvt- 'hit'), where the Neg preverb does bear the (default) accent. 

If we look at heavy V-final stems, which have one more syllable than 
'eat' and 'vomit', it is easier to see that the stem-final V is "counted" even 
when deleted word-finally. Take -fvyku- 'be searched' (PerfP -affayka-), for 
example, which belongs to the middleweight subtype of heavy verbs 
(§3.4.1.4). The (unsuffixed) Shlmpf is -aeffaeyk from /-aeffaeykA-/. The accent 
is stable, as we see in Future ad 0-aeffaeyk 'it will be searched'. This makes 
sense if Default Accentuation treats the stem-final /A/ as syllabic nucleus, so 
/-aeffaeykA-/ get underlying antepenultimate accent as /-aeffaeykA-/. 

The heavy V-final verbs also have VblN's that lose the final V (in this case 
III rather than /A/, since the VblN has stem-wide <H> vocalic melody). The 
larger class of heavy VblN's of which this is a special case have grammatically 
marked penultimate accent, as seen in α-bakbak 'dusting of f (§8.6.1). The 
V-final verbs have VblN's with the same grammatically conditioned 
penultimate accent at underlying level, which becomes surface final-syllable 
accent due to the deletion of the final V, as in α-fayk 'being searched' from 
/a-fayki/. 

3.3.1.3 Accentual implications of W-Contraction 

§3.3.1.2, just above, showed that the underspecified stem-final vocalic 
segments III and /A/, while deletable word-finally, are recognized in the 
syllable count necessary for Default Accentuation to apply. In this section I 
consider what happens when III and /A/, or a full-fledged V, contracts with the 
initial V of a subject suffix. This forces us to look at augment verbs (those with 
Augment -t- in some forms) as well as at unaugmented stems like -vksu- 'eat' 
and -fvyku- 'be searched'. It turns out that, just as the quality of the contracted 
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V is morphologically specialized, so is the interaction between 
VV-Contraction and Default Accentuation. 

When the hi is realized as a, as in aksa-naet 'they-Fe ate', of course it 
counts as a syllabic nucleus for purposes of Default Accentuation. However, it 
also counts for this purpose when it contracts with the initial V of a subject 
suffix, as we can see in 3MaPl Future ad aksa-n 'they-Ma will eat' from /ad 
aeksi-asn/. If the /i/ were not counted, the (phrasal) accent would end up on the 
Future particle ad, since the 3MaPl verb form is bisyllabic on the surface. 
Compare e.g. ad awat-aen 'they-Ma will hit' and ad 0 - a j a y 'he will tie', 
which show that 3MaPl subject suffix -aen is accent-neutral, allowing 
antepenultimate (i.e. default) word-accent, and that (other) bisyllabic inflected 
verbs permit phrasal accent on a preverbal particle. 

3MaPl subject suffix -aen and other -aeC subject (and Participial) suffixes 
contract with a stem-final V, but the contracted vowel takes different forms 
and has different accentual implications depending on verb class (37). At the 
outset it is necessary to distinguish two major classes of V-final verbs, 
augmented and unaugmented. Augmented verbs are V-final, but show a 
suffixal augment -t- in inflected forms with no subject suffix or with a C-initial 
subject suffix. (For more details see §7.1 and §7.3.1.6). Except when the stem-
final V is protected by an ablaut V-length element (e.g. χ-f), it is shortened 
before -t-, cf. (115). An example of an augment verb is is -mvku- (+ -t)'be 
extinguished': 3MaSg PerfP ϊ-mmakas-t 'it was ...', 3MaSg LoImpfP 
i-t-lmaku-t 'it is ...', and 2Sg Imprt maekae-t. The PerfP and Shlmpf (including 
Imprt) forms have regular default accent, and since the LoImpfP stems are all 
at least trisyllabic their stem-initial ablaut accent has no effect on the output. 

I assume that augment verbs are V-final, e.g. / ammaka / for 'be 
extinguished.PerfP'. Allowing for the shortening rule, this is what we see in 
3MaSg 1-mmakae-t 'it was extinguished'. Now consider how the final V 
contracts with V-initial subject suffixes. The 3MaPl PerfP form should be 
underlying /ammaka-aen/, but appears as ammake-n (the hyphen could 
arguably go before the e). Likewise we get lSg a m m a k e - r and 2Sg 
t-ammake-d. The point to note here is that regular antepenultimate accent 
occurs on the surface forms, in spite of the VV-Contraction (37.d). If indeed 
/ a m m a k a - a e n / is the correct underlying form for ammake-n, the 
VV-Contraction rule must precede Default Accentuation in these forms. 

In the Lolmpf forms, where the stem-final V is protected by the full-V 
ablaut feature of the ablaut formula, the short V of the subject suffix is deleted 
(37.b): 3MaPl LoImpfP t-lmeku-n 'they are (being) extinguished'. Again note 
the default antepenultimate accent (which converges with the ablaut accent in 
this case). 

I discussed some non-augment V-final verb stems in §3.3.1.2, just above 
(-vksu- 'eat', -vbsu- 'vomit', -fVyku- 'be searched', etc.). As noted there, these 
verbs lose the final V in some unsuffixed stem forms (e.g. ShlmpfP -aebs and 
-aeffaeyk), but behave accentually as though the final V were still present. We 
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now consider how these stems appear when followed by an underlying 
V-initial subject suffix. 

In these unaugmented V-final verbs (unlike the augment verbs), the 
V-initial subject suffixes must be divided into two subsets. The first consists of 
lSg -aer and 2Sg -sed, while the second consists of 3MaPl -aen and 2MaPl 
-asm. Consider first the perfective inflections of a bisyllabic verb -u j ju -
'stretch to look' (PerfP -ojja-). The PerfP forms of these verbs are not entirely 
helpful, since the PerfP does not co-occur with preverbs, and with just two 
syllables it is impossible to distinguish default from marked accent. In (65) I 
give the unsuffixed 3MaSg, then the four person-number-gender combinations 
with underlying monosyllabic suffixes. The forms in (65.b) show the e output 
of VV-Contraction, while those in (65.c) show (apparent) outright deletion of 
the stem-final V, leaving only the short as of the suffix; cf. (37.d). 

(65) Perfective Positive of 'stretch on tiptoes' and 'come' 

subject 'stretch' 'come' 

a. 3MaSg 0-oj ja 0-osa 

b. VV-Contraction precedes Default Accentuation, e output 
lSg ö j je -γ ose-Y 
2Sg t-ojje-d t-ose-d 

c. VV-Contraction follows Default Accentuation, ae output 
3MaPl ojjae-n osae-n 
2MaPl t-ojjas-m t-osae-m 

The accentual difference between types (65.b) and (65.c) is not audible 
when the words are phrase-initial or occur in isolation, since default and 
marked accents are identical phonetically, but the difference can be inferred 
from the broader (morpho-)phonology including the negative counterparts 
presented below. 

The Sg Participial suffixes, MaSg -aen and FeSg -ast, show accentuation 
parallel to that seen in (65.c). Thus 0-osas-n 'come-Partpl.MaSg', as in ere-\d 
0-osae-n 'whoever comes'. Note that the accent remains on the 0-osae-n rather 
than shifting to the preceding ere. 

The negative (PerfN) counterparts to (65), shown in (66) below, bring out 
the accentual distinctions between lSg/2Sg and 3MaPl/2MaPl that are latent in 
the PerfP (66). This is because PerfN verbs are always preceded by Neg waer, 
which takes phrasal accent when followed by an unaccented bisyllabic stem as 
in (66.b), but not when the verb is treated (at the point where Default 
Accentuation applies) as trisyllabic as in (66.c). The e in (66.c) is ablauted 
from /ae/, as usual in PerfN verbs, rather than being due to VV-Contraction. 
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(66) Perfective Negative of 'stretch on tiptoes' 

a. 3MaSg waer 0-oj ja 

b. VV-Contraction precedes Default Accentuation, e f rom 
VV-Contraction 

lSg waer ojje-r 
2Sg waer t-ojje-d 

c. VV-Contraction follows Default Accentuation, e ablauted from /ae/ 
3MaPl waer ojje-n 
2MaPl waer t-ojje-m 

This paradigm has been verified for several dialects (T-ka, K-d, R). In 
effect, then, the stem-final V of the Perf stems is deleted outright before the 
3MaPl and 2MaPl suffixes (66.c). However, the penultimate accent, audible in 
(66.c) and latently present in (65.c), suggests that this V is present when the 
accentuation rule applies, so VV-Contraction follows Default Accentuation. 
On the other hand, the stem-final V contracts with the initial short V of the lSg 
and 2Sg suffixes (66.b), but this VV-Contraction p r e c e d e s Default 
Accentuation. 

In trisyllabic unaugmented V-final stems, the paradigms are simpler. The 
PerfN ablaut element e is not applicable to these superheavy stems (it is 
audibly present only in bisyllables). Moreover, the lSg and 2Sg suffixes are 
treated just like the 3MaPl and 2MaPl suffixes, so the stem-final V is deleted 
outright but leaves a trace behind in the form of surface penultimate accent. 
(67) shows the PerfP forms of a sample verb; the perfective negatives are 
identical (but are preceded by waer). 

(67) Perfective Positive of 'be confused' 

a. 3MaSg 0-aemtaella 

b. lSg aemtaell-aer 
2Sg t-aemtaellae-d 

c. 3MaPl aemtaellae-n 
2MaPl t-aemtaellae-m 

The Shlmpf /-amtalli-/ shows similar accentual behavior, allowing for the 
deletion of word-final /i/: (Future) 3MaSg adl-mtal l 'it will be confused', lSg 
ad smtall-aeY, 3MaPl ad smtalb-n. LoImpfP forms are 3MaSg i-t-lmtalli 'it 
is (often) confused', lSg t-imtalli-r, 3MaPl t-imtslli-n. 

A further example is 'go south', PerfP 3MaSg 1-jjussa but lSg sjjuss-aeY 
and 3MaPl ajjüssae-η. A causative example is 1-ss-ijja 'he bent his head', but 
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lSg ass-ijj-aev and 3MaPl sss-ijjae-n. In all of these heavy V-final stems, 
VV-Contraction converts /a-ae/ to ae (rather than e), effectively deleting the /a/, 
in the lSg and 2Sg as well as 2MaPl and 3MaPl, but only after Default 
Accentuation applies. 

When VV-Contraction applies over a clitic boundary (40), the two V's are 
both counted for purposes of Default Accentuation. For example, consider the 
combination of stem-final α and the -\a- of a dative clitic (40.b). Thus 
i-taw-aenna 'it is said' (passive, LoImpfP) plus 3Sg dative clitic - \a-s gives 
i-taw-aenna-\0-s (attested T-md) 'it is called (named)...', with surface word-
penultimate accent. 

Similarly, when 3rd person object clitics combine with a verb ending in a, 
we get special clitic allomorphs and (depending on dialect) an i or e vowel 
(§10.3.1). Although the special allomorphy makes the phonology less than 
transparent, the i or e is treated as a contraction of two V's, both of which are 
counted. This can be seen with a heavy V-final unaugmented verb like -rvbbu-
'bring up, raise (a child)'. In 3MaSg PerfPl-rrabba 'he raised, brought up (e.g. 
a child)' we have default penultimate accent. If we add a 3MaPl object clitic 
we get a postvocalic allomorph (e)-\n, arguably underlying Masn/, and the 
result is (for T-ka) i-rrSbbe-\n 'he raised them-Ma', with surface penultimate 
accent. 

The contextually variable ordering of Default Accentuation and 
VV-Contraction is also observable in PI suffixation in nouns. Consider the two 
examples in (68), which are lifted from a much fuller data set in §4.1.2.13, see 
also (39) and §3.5.3.3. 

(68) Suffixal Plural of Noun 

singular plural gloss 

a. e-m-aesli l-m-aesl-αη 'voice' 
b. ά-laeda i-laed-an 'fly (insect)' 

In (68.a), the PI has an underlying form /i-m-aesli-aen/. VV-Contraction 
combines /iae/ as /a/ (39.a), and Lexical Accent Erasure (139) is triggered by 
the loss of a V, giving / i -m-aes l -an / , which then undergoes Default 
Accentuation to yield i-m-assl-αη with surface antepenultimate accent. By 
contrast, in (68.b), Default Accentuation must apply first, giving /i-lseda-asn/, 
followed by VV-Contraction (39.a), producing i-laed-αη. In the latter, my 
convention is to write an acute accent, but the accent is neither lexical 
(compare Sg ά-laeda) nor ablaut-induced, so it can only come from Default 
Accentuation at an early stage in the derivation. 

Clearly the interaction between Stem-Final i/A-deletion (29), VV-
Contraction, and Default Accentuation is complicated. It is possible to account 
for the data using phonological derivations as sketched here. However, the 
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derivations involves intricate rule sequencing, with the relative order of 
Default Accentuation and VV-Contraction depending on morphological type. 

Additional interactions of accent with morphology, or more accurately 
with morphosyntax, are described in §3.5.3. There we see that ablaut-induced 
accent can be shifted (one syllable to the right) or deleted entirely in a 
syntactically defined context, namely in definite relative clauses. 

3.3.2 Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation and Stem-Final Gemination in 
Resyllabification 

Data given in §3.2.4 show that when Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) leaves a 
word-final PQ cluster, where Q is a sonorant, an epenthetic schwa is inserted 
between the Ρ and Q consonants (Final-CC Schwa-Insertion (44)) to bring 
about resyllabification. 

As seen in (69), this resyllabification can be accompanied by an accent 
shift and by gemination of the final sonorant, though the dialects differ in this 
respect. 

(69) Accent Shift (Dialectal) with Resyllabification 

form dialect(s) 

a. Sg Imprt 'read!' 
3Τ3Γ 
3Υ3Γ 

T-ka, T-md 
K-d, T-md, Ts 

b. Sg Imprt 'drink!' 
9S9W (3SÜ) 
aesu 

K-d, R, T-ka, T-md, Ts 
A-grm 

c. VblN 'showing' 
a-s-akann 
a-s-akan 
a-s-kan 
a-s-akan 
a-s-akni 

T-md 
A-grm 

T-ka 
R 
K-d (syncopated) 

d. Agentive (or similar nominal) 'drinker; water source' 
e-m-assaeww 
e-m-aesaew 

T-ka 
R 

The T-ka data show the most regular application of Epenthetic-Vowel 
Accentuation, which assigns the accent to the epenthetic a that has been 
inserted by Final-CC Schwa-Insertion. The other dialects agree in having final 
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accent on 'drink!' (and 'drinker'), but with other stems they show at best 
sporadic final accentuation. Such cases as A-grm α-s -skni 'showing' are 
irrelevant since Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) has not applied, so there is no 
need to resyllabify. Another example is causative -s-vjlu- (dialectally -s-vgli>) 
'send' (< 'cause to go'), where the Imprt is s-s ja l (T-ka), s-sgsl (R), s-seglu 
(A-grm), and s-aglu (K-d), and where the VblN is a-s-sjsl l (T-ka), a-s-agsl 
(A-grm), and a -s -ag lu (K-d). Likewise, - l v jwu- 'bend' has Imprt lasjasw 
(T-ka) and lsjaw (K-d), and VblN a - b j a w w (T-ka) and α-lagwi (A-grm). 

In the VblN, and in agentives and other nominalizations with -m- (-n-) 
prefix, T-ka (but no other dialect) also shows Stem-Final Gemination, so the 
underlying n, w, or other sonorant that finds itself after the epenthetic schwa is 
doubled. 

(70) Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation (T-ka and a few other dialects) 

Simultaneously with Final-CC Schwa-Insertion, the epenthetic 
vowel acquires an accent (prior accents on preceding syllables are 
overridden) 

(71) Stem-Final Gemination (T-ka only) 

S i m u l t a n e o u s l y with F i n a l - C C S c h w a - I n s e r t i o n , in 
nominalizations (agentive, VblN)—but not in inflected verbs—Q 
(i.e. the final C) is geminated after the epenthetic vowel. 

These processes are "morphophonological" in the sense that they are not 
routine consequences of general phonological rules in the language. However, 
they are closely linked to Final-CC Schwa-Insertion (which does have a fairly 
clear phonological grounding). 

3.3.3 Phrasal accent 

The above sections have focused on how accentuation works in single word 
forms. In sentences, words can be grouped into accentual phrases. In such 
cases, if the final word is of one or two syllables and has no intrinsic (lexical or 
grammatical) accent, default phrasal accent appears on the preceding word. 
However, if the final word has a fixed (lexical or grammatical) accent, this 
accent is stable regardless of what precedes it. 

In theory, if the final word is an unaccented monosyllable, default accent 
should appear on the penult of the next-to-last word (i.e., the antepenult of the 
accentual phrase). Thus we would expect a phrase of the type [xx y], where 
each letter represents a syllable, to appear as #[xx y] if neither xx nor y has a 
marked accent. However, I know of no case where this actually happens. 
Instead, the final syllable of the preceding word is accented, so we get [xx y]. 
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For example, laz 'hunger, famine' is unaccented, so accent appears on a 
preceding preposition, as in dsev laz 'in the famine'. With an unaccented 
bisyllabic preposition like jannsj 'above' (compare jannaj-i 'above me'), we 
might expect #pnn3j laz with accent on the antepenult of the phrase, but 
instead we get jannsj laz with accent on the final of the next-to-last word. This 
applies to all [xx y] accentual phrases, with unaccented monosyllabic y, that I 
have recorded. I conclude that it is a principle of Tamashek accentology. 

Not all sequences of words can form accentual phrases. The major word 
sequences that can (72.a) and cannot (72.b) form accentual phrases are given 
below. 

(72) Syntax of Accentual Phrases 

a. combinations that form accentual phrases 

verb + noun (subject or object) 
pre verb + verb (+ noun) 
preposition + noun 
demonstrative + verb or participle (if the demonstrative is the 

head of a definite relative) 
numeral + noun 

b. combinations that do not form accentual phrases 

noun + noun 
noun + participle 
noun + demonstrative 

(72.b) can be summarized as follows: a noun cannot form an accentual 
phrase with a following word, even within NP's. Thus prosodic groupings 
are independent of (pure) syntactic groupings. 

Examples showing [(x)x y] phrasal accents are in (73). 

(73) Accentual Phrases with Phrasal Accent 

verb + subject 
a. ajba;r-aen-\t am-an 

surround.PerfP-3MaPlS -\3MaSgO water-MaPl 
'Water [lit. "waters"] surrounded it' 

verb + object 
b. snhasy-Eer hasraet 

see.PerfP-lSgS thing 
Ί saw a thing' 
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preverb + verb 
c. ad 0-asks 

Fut 3MaSgS-eat.ShImpf 
'He will eat.' 

d. war i-jla 
Neg 3MaSgS-go.PerfP 
'He didn't go.' 

preposition + noun 
e. daer ae-ho 

in smoke 
'in (the) smoke' 

demonstrative + verb (in definite relative clauses) 
f. w-ά 0-tastt 

Ma-Sg/Dem 3FeSgS-eat.LoImpfP 
'what she eats' (see §3.5.3) 

numeral + noun 
g. maeraw-set ded-en 

ten-Fe woman-FePl 
'ten women' 

h. sssln efd-αη [A-grm] 
3ssm afd-asn [K-d] 
two thousand-Pi 
'two thousand' 

If clitics occur after the first word of the sequence they are included in the 
accentual phrase, as in (73.a) above. If the clitic has a vowel, the accent may 
end up on the clitic, as in a-\tset 0-aeks 'he will eat it-FeSg', cf. (73.c) above. 

Suppose now that an accentual phrase has two or more syllables to the left 
of the rightmost accent (whether the latter is lexical or default). If the phrase is 
uttered smoothly, there is often a pattern of secondary accent on alternate 
syllables counting back from this rightmost accent. 

This applies even to over-long single words, such as t-ifarsassin-asn 'they 
(=hides) are coarse' or l-t-ifarsassin 'it is coarse', where Default Accentuation 
gives primary phonetic accent to the antepenult. A slight secondary accent may 
be heard on the word-initial syllable, which is two syllables from the rightmost 
accent. Secondary accents are not as reliable as rightmost accents, particularly 
since they require the speaker to compute the accent of the entire long word 
from right to left before beginning its articulation. In a case like 'it is coarse', 
in actual discourse the speaker may begin the word as i-t-1..., since the second i 
actually carries an underlying ablaut accent; in this event we may end up with 
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[iti 'fae'rjajiin] with adjacent-syllable accents. The "regular" pattern of 
secondary accents is therefore most easily found in elicitation, especially when 
the informant repeats an utterance. 

In multi-word accentual phrases, the same basic pattern arises. In 
particular, accented clitics like Centripetal -\idd or Centrifugal -\hin, and 
accented pre-verbal particles like Past kaeld may have their lexical accent 
overridden by the alternating accent rule. An example is (74), whose 
underlying form is /a-\hin itaw-aev/. Default accent appears on the i, resulting 
in the erasure of the lexical accent on the Centrifugal clitic and the appearance 
of a secondary accent on the Future preverb. The same caveat about on-line 
production variation made above for single-word forms is even more pertinent 
here; the smooth rhythms of (74) are most often heard in repetitions. 

(74) a-\hin Itaw-aer 
FutACentrif forget.ShlmpfP-lSgS 
Ί will forget.' 

Except for compounds not involving Possessive an (§5.2.1), sequences 
like noun + noun (e.g. subject noun followed by object noun), noun + 
demonstrative, and noun + participle (75) are not accentual phrases. 
Therefore the second word is always independently accented. 

(75) ae-hcilas i-jjds-aen 
Sg-man 3MaSgS-enter.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'a man who has gone inside.' 

A further comment is needed about possessed NP's of the type [X [an Y]] 
'the X of Y'. When Y is unaccented and has fewer than three syllables, default 
accent falls on the Possessive preposition an, hence [X [an Y]]. However, if X 
is V-final, and/or if Y is V-initial, the Possessive preposition is realized as n, 
and in this nonsyllabic allomorph it cannot host an accent. In this case, a 
phrasal accent that would normally occur on an is heard instead on the final 
syllable o f X 

(76) a. 

b. 

edl η am-an 
dog Poss water-MaPl 
'water dog' (for/edi [an am-an]/) 

t-ä-ra-t-t η am-an 
Fe-Sg-goat-Fe-FeSg Poss water-MaPl 
'water goat' (for Λ-α-γα-t-t [an am-an]/) 

In addition to the phrasal accents described above, there is another type of 
accentual interaction that is difficult to pin down (without an extensive 
instrumental analysis of natural data) but may require separate treatment. This 
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is the appearance of a final-syllable accent on the first component of a 
word-pair. The most consistent examples are masculine numeral + noun 
combinations, where the numeral typically has an audible final-syllable accent 
even when the following noun has initial-syllable accent (so the usual 
alternating-syllable pattern of secondary accents should not apply). 

(77) maeraw medd-aen 
ten men-MaPl 
'ten men' 

The masculine numerals from '2' to '10' all show this accentual pattern 
when preceding the modified noun. However, the dialects differ as to whether 
the independent (including phrase-final) form of the same numeral has the 
same final-syllable accent as in maeraw (A-grm) or is unaccented as in maeraw 
(Im K-d T-ka T-md). 

One way to handle the accent in maeraw in (77) is to compare the 
masculine and feminine prenominal numeral forms: Fe maeraw-aet, Ma 
maeraw. Elsewhere, -aet is a FeSg participial suffix, and the MaSg counterpart 
is -aen. The accent of maeraw in maeraw medd-aen would be phonologically 
regular if we recognized a virtual -aen, as in /maeraw-aen medd-aen/, with late 
deletion of -aen. This analysis is too abstract for a synchronic analysis, but is 
suggestive historically. 

In addition to (masculine) numeral + noun combinations of the type (77), I 
also hear a less systematic secondary final-syllable accent on other two-word 
combinations. In (75), for example, I hear a slight accent on the final syllable 
of ae-halss, although a noun + participle combination does not normally 
function as an intonational phrase. 

Frankly, a full analysis of accentual patterning beyond word-level will 
require a more detailed study than I have been able to carry out to date, 
preferably using instrumental data as well as impressionistic transcriptions, 
and ideally covering more than one dialect. 

3.4 Ablaut 

Prototypically, ablaut (as I use the term here) is a set of processes by which 
one noun or verb stem (either fully spelled out, or perhaps in the case of verbs 
with underspecified vowels) is transformed into another stem. In the case of 
nouns, ablaut can be used to derive a plural from a singular. For verbs, there is 
a much richer set of ablaut processes relating the various MAN (mood-aspect-
negation) stems of a verb. There are also several ablaut nominalizations based 
on verbs. 

Ablaut consists of internal changes, unlike (pure) affixation, but there are 
some nominal and verbal stem patterns that involve both affixation and ablaut 
in tandem. Much of the fine-grained analysis will be done in the relevant 
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sections on nominal and verbal morphology. Here we describe some basics of 
Tamashek ablaut. 

3.4.1 Stem shapes and templates 

In this section I am concerned only with the representation of stems that serve 
as the input to ablaut processes. Some nouns, and all invariant forms (particles, 
minor adverbials, etc.), cannot serve as ablaut inputs and are not considered 
here. 

3.4.1.1 Nouns 

The only ablaut that nouns are subject to is plural. Some nouns do not have an 
ablaut plural and are disregarded here. 

For nouns that are subject to ablaut, the fully-spelled out Sg stem, along 
with the attached vocalic prefix (if any), is the input to the PI ablaut process. 
Nothing is gained by decomposing the Sg stem into, say, a CV-skeleton and a 
vocalic melody. 

It should be noted, however, that a marked (as opposed to default) accent 
must be part of the representation. The accent may be on the core noun stem 
itself, or (if the core stem is monosyllabic) on the vocalic prefix. The accent is, 
in most cases, carried over from Sg to (ablaut) PI. Thus as-mdtuj 'work gear', 
PI i-mutaj, and ά-mnss 'camel', PI 1-mnas. 

There is only case where phonological information not easily discernible 
from the Sg stem is needed to get PI ablaut to come out properly. This is when 
a feminine noun, with FeSg suffix -t, has word-penultimate accent in the Sg, 
e.g. t-a-jarjis-t 'shoulder blade'. This is because -t is one of the suffixes that 
disallows antepenultimate word accent. In the unsuffixed ablaut PI, there is (by 
stipulation) no suffix. This effectively forces the hand of the stem, which must 
reveal whether it has a lexical accent on the penult that is overridden by 
Default Accentuation in the Sg. In the case of 'shoulder blade', it does turn out 
that the stem has a lexical accent on the penult, so we get t-i-jsrjas instead of 
#t-l-j3rjas. As a result, the basic lexical representation of the Sg stem plus 
vocalic prefix is -a-jarjis-. 

3.4.1.2 Verbs (specific stem-shapes) 

The issue of basic lexical representation is much more difficult for verbs. 
This is because one can argue that every actual stem (PerfP, Imprt, LoImpfP, 
etc.) is formed by combining a basic stem shape with a vocalic melody, with or 
without additional ablaut formatives. If this is the case, then the audible V's in 
each stem acquire at least their high (H) or L (low) feature values from the 
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melody, rather than from the lexical representation of the stem. In this analysis, 
therefore, the basic representation would be something like -vjjvs- 'enter' or 
-usvl- 'run', where ν is an unspecified short vowel and υ is an unspecified full 
V. 'Enter', for example, will actually appear in melodically specified stems 
such as PerfP -ajjass- and Imprt ajjas. 

The alternative is to represent e.g. 'enter' as -ajjas- with lexical schwas. 
Then, instead of applying stem-wide melodies, we would take the Imprt (and 
Shlmpf) as simply retaining the underlying vocalism, and have a more local 
melodic fragment <L> that converts the second schwa of -ajjas- to ae in the 
perfective system. 

There are too many difficulties in implementing the latter solution, not the 
least of which is the fact that for some other types of verb it is not so easy to 
derive the perfectives from the Imprt and other imperfectives. For example, 
'run' has Imprt asal and PerfP -osael-. In nearly every case, the vocalism is 
predictable from the skeletal stem shape, defined as a sequence whose 
elements are (actual) consonants with interspersed ν and υ. Thus all -uCvC-
verbs have Imprt aCaC, PerfP -oCaeC-. and LoImpfP -t-iCaC- (A-grm dialect 
-t-dCasC-), while all -vPPvC- verbs where PP is a geminate consonant have 
Imprt aPPaC, PerfP -aPPaeC-. and LoImpfP -t-aPPasC-. (For some syllabic 
shapes it is necessary to specify a cluster as geminated PP or as non-geminate 
PQ.) 

I will use formulae like -v j jvs- 'enter' and'-usvl- 'run' as basic 
representations of verbs, with ν and υ marking the short and full vowel 
positions. I will use schemata like -vPPvC- and -uCvC- to designate the 
relevant stem-shape classes in a more general way. It should be emphasized 
that "C" (and its substitutes P, Q, R) is not part of the basic representation of 
any individual stem. Therefore "C" is used quite differently from ν and υ. 
Capital "V" denotes any vowel (unless otherwise specified). 

In some verb types (those with a medial full V, and augmented V-final 
verbs), it seems necessary to specify lexical full-V features rather than relying 
on vocalic melodies. This is because the melodies consist of L and Η elements, 
which suffice to distinguish the low full V α from the high V's, but are not 
precise enough to predict which of the two full Η vowels will appear, i or u. In 
verbs, u is more common than i, but the choice is lexical. An example with u is 
- d u r h v n - 'desire', which appears as PerfP -addurhaen- (dialectally 
-aeddurhasn-), Imprt dürhan, LoImpfP -t-ldarhun- (dialectally -t-odasrhan-), 
and VblN α-durhan. The apparent jumping of the u into the final sylalble in 
- t - idarhun- is due to Medial V-Shortening and u-Spreading (§3.4.9). An 
example with i is -kvrikvw- 'perform sorcery', with PerfP -sekrakasw-, Imprt 
karikaw, LoImpfP -t-lkrikiw- and VblN α-krlkaw. There are some difficulties 
in analysing the relevant paradigms, especially since stems with i and u are 
often not exactly symmetrical. However, on the whole it does seem advisable 
to specify at least some of the lexical υ positions as u or i. 

The stem -kvrikvw- 'perform sorcery' just mentioned raises another issue. 
Many of the longer stems have an extra initial short V in the perfectives and 
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the inflectable short imperfectives, but not in the Imprt. In most cases the extra 
short V is accompanied by either Stem-Initial Syncope or Stem-Initial 
Gemination (§3.4.8.1, below). In the analysis used here, the basic (i.e. lexical) 
representation is modeled on the Imprt. Thus -kvrikvw- is closely related to 
Imprt karikaw, contrast PerfP -aekrakaew- and (inflectable) Shlmpf -akrikaw-. 
One could imagine analytical alternatives, with the lexical representation taken 
either as -vkrikvw- or -krikvw-, with corresponding adjustments in the 
formulation of phonological rules. A representation -vkrikvw- would directly 
provide the syllabic shapes of the perfectives and the inflectable Shlmpf, but 
would require a rule deleting the initial ν in the imperative, followed by a 
resyllabification process that inserts ν between the two initial C's. A 
representation -krikvw- would split the difference between the Imprt and the 
other stems, but for this very reason is not closely grounded in any actual verb 
stem and so is psychologically dubious. 

One important respect in which verbs differ from nouns is that verbs have 
no lexical accents. In actual verb stems, the only marked (i.e. non-default) 
accents are those due to ablaut formatives in the Resit and LoImpfP stems, e.g. 
for 'enter' Resit -ajjds- and LoImpfP -t-djjaes-, along with (in T-ka dialect) 
some imperfectives where resyllabification has applied, e.g. sjal 'go!'. 

3.4.1.3 Verb types based on full vowels 

For morphological purposes, groupings based on full V's (78) are useful. 

(78) Broad Verb-Stem Classes Based on Full Vowels 

a. short-V verbs (all vowels are short), e.g. -vCvC-, -vPPvC-
b. full-V-initial verbs, e.g. -uCvC-, -uCCu-
c. full-V-medial verbs, e.g. -CvCiCvC-
d. unaugmented V-final verbs, e.g. -DCCO-, -VCCD-
e. augmented V-final verbs, e.g. -CvCuCu- (+ -t) 

The stem-final V's in (78.d-e) are full rather than short V's, since there are 
no word- or stem-final short V's. For the unaugmented V-final verbs, in some 
stems the full V is replaced by an underspecified vowel III or IAJ that is subject 
to deletion word-finally. The categories (78.b) and (78.c) can be combined 
with (78.d-e), but not with each other. In other words, there can be up to two 
full V's in a stem, in which case one of the two must be stem-final. The 
augmented V-final verbs have an Augment suffix -t in some paradigmatic 
forms, and in general this class behaves quite differently in morphonology 
from the unaugmented V-final verbs (§7.1.1). 

In effect, the presence of a full (or stem-final) V in a given position 
determines local (rather than stem-wide) morphophonological patterns. For 
example, an initial full V appears as ο in the perfectives, as α in the short 
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imperfectives, and so forth, regardless of the shape of the rest of the stem. A 
stem-final V likewise has characteristic alternations, sensitive to the 
unaugmented/augmented split but for the most part not sensitive to the shape 
of the preceding stem. For the augmented V-final verbs, a lexical distinction 
between i and u is necessary. A medial full V, lexically either i or u, again has 
its own set of alternations. Verbs with two full V's, say medial and final (with 
augment), simply combine the local characteristics of full-V-medial and 
augmented V-final verbs. 

3.4.1.4 Light and heavy (middleweight and superheavy) verb stems 

However, in addition to the typology based on location of full V's (if any), 
there is also a split between light and heavy stems. The productive VblN of 
heavy stems (in T-ka) is characterized by Sg vocalic prefix a- and stem-wide 
<H> vocalic melody, with penultimate accent (except for the augment class, 
which has default accent), e.g. a-diirhan 'desiring' from -durhvn- and a-brsffi 
'collapsing' from (augmented) -bvrvffi- (+ -t). By contrast, the light stems 
have a range of shape-specific VblN's, none of which closely resembles the 
heavy VblN type. The heavy/light distinction is presented in more detail in 
(79). 

(79) Heavy and Light Verb Stems 

C-final V-fmal 

a. heavy 

i. middleweight subtype 
-CvCvC-
-CuCvC-
-CvCCvC-
-CuCCvC-

-CvCu- (+ -t) 
-CuCi>, -CuCu- (+ -t) 
-CvCCi>, -CvCCu- (+ -t) 
-CDCCD-, -CUCCD- (+ -t) 

ii. superheavy subtype 
-CvCuCvC- -CvCuCu- (+ -t) 
- C v C u C C v C - -CVCUCCU- (+ -t) 

b. light 
-vCCvC-
-uCCvC-
-vCvC-
-uCvC-

-vCCiv 
-uCCu-
-vCu-
-DCU-
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It is clear from this distribution that a stem-final V (second column) 
"counts" as equivalent to a final vC. This is not quite enough to induce me to 
posit synchronic "ghost consonants" for the surface V-final verbs, e.g. 
-CvCCu- derived from underlying /-CvCCvw-/, but the idea is suggestive 
historically. 

In any event, the basic difference between heavy and light C-final stems is 
that the heavy ones have at least three C-positions (separated by vowels), so 
that -CvCvC- and -CvCCvC- have three C-positions each, while -vCCvC- and 
-vCvC- have just two. To incorporate the V-final stems into this classification, 
we have to treat them as though their final full V concealed a C-position. 
Alternatively, we could think of a composite criterion for heavy/light, with 
heavy stems being defined as those with a final "heavy" syllabic nucleus (vC 
or υ) and at least two nonfinal C positions. In any event, we cannot reasonably 
define light/heavy in terms of conventional metrical patterns, since -DCCVC-
with an extra-heavy syllable followed by a heavy one is "light" while -CvCvC-
with a light syllable followed by a heavy one is "heavy." The number of 
C-positions (with final V counted as though containing a C-position) rather 
than conventional syllabic heaviness values is decisive. Nevertheless, if stem-
shapes were to be extracted not from the Imprt stem (which I have used), but 
rather from the perfective and inflectable Shlmpf stems (e.g. with -vPPvCvC-
instead of my -CvCvC-), one could use a different calculus to distinguish 
heavy from light. 

While -CvCvC- is classified here among the "heavy" stems, it differs in 
some respects from the longer stems in that class. In particular, verbs of this 
shape fail to apply Stem-Initial Syncope (§3.2.7.1). For example, the VblN 
appears as a-CaCsC (and variants) rather than #a-CC9C, as in a-baraj 'being 
boastful'. Likewise, the perfectives and inflectable Shlmpf fail to undergo 
Stem-Initial Syncope (§3.2.7, §3.4.8), instead applying C rGemination to the 
first C in conjunction with Stem-Initial V-Insertion: lexical stem -bvrvj-, PerfP 
-abbaraej-, Shlmpf -aebbaeraej- 'be boastful'. Contrast the superheavy stem 
-mvlvwlvw- 'shine', with syncopated VblN a-mlawbw, PerfP -aemlsewlaew-, 
and Shlmpf -amlawlaw-. 

The V-final counterpart to -CvCvC- is -CvCu- (+ -t) . This is a rare 
augmented stem type limited to a few adjectival verbs. Such verbs do not have 
the usual VblN pattern, and have a special unprefixed perfective, but Shlmpf 
forms like -aekkassae-t 'be speckled' show that -CVCD- (+ -t) likewise fails to 
undergo Stem-Initial Syncope. The point may be summed up as follows: 
-CvCvC- and -CVCD- (+ -t) are "heavy" verb shapes because they have three C 
positions (or two plus a final V), but the Stem-Initial Syncope rule must be 
formulated so that it fails to apply to them. This supports a three-way 
distinction between light stems (as defined above), middleweight stems 
including -CvCvC- and -CvCu- (+ -t), and superheavy stems including longer 
shapes such as -CvCvCCvC-. As I use the term, "heavy" includes 
"middleweight" and "superheavy." 
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Stem-Initial Syncope is highly morphologized in general, and it does apply 
(but in the perfective only) to causative -s-vCvC-, e.g. -s-vjvn- 'make kneel', 
PerfP -ses-jaen-, but unsyncopated Shlmpf -s-ajan and VblN α-s-ajan. So 
causative -s-vCvC- (Stem-Initial Syncope in perfective only) is intermediate 
between underived middleweight -CvCvC- (no Stem-Initial Syncope at all) 
and superheavy stems like -mvlvwlvw- (Stem-Initial Syncope in perfective, 
Shlmpf, and VblN). 

The dialects differ in detail as to how Stem-Initial Syncope applies to 
causative -s-vCvC-. A-grm fails to syncopate, even in PerfP -ass-agasn-, while 
on the other extreme K-d syncopates the VblN as well as the perfective and 
Shlmpf, hence VblN d-s-jan. 

3.4.1.5 Stems, componential or templatic ablaut, pre-ablaut reconfiguration 

The model that works best for most Tamashek ablaut processes is a 
componential one. This means that a stem (either a spelled-out singular noun, 
or a slightly abstract verb stem) is the input, and is modified by applying one 
or more ablaut components to it. Among the components, the major distinction 
is between vocalic melodies, which (in my analysis) are stem-wide, and local 
ablaut formatives, which target a particular input segment. 

For example, the Sg noun e-rerdam 'large scorpion' has an ablaut PI that 
is formed by applying to the Sg stem the following: a <H L> melody whose L 
component is confined to the final input vowel, plus a lengthening feature χ-f 
that also targets this final input vowel. The result is i-rurdam, which also 
shows the PI prefix i-. 

Likewise, the verb -bvlulvY- 'gape' undergoes a number of ablaut 
processes to produce PerfP -aeblalaer-. The -vblulvr- shape of the PerfP 
results from the combination of Stem-Initial V-Insertion (99) and Stem-Initial 
Syncope (101) (§3.4.8, below). When this syncope rule applies, the usual 
perfective <H L> melody allows the L component to spread to the left, erasing 
the Η (Leftward L-Spreading (60), §3.2.7.2). The same verb has a LoImpfP 
-t-lblulur- (underlying /-t-iblulir-/), which represents a more complex ablaut 
with the following components: <H> melody, -t- prefix, an accent formative 
χ-pcl, and two lengthening formatives χ-pcl and χ-f that lengthen the first 
and third vowels. This ablaut assumes the prior operation of Stem-Initial 
V-Insertion and Stem-Initial Syncope (perhaps the Shlmpf stem is the direct 
input). The output -t- iblulur- also requires u-Spreading (119) (§3.4.9.3), 
which spreads the rounding feature of the medial V to the final V (this does not 
apply to A-grm, which has -t-lbluliv-). 

The alternative to a componential ablaut system like this is a templatic 
one. In a templatic ablaut system, the output is produced by forcing raw 
material from an input stem onto a rigid template. The best example of this is 
Arabic. For example, in Moroccan Arabic, a noun of profession has the shape 
CCaCC-i, and input nouns of a range of shapes have to be forced into this 
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shape. If the input noun does not have four C's, the output makes use of filler 
semivowels, e.g. sabun 'soap', noun of profession swabn-i 'soap seller' with 
w in C2 position. 

Tamashek has no productive ablaut of a templatic nature, and is clearly in 
the componential camp. However, some long imperfectives approach templatic 
status. The best example is an output shape -CaPP®(C)- associated with the 
(derived) long imperfective stem of several types of light verbs. The various 
ways in which different verbs achieve this output are somewhat reminiscent of 
Arabic ablaut. Examples: -vj jvs- 'enter' and LoImpfP -t-djjaes-, -vknvs-
'f ight ' and LoImpfP -kannaes - , - vbsu - 'vomit' and LoImpfP - b d s s -
(underlying /-bassA-/). 

Nevertheless, even this -CdPPas(C)- is less rigid than a typical Arabic 
ablaut. It subsumes two variants, -CaPP- (for /-CaPPae-/) and -CaPPaeC-, and 
these are valid (as such) for only certain types of verbs (including no heavy 
verbs). In this larger context, it is possible to account for the same outputs 
using a componential model, dismembering the output shape into smaller 
ingredients such as consonantal gemination, a <L> melody, lengthening 
formative χ-pcl , and an accent formative (χ-pcl). So Tamashek can be said to 
flirt with a templatic ablaut pattern, but it probably doesn't get there. 

Perhaps a more promising area to look for templatic targets is in infinitives 
(verbal nouns), where verbs of a given canonical shape tend to have infinitives 
of a particular shape. For example, -vPQvC- verbs have VblN a-PaeQaC, 
-vPQvC- verbs have uPsC, and -vCvC- verbs have e-CeC. The various VblN 
shapes are idiosyncratic and cannot be produced by applying the same set of 
VblN ablaut components to the respective input stems. This suggests that each 
of these stem-shapes is associated with a VblN template whose vocalism is 
pre-specified, and gets its consonants filled by mapping from the input stem. 
The VblN patterns are therefore templatic, but (unlike the prototypical Arabic 
cases) they do not force inputs of highly variable shapes into the same output 
shape. Rather, the templates are in a one-to-one relationship to input shapes. 

In nominal plurals, there is one pattern that does seem to force inputs with 
a modest range of shapes into a single prefabricated output shape (80). This is 
the PI type l-CaCC-αη (masculine) or t-i-CaCC-en (feminine). These are 
mixed suffixal-ablaut plurals, where the PI suffix (notably MaPl -aen) is 
included in the domain of ablaut, so the α of -an in this case is affected by the 
L part of the PI <H L> melody and by the lengthening formative χ-f. The 
-CsCC- shape of the core stem is the templatic feature, since we get -CaPQ-
when the Sg input has geminated PP (e.g. 'acacia pod'), and -CaPw- (several 
examples) or in one case -CsPy- ('vein') when the input has only two C's 
(even if the second one is geminated, i.e. PP, in the Sg). 
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(80) Templatic Ablaut-Suffixal Plurals (-CaCC-) 

gloss Sg PI 

a. masculine 
'acacia pod' 
'horse' 
'river' 
'tomb' 
'vein' 
'money' d-zrsf 

a-hajjar 
e-baeje 
e-jrew 
a-zskka 

ι 

3-mijj 

l-hajr-an 
l-bajw-an 
Ί-jsrw-an 
l-zskw-an 
Ί-majy-an 
l-zsrf-an 

b. feminine 
'body' 
'tick' 

t-a-fskka 
t-a-salluf-t 

t-l-fakw-en 
t-l-salf-en 

Dialectally, I can cite some further wrinkles, e.g. ae-dad 'finger' (A-grm) 
with ungeminated final C, ΡΠ-ctadw-an. For more examples, see §4.1.2.14. 

A further issue in the "componential" versus "templatic" discussion is the 
possibility of accounting for some template-like features via a pre-ablaut 
reconfiguration of input stems as they go into certain ablauts. The 
morphological patterns that I have in mind are the long imperfectives and 
perhaps some nominalizations (including VblN) of certain verb classes, 
namely -VPQD- and -vPQvC- stems (i.e. light stems whose first C position is a 
nongeminate cluster). In this interpretation, the following initial 
reconfigurations would be recognized (81). 

(81) Pre-Ablaut Reconfiguration of Stem 

Such reconfigurations are helpful in allowing us to simplify the rules for 
associating ablaut formatives, notably in the long imperfectives. For other 
verbs, the LoImpfP is characterized (among other things) by χ-pcl and χ-pcl, 
which respectively accent and lengthen the "first postconsonantal C" (see 
below. The VblN's and other nominals are less transparent since each stem-
shape class has its own patterns, but we do frequently find a vowel between the 
Ρ and Q consonants. 

Of course, given e.g. -vntu- versus -nvti>, we might flip them and take 
-nvtu- as basic, or even take -vnvtu- as basic and chip away at the short V's 
(e.g. with Syncope). However, taking 'destroy' as having a basic form -hvlvk-
is undesirable, since there is another class with lexical -CvCvC- shape that has 

gloss basic stem reconfigured LoImpfP VblN 

a. 'begin' -vntu- -nvtu- -natt 
b. 'destroy' -vhlvk- -hvlvk- -hallaek-

e-naett 
a-haelak 
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quite different paradigms. Moreover, both the 'begin' and 'destroy' classes 
behave as light verb stems (e.g. for purposes of VblN formation), while the 
-CvCvC- type is heavy (more specifically, middleweight). I therefore prefer 
the reconfiguration analysis given in (81). However, the effect of 
reconfiguration is similar to the effect of templatic ablaut morphology. 

3.4.2 Gemination and degemination in ablaut 

3.4.2.1 Τ and Γ-ε2 in long imperfectives 

Stem-Initial Gemination occurs in the perfectives and inflectable Shlmpf of 
most non-syncopating verbs (§3.4.8): -bvrvj- 'be boastful' (Imprt baeraej, 
VblN α-baraj and variants), but PerfP PerfP -abbaraej-. In verbal ablaut, we 
get gemination of a medial C (Γ-m) in the perfective of some adjectival verbs 
(§7.3.1.10). A more important stem-internal gemination in verb morphology is 
considered here. 

The long imperfective system of verbs (§7.2.5) displays either internal 
gemination or prefixation of -t-, but (with one exception) not both. For 
example, -vknvs- 'fight' (PerfP -aknaes-) has geminated LoImpfP -kdnnaes-, 
while -mvtvllu- 'be confused' has LoImpfP -t-imtalli- with -t-. There is one 
stem-shape that requires internal gemination, and optionally adds prefix -t-. 
This is the -vCvC- type, e.g. -vwvt- 'hit' (PerfP -awast-), LoImpfP -awwdt- or 
-t-awwdt- (also -aggat-, -t-aggat-). 

One might argue that the -t- prefix, which is used with all heavy verb 
stems and with those light stems that already have a medial geminate, is the 
same phonological entity as ablaut-induced medial gemination. One could 
imagine, for example, a formative consisting of underlying -t- that targets a 
medial ungeminated C where possible (with /tP/ then realized as geminate PP); 
if this targeting is unsuccessful, it materializes as a prefix. However, there is 
no direct support for such an analysis in Tamashek morphology or phonology, 
and nongeminate surface clusters like tk are common medially in stems. The 
fact that -t- and medial gemination occasionally co-occur, as in the variant 
LoImpfP type - t -awwdt- just mentioned, is further evidence against the 
unifying analysis. 

I therefore recognize two consonantal ablaut formatives in long 
imperfectives, Τ (i.e. -t- prefix) and T-c2 (gemination of second stem C). 

As argued in the preceding section, for the stem-shapes -vPQvC- and 
-vPQu-, i.e. light verb stems whose first C position is filled by a nongeminate 
cluster, a pre-ablaut reconfiguration to -PvQvC- and -PvQu- (as inputs to long 
imperfective ablaut) is useful. This will simplify the process whereby T-c2 is 
implemented, converting Q to QQ. Example: stem -vknvs- 'f ight ' , long 
imperfective pre-ablaut reconfiguration -kvnvs-, LoImpfP -kdnnaes- (also 
LoImpfN -kannas-, Prohib -ksennass-). 
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For some cases of T-c2 in plural ablaut of nouns, see the following section 
and §4.1.2.23. 

3.4.2.2 Plain/geminate alternations in nominal Sg/Pl 

Phonetically, h and to a lesser extent (tap) r tend to resist audible gemination 
(i.e. increased duration), though at least in careful speech a morphologically 
expected gemination can be audible. 

Variation between geminated and ungeminated C's occurs in certain 
nominal singular/plural alternations. In some cases it is not clear that stem-
wide ablaut is at hand. The following patterns can be distinguished. 

First, in the type Sg t-a-duf-t 'wool', PI t-l-duff-en, it would seem that the 
FeSg suffix -t forces Degemination of the geminate, which would therefore 
be present underlyingly even in the Sg (so no ablaut-induced gemination 
process need be recognized). In the full set of known examples (given in (152) 
in §4.1.2.8), the degeminated C is from the set [ y w r m f}, i.e. sonorants and 
fricatives. The phonology here is somewhat opaque, and there is some dialectal 
variation in detail. 

Second, there are some masculines with Sg -CVP (V a full high vowel) 
and PI I-CaPP-asn, e.g. ά-ril 'right hand', PI l-rall-asn. This is a rather 
specialized Sg/Pl pattern with a semi-templatic look. For examples and 
discussion see (153) in §4.1.2.8. 

Third, there are a small number of cases like e-raess 'bone', PI i-raes-an, 
where the Sg ends in a geminate, but where the PI shows an ungeminated C 
before the MaPl suffix. The MaPl allomorph -an instead of -asn, combined 
with the accent shift in the PI and the absence of a PI ablaut melody, show that 
the PI is of the underlying type /-raesV-aen/ with some stem-final V. Therefore 
we have a phonologically obscure alternation between a geminate PP and PV. 
For more examples and discussion see (155) in §4.1.2.8. 

Fourth, there are some cases where a medial or final geminate in the Sg is 
degeminated in order to fit the stem into the templatic shape -CsCC-, as 
mentioned in §3.4.1.5, above. Example: a-hajjar 'acacia pod', PI l-hsjr-an. 
See (180) in §4.1.2.14 for more details. 

Finally, there are two unsuffixed ablaut PI patterns that also involve 
gemination in the PI only. These are probably the best candidates for a true 
ablaut formative T-c2 outside of verbal morphology. 

One type ((205.a) in §4.1.2.23), applying to Sg type t-a-CCsC-t (a fairly 
common deverbal nominalization, but including some underived nouns), is 
exemplified by t -a - f t sq-q 'laying out', PI t-i-föttar. The vocalism and 
V-length patterns of the PI are consistent with PI ablaut. There are a few 
similar plurals for nouns of the Sg type t-a/e-CvCuC-t with a full vowel υ in 
the final syllable (205.b). Note in particular the short "v" in the position 
corresponding to the a in the PI. An example: t -a- jSzel- t 'kidney', PI 
t-i-jszzal. With cases like 'kidney' in mind, one could argue that t-a-ftsq-q 
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has been syncopated from underlying /t-a-fatar-t/ (leaving aside the question 
of whether the first schwa is lexically accented). If so, the only unusual feature 
of PI t-i-fattar and t-i-jazzal is the gemination. One might venture the guess 
that the gemination is "designed" to protect the short V from the threat of 
Syncope, but the forms are highly morphologized, and there are plenty of 
similar cases among ablaut plurals where Syncope does apply, e.g. a-daris 
'track', ablaut PI i-dras (but A-grm i-daras). 

In any event, cases like t-i-fattar require a gemination formative Γ-ο2 as 
an add-on to the usual nominal PI ablaut, to account for gemination of the 
second stem C. 

The same seems at first sight to be true of a specifically feminine type, 
where the Sg is of the type t-a/e-CaePe and the PI is t-i-CaPP (§4.1.2.24). 
Many but not all of these are VblN's of light V-final stems. Example: t-a-haela 
'weeping' with PI t-i-hall. The PI vocalism is quite different from that of most 
ablaut plurals, whose hallmark is a final-syllable a. One can partially 
reintegrate t-i-hall into the mainstream by assuming that the L part of the PI 
<H L> melody targets a deletable stem-final V, and is therefore inaudible on 
the surface. The PI would therefore be something like /t-i-hallA/ with deletable 
low vowel /A/. In this derivation, which I will question in a moment, the type 
/t-i-hallA/ is roughly parallel in structure to the type t-i-fattar (preceding 
paragraph). Since gemination affects the second stem C, in this case the 1 of Sg 
t-a-haela, one could argue that T-c2 is at work in PI t-i-hall just as in t-i-fattar. 

However, this won't work, and it will be necessary to dissociate the PI 
types t-i-hall and t-i-fattar. To begin with, note that t-i-hall has a marked 
accent on the surface final syllable (underlying penult), and this accent is not 
carried over from the Sg (unaccented t-ahaela). In regular PI ablaut, an 
accent in the Sg is carried over to the PI, with some exceptions (irrelevant 
here) where a Sg accent is deleted in the PI. It may seem as though PI 
t-i-fattar also shows an unusual accent shift vis-a-vis Sg t-o-ftaq-q, but if we 
represent the stem here as /-fatar-/ we can account for the accent in both Sg 
and PI forms. In Sg t-a-ftaq-q from /t-a-fatar-t/, the accented schwa is deleted 
by Syncope, and the unattached accent then reattaches on the first syllable to 
the left. No such phonological analysis will account for the accents in Sg 
t-a-haela, PI t-i-hall. 

Secondly, while PI t-i-fattar clearly shows T-c2, gemination of C2, in PI 
t-i-hall it is best to recognize a gemination formative Γ-f, i.e. gemination of 
the stem-final C. In t-i-hall itself, "C2" and "stem-final C" converge on the 1, 
but there are at least three stems of the Sg shape t-a/e-CaePuQ-t that have a PI 
t-i-CPaQQ, where C2 (i.e. P) is unaffected and gemination applies specifically 
to the third and final stem C (Q). An example is Sg t-e-faetel-t 'lamp', PI 
t-i-ftall. Other plurals of this type are t - i -dbayy 'towns' and t- i-mdall 
'sandstorms'(206.c) (§4.1.2.24. 
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3.4.3 Melodies 

3.4.3.1 Types of melodies 

A melody is a vocalic element or sequence of such elements that can be 
mapped onto unspecified vocalic positions in a stem. The concept is relevant to 
the formation of MAN verb stems (perfective versus imperfective, for 
example), and to nominal ablaut plural. I use the notation <...> to denote 
melodies (e.g. <H>, <L>, <H L>). 

A string like <o a ae», extracting just the V's of a trisyllable, can be spoken 
of as a surface vocalic sequence (SVS). I use «...» (double angled brackets) 
for SVS's The formal study of ablaut involves examining multiple SVS's and 
extrapolating (where appropriate) more basic underlying melodies from them, 
along with rules for associating melodic components to particular syllables (or 
vowels). One can disagree about how "deep" we should go, that is, how 
abstract and morphologically inclusive the melodies should be, particularly 
with reference to (allegedly) underived stems (Sg of nouns, perhaps the 
Shlmpf of verbs). 

The most critical decision is how to combine short { a s } with full {u ο α 
e i} as melodic fragments. There is undeniable evidence for treating (a u i) as 
a high-V set, which I label H, and for {ae a} as an opposing low set, which I 
label L. 

An argument could be made that in at least some morphological contexts, 
Η should be specified more exactly as rounded or unrounded, i.e. as Hu or H1. 
The purpose of this would be to specify u or i as output when the Η of a 
melody is associated with a full V (only a is possible when the V is short). The 
usefulness of this division between Hu and H1 is limited, since in some cases 
the u or i is really part of the basic lexical representation. To avoid making the 
notation too cumbersome, I will generally use just Η but will comment on full-
V realization. 

In this analysis, V-length is separated analytically from pure melodic 
elements that can be described in terms of the feature [±high], perhaps 
secondarily specified as [±round]. The mid-height vowels {e o} are somewhat 
peripheral to the system. As conditioning elements in Short-V Harmony, {e o} 
behave like L vowels. Thus, in the T-ka dialect, the output of Sg vocalic prefix 
a- or e- on nouns after Prefix Reduction is is "ae- if the following syllable has 
{e α ae o}, but V if the following syllable has {u a i} (§3.2.6). 

There are a few morphological contexts where mid-height e or ο seems to 
result from a "compromise," namely where lexical /i/ or /u/ is overlaid by an L 
melodic component. See §3.4.7, below, for details. 

Especially for an underived noun stem (as seen in the Sg), it is reasonable 
to take the lexical representation (the "deep" form) as a spelled-out sequence 
of V's and C's as in English: idam 'face', e-daemi 'light reddish-brown 
animal', ae-domm 'seeds', daimbaeraku 'inability to see in dim light'. There is 
no basis for separating the vocalic melody from other aspects of the stem's 
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form, and it is not uncommon for high, low, and mid-height V's to co-occur 
within the stem. With inflectable verbs, on the other hand, the vocalic qualities 
(especially for short V's) can normally be attributed to a melody associated 
with a given stem (PerfP, Shlmpf, LoImpfP, etc.). 

Η and L behave as the yin and yang of Tamashek morphology. Some verb 
stems have a pure melody, either <L> or <H>. In a pure melody, the L or Η 
links to all V's in the relevant domain, so the SVS consists of either a string of 
low V's or a string of high V's. There are also some composite melodies of 
the type <H L> or <L H>, though none (in T-ka) with more than two 
components. 

3.4.3.2 Melodic association 

Melodies are normally limited to the stem. However, there are certain 
morphological patterns where a melody also takes in a suffix, namely a subject 
suffix for verbs or a PI suffix (specifically MaPl) for nouns. 

For the composite melodies, we need explicit Melodic Association rules to 
make sure that the correct attachments are made. The association rules for the 
major composite melodies are summarized in (82). 

(82) Melodic Association rules for Composite Melodies 

a. <H L> for nominal PI 
Associate L to the rightmost V, then associate Η to the 
remaining V's of the stem. Outputs are «L», «HL», «HHL», 
«HHHL», «HHHHL» 

b. <H L> for perfective verb 
Associate L to the rightmost V, then Η to the leftmost two 
remaining V's, then associate L to the remaining medial V's. 
Outputs are «L», «HL», «HHL», and «HHLL». For the rare 
pentasyllable verb type, I recorded «HHLLL» for the focal 
dialect T-ka, but «HHHLL» for K-d. 

c. <L H> for short imperfective of V-final non-augment stem 
Associate Η to the stem-final V, then L to the remaining 
syllables. Outputs are «LH» and «LLH». 

The asymmetry between (82.a) and (82.b), for the "same" composite 
melody <H L>, when there are more than three stem V's, shows once again the 
futility of attempting to describe Tamashek morphophonology in simple 
phonological terms. 

Examples of the nominal PI are in (83). 
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(83) Nominal Ablaut Plural (<H L>) 

Sg PI 

a. regular unsuffixed ablaut PI 
d-s-fal 
ae-dddis 
t-a-s-aqqasan-t 
t-a-faeqkaeyamu-t-t 
t-a-s-aggaraygari-t-t 

1-s-fal 
i-dudas 
t-i-s-aqqasan 
t-i-faqkayuma 
t-i-saggaraygaray 

gloss 

'roof material' 
'small dune' 
'chewstick' 
'mussel shell' 
'roller (bird)' 

b. minor type with final geminate in PI 
t-e-naede t-i-nadd 'fever' 

c. ablaut includes PI suffix in domain 
e-laekaet 1-lakt-an 'branch' 

In (83.a) we see the range of outputs mentioned in (82.a), including 
pentasyllable «HHHHL». The type (83.b) is arguably a pattern where the L 
part of <H L> attaches to a deletable stem-final V and is therefore inaudible 
(§4.1.2.24). (83.c) illustrates the case where ablaut, including the <H L> 
melody, takes the combination of core stem plus PI (here MaPl) suffix in its 
domain (§4.1.2.14). 

The Η of <H L> here favors u over i for stem-medial full V. However, 
when followed by w, the full V appears as i by dissimilation (§4.1.2.17, cf. 
§3.4.10). 

In (84) we see examples of the perfective verb. 

(84) Perfective Verb (<H L> Melody) 
lexical form 

a. surface <H L> 
-(v)ju-
-vbsu-
-nutfvs-
-fuffvn)- (+ -t) 
-zvlbvbbvy-
-jvrnvnnvwi> (+ -t) 

PerfP 

-ja- or -aja-
-absa-
-annutfaes-
-affuffaerae-t 
-azzalbaebbaey-

gloss 

'do' 
'vomit' 
'be folded' (Vndfs) 
'scrub' 
'be slippery' 

-ajjarnsennaewae-t 'scrape off 
[K-d: PerfP -ajjaraannaewae-t] 

b. surface <L> 
-tvruru- -aetrara- 'go down' 
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The gloss 'scrape off ' in (84.a) is abbreviated from '(donkey) scrape off 
(e.g. tree bark) with teeth'. 

In (84.a), we see the overt <H L> pattern, including pentasyllable 
«HHHLL» (dialectally «HHLLL»). The perfective in (84.b) shows stem-wide 
<L>. A case can be made that this perfective type does have an <H L> melody, 
but undergoes a rule spreading L to the left. See §3.4.6, below, for more 
examples and discussion 

Some (brief) dialectal details. First, in (84.a), 'do' is shown as having an 
optional initial short V, e.g. PerfP -ja- or -aja-. The variation is dialectal, and 
to some extent depends on the verb. 

Second, the initial schwa in PerfP -annutfaes- and -affuffaerae-t in (84.a) is 
valid for T-ka but generally not for the other dialects, which have initial ae 
when the following syllable has a full high vowel u or i, though they agree 
with T-ka in the schwa-initial perfective vocalism of superheavy stems like 
'scrape off and 'be slippery' when the second perfective syllable has a short 
V. Thus R, K-d, and T-md have PerfP -aennutfaes- and -aeffuffasrae-t with 
initial ae, alongside PerfP -azzalbasbbaey- and (K-d) -ajjarnaennaewae-t with 
initial schwa. One could interpret the T-ka initial a in -annutfaes- and 
-affuffaerae-t as reflecting /ae/ via Short-V Harmony, but a T-ka speaker would 
have no evidence (from within the T-ka dialect) that the V was underlying /ae/. 

The Shlmpf <L H> melody mentioned above in (82.c) is illustrated in (85). 

(85) Short Imperfective Verb (<L H> melody) 

lexical form Shlmpf gloss 

-vbsu- -zebs (/-aebsi-/) 'vomit' 
-jujju- -aejjajj (/-sejjajji-/) 'load up' 

The composite quality of this melody does not strike the ear immediately, 
since h i is deleted word-finally. However, it appears as a before a C-initial 
subject suffix, as in Future ad absa-nast 'they-Fe will vomit', and it combines 
with /a;/ at the beginning of a subject suffix to give a, as in Futue ad absa-n 
'they-Ma will vomit' (for /aebsi-aen/). 

In A-grm and to a lesser extent some other non-Timbuktu-area dialects, 
there are at least some cases of <L H> melody for long imperfectives of 
unaugmented V-final stems. For example, for -vPQu- verbs T-ka has PerfP 
-P0QQ-, treated phonologically as /-PaQQA-/ with stem-final deletable L 
vowel, showing stem-wide <L> melody. In some eastern dialects, this -PaQQ-
can at least optionally be treated phonologically as /-PaQQI-/ with stem-final 
deletable Η vowel, so the melody is <L H>. An overt stem-final Η vowel 
occurs in a few A-grm paradigms. For example, the LoImpfP of 'hear' (-vsli>) 
is -sail- (most dialects), with an optional variant -sdllu- in A-grm (-salla- is 
also attested dialectally). 
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All of the composite patterns we have analysed here (<H L> in nominal PI 
and perfective, <L H> in short imperfective) are consistent in the pattern of 
association up to three syllables, but differ with respect to stems of four or 
more syllables (in the two patterns that allow more than three syllables). The 
situation can be summarized as (86). 

(86) Summary of Melodic Association Rules 

For a composite melody <XY>,... 

a. associate Y to the rightmost V in the domain of the melody; 
b. associate X to the leftmost V in the domain of the melody, if 

there is any such unassociated V after (a); 
c. spread X one further V to the right, if the relevant V remains 

unassociated after (a) and (b); 
d. i. for perfective verbs: spread Y to the left to any remaining 

medial unassociated V's 
ii. for nouns, spread X to the right to any remaining medial 

unassociated V's 

The formulation of (86.c-d) must be revised for K-d dialect given its 
«HHHLL» instead of «HHLLL» surface melody for the pentasyllable 
perfective. 

For the Shlmpf <L H> pattern, there are no stems with more than three 
V's, so (86.d) is moot for this pattern. 

3.4.4 Local vocalic ablaut formatives (χ, χ , e , α) 

Local formatives are the ablaut elements that are expressed as modifications of 
specific input segments. I mentioned T-c2, i.e. gemination of the second C of 
the stem, in §3.4.2, above. That is the only consonantal formative that is 
realized within the stem in the course of ablaut. 

The local vocalic formatives in major ablaut patterns are given in (87). 

(87) Local Vocalic Ablaut Formatives 

symbol category description 

a. accent 
χ-pcl Resit, LoImpfP 
χ-pen someVblN's 

arguably also: 
(χ-f some ablaut Pi's 

accent on 1st postconsonantal V 
accent on the stem penult 

accent on the stem-final) 
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b. length (full vowels) 
χ-pcl Resit, LoImpfP 1st postconsonantal V is 

lengthened 
χ-f long imperfectives, final V in stem is lengthened 

heavy VblN's, ablaut PI 

c. specific vowels 
e -pc l f PerfN 1st postconsonantal V (always 

ae), if it is also the stem's 
final V, becomes e 

α-f heavy VblN's final-syllable short V (always a) 
becomes α 

Agentives and minor nominalizations are disregarded here. Although one 
can decompose them to some extent, these nominals have specialized shapes 
associated with particular input stem types, and have a more templatic look 
than the more productive morphological patterns referred to in (87). 

The accent formatives in (87.a) account for the marked, nonlexical accents 
heard on stem penults or finals. A minimal pair is PerfPI-bsa 'he vomited' and 
Resit i-bsa 'he has (already) vomited'. The formative χ-f may be needed, or 
may reduce to χ-pen, depending on how such ablaut plurals as t-i-nsdd 
'fevers' (from Sg t-e-nasde) are analysed (§4.1.2.24). Accent formatives, like 
lexical accents on noun stems, are subject to being submerged by Default 
Accentuation, when the relevant syllable ceases to be the penult or final (e.g. 
when suffixes are added). They are also submerged when an accented 
directional clitic is added, or when (in T-ka) resyllabification of a word-final 
CC cluster results in final-syllable accent. My practice is to write ablaut (and 
lexical) accents in underlying representations in such cases 

The length formatives in (87.b) provide for nonlexical full V's in verbs 
and (under limited conditions) heavy VblN's. It is possible to have both length 
formatives on a single LoImpfP verb stem, e.g. -bvlvjbvlvj-, Shlmpf 
-sblsjbataj-, LoImpfP -t-iblajbalij-, where both the first and last i vowels have 
been lengthened. 

The specific-vowel formatives replace a short V by a particular full V. In 
the PerfN, we get e replacing as in such examples as -vhlvk- 'destroy', PerfP 
-ahlask-, PerfN -ahlek- with e. In heavy VblN's, we get an optional α 
replacing schwa in such examples as verb - m v l v w l v w - 'shine', VblN 
a-mlawbw varying with a-mlawlaw, the latter showing final-syllable a. 

3.4.5 Ablaut formative association 

In this section I show how the local formatives "target" an input segment. 
In addition to these targeting issues, it should be mentioned that there are 

some asymmetries among the formatives in terms of their distribution, and in 
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terms of the point in derivations where they apply. These comments apply to 
verbal morphology only. 

In the long imperfective system, a distinction should be made between the 
ablaut components that apply to all three stems in the system (LoImpfP, 
LoImpfN, Prohib), and those that apply only to the LoImpfP, namely χ-pcl 
and χ -pc l , whose combined effect is to lengthen and accent the first 
postconsonantal V. These two LoImpfP formatives arguably apply at a later 
stage than χ-f (lengthening of final V) and the consonantal changes that apply 
to all long imperfectives. In §8.1.6 I give a derivation of (morphologically 
causative) LoImpfP - s - i n f u - 'rest' from / -s -unfu- / plus several ablaut 
components, arguing that χ -pc l and χ -pc l follow u-Spreading and Medial 
V-Shortening (two "phonological" rules that are part of ablaut), while other 
ablaut components are associated prior to these rules. The formatives χ-pcl 
and χ -pc l also occur in the Resit stem in the perfective system, and have 
unusual properties there also. Not coincidentally, these are the formatives that 
are erased or shifted in specific syntactic constructions, e -pc l f may be another 
late-applying formative, since it shares with χ-pcl the ability to apply audibly 
in cases of rebracketing of (part of) a subject suffix with a -v(C)Cu- verb stem. 

3.4.5.1 Summary 

The data for targeting of vocalic formatives are summarized in (88). 

(88) Local Vocalic Formative Association Rules 

a. targets first postconsonantal V 
χ-pcl Resit, LoImpfP accent on 1st postconsonantal V 
χ-pcl Resit, LoImpfP 1st postconsonantal V lengthened 

b. targets V of final syllable of stem 
χ-f long imperfectives, last V in stem is lengthened 

PI of heavy VblN 
a-f heavy VblN a in final syllable becomes α 

arguably also: 
(χ-f some ablaut Pi's accent on the stem-final) 

c. targets first postconsonantal V that is also last V of stem 
e-pe l f PerfN 1st postconsonantal V (always 

a;), if also the stem's last 
V, becomes e 

d. targets penultimate V 
χ-pen some VblN's accent on the stem penult 
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3.4.5.2 Firstpostconsonantal V ( "pel") 

Perhaps the most unusual targeting is that in (88.a). The first postconsonantal 
V is the V that comes after the -t- prefix of the long imperfectives of heavy 
(and some light) verb classes, and absent this -t- after the first C position (C or 
CC cluster) of the stem itself. Examples are Resit verbs in (89) and LoImpfP 
verbs in (90). 

(89) First Postconsonantal Vowel (Resit Verbs) 

gloss PerfP Reslt formatives 

'get' -ajraew- -ajraw- χ-pcl, χ-pcl 
'be enough' -ajdaeh- -ajdaeh- X-pcl 
'hit' -swaet- -awcit- χ-pcl, χ-pcl 

(90) First Postconsonantal Vowel (LoImpfP Verbs) 

gloss Shlmpf LoImpfP formatives 

'get' -ajraw- -jarraew- χ-pcl, χ-pcl 
'vomit' -aebs -bdss χ-pcl, χ-pcl 
'be tamed' -akufad- -t-lkufud- χ-pcl, χ-pcl 
'dish out' -ajsm- -t-ijam- χ-pcl, χ-pcl 

There is a subtle difference between the Resit and LoImpfP patterns. The 
Resit always respects the shape of the PerfP, the most basic form of the 
perfective system. The χ-pcl and χ-pcl formatives therefore follow a CC 
cluster in verbs like 'get' and 'be enough'. In the long imperfectives, on the 
other hand, there is always a V after the first C of the stem, or (if present) after 
the -t- prefix. This means that the input to some of the long imperfectives must 
be reconfigured (§3.4.1.5, above) from the usual shape seen in the perfectives 
and short imperfectives. For example, -vjrvw- 'get' is reconfigured as -jvrvw-, 
and -vbsi> 'vomit' as -bvsu-, in order for the ablaut formatives to apply 
properly as they are formulated here. For light stems like these, one could also 
consider a templatic model for the long imperfectives, which might obviate 
this problem. However, the heavy stems are easily generated by taking the 
Shlmpf as the input to LoImpfP ablaut. 

For the most part, χ-pcl and χ-pcl target the same vowel, to the point 
where one might consider merging them into a single formative. However, 
cases like the Resit of 'be enough' in (89) show that χ-pcl can occur in the 
absence of χ-pcl, in connection with adjectival verbs as illustrated here, but 
also in definite relative clauses where χ-pcl is erased. See just below on 
"jurisdictional" issues between "first postconsonantal V" and "V of final 
syllable of stem." 
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3.4.5.3 Final-Syllable V ("f') 

The formatives in (88.b), above, target the V of the final syllable of the stem. 
This is a simple and unproblematic formulation. The clear cases of χ-f in verbs 
are illustrated in (91). 

(91) Final-Syllable Vowel (Long Imperfectives) 

gloss Shlmpf LoImpfP formatives 

a. 'be tamed' -akufad- -t-lkufud- χ-f (+ χ-pcl) 
'gallop' -asddaerbae-t -t-adaerba-t X-f(+ χ-pcl) 
'be slippery' -aszzaelbasbbaey- -t-azselbaebbay- χ-f (+χ-pcl) 

b. 'have a scare' -serraeft -t-araefta- χ-f (+χ-pcl) 
'be implanted' -eert -YQtt — (only χ-pcl) 
'destroy' -ahlak- -hallask- — (only χ-pcl) 
'make curdle' -s-aslay -s-aslay- X-f(+ X-Pcl) 
'be churned' -andu- -niddu- — (only χ-pcl) 

c. 'hit' -awat- -(t)-awwat- x-f 

For purposes of (91), we focus on the χ-f that lengthens the last V, not on 
χ-pcl applying to the first postconsonantal V. The target location for χ-f is 
unproblematic in (91.a). However, (91.b-c) bring out some issues involving the 
relationship between χ-f and the other lengthening formative χ-pcl. 

(91.b) show that χ-f cannot apply if χ-pcl has applied to the V of the 
immediately preceding syllable, except in causatives. In other words, there is a 
minor χ-clash avoidance principle here. This is vaguely rhythmical (metrical) 
in nature, but either χ-f and χ-pcl can apply with no difficulty to short V's in 
spite of an adjacent full-V syllable whose full V is lexical, as in 'be tamed' in 
(91.a). Both χ-pcl and χ-f apply audibly in 'have a scare' (91.b), as well as the 
cases in (91.a), because there is an intervening syllable. In causative 'make 
curdle', both apply even in the absence of the intervening syllable, since 
causatives do not respect clash avoidance. However, 'be implanted' (-vrti>) 
which like 'have a scare' (-rvftu-) is an unaugmented V-final verb, does not 
allow χ-f, since the final (underlying) syllable is adjacent to that already 
targeted by χ-pcl. Likewise, 'destroy' allows only χ-pcl. 

There is a substantive difference between χ-pcl and χ-f that permits us to 
identify them in otherwise ambiguous cases. This is that χ-pcl is observable 
only in the LoImpfP, while χ-f applies throughout the long imperfective 
system (LoImpfP, LoImpfN, Prohib). For example, 'gallop' in (91.a) has 
LoImpfP -t-adaerba-t, LoImpfN (i.e. after Neg waer) -t-adarbi-t, and Prohib 
-t-aedaerba-t. All three show the final-syllable full V (χ-f), but only the 
LoImpfP shows the full V after the first C position (in this case, -t-). 
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This provides a useful test for the difficult example 'hit' in (91.c). Verbs of 
-vPvC- shape show variation between -t-aPPdC- and -aPPdC- in the LoImpfP. 
Especially in the second variant, there is a jurisdictional issue since the 
lengthened V is both the first postconsonantal V and the final-syllable C. Even 
in -t-sPPoC-, it appears that (for the only time) the -t- prefix is not treated as 
the first C position for purposes of ablaut formative association, since the 
accent formative χ-pcl targets the V following the stem-internal geminate PP. 
Fortunately, the LoImpfN -swwit - and the Prohib -awwat- for 'hit ' , by 
preserving the length of the final-syllable V, demonstrate that the lengthening 
is due to χ-f (not χ-pcl) . The two lengthening formatives here respect χ-clash 
avoidance, since 'hit' is not a causative, but this time χ-f rather than χ-pcl is 
dominant. 

(92) Final-Syllable Vowel (Heavy Verbal Nouns) 

gloss verb stem VblN (Sg) VblN (PI) formatives 

'beg' -jvynvn- α-jaynan i-jaynin-sen χ-f (PI only) 
α-jay nan i-jaynan-aen a-f 

In (92), 'beg' illustrates the typical VblN patterns for heavy verb stems. 
There are two VblN variants. The first has <H> vocalic melody and 
penultimate accent, hence α-jaynan. In the PI only, the formative χ-f is 
superimposed, converting the final-syllable schwa to i. The alternative to 
α-jaynan is a-jaynan, which I account for using an ad hoc formative α-f that 
converts schwa to full a. One could, of course, decompose a - f into a L 
melodic fragment combined with χ-f, but α-f applies to the Sg (as well as to 
the PI) and so the parallelism with χ-f in the other VblN variant is not close. 

As noted earlier (and elsewhere), one can argue for a χ-f (final-syllable 
accent) formative as part of such nominal plurals as t-i-nadd from Sg t-e-naede 
'fever' (§4.1.2.24). However, this could reduce to penultimate accent (see 
below), or the PI pattern here could be taken as templatic. 

3.4.5.4 "pel" = "f (e-pclf) 

The PerfN (perfective negative) stem is distinguishable from the PerfP only 
when the former's unique ablaut formative e - p c l f is audibly present. This 
formative changes as (in the PerfP) to e, provided that the ae is both the first 
postconsonantal V and the V of the final syllable. Example: PerfP i-hlaek 'he 
destroyed', PerfN war i-hlek 'he did not destroy'. 

This ablaut formative has no effect on other vowels, including schwa (üjaj 
'be/go far away', PerfP = PerfN). It does have an audible effect on the 
following PerfP shapes: -aCCasC-, -aCasC-, -uCCasC-, -i)CasC-, -aewwaeC-. In 
other words, it applies to light C-final stems with as in the final syllable. With 
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light V-final stems, like (PerfP) -aCCa-, it has an audible effect only in 
certain subject-suffix combinations where we end up (in the PerfP) with an 
ae in the right position, e.g. 3MaPl -aCC-aen (from /-aCCa-aen/). Thus 1-bsa 
'he vomited' and war i-bsa 'he didn't vomit' (PerfP = PerfN), but absae-n 
'they-Ma vomited' and war abse-n 'they didn't vomit' (PerfN distinct from 
PerfP). Note also war abse-naet 'they-Fe didn't vomit' from PerfP absse-naet, 
where the aet of the 3FePl suffix is disregarded but where the suffix's η helps 
create the shape [absae-n] that allows e -pc l f to appear audibly. With C-final 
verbs, the addition of a subject suffix such as 3MaPl -aen has no effect on the 
PerfN stem, so the relevant brackeing is confined to the stem proper. 

Allowing for the selective bracketing of subject suffixes (or parts thereof) 
with V-final stems only, the descriptive analysis on the targeting of e - p c l f is 
now complete. While there is no way to tell, it is reasonable to assume that 
e -pc l f is "present" in all PerfN stems, but can only be realized audibly under 
the conditions noted. When these conditions are not satisfied ("pel" does not 
converge with "f," or they do converge but the relevant V is not ae), e - p c l f 
misses its target and disappears into empty space. 

3.4.5.5 Penultimate V 

The penultimate V of the stem is targeted by χ-pen, which forms part of the 
ablaut of VblN's of non-augment heavy stems. Consider (93). 

(93) Final-Syllable Vowel (Heavy VblN) 

gloss stem 

a. 'shine' 
'be rude' 

-mvlvwlvw-
-budvr-

b. 'be confused' -mvtvllu-

c. 'scatter' -wvsu- (+ -t) 

VblN 

a-mlawlaw 
a-büdar 

a-mtall 

ά-wasi 

formative 

χ-pen 
χ-pen 

χ-pen 

The forms in (93.a) show a clear marked accent on the penult. (I omit 
variants with α rather than a in the final syllable, like a-mlawlaw, since this 
change does not affect accent.) 

In (93.b), we have apparent final-syllable accent, but this is due to deletion 
of a stem-final V, compare LoImpfP -t-lmtalli- and PerfP -aemtaella-. If we 
order the association of χ-pen to the stem before Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29), 
the form will come out correctly. 

(93.c) shows that augment verbs, i.e. verbs that take Augment -t in most 
inflected forms, do not have χ-pen in the VblN, even though the Augment is 
not part of the VblN (or any other nominal). 
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3.4.6 From <H L> to pure <L> melody (PerfP verbs) 

In §3.4.3.2, above, we saw that while a great many verbs have <H L> melody 
in perfectives, another large set of verbs has a stem-wide <L> perfective 
melody. The issue to be discussed here is whether the <L> melody can be 
reduced to <H L>. Since the stems in question have at least two syllables, and 
usually three or more, there is no obvious reason why the Η component of 
<H L> should be unable to associate audibly with at least the stem-initial 
syllable. However, the <H> melody is in a one-to-one relationship (in T-ka and 
other dialects, except A-grm). Given this correlation, the possibility of a 
phonological motivation for the <H> perfective melody should be considered. 

I will exclude from this discussion the unusual perfectives of adjectival 
verbs. These adjectival perfectives are typically C-initial (§7.3.1.11), but 
nonetheless fail to accept subject prefixes, including 3MaSg i-. Many of these 
adjectival perfectives have stem-wide (usually bisyllabic) <H> vocalism, but 
others have <L> vocalism. The perfective stems of these adjectival verbs often 
diverge sharply in shape from imperfectives, and generally behave as 
lexicalized, idiosyncratic perfective stems. I choose not to decompose them 
into ablaut components. 

With the adjectival stems excluded, we turn to examples like those in (94). 

(94) Perfective Verb (Surface <L> Melody, Stem-Initial Syncope) 

lexical form PerfP gloss 

a. underived 
-xvbubu- (+ -t) 
-tvruru-
-jvmvnjvmu- (+ -t) 

-aexbabae-t 
-aetrara-
-aejmaenjaemae-t 

'(hole) gape' 
'go down' 
'nibble' 

b. derived 
-m-ukvr-
-nvm-vdvd-
-s-vjvn-
-s-vm-vku- (+ -t) 
-s-vnvm-vhvl-

-aem-ekaer-
-aenm-asdaed-
-aes-jaen 
-aes-m-askae-t 
-ass-naem-aehasl-

'be stolen' 
'bite each other' 
'make kneel' 
'extinguish' 
'adjust' 

The idea that an underlying <H L> melody would become <L> in 
connection with Stem-Initial Syncope was sketched in §3.2.7.1, where it helps 
reconcile the loss, by Stem-Initial Syncope, of the short V following χ in PerfP 
-aexbabas-t with the observation that the syncope rule elsewhere specifically 
targets a and does not affect ae. This ceases to be a problem if the syncopated 
V is schwa at the point when Stem-Initial Syncope applies, as in the derivation 
(95). 
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(95) Derivation of PerfP -aexbabas-t '(hole) gape' (T-ka dialect) 

/-xvbubu-t/ underlying 
/-axababas-t/ various early rules and <H L> melody 
/-axbabae-t/ Stem-Initial Syncope 
/-aexbabae-t/ Leftward L-Spreading 
-sexbabae-t surface form 

Because Melodic Association for perfective verbs produces sequences of 
the maximal type «HHLLL», there are never more than two Η-vowel syllables 
at the beginning of the stem. In all relevant cases, the perfective stem begins 
with a nonlexical initial short V, the first schwa of /axababae-t/, which is 
therefore followed by no more than one other schwa-syllable before the 
melody switches from Η to L. Stem-Initial Syncope deletes this second schwa, 
giving /axbabas-t/. It remains merely to change the initial /a/ to as. If we 
allowed Short-V Harmony to work in a symmetrical fashion, we could 
attribute the initial ae of -aexbabae-t to this harmony rule. However, sequences 
like aCCa are stable in other contexts, including perfectives of -vCCu- verbs 
like -aksa- 'eat', so I have elsewhere expressed doubts about a symmetrical 
formulation of Short-V Harmony (§3.2.6). As a result, I recognize Leftward 
L-Spreading as a morphologically sprecialized rule converting the initial /a/ to 
ae in (95). 

There are some alternative options, especially for dialects other than T-ka. 
In T-ka, the maximal melody for perfectives is «HHLLL», and there is no 
reason to consider an alternative «LHLLL» which would unproblematically 
become «LLLL» after Stem-Initial Syncope (deleting the Η vowel). However, 
in the dialects other than T-ka and A-grm, it is much more reasonable to allow 
«LHLLL» as a maximal melody for perfectives. In particular, in these dialects 
(K-d, R, T-md), we get surface «LHLLL» when the Η syllable is full, i.e. i or 
u. This applies even to verbs like -xvbubu- (+ -t), namely in the Resit stem, 
which appears as -axlbabas-t in T-Ka but as -aexlbabae-t in the other dialects 
mentioned. In these non-T-ka dialects, it may be best to formulate Stem-Initial 
V-Insertion (see below) so that the added stem-initial V is specified as as. This 
would actually work for T-ka as well, since Short-V Harmony would convert 
/ae/ to a under the influence of the Η vowel of the following syllable. However, 
in T-ka there is no direct evidence for initial /as/ in these perfectives, and since 
«HHLLL» is a reasonable mapping of <H L> onto perfective verb stems I am 
inclined to have Stem-Initial V-Insertion just insert an unspecified short V in 
T-ka. 

There is an intriguing similarity between Leftward L-Spreading in (95) on 
the one hand, and a dialectal alternation of the type -aPaQ- versus -aePQ- in 
the short imperfective (including Imprt). Examples: Future ad t-awat 'she will 
hit' versus, depending on dialect, ad awat-aer (e.g. T-ka) or ad aewt-aer (e.g. 
K-d) Ί will hit'. The variants of type -aewt- occur chiefly in the Kidal area 
((49), §3.2.6.2). These variants show the same pattern suggested in the 
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derivation (95), namely syncope of a second-syllable schwa accompanied by 
switch of a stem-initial schwa to ae. However, to my knowledge, T-ka does not 
show this output type in short imperfectives: ad awst-aer Ί will hit'. 

In A-grm, Stem-Initial Syncope does not apply to the perfectives in (94), 
but we get stem-wide <L> vocalism anyway. Thus -xaebabae-t, -taerara-, 
-s-aemm-askae-t, -s-aennaem-aehael-, and so forth. In A-grm, therefore, there is 
no connection between Leftward L-Spreading and Syncope, since the 
spreading rule applies in the absence of Syncope. I will not venture here into 
the question whether A-grm preserves an archaic, Proto-Tuareg system, or has 
recently reshaped the perfectives (ultimately on the model of the Imprt, e.g. 
xsbubs-t, tsrur). 

Aside from the cases where (outside of A-grm) Stem-Initial Syncope and 
Leftward L-Spreading are correlated, there are a few nonsyncopating verb 
types that have stem-wide <L> melody in the perfective. These are light stems 
beginning with a full V (-uCu-, -uCvC-, -uCCi>, etc.), and middleweight 
stems of shape -CuCvC- with a full V after the first C. An example is in (96). 

(96) Perfective Verb (Surface <L> Melody, no Syncope) 

lexical form PerfP gloss 

-dubvn- -aedobaen- 'marry' 

This perfective has a medial mid-height V, here o. See §3.4.7, just below, 
for more data, and an analysis involving V-Height Compromise. The initial ae 
(instead of a) in the PerfP forms of 'marry', 'be open', and 'be held in 
common' suggest that the <L> melody is stem-wide. 

I see no reasonable way to integrate the perfective melody seen in (96) 
with the surface <L> melody described above for verbs subject to Stem-Initial 
Syncope. Historically, it is possible that the tripartite perfective <L Η L> 
melody seen in non-T-ka dialects in perfectives whose second V is a full high 
V, as in Resit -aexibabae-t '(hole) gape' with vocalic sequence «LHLL», is 
archaic. Using "M" for mid-height V, the surface bisyllabic trisyllabic «LML» 
vocalic sequences seen in -aedobaen- (96) might be an additional vestige of a 
tripartite <L Η L> melody. 

3.4.7 V-Height Compromise 

As just mentioned, there are some full-V-initial light stems (-uCi>, -uCvC-, 
-uCCi>, etc.) and some -CuCvC- stems with full (high) V after the first C, 
whose perfectives have mid-height V's. Additional data are in (97). 
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(97) Perfective Verb (Surface <L> Melody, no Stem-Initial Syncope) 

lexical form PerfP 

a. underived heavy (middleweight) 
-dubvn-
-siwvj-

b. derived 
-m-iru-
-m-uhvr-/-m-ihvr-
-s-irvd-

-aedobaen-
-aesewasj-

-aem-era-
-semm-ohaer-
-sess-oraed-

gloss 

marry 
'gesture' 

'be open' 
'be held in common' 
'wash' 

c. underived light stems 
-uru- -ora- 'open' 
-ulwu- -olwa- 'be spacious' 
-usvl- -osael- 'run' 

There is an asymmetry between the cases with e and those with ο in the 
perfective. With rare underived exceptions like 'gesture', e is confined to 
Mediopassive derivatives with -m-. Especially in the causatives, we often get 
perfective ο even when the VblN and other forms point to lexical i. Leaving 
the choice between e and ο aside, the question here is how to account for the 
mid-height V's in the context of ablaut mechanics. 

Synchronically, the most straightforward interpretation is that the mid-
height V's reflect a mix of Η and L features. The fact that the mid-height V is 
flanked by two ae's in the trisyllabic perfectives suggests that a stem-wide <L> 
melody is at hand. This would make sense if we assume a lexical high V. 

In other contexts the melodic L or Η trumps lexical vocalic features. For 
example, - b v l u l w - 'gape' with medial u has PerfP -aeblalaer-, which 
preserves no trace of the rounding feature. By contrast, the perfectives in (97) 
combine /u/ with L to give o, and HI with L to give e. In other words, the 
surface mid-height V is a compromise, and rounding and backness values are 
preserved. 

For historical speculations see the end of the preceding section. 

(98) V-Height Compromise 

After reconfiguration (see below), middleweight verbs of the 
shape -CuCvC-, and V-initial light verbs (e.g. -uCu-), whose first 
V is a full high vowel {i u}, combine with an overlaid <L> 
melody as j e o ) , respectively. In other words, they compromise 
on vowel-height, while preserving the lexical rounding and 
backness value. 
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As noted above, we often get perfective ο (for expected e) corresponding 
to lexical i. Moreover, the light stems in (97.c) all have initial ο although the 
related stems (imperfective, VblN) have α or i vowels, not u. These facts 
suggest that the input to perfective ablaut, including V-Height Compromise, 
involves pre-ablaut reconfiguration, generally converting /i/ to /u/ or 
specifying an underspecified full V as /u/. For example, PerfP -ora- 'open' 
will come out if the input is reconfigured to /-uru-/ with initial /u/. 

There is considerable dialectal variation involving ο versus e in 
perfectives. T-ka strongly favors ο except in mediopassive derivatives; other 
dialects have more cases of e in underived and causative as well as 
mediopassive verbs. For details see §7.3.1.8, §7.3.1.15, and (for causatives) 
§8.1.5. 

3.4.8 Verb-stem-initial rules (gemination, syncope, initial short V) 

3.4.8.1 Onsets of underived verbs 

In the analysis used here, many verbs that usually appear in inflected forms 
with a stem-initial short V are considered to lack this V in basic lexical 
representations. The best guide to the basic form is usually the Imprt. 

In the perfectives and inflected Shlmpf of heavy C-initial verbs, the onset 
of the stem undergoes changes, including addition of an initial short V (which 
appears as 3 or ae depending on the ablaut melody). I call this Stem-Initial 
V-Insertion. This is all that is needed for many middleweight -CuCvC- verbs 
(note the full vowel "υ"), which simply become perfective or Shlmpf 
-vCuCvC-, and for most augmented -CuCu- (+ -t) verbs, which become 
-vCuCv-t. By contrast, for other stem-shape classes, the inserted initial V is 
followed on the surface by a CC cluster, which is produced either by 
Stem-Initial Syncope if syllabically possible, or by CrGemination. Even some 
-CuCvC- and -CuCu- (+ -t) verbs show CrGemination. 

For A-grm and other Gourma dialects that avoid Stem-Initial Syncope, see 
§3.4.8.3, below. 

The V-Insertion rule is given as (99). 

(99) Stem-Initial V-Insertion 

A heavy (§3.4.1.4) C-initial verb grows an initial short ν in the 
stems of the perfective system, and (except for causatives) in the 
inflectable Shlmpf (but not the Imprt). 

The rule does not apply to the unprefixable perfective stems of (mostly) 
adjectival verbs (§7.3.1.11). 

For T-ka, there is no reason to pre-specify the incremental short V as ae or 
a. The surface ae or a can be accounted for by assuming that the incremental V 
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is within the domain of Melodic Association. For other dialects (K-d, R, T-md) 
the situation is more complex, and once could at least make a case for pre-
specifying the incremental V as as. 

Consider the data in (100). The stems are superheavy stems whose basic 
form (seen in the Imprt) begins wtih CvCV... where V is any vowel and ν is a 
short vowel. When the extra initial short V is added, the sequence vCvCV... is 
conducive to Stem-Initial Syncope, resulting in vCCV... 

(100) Stem-Initial V-Insertion and Stem-Initial Syncope 

gloss Imprt Shlmpf PerfP 

a. -CvCvCCvC-
'shine' m s b w b w 
'toss & turn' babdway 

b. -CvCuCvC-
'gape' 
'rotate' 

b s l u b r 
karukar 

- k n b w b w -
-abbdway-

-ab lubr -
-akruksr-

-aemlaewlasw-
-aeblasdwaey-

-seblalasY-
-Eekrakaer-

c. -CvCvCCvCvC-
'trim (twigs)' saramsaram -asramsaram-
'pound' jarafjarsf -ajrafjaraf-

d. -CvCvCCu- (unaugmented) 
'be spicy' rararh -arrarh 
'be fewer' lakans -alkans 

-aesraemsaerasm-
-asjraefjasrsf-

-aerrserha-
-selkaensa-

e. -CvCvCu- (+ -t) 
'be dying' jarara-t -ajrara-t -aejraerae-t 

f. -CvCuCu- (+ -t) 
'be freed' r awib - t -arwib- t -serwalae-t 

g. -CvCvCCu- (+ -t) 
'be dipped' bbaqqa-t -albaqqa-t -aelbaeqqae-t 

h. -CvCvCCuCv- (+ -t) 
'roll' babmbub- t -abbmbub-t -aeblaembalas-t 

Stem-Initial Syncope also applies to the VblN of these superheavy stems. 
The regular VblN of heavy stems begins with a - (nominal vocalic prefix). 
Examples: α-mlawlaw (variant a -mlawlaw) 'shining', a - b l u b r (variant 
a -b lu la r ) 'gaping'. Replacing Sg a- by PI i - has no effect on Stem-Initial 
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Syncope: i-mlswliw-aen. Likewise, Prefix Reduction (either of Sg a- to "ae- or 
V , or of PI i- to V ) likewise has no effect: daer Vmlswtaw 'in the shining'. 

Stem-Initial Syncope does not apply to the VblN a-PaeQaC associated 
with (light) -vPQvC- verbs. Thus a-haelak 'destroying' (§8.6.1.2). The rule 
also does not apply to nouns. 

The issue of whether Stem-Initial Syncope applies to any short V, or 
specifically to a (and not to ae), was raised above (§3.4.6), because the 
formulation of this syncope rule must be coordinated with the analysis of 
vocalic melodies and the process of Melodic Association. In the VblN of 
heavy verbs, e.g. a-mlswlaw 'shining', the stem-wide melody is <H>, so if 
Melodic Association precedes Stem-Initial Syncope the syncopated V is hi. In 
(100), Stem-Initial Syncope (seemingly) applies both in connection with stem-
wide <H> melody (Shlmpf) and stem-wide <L> melody (PerfP), and therefore 
applies equally to hi and /ae/. However, in other morphological contexts, 
Syncope applies to hi but not to /ae/ (§3.2.7.1), and the perfective <L> melody 
seen in (100) is arguably derived from an underlying <HL> melody. One can 
therefore make a case that the syncopated V in the perfectives in (100) is really 
hi, so that e.g. -aemlaewlaew- 'shine' has the shape /-amalaewlaew-/ at the 
point where Stem-Initial Syncope applies. After Syncope, the resulting 
/-amlaewlaew-/ becomes -aemlaewlaew- by Leftward L-Spreading (§3.2.7.2). 

This analysis, involving an asymmetrical version of Stem-Initial Syncope 
combined with Leftward L-Spreading, might be questioned. Though it should 
not be accepted uncritically by readers, I tend to favor it, since it accounts for 
the otherwise inexplicable correlation between surface <L> melody and Stem-
Initial Syncope among perfectives of superheavy verbs. If this analysis is 
accepted, the Stem-Initial Syncope rule, confined to inflected perfective and 
Shlmpf stems and VblN's of superheavy verb stems, is (101). 

(101) Stem-Initial Syncope 

a) In a superheavy verb stem (§3.4.1.4, above), an initial sequence 
(after Stem-Initial V-Insertion) of the type -vPaCV... ("V" = 
any vowel, "P" = any conmsonant) is syncopated to -vPCV... 

b) In a VblN of a superheavy verb, stem-initial Prf-PvCV... (Prf = 
vocalic prefix) is syncopated to Prf-PCV... 

When a superheavy verb has undergone Stem-Initial V-Insertion but does 
not have a syllabic structure conducive to Stem-Initial Syncope (with an open 
short-voweled Cv syllable in the right location), the stem geminates the first 
stem C. This process is unique to inflected verbs. Consider the data in (102). 
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(102) Stem-Initial V-Insertion and C,-Gemination. 

gloss Imprt Shlmpf 

a. -CvCCvCCvC-
' stumble' jaertaettaef -aejjeertsettaef-
'stumble' jaertaeqqael -aejjaertaeqqasl-
'be coarse' faersaessaen -aeffaersasssaen-
'(hair) stand' baerjaejjasy -aebbaerjaejjaey-
'be slippery' zaelbasbbaey -a2zzaelbaebbasy-

b. -CvCCvC-
' shake, dust' kaeykaey 
'praise God' kasbbasr 

c. -CvCvC-
'boast' baeraej 
'be brown' baenaew 
'be neighbor' haeraej 
'be present' haedaer 

d. -CuCCvC-
'want' 
'freeze' 

dürhan 
vürhas 

-aekkaeykaey-
-aekkaebbaer-

-aebbasraej-
-aebbasnasw-
-aehhaeraej-
-aehhaedaer-

-addurhan-
-aqqurhas-

e. -CvCCu- (unaugmented) 
'harm' laerr ι 

'raise young' raebb 

g. -CuCCu- (unaugmented) 
'carry' babb 
'be detached' fugg 

h. -CvCu- (+ -t) 
'be spotted' baekae-t 
'coil up' laekae-t 
'scrub' fuffara-t 

i . - C d C d - ( + - t ) 
'be able' düba-t -adduba-t 

The gemination rule can be formulated as (103). 

-aellaerr-ι ι 

-äerraebb-

-aebbabb-
-affiigg-

-aebbaekae-t 
-aellaekae-t 
-affuffara-t 

PerfP 

-ajjartasttasf-
-ajjartaeqqasl-
-affarsaessan-
-abbarjaejjaey-
-azzalbasbbaey-

-akkaykaey-
-akkabbaer-

-abbaraej-
-abbanaew-
-ahharasj-
-ahhadaer-

-addurhaen-
-aqqurhaes-

-allarra-ι ι 

-arrabba-

-abbubba-
-affiigga-

-abbakae-t 
-allakas-t 
-affuffaerae-t 

-aeddobae-t 
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(103) Q-Gemination 

In a heavy C-initial verb, after Stem-Initial V-Insertion, if 
Stem-Initial Syncope has failed to apply, in the initial sequence 
-vPv...- the first consonant (P) is geminated, resulting in -vPPv...-. 
Exceptions: middleweight verbs of the basic shape -PuCvC-, and 
most of the shape -ΡυΟυ-, with Ρ plus full vowel in an open 
syllable. 

Examples of the stem types that are not affected by C,-Gemination (or by 
Stem-Initial Syncope) are given in (104). See §3.4.8.3, below, for A-grm, 
which applies C,-Gemination more widely. 

(104) Stem-Initial V-Insertion with no Q-Gemination in -CuCvC- Verbs 

gloss Imprt 

a. Imprt/Shlmpf with u 
'be cousin' bübas 
'marry' diiban 
'have sore feet' dukal 

Shlmpf 

-abubas-
-aduban-
-adukal-

PerfP 

-aebobaes-
-aedobaen-
-xdokael-

b. Imprt/Shlmpf with i 
'gesture' siwaj 

sawaej 
-asiwaj-
-aesawaej-

c. Imprt/Shlmpf with a, perfectives with ο 
'go north' jazaey -aejazsy-

d. Imprt/Shlmpf with a, perfectives with e 
'be wounded' bawaes -aebawaes-
'have cuts' fadaey -sfadasy-
'flee' jawaed -aejawaed-
'be sent on errand' masael -smasael-
'be young' mawaed -semawsed-

-aesewasj-

-aejozasy-

-aebewaes-
-aefedaey-
-sejewaed-
-aemesael-
-aemewaed-

However, compare the augment verb -dübi> (+ -t) 'be able', where C,-
Gemination does in fact occur in the perfectives, and dialectally in the Shlmpf: 
PerfP -ceddobas-t (all dialects), Shlmpf -adduba-t (T-ka) and dialectal variants. 

The pattern in (104.d) is also found with prefixally derived Mediopassives 
of the type -m-iCvC- (i.e. from underived -uCvC-) and -m-iCu- (from -u>Cu-), 
as in PerfP -aem-ekaer- 'be stolen' and -£em-era- 'be open' (§8.3). 
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3.4.8.2 Onsets of causative and mediopassive verbs 

Causative verbs (§8.1) have some special features. The perfective stems are 
fairly normal in T-ka and most other dialects. Here Stem-Initial Syncope 
applies where syllabically possible. Thus PerfP -aes-n-zes-aejbaer- 'cause to 
imitate each other' from -s-vn-vs-vjbvr- . For verbs of shape - vCvC-, 
regardless of whether the dialect prefers aCasC- or CaeC- as unprefixed PerfP 
of the underived stem, the causative PerfP is likewise consistently -£es-CaeC-
(syncopated from /-s-aCaeC-/), as in -aes-waef- 'startle'. In this respect, 
causative verbs apply Stem-Initial Syncope more widely than underived stems, 
which fail to syncopate -PaCaeC- perfectives (which then appear as 
-aPPaCaeC- after C,-Gemination. In causative perfectives, as with underived 
stems, when Stem-Initial Syncope is not possible for syllabic reasons (basic 
stems beginning -s-vCC... or -s-υ...), C rGemination applies to the prefixal 
sibilant, as in PerfP -ass-atilasl- 'sanction' and -aess-otasy- 'wrap (tent)'. 

However, in causatives there is a divergence between perfectives and 
(inflected) Shlmpf stems. The causative Shlmpf is not subject to Stem-
Initial V-Insert ion (which entails the further absence of Stem-Initial 
Syncope), in all dialects checked. For example, the inflected Shlmpf of 'hawk 
(wares)' is -s-ataj- (e.g. 3MaSg Future ad Ί-s-ataj 'he will . . . ' , 3MaPl ad 
s-ataj-ajn 'they-MaPl ...'), and that of 'wrap (tent)' is -s-ütay-, compare PerfP 
-aes-tasj- and -aess-otaey- with both Stem-Initial V-Insertion and Stem-Initial 
Syncope. 

If the causative stem is superheavy (in particular, heavier than -s-vCvC-), 
and begins in -s-vCV... (i.e. with Causative prefix -s- followed by short vowel 
then intervocalic ungeminated C), then CrGemination applies to the post-
preflxal C (i.e. the initial C of the following morpheme, either the core stem or 
an inner derivational prefix) rather than to the prefixal -s-. This is also the case 
with the VblN. 

Thus, the augment verb -s-vtvkuru- (+ -t) 'make bulge at tip of has PerfP 
-aes-t£ekaras-t (with Stem-Initial Syncope), but Shlmpf -s-attakura-t (3MaPl 
Future ad s-attakuru-n, cf.Sg Imprt s-attakura-t) with the post-prefixal t 
geminated to tt. The VblN is likewise α-s-attakuru. More examples are given 
in §3.4.8.3, below, where dialectal variation is also described. 

In the causative VblN, Stem-Initial Syncope normally does not apply 
between the Caus prefix -s- (or other sibilant) and the following core stem, 
even in the pattern α-s-aCaC where Stem-Initial Gemination fails to apply. 
Thus, for T-ka we get syncopated PerfP -ses-daew- 'arrange' but unsyncopated 
VblN α-s-adaw (compare Shlmpf -s-adaw-). For dialectal variation see 
§3.4.8.3, below. 

There are no comparable irregularities with other derivational prefixes on 
verbs. There are two such prefixes, -m- (or -n-) in mediopassive and (with 
heavy stems) reciprocal function (§8.3), and -nvm- in reciprocal function, with 
light and optionally with heavy stems (§8.4). Both prefixes are subject to 
Stem-Initial V-Insertion in perfective and Shlmpf stems. 
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Reciprocal prefix -nvm-, which itself is always followed by a vowel, is 
always conducive to Stem-Initial Syncope, so the η is never geminated by 
C rGemination. Example: -nvm-vdvd- 'bite each other', PerfP -aenm-aedaid-, 
Shlmpf -anm-adad-. 

Mediopassive (or for heavy stems Reciprocal) prefix -m- (or allomorph 
-n- if the stem has a labial C) occurs in a wider range of syllabic environments, 
and is subject to Stem-Initial Syncope or to C,-Gemination as syllabic 
conditions dictate, as with underived C-initial stems. An example with Stem-
Initial Syncope is -n-vs-vdubvn- 'cause each other to get married', PerfP 
-aen-s-aedabaen-, Shlmpf -an-s-aduban-. One with C,-Gemination is -m-vksu-
'be (all) ea ten ' , PerfP - a m m - a k s a - , Shlmpf -aemm-aeks (from 
/-aemm-aeksA-/). Finally, just as with underived -CuCvC-, mediopassive 
-m-uCvC- and -m-uCu- fail to undergo CrGemination. Examples: -m-iri> 'be 
open', PerfP -aem-era-, Shlmpf -aem-ar ; -m-ilvy- 'be cut', PerfP -aem-elaey-, 
Shlmpf -aem-alaey-. Therefore the Mediopassive prefix (whether in 
mediopassive or reciprocal function) behaves just like the initial C of an 
underived stem. Only Causative -s- has atypical behavior. 

3.4.8.3 Dialectal idiosyncracies in verb and VblN onsets 

For A-grm (and, I am told, some other dialects of the Gourma from Gao east to 
Ansongo, and a smaller number of dialects north of the river in the same 
general area), the onset phonology of the onset of underived and causative 
perfectives is rather different. In (105), I show the T-ka patterns for underived 
verbs and the distinctive A-grm counterparts. The T-ka forms are 
representative, in syllabic structure, of all dialects studied except A-grm. Note 
particularly the differences in (105.c). 

(105) Dialectal Variation in Onsets of Underived Verbs 

T-ka A-grm 

a. 'be proved a liar' (-buggu- + -t) 
PerfP -abbuggae-t 
Imprt bugga-t 
Shlmpf -abbugga-t 
VblN ά-baggu 

-abbuggas-t 
bugga-t 
-abbugga-t 
ά-baggu 

b. 'be arrogant' (-bvrvj-) 
PerfP -abbaraej-
Imprt baeraej 
Shlmpf -aebbaeraej-
VblN a-baraj 

-abbarasg-
baeraeg 
-aebbasrag-
a-barag 
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c. 'sag' (-bvkvwkvw-) 

Shlmpf 
VblN 

PerfP 
Imprt bakawkaw 

-abkswkaw-
a-bkawkaw 

-aebkaewkaew- -bsekaewkaew-
bakswkaw 
-bakawkaw-
a-bakawkaw 

The dialects agree in (105.a), where the stem shape -buggu- does not lend 
itself to Stem-Initial Syncope (#-bggi>). (Other dialects such as K-d have 
initial as rather than s in PerfP -aebbuggse-t, but this is not at issue here.) There 
is also no difference in (105.b), where the middleweight stem shape -CvCvC-
is not superheavy, and is therefore too short to allow Stem-Initial Syncope in 
T-ka. In (105.a-b), both dialects show C rGemination in the perfectives and in 
the inflected Shlmpf. On the other hand, in (105.c) we have a verb that does 
allow Stem-Initial Syncope in T-ka, so syncope is observed in the PerfP, 
inflected Shlmpf, and VblN. By contrast, In A-grm, Stem-Initial V-Insertion 
is conspicuously absent from the entire set of forms in (105.c), so there is no 
possibility for Stem-Initial Syncope to apply. CVGemination also fails to apply 
here. 

C,-Gemination does apply, however, to A-grm perfective and Shlmpf 
stems of -CuCvC- verbs that are ungeminated in T-ka and other dialects 
(§3.1.8.1). For example, 'be wounded' has a basic shape -CuCvC- though the 
exact form is variable (the Sg Imprt appears as A-grm biwas, T-ka bawas, and 
K-d and R b ü y a s ) . Its PerfP with Stem-Initial V-Insertion shows 
(^-Gemination in A-grm (-sbbewaes-) but not elsewhere (T-ka -aebewass-, Κ 
and R -aeboyass-). Likewise, -dukvl- 'have sore feet' has PerfP -sddokael-
(A-grm) versus -aedokael- (T-ka and others). My lexicographic A-grm data are 
not completely consistent on this point (the A-grm informant, a government 
official working in Gao, was also fluent in "standard" Tamashek), but my 
sense is that gemination is regular with these verbs in true A-grm dialect. Note 
that A-grm PerfP -abbewaes- and -addokasl- show initial schwa, and therefore 
do not have stem-wide <L> melody as do the other dialects. 

The causatives of T-ka and A-grm are compared in (106). Note 
particularly the PerfP stems in (106.b-c). 

(106) Dialectal Variation in Onsets of Causatives 

T-ka A-grm 

a. 'spit' (-s-utvf-) 
PerfP 
Imprt 
Shlmpf 
VblN 

-sess-otaef-
s-utaf 
-s-ütaf-
α-s-utaf 

-ass-otasf-
s-utsf 
-s-ütaf-
a-s-titaf 
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b. 'hawk (wares)' (-s-vtvj-) 
PerfP -aes-taej-
Imprt s-ataj 
Shlmpf -s-ataj-
VblN a-s-ataj 

-ass-ataeg-
s-atag 
-s-atag-
a-s-atag 

c. 'make bulge' (-s-vtvkuru- + -t) 
PerfP -aes-taekarae-t 
Imprt s-attakura-t 
Shlmpf -s-attakura-t 
VblN a-s-attakuru 

-s-settaekaras-t 
s-attakura-t 
-s-attakura-t 
a-s-attakuri 

The Imprt and Shlmpf forms, and the VblN's, are identical in syllabic 
shape. The differences are in the PerfP of (106.b-c). 

In (106.a), there is no difference (other than the initial ae versus a in the 
PerfP). In (106.b-c), however, A-grm fails to allow Stem-Initial Syncope even 
in the perfective, where it is regular in T-ka and other dialects checked. In 
(106.b), both dialects shown apply Stem-Initial V-Insertion to the PerfP, which 
is accompanied by Stem-Initial Syncope in T-ka -aes-taej- but by 
C rGemination, applied to the prefixal sibilant, in A-grm -ass-ataeg-. The latter 
resembles causative PerfP -ass-aPQasC- and -ass-aPQa-, which are regular in 
all dialects for causatives based on -vPQvC- and -vPQu- stems, respectively, 
where syllabic conditions do not permit syncope, e.g. PerfP -ass-ajla- (T-ka) 
and -ass-agla- (A-grm) 'send'. In (106.c), A-grm fails to apply Stem-Initial 
V-Insertion, but does apply Q-Gemination to the first C of the core stem, in 
the PerfP as in the Shlmpf. 

I have indicated that many inflected causative stems, including the Shlmpf 
in all dialects, plus many perfectives in A-grm, begin with -s- unaccompanied 
by a preceding short V due to Stem-Initial V-Insertion. In reality, I have heard 
a short V in a few elicited forms of these types, but these instances were 
infrequent and I suspect they reflect "elicitation-ese." The relevant cases were 
combinations of Future ad with a Shlmpf that lacked a pronominal subject 
prefix. Even here I usually heard no initial V, as in T-ka ad s-adaw-aen 
'they-Ma will organize' and R ad s-agad-aen 'they-Ma will listen'. However, I 
did transcribe the former as ad as-adaw-aen for the R informant in direct 
elicitation. I believe that this pattern is atypical even for this speaker. 

In A-grm, I have recorded C,-Gemination for several -CuCvC- verbs that 
do not geminate in the other dialects (§3.4.8.1, above), e.g. A-grm PerfP 
-addokael- 'have sore feet' , -assewaeg- 'gesture', -aemmesasl- 'be sent on 
errand'. 

Since T-ka does not syncopate the causative VblN type α-s-aCaC, we get 
forms like α-s-adaw 'arranging' in T-ka as well as A-grm (and most other 
dialects). In this case the divergent dialects in my data are those of the Kidal 
area, which do syncopate and therefore have ά-s-daw 'arranging'. In T-ka, the 
pattern ά-s-CaC is normally confined to instrumental nominals. The R speaker 
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vacillated between a-s -sCsC and ά-s-CaC for the VblN's. Thjs speaker gave 
both ά-s-daw (ΡΠ-s-diw-asn) and a-s-adaw (PI i-s-adiw-asn) for 'arranging'. 

3.4.9 V-Shortening rules and u-Spreading 

V-final verbs shorten their final V before C-initial suffixes. For non-augment 
V-final verbs, the shortening is limited to α becoming ae (§3.4.9.1). For 
augment verbs, the stem-final V (high or low) is shortened before Augment -t-. 
There are also processes (subject to dialectal variation) involving shortening of 
a stem-medial full V, and/or spreading of u from medial to final vowels, in 
certain paradigmatic and derivational forms of heavy verbs (§3.1.9.3). Finally, 
there are some idiosyncratic V-Shortening processes that occur in connection 
with the derivation of causatives from other verbs (§3.1.9.4). 

3.4.9.1 Presuffixal α-Shortening (Non-Augment Verbs) 

To begin with, non-augment V-Final verbs shorten a stem-final α to ae before 
C-initial suffixes (but not clitics). This analysis is based on the assumption that 
the stem-final V ' s in question (see §7.3.1.3, §7.3.1.5) would otherwise appear 
as the full vowel a . The full set of C-initial suffixes that can follow an 
inflectable verb stem are listed in (107). 

(107) Suffixes Inducing Presuffixal α-Shortening 

a. C-initial subject suffixes (3FePl -naet, 2FePl -mast) 
b. C-initial Participle suffix (PI -nen) 

I now argue that the same Presuffixal α-Shortening may also apply before 
some (but not all) V-initial suffixes. Here, however, the phonology is less 
transparent since VV-Contraction (37) is also involved (§3.2.3.3). 

Consider the data in (108), using the light V-final stem -vksu- 'eat ' . 

(108) PerfP of Light V-Final Verb ( 'eat ') 

a. 1-ksa 'he ate' 
b. sksas-naet 'they-Fe ate' 
c. t-akse-d 'you-Sg ate' (likewise lSg akse-r ) 
d. sksai-n 'they-Ma ate' (likewise 2MaPl t-sksae-m) 

The stem-final full α is seen when there is no subject suffix (108.a). Before 
a C-initial suffix, /a/ shortens to χ (108.b). With a -asC suffix, VV-Contraction 
(37.d) applies, but we get either ...e-C (lSg, 2Sg) or ...as-C (2MaPl, 3MaPl) as 
output. In the { lSg 2Sg} case (108.c), accent is compatible with late 
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application of Default Accentuation, so there is no accentual trace of the 
deleted suffixal /EC/. The output e is the regular contraction of /aae/ at a stem-
suffix boundary (§3.2.3.3). 

With 3MaPl -aen, we get the problematic aksae-n (108.d). The accent 
cannot shift farther left, and we see as rather than e at the morpheme boundary. 
If we analyse sksae -n as due to Presuffixal α-Shortening followed by 
VV-Contraction (37.b), we have the derivation in (109.a). Here stem-final χ 
could be identified with deletable /A/. If VV-Contraction (37.d) by itself is 
posited, we get the derivation in (109.b). 

(109) Alternative Derivations of aksae-n 'they-Ma ate' 

a. with Presuffixal α-Shortening (preferred) 

aksa-asn underlying 
sksas-sen Default Accentuation, Presuffixal α-Shortening 
sksae-n VV-Contraction (37.c) 

b. without Presuffixal α-Shortening (dispreferred) 

aksa-aen underlying 
aksa-aen Default Accentuation 
aks-aen VV-Contraction (37.d) 

In (109.a), Presuffixal α-Shortening results in a sequence of two /as/'s, 
which then contract to a single se. (It is difficult to decide whether to 
hyphenate the surface form as sksae-n or aks-aen). In (109.b), the stem-final α 
abruptly disappears before the suffixal short V. Since this is not the way 
VV-Contraction works in other stem-suffix combinations, the derivation 
(109.b) is questionable, and I prefer (109.a). 

Presuffixal α-Shortening is blocked (or undone) when the relevant stem-
final V is "protected" by an ablaut lengthening formative χ -pc l or χ-f . A 
Resit example is 3FePl aksd-nset 'they-Fe have already eaten', cf. PerfP 
sksae-nast. A LoImpfP example is t-imtalli-naet 'they-Fe are confused', where 
stem-final i is not shortened. The apparently exceptional failure to shorten the 
V visibly can be accounted for in either of two ways. In one version, 
Presuffixal α-Shortening is simply blocked by this ablaut formative. In the 
second version, Presuffixal α-Shortening does apply at an early stage, but the 
shortened V is then (re-)lengthened by applying the relevant χ formative. The 
latter solution is preferable on several grounds, but chiefly because the 
relengthening of /ae/ is appropriately a, never e. 

The same pattern of shortening (i.e. provided that an χ formative does not 
protect the full V) is observed with the only C-initial Participial suffix, PI -nen 
(contrast MaSg -aen and FeSg - E e t ) . Participles are used in subject relatives 
(§8.5). Participles for -vksi> 'eat' are in (110). 
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(110) PerfP Participles of 'eat' 

a. Vksae-n MaSg (V-initial suffix) 
b. t-aksae-t FeSg (V-initial suffix) 
c. aksae-nen PI (C-initial suffix) 

In the MaSg and FeSg participles (110.a-b), stem-final /a/ combines with 
the initial /ae/ of the suffix to produce ae by VV-Contraction. This is consistent 
with Presuffixal α-Shortening followed by VV-Contraction (37.c), as in 3MaPl 
PerfP aksae-n (llO.a, above). The PI participle aksas-nen (llO.c) is a more 
transparent example of Presuffixal α-Shortening because the suffix is C-initial. 
In all three cases in (110), Presuffixal α-Shortening is effectively undone when 
an ablaut lengthening formative is present, so the Resit forms of the participles 
in (110) are MaSg i-ksd-n, FeSg t-aksd-t, and PI aksd-nen. 

(108) and (110) show that Presuffixal α-Shortening applies to light V-final 
verbs before any C-initial suffix, and for most but not all V-initial suffixes. For 
heavy non-augment V-final stems, Presuffixal α-Shortening applies before all 
V-initial subject suffixes (lSg and 2Sg in addition to 2MaPl and 3MaPl). PerfP 
forms for a heavy non-augment V-final stem are given in (111), in the same 
format as (108), above. 

(111) PerfP of Heavy Non-Augment V-Final Verb ('be searched') 

a. 1-ffayka 'it-Ma was searched' 
b. affaykas-nset 'they-Fe were searched' 
c. t-affaykae-d 'you-Sg were searched' 
d. affaykae-n 'they-Ma were searched' 

Note that the 2Sg ( l l l . c ) has the same stem-suffix phonology as the 
3MaPl ( l l l .d) . The difference between light and heavy non-augment V-final 
stems is a further indication that Presuffixal α-Shortening, at least before 
V-initial suffixes, is morphologized. 

I christen the rule Presuffixal α-Shortening (rather than ... V-Shortening) 
since it applies only to /a/, not to other full V's. There are some verbs with a 
final u or (in one case) i that can appear before the same C-initial suffixes 
illustrated above, and shortening does not occur: PerfP andu-naet 'they-Fe 
were churned', Shlmpf (Future) ad Iwi-naet 'they-Fe will be born' (contrast 
PerfP awas-naet 'they-Fe were bom' with shortened ae from lal). 

In cases like Shlmpf (Future) ad aksa-naet 'they-Fe will eat' from 
/asksi-naet/, the schwa is not shortened from a full V. Rather, it represents a 
deletable stem-final /i/ that is dropped word-finally, as in ad 0-aeks 'he will 
eat'. 

Presuffixal α-Shortening does not apply to V-final verbs when directly 
followed by a C-initial object clitic: l-ksa-\taet 'he ate it-Fe' with unreduced a. 
We do get a short ae before Centripetal clitic variant -\add, if no χ ablaut 
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formative is present. Example: 0-osae-\dd 'he came (arrived here)'. However, 
since the Centripetal clitic begins in a short V, this shortening might be 
analysed as a direct effect of VV-Contraction, cf. (37.d), without invoking the 
Presuffixal α-shortening rule needed for the other cases described above. 

Presuffixal α-Shortening does not apply to nouns. If a noun is V-final, it 
can take MaPl suffix -taen, FeSg suffix complex -t-t, or FePl suffix complex 
-t-en, with no shortening of the stem-final V (§4.1.2.2). 

The rule can be stated as (112). 

(112) Presuffixal α-Shortening (Non-Augment Verbs) 

stem-final α —» ae 
a) before any C-initial suffix (subject or participial) 
b) before any V-initial subject or Participial suffix (heavy non-

augment V-final verbs) 
c. before a Plural V-initial subject suffix or a V-initial Participial 

suffix (light V-final verbs) 

The highly irregular impersonal verb-like stem -aeba-, which with an 
object NP X means 'X was lost', appears to lose or shorten its α in some 
combinations (§7.3.2.16). 

3.4.9.2 Pre-Augment V-Shortening 

Another suffix that induces shortening of a preceding stem-final full V is the 
Augment -t- that occurs in some but not all forms in the paradigms of 
"augment verbs" (§7.1). This is the only C-initial suffix that can directly 
follow an augment verb, since -t- occurs before C-initial subject and Participial 
suffixes as well as word-finally. 

Like non-augment verbs (preceding section), augment verbs shorten α to χ 
(113). 

(113) PerfP of Augment Verb -furru- 'fly away' 

a. affurre-n 3MaPl 
b. l-ffiirras-t 3MaSg 
c. t-affurrae-t-maet 2FePl 

In inflected forms, Augment -t- is absent before V-initial subject suffixes 
like 3MaPl -aen, whereupon stem-final /a/ contracts with suffix-initial /ae/ to 
form e (113.a), see §3.2.3.3. However, Augment -t- is present in the absence of 
a suffix (113.b), and before a C-initial subject suffix (113.c), and we observe 
shortening of the stem-final led to ae in these cases. 
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Unlike the case with non-augment verbs, with augment verbs the 
shortening also applies to high V's {i u}, which merge into the only short high 
vowel 3. This is seen in Imprt and other short imperfective stems. In (114), the 
LoImpfP shows a stem-final u or i, corresponding to a in the Shlmpf. 

(114) Imprt of Augment Verb 'fly away' 

gloss stem (plus -t-) LoImpfP Imprt 

a. 'be dying' -jvrvri- -t-ljrari-t jarara-t 
b. 'ruin' -s-vmrsu- -s-lmarsu-t s-ammarsa-t 

There is good evidence that augment stems are V-final, cf. VblN ά-farru 
(dialectally ae-farru) for 'fly away', a-jrsri for 'be dying', and a-s-ammarsu 
for 'ruin'. 

When an ablaut lengthening formative "protects" the stem-final V, it 
appears as a full V. This is seen in all long imperfectives, which have a 
formative χ-f in the final stem syllable, e.g. LoImpfP i-t-lfarru-t 'he flies 
away' and the LoImpfP forms in (114). 

There is one other exception to shortening with augment verbs. Some 
augment verbs belong at least loosely to the category of "adjectival" verb. 
The two diagnostics for adjectival verb are irregular perfectives, and avoidance 
of the χ-pcl ablaut formative in the Resit stem. Of these diagnostics, irregular 
perfectives are pertinent here. There are at least seven augment verbs with 
PerfP CsCa- t - or CaCa-t- (dsema-t- 'be light reddish brown', daera-t- 'be 
brown', kaesa-t- 'be speckled', m£eja-t 'be spotted', d a l a - t - 'be green', 
mala- t - 'be white on head', fawa-t - 'be brown'), see (372.d) in §7.3.1.6 an 
(393) in §7.3.1.13. In these stems, which often keep the -t- even before 
V-initial suffixes, there is no V-Shortening before -t-. Their MaSg and FeSg 
participles have either χ or e by VV-Contraction (37.d), e.g. MaSg dseme-n 
(T-ka) or daeme-n (A-grm) 'light reddish brown', dalae-n (T-ka) or dale-n 
(A-grm) 'green'. 

The rule can be formulated as (115). 

(115) Pre-Augment V-Shortening (Augment Verbs) 

stem-final α —> as and {i u} —> a before Augment -t-

A similar Stem-Final V-Shortening applies to stem-final α (but not other 
vowels) before Centripetal -\add after VV-Contraction; see §10.2.1.1. 

With augment verbs, there is no real "jurisdictional" issue between Pre-
Augment V-Shortening and VV-Contraction (37). This is because 
VV-Contraction applies to augment verbs in combination with V-initial 
suffixes in a manner that preserves the stem-final full V, whereby i and u 
survive to the surface and Id surfaces as e. 
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3.4.9.3 Medial V-Shortening and u-Spreading 

These processes apply to long imperfectives, and in some cases to short 
imperfectives, of stems with full u in a nonfinal syllable. 

It is necessary to distinguish -...CuCvC- from -...CuCCvC- stems ("v" = 
short vowel). The u is in an open syllable in the first case, but in a closed 
syllable in the second. Examples are -bvlulvr- 'gape' (open syllable) and 
-hussvl- 'be obligatory' (closed syllable). The expected long imperfectives 
are -t-lblulir- and -t-lhussil-. Forms of this type actually occur in A-grm and 
some other dialects near Gao, but in all other Tamashek dialects checked they 
are ungrammatical. Instead, u-Spreading applies, copying the features of u 
onto the (lengthened) final V. If the original medial u is in a closed syllable, it 
is reduced to a by Medial V-Shortening (but only after u-Spreading has 
applied). The output forms and suggested derivations are in (116). 

(116) Derivation of Long Imperfectives 

'gape' 'be obligatory' 

/-bvlulvr-/ 
/-t-lbluliY-/ 
/-t-lbluluY-/ 

-t-lbluluY-

/-hussvl-/ 
/-t-lhussil-/ 
/-t-lhussul-/ 
/-t-ihsssul-/ 
-t-lhassul-

comment 

lexical stem 
after LoImpfP ablaut 
u-Spreading (119) 
Medial V-Shortening (120) 
attested form 

Similarly, the simple VblN of 'be obligatory' is a-hussal. The PI of such 
heavy VblN's lengthens the final schwa, usually to i. With a-hussal , the 
resulting PI appears not at #i-hussil-aen, rather (in T-ka at least) as 
i-hassul-aen. For VblN α-blutar , the PI is i-blulur-aen with u-Spreading but 
no shortening (§8.6.1.4). 

u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening also apply to V-final stems that 
have u in a preceding syllable. For unaugmented V-final verbs (§7.3.1.14), 
examples are -tvruru- 'go down' (PerfP -ietrara-, LoImpfP -t-ltruru- with 
u-Spreading) and -fuggu- 'be detached' (PerfP -sffugga-, LoImpfP -t-lfaggu-
with u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening). For V-final verbs with Augment 
-t- (§7.3.1.16), examples are -bvlvmbulu- 'roll' (PerfP -asblaembalas-t, 
LoImpfP -t-iblsmbulu-t with u-Spreading) and - fuf fvru- 'scrub' (PerfP 
-af fuffaeras- t , LoImpfP - t - i f a f f a r u - t with u-Spreading and Medial 
V-Shortening). 'Scrub' shows that u-Spreading can occur even when the 
lexical u and the targeted stem-final V are separated by an intervening short-
voweled syllable (-fuffvru-). The correct syllabic shape for the input to the rule 
is therefore ...CuCC(vC)u(C)- with the optional material in parentheses. 

Medial V-Shortening in long imperfectives is not limited to u, though u is 
overwhelmingly the most frequent target. There are no verbs known to me 
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with i in the relevant position. The verb -jujju- 'load' has PerfP -aj juj ja-
showing an unreduced medial u. Its LoImpfP -t-ajaejja- with <L> melody has 
medial ae, evidently shortened from /a/ (we would expect #-t-ajajja-). The 
other regular verb of this shape is 'carry (baby) on back' (LoImpfP 
-t-abaebba-, VblN a-bsbb). The dialectally variable verbs -Yi)(y)mi> 'sit' 
(§7.3.2.9) and -juyho- 'testify' (§7.3.2.10) have full V's in the short 
imperfectives in most non-T-ka dialects (length is indeterminate in the 
perfectives where phonetic i could represent hy/ or /iy/, but the V is shortened 
in the long imperfectives: LoImpfP -t-araeyma-, -t-ajaeyha-. The paradigm of 
'load' appears to be archaic and isolated. On the other hand, I can cite no verbs 
with medial α in the relevant position that do not shorten it to ae. Other verbs 
with PerfP -aPPuCCa- have <H> melody in the (short and long) imperfectives, 
e.g. -ajjussa- 'go south', LoImpfP -t-ljassu-. 

The long imperfectives that show Medial V-Shortening all have a full V in 
the final syllable, whose length is either created or reinforced by the ablaut 
feature χ-f. However, the PerfP type -ajjujja- 'load' shows that simply having 
the relevant surface phonological shape ...CUCC(VC)D(C)- is not sufficient to 
force shortening. There are two ways to formalize the conditions for the 
shortening rule in long imperfectives. First, one might guess that the first υ 
(full V) in e.g. ...CuCC(vC)u(C)- is shortened only when the final υ is 
associated with the ablaut formative χ-f (the rule therefore applies only to long 
imperfectives). We will see in a moment that this will not work for the short 
imperfectives. Second, we could argue that shortening occurs in 
...CuCC(vC)iXC)-, without regard to the formative χ-f, but is blocked when the 
stem melody is composite, like <H L> in -ajjujja- 'loaded'. 

To study u-Spreading in bisyllabic stems, we must consider the plural of 
VblN α-CuCaC, and the Lolmpf of causative -s-uCvC-. A VblN example is 
a-budar 'being rude', PI i-büdur-aen (§8.6.1.4), with u...u. However, in the 
causatives, rounding and backness are transferred rather than copied: 
-s-umvm- 'suck', LoImpfP -s-imum- with i...u (§8.1.5). Conceivably, the 
VblN stem might be treated as trisyllabic here, including PI i-. 

u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening have a more limited effect on short 
imperfectives. Since the Shlmpf has no ablaut lengthening feature, the Shlmpf 
forms for verbs like 'gape' and 'be obligatory' (cf. 116, above) have a short V 
in their final syllable, so they are not candidates for u-Spreading. Interestingly, 
they do not undergo Medial V-Shortening either, as seen in Shlmpf -ahhussal-
'be obligatory'. Therefore, if u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening are to 
apply at all to Shlmpf forms, they must be limited to verbs that are already 
V-final. As it happens, no unaugmented V-final verb has a medial u. Therefore 
the only attested stems showing u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening in the 
Shlmpf are augmented V-final stems (§7.3.1.16). 

Moreover, even for the augmented V-final stems, the two rules take effect 
only in the portion of the Shlmpf paradigm with V-initial subject pronominal 
suffixes, all of which happen to have the shape -aeC, like 3MaPl -aen. These 
are precisely the forms that omit Augment -t- (in the rest of the Shlmpf 
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paradigm, the -t- shortens the stem-final V). The forms without -t- end up with 
u, as the stem-final and suffix-initial V's contract. In (117) I give full Shlmpf 
paradigms for 'groan' (no medial u, hence stem-final i in the augmentless sub-
paradigm), 'be diluted' (medial u in open syllable, hence u-Spreading in the 
augmentless sub-paradigm), and 'fly' (medial u in closed syllable, hence both 
u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening in the augmentless sub-paradigm). 

(117) Shlmpf Paradigms 

subject 'groan' 'be diluted' ' f ly ' 

a. Augment -t- present (subject suffix is zero, or C-initial) 
3MaSg 
3FeSg 
3FePl 
2FePl 
1P1 

1-hnaffa-t 
t-ahnaffa-t 
ahnaffa-t-neet 
ahnaffa-t-maet 
n-ahnaffa-t 

1-drura-t 
t-adrura-t Ι 
adrura-t-naet Ι 
adrüra-t-maet 
n-adrura-t 

1-ffurra-t 
t-affurra-t 
affurra-t-naet 
t-affurra-t-maet 
n-affurra-t 

b. Augment -t- absent (subject suffix is V-initial) 
3MaPl ahnaffi-n adruru-n 
2Sg t-ahnaffi-d t-ädruru-d 
2MaPl t-ahnaffi-m t-adruru-m 
lSg ahnaffi-Y [...ev] adruru-γ [...ου] 

affarru-n 
t-affarru-d 
t-affarru-m 
effarru-γ [...ΟΥ] 

The forms in (117.b) are valid for T-ka and some other T-area dialects. 
However, most other Tamashek dialects examined have final-syllable e instead 
of i or u in (117.b) and do not shorten the medial u in the -CuCCu- type. Thus 
3MaPl -abbuffe-n 'they-Ma abound' for several K- and Gao-area dialects, 
versus T-ka abbaffu-n. 

For the verb - j u j j u - 'load' (PerfP - a j ju j j a - , LoImpfP -t-ajaejja-), the 
Shlmpf is -sejjajj /-aejjajji-/ in most dialects, ending with an underspecified 
high V III. The hi is never realized as a full V, even when it contracts with the 
(short) V of a V-initial subject pronominal suffix. The medial α in the Shlmpf 
stem is not shortened: 3MaSg 0-aejjajj , 3MaPl 0-aejjaj ja-n. The failure of 
Medial V-Shortening to apply to /-aejjajji-/ could be attributed to the lack of a 
stem-final (or contracted) full V, or to the composite <L H> melody. However, 
the paradigm of 'load' is archaic and isolated, and other (newer) verbs of the 
same syllabic shape have <H> rather than <L> melody in the Shlmpf, e.g. 
Imprt függ 'be detached' and jüss 'go south'. As with many u-medial verbs, 
A-grm has a distinct paradigm for 'load' with medial short V 's throughout: 
PerfP -aggagga-, Imprt gaegg, etc. 

The verb -muttvsu- (-t) ' fear ' has Shlmpf -ammüttasa-t , with 3MaPl 
ammut tas i -n (R dialect) exemplifying the combination with 1-xCI subject 
suffix; contrast T-ka 3MaPl ammattasu-n. The LoImpfP stem is -t-imattasu-t 
(all dialects). The stem-final Isvl sequence has its V rounded in the LoImpfP 
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(su), but in R it remains unrounded in the 3MaPl Shlmpf (si). In -muttvsu-, the 
lexical u is separated from the stem-final full V by an intervening syllable. I 
conclude that u-Spreading (which spreads the rounding feature) applies over 
an intervening syllable only when the original u is shortened to a. 

For more on short imperfectives, see §7.2.3. 
There are also some shortenings of expected u to a in VblN ' s and other 

nominalizations. 

(118) Verbal Nouns 

gloss PerfP LoImpfP VblN 

a. no shortening in VblN (-CüCCvC-) 
'be obligatory' -ahhussael- -t-lhassul- a-hiissal 
'freeze' -aqqurhaes- -t-rvarhus- a-rürhas 

b. no shortening in VblN (unaugmented -CüCCu-) 
'go south' -ajjussa- -t-Tjassu- a-jüss 
'be detached' -affugga- -t-lfaggu- a-fugg 

c. shortening in VblN (uinaugmented -CüCCu-) 
'load' -ajjujja- -t-ajasjja- a-jajj 

d. shortening in VblN (augmented -CüCCu-) 
'gulp' -aqqubbae-t -t-lrabbu-t ά-vabbu 
'scrub' -affüffaerae-t -t-ifaffaru-t a-faffaru 

Medial V-Shortening occurs reliably in the VblN for augmented verbs of 
the stem-shape -CuCCu- (118.d). Note that these VblN's end in a full V, while 
the VblN's in (118.a-c) lack such a final V. There is no shortening in 
-CuCCvC- stems (118.a), since these C-final verbs have short V's in their final 
syllables. 

The unaugmented type -CuCCu- is divided: (118.b) has a VblN with 
unshortened u, while 'load' in (118.c) does shorten /u/ to a. The verbs in 
(118.b-c) also have divergent vocalic melodies in the (long and short) 
imperfective systems, so the variation in vocalism is not confined to the VblN. 
'Load' in (118.c) has a Niger Tamajak cognate, whose VblN "agaggi" 
preserves a final i (LTF2:83). 

Not shown in (118) are a other types of nominalization, e.g. a j ja j ru 
'sterility' (cf. PerfP -ajjujra- 'be sterile'), see (563) in §8.6.5. 

These rules may also be operative in verbs like 'be churned' (PerfP -andu-, 
Imprt andu, LoImpfP -niddu-). The relevant verbs are the u/u subtype, and 
perhaps also the α/u subtype, of -vCCu- verbs (§7.3.1.4). Though the analysis 
is not transparent, the idea is to take the basic form as -undu- with the u initial 
rather than final, and account for e.g. Imprt andu as the result of u-Spreading 
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and Medial V-Shortening. The best evidence for this is causative -s-undu-
'churn', with the u in the hypothesized position (PerfP -ass-undo-, etc.). If this 
idea is accepted, it remains to consider the long imperfectives of the underived 
stem, e.g. LoImpfP -nlddu- 'be churned'. With input -undo-, we need a pre-
ablaut reconfiguration to -nuddu-. We could get this to -naddu- by applying 
<H> melody and allowing u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening to apply, cf. 
LoImpfN and Prohib -naddu-. LoImpfP -nlddu- can be derived from this 
-naddu- by adding χ-pcl and χ-pcl. 

The u-Spreading rule is formulated as (119). 

(119) u-Spreading [all dialects except A-grm] 

a. In an inflected verb or VblN with medial-syllable u and a 
subsequent full V, both of which are within the domain of an 
<H> melody, the quality features (round, back) of u are copied 
onto this subsequent V if either 

a) the original u is shortened to a (by Medial V-Shortening), 
or 

b) the original u is in the syllable immediately preceding 
that of the targeted full V. 

b. In the bisyllabic causative type -s-uCvC-, the LoImpfP -s-iCuC-, 
the back and rounded features of u are transferred (not just 
copied) to the full V of the final syllable, leaving the first V in 
the form i as the unmarked high full V. 

In practice, u-Spreading can only apply to imperfectives and VblN's, since 
there are no perfectives that have a medial u, a subsequent full V, and <H> 
melody. 

A formulation of Medial V-Shortening requiring the χ-f ablaut formative 
will work for the long but not short imperfectives or VblN's. A formulation 
based solely on syllabic shape ...CuCC(vC)u- without direct reference to 
ablaut can cover both long and short imperfectives, but does not account for 
the failure of shortening to apply to the u of PerfP -sjjujja- 'load' or -ajjussa-
'go south'. Medial V-Shortening is also often associated with u-Spreading in 
both long and short imperfectives, but cases like LoImpfP -t-ajaejja- with 
medial /a/ shortened to ae demonstrate that Medial V-Shortening can apply in 
the absence of u-Spreading. 

(120) Medial V-Shortening 

In verb stems and VblN's ending (after basic ablaut formation and 
u-Spreading) in ...CuCC(vC)u(C)-, i.e. if there is a medial full V 
followed by a CC cluster and also a full V in the final syllable, if 
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the two full V's are jointly subject to a stem-level melody <H> or 
<L>, the first V is shortened (/u/ —» a, lol ae). 

If the verb 'load' (and the one other verb of the same type) are 
disregarded, we could forget about lal and formulate the rule to apply only to 
/u/ in a stem that (perhaps after u-Spreading) has another u in a subsequent 
stem-syllable. 

3.4.9.4 V-Shortening processes confined to causative verbs 

In causative verbs (derived with -s- prefix, §8.1), we observe a number of 
vocalic adjustments relative to the corresponding underived stems. One pattern 
is the shortening of a medial full u (there are no relevant combinations with 
other full V's), when followed by a CC cluster and at least one further syllable. 
This V-Shortening resembles (120) just formulated for underived verbs (and 
VblN's), but is more general. Data are in (121), followed by a formulation of 
the rule in (122). 

(121) Cases of Causative Medial V-Shortening 

input gloss causative 

a. -hussvl- 'be obligatory' -s-vhvssvl-
b. -mussu- 'move' -s-vmvssu-

(122) Causative Medial V-Shortening 

A full V (all examples happen to be u) followed by a CC cluster in 
a noninitial, nonfinal syllable is shortened to ν in the basic form of 
the causative. 

See (469.d-e) in §8.1.6-7 for more examples. 
Full V's in final closed syllables are also shortened, as in -s-udvb- (PerfP) 

-sess-odasb- 'make drip' from -üdab- 'drip' (or PerfP -adub-). 

(123) Causative Final-Syllable V-Shortening, repeated later as (459) 

A full V in the final syllable of an underived verb with 
imperfective -i/uC(C)aC- is reduced to a short V in the basic form 
of the causative. 

See (458) in §8.1.5 for more causative examples. 
In many cases, stem-initial full V's are also shortened when Causative -s-

is prefixed. For example, -s-vstvk- 'make empty' is the causative of the 

gloss 

'obligate' 
'drive' 
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adjectival verb whose imperfectives are based on -istak-, e.g. Imprt Istak (cf. 
PerfP -astik-). Likewise, causative -s-vfvd- 'make thirsty' is from an input 
with imperfectives based on -ifad-, dialectally -üfad- (cf. PerfP -affud-). 
There are some difficulties in analysis, the main choice being whether the 
input to causative formation is the perfective or the imperfective. There are 
also some exceptions to V-Shortening that cannot be easily explained away. 
For fuller data, see (458) in §8.1.5. A provisional formulation of the rule is 
(124). 

(124) Causative Initial V-Shortening (with exceptions); repeated as (460) 

A full V in the first syllable of an underived bisyllabic 
imperfective -i/uC(C)aC- verb is reduced to a short V in the basic 
form of the causative, [with exceptions; rule assumes that input is 
underived imperfective] 

Rules (123) and (124) often co-occur, so that both full V's of e.g. -istak-
'be empty' are shortened in Caus -s-vstvk- (e.g. PerfP -ass-sstaek-). Rule 
(124) resembles Medial V-Shortening (120), which applies to imperfective and 
VblN forms of underived (i.e. non-causative) stems. However, (124) does not 
require a medial CC cluster. All of these shortening rules are confined to 
particular verbal ablaut contexts, and it is not useful to reduce them to a single 
"general" rule. 

Another relevant causative is -s-ündu- 'churn', with stems including PerfP 
-ass-unda- and LoImpfP -s-indu-. The LoImpfP is derived via /-s-undi-/ and 
/-s-andu-/, with u-Spreading and with Causative Medial V-shortening of u to 
a. See end of §8.1.6 for the derivation. That these two morphophonological 
rules are part of the ablaut formation rule is shown by the fact that they apply 
after the integration of <H> melody and the χ-f formative, but before the 
attachment of the χ-pcl and χ-pcl formatives. 

3.4.10 Vowel-semivowel dissimilation (iw for #uw, ew for #ow) 

There is evidence in ablaut patterns that expected sequences uw and ow, where 
the round V is due to an ablaut melody and the w is lexical, are replaced by iw 
and ew, respectively. 

This is seen in the unsuffixed ablaut plural of nouns, where a full stem V 
in the Sg, not in the final syllable, is normally realized as u in the PI. However, 
if the following C is w, we get i instead of u. Thus se-bawan 'monitor lizard', 
PI i-blwan (for expected #i-buwan). See §4.1.2.17 for more examples. 

In verb stems with a full medial V, not in the final syllable, there is some 
dialectal variation between ο and e in the perfective system when the VblN 
points to lexical i. Here the e output makes more sense phonologically, cf. 
V-Height Compromise (§3.4.7). However, except in mediopassive derivatives. 
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T-ka nearly always has ο instead of e, as in PerfP -aess-oraed- 'bathe' (versus 
A-grm -sss-erasd-, Κ and R -sess-eraed-), cf. VblN α-s-irsd or a-s-lrad (all 
dialects). Nevertheless, in T-ka we do get e instead of ο when the following 
lexical C is w, as in PerfP -sess-ewaed- 'raise price' and -aess-ewael- 'make 
noise' (VblN's α-s-iwad, a-s-lwal). See §8.1.5. 

Of the two -CDCVC- verb stem types, -CuCvC- and -CiCvC-, -CuCvC- is 
most common in underived stems, but when C2 is w we get -CiCvC-, as in 
-jiwvd- 'flee' (PerfP -sejewasd-). Five of seven known underived -CiCvC-
stems are in fact -CiwvC- verbs, and the other two are an Arabic borrowing 
and a frozen mediopassive derivative. See §7.3.1.7 for details. The dialectal 
alternation of -buyvs- and -biwvs- for the verb 'wound', covered under the 
rubric of metathesis in §3.2.2.1, is also relevant here. 

These dissimilations are internal to the ablaut system, and are not regular 
phonological rules. 

In V-final nouns with suffixal PI, there is often an extra stem-final w in the 
PI, and the stem-final V often mutates before this w. However, a range of 
Sg/Pl vocalic pairings are found, all highly morphologized, and dissimilation 
seems to be a minor factor. For the data see §4.1.2.6. 

3.5 Syntactically controlled phonological processes 

There is a pervasive interaction between "syntax" and "phonology" in 
Tamashek, which allows us to make a strong case for a morphological view of 
the grammar. That is, instead of a model of grammar that starts with an 
autonomous abstract syntax, and then allows a phonological module to execute 
more or less natural phonological adjustments to the outputs of the syntax, 
Tamashek lends itself to a model where grammatical categories, linear 
ordering, and phonology (segmental, accentual, and ablaut) are inextricably 
intertwined. 

The common denominator of the phenomena treated in this section is a 
repeating "figure" of the type [X+Y...], where X is some phrase-initial word or 
particle, and Y is a word whose phonological form is modified in this syntactic 
context. The modifications of Y are mostly, but not always, interpretable as 
reductions. The [X+Y...] groupings do not correspond to phrasal boundaries in 
current formal syntactic models. For example, the combination [verb 
+ subject] (excluding object) is not recognized as a phrase in any syntactic 
theory I know of. Therefore even the phrasal bracketings relevant to the 
morphophonological processes described here are idiosyncratic to Tamashek. 
On top of this, the phrasal bracketings are not identical to those needed for 
phrasal accent. For example, [verb + object] counts as a phrase for 
accentuation, as does [verb + subject], but of the two only [verb + subject} 
shows Prefix Reduction in the noun. Therefore converting "syntactic" phrases 
to "prosodic" phrases by rebracketing, as a way of explaining how Tamashek 
microsyntactic organization diverges from natural syntactic groups, will not 
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work, at least if "prosodic" phrases are defined in a manner relevant to actual 
prosody. 

3.5.1 Prefix Reduction of nouns (dependent state) 

An important morphological process affecting nouns is that associated with 
dependent state (in French usually « etat d'annexion »). This "state" is a 
cover term for the following syntactic positions: a) complement of a 
preposition (dative, possessive, locative), b) compound final (in a few tight 
compound constructions like that with erk 'bad', §5.2.4.4); and c) subject 
immediately following an inflected verb. In all three cases, the noun in 
question can be said to "depend on" an immediately preceding word or stem. 

If a noun that has a vocalic prefix consisting of a full V (i.e. a noun 
beginning with Sg α-, e-, t-α-, t-e-, or PI i- or t-i-) occurs in dependent state, 
directly following the preposition, compound initial, or verb on which it 
"depends," the prefix undergoes Prefix Reduction. There is no other 
morphological indication of dependent state (for example, there is no case-
marking of subject or prepositional complement), so Prefix-Reduction itself is 
as close as we come in this language to structural case-marking. Note that 
nouns that do not have a full-V prefix undergo no (audible) reduction of the 
prefix. 

I use the diacritic 1 before a noun to indicate that it has undergone audible 
Prefix Reduction. I do not use the diacritic for other nouns (e.g. those lacking a 
full-V vocalic prefix), even when they occur in syntactic positions associated 
with dependent state. 

The relevant shifts are given in (125). 

(125) Reduced Forms of Full-V Nominal Prefixes 

category unreduced form reduced form 

a. MaSg α-, e- ae- if next syllable has (ae α e o} 
ae- if the noun has no other syllable 

[e-mm 'mouth' "'ae-mm] 
9- if next syllable has {a i u} 

b. MaPl i- 3- before CC 
0 - before single C 

c. FeSg t-α-, t-e- t-ae- if next syllable has {ae α e ο} 
t-a- before CC plus {a i u} 
t-3- (dialectally ""t-0-) before a 

single C plus {a i u} 
[no example of monosyllabic stem] 
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d. FePl t-i- nt-9- before CC plus {a i u} 
""t-3- (dialectally ^-0-) before a 

single C plus {a i u} 
[for the dialectology of 't-a- or "t-0- see below] 

Prefix Reducation does not occur if a pause, or a parenthetical insert, 
intervenes between the reduction trigger and the noun in question. In (126), 
hakadd 'as well as' normally requires Prefix Reduction on the following noun, 
but the intervening daer 'also' (dialectal for ddr) and the pause allow the 
following noun ('livestock animals') to appear with full prefix, here PI i-. 

(126) ...as O-saekkaetew-sen hakadd daer, 
... Instr Pl-child-MaPl as.well.as also, 
i-razzej-asn hiillasn 
Pl-livestock-MaPl very.much 
'(Disease has disturbed) the children, as well as the livestock, very 
much.' 

Some singular nouns already begin in a short vowel ae or a, whether it is 
segmentable as a prefix or part of the stem. MaSg examples: addinaet 'people' 
(dialectally seddinaet), ae-lawi 'cockiness'. Such nouns undergo no further 
reduction after prepositions or in postverbal subject function. The same is true 
of FeSg nouns with t- plus a short vowel, e.g. t-a-rlali-t-t 'women's cry of 
joy'. Likewise, the few C-initial nouns that do not take nominal prefixes (e.g. 
ksemmo 'illness') undergo no change in the syntactic positions indicated. For 
all of these invariant nouns, there is no audible difference between e.g. subject 
and object directly following a verb stem. 

However, the majority of nouns do begin with a full-V prefix (with or 
without FeSg t-). These undergo Prefix Reduction in the relevant positions: 
MaSg α-kaebor 'sparrow', dependent "ae-kaebor, MaPl ί -kbar , dependent 
"a-kbar ; FeSg t-a-käebar-t, dependent "t-se-kaebar-t, FePl t - l -kabr-en , 
dependent "t-s-kabr-en varying dialectally with 't-0-kabr-en (with phrasal 
accent on the preceding morpheme x). 

The choice between "a- and nas- here is consistent with an initial reduction 
to "ae-, which is then subject (most systematically in T-ka) to Short-V 
Harmony (46) (§3.2.6), which converts /ae/ to a when the following syllable 
has a high V. In dialects like A-grm that do not apply Short-V Harmony, we 
get "ae- as the reduced form of Ία- or 'e- regardless of the vocalism of the 
following syllable. 

The choice between "a- and zero (-0-) in the plural is somewhat tricky. In 
all dialects, we get a phonetic schwa when the following stem begins with a 
CC cluster, as in i-hrühuv-asn 'migrations', reduced form "a-hrühur-aen. In 
T-ka and some Gao-area dialects, if the stem proper begins with CV..., we get 
"0- in the MaPl (for i-), but "t-a- with a clear schwa in the FePl (for t-i-). In 
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T-md, R, K, and some Gao-area dialects, we get "0- in the MaPl (for i-) as in 
T-ka, but also get ' t-0- in the FePl. The dialectal difference can be seen in the 
PP formed by Locative daer 'in' and the PI noun t-l-rubba 'gulps', which 
appears as T-ka daer "t-a-vubba but e.g. T-md d s r "t-0-Yubba. Note the 
accents; the T-ka schwa is capable of taking accent (here, default accent on the 
antepenult), but the T-md zero is disregarded in accentuation, so phrasal accent 
falls on the preceding preposition. A further example is t-l-hatt-en 'sheep-PI', 
daer t-3-hatt-en 'in the sheep' (T-ka, some Gao-area dialects) or dser 
t-0-hatt-en (K, other Gao-area dialects). 

There is a real question whether the basic Prefix Reduction rule converts 
PI i- to V (which can then be syncopated in some environments), or to 0 -
(with a schwa inserted by a later rule if too many C's have piled up). Within 
T-ka, MaPl i- seems to have a basic reduced form '0-, but FePl t-i- has a basic 
reduced form ""t-a-. so the MaPl and FePl diverge in vocalism. In T-md and 
other dialects that allow FePl t-0-, it is reasonable to take ^0- as the basic 
reduced form of PI Ί- in both MaPl and FePl 

I will agonize about this no further, and will formulate the Prefix-
Reduction rule as (127), allowing some latitude in the plural. 

(127) Prefix-Reduction (Nominal Prefixes in Dependent State) 

In a "dependent" syntactic position (after preposition, some types of 
compound final, postverbal subject), reduce full to short V in 
nominal vocalic prefix, i.e.: 

a. {-a--e-} —>-ae-

b. -i- —> -3- or -0- [see above for details] 
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For those nouns that undergo no audible change in Prefix Reduction 
contexts (i.e. those with no vocalic prefix and those with a short-voweled 
prefix), there are occasional parsing difficulties at the sentential level. The two 
sentences in (128.a-b) are identical in form but have different senses. 

The ambiguity is due to the following circumstances, in combination. 
First, edi 'dog' does not undergo (audible) Prefix Reduction in the dependent 
state, and so in postverbal position it can be taken as either object or subject. 
Second, Tamashek has obligatory subject agreement on the verb, whether or 
not the coindexed subject NP is also present, so the 3MaSgS prefix i- could 
index edi as subject, or could index some other 3MaSg entity ('he') as subject. 
Third, 1P1 clitics have identical forms for dative and object function (this is 
also true for lSg). In most cases, transitive sentences are clearer, due to either 
audible Prefix Reduction (distinguishing subject from other function), 
pronominal incompatibility of subject affix on verb with postverbal NP, or use 
of a non-lst person clitic (since 2nd and 3rd person clitics distinguish object 
from dative function). 

In such cases as ϊ-ηγα edi 'he killed the dog' versus i-qY-\e edi 'the dog 
killed him', the presence of 3MaSg object clitic -\e in the latter distinguishes 
the two, though in allegro speech the difference may be wiped out by 
contraction of the two adjacent V's. 

3.5.2 Verbs after particles 

3.5.2.1 Verbs after Future particles 

The (non-imperative) Shlmpf (=short imperfective, §7.2.3.1) stem is always a 
"dependent" form. It is used chiefly after Future particle ad (or variant, 
§9.6.3), whether or not a Negative particle is also present. An example is ad 
0-aeks 'he will eat'. 

The Shlmpf is usually just the "basic" (i.e. minimal) form of the verb stem 
(e.g. -vCCvC-) plus a melody (<L>, <H>, or <L H>). The Shlmpf lacks the 
special ablaut components of the long imperfective (accent and lengthening of 
V's, gemination of C's, addition of prefixal -t-). 

Since the Shlmpf is not obviously connected to any other specific stem, no 
(morpho-)phonological derivation will be offered here to "derive" the Shlmpf 

(128) a. i-qra-\0-naer 
3MaSgS-kill.PerfP-\Dat-lPl 
'He killed the dog for us.' 

edi 
dog 

b. i-ijYa-\0-na2Y 
3MaSgS-kill.PerfP-\0-lPl 
'The dog killed us.' 

edi 
dog 
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stem. The use of a stripped-down, minimal verb form after the Future particle 
is roughly similar to the use of phonologically reduced noun and verb forms in 
Y position in [X Y...] syntactic combinations. However, the combination of 
Future particle plus Shlmpf does not fit the prototypical [X Y...] pattern, which 
requires adjacency of X and Y. By contrast, the Shlmpf stem need not be 
adjacent to the Future particle. This is because a combination [Future + 
Shlmpf clause] may be followed by a second Shlmpf clause without repeating 
the Future particle (§13.4). 

3.5.2.2 Verbs after Negative particles 

The basic Negative preverb is waer, used in all MAN combinations (e.g. 
perfective, imperfective, imperative). In all of the interactions described below, 
the Neg preverb must be adjacent to the affected verb. 

In the perfective, if the verb stem is bisyllabic and ends in ...aeC-, the ae is 
converted to e. Bisyllabic V-final verbs, i.e. those of the shape -vC(C)i> or 
-uC(C)i>, allow this vocalic substitution to apply in combinations where the 
stem-final full V appears as se in combination with a subject suffix. The 
modified stem with e is the PerfN (perfective negative) stem, and is part of the 
"perfective system." For other verbs, and for -vC(C)i> or -OC(C)D- verbs with 
no subject suffix, the PerfN is indistinguishable from the PerfP (perfective 
positive). 

The modification in the PerfN is treated formally here as the effect of an 
ablaut formative e - p c l f (§3.4.4, §7.2.2.3), where e targets the first 
postconsonantal short V if this V is also stem-final in the sense indicated. Note 
that this stem-modification is additive (i.e. it increases phonological 
markedness) rather than reductive. 

In the imperfective (indicative), the only stem that can directly follow the 
Neg particle is the long imperfective. In comparison with the positive form 
(LoImpfP), the negative counterpart (LoImpfN) is characterized by <H> 
melody, and by the absence of the ablaut features that lengthen and accent the 
first postconsonantal V in the LoImpfP, i.e. χ-pcl and χ-pcl . Since the 
LoImpfP can have <L> or <H> melody depending on its syllabic shape, the 
melodic difference between LoImpfP and LoImpfN is audible only for those 
verbs whose LoImpfP has <L> melody. Example: 'destroy', with LoImpfP 
-hdllaek- and LoImpfN -hsllak-. These two forms differ in having <L> versus 
<H> melody, and in that -hallsek- has an accented full ά while -halbk- has no 
full V and no marked accent. For more on long imperfectives see §7.2.5. 

In the imperative, there are two options for negation. One is to use the 
same PerfN form described above, so 'don't-Sg eat!' is identical to 'you-Sg 
didn't eat'. The other is to use a stem of the long imperfective family, with the 
same vocalic melody as the LoImpfP, but without the formatives χ-pcl and 
χ-pcl. I refer to this stem as the Prohibitive]. Thus 'don't-Sg destroy!' can be 
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expressed as either wser t-ahlek (with PerfN stem, note the e) or as wasr 
haellaek (with the Prohib). For more on these negative imperatives see §7.2.5.3. 

The data are summarized in (129). 

(129) Effect of Negative Particle on Verb Form 

In the sequence [Neg VERB ...], the verb is adjusted as follows: 

a. perfective: replace χ by e if the as is first postconsonantal V and is 
in the stem-final syllable (e -pelf) 

b. long imperfective (indicative): superimpose <H> melody, erase 
χ-pcl and χ-pcl 

c. long imperfective (imperative): erase χ-pcl and χ-pcl 

The omission of χ-pcl and χ-pcl features in (129.b-c) is vaguely similar 
to the shortening of full V's in Prefix Reduction for nouns (§3.5.1, above). 
However, the resemblance is weak. Prefix Reduction has no effect on lexical 
accentuation, while (129.b-c) include erasure of a marked accent. Whereas 
Prefix Reduction changes PI prefix i- to V and has no effect on the noun stem 
proper, verbs after Neg do not reduce 3MaSg subject prefix i- but do undergo 
vocalic reductions after the stem's first C position. The other changes in verbs, 
namely replacement of ae by e (129.a) and the superimposition of <H> melody 
in (129.b), are idiosyncratic. It is clear that no general principle accounts for 
the details of the phonological modifications of nouns in dependent state and 
of post-negative verbs. Rather, the ablaut modifications are highly 
morphologized. 

3.5.3 Verbs and participles in definite relative clauses and after Past kaela 

In a subject relative clause, the verb takes participial form (§8.6). In nonsubject 
relatives, we get an ordinary inflected verb. 

Definite relative clauses (§12.1.1) are those that begin with a 
demonstrative like w-ά 'this-MaSg'. The demonstrative is optionally preceded 
by a "head noun" in the form of a noun that belongs syntactically to the higher 
clause (rather than to the relative clause). If a head noun is present, it has no 
effect on the form of the verb or participle within the definite relative clause 
itself. Also treated as definite relatives are those beginning in ere 'whoever ...', 
ά 'what..., that which ...', and ed 'when ...', while relative clauses beginning in 
indefinite demonstrative ι or with a noun are treated as indefinite (§12.1.6). 
Clauses with initial iket in the sense 'have just (VERB-ed)', which require a 
Resultative verb, are also treated as definite relatives for this purpose. 

Special morphophonological rules apply to Resit and LoImpfP verbs, and 
their participial variants, in definite (but not indefinite) relatives. These rules 
directly modify ablaut formatives on these verb stems. This is a particularly 
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telling demonstration of the interlacing of "syntax" and "phonology" in this 
language. 

The same processes apply at least dialectally to verbs that follow clause-
initial Past morpheme kaela. 

3.5.3.1 Erasure of ablaut lengthening (χ-pcl Erasure) 

The Resit (Resultative) stem is formed from the PerfP (perfective positive), by 
adding two further ablaut formatives that lengthen (χ-pcl) and accent (χ-pcl) 
the first postconsonantal vowel (§3.4.4, §7.2.2.2). In definite relatives, χ-pcl 
is erased, though χ-pcl (i.e. marked accent) is unaffected. The erasure does 
not affect lexical full V's, but it does undo the ablaut-induced lengthening of 
lexical short V's. It must therefore be formulated as an operation directly 
affecting the ablaut formative. Contrast main-clause Resit aksd-n 'they-Ma 
have eaten' with the object-relative counterpart α aksae-n 'what they-Ma have 
eaten'; for ά see §12.1.6.3. Note that the ablaut accent χ-pcl is not erased, so 
there is still audible marking of the Resit stem; contrast the accents in Resit 
relative ά sksae-n 'what they have eaten' and PerfP relative α aksae-n 'what 
they ate'. Ί know' is normally expressed as Resit assan-aev (stem -vssvn-), 
but this becomes assaen-aer in definite relatives. Likewise, from -vzjvr- 'go 
out, exit', Resit szjdr-aen 'they-Ma have gone out' combines with iket 
(§13.6.6) to produce iket azjaer-aen 'they have just gone out'. An exception is 
that a few frozen adjectives in the form of Resit participles retain χ-pcl after ά, 
see ά 0-ol0Y-aen 'something good' (740.b) in §12.1.6.3. 

The LoImpfP, part of the long imperfective system, is characterized by 
several ablaut components. Aside from a vocalic melody, there is at least one 
consonantal change, either gemination of the second C ('T-c2," §3.4.2.1) or 
addition of a Lolmpf prefix -t- (§7.2.5.1). The remaining vocalic changes are 
χ-pcl and χ-pcl (as in the Resit stem), plus χ-f (lengthening of the final-
syllable V). In definite relatives, the LoImpfP (like the Resit) erases χ-pcl 
(but not χ-pcl or χ-f). Thus main-clause LoImpfP i-bass 'he vomits', but 
definite subject (i.e. participial) relative w-ά i-baessae-n 'he who vomits'. 

(130) χ-pcl Erasure (Resit and LoImpfP in Definite Relative) 

In definite relative clauses and (dialectally) after Past kasla (see 
below), the χ-pcl ablaut formative is erased (omitted) on the verb 
(or participle). 

The distinction in Malian Tamashek between the ordinary LoImpfP and 
the shortened version in definite relatives has been observed and commented 
on by Leguil (2000), who connects the shortened version with the 
corresponding imperfective in Ghadames Berber, and proposes a multi-stage 
historical evolution. 
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In (131), χ-pcl Erasure is observed in a prepositional relative (compare 
LoImpfP -tdtt 'eat'). Here the initial demonstrative w-d is followed by the 
cliticized preposition. The intervening cliticized preposition has no effect on 
(i.e., does not block) χ-pcl Erasure. 

(131) aeqqlm-aeY dasr "'ae-dasgg [w-aAdser an-tsett] 
sit.Reslt-lSgS in Sg-place [Ma-Sg.Dem-\in lPlS-eat.LoImpfP] 
Ί am sitting in the place where we eat.' [K-d] 

In K-d dialect, I have observed χ-pcl Erasure in verbs following Past ksela 
(§9.6.4), thus kasla assaen-asr Ί knew, used to know', with short accented as, 
from Resit stem -assdn-. See also (645.a,c) in §9.6.4 from the same K-d 
speaker, again with kasla. The dialectology of this requires further study. 

3.5.3.2 Rightward Accent Shift 

The LoImpfP also undergoes an accentual shift. In ordinary contexts it has an 
accent formative χ-pcl that accents the first postconsonantal V (in trisyllabic 
or longer stems, this accent is inaudible since it is overridden by default 
accents). Thus LoImpfP -bdddaed- 'get up' and - tdt t- 'eat' have audible 
accents, but LoImpfP -t-idubun- 'marry' (for underlying /-t-ldubun-/) has an 
underlying grammatical accent that is made redundant by Default 
Accentuation, and if a suffix is added the underlying grammatical accent is 
overridden since a default accent occurs farther to the right: 3MaPl 
t-idübun-aen. In definite relative clauses, if there is no audible subject 
pronominal prefix (i.e. for all subject categories except 1P1 and 3MaSg), the 
grammatical accent shifts one syllable to the right (onto a subject suffix if 
necessary). Thus from LoImpfP -bdddaed- 'stand up' we get definite subject 
relative t-ά 0-baeddasd-aet 'she who stands' with a FeSg participle, and from 
LoImpfP -tdtt- 'eat' we get definite non-subject relative w-i taett-asr 'these 
that I eat'. 

(132) Rightward Accent Shift (LoImpfP in Definite Relative) 

In a definite relative clause, if the inflected verb or participle has 
no audible (and potentially syllabic) pronominal subject prefix, a 
grammatical accent due to ablaut feature χ-pc 1 on the first syllable 
of the LoImpfP stem is shifted one syllable to the right, 

[see below for χ-Erasure in some 3FeSg subject forms] 

Since the most common demonstratives heading definite relatives are 
(sometimes) accented (e.g. MaSg w-d 'this') when uttered in isolation, one 
might argue that Rightward Accent Shift is a kind of clash avoidance rule. 
This would account for the fact that Rightward Accent Shift is blocked by the 
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presence of a pronominal-subject prefix (separating the accented 
demonstrative from the accented verb stem). For example, 3MaSg /w-d 
i-baeddaed-aen/ 'he who stands' has no clashing (i.e. adjacent) accented 
syllables, so it appears straightforwardly as w-α i-baeddaed-aen after accent 
rules. On the other hand, underlying 3FeSg /t-d t-baeddaed-aet/ becomes /t-d 
0-baeddaid-aet/after Prefixal t-Deletion (§7.4.1), and so at this stage has 
adjacent accents. This clash would be resolved by Rightward Accent Shift, 
producing /t-a baeddaed-aet/ and surface t-ά baeddaed-aet. 

While clash avoidance might have been a key factor in the historical origin 
of Rightward Accent Shift, it is a dubious synchronic analysis. To begin with, 
when a clitic is hosted by the demonstrative at the beginning of a definite 
relative, the clitic (whether accented or not) has no effect on Rightward Accent 
Shift on the following verb although the clitic alters the metrical structure of 
the phrase. In addition, accent within an accentual phrase works right to left, 
and once a primary accent is established the general pattern is alternating-
syllable secondary accents going to the left, so any lexical or grammatical 
accents to the left of the primary accent are simply overridden. In the normal 
course of events, /t-d baeddaed-aet/ should therefore appear as #t-a bseddaed-ast 
(with no overt accent on the demonstrative). This is not the actual output, but it 
would be perfectly pronounceable and would obviate accent clashes. I 
conclude that Rightward Accent Shift is now a morphophonological rule with 
no clear synchronic phonological motivation. 

In (133), Rightward Accent Shift occurs (along with χ-pcl Erasure) in a 
prepositional relative (cf. LoImpfP -nass 'lie down'). The initial demonstrative 
t-d is followed by the cliticized preposition, which has no inherent accent, but 
gets a secondary accent by the usual right to left secondary accentuation 
process. Rightward Accent Shift operates on the verb in the same way it would 
without the intervening cliticized preposition. Therefore a clash-avoidance 
analysis, by which t-d induces rightward shift of an immediately following 
accent, cannot work synchronically. 

(133) t-e-sela-t-t [t-a-\fsel naess-aer] 
Fe-Sg-mat-Fe-FeSg [Fe-Dem.Sg-\on Iie.down.LoImpfP-lSgS] 
'the mat on which I am lying.' [K-d] 

As t-ά 0-basddaed-aet 'she who stands' shows, a relative with 3FeSg 
subject is subject to Rightward Accent Shift just like other subject categories 
as long as there is a syllable for the shifted accent to appear on. The 0 - here 
represents 3FeSg subject prefix t-, which is audible on FeSg participles (and 
3FeSg subject inflected verbs) whose stems begin with a V, but is deleted 
before a C-initial stem. 
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3.5.3.3 Lexical Accent Erasure andχ-Erasure 

Consider now the (definite) object relatives in (134). 

(134) a. w-ά 
Ma-Sg/Dem 
'what she eats' 

0-taett 
3FeSgS-eat.LoImpfP 

b. w-ά 
Ma-Sg/Dem 
'what he eats' 

i-taett 
3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP 

c. w-ά 
Ma-Sg/Dem 
'what you-Sg eat' 

0-taettae-d 
2SgS-eat.LoImpfP-2SgS 

d. w-ά 
Ma-Sg/Dem 
'what they-Ma eat' 

taettae-n 
eat.Lo!mpfP-3MaPlS 

The accents on the verb in (134.b) for 3MaSg subject, and in (134.c-d) for 
2Sg and 3MaPl subject, are those predicted from Rightward Accent Shift. This 
rule does not apply to (134.b) because of its audible subject prefix, but does 
apply to (134.c-d) because they have no audible subject prefix (either because 
there is no prefix, or because a t- prefix for 3FeSg or 2nd person has been 
deleted before a C). However, the verb in (134.a) has no accent at all, 
resulting in phrasal accent on the demonstrative. 

The verb in (134.a) is 0-tastt, from /t-tattA/ before χ-pcl Erasure and the 
other rules apply. When the 3FeSg prefix /t-/ is deleted (as usual in verbal 
morphology before a C-initial stem), resulting in a (surface) unprefixed verb, 
we might have expected Rightward Accent Shift to apply, shifting the accent 
onto the stem-final /A/. Indeed, there is no prohibition on shifting the accent to 
a word-final V (135). 

(135) w-ά 0-raddii 
Ma-Sg/Dem 3FeSgS-expect.LoImpfP 
'what she expects' 

However, the /A/ of LoImpfP /-tattA/ is one of the underspecified vowels 
that is deleted word-finally by Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) (§3.1.2.4). Since 
accentuation is orthogonal to this deletion (and most other segmental 
phonological rules), being accented after Rightward Accent Shift does not save 
the /A/ from deletion in (134.a). Having nowhere to land, the ablaut-induced 
accent of /t-tattA/ simply vanishes, and we end up with unaccented 0-taett as 
seen in w-ά 0-taett. 
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The reason why the 3FeSg subject forms are singled out for this special 
treatment is not hard to see. For a Lolmpf like -tatt- 'eat', the 3FeSg subject 
form is the only form that (after deletion of 3FeSgS prefix t-) has neither an 
audible (and generally syllabic) subject prefix that would obviate Rightward 
Accent Shift, nor a syllabic subject suffix that (after a monosyllabic stem) 
could host a rightward-shifted accent. This applies not only to -tdtt- but to all 
LoImpfP stems, since they are overwhelmingly C-initial. Admittedly, there is 
one verb type, namely -vPvC-, that has two alternative LoImpfP stem shapes, 
C-initial -t-aPPdC- and V-initial-aPPdC- (§7.3.1.1). In theory, the V-initial 
variant would allow 3FeSgS prefix t- to be audible. However, given that 
-t-aPPciC- and -aPPaC- are in free variation, and that 3FeSgS t- is zeroed 
before a C, when we hear a verb form [taPiaC] there is no way to tell whether 
this represents t-aPPdC- with audible 3FeSgS t- plus stem -aPPaC-, or 
0-t-3PPdC- with zeroed 3FeSgS prefix plus stem -t-aPPdC-. 

Since LoImpfP stems like -baddaed- 'stand up' retain the ablaut-induced 
accent (from formative χ-pcl) even while erasing the ablaut-induced 
lengthening (formative χ-pcl ) , producing -baeddaed- or with Rightward 
Accent Shift -baeddaed- (e.g. in 3MaPl basddaed-asn), this morphological form 
(i.e. LoImpfP in definite relative) is distinct from the Prohibitive stem, which 
completely lacks χ-pcl as well as χ-pcl , hence -baeddaed- (e.g. waer basddsed 
'don't stand up!', arguably with deleted It-/ prefix). 

The cases we have considered represent the only verb stems where 
Rightward Accent Shift runs afoul of a rule deleting stem V's. This suggests a 
derivation for unaccented 0-tastt in (134.a) where Rightward Accent Shift in 
fact does shift accent onto the stem-final /A/, whereupon Stem-Final i/A-
Deletion (29) zeroes the /A/, and the ablaut-induced accent on the zeroed V 
disappears. Technically, we could think of this as a delinking of the accent, 
which ends up with no vowel to attach to. 

However, there is another construction involving accent erasure that must 
also be considered before any rules are formulated. Like the process affecting 
3FeSg subject definite relatives, this one involves erasure of a marked accent 
when a stem-final V disappears. However, this time we are dealing with nouns 
rather than verbs, the loss of the V is due to VV-Contraction (39.b) rather 
than Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29), and there is no phonological reason why 
the contracted vowel could not host the accent. Moreover, there is no reason to 
think that Rightward Accent Shift is involved. 

The relevant cases here are agentives of the type e-m-asqr 'killer', PI 
"i-m-aeqr-an (§8.8.1), including causative agentives of the type e-m-aes-aeqq 
'cook', PI i-m-ses-aeqq-an (§8.8.4), and VblN's of the type α-fsyk 'being 
searched', PI Ί-fayk-an (§8.6.1.4). In these forms, there is a marked accent in 
the Sg that disappears in the PI. These agentives and VblN's are based on 
V-final stems, here -νηγυ- 'kill', -νηηυ- 'be cooked', and - fvyku- 'be 
searched'. In the Sg forms, we can assume that Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) 
has deleted a final V, so the surface final-syllable accent can be derived from a 
(marked) penultimate accent (i.e. with χ-pen), e.g. underlying agentive 
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/e-m-aeqrV/ (where V represents either hi or IAJ) and VblN /a-fsyki/. This 
underlying penultimate accent is consistent with the surface penultimate accent 
of C-final agentives and VblN's. In the problematic plurals, it appears that the 
VV-Contraction (39.b) of hi or /A/ with the suffixal vowel (MaPl -aen) forces 
erasure of the marked accent, even though this accent is on the preceding 
syllable, which is otherwise unaffected by the contraction. There is no 
comparable erasure in agentives or VblN's based on C-final stems. 

In summary, the 3FeSg definite relatives of type 0-taett for -vCCu- verbs, 
and the plurals of agentives and VblN's for V-final verbs including -vCCi>, 
have the following in common: 1) a V seen in the Sg is zeroed or desyllabified 
(though by different rules: Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29), VV-Contraction 
(39.b), Desyllabification, Syncope), and 2) the marked accent (i.e. an ablaut 
formative of type χ) is simultaneously zeroed, resulting in default (including, 
if necessary, phrasal) accent. If we interpret the erasure of accent in these two 
cases as reflecting the same basic process, and seek to unify them into a single 
rule, we must disregard the suggestion made earlier that (for the 3FeSg subject 
definite relatives only) the accent erasure may be an unintended consequence 
of the zeroing of the V that should have carried the accent. Instead, we need a 
more abstract morphophonological rule (136). 

(136) χ-Erasure 

An ablaut χ (accent) formative is erased... 
a. ... when a heavy V-final VblN or Agent nominal with χ-pen 

contracts its stem-final V with a PI suffix (combinable with 
Lexical Accent Erasure, below). 

b. ... where an ablaut accent χ -pc l appears on a stem-final 
deletable V {III or I Al), as this V is deleted or contracts 
with a suffixal V (the only relevant cases are 3FeSg 
LoImpfP verbs and participles in definite relatives) 

There are some additional nouns with marked lexical accent in the Sg that 
is erased in the suffixal PI. This happens in several cases, whose common 
feature is the deletion of a stem V (not the accented one) in connection with 
addition of the PI suffix, either MaPl -asn or FePl -en. Consider (137). 

(137) Lexical Accent Erasure in Nominal Plurals 

singular plural gloss 

a. desyllabification of high vowel (only known examples) 
elu 
esu 

elw-an 
esw-an 

'elephant' 
'bull' 
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b. Syncope (numerous examples), masculine 
eras ers-αη 'sharp pain' 
e-baekaer l-bakr-an 'young ram' 

c. Syncope (numerous examples), feminine 
t-elaeq-q t-elr-en 'knife' 
t-effar-t t-efr-en 'hobbles (fetters)' 

d. VV-Contraction of overt stem-final V, antepenultimate accent (rare) 
e-m-aesli l-m-aesl-αη 'voice' 
t-a-kando-t-t t-l-kand-en 'water lily tuber' 

e. VV-Contraction of deletable stem-final V, antepenultimate accent 
(rare) 

ae-foll "l-foll-an 'Fula man' 
e-wselaenf i-waelaenf-an 'melon greens' 

In (137.a), a stem-final u in the Sg corresponds to a desyllabified w in the 
PI. The V is therefore not deleted as such, but it loses its status as syllabic 
nucleus. These are the only two examples known to me. In (137.b), which is 
much more productive, Syncope is part of the mix in the PI. In the feminine 
cases in (137.c), we cannot tell if the Sg has a lexical penultimate accent, but 
one can infer from the unaccented plurals that they do not. In (137.d), an 
audible stem-final V in the Sg undergoes VV-Contraction (39.a) in the PI with 
the suffix-initial V. In (137.e), there is no audible stem-final V in the Sg, but 
we might posit a deletable final V on the grounds that the MaPl takes the form 
-an with full V (§4.1.2.13). In specific cases there may be additional evidence 
for a stem-final V, e.g. for 'Fula man' in (137.e), cf. FeSg t-a-folli-t-t 'Fula 
woman' with stem-final i (§4.1.2.4). 

The cases in (137.d-e), where VV-Contraction leads to default accent in 
the PI, are not typical. More often, VV-Contraction (39) has no apparent effect 
on a marked lexical accent (138). 

(138) No Lexical Accent Erasure with VV-Contraction 

singular plural gloss 

e-daehi [e.g. R] i-daeh-αη 'sand' 
ά-laeda i-lsed-an 'fly (insect)' 

See §4.1.2.13 for lists of similar examples. 
One might argue that χ-Erasure actually has applied in (138). This will 

generate the correct forms in (138) if the order of rules is χ-Erasure, then 
Default Accentuation, then VV-Contraction. However, this would decouple 
χ-Erasure from VV-Contraction, in spite of the evidence in (137) for a 
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connection between loss (or desyllabification) of a stem V and χ-Erasure. In 
addition, we would have to recognize a different rule ordering for the cases in 
(137.d-e), with Default Accentuation following VV-Contraction. 

For more examples and discussion of these Sg/Pl pairs, see §4.1.2.13. The 
erasure rule is formulated as (139). 

(139) Lexical Accent Erasure 

A lexical penultimate accent on a Sg noun is erased if a vowel in 
the Sg stem is desyllabified or syncopated, and (in some cases) if a 
stem-final V (overt in the Sg, or deletable) is deleted. 

Of course it would be reasonable to combine (136.a) with (139). 
To conclude this larger discussion (all of §3.5.3), the most interesting 

phenomenon is the existence of special rules that apply only in definite relative 
clauses, where the targeted verb (or participle) directly follows a demonstrative 
head. These rules have a general similarity to others involving the 
characteristic Tamashek microsyntactic figure [X+Y...] constructions dealt 
with throughout §3.5. χ-pcl Erasure is clearly a phonological reduction (in 
V-length), like Prefix Reduction in nouns and some of the post-particle 
adjustments in inflected verbs. However, the details do not match. In definite 
relative clauses, while the length formative χ-pcl is erased, the parallel accent 
formative χ-pcl is only erased under very limited conditions (involving loss of 
a V), so the erasures do not work the same way in definite relatives as for the 
(non-relative) LoImpfN (i.e. LoImpfP following Neg), where χ-pcl is 
systematically erased. Rightward Accent Shift is likewise confined to verbs or 
participles in definite relative clauses, and has no parallel in inflected verbs 
following a particle like Neg or Future. 

In conclusion, while there is a recurrent pattern of [X+Y...] phrasal 
groupings in which the Y word undergoes morphophonological changes not 
observed in phrase-initial position, the precise changes are different from one 
specific construction to another. 



Chapter 4 
Nominal and pronominal morphology 

4.1 Noun morphology 

4.1.1 Gender and number categories 

4.1.1.1 Gender categories 

Masculine and feminine are distinguished in singular and plural nouns (see 
below), and in singular-subject (but not plural-subject) participles (§8.5). With 
personal pronominals, which occur in independent and several distinct bound 
(affixal or clitic) series, gender is distinguished in 3P1 and 2P1 forms, in some 
but not all 3Sg and 2Sg forms, and in independent but not affixal or clitic 1P1 
pronouns (IMaPl naekk-aen-ed versus IFePl naekk-aen-aet-ed). lSg is the only 
pronominal category that is never gender-marked. 

For inanimate nouns (including plant terms), the choice between masculine 
and feminine is lexical. However, if the most common form of a noun is 
masculine, one can use the corresponding feminine as a diminutive or for 
some similar lexically specialized function. 

An example of an unmarked/diminutive opposition is masculine e-haen 
'dwelling (e.g. tent)', and the pejorative feminine t-e-haenni-t-t 'mediocre 
dwelling (where a guest is poorly received)'. Another gender pair is masculine 
d-dmar '(side of) chest; small dune', versus feminine t-a-dmar-t 'breast (meat 
cut); small dune'. Another is ά-fars 'cut-off piece' and diminutive t-a-fdrsi-t-t 
'small piece'. 

Names of animals can generally shift between masculine or feminine 
forms depending on biological sex, though one gender is unmarked for each 
species. Given that the majority of adult domestic animals (sheep, goats, cattle, 
camels) are female, feminine gender predominates in plural and unknown-sex 
contexts for livestock species. Thus t-i-hatt-en 'ewes' is widely used in the 
sense 'sheep (collective)' or '(herd of) sheep'. 

4.1.1.2 Number categories 

Number categories are singular and plural; there is no dual. 
The common collective noun for 'people' is addina2t (variant aeddinaet, 

from Arabic). Although the noun lacks plural morphology, agreement is 
3MaPl. 

For nonhuman nouns, plural is generally specified when denoting count 
plurals. However, morphologically singular nouns (taking singular agreement) 
denoting e.g. insects or small plants can be used with collective, generic, or 
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ambiguous-number reference. For example, t-ae-das-t 'mosquito(es)' is 
normally used in singular form with collective reference. The high-frequency 
noun a-razzej '(domestic) animal' has a plural i-razzej-asn, but the singular 
can be used with collective as well as singular reference. 'Sheep', 'cows', 
'camels' and other terms for domestic animals have plural forms except when 
the reference is specifically singular. 

4.1.2 Morphology of gender and number marking 

The maximal structure of an inflected noun is (140), in the linear order shown. 

(140) Nominal Inflection 

1. Fe prefix t-
2. vocalic prefix: Sg (-aS-/-3-, -α-, or -e-), PI -i-

(full vowel shortened in dependent stale by Prefix Reduction) 
3. noun stem (subject to PI ablaut for some nouns) 
4. inner Fe suffix -t-
5. outer suffixes: FeSg -t, MaPl -asn (-taen), FePl -en (-ten) 

This structure is idealized. The following departures occur: 
a. Many nouns pluralize by stem ablaut without suffixation, in which case 

slots 4 and 5 are empty (§4.1.2.15). Some nouns have both ablaut and plural 
suffixes (§4.1.2.14), and some have suffixes plus phonological modifications 
of the stem that fall short of normal ablaut (§4.1.2.7 through §4.1.2.12). 

b. Some nouns entirely lack vocalic prefixes. 
c. Some feminine nouns lack FeSg -t (and therefore, even if V-final, also 

lack inner Fe suffix -t-). A very few feminine nouns lack both Fe prefix t- and 
FeSg suffix -t, so they have no morphological gender-marking, while requiring 
feminine agreement: a d d u n y a 'world' (variant asddunya, <Arabic), e i le 
'daughter'. 

Some feminine nouns take a different Fe suffix -aet (instead of -t). Its 
plural varies between -en and -aet-en (§4.1.2.5). 

There are some problems involving morphemic segmentation and 
identification when a t appears at the junction between stem and suffix. As we 
will see, a t in this position can be taken as a separate morpheme (Fe inner 
suffix -t-) or as a mere allomorphic increment between stem-final and suffix-
initial C's. I take it as Fe suffix -t- for feminine nouns with which it appears 
before both FeSg -t and FePl -en, hence singular -t-t and plural -t-en. Where 
the t appears only with a PI suffix, I transcribe it as a suffix-initial C (MaPl 
-tasn, FePl -ten). The awkwardness of the analysis is that feminine plural 
suffixal [ ten] is transcribed variously as bimorphemic - t - e n or as 
monomorphemic -ten depending on the form of the corresponding Sg. 
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4.1.2.1 Number (vocalic) and gender prefixes 

As we have just seen, gender and number are marked in nouns by a 
combination of prefixes and suffixes (or prefixes and ablaut). The productive 
nominal prefixes are those in (141). Note that there are several, lexically 
determined variants of the unreduced Sg prefix seen in MaSg and FeSg 
combinations. The feminine forms are basically identical to the masculine ones 
with the addition of Fe t-. 

(141) Nominal prefixes 

absolute state dependent state (Prefix Reduction) 

MaSg a- or e-
ae-/a-

MaPl 

FeSg 

FePl 

1-

t-α- or t-e-
t-as-/t-9-

t-i-

ae- or a-
ae-/a-

V (before CC) or zero (before CV) 

't-ae- or nt-a-
t-£B-/t-3-

nt-a- (dialectally also nt-0-) 

The majority of noun stems either begin with a vowel, or (if C-initial) are 
preceded by a vocalic prefix, which is a lexical choice between -ae-/-a-, -α-, or 
-e- in the singular, but invariable -i- in the plural. The short allomorph -ae-/-a-
of the vocalic prefix probably has a basic pandialectal form -ae-, but in T-ka 
Short-V Harmony requires -a- when the following syllable has a high V 
(§3.2.6). In some other dialects like A-grm the prefix is always -ae-. 

For masculine forms, the vocalic prefix is word-initial. For feminines, the 
vocalic prefix (Sg or PI) is itself preceded by Fe t-. Nearly all nouns that have 
both masculine and feminine forms have the same vocalic prefix allomorph 
(-ae-/-3-, -α-, or -e-) that appears in both gender forms. For example, if the 
masculine has e- the feminine has t-e-. 

Some examples of the different Sg prefix allomorphs follow, 
a- prefix: ά-dhaj 'aardvark', t-a-dhan-t 'Bossia shrub', ά-baeka 'jujube 

fruit', a-laebasjja 'a fine meal', a-sedad 'a disease', a - is also regular in the 
VblN of heavy stems, including prefixal derivatives (causative, mediopassive, 
and reciprocal). Examples: α-bakbak 'shaking o f f , ά-bkammi 'lying low', 
and causative α-s-irad 'washing'. Overall, a- occurs in a wider range of 
environments than the other allomorphs. 

e- prefix: e-dahi 'sand', t-e-laebaew-t 'cormorant', t-e-laeftes-t 'rib cut of 
meat', e-taefaer 'sole (of foot)', e-kaekk 'spur-winged goose', e-baegv 
'floodplain', e-sed 'donkey'. Except for the type e-CeC, one notices that e- is 
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common when the following syllable has short se, especially in e-CaeCC and 
e-CaeCaeC. 

ae- prefix: £e-la 'leaf', a e - l a b l a b 'turban', se-lata 'midriff, s e - k o k a 'palm-
nut segment', t-ae-kaeraket-t. A common pattern is ae- before stems beginning 
in Ca.... 

3- prefix: verbal noun a-m-ukan 'making, doing', a-liswad 'tree twig', 
a-jidrass 'hail'. In T-ka, a- and ae- are distributed based on the basis of Short-V 
Harmony, i.e. with a- if the following syllable has a high V. 

The full-V prefixes (Sg a- and e-, PI i-) are subject to Prefix Reduction in 
the dependent state, i.e. in postverbal subject and prepositional complement 
functions (§3.5.1), as shown on the right in (141). The symbol1 before a noun 
is an index of audible Prefix Reduction; I do not use this symbol when the 
noun has an invariable short vocalic prefix -X-/-3-, so there is no audible 
change under Prefix Reduction. For FePl t-i-, T-ka has an invariant reduced 
form "t-a- with audible schwa, while many other dialects (including T-md and 
K-d) have "t-a- before a consonant cluster and "'t-0- before a single C (the t- is 
not subject to Prefixal t-Deletion, §3.2.1.5). In other words, these dialects 
allow Syncope of the schwa when the syllabic conditions are right (§3.2.7.1). 

The Sg/Pl prefixal alternations shown in (141) are valid for all types of 
plural, including unsuffixed ablaut plurals. 

A very few nouns (mostly loanwords) have an unprefixed masculine and a 
prefixed feminine; in this case the Fe prefix t- is accompanied by a vocalic 
prefix -a- or -ae- that was perhaps originally epenthetic, but functions now as a 
genuine vocalic prefix and is therefore replaced by -i- in the PI. Examples of 
this last type are: busu 'Capparis shrub' (PI busu-taen) and feminine variant 
t-a-busu-t-t (PI t-i-busu-t-en); likewise föti 'tankard' (A-grm, PI föti-taen) and 
feminine variant t-ae-foti-t-t (PI t-i-foti-t-en). 

Not all nouns have a vocalic prefix, even if they begin with a consonant 
and could therefore take a vocalic prefix with no phonological problems. Many 
of these consonant-initial nouns are borrowings (from Arabic, Songhay, or 
other languages). Examples are deje 'Grewia tree', deke 'basket', and 
dukadda 'bird sp.'. There are also some nominal derivatives that lack a vocalic 
prefix: rsekkon 'halting' (VblN), s-sento 'beginning'. 

There are also many nouns that begin with an invariant stem-initial 
vowel that cannot be segmented as a prefix. If the noun is feminine, Fe prefix 
t- directly precedes the invariant stem-initial vowel. When the vowel is from 
the set {i ο u} there is no danger of misinterpreting it as a vocalic prefix. 
Examples: t-orasf-t 'boat', and VblN's like udaf 'holding' and t-lbra 'grabbing 
a handful'. 

When the stem-initial vowel is from the set {a ae e a}, we must test for 
possible prefixal status (see next paragraph). Examples of nouns whose vowel 
is invariant and must therefore be assigned to the stem are aelbaSnna 'mason' 
(<Arabic), addinast (variant aeddinast 'people ' ; <Arabic), allbunas 
'Pterocarpus tree', and adu 'wind' (PI adu-taen). Most stems with initial e in 
the singular shift e to α in the plural, see §4.1.2.7. However, the e is not 
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reduced after a preposition and is best considered stem-initial: t-ele 'shade' 
(dser t-ele 'in the shade'), PI t-aliw-en. 

In theory, a lexical stem-initial α or e is invariant (i.e. it is not reduced, 
and is not replaced by PI i-). However, dialectal lexicographic work shows that 
some noun stems have an initial α or e that is treated differently by different 
speakers (or dialects). Moreover, for some nouns an individual speaker may 
give "mixed signals," typically allowing initial α to undergo Prefix Reduction 
to but unexpectedly retaining α in the PI instead of replacing it by i-. 
Example (for an R speaker): Sg ά-sral 'wild fonio (grains)' with reduced form 
^ae-sral (e.g. after a preposition, as in dasr "'se-sral 'in the fonio'), but PI 
asra l -aen rather than #1-svael-aen. So the Sg alternation points to a 
segmentable vocalic prefix α-, while the invariant PI points to an 
unsegmentable stem-initial a. 

4.1.2.2 MaPl suffix -cen, -teen and FePl suffix -en, -ten 

Nouns with unsuffixed ablaut plural have no MaPl or FePl suffix. 
The MaPl suffix is normally -asn after a C, and -taen after a V Examples: 

ά-xfaf 'mother's milk' with PI i-xfaf-aen, and aexxu 'monster', PI i-xxu-taen. 
Note that plurality is also marked by the PI vocalic prefix i-. For exceptions 
with -taen after a C, see (148.c-d) and (149) in §4.1.2.6. 

There are a fair number of cases where the allomorph -taen is used after a 
C-final (rather than V-final) stem. These generally involve CVC stems and 
C-final loanwords with final-syllable lexical accent. See §4.1.2.6 for examples 
and discussion. 

The FePl suffix is -en after a C, which may be the stem-final segment or 
inner Fe suffix -t-. Example: Sg t-e-dseri-t-t 'large antelope', PI t-i-dsera-t-en. 
In the less common case where the FePl suffix is added directly to a V-final 
stem, with no modification (such as extending the noun with a w), the FePl has 
the form -ten (here I do not put a hyphen after t ; see §4.1.2.3). Example: Sg 
t-arba 'trap', PIt-arba-ten. 

Many masculine nouns have unsuffixed ablaut plurals, and so of course 
omit -asn or -taen (§4.1.2.15). 

Some nouns have a slightly extended stem before MaPl -sen or FePl -en 
The common extension involves an extra stem-final ...w- if the Sg stem is 
V-final. This obviates the need for a postvocalic suffixal allomorph in many 
cases, especially for feminine nouns. There are also some C-final singular 
nouns that add ...Vw- with some vowel V before the PI suffix. See §4.1.2.7 for 
examples and discussion. 
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4.1.2.3 Feminine Singular suffix -t (-t-t) 

The normal FeSg suffix for nouns is -t, though as noted above some feminine 
nouns lack it (the Fe prefix t- is more reliably present). 

This suffix requires an immediately preceding C. There are three basic 
ways this constraint can be satisfied. First, the core stem may already end in a 
C, as in t -e- jer- t 'cowry'. Second, a few nouns that are V-final in the 
masculine have a stem variant with an additional stem-final y or w before the 
FeSg and FePl suffixes (§4.1.2.4, below). An example of this archaic 
alternation: MaSg ά-jasya 'great-grandson', (T-md) FeSg t-a-jaeyaw-t 'great-
granddaughter'. Third, if the stem is consistently V-final, inner Fe prefix -t- is 
added before FeSg -t and (if the plural is suffixal) FePl - e n . Thus 
t-as-jamba-t-t 'female hippo', suffixal PI t-i-jamba-t-en (alongside unsuffixed 
ablaut PI t-l-jumba). 

Stem-final V's in nouns are usually full V's, but there are a modest 
number of cases involving short V's. Examples: t-a-kbatte-t-t 'pinch (of sth)', 
t-ae-sarrs-t-t 'street'. 

Some readers may wish to segment -tt as a postvocalic FeSg suffix, with 
-ten as the FePl counterpart, rather than identifying the first t as an inner Fe 
morpheme -t-. 

For the less common Fe (sometimes specifically FeSg) suffix -ait, with no 
inner -t- Fe suffix, see §4.1.2.5, below. 

FeSg -t does not allow antepenultimate accent. Nearly all feminine 
nouns with this suffix have penultimate accent (§3.3.1.1). For example, the 
masculine noun a-baembaera 'Bambara man' has default antepenultimate 
accent since the stem lacks a lexical accent. One might expect the feminine 
counterpart to have the same accent (#t-a-baembaera-t-t), but in fact we get 
t-a-baembasra-t-t 'Bambara woman' (or 'Bambara language') with penultimate 
accent. 

It is rare for an unprefixed masculine noun of more than one syllable with 
stem-final accent (an index of borrowing from Songhay or other non-Arabic 
language) to have a feminine counterpart. The attested feminines of this type 
are not completely uniform in their accentual behavior. The cases known to me 
are in (142). 

(142) Feminine of Noun with Final Accent in Masculine 

gloss masculine feminine 

a. Feminine with final accent (usually) 

'monster' aexxu t-axxu-t-t (T-ka) 
t-aexxu-t-t (A-grm Gao Im K-d R) 
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b. Feminine with penultimate accent 

'monkey' kaeya t-ae-kaeya-t-t (Im) 
'gas drum' basrgon t-ae-baergon-t (T-ka) 
'thorny shrub' busü t-3-büsu-t-t (T-ka) 

The predominance of penultimate accent, in (142.b) and the T-ka variant 
in (142.a), suggests that -t not only disallows word-antepenultimate accent, but 
specifically favors penultimate accent even when the lexical accent is on the 
final. However, the accent in the feminines is somewhat lexicalized, and 
carries over to the corresponding FePl forms: t-i-kaeya-t-en, t-i-gaergon-en, 
etc., whose suffix -en- (postvocalic -t-en) has no special accentual properties 
elsewhere in nominal morphology. 

FeSg -t undergoes specialized consonantal assimilations described in 
§3.2.1.1. In addition to routine voicing and pharyngealization assimilation 
within coronal clusters, e.g. /d-t/ ->t-t and /d-t/ —>t-t, there are some more 
specialized progressive assimilations that could disguise the identity of the 
FeSg suffix: /r-1/ q-q , /j-t/ k -k , and /g-t/ -> k-k . When FeSg -t is 
replaced by FePl -en, or is dropped in an ablaut plural, the underlying (lexical) 
stem-final C appears. Examples: t-ae-masaeq-q 'Tamashek woman' , PI 
t - i -müsav ; t - a - r rak-k 'book sack', PI t-l-rsrj-en (T-ka) or t - i - r a r g - e n 
(A-grm). In such cases, the plural must be checked in order to determine the 
correct stem-final C. 

In a few nouns, a final geminate that looks as though it might result from 
such an assimilation with -t is actually lexical, and appears in unreduced form 
in the plural. For example,: phonetic [tae'laq:] for the Sg of 'mud' with final 
geminated [q:] would suggest /t-ae-lar-t/ with the usual assimilation /r- t / 
->q-q, like the vast majority of singular feminine nouns ending in [q:]. This 
would imply a plural #t-i-lav-en, but in fact the plural is t-i-loqq-en, which 
shows that the geminate qq is part of the stem. I therefore transcribe the stem 
as t-ae-laqq instead of t-ae-laqq. A similar case is t-idstt 'truth', PI t-ldatt-en, 
though for this noun the plural is uncommon. 

Examples of the less common type with Fe prefix t- and no FeSg suffix: 
t-3-dukra 'ground millet', t -arfa 'entrails', t-ele 'shade', t-orhanna 'disease'. 
Most of these nouns end in e or a, which may historically have been minor 
Feminine suffixes (MGT 4.44-45). They cannot be segmented synchronically 
as such (in the absence of masculine/feminine alternations). The usual PI is 
with FePl suffix -en added to a w-extended stem, e.g. t-i-dukraw-en 'ground 
millets', t-arfiw-en 'guts'. 

4.1.1.4 Extra stem-final semivowel or vowel before FeSg -t 

An additional problem is that some stems that occur in masculine and feminine 
forms have a slightly longer shape before FeSg suffix -t than in the unsuffixed 
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masculine form. The feminine stem variant is most likely archaic, preserving a 
final semivowel or vowel that has disappeared in the masculine (cf. §3.1.1.9, 
§3.1.2.3). The cases known to me are given in (143). 

(143) Masculine and Feminine Stem Variants 

masculine gloss feminine gloss or category 

a. final y in feminine 
ab-jola 'step-son' t-ae-jolay-t 'step-daughter' 
se-koka 'doum-palm nut' t-se-kokay-t-t 'doum palm' 
ά-waera 'baby camel' (male) t-a-waeray-t (female) 

[FeSg also t-a-wsera-t-t] 
ae-lata 'water lily leaf t-as-latay-t 'water lily leaf 

b. final w in feminine 
e-baeqr 'floodplain' 
e-baye 'horse' 
ά-jaeya 'great-grandson' 

ekne 'male twin' 

t-e-baeqraew-t (diminutive) 
t-e-baejasw-t 'mare' 
t-a-jaeyaw-t 'great-

granddaughter' 
t-eknew-t 'female twin' 

c. final i in feminine (with final CC cluster) 
e-daegg 
e-haett 

ά-kart 
e-laell 
e-maenn 
e-m-aerz 

'place' 
'Songhay man' 

'male chick' 
'noble man' 
'fish' 
'breaker-Ma' 

t-e-dseggi-t-t 
t-e-haeti-t-t 

t-a-karti-t-t 
t-e-Iaelli-t-t 
t-e-maenni-t-t 
t-e-m-aerzi-t-t 

'small place' 
'Songhay 
woman' 
'female chick' 
'noble woman' 
'carp (fish)' 
'breaker-Fe' 

(and other agentives of -vC(C)u- verbs) 

d. final i in feminine (with final simple C) 
e-daem 'male gazelle' t-e-daemi-t-t 'gazelle' 

e. final i in feminine (with final geminate in Sg, but simple C in PI) 
e-kaezz 'rooster' t-e-kszi-t-t 'hen' 

Several further cases involve feminine verbal nouns with w before -t from 
V-final verbs. Examples (among others): - anna- 'say' with verbal noun 
t :inaw-t (alongside t-anna); -snda- 'collapse' with verbal noun t-a-nsddaw-t. 
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4.1.1.5 Feminine suffix -cet 

Perhaps as many as 40 nouns have a distinct Fe suffix -aet. These nouns lack 
Fe prefix t- and Fe suffix -t-. The suffix -aet is most directly comparable to the 
productive FeSg participial FeSg suffix -aet (§8.5). Both differ phonologically 
from the regular FeSg nominal suffix -t, not only in the presence of the short 
vowel as, but also in allowing default antepenultimate accent. By contrast, the 
regular nominal FeSg suffix -t does not allow antepenultimate accent. 

One difference between nominal Fe -aet and participial FeSg -ast is that the 
nominal suffix often remains in the plural (-aet-en), while the participial suffix 
is used only in the singular (plural participles have PI suffix -nen regardless of 
gender). However, some nouns with Fe -aet in the Sg optionally drop it before 
FePl -en, thus t-a-zaebdaer-aet 'python' (note the antepenultimate accent), PI 
t-i-zaebdaer-aet-en or t-i-zaebdaer-en. The dialects seem to vary in this respect 
(FePl -en versus -aet-en). 

Many nouns with Fe -aet are borrowings from Arabic (which has FeSg 
suffix -at-), and they tend to be terms with Islamic connotations. Those that 
occur in my data and require FeSg agreement (for at least one informant 
checked) are aelmaenfaei-aet 'benef i t ' , aelmaerr-aet ' t ime ' , aelribäd-ast 
'imploring (God)' (Gao variant), alqsbil-aet 'clan, (sub-)tribe', ael?dd-£et 
'custom', aeliasldm-aet 'sign', aelmaenfae?-aet 'benefit', aelmaertaeb-aet 'value', 
aelhal-aet ' s y s t e m ' , aellaewr-aet ' language' , aslaxaer-aet 'Af te r l i fe ' , 
aelzaemdr-aet 'assembly', aelzaenn-aet 'paradise', aerrdm-aet 'beneficial effect', 
aerraexm-aet 'blessing', aessdr-ast 'hour ' , asssdh-aet 'strength', aessor-aet 
'chapter of Koran', and seh-aet 'health'. The ael... or si... is the Arabic Definite 
prefix, which assimilates totally to most coronal consonants (e.g. r). The plural 
in -aet-en is exemplified by aelmaerr-ast-en 'times'. 

There are also a few feminine nouns in -aet that do not seem to have 
Arabic sources. Perhaps some of these originated as feminine participles. 
Those known to me are t-ae-bssslllaew-aet 'Salvadora fruit', t-a-bar-ast 'road', 
t-anaerw-aet 'python', t-oraw-aet (variant t-arew-aet) 'honey', m-asael-aet 
'listening', saller-aet 'good behavior', m-üsn-aet 'knowledge', saelb-aet 'an 
intestinal disease of animals', t-aessar-aet (A-grm) 'street' (= t-ae-sarra-t-t in 
Timbuktu), t-asaw-aet 'shrub sp.', waens-aet 'rabies', and ajjaluy-aet 'speaking 
seriously' along with a few other nominals of the same pattern sPPaCuC-aet 
(545.g-h). An example of the plural is t-oraew-aet-en 'honeys'. For 'evil eye, 
gossip' I have both feminine t-agaers-ast and masculine gaersa (with slight 
semantic differences) for K-d. 

The ending -aet in nouns borrowed from Arabic is not always interpreted 
as feminine, and I have recorded masculine (or inconsistent feminine and 
masculine) agreement for some relevant items. For example, aelqiblaet 'north' 
was recorded for A-grm, with masculine agreement. Another example: a noun 
for 'peace' takes the forms aelrafayaet and aelfafet in the Timbuktu area, often 
with masculine agreement and so doubtfully segmentable, but for A-grm I 
recorded aslrdfy-ast with feminine agreement. Several of the relevant terms 
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have Islamic associations, and gender assignment may be influenced by the 
individual speaker's level of knowledge of Koranic Arabic. The dialect that 
most systematically interprets nouns ending in ...aet as masculine, with MaPl 
...aet-aen, is K-d (e.g. aslxidmaet 'work' , PI aelxidmast-asn). For this dialect 
there is no basis to segment -aet- as a suffix, and I transcribe it as part of the 
stem. 

Since Hassaniya (and more broadly Maghrebi) Arabic has FeSg -a (for 
Classical Arabic -at-), it is not surprising that some dialectal doublets occur, 
e.g. a l f rbada (T-ka) and aelribad-aet (A-grm) for 'imploring (God)'. In other 
cases only a form ending in α is recorded: s lkas iba 'increase in one's flock', 
Eelwaella 'ablutions'. 

I I 

4.1.1.6 Simple suffixal pluralization and stem extension (w) 

Since all nominal plurals involve the same prefixal changes, we may classify 
plurals into a) simple suffixal (this section and §4.1.2.13), b) mixed ablaut-
suffixal (§4.1.2.7-12, §4.1.2.14) where there are some stem-internal changes in 
addition to PI suffixation, and c) pure ablaut plurals with no suffixes 
(§4.1.2.15ff). 

As noted earlier, those nouns that have a segmentable Sg prefix (variably 
-α-, -e-, or -ae-/-3-) replace it with -i- in the plural. Other nouns have invariant 
onsets that do not mark plurality and are not audibly affected by Prefix 
Reduction. Among the nouns with invariant onsets are most borrowings from 
Arabic and Songhay, including (to my knowledge) all nouns with final-syllable 
accent. 

Most masculine nouns have a MaPl suffix whose simplest form is -aen, 
while most feminine nouns add -en. The exceptions are the nouns that have 
suffixless ablaut plurals (see below). As noted in previous sections, the 
allomorphs -aen and -en are regular after a consonant (including, for feminine 
nouns, inner Fe suffix -t-). Examples in (144). For MaPl -taen after certain 
C-final nouns (monosyllables, or borrowings with accent on the final syllable), 
see discussion of (148-9), below. 

(144) Plural Suffixes after C-final noun stem 

singular plural gloss 

a. masculine 
se-danan 
e-rehas 
Ider 

i-danan-sen 
i-rehas-aen 
Ider-asn 
erhitt-aen 

'Cordia fruit' 
'castrated animal' 
'bottom' 
'will' erhitt 
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b. feminine 
t-e-daewasn-t t-i-daewaen-en 'mat' 

If the Sg stem is V-final, an apparently epenthetic consonant w or t is 
inserted to make the suffix pronounceable without contracting the vowels. 
Most V-final masculines take t instead of w, so the effect is that V-final nouns 
take a MaPl suffix allomorph -taen. A few examples are given in (145.a). There 
are, however, a few V-final masculines that take final w before -aen (145.b). I 
take the w as an extension of the stem rather than as the initial segment of a 
suffixal allomorph. Some additional examples of w, accompanied by a shift in 
the preceding V, are given in §4.1.2.8, below. There are also many cases where 
a C-final masculine adds both a full V and a w before the PI suffix (§4.1.2.10). 
In two cases the T-ka dialect has a y instead of w (145.c). 

(145) Plural Suffixes after V-final Masculine Noun Stems 

singular plural 

a. with -taen (productive) 

ά-dwanni 
se-daqki 
mataji 
e-kaede 
ae-kado 

i-dwanni-tasn 
i-daqki-taen 
mataji-taen 
i-kaede-taen 
i-kado-taen 

gloss 

'talk' 
'strong donkey' 
'peanuts' 
'collecting' 
'Kaado man' 

rain 
'great-grandson' 

b. with w (near-complete list of exx. with no other stem change) 

e-raese i-raesew-aen 'grain bits' 
ά-rsansi i-vsansiw-sen 'shank, shin' 
ά-haeya i-haeyaw-aen 'grandson' 

[PI also i-haeya-taen] 
ά-janna i-jannaw-aen 
ά-gaeya (A-grm) i-gseyaw-aen 

[T-ka: Sg ά-jaeya, PI i-jaeya-taen] 
e-kaede i-kaedew-aen 'oven stone' 
a-ssnna i-sannaw-asn 'sky' (usually PI) 

c. MaPl ...y-aen (all known examples) 

3-lidda i-Iidday-aen (T-ka) 'saliva' 
[for K-d: ae-lidda, PI i-fiddaw-aen] 

a-kramma i-krammay-aen (T-ka) 'small piece' 
[A-grm: a-karamma, PI i-karamm-an] 
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Some of the cases with w ('oven stone', 'sky') occur chiefly in the PI, and 
all of the stems are at least fairly common in the PI. This is consistent with the 
view that the ...w-aen MaPl is unproductive and lexicalized. While the -t- of 
-taen functions as an idiosyntactic epenthetic C associated with the suffix, the 
w of ...w-aen is best analysed as a (deletable) stem-final segment. For 
'grandson', the w shows up not only in MaPl i-haeyaw-aen, but also in FeSg 
t-a-haeyaw-t 'granddaughter', showing stem-final w before FeSg -t. 'Great-
grandson' likewise has a (dialectal) feminine counterpart t-a-jaeyaw-t. 
ά-Ysansi 'shank, shin', may have originated as a compound involving e-rasss 
'bone' and t-mse (variant t-Inse) 'toe'. 

For feminines, if the Sg ends in -t-t (with inner suffix Fe -t- and outer 
FeSg -t), the suffixal PI has -t-en (146.a). There are a small number of 
unsuffixed V-final feminine singulars (mostly loanwords) that also take -ten 
(146.b). In this case I take the t as part of the suffix allomorph, parallel to the 
-taen allomorph of the MaPl suffix. A much larger number of unsuffixed 
V-final feminines have stem-extension ...w- before -en (146.c). There are also 
several cases of FePl ...w-en with a further shift in the preceding V (§4.1.2.11). 
There is one attested case (R dialect) with y instead of w (146.d). 

(146) Plural Suffixes after V-final noun stems 

singular plural gloss 

a. FePl -t-en (V-final with Sg -t-t, productive pattern) 
t-e-däewi-t-t t-i-daewi-t-en 'joy' 

b. FePl -ten (unsuffixed V-final Sg) 
t-aemati t-aemati-ten 'tomato' 

[or masculine PI taemati-taen] 
m-aerda m-aerda-ten 'hope' (A-grm) 
maetla maetla-ten 'mattress' 

[or masculine PI maetla-taen] 
t-andoyba t-andoyba-ten 'bird sp.' 
t-arba t-arba-ten 'trap' 
t-aegrja t-aeqqa-ten 'parallel cousin' 
t-aerfo t-aerfo-ten '(woman's) wrap' 

c. FePl ...w-en (unsuffixed V-final Sg, all known exx. with no vocalic 
shift) 
t-lbra t-lbraw-en 
t-a-farjijamsa t-i-farjijamsaw-en 
t-a-franke t-i-fraqkaw-en 

[Sg also t-a-fraqka-t-t] 
t-a-vaeya t-i-raeyaw-en 
t-ae-koba t-i-kobaw-en 

'grabbing handful' 
'gecko' 
'tree bark' 

'hoop, bow' 
'sabre' 
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t-akma t-akmaw-en 'pain' 
t-lkra t-ikraw-en 'theft' 
t-3-lulya t-i-lülyaw-en 'preaching' 
t-orhanna t-orhannaw-en 'disease' 

d. FePl ...y-en (only example) 
t-ae-kana t-i-känay-en (R) 'burrgrass' 

[other dialects: t-i-kaniw-en] 

A fair number of those singular nouns ending in phonetic [i] break into a 
vowel and homorganic semivowel before a vocalic suffix like MaPI -aen or 
FePl -en (147). 

(147) Stem-Final Vowel/Semivowel Alternations 

singular plural gloss 

a. common nouns (Sg i but PI ay) 
se-bori i-boray-aen 'stick, club' 
ά-fti 1-ftay-aen 'bird trap' 
t-ufi-t-t t-üfay-aen 'diarrhoea' 
t-a-vdeyadi-t-t t-i-rderadey-en 'wagtail (bird)' 
ά-rri 1-rray-aen 'miscarried fetus' 
ά-gli 1-glay-aen (A-grm) 'cud' (Vjl) 
e-jeri i-jeray-aen 'gazelle' 
a-krambi i-krambay-aen 'curve' 
t-a-kruri-t-t t-i-krüray-en 'ball' 

[PI also t-i-krura] 
ae-korsi i-korsay-aen 'fennec (fox)' 
ae-loki i-lokay-aen 'calf 
t-a-mdi-t-t t-l-mday-en 'trap' 
ά-nji 1-njay-aen 'rivulet' 
a-saddi i-sadday-aen 'animal rope' 
ά-zli 

I 
"l-zlay-aen (A-grm) 'removing bride' 

[PI alsol-zaly-αη (T-ka)] 

;rbal nouns in final ay with PI iy-
a-daqkay i-daqkiy-aen (A-grm) 'bumping' 
a-hlayli i-hlayliy-aen 'joy' 
a-m-ilay i-m-lliy-een 'circumcision' 
a-s-üfay i-s-ufiy-aen 'making flow' 
α-s-akkaday i-s-akkadiy-aen 'foraging' 
α-zuzay i-züziy-asn 'filing (metal)' 
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c. verbal nouns in final aw with PI iw-

a-s-allawlaw 

a-mansaw 
a-lawlaw 
a-s-adaw 

i-mansiw-asn 
i-lawliw-asn 
i-s-adiw-asn 
i-s-allawliw-a;n 

'eating supper' 
'towering' 
'organizing' 
'raving' 

Although the common nouns (147.a) and the VblN's (147.b) both end in 
phonetic [i], I take the ending to be III in the former case and to be /ay/ in the 
latter case. This is based on the allomorphy of the lSg possessor suffix, as seen 
in as-bori-nin 'my stick' and α-daqkay-in 'my bumping' (though for the latter 
α-daqki-nin is also possible). For more on this general issue see §3.1.2.5. For i 
replacing a before the stem-final y (or any other C) in the PI, see §4.1.2.12, 
below. Actually, I can hear no difference between ay and iy before a V, but the 
shift a to i before other stem-final C's is clear. 

In (147.c) we have verbal nouns in aw (corresponding to inflected PerfP 
...asw). These forms are parallel to those in ay in (147.b), so the Sg frequently 
takes a postconsonantal allomorph of the lSg possessor suffix (a-mansaw-in 
'my ...'). Here the shift a to i in the PI is clearly audible. 

A few C-final nouns lacking a vocalic prefix show MaPl -taen instead of 
-aen. For C-final nouns, -taen is associated with accent on the final stem 
syllable (not counting any intervening epenthetic schwa). Some of the nouns in 
question are monosyllabic or bisyllabic nouns borrowed from Songhay; the 
others are monosyllabic VblN's that are infrequently pluralized. A stem-final 
geminated PP can be degeminated before the -t- (one case each of ww, yy, and 
kk, none involving VblN's). If the CC cluster is not reduced to C, an a (rarely 
as) may appear. The monosyllabic examples are in (148). 

(148) Plural -taen after Unprefixed C-final Monosyllable 

singular plural gloss 

a. monosyllabic DCC verbal nouns 
idh ldha-taen ι ι 

ijj Ijja-tasn 
ayy ayya-tasn 
Izj izja-taen 

'folding' 
'stretch to look' 
'leaving' 
'being still' 

b. aCC noun (not VblN) 
άηγ aqra-tasn 

[Sg also αητ] 
'palate' 

c. other (C)VCC nouns (accented) 
bseww baew-tasn 
hoyy hoy-taen 
11ns llns-taen 

'monitor lizard' (<Son) 
'green sauce' (<Son) 
'red dye' 
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d. other (C)VCC nouns (unaccented Sg, accented PI) 
Ιάζ Ιάζ-tasn 'famine' 

ι ι 

kokk kok-taen 'vagina' 
yell yelb-tsen (A-grm) 'grass' 
t-üff t-üffe-t-en (A-grm) 'being inflated' 
eff effae-taen (A-grm) 'shelter' 

In (148.a), I take the a as the surface output of stem-final underspecified 
deletable hi. The verbs in question are of the shape -vCCi>, e.g. PerfP -ödha-
'fold'. It is much harder to establish a stem-final deletable V in noun stems, 
though at least historically there was probably a stem-final V in 'palate' 
(148.b), since a variant άητα is recorded for Im dialect. 

In the other cases in (148.c-d), with the possible exception of the A-grm 
forms with a in the PI, an underlying stem-final V seems unlikely. In these 
cases, however, the PI has a marked penultimate accent, though the Sg has a 
default accent (which shifts onto a preceding preposition). This is seen by 
adding prepositions, e.g. daer laz 'in the famine', PI daer laz-tasn 'in the 
famines' (not #daer laz-taen). In effect, these plurals are accented as though 
they had a V between stem and -tasn suffix, as heard audibly in the plurals of 
'being inflated', 'palate', and 'grass'. Since no such V is audible, I have no 
choice but to mark the plural with the acute accent (Ιάζ-tasn, kok-taen). 

The plurals in (148.a) and that of 'palate' in (148.c) are dialectally 
variable. R idhi-taen 'foldings' has a full i. Likewise, T-ka PI Ijja-taen 
'stretchings to look' corresponds to Rljji-taen and A-grm "iggi-taen. While only 
Im dialect has bisyllabic Sg άηνα 'palate', a few other dialects (A-grm, R) 
have Sg άην but PI aqra-taen (K-area dialects have PI aqriw-en). For T-md I 
recorded PI laz-taen 'hungers' with default accent (hence dser Ιαζ-tasn 'in ...'). 

C-final stems of more than one syllable that take -taen rather than -aen are 
shown in (149). Most of them have final accent, and all lack vocalic prefixes 
(these are typical features of loanwords). The correlation with final accent is 
seen clearly in T-ka wasil, PI wasil-taen versus other dialects' was i l , PI 
wasil-aen. 

(149) Plural -taen after Unprefixed C-final Monosyllable 

singular plural gloss 

a. final accent in Sg 
hasgaey haegsey-taen (A-grm) 'harvest' (<Son) 

[haegaey, PI heegaey-taen (T-ka)] 
kukutaess kukutaes-taen 'hoopoe (bird)' 
kukastel kukastel-taen 'hoopoe (bird)' 
aelvaebb aelraebba-taen (A-grm) 'mosquito net' (<Ar.) 
aelkass aslkas-taen 'drinking glass' (<Ar.) 

[Sg also aelkas] 
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aslsib aslslb-taen 'pocket' (<Ar.) 
[also alsibb, PI alsibb-aen] 

aelhadd aelhad-taen (T-ka) 'Sunday' (<Ar.) 
[PI aelxadda-taen (A-grm), aslxadda-taen (K-d)] 

alhaerr alhaer-taen 'fury' (<Ar.) 
ummafin umma?in-taen 'tea gear' (<Ar.) 
maersin maersin-taen 'machine' (<Fr.) 
taemaeyy taemaey-taen 'sieve' (<Fr.) 
ewaenn ewaenna-tasn 'tree sp.' 
wasil wasll-taen 'leopard' (T-ka) 
xarub xanib-taen (R) 'marrow' 
zaeraeww zaeraew-taen 'wild millet' (<Songhay) 
zaewaeyy zaewaey-tsen 'tiger fish' (<Songhay) 

b. nonfinal accent in Sg 
aelmaskaer aelmaekaer-taen 'result' (<Ar.) 
kumbater kumbater-tasn 'potato' (<Fr.) 

[variant kumbater-aen] 
safaedaen safaedaen-tasn 'firefly' 

This final-syllable accent pattern is fairly minor, affecting a few stems that 
fit poorly into Tamashek plural morphology. Borrowed prefixless bisyllabic 
stems with first-syllable accent have unaugmented -aen, like native stems of 
similar shape; an example is kubkub ' machete blade' (<Fr coupe-coupe), PI 
kübkub-aen. Regular nouns that begin with vocalic prefixes reliably take -aen 
(MaPl) or -en (FePl). Contrast unprefixed baeww above with the regular 
prefixed noun ae-baww 'straw', Pll-baww-aen (with -aen rather than -taen). 

Again note the final degemination before the suffixal t in (149.a), e.g. 
'fury' and 'sieve'. 

ae-ηα 'Leptadenia bush' has a plural l-na-tasn with a less common variant 
1-natt-aen. The former can be taken as a regular affixal plural, but the latter 
looks like an ablaut plural of type 1-CaCC-aen. See (§4.1.2.26) for this and a 
similar plural for ae-ja 'waterbag at well'. 

4.1.1.7 C-final Sg with aw/iw extension before PI suffix 

Certain VblN patterns, and a few other nouns, have a C-final singular, but 
extend the stem with ...aw- before MaPl suffix -aen or FePl suffix -en. The α is 
reminiscent of the stem-final α in unsuffixed ablaut plurals, but it would be 
difficult to actually combine the two plural types. In several cases, a in the 
syllable preceding the α is syncopated. Examples in (150). 
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(150) Extra Stem-Final α Before PI ...w-asn (Verbal Nouns) 

singular plural gloss 

a. verbal nouns 
a-duban i-dubnaw-aen 'marriage' 
udsf üdfaw-aen 'holding' 
lidsh üdhaw-aen 'pounding' 
edas 

I 
etsaw-aen 

ι 
'sleep' (Vds) 

üran ümaw-aen (T-ka) 'ornaments' 
[PI also ύγη-αη] 

ujss üjsaw-aen 'entry' 
ükds üksaw-aen 'removal' 
u b j üljaw-aen 'turning' 
ulsm ülmaw-aen 'tying' 
a-s-ikal i-s-lklaw-aen (T-ka) 'traveling' 

[PI also i-s-lkil-aen (A-grm)] 
a-s-ütar i-s-ütraw-aen (T-ka) 'sending to seek' 

[PI also i-s-ütir-aen (A-grm)] 
uzsj üzjaw-aen (T-ka) 'pulling' 

[PI üzag-aen (A-grm)] 

b. common nouns 
udi üdyaw-asn 'butter' 
Idam Idmaw-aen 'face' 
eff effaw-aen 'shelter' 

[PI also effae-taen (A-grm)] 
görr gorraw-aen 'anus' 
e-rasff i-raefaw-aen 'head' 
3-jorh i-jorhaw-aen 'castrated animal' 
ae-jors i-jorsaw-aen 'windpipe' 
a-juss i-jüssaw-aen 'south' 

[PI rare] 
ulh ülhaw-aen 'heart' 
e-lasm i-laemaw-aen 'skin' 
l b s Usaw-aen 'tongue' 
e-mm 1-maw-aen 'mouth' 

[PI alsol-mmaw-aen] 
a-mitt 

1 1 i-mlttaw-aen ι I 'tear(s)' 
ae-rori i-roryaw-aen 'back' 
Isskk Iskaw-aen 'horn' 
Issm Ismaw-aen 'name' 
ae-sigk i-slgkaw-asn 'cooked grain' 
a-ssrr 1-sraw-aen 'side, half 
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kokk kokkaw-aen 'vagina' 
[PI also kok-tasn] 

t-ett t-ettaw-en 'eye' 
t-ezz t-ezzaw-en 'anus' 
ά-χχ l-xxaw-asn 'milk' 
üzaf üzfaw-asn 'nakedness' 
t-ezz 

1 1 t-ezzaw-en (A-grm) 'anus' 

For the R speaker, some cases of ...iw- with extra i were recorded in a 
feminine VblN formation that also shows Stem-Initial Syncope (151). 

(151) Extra Stem-Final i Before PI ...w-en (Verbal Nouns) 

singular plural gloss 

t-a-m-sdin-t t-i-m-daniw-en 'grazing' 
t-a-m-azil-t t-i-m-zaliw-en 'payment' 

4.1.1.8 Gemination in singular or suffixal plural 

Feminine nouns ending in a single consonant C plus FeSg -t in the singular 
sometimes geminate the C in the plural. In these cases, it is possible that the 
geminate is lexical, and is disguised in the Sg by a low-level phonological rule. 
Examples in (152). 

(152) Gemination in Feminine Suffixal Plural but not Singular 

singular plural gloss 

a. t-ae-boy-t t-l-boyy-en 'flower (of tree)' 
t-se-duf-t t-1-duff-en 

I 
'wool' 

t-e-sasy-t t-l-saeyy-en 'winnowing van' 

b. t-ee-haw-t t-l-haww-en 'chameleon' 
t-se-jar-t t-l-jarr-en 'Maerua or Boscia tree' 
t -s-mar-t t-!-marr-en 'beard' 

c. t-s-lom-t t-l-lomm-en (T-ka) 'bran' 
[PI also t-l-lamm-en A-grm] 

Such plurals tend to be dialectally unstable, and may co-occur with 
ungeminated variants (t-i-boy-en and t-i-duf-en are attested). A reasonable 
analysis of the alternations shown in (152) is that the geminate is lexical, and 
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FeSg suffix -t forces Degemination of the preceding geminate. Note that the 
degeminated C is from the set {y w r m f}, i.e. sonorants and one fricative. 

There are also some masculine nouns that show (at least dialectally) a 
simple stem-final C in the Sg that is geminated in the PI. However, in these 
cases there is also a stem-medial vocalic change, from high V to α, so the PI is 
of typel-CaPP-asn (153). 

(153) Gemination in Masculine Suffixal Plural (-CaPP-) but not Singular 

singular plural gloss 

3-fud (T-ka) i-fadd-aen 'knee' 
[Sg also 9-fudd (T-md), ae-fudd (widespread)] 

3-fus (A-grm) ~i-fass-asn 'hand' 
[Sg also 3-fiiss, ae-fuss] 

ά-γΐΐ Wall-aen 'right hand' 
9-mud 1-madd-aen 'prayer' 

[PI less often l-mad-asn] 
3-zum 1-zamm-aen 'Ramadan' 

I I 

These 1-CaPP-aen plurals are a subset of the fuller set described in 
§4.1.2.9, below, where vocalic changes are reviewed. There is a templatic 
look to these plurals. 

Looking back at the feminine cases (152), the PI type t-l-CaPP-en in 
(152.b) might now be seen in a different light. Since the Sg in those cases 
already has the a , the analysis whereby Sg /-CaPP-t/ with FeSg suffix 
simplifies to /-CaP-t/ is still viable, but it might also be possible to take 
t-l-CaPP-en as the feminine equivalent of semi-templatic "ί-CaPP-aen in (153), 
in which case the Sg type t-se-CaC-t exemplified by t-as-haw-t 'chameleon' 
need not have an underlying geminate. In (152.c), I noted a feminine case 
where a Sg/Pl vocalic change did occur (in the A-grm variant), giving further 
credence to the connection between the feminines in (152.b-c) and the 
masculines in (153). But note that the masculines may end in an obstruent d, 
while the feminines all end in sonorants or fricatives. 

An isolated stem-final alternation in a longer noun stem is given in (154). 

(154) Bisyllabic Stem with Final Simple/Geminate Alternation 

singular plural gloss 

e-Y£erdes i-rardsss-an 'rib' 
[much dialectal variation; A-grm PI accented i-rardass-an] 

In (155), the singulars end in a geminate that corresponds to a plain C in 
the plural. There is some dialectal variation. 
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(155) Gemination in Singular but not Suffixal Plural 

singular plural gloss 

a. e-daeww i-daew-an 'gerbil' 
[Sg also e-daew] 

e-fseff i-faef-an 'teat' 
[Sg also e-faef, PI also i· -faeff-αη] 

e-hastt i-haet-an 'Songhay man' 
e-jaerr i-jaer-an 'frog' 

b. e-raess i-vaes-an 'bone' 
e-zaebb i-zaeb-an 

ι I 
'large earring' 

c. e-vaeff i-raefaw-aen 'head' 
[Sg also e-vaef] 

e-mm 1-maw-asn 'mouth' 
[PI alsol-mmaw-aen] 

isakk Iskaw-asn 'horn' 

d. a-sibb 1-sib-aen 'wild fonio' 

(155.a-b), which differ only in the accent of the Sg, show MaPl surface 
suffix allomorph -an, which (because the medial ae in the PI is not compatible 
with PI ablaut) should be due to VV-Contraction (39) (§4.1.2.13-14). The 
plurals are therefore, disregarding accents, underlying /i-CaeCV-aen/ with some 
vowel V. In the case of 'Songhay man' (155.a), note the feminine counterpart 
t-e-hati-t-t 'Songhay woman', PI t-i-hata-t-en. For 'large earring' (155.b) 
compare t-a-z«ebo-t-t 'ring (on finger)' . Assuming VV-Contraction also 
explains the surface penultimate (underlying antepenultimate) accent in the 
plurals in (152.b). However, the Sg/Pl patterns in (155.a-b) are not productive, 
and there is considerable dialectal variation. 

In (155.c) we have a somewhat similar alternation, with a final geminate in 
the Sg, and an extension aw- after ungeminated C in the PI (for this extension 
see §4.1.2.7, above). (155.d) is an isolated case; for many speakers only the PI 
is in use. 

For another stem not shown in (155), 'tail or mane hair', I recorded the Sg 
as ae-saw or (more often) ae-saww, Pll-sagg-aen orl-saww-aen. 

I also omit from (155) the masculine type α-haj ja r 'acacia pod', PI 
"i-hajr-an, and the two feminine types seen in t-a-fakka 'body', PI t-1-fökw-en, 
and t-a-sal luf- t 'tick', PI t-i-salf-en. These mixed ablaut-suffixal plurals 
appear to have a templatic PI shape -CaCC-. This template entails 
simplification (degemination) of the medial geminate, and in cases like 'body' 
it seems to force insertion of a nonlexical w to fill the last C position. See 
§4.1.2.14 for fuller lists and discussion. 
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Additional simple/geminated alternations occur in certain types of 
suffixless ablaut plurals. Gemination of a medial C is observed in cases like 
t -a - f taq-q 'laying out', PI t-i-fsttar (§4.1.2.23). Gemination of a final C 
occurs in cases like t-e-faetel-t 'lamp', PI t-i-ftall (§4.1.2.24). 

4.1.1.9 Stem-internal vowel alternations 

A few stems show alternations between α in the PI and another vowel from the 
set {as, a, o, u, i} in the Sg. 

In the first set of examples (156), the PI is 1-CaPP-aen, corresponding to a 
Sg of the type v-CuC or geminated v-CoPP with short-voweled nominal prefix 
and medial full vowel j i e o u ) . The ones with Sg v-CuC were just mentioned 
in §4.1.2.8, where plain/geminate alternations were discussed. 

(156) PI 1-CaPP-aen and 1-CaC-aen 

singular plural gloss 

a. ΡΠ-CaPP-aen for Sg v-CuPP 
ae-bozz 1-bazz-aen 
3-fudd, 3-fud 1-fadd-aen 
ae-gezz l-gazz-asn (A-grm) 

'emaciated animal' 
'knee' 
'cheek' 

[T: ae-jazz, ΡΠ-jazz-aen] 
ae-korr 1-karr-aen 
ae-morr 1-marr-aen (A-grm) 
ae-rojj 1-rajj-aen 
ae-suff 1-saff-aen (A-grm) 

'mouse' 
'arrow' 
'wilderness' 
'wilderness' 

[T: Sg ae-soff, ΡΓι-soff-aen] 
ae-sorr i-sarr-aen 
ae-zumm 1-zamm-aen 

'gazelle tendon' 
'Ramadan' 

b. PI 1-CaPP-aen for Sg v-CuP 
ά-ril Ί-γαΙΙ-aen 
a-fud (T-ka) i-fadd-asn 

'right hand' 
'knee' 

[Sg also 3-fudd (T-md), ae-fiidd (widespread)] 
3-fus (A-grm) 1-fass-aen 

[Sg also a-fuss, ae-fuss] 
ά-ril 1-vall-aen 
ae-kos 1-kass-aen 
t-£e-lom-t t-l-lamm-en (A-grm) 

[PI also t-1-lomm-en T-ka] 
a-mud l-madd-aen 

[PI less often 1-mad-aen] 
3-zum 1-zamm-aen 

'prayer' 

'Ramadan' 

'hand' 

'right hand' 
'container' 
'bran' 
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c. PI 1-CaC-aen for Sg v-CVC 
ά-dsr 1-dar-aen 'foot' 
ae-lil Ί-lal-asn 'baggage' 

d. Pll-CCaP-Een for Sg ύ-CCvC 
ά-dmasr 1-dmar-aen '(half of) chest' 

[PI also admar-aen] 

All of the stems in (156) have stem-medial α in the PI. One could generate 
the plural forms by recognizing a vocalic melody <L> for the stem proper. For 
the few cases in (156.c-d) where the Sg has a short V, this <L> must be 
supplemented by an ablaut component χ that attaches to the same medial V. 
One could achieve the same effect by recognizing an ablaut component a that 
simply converts the relevant V to a. 

There is also another possibility. The fairly common pattern 1-CaPP-asn in 
(156.a-b) corresponds to a fairly wide range of singulars, which have any of 
several V's and may or may not geminate the final C. This comes close to 
being a plural template of the sort more familiar in Arabic. However, the 
putative T-CaPP-sen with its geminate and its single stem-initial C would not 
work for the minority patterns in (156.c-d), which have different consonantal 
structures. 

Another recurrent pattern is MaPl aCCaC-asn (FePl counterpart 
t-aCCaC-en). In this type, the corresponding singulars also have a rigid shape, 
eCCaeC (157), so a templatic analysis is not needed. The shift of stem-initial e 
to α is discussed in §4.1.2.10, below. 

(157) PI aCCaC-aen 

singular plural gloss 

endael andal-aen 'awl' 
ejhaen ajhan-aen (T-ka) 'band of raiders' 
ejmass ajmas-aen (T-ka) 'thumb' 

[PI also egmaes-aen (A-grm)] 
emzasd amzad-aen 'hair' 
t-endael-t t-andal-en 'branding iron' 
enhasr anhar-aen 'eyebrow' 

[Sg also dnhasr etc.] 
eskaer askar-aen (T-ka) 'fingernail' 

[PI also eskaer-aen (A-grm)] 
eswasl aswal-asn 'mark' 

There are two stems, which happen to share the Sg shape e-PasrPaer for 
some consonant P, that have a plural i-ParPar-aen with both stem V's 
lengthened (158). 
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(158) PI i-CaCCaC-aen 

singular plural gloss 

e-waerwaer i-warwar-aen 'gum acacia tree' 
[variant i-waerwaer-aen] 

e-raenraer i-Yarrar-aen ' r egg (flat area)' 

4.1.1.10 First-stem-syllable Sg/Pl vocalic alternations (e/a, etc.) 

While I make a basic distinction between suffixal and ablaut plurals, there are 
a number of basically suffixal plurals that also involve some modification of 
the stem that falls short of true ablaut. I begin with cases where the stem 
undergoes a slight change in the V of the first and/or second syllable (most of 
the relevant stems are bisyllabic). 

There are several types of shift in stem-initial V's in nouns (true stem 
segments, not vocalic prefixes), from the unmarked Sg to the suffixal PI (with 
MaPl -aen or FePl -en). The V-initial stems include some feminines with Fe 
prefix t- preceding the stem-initial V. The most common shift is stem-initial e 
to a. There are a few cases of stem-initial α to e and of i to a. The data are 
given in (159). 

(159) Stem-Initial Vowel Shift in Sg/Pl Pairs 

singular plural gloss 

a. e to α (stem-initial) 
efaed afaed-aen (T-ka) 

[PI also efd-an] 
ejhaen ajhan-asn (T-ka) 1 

[PI also eghan-aen A-grm] 
ejmaes ajmas-aen 
ekrar akrar-asn 

[PI also ekrar-aen] 
endael andal-aen 
enhaer anhar-aen 

[Sg also anhaer etc.] 
eswael aswal-aen 
emzaed amzad-aen 
t-erse t-arsiw-en 
t-ekle t-akliw-en 
t-emde t-amdiw-en 
t-ende t-andiw-en 
t-esne t-asniw-en 

'mark' 
'hair' 
'sheep or goat' 
'treading' 
'taste' 
'mortar' 
'character' 

'branding iron' 
'eyebrow' 

'band of raiders' 

'thumb' 
'ram' 

'thousand' 
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t-eje t-ajiw-en (T-ka) 'storage area' 
t-ele t-aliw-en 'shade' 
t-eze t-aziw-en (A-grm) 'crotch' 

b. a to e (stem-initial) 
akli ekl-an 
atar etr-an 

'slave, Bella' 
'star' 

c. i to α (stem-initial) 
t-lde t-adiw-en 'sweat' 

Since the stem-initial V in all of these examples is already long, the only 
change in this V is in its quality features. Formally, we could account for them 
by assuming that an ablaut component specifying the relevant quality is 
associated to the first V in the stem (disregarding Fe prefix t- if present). For 
the nouns in (159.a, c) this component could be represented as a-1, and for the 
few cases in (159.b) it could be represented as e - 1 , the "1" in both cases 
indicating the first stem syllable. 

There are a number of cases where the shift e to α (i.e. the ablaut 
component a - 1 applying to lexical e) occurs with a C-initial rather than 
V-initial stem. The known examples are feminines with Fe prefix t- but no 
FeSg suffix, unless final e is taken to be a Fe suffix (160). 

(160) Vowel Shift e to α in Initial CV Syllable in Sg/Pl Pairs 

The vocalic shifts in the first syllables in (159-60) are accompanied in 
many cases by another vocalic shift in the second syllable. The stems in (159-
60) that show this will therefore recur in later sections. 

Rather more common than the full-V alternations in (160) are alternations 
of short V in the Sg with full α in the PI, before a CC cluster. The short V is 
normally ae (161.a), though there is a less common pattern where the Sg has a 
at least as a variant (161.b). As in (160), the cases in (161) are feminines with 
Fe prefix t- but no Fe suffix (unless final e or α is taken to be a Fe suffix), and 
the basic t-u-CvCCe Sg shape in (161) is similar in accent and in syllabic 
structure to the t-b-CeCe Sg shape in (160). 

singular plural gloss 

t-e-fede t-i-fadiw-en 'cuts on skin' (A-grm) 
t-e-nere t-i-nariw-en 'desert expanse' 
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(161) Stem-Initial Vowel Shift in Sg/Pl Pairs 

singular plural gloss 

a. ae to α (after stem-initial C) 
t-e-daeyne t-i-dayniw-en 'Bauhinea tree' 
t-e-faeqre t-i-faqriw-en 'infection' 
t-e-haeyne t-i-hayniw-en 'date (fruit)' 
t-e-laemse t-i-lamsiw-en 'plain(s)' 
t-e-taeqve t-i-taqviw-en (K-f) 'date pit' 
t-a-raerha t-i-rarhiw-en 'manner, stance' 
t-a-nasdra t-i-nadriw-en 'impossible feat' 

b. a to α (after stem-initial C) 
t-a-nabre t-i-nabriw-en 

[Sg also t-a-naebra] 
t-a-ssmde t-i-samdiw-en ι ι 

'night pasturing' 

'coldness' 

4.1.1.11 Stem-final vowel shifts before ...w- and PI suffix 

As noted in §4.1.2.6, w or t commonly appears between a stem-final full vowel 
and the vowel of MaPl -asn or FePl -en. The t cases generally involve no 
change in the stem, and I take it to be a quasi-epenthetic suffixal element. On 
the other hand, the w cases quite often do show changes in the preceding 
vowel, and the w behaves more like a stem-final than a suffix-initial segment. 
A generous sample of the w cases is displayed in (162). The shifts e to i, α to i, 
and e to a, are all common. Leaving aside the prefixes and suffixes, the stems 
in question are nearly always bisyllabic. 

(162) Stem-Final Vowel Shifts Before Epenthetic w 

singular plural gloss 

a. e to i 
t-lde t-adiw-en 
t-adre t-adriw-en 
t-ekle t-akliw-en 
t-emde t-amdiw-en ι ι 

t-ende t-andiw-en 
t-erse t-ersiw-en 

'sweat' 
'co-wife' 
'going' 
'taste' 
'mortar' 
'wealth' 

[PI also t-arsiw-en] 
t-esne t-asniw-en 

[Sg also t-esnasy (A-grm)] 
t-esse t-assiw-en 

'character' 

'grass' 
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t-eze t-aziw-en (A-grm) 'crotch' 
t-akse t-aksiw-en 'conversation' 
t-a-taqqe t-i-laqqiw-en 'pauper' 
t-e-nere t-i-näriw-en 'desert expanse' 
t-ae-balle t-i-balliw-en 'exrement pellet' 
t-se-barde t-i-bardiw-en 'quilt' 
t-εε-ralje t-i-Yaljiw-en 'Egyptian vulture' 
t-ae-hayne t-i-hayniw-en 'gums' 
t-ae-karde t-i-kardiw-en 'amulet, letter' 
t-se-masse t-i-massiw-en 'pebble' 
t-e-dseyne t-i-dayniw-en 'Bauhinea tree' 
t-e-fserjve t-i-faqviw-en 'infection' 
t-e-haeyne t-i-hayniw-en 'date (fruit)' 
t-e-lasmse t-i-lamsiw-en 'plain(s)' 
t-a-nabre t-i-nabriw-en 'pasturing at night 

[Sg also t-a-naebra] 

t-aba t-abiw-en 'tobacco' 
t-άΐτα t-alriw-en 'private matter' 
t-asna t-asniw-en 'outer surface' 
t -azra t-azriw-en 'cheek' 
t-arfa t-arfiw-en 'entrails' 
t - a rma t-armiw-en 'thigh' 
t-ae-bada I t-i-badiw-en I 'running' 
t-ie-dara t-i-dariw-en 'running after' 
t-ae-fala t-i-faliw-en 'makeshift hut' 
t-ae-kana t-i-kaniw-en 'burrgrass grains' 
t-ae-wafa t-i-wafiw-en 'fright' 
t-ae-wana t-i-waniw-en (A-grm) 'forked pole' 
t-adara t-adariw-en 'tea box' 

[Sg also t-as-ddra, PI also t-i -dariw-en] 
t-a-jasa t-i-jasiw-en 'pit (hole)' 
t-a-haessa t-i-haessiw-en 'ripe acacia pod' 
t-a-raerha t-i-rarhiw-en 'manner, stance' 

t-ühe t-ühaw-en 'hump' 
t-ükse t-üksaw-en 'heat' 
t-1mme t-lmmaw-en 'forehead' 
t-mse t-lnsaw-en 'toe' 
t-iwse t-lwsaw-en 'tax' 
t-a-fore t-i-foraw-en 'skin sore' 
t-a-hude t-i-hüdaw-en 'oath' 
t-a-hure t-i-hüraw-en 'activity' 
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t-a-juhe t-i-jühaw-en 'witness' 
t-a-kute t-i-kütaw-en 'alms' 
t-a-matte t-i-msttaw-en 'crowd' 
t-a-wakke t-i-wskkaw-en 'earthworm' 
t-a-yatte t-i-yattaw-en 'mind' 

[PI also t-ltw-en] 
t-a-zsmme t-i-zammaw-en 'grass sp.' 
t-e-gaese t-i-gaesaw-en (A-grm) 'lower back' 

[Sg also t-e-jasse (T-ka); PI also t-l-gasa (A-grm)] 
e-nsele i-n®law-aen (A-grm) 'millet' 

[PI also i-nsele-ten (T-ka)] 
'brownness' (VYWI) t-s-Yule t-i-YÜlaw-en 'brownness' (VYWI) 

t-3-sure t-i-süvaw-en 'redness' (Vswr) 
t-a-zude t-i-züdaw-en 'sweetness' 
t-a-zune t-i-zünaw-en 'half 
t-s-ferre t-i-farraw-en 'empty lot' 

1 
t-skmo t-akmaw-en 'illness' 

[PI also t-akma-t-en] 

: [variant of i] 
t-aekma t-aekmew-en 'painful sore' (R) 

[PI also t-aekmiw-en] 

For t-e-haedde 'reach', the usual PI is t-i-hadd (for this type see §4.1.2.24, 
below). For the A-grm speaker I also recorded t-i-haddaw-en, which belongs 
in (162.c), except for the ablaut-like shift of Sg ae to PI a. This shift was not 
confirmed by other speakers and seems to be parasitic on the genuine ablaut 
shift in the widespread and common PI variant t-i-hadd. 

Exceptions with no vocalic change before FePl ...w-en (or MaPl ...w-asn) 
are relatively few in number. Theys involve stable stem-final α or occasionally 
e. See §4.1.2.6, above, for the known examples. 

A shift of i to α like that in (162.b) above also occurs in some stems before 
FePl -t-en. Unshifted forms are also attested for some of these stems. The 
shifted examples known to me are in (163). 

(163) Stem-Final i to α before FePl -t-en 

singular plural gloss 

t-a-häeri-t-t t-i-haeya-t-en (A-grm) 'oath' 
t-e-hserri-t-t t-i-haerra-t-en (A-grm) 'lioness' 

[PI also t-i-haerri-t-en] 
t-e-käebbi-t-t t-i-kaebba-t-en 'date pit' 
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t-e-läelli-t-t t-i-lsella-t-en 
[PI also t-i-lselli-t-en] 

t-e-mäenni-t-t t-i-m£enna-t-en 
t-ezzi-t-t t-ezza-t-en 
t-e-m-aes-aessskni-t-t t-i-m-aes-aessaekna-t-en 
t-ä-wse-t-t t-l-wsa-t-en 

'noble woman' 

'carp (fish)' 
'fly (insect)' (Vs) 
'braiding woman' 
'ethnic group' 

4.1.1.12 Stem-Final V-Lengthening in plural verbal nouns 

Verbal nouns of prefixally derived (e.g. causative) verbs, and of heavy 
underived verbs, involve a vocalic prefix (Sg α-, PI i-), and <H> melody 
throughout the stem (§8.6). Of interest here is the fact that the corresponding 
plural, though basically suffixal, also involves lengthening of a schwa in the 
final syllable to i. Some examples are in (164). 

V-Lengthening in Final Syllable (mostly Plural Verbal Noun) 

singular plural gloss 

a. underived VblN with a- prefix 
a-blwss i-blwis-asn 'wound' 
a-slwaj i-siwij-aen 'gesturing' 
a-dsrdar i-dsrdir-aen 'being insistent' 
a-karraw i-karriw-asn 'drinking again' 
a-mavrss i-marris-aen (T-ka) 'feeling bad' 

[also i-marras] 
a-lawlsw i-lawliw-aen 'towering' 
a-sksdkad 

ι I 
i-skadkid-aen 

ι I 
'trembling' 

b. mediopassive VblN 
a-n-ilas i-n-llis-asn 'being repeated' 
a-n-imss i-n-lmis-aen 'being tested' 

c. reciprocal VblN 
a-nm-ihaz i-nm-lhiz-aen 'approach each other' 

d. causative VblN 
a-s-sdsw 
a-s-atsj 
a-s-aswsd 
a-s-lrad 
a-s-insar 
a-s-allswlaw 
a-s-sddsrhsn 

s-sdiw-aen (T-ka) 
s-stij-aen 
s-aswid-aen (A-grm) 
s-lrid-aen 
s-lnsir-aen 
s-sllswliw-asn 

i-s-addarhin-aen 

organizing 
'street-selling' 
'duping' 
'washing' 
'blowing nose' 
'raving' 
'desiring' 
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e. minor types 
e-merwas i-merwis-aen (A-grm) 'sickly person' 

[Sg e-merwas, PI i-merwas-sen (T-ka)] 
α-laggas i-laggus-asn (A-grm) 'brother-in-law' 

[i-laws-cm (T-ka)] 
maejraed majrid-aen 'speech, speaking' 

Of the "minor types" in (164.e), only 'speech' occurs in my Timbuktu-area 
data in the forms shown. The PI majrid-aen suggests VblN status, but both Sg 
and PI lack vocalic prefixes and the Sg/Pl alternations seems isolated and 
irregular. 

The VblN forms shown in (164.a-d), with a in the final Sg syllable, have 
variants with ο (§8.6.1.4). The latter variant retains its α in the PI, as in Sg 
a-lawlaw 'towering', PI i-lawlaw-aen. 

Formally, we can account for the lengthening in (164) as the effect of an 
ablaut component χ-f (i.e., lengthening of stem-final V). The combination of 
the length component and the <H> melody applying to the whole stem is i 
rather than u in this case. 

(165) V-Lengthening (Verbal Nouns) 

In VblN's of prefixally derived verbs, and of heavy underived 
stems, if the Sg ends in ...CaC, the suffixal PI includes an ablaut 
component χ-f whose effect is to lengthen a short V (always 
schwa) to a full V in the final stem syllable. Applied to a (i.e. short 
vowel with <H> melody), χ-f produces i (except as noted below). 

The lengthening applies only to the simple form of the VblN with schwa in 
the final Sg syllable, not to the variant forms with α replacing this schwa in 
both Sg and PI: Sg a-lawlaw 'towering', PI i-lawlaw-aen, etc. On occasion I 
have elicited Sg/Pl pairs with schwa in the Sg and α in the PI, particularly from 
my A-grm informant, who gave e.g. Sg α-s-aksal 'shortening' (causative 
VblN) and PI a-s-aksal-aen. Perhaps for some speakers the α is more common 
in the PI than in the Sg, the effect being at least the appearance of a 
morphological rule lengthening a to a. However, my impression is that these 
"pairs" may have involved mixing of the simple and α versions of the (Sg and 
PI) VblN's. 

When the verb stem contains a medial u, the features [+rounded] and 
[+back] spread from it to the lengthened V of the stem-final V of the PI VblN, 
resulting in another u instead of the expected i. This works for T-ka and most 
other dialects investigated. However, the A-grm dialect fails to apply 
u-Spreading, and therefore allows the medial u and the final-syllable i to co-
exist. Some examples from T-ka area are in (166). 
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(166) u-Spreading in Plural Verbal Nouns 

singular plural gloss 

a-hruhsv 
a-mürad i-mürud-aen (T-ka) 'crawling' 

[Ρ alsol i-mürid-asn (A-grm)] 

i-hrühur-aen 'migration' 

α-s-udam i-südum-aen (T-ka) 'last drop' 
[PI also i-südim-aen (A-grm)] 

a-s-addaniram 
a-s-skkalutaf 

i-s-addarürum-asn 'making liquid run' 
i-s-akkalüluf-sen (T-ka) 'stroking' 

[PI also i-s-akkalülif-aen (A-grm)] 
a-smumav 
a-snünaj 

i-smumuY-aen 
i-snünuj-aen 

'dragging self' 
'walking softly' 

This u-Spreading also occurs in some paradigmatic forms of inflectable 
verb stems (§3.4.9). 

For verbs whose inflectable stems show alternations of the type PerfP 
-aCuC- and imperfective -üCaC- (§7.3.1.10), the causative VblN may take the 
form α-s-uCaC (Sg), but i-s-lCuC-asn (PI) in Timbuktu-area dialects. 
However, informants showed some hesitation about the PI vocalism (variants 
of the type i-s-üCuC-sen were also given). 

(167) Plural Verbal Noun with i...u Sequence 

4.1.1.13 MaPl -an due to clear W-Contraction 

For nouns there is variation, depending on the stem, between MaPl suffixal 
allomorphs -aen and -an. The feminine counterparts have uniform -en. 

Since -aen is the most basic MaPl suffix (§4.1.2.2), I interpret -an as a 
phonological modification of -aen. This approach bears fruit, but it turns out 
that there are two quite different ways to derive -an, each appropriate to a 
different set of nouns 

(168) Derivation of -an from -aen 

a. /...Cu-aen/ contracts to ...C-αη (see VV-Contraction (39.a)). 
b. -aen plus ablaut component χ-f (i.e. vowel length) [§4.1.2.14, 

below] 

singular plural gloss 

α-s-udab i-s-ldub-asn (T-ka) 'making drip' 
[PI also i-s-üdib-aen (A-grm)] 
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The clear cases of ablaut derivation are those that audibly show the regular 
PI ablaut melody <HL>, i.e., with high vowels {u a i) in the stem syllables 
preceding the suffixal -an (which expresses the L component of the melody). 
"Audibly" in the above formulation presupposes that the Η component of the 
melody has actually changed a mid-height or low V in the Sg; if the Sg already 
has high V's in the relevant syllables, the application of a PI melody may be 
unprovable. 

By contrast, -an derived by VV-Contraction (39) should have no effect on 
the preceding syllables of the stem. However, identifying contraction cases is 
made difficult by the fact that the original stem-final *V has disappeared in 
many cases even from the unsuffixed Sg form. 

I begin with the clearest cases of -an derived by VV-Contraction (39.a), 
namely, those where a stem-final V is indeed audible in the Sg, and where no 
ablaut change occurs in the stem going from Sg to PI (169). 

(169) MaPl -an Due to Contraction of/-aen/ with Stem-Final Vowel 

singular plural gloss 

a. Sg and PI have penultimate accent 
e-daehi i-daeh-αη 'sand' 
e-haeri [A-grm] i-haer-αη [A-grm] 'young bull' 

[elsewhere Sg e-haere, PH-hsYW-an] 
e-kaesi i-kaes-αη (A-grm) 'speckled one' 
e-saeli i-sael-αη 'news' 

[PI in all dialects; Sg used in A-grm but not in T-ka] 
e-taeri i-taer-αη 'inherited trait' 
azzami azzam-an (A-grm) 'strip of hide' (Vzmy) 

b. Sg has default antepenultimate accent, PI has shifted penultimate 
accent 

ά-raeba i-raeb-an (A-grm) 'bridle' 
a-kaesa i-kaes-an 'fresh vegetation' 
a-lasda i-laed-an I 'fly (insect)' 
a-waera i-wasr-an 'baby camel' 
ae-bada i-bdd-an (A-grm) 'bosom' 

[Sg also ά-baeda (T-ka)] 
3-biwa i-biw-an 'animal pen' 
εε-Yora i-vor-an 'call to prayer' 
ae-rata i - ra t -an 'crocodile' 

[PI alsol-vuta (T-ka)] 
ae-hara i-har-an 'saltlick' 
ae-jola i-jol-an 'step-son' 
ae-koka i-kok-an 'doum-palm nut' 
ae-loba i-lob-an 'arc-ed pole' 
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ae-lata i-lat-an 'midriff 
ae-liwa i-liw-an (A-grm) 'millet porridge' 
£e-maka i-mak-an 'castrated bull' 
ae-saka i-sak-an 'mount camel' 
ae-danda i-dand-an 'dung pile' 
ae-falka i-falk-an 'hockey stick' 
ae-jamba i-jamb-an 'hippo' 
ae-saqqa i-saqq-an 'grass sp.' 
ae-salwa i-sdlw-an 'brousse tigree' 
ae-sanna i-sann-an 'Maytenus tree' 
ae-zarma i-zarm-an (A-grm) 'Zarma person' 

[T-ka ae-zorma, PI i-zorm-an] 
a-hyaegaela i-hyaegajl-an (K-f) 'crest of rooster' (vsgl) 
a-maelaeja i-maelaej-an 'Aerva bush' 
a-gaelaegka i-gselaeqk-an (A-grm) 'head rag' 
a-raelaebba i-raelaebb-an 'large tom-tom' 
a-jaeraeyya i-jaereeyy-an (T-ka) 'skink' 

[i-gaeraeyy-an A-grm] 
a-karamma i-karsmm-an (A-grm) 'piece' 
a-laebaejja i-laebaejj-an 'fine meal' 
a-laemmaeya i-laemmaey-an (A-grm) 'colon' 
a-raerasqqa i-raeraeqq-an (A-grm) 'zorilla (fox)' 

c. Sg and PI with default antepenultimate accent (rare) 
ά-taggi l-lsgg-αη (T-md) 'plant sp.' 

[PI elsewhere i-laggi-taen] 
ά-laesso l-laess-αη 'black turban cloth' 

[verified for T-ka, T-md, and K-d, no other PI recorded] 
a-faezaeza i-faezaez-αη (A-grm, Gao) 'ratel (mammal)' 

[elsewhere (with k) Sg a-kaezaeza, PI i-kaezaez-an] 

In (169.a), the Sg already has marked penultimate accent (which is then 
carried over in the PI). This type is rare in my Timbuktu-area data though 
somewhat more common in A-grm. It is phonologically unproblematic. The 
pattern in (169.b), where the Sg has default antepenultimate accent while the 
PI has (apparently shifted) penultimate accent, is extremely common. Since 
there is no obvious morphological basis for the accent shift, I conclude that 
Default Accentuation applies here to a representation prior to the 
VV-Contraction rule. For example, 3-biwa 'animal pen' has a PI /i-biwa-aen/, 
which becomes /a-blwa-aen/ by Default Accentuation, then i -b iw-αη by 
VV-Contraction. Because the PI has a surface penultimate accent, I use the 
acute (rather than grave) accent. However, allowing for the rule ordering 
given, the accent is actually due to Default Accentuation on the (underlying) 
antepenult. 
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This rule ordering, though necessary for the very productive type (169.b) 
and consistent with (169.a), is challenged by the handful of examples in 
(169.C). Here, Default Accentuation appears to apply to the output of 
VV-Contraction, so the PI has a default accent on the surface antepenult 
(which corresponds to the underlying fourth syllable from the right). The 
nouns in (169.c) are "cultural" vocabulary, and all are problematic. Only one 
of the antepenultimate-accented plurals ('black turban cloth') is attested 
outside of a narrow dialect area, and this one has a variant Sg ά-laessaew. 

Some phonologically more complex cases are given in (170). 

(170) Additional Contracted -an (or -en) Plurals of V-Final Sg 

singular plural gloss 

a. t-a-ksnds-t-t t-l-ksnd-en 'water lily tuber' 
b. ae-s-0ru i-s-ur-αη 'pretext' 

In the feminine noun 'water lily tuber' in (170.a), the PI shows 
antepenultimate accent while the Sg has penultimate accent. This indicates that 
the stem has no lexical accent, gets the default antepenultimate accent in the 
PI, and in the Sg has penultimate accent conditioned by the FeSg suffix -t 
(§3.3.1.1, §4.1.2.1). 

In (170.b) we see u in different syllables in the Sg and the PI. One 
possibility is that this is another case of a shifty u (§3.4.9). However, i-sur-an 
could also be a mixed suffixal-ablaut PI with <H L> melody, whose u reflects 
the amalgamation of the α vowel of the Sg with the Η part of the melody. In 
this view, the u of the PI has nothing to do with the u of the Sg. 

Consider now (171). 

(171) χ-Erasure in Contracted -an Plurals in Nominals from -vCCu- Verbs 

singular plural gloss 

a. verbal nouns 
a-tw-ajj l-tw-ajj-an 'being done' 

[Sg also α-tw-eggi (A-grm)] 
a-s-atf l-s-3tf-an 

I 'dumping' (Vs-df) 
a-s-sksnn l-s-akn-an 'showing' 
a-s-ant l-s-snt-an 'beginning' 
a-s-anr l-s-snr-an 'burning' 

[Sg also a-s-arri, with PI i-s-srvi-tasn (A-grm)] 
a-s-ans Ί-s-ans-an 'sale' 
a-trur 1-trur-an 'going down' 
a-z-alz 

ι I l-z-alz-an (T-ka) 'shaving' 
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b. agentives and related nominals 
e-m-aert l-m-aert-an 'tree' 
e-m-aeks l-m-aeks-αη 'eater' 
e-m-aels i-m-aels-αη 'garment' (T-ka, A-grm) 
e-m-aeqY "l-m-asijv-an 'killer' 
e-m-aerz 1-m-asrz-an 'breaker' (T-ka, A-grm) 
e-m-aesaeww l-m-assw-αη (T-ka) 'water source' 

[PI also i-m-aesaeww-αη (A-grm)] 

c. like (b) but nominals retain stem-final V in Sg 
e-m-sesli l-m-aesl-αη 'voice' 
e-m-aesli l-m-aesl-αη (A-grm) 'game, activity' 

What is notable about the cases in (171.a-c) is that the PI has default 
accent while the Sg has a grammatically marked accent on the final (which 
corresponds to the penult of the suffixal PI). In effect, the Sg accent is erased 
in the PI, allowing Default Accentuation to apply to the latter. This is quite 
unusual in Sg/Pl pairs, whether the PI is suffixal or ablauted. 

The verb stems associated with the nominalizations in (171.a-c) are of the 
shape -aC(C)a- in the PerfP and /-aeC(C)i-/ in the Shlmpf. The underspecified 
high V segment III is deleted word-finally by Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) 
(§3.1.2.4), and is deleted by VV-Contraction (37.c) when followed by a 
V-initial suffix or clitic (37, 40). In relative clause contexts, in those positions 
where Rightward Accent Shift (132) (§3.5.3.2) would be expected to shift 
accent onto the /i/, but where the III is (then) deleted, χ-Erasure (136) applies 
(§3.5.3.3) and we get a default accent (if necessary, on the preceding word in 
the accentual phrase). 

Something related seems to be happening in (171). The verbal nouns in 
(171.a) belong to types showing <H> stem melody and with marked 
penultimate accent, so we can take the Sg forms to have representations like 
/a-tw-ajji/ 'being done', ending in underspecified high vowel hi. In the PI 
/i-tw-ajji-aen/, the hi is lost by VV-Contraction (39.b). Even though the III is 
not itself accented, its loss appears to trigger χ-Erasure. This produces 
unaccented /i-tw-ajj-an/, which surfaces with default accent as l - tw-sj j -an. 
The remaining cases in (171.a) have similar derivations. However, a-s-sksnn 
' showing ' shows some additional morphophonology in the Sg 
(resyllabification by Final-CC Schwa-Epenthesis, accompanied by Stem-Final 
Gemination) that does not apply to the PPi-s-alcn-an. 

The agentives and related nominals in (171.b) can likewise be assigned 
representations of the type /e-m-aerti/ 'tree' ending in III. The plurals are 
derived in the same way as those of the verbal nouns, as shown in (172). 
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(172) Derivation of PluraPi-m-aeYt-an 'trees' 

/i-m-aerti-aen/ underlying (after ablaut derivation of stem) 
/i-m-sert-an/ VV-Contraction accompanied by χ-Erasure 
l-m-aert-an Default Accentuation 

In (171.b), e-m-aesasww 'water source' shows resyllabification (including 
Stem-Final Gemination) in the Sg. 

The cases in (171.c) are survivals of the original V-final Sg stem shapes 
that were once characteristic of the much more common types (171.a-b). In the 
Timbuktu area, only a handful of lexicalized nominals (no longer derived by 
productive ablaut processes) have this Sg shape. On the other hand, A-grm 
retains many Sg stem-final V's, even in cognates for some of the Timbuktu-
area C-final singulars in (171.a-b). 

I have argued that -an can be derived by VV-Contraction even where 
(except in eastern dialects) the Sg no longer shows a stem-final V. The 
hallmark of contracted -an is retaining the vocalism of the Sg stem, rather than 
overlaying on it the PI vocalic melody <H L>. With this background, I am 
inclined to include other cases where -an appears to be added to the Sg stem 
without melodic change as belonging in this section. However, if the Sg stem 
happens to have only high vowels, when MaPl -an or FePl -en is added we 
cannot tell whether the PI melody has applied. 

In (173), the Sg and PI stems show a mid-height or low V, so there is 
clearly no PI <H L> melody. These are probably cases where an original stem-
final V has been lost. 

(173) Contracted -an Plurals of C-final Singulars 

singular plural gloss 

a. Sg with penultimate accent, Lexical Accent Erasure in PI 
indeterminate 

e-baeqr l-basgr-an 'floodplain' 
e-baett l-bastt-an 'lowland' 
e-daegg 1-daegg-an 'place' 
e-fasyd Ί-faeyd-an 'drinking trough' 

[PI alsol-faeyd-aen] 
ά-raerh Wserh-an 'shield' 
e-jaens Ί-jaens-an 'river' 
ά-kaert 1-kaert-an 'chick' 

[also ά-kart, Pll-ksrt-an] 
e-kaekk 1-kaekk-an 'spur-winged goose' 
e-taeqq 1-taeqq-an 'male ostrich' 

[PI also l-taeqq-asn] 
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b. Sg stem accented, clear Lexical Accent Erasure in PI 
e-baegg 1-baegg-an 'jackal' 
ae-foll 1-foll-an 'Fula man' 

[FeSg t-ae-folli-t-t] 
e-laell 1-laell-an 'noble' 

[FeSg t-e-laelli-t-t] 
e-taell 1-taell-an 'turban' 
e-nashaejj i-naehaejj-an (T-ka) 'what one deserves' 
e-waelaenf i-wslaenf-an 'melon greens' 

c. Sg stem accented, arguably VV-Contraction and Lexical Accent 
Erasure in PI 

e-daem i-daem-an 'gazelle' 
[FeSg t-e-daemi-t-t] 

e-daeww 
I 

i-daew-an 'gerbil' e-daeww 
I 

[FeSg t-e-dsewwi-t-t] 
e-kaezz i-kaez-an 'rooster' 

[FeSg t-e-ksezi-t-t or t-e-käezzi-t-t] 
e-maenn i-maen-an 'fish' 

[cf. Fe t-e-mäenni-t-t 'carp'] 
α-wsrsakk i-warsakk-an (A-grm) 'kindling' 

d. Sg with prefixal accent, PI with stem accent 

e-hasd i-haed-αη 'night' 
e-hasn i-haen-an 'home' 
e-zaebb i-Z£eb-an 'large earring' 

[Sg also e-zaeb] 

In (173.a), the Sg has a lexical accent on the vocalic prefix. In the PI, the 
accent is again on the vocalic prefix, but since this is now the word antepenult 
it is now compatible with Default Accentuation. We therefore cannot 
determine whether Lexical Accent Erasure has applied in the PI. In (173.b),the 
Sg has accent on the stem (surface final syllable), but we get a default 
antepenultimate accent in the PI. This indicates that Lexical Accent Erasure 
has applied to the PI. This makes sense if we assume an underlying stem-final 
V that is lost by VV-Contraction in the PI, provided that VV-Contraction 
precedes Default Accentuation for these plurals. In (173.c), we get non-default 
stem accent in both Sg and PI, so it would seem that no Accent Erasure has 
applied in the PI. However, there is good reason here to posit an underlying 
stem-final V that is deleted in the masculine Sg, preserved in related feminines 
(for some stems), and undergoes VV-Contraction in the masculine PI, which 
triggers Lexical Accent Erasure (the surface penultimate accent in e.g. PI 
i-daem-αη would then be due to ordering Default Accentuation before 
VV-Contraction). The few cases in (173.d) show Sg prefixal accent and PI 
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stem (word-penultimate) accent. This can be derived from representations like 
/l-haedi-aen/, provided that we allow Default Accentuation to apply before 
VV-Contraction, cf. (169.a-b), above. For dialects where 'large earring' has 
the variant Sg form e-za§b, this stem belongs in (173.C) rather than (173.d). 

Especially for the Sg shape e-CaeC(C) or e-CaeC(C), there is some 
dialectal variation between PI l-CasC(C)-an (suggesting a covert stem-final V) 
and PI l-CaeC(C)-aen (with simple suffixal -aen) in individual cases. Such 
variants are indicated in (173.a) for e-faeyd and e-taeqq. This variation is 
understandable, since other Sg nouns with this shape are distributed between 
the two types, so there is no shortage of models for analogical stem-class 
shifts. 

Some additional -an (and -en) plurals that, like the preceding cases, do not 
show the PI ablaut melody <HL> as given in (174). Note the e and (in one 
case) ae in the PI stems, where the Η part of the PI melody would normally 
require a high V. 

(174) Non-Ablaut -an (and -en) Plurals with e or ae in Plural Stem 

singular plural gloss 

a. masculine, initial e, stem-final u desyllabified to w 
elu elw-αη 'elephant' 

[accents with prep: χ elu, χ elw-αη (A-grm)] 
esu esw-αη (A-grm, T-ka) 'bull' 

[also irregular PI aswan-aen (T-ka)] 

b. masculine, initial e 
e-faed efd-αη (A-grm) 'thousand' 

[PI also afasd-asn] 
elasr elv-an 'shin' 
eras ers-αη 'sharp pain' 

c. masculine, initial α/e alternation 
ά-dar edr-αη (A-grm) 'foot bruises' 
a-haerr ehr-αη 'lion' 

d. feminine nouns, initial e or α/e alternation 
t-efeq-q t-efv-en 'ganglion' 

[Sg could also be transcribed t-efaq-q] 
t-era-t-t t-er-t-en 'waterskin hoop' 
t-elasq-q t-elv-en 'knife' 
t-esam-t t-esm-en 'salt' 

e. feminine nouns, initial e, with Degemination 
t-effar-t t-efr-en 'hobbles (fetters)' 
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f. feminine, initial α/e alternation 
t-a-zsf-t t-ezf-en (A-grm) 'axe' 

g. feminine, initial ae, with Degemination 
t-aellaem-t t-£elm-en (T-ka) 'she-camel' 

[several regional variants of Sg and PI] 

In the masculine cases (174.a-c), and in the feminine noun in (174.g), the 
Sg has lexical penultimate accent (hence e.g. daer "'ae-hasrr 'in the lion') while 
the PI has no marked accent (hence e.g. daer ehr-αη 'in the lions' with phrasal 
accent on the preposition). The feminines in (174.d-f) are compatible with this, 
although we cannot tell whether the Sg forms have a lexical accent (FeSg 
suffix -t forces penultimate accent anyway). All forms in (174.b-g) show 
Syncope of a schwa (less often ae, or in 'hobbles' Q), and where applicable 
Degemination. 

The two stems in (174.a) show Desyllabification of u (in the Sg) to w 
before the PI suffix. Since stem-final u sometimes functions as the equivalent 
of aw, these alternations are not far removed from the Syncope cases in 
(174.b-c). Alternatively, one could argue that the w is lexical (/elw/, /esw/) 
and vocalizes when word-final. 

Of interest is the fact that all plurals in (174a-e) are unaccented, even 
where the Sg has a clear lexical accent (174.a-c). This indicates that Lexical 
Accent Erasure applies to the plurals. The erasure rule elsewhere accompanies 
(and appears to be triggered by) the loss of a stem vowel. In (174.b-c), we 
arguably have not one but two vocalic deletions: the syncopated schwa, and 
the underlying stem-final /i/ that we might posit in order to account for the -an 
allomorph in (174.b-c). 

In (174.a), we could consider Desyllabification of u to w to be an effective 
equivalent of these vocalic deletions, since the desyllabified semivowel is no 
longer relevant to accentuation (i.e. it is no longer syllabic or moraic). If that 
doesn't convince, we could use a Syncope analysis ( /aw/ syncopates 
prevocalically to w) or take w as lexical. Furthermore, the MaPl -an allomorph 
could be taken as evidence for an additional stem-final vocalic segment (hence 
e.g. /elwi/ 'elephant'). 

In fairness, it should be noted that there is an alternative interpretation for 
most of the Sg/Pl alternations in (174), using ablaut rather than 
VV-Contraction to account for MaPl -an. The idea would be to have PI ablaut 
apply to the combination of the stem and MaPl suffix /-aen/, as I suggest (with 
much greater confidence) for the Sg/Pl cases covered in §4.1.2.14, below. This 
alternative analysis would take PI elw-αη (174.a), e l r - α η (174.b), etc., as 
mixed ablaut-suffixal plurals, e.g. suffixed /elar-aen/ plus PI melody <H L> 
plus lengthening formative χ-f. The derivation would require the L melodic 
component and χ-f to target the suffixal vowel, the medial schwa to be 
syncopated, and the stem-initial e (like stem-initial i, see below) to escape 
melodic modification to u. 
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I am skeptical of this way of deriving e.g. elr-αη, in the absence of any 
overt sign of PI ablaut melody in the stem itself. However, such cases are near 
the borderline between -an due to VV-Contraction (this section) and -an due 
to application of ablaut to a stem-suffix combination (§4.1.2.14). 

In (174), above, we have an e or ae in the PI stem that can be taken as 
evidence of the non-application of PI <H L> melody. In (175), below, we have 
cases that involve the same Syncope and (if applicable) Degemination as in 
(174). However, in (175) the stem V is already high {i u} in the Sg, so there is 
no way to tell whether an Η melodic component is at work in the PI. 

(175) Non-Ablaut -an and -en Plurals with High Vowel in Singular and 
Plural Stems 

singular plural gloss 

a. feminine, initial i 
t-ijam-t t-ljm-en 'nose-ring' 
t-lkas-t t-lks-en 'piece of fabric' 

b. feminine, initial i, with Degemination 
t-lllik-k t-ilk-en 'louse' 

[Sg also t-ilik-k] 
t:iS3m-t t-lsm-en 'foul water' 

c. masculine, initial u 
ursn ύτη-αη 'ornaments' 

[used chiefly in PI] 

The PI accent in üm-αη (175.c) is the effect of Lexical Accent Erasure. 
However, for many speakers the Sg ursn is unelicitable, so ύτη-αη (arguably 
öm-αη) is the only form in use, and can be learned as such without reference 
to a derivation. 

In (176) I show a few special cases of MaPl -an associated with an 
additional stem-final C (176.a), or in a stem used only in the plural (176.b). 
The accent shift in i-hoh-αη suggests an affiliation with the stems in (174.d), 
above. This, combined with the absence of PI <H L> melody, points to an 
underlying PI representation /i-hohV-aen/ with some stem-final V (that counts 
as a syllable in Default Accentuation). 

(176) Minor Types with -an 

singular plural gloss 

a. extra stem-final C in plural 
£e-ho i-hoh-αη 'smoke' 
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b. Plural -an with no singular 
[none] am-an 'water' 
[none] l-m-αη 'self 

Finally, consider the masculine/feminine pair in (177), already presented 
in part in (173.c). 

(177) Masculine/Feminine Pair 

singular plural gloss 

e-daem i-daem-αη '(male) gazelle' 
t-e-däemi-t-t t-i-daema-t-en '(female) gazelle' 

These forms bring out the asymmetry between suffixal MaPl and FePl in 
cases where a stem-final V undergoes VV-Contraction in the MaPl. The stem-
final V is more visible in the feminines, where it is "protected," so to speak, by 
inner Fe suffix -t-. The latter morpheme is carried over into the FePl, before 
suffix -en, obviating the need for VV-Contraction. 

4.1.1.14 Ablauted MaPl variant -an 

Although there are borderline cases and some room for disagreement about 
optimal analyses, the cases of MaPl -an in §4.1.2.13, above, can be explained 
by simple suffixation of -aen followed by VV-Contraction, while those in the 
present section can be taken reflecting suffixation of -aen followed by ablaut. 
The ablaut components are the usual PI melody <H L> plus the V-length 
formative χ-f (§4.1.2.15, below). 

I begin with some Sg/Pl alternations that involve the most dramatic stem 
changes (178), clearly pointing to ablaut. 

(178) Ablauted MaPl-an 

singular plural gloss 

a. Sg -CaeCasC, PI -CaCC-an 
e-baekaer 1-bskr-an 'young ram' 
e-daeraef "l-dsrf-an 'front tooth' 
e-raesasr l-rssr-an 'flooded area' 
e-jaedaer l-jadr-an 'vulture' 
e-jaedaes 1-jsds-an 'family' 
e-jaedael 1-jadl-an 'fall' 
e-kaesaem l-kssm-an 'mountain pool' 
e-laekaet 1-bkt-an 'branch' 
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e-maejael 1-m-ajl-an 'snake sp.' 
e-naefaed 1-nafd-an 'firedrill' 
e-raekaef l-rakf-an 'group of donkeys' 
e-saebasr 1-sabr-an 'grass matting' 
e-saeraen l -ssrn-an 'pestle' 
e-saewaer "l-sawr-an 'flat area' 
e-taefaer 1-tafr-an 'bottom of foot' 
e-zaekaen Ί-zakn-an (K) 'rag tent' 

1 -CvCuC (mainly -CaeCuC), PI -CaCC-an 
a-daeras 1-dars-an 'Commiphora tree' 
a-daewal 1-dawl-an 'young goat' 
a-faeraj 1-farj-an 'tortoise' 
a-kaebar l-kabr-an 'bucket' 
a-kaebar l-kabr-an 'line of camels' 
a-saefar Vsafr-an 'medication' 
e-daeber Ί-dabr-an (A-grm) 'dove' 
e-faekel 1-fakl-an 'shoes' 
e-haeket l-hakt-an 'old tent' 

[PI also 1-hkat] 
e-laekef 1-lakf-an 'horse saddle' 
e-saemed l-samd-an 'coldness' 
a-daefor l-dafr-an (K, R) 'pillow' 
a-jaerof 1-jarf-an 'croix de malte (plant)' 
a-saerol 1-sarl-an 'young ram' 

[PI more often l-sval] 
a-baerij l-barj-an 'road' 

[Sg also a-barij] 
a-kaedil Τ-kadi-an 

I 
'vagina' 

[Sg also α-kadil; PI more often 1-kdal] 

c. Sg -CvPPuC, PI -CaPC-an with Degemination (§3.4.2.2) 
a-hajjar 1-hajr-an 'acacia pod' 
α-nalluj 1-nalj-an 'ant' 

[Sg also ά-nalj] 
a-waeqqas "l-wavs-an 'beast, lion' 

The PI type l-CaCC-αη is extremely productive for Sg nouns of the shapes 
e-CaeCasC, as in (178.a), and υ-CvCuC, as in (178.b). As usual in such 
formulae, ν is a short vowel and υ is a full (=long) vowel. (178.c) shows 
Degemination of a medial geminate. 

The PI pattern 1-CaCC-an has (disregarding the PI prefix) a surface vocalic 
sequence «9 α» that is compatible with the <H L> melody and the χ-f (final V-
length) component of standard, nonsuffixal plural ablaut. We can therefore 
generate the plurals from the singulars by adding MaPl suffix /-aen/ and then 
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applying nominal plural ablaut to the stem-plus-suffix sequence (i.e. 
applying the <H L> melody and the formative χ-f to the sequence [stem + 
-aenj), with the following additional modifications: a) Degemination of a 
medial geminated CC, where applicable (178.c); b) Full-V Shortening, 
reducing a full V in either stem syllable (usually the second, but in a few cases 
the first, e.g. t-a-mara 'ten', PI t-l-marw-en) to a short V, which can only be 
/a/ because of the Η melodic component; and c) Syncope of this /a/, with 
accompanying Lexical Accent Erasure. 

A derivation using this model (regular componential ablaut plus ad hoc 
Degemination and Full-V Shortening processes) is given in (179). 

(179) Derivation ofl-hajr-αη 'acacia pods' (from Sg a-hajjar) 

Although I have divided -an plurals into contracted (§4.1.2.13, above) and 
ablauted (this section), the division is blurry at times. The Degemination of the 
medial geminate observed in (178.c) parallels that seen in a few contracted 
plurals; examples of the latter are Sg t-effar-t 'hobbles (fetters)', PI t-efr-en, 
and t-asllsem-t 'she-camel', PI t-aelm-en (174.e,g). There are also many cases 
of Lexical Accent Erasure in contracted plurals (171), where the erasure rule is 
associated with the loss of the underlying stem-final V by VV-Contraction. In 
(178), Accent Erasure is associated with another V-deleting rule, namely 
Syncope. 

The Degemination, Full-V Shortening, and Syncope rules, in combination 
with the Η element of the <H L> melody, have the effect of producing a 
uniform -CaCC- sequence from any of three distinct input shapes. When 
multiple input shapes converge in a single output shape, we can reinterpret the 
morphological process as ablaut based on a template -CvCC-. In this 
alternative analysis, the input Sg stems are mapped onto this template, in a 
fashion familiar from Arabic derivational ablaut. The derivation in this case 
would be simpler than that in (179). In effect, the ablaut system would 
juxtapose a spelled-out Sg stem with the PI template, and would then extract 
consonants from the input and map them onto the empty C positions in the 
template, treating a medial geminate in the input as a single C autosegment. 
The combination [-CvCC-aen] would then be subject to the productive PI 
ablaut processes, i.e. Melodic Association of <H L> and attachment of 
formative χ-f. There would be no need for Degemination, Full-V Shortening, 
Syncope, or Lexical Accent Erasure in this derivation. 

One characteristic of templatic ablaut, e.g. in Arabic, is that obligatory C 
positions not filled by transfer from the input are filled either by doubling one 

/i-hajjar-asn/ 
/i-hajjur-an/ 
/i-hajar-an/ 
/i-hajr-an/ 
1-hajr-an 

Melodic Association (<H L>), χ-f 
Degemination, Full-V Shortening 
Syncope, Lexical Accent Erasure 

affixation 

surface form (after Default Accentuation) 
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of the lexical C's, or by inserting a nonlexical default (filler, expletive) C. 
With this in mind, consider the examples in (180). Here the plurals have the 
same -CsCC- shape as in (178), but with a stem-final w (rarely y) in the PI that 
is not transparently transferred from the Sg. 

(180) Ablauted MaPl -an Preceded by Nonlexical w or y 

singular plural gloss 

Sg V-final with single medial C, PI in . ,.w-an 
e-bseje "l-bajw-an 'horse' 
ά-faezo l-fszw-an 'markouba grass' 

[PI alsol-fsza (A-grm)] 
e-haere l-havw-an 'young bull' 

[PI also unablauted suffixal i-haer-αη] 
e-hasre Ί-harw-an 'wealth' 
a-jsju l-jsjw-an 'arc-ed pole' 

b. Sg V-final with medial geminate, PI in ...w-αη with Degemination 
ά-zakka ϊ-zakw-an 'tomb' 

ι ι 

c. Sg V-final, PI in ...w-αη, stem V shortened 
se-dad 1-ctadw-an (A-grm) 'finger' 

[different word for 'finger' in T-ka] 

d. Sg C-final, PI in ...w-αη, stem V shortened, with Degemination 
ae-hojj Vhsjw-an (K) 'colt' 

[PI elsewhere 1-hojj-aen, 1-hagg-an] 

e. Sg C-final, PI in ...y-αη, stem V shortened, with Degemination 
a-mijj "l-majy-an 'vein' 

[PI also l-mijj-asn] 
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In most of these cases (180.a-b), the Sg is V-final (all full V's except i are 
exemplified). One possibility is to argue that all non-i V's map onto the final C 
position of template -CvCC- as w (V-to-C mapping). One would assume that 
an i-final Sg stem would map onto the third C of -CvCC- as y (hence -CvCy-), 
but there are no clear examples, since the only instance of -CvCy- (180.e) has 
no stem-final V in the Sg. The dialectal cases in (180.c-d) and the unique case 
in (180.e) have C-final Sg stems (in two cases the final C is geminated). Since 
these patterns are unproductive, their phonology is probably less than 
transparent to native speakers. For (180.c-d) one could argue that the w of the 
PI is a true filler w, not corresponding to any segment in the Sg. If w is the 
default third C in -CsCC-, this would obviate the need for connecting PI w to 
Sg stem-final V in (180.a-b). Since most Tamashek ablaut is compositional 
rather than templatic, there is little supporting evidence from other 
morphological domains as to the fine points of input to output mapping. 

In (181) I present several minor patterns that, like the preceding cases, 
show clear ablaut vocalism. 

(181) Minor Patterns of Ablauted MaPl -an 

singular plural gloss 

a. kin terms [with gg degeminated and lenited to w] 
a-daeggal l-dawl-an 'in-law' 

[also pronounced 1-dul-an] 
a-lsggss l-bws-an 'brother-in-law' 

[less often i-laggus-aen, i-lsggas-aen] 

b. Sg x, PI i 
ά-sael l-sil-αη 'day' 

c. Sg a, PI u 
ά-γαη 1-vun-an 'well rope' 
anu ύη-αη 'well' 

d. Sg e, PI 9 
ae-zerh l-zsrh-an 'shoulder' 

e. Sg -CCuC-
e-jrew l-jarw-an 'river' 

f. Sg and PI -CuC-
ά-duf Ί-duf-an 'marrow' 

'Well rope' and 'well' in (181.C) actually show regular ablaut vocalism, 
with α in the stem becoming u. 'Well' shows no Accent Reduction in the PI 
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(we can't tell whether this is true of the PI of 'well rope'). In (181.a) we see 
that Sg gg degeminates to w. The noun 'day' in (181.b) is irregular in that the 
stem V is short in the Sg but full (=long) in the PI. The opposite happens in 
(181.d), where a full V in the Sg appears as schwa in the PI. In (181.e), the full 
V following stem C2 is syncopated, as usual, and the schwa in the PI could be 
explained as due to Schwa Insertion (breaking up a triple CCC cluster). 

In (182) I give some cases where the Sg already has a medial schwa. 

(182) Plural Ablaut (Singular with Schwa) 

singular plural gloss 

a. Sg ά-CCsC, PI not resyllabified 
ά-dhaj i-dhaj-an 'aardvark' 
ά-lmaz l-lmaz-an 'twilight' 

b. Sg ά-CCsC, PI resyllabified as -CaCC-
ά-zraf l-zarf-αη 'money' 
ά-drez "i-darz-an 'sauce' 

I I I I 

ά-rram l-varm-an 'town' 
ά-sbaj i-sabj-αη (T-ka) 'bracelet' 

[PI alsol-sbag-aen (A-grm)] 

c. Sg ά-CaC 
ά-yas l-yas-αη 'horse' 

d. Sg a-CaCC 
a-haks Ί-hsks-an 'acacia tree' 
ά-jatt l-jatt-αη 'tent stake' 

Because the Sg and PI stems (disregarding affixes) are identical in (182.a, 
c-d) it is indeterminate whether the PI has undergone ablaut. In some cases 
there may have been an original stem-final V that contracted with *-aen to 
produce the attested -an. In (182.b), Sg -CCaC corresponds to PI stem -CaCC-, 
so one could argue that transfer onto the template -CvCC- has occurred. The 
fact that the MaPl suffix appears as -an with full a, and the unlikelihood at 
least in (182.a-b) of a deletable stem-final V (historically or synchronically), 
suggest that the plurals are of the same type as the ablautedl-CvCC-αη plurals 
described earlier in this section. 

The forms discussed so far in this section have MaPl -an instead of -aen. 
There is no similar audible distinction between FePl suffix allomorphs, the 
suffix being uniformly -en. However, there are some feminine nouns that show 
the same Sg/Pl stem alternations seen above for masculines. In (183) I give 
some masculine/feminine pairs that bring out the similarities especially well. 
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(183) Paired Masculine and Feminine Plurals 

singular plural gloss 

a. a-kaebar "i-kabr-an 'bucket' 
t-a-ksebar-t t-l-kabr-en 'bucket' 

b. e-baekaer l-bakr-an 'young ram' 
t-e-beekaer-t t-l-bakr-en 'young ewe' 

c. d-rram l - rs rm-an 'town' 
t-a-rram-t t-l-Yarm-en 'town' 

d. ά-duf i-duf-an 'marrow' 
t-a-duf-t t-l-duf-en 'finger segment' 

Most of the feminine stems in (184) lack masculine counterparts. 

(184) Feminine Plurals 

singular plural gloss 

a. Sg t-e-CseCaeC-t 
t-e-maetaew-t 

b. Sg t-V-CasCaC-t 
t-a-fieras-t 
t-a-käebar-t 
t-a-mäsdal-t ι 

t-a-rsekat-t 
ι ι 

t-ae-rajsam-t 

t-l-mstw-en 'grain (of sand)' 

t-l-fsrs-en 'flint' 
t-l-kabr-en 'milk bucket' 
t-l-msdl-en (A-grm) 'sandstorm' 
t-l-rajd-en (A-grm) 'Grewia tree' 
t-i-Yssm-en 'house' 

[Sg also t-a-raesam-t (K-d)] 

c. Sg t-o-CVCa or t-e-CVCe, PI with w 
t-a-mara t-l-marw-en 
t-a-faeja t-l-fajw-en 
t-a-rasja t-l-rajw-en 
t-e-jaese t-i-jasw-en 

d. Sg t-a-CVPPa, PI with w and Degemination 
t-a-fakka 
t-a-rassa 
t-a-jslla 
t-a-satta (Vsd) 
t-a-sakke 

t-l-fakw-en 
t-l-rasw-en 
t-l-jslw-en 
t-Vsadw-en 

ι 

t-l-sakw-en (A-grm) 

'group of ten' 
'tree trunk' 
'belly' 
'lower back' 

'body' 
'body' 
'bread' 
'broken-off branch' 
'whirlwind' 
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e. Sg t-a-CaPPuC-t, with Degemination 
t-a-salluf-t t-l-sslf-en 'tick' 

f. Sg t-a-CCaC-t 
t-a-rrak-k t-l-vsrj-en 'book sack' 

Here we see the same basic -CaCC- stem-shape in the PI, including 
-CaCw- with nonlexical w (184.a, c-d), and the Degemination of medial 
geminates (184.d-e). 

4.1.1.15 Unsuffixed ablaut plurals 

Unsuffixed ablaut plurals are common for noun stems that have vocalic 
prefixes. Nearly all nouns that lack a vocalic prefix have suffixal plurals. 

The PI vocalic prefix is -i- (FePl t-i-), as usual. The -i- reduces to schwa or 
zero in the dependent state (e.g. as postverbal subject), again as usual. FeSg 
suffix -t, inner Fe suffix -t-, MaPl -aen, and FePl -en are absent by definition 
from unsuffixed ablaut plurals. While the stem-internal modifications are 
"redundant" in the presence of the PI vocalic prefix, they can be the most 
salient expression of plurality when the PI vocalic prefix -i- is reduced to 
schwa or zero. 

Quite a few nouns are attested with more than one plural, often a simple 
suffixal plural coexisting with an unsuffixed ablaut plural. Some nouns also 
have two or more variant unsuffixed ablaut plurals, at least when multiple 
dialects are considered together. An example is Sg t-a-bakun-t 'heap', for 
which the following plurals are attested: t-l-bkun-en (T-ka), t-i-bakkan (K), 
t-i-bükan (K). 

Normally the unsuffixed ablaut PI preserves the syllabic shape (except 
for lengthening of the last vowel) and lexical accent of the Sg. Some apparent 
exceptions can be explained by Syncope or Default Accent (§4.1.2.22). Some 
real exceptions involve gemination and accent shift (§4.1.2.14, §4.1.2.23-4). 

The dominant vocalic melody in unsuffixed ablaut plurals is <H L>. The 
L melodic fragment attaches to the final V of the Sg stem, which is also 
lengthened (if short) by ablaut formative χ-f, while the Η fragment fills out 
the rest of the stem. The final syllable therefore always has a. In §4.1.2.14, 
above, it was suggested that the same ablaut components are at work in one 
type of plural with (masculine) -an or (feminine) -en. We will see in §4.1.2.24, 
below, that a there is another, less common ablauted PI type with surface 
melody <H> that may reflect loss of an original stem-final low *a. An 
alternative analysis would combine a strict <L> melody with a formative a-f 
that directly converts the final-syllable vowel to α. I am dubious about this, 
since VblN α-f is elsewhere attested only as an option with heavy verbal 
nouns, and with VblN's it only affects a; see (551) in §8.6.1.4). 
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In the primary <H L> PI melody, the Η component is biased toward u 
rather than i when the input Sg has a full V. While a lexical i in the Sg is 
retained in the PI if combined with H, any other full, nonprefixal V in a 
nonfinal syllable within the Sg stem appears as u in the PI. The exception is 
that we get i instead of u by dissimilation to an immediately following w 
(§4.1.2.13 below). Of course, Η combines with any short V {ae a} to give a, 
there being no rounded short V. 

Intriguingly, the PI prefix -i- is also a Η vowel, and one might take it as the 
combination of the Sg prefix (e.g. -a-) plus the Η of the ablaut melody. I do 
not favor this analysis, since we get PI -i- even with otherwise unablauted 
plurals. Furthermore, we get PI -i- even when the Sg prefix consists of a short 
V (-0B-/-3-), so we would need an χ formative in addition to melodic H. 

Omitting the PI prefix -i-, the <H L> melody combines with various Sg 
shapes to produce the attested surface vocalic sequences (using the «...» 
notation) in (185). There are others that are phonologically possible (i.e. that 
respect the melody), but unattested because there happens to be no Sg of the 
relevant type that takes an unsuffixed ablaut PI. 

(185) Stem-Vowel Sequences in Unsuffixed Ablaut Plurals 

stem 

a «L» 
«α» 

b. «H L» 
«u α» 
«3 α» 

c. «Η Η L» 
«u 9 α» 
«a u α» 
<o 9 α» 

d. «Η Η HL» 
<o 3 u α» 
«3 3 3 α» 

As noted above, nouns without vocalic prefixes (most of which are 
borrowings) generally do not take unsuffixed ablaut plurals. One exception is 
aelzahil 'ignorant one', PI alzuhal (T-ka). This is deceptive, however. 
Although PI alzuhal has the "correct" <H L> melody, it is actually borrowed 
directly from Arabic (in parallel with the Sg). Arabic has Sg al-jaahil- and 
ablauted PI al-juhhaal-. 
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The noun zaerto 'ladle' (perhaps borrowed from Songhay) has a P11-zartα 
attested once (T-md), alongside a more common suffixal PI zaerto-taen. The 
form l-zsvta is an unsuffixed ablaut PI, and it has "grown" a vocalic prefix 
absent from the Sg. Likewise Sg s-aento 'beginning', PI l - s - an ta (T-md, 
elsewhere PI s-aento-tasn). 

The following sections (§4.1.2.16-19) exemplify these variants of PI 
melody <HL>. I begin with bisyllabic Sg nouns (trisyllabic if the vocalic 
prefix is included), since they illustrate the melody nicely. They are followed 
by monosyllabic and then trisyllabic or longer stems. All of these patterns 
involve non-final accent on the plural. In §4.1.2.18 below I discuss the ablaut 
PI type with <H> melody. 

4.1.1.16 <H L> PI ablaut melody (bisyllabic stems) 

I begin with cases where the Sg has a full V in the penult. The PI therefore has 
a surface vocalic sequence «u α». In (186), various types of masculine and 
feminine plurals involving C-final bisyllabic stems are displayed. The MaPl 
forms are derived unproblematically from the Sg forms by changing the prefix 
to PI i-, applying the <HL> melody to the stem proper, and applying χ-f 
(lengthening a final short V). The feminine counterparts shown here are 
formed in the same way (retaining Fe prefix t- before PI -i-). 

The lexical accent on the Sg stem, if there is any, is preserved in the PI. 
Some apparent FeSg/FePl accent shifts occur throughout; they are focused on 
in (191), below, where a straightforward phonological interpretation is offered. 

(186) Unsuffixed Plural Ablaut (C-Final Bisyllabic Stem, «u α» Sequence) 

singular plural gloss 

a. Sg vowels full-full, simple medial C, masculine 
ae-dadis i-dudas 'small dune' 
α-hulel i-hulal 
ae-ldtum i-lutam 
as-mcijor i-mujar 
ae-masor i-müsar 
ae-matuj i-mütqj 
e-sever i-sürar 
ae-solar i-sular 

'young donkey' 
'groin' 
'large quadruped' 
'forearm' 
'work gear' 
'bustard' 
'stud goat' 

b. feminine counterparts of (a) 
t-se-hahis-t t-i-h\ihas 
t-se-s-anan-t t-i-s-ύηαη 
t-as-s-utef-t t-i-s-utaf 
t-a-zuzem-t t-i-zuzam 

'Cadaba shrub' 
'oxpecker (bird)' 
'(a) spit' 
'charcoal' 
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c. Sg vowels full-short, simple medial C, masculine 
a e - b d j a n i-bujan 'monitor lizard' 
ae-jayas i-juyas 'bustard' 
a e - k d f a r i-kufar 'non-Muslim' 
ae-kdman i-kuman 'Ammodaucus spice' 
as-madal i-mudal 'jaw' 
ae-mdsaer i-müsar 'Tuareg' 
ae-s-adad i-s-udad 'prop' 
as-s-ddak i-s-udak 'camp spot' 
ae-s-ddar i-s-udar 'staple food' 
ae-s-ddaf i-s-udaf 'knife handle' 
ae-sdhar i-suhav 'song' 

[perhaps still segmentable s e - s - a h a r , cf. v e r b - u h v Y - ' s n a 
ae-s-djad i-s-iijad 'strap' 
ae-s-dkal i-s-ukal 'leg, paw' 
ae-s-dkas i-s-ukas 'replacement' 
a e - s - a n a s i-s-unas 'hobble rope' 
as-sdsaf i-süsaf 'belly strap' 
a e - z d r a z i-zuraz 

I 1 
'dust' 

d.feminine counterparts of (c) 
t-as-hanin-t t-i-hunan 
t-ae-s-äsas-t t-i-s-usas 
t-ae-s-ati-t-t t-i-s-utay 
t-ae-sasab-t t-i-susab 

t-a-züzem-t ι ι 

t-ae-zayak-k 

[also variants with -ζ...ζ] 
t-i-zuzam 
t-i-zuyaj 

mercy 
'tying cord' 
'tent wrap' 
'miracle' 

] 
'charcoal' 
'pied crow' 

e. stem-medial cluster, masculine 
e - T e r d a m i-rurdam 
ae-s-dltaf i-s-ultaf 
as-n-azmay i-n-uzmay 

f. feminine counterparts of (e) 
t-ae-bänjer-t t-i-bünjar 
t-3-kürris-t t-i-kiirras 
t-e-zerdam-t t-i-zurdam 

[PI also t-i-zardam (A-grm)] 

'large scorpion' 
'shovel' 
'needle' 

'tree sp.' 
'trickery' 
'scorpion' 

g. stem-initial cluster, masculine 
e-bdebad i-bdubad 

[Sg also e-baedebad] 
e-msebl i-msulal 

'Gisekia (herb)' 

'neck tendon' 
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h. feminine counterparts of (g) 
t-a-blülaeq-q t-i-blülar 

i. stem-final cluster, masculine 
as-faraeqq i-furaqq 

j. final i treated as /sy/, masculine 
as-mali i-mulay 
ae-s-ali i-s-ulay 

'lump, ball' 

'Chrozophora bush' 

'stud camel ' (Vmly) 
'hook' 

Because of the χ - f ablaut element, the plurals of both Sg - CuCuC-
(186.a-b) and Sg -CuCvC- (186.c-d) stems appear as -CuCaC- (186.b). The 
examples in (186.e-i) show that consonant clusters (including geminates) in 
any of the three intervocalic positions have no effect on the PI vocalism. Final 
i is treated as /ay/ in (186.j), so the PI ends in ...ay. 

For cases with PI i instead of u, see §4.1.2.13, below. 
The «u α» PI vowel sequence can also occur with plurals of V-fmal stems 

(187). Most unsuffixed V-final Sg bisyllabic nouns (i.e. masculines, and the 
few feminines not ending in -t-t), have a suffixal plural involving MaPl -an or 
FePl -en (§4.1.2.1) and so do not appear here, but a few instances are attested 
(187.a-b). A much larger set of V-final stems with unsuffixed «u α» ablaut 
plural are feminines whose Sg ends in i or e plus suffix complex -t-t (187.c). 
Interestingly, all of the V-final stems in (187.a-c) have no lexical accent, so the 
PI has default antepenultimate accent. 

(187) Unsuffixed Plural Ablaut (V-Final Bisyllabic Stem, «u α» Sequence) 

singular plural 

a. Sg vowels full-full, masculine 
se-rata 1-Yuta 

[PI also i-rat-an] 
se-jamba Ί-jumba 

[PI more often i-jamb-an] 
se-karfu "i-kurfa 

b. feminine counterparts of (a), unsuffixed Sg 
t-3-suyya t-l-suyya 

c. feminine counterparts of (a), with Sg -t-t 
t-3-düqqi-t-t t-l-duqqa 
t-3-füqqi-t-t t-l-fuqqa 
t-9-YÜbbe-t-t t-l-Yubba 
t-3-hürji-t-t t-l-hurja 
t-a-kruri-t-t t-l-krura (A-grm) 

gloss 

'crocodile' 

'hippo' 

'rope' (<Songhay) 

'alfa grass' 

'(a) poke' 
'sprout' 
'gulp' 
'dream' 
'ball' 
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t-3-küsse-t-t t-l-kussa 
t-ae-tahmi-t-t t-l-tuhma 
t-3-tübbe-t-t t-i-tubba 
t-3-zügge-t-t t-l-zugga 

'whistling' 
'suspecting' 
'(a) whack' (VblN) 
'punch' 

[PI also t-l-zagga (A-grm)] 

Note that the stem-final i in several Sg forms in (187.c) is treated as /i/ 
rather than as /ay/, so the PI ends in ...a. 

With Sg stems of syllabic shape -CvCCVC-, where "V" is a short or long 
vowel, the regular output of an unsuffixed ablaut plural has «a α» vowel 
sequence (188.a-j). The medial CC cluster protects the short ν from being 
syncopated, so the vocalic melody is well preserved on the surface. In at least 
one case, a stem-initial CC has the same Syncope-blocking effect: This vocalic 
sequence is also attested with Sg -CvCvC- stems, i.e. with two short V's 
(188.k). However, except for A-grm, Sg -CVCDC- or -CvCvC- stems (except 
-CaeCaC-) undergo Syncope and Accent Reattachment, where Syncope deletes 
the schwa and reduces the stem vowel sequence to «α»; these cases are treated 
separately in §4.1.2.22. 

(188) Unsuffixed Plural Ablaut (C-Final Bisyllabic Stem, <o α» Sequence) 

singular plural gloss 

a. C-final, Sg vowels short-full, medial cluster, masculine 
α-zaemboy i-zambay 
a-baelbod i-balbad 

I ι 

a-baerkot i-barkat 
a-hakkum i-hakkam 
a-hattin i-hattan 
a-lakkin i-lakkan 
a-lammuz (or ...oz) i-lammaz 
a-maknud i-maknad 
a-rassud (or ...od) i-rassad 
a-z-almaz i-z-almaz 

I I I I 

'penis' 
'cloth bag' 
'stomach' 
'tent' 
'calabash' 
'pot' 
'Aristida grass' 
'dwarf 
'pus' 
'throat' 

b. feminine counterparts of (a) 
t-a-dakkel-t t-i-dakkal 

ι ι 

t-a-badder-t t-i-bsddar 
t-a-dakkel-t t-i-dakkal 
t-a-fassor-t t-i-fassor 
t-a-gagger-t t-i-gaggar 
t-a-rabber-t t-i-rabbar 
t-a-hanjam-t t-i-hanjam 
t-a-jarjis-t t-i-jarjas 
t-a-jayyes-t t-i-jayyas 

'traveler's gift' 
'handful' 
'Fagonia bush' 
'insult' 
'kick' 
'Tetrapogon grass' 
'shoulder blade' 
'vaccination' 

'handful' 
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t-a-kambaw-t t-i-kambaw (A-grm) 'hornless animal' 
t-a-kaerkor-t t-i-karkar 'stubbornness' 
t-a-kaerkas-t t-i-karkas 'dove sp.' 
t-e-kderres-t t-i-karras 'knot' 
t-a-m-akres-t t-i-m-akras (A-grm) 'knot' 
t-a-karres-t t-i-karras (A-grm) 'trickery' 
t-a-m-sksoy-t t-i-m-aksay 'ochre' 
t-e-laeftes-t t-i-laftas 'rib cut' 
t-a-laekkot-t 

1 1 
t-i-lakkad 

1 
'reception' 

t-a-lseqgot-t t-i-laqgad (A-grm) 'nape' 
t-ae-lasyyeq-q t-i-layyar (A-grm) 'fatigue' 

[T-ka: Sg t-as-layyaeq-q, PI t-i-liiyyar] 
t-a-magket-t t-i-maqkad 'piece of meat' 
t-a-maskoy-t t-i-maskay 'the poor woman 
t-a-naffel-t t-i-naffal 'butting' 
t-a-nakkef-t t-i-nakkaf 'head butt' 
t-ae-rakken-t t-i-rakkan 'halting' (VblN) 
t-se-rammeq-q t-i-rammcnr 'fright' (VblN) 
t-a-sarret-t t-i-sarrad 'stripe' 
t-a-s-askar-t t-i-s-askar 'grass sp.' 
t-a-sakkot-t t-i-sakkad 'hair tuft' 
t-a-sambot-t t-i-sambad 'bird's tail' 
t-a-zayder-t t-i-zaydar 'patience' 

c. C-final, Sg vowels short-full, initial and medial clusters, masculine 
α-gdalset i-gdalsat (A-grm) 'morning' 

d. C-fmal, Sg vowels short-full,no clusters, feminine 
t-a-s-ahrar-t t-i-s-arar (A-grm) 'non-milk cow' 

[PI elsewhere t-i-saerar-en] 

e. C-final, Sg vowels short-short, masculine 
a-dardar i-dardar (A-grm) 'sewing up' 
a-rallam i-rallam 'cud stomach' 
a-jallad i-jallad 'Ijellad clan' 
e-kaeqkaen i-kaqkan 'saltlick' 
a-s-alxam i-s-alxam 'soldering metal' 
a-marras i-marras (A-grm) 'feeling bad' 

[also suffixal i-marris-aen] 
a-s-adlaj i-s-adlaj 'ornaments' 
a-s-afrad i-s-afirad 'broom' 
a-s-aftav i-s-aftav 'bedding' 
a-s-agras i-s-agras 'tobacco cloth' 
a-s-arnas i-s-avnas 'veil' 
a-s-akmas i-s-akmas 'cloth bag' 
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a-s-akram i-s-akram 'livestock area' 
a-s-snjad i-s-anjad 'turban' 

[for T-md also: Sg α-s-injad, PI i-s-injad] 
a-s-arjaj i-s-arjaj 'handle' 
a-s-arsam i-s-arsam 'slipknot' 
a-s-stwar i-s-atwar 'grain storage area' 
a-s-akras i-s-akras 'field' 
a-sankad 

I 
i-saqkad 'dorcas gazelle' 

f. feminine counterparts of (e) 
t-a-jaltam-t t-i-jaltam 'forearm' 
t-e-ksetkset-t t-i-katkad 'boubou' (Vkdkd) 
t-a-s-akraf-t t-i-s-akraf 'awl' 
t-a-s-astak-k t-i-s-astaj 'padding' 
t-a-s-sebdasr-t t-i-s-abdar 'sacrificial ram' 
t-a-s-aggat-t t-i-s-aggad (A-grm) 'feather' 

[Sg also t-as-s-aggi-t-t] 
t-a-s-aYras-t t-i-s-arras 'chisel' 
t-a-s-ajbas-t t-i-s-ajbas 'wrap (garment)' 
t-e-tsembasy-t t-i-tambay 'trap disk' 
t-a-zäemboy-t t-i-zambay '(small) penis' 

[PI also t-l-zamba] 
t-a-zambaz-t t-i-zambaz 

ι I 
'neolithic site' 

C-final, Sg vowels short-short with final i = /ay/, masculine; cf. (j) 
below 

a-s-arwi i-s-arway 'kneading stick' 
a-s-asli i-s-aslay 'curdled milk' 

h. C-final, Sg vowels short-short with final i = fay/, feminine 
t-a-m-azzi-t t-i-mazzay (A-grm) 'getting well' (VblN) 

i. C-final, Sg vowels short-short, initial and medial clusters, masculine 
α-tkalkal i-tkalkal (A-grm) 'skull' 

j. like (g) but with stem-initial cluster and medial unclustered C 
a-zzami i-zzamay (T-ka) 'strip of hide'(Vzmy) 

k. C-final, Sg vowels short-short, no stem-internal clusters, feminine 
t-a-sadak-k t-i-sadag 'direction' (A-grm) 

[K-d: Sg t-a-s-dak-k, PI t-1-s-daj] 
t-a-sakat-t t-i-sakad (T) 'finger' 

[masculine in other dialects: Im dialect a-ssakad with PI 
i-ssakad, also R/K Sg α-sakad with PI i-sakad] 
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Here, all Sg stems have a short V in the first stem syllable. (188.a-d) have 
a full V in the second stem syllable, while (188.e-k) have a short V in the 
second stem syllable. In the masculine Sg forms, and in both masculine and 
feminine plurals, we observe lexical penultimate accent. The bulk of stems 
with this unsuffixed <o α» PI have a medial CC cluster (188.a-c, e-i), though a 
handful have just a single C in this position (188.d, j -k). The stem may also 
have an initial CC cluster (188.C, i- j). Clusters have no effect on accent or 
ablaut vocalism. Several Sg stems (188.g, i) end in i, which behaves like hyL 
so the ablaut PI ends in ...ay. 

The cases in (188.k) are exceptions to Syncope. 'Direction' is not really 
exceptional, since the only unsyncopated forms are from A-grm, which 
generally fails to syncopate. However, 'finger' is an authentic exception in R, 
K, and Τ dialects, but the Im dialect variant s - s s a k a d with geminate ss 
suggests a possible historical reason why Syncope does not apply to this stem, 
since Syncope is incompatible with a CC cluster on either side of the targeted 
schwa, as seen in s - z z a m i 'strip of hide' (188. j ) . Foucauld ( D T F 4 . 1 8 1 3 ) 
likewise gives "esseked" (presumably assakad) for the Adrar (i.e. K-f ) dialect, 
though Tuareg varieties of Algeria and Niger have a distinct word for 'finger' 
(root Vdd) 

We now turn to cases where the Sg is V-final as in (187) but has a short V 
in the first stem syllable (189). 

(189) Unsuffixed Plural Ablaut (V-Final Bisyllabic noun, <o α» Sequence) 

singular plural gloss 

a. V-final, first Sg stem vowel short. :, masculine, unaccented 
α- fesko l - faska 
ά-s-aevmo "i-s-arma 
ά-s-aekto Vs-akta 
ά-s-aelso l -s -a lsa 
a-s-aenso l -s-ansa 
ά-saerko l -s-arka 
a-s-askso Ί-s-aksa 
ά-saenjo l - san ja 
e-sseyhe l -sayha 

'early hot season' 
'dye' 
'remembrance' 
'garment' 
'tomb' 
'Bozo man' 
'fodder' 
'enemy' 
'fonio 

b. V-final, first Sg stem vowel short, masculine, Sg with no prefix 
s-aento Vs-anta 'beginning' 

[also s-Eento-taen] 

c. like (b) but Sg with final accent 
zaerto l - z s r t a 'ladle' 
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d. V-final, first Sg stem vowel short, feminine, no Sg suffix 
t-e-laemse t-1-bmsa 'plain(s)' 
t-e-taeqre t-l-taqga (A-grm) 'date pit' 
t-e-zaerhe t-l-zarha 'jet (liquid)' 

e. V-final, first Sg stem vowel short, feminine, Sg with -t-t 
t-a-s-ährto-t-t t-l-s-avta 'spot for pole' 
t-a-s-ahrto-t-t t-l-s-arta 'herb' 
t-a-saeyko-t-t t-l-saeyka (A-grm) 'grass sp.' 

[PI perhaps an error for t-l-sayka] 

f. like (e), but PI with penultimate accent, final i treated as /ay/ 
t-a-s-anji-t-t t-i-s-anjay 'channel' 

g. like (e), but with stem-initial CC cluster 
t-a-sramme-t-t t-Vsremma 'meat broth' 
t-a-tbaqqi-t-t t-l-tbaqqa 'dot' 
t-a-twaqqe-t-t t-l-twaqqa (A-grm) 'small quantity' 

h. unclustered medial C, masculine 
a-saeko 1-saka 'grain measure' 

i. V-final, with stem-final w in PI 
t-e-naelle t-l-nalwa 'thread' 

As in (187), the V-final PI stems in (189) nearly all have default accents 
(hence antepenultimate PI accent), the exception being t-i-s-anjay 'channels' 
(189-0- The minor patterns in (189.b-c) have a Sg without prefix, but the PI 
does show the PI prefix i-. In (189.i), we observe an alternation of 11 in the Sg 
with lw in the PI; this is reminiscent of PI stem-final w before MaPl -an or 
FePl -en, corresponding to Sg stem-final V (§4.1.2.14). 

As the above data show, in stem-medial position, u in ablaut plurals 
correlates overwhelmingly with a full V in the Sg, and stem-medial a 
correlates overwhelmingly with a short V in the Sg. However, in the course of 
eliciting plurals for hundreds of nouns during lexicographic fieldwork, I did 
find a few exceptions where PI u corresponded to a Sg short V, or where PI a 
corresponded to a Sg full V. Most of these cases I regard as informant slip-ups, 
or at best as local dialectal mutations, and follow-up checks (either with the 
same informant or with others) generally produced the expected regular PI. 
The one case that was verified with multiple informants is 'inter-dune interval' 
(190). 
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(190) Unsuffixed Plural Ablaut (Medial Full V in Sg, Short V in PI) 

singular plural gloss 

t-a-yara-t-t t-l-yara 'inter-dune interval' 

This noun is used as a measure of distance (roughly 1-2 kilometers), and is 
therefore frequently quantified, a situation that lends itself to lexicalization of 
the plural. 

For the record, the other (marginal) cases recorded from single informants, 
in all cases T-md or A-grm, were: Sg. a-raelas 'fresh burrgrass', PI i - ru la s 
(T-md); ae-gasan 'broom', PI i-gusan (A-grm); e-laekef 'horse saddle', PI 
i- lukaf (T-md, more often 1-lakf-an); ά-s ta j 'padded saddle', PI i-s-utaj 
(T-md, more often ί -s taj) ; t-e-zerdam-t 'scorpion', PI t - i -zardam (A-grm, 
versus T-ka t-i-zurdam); t-a-s-udmaer-t 'question', PI t-i-s-admar (A-grm); 
t-ae-zugge-t-t 'punch', PI t-l-zagga (A-grm, versus T-ka Sg t-a-zugge-t-t, PI 
t-l-zugga). I suspect that, had I been able to recheck these data with the T-md 
informant (who passed away) or the A-grm informant, I may have been able to 
resolve the irregularities. For T-ka and K-d, where I have better data, I was 
able to re-check apparent exceptions and was able to correct mistaken 
transcriptions. 

With feminine nouns whose singular ends in -t (or -t-t), we very often get 
a surface FeSg/FePl accent shift. The FeSg has penultimate accent, while the 
FePl has antepenultimate accent (for bisyllabic stems, this means that the FePl 
has prefixal accent). These apparent accent shifts are phonologically 
predictable, if we assume that these stems have no lexical accent. This is 
because FeSg -t belongs to the set of suffixes (and clitics) that are 
incompatible with antepenultimate accent, so for these FeSg stems penultimate 
accent is the default (§3.3.1.1). Some examples are scattered through the lists 
given earlier in this section. Further examples are in (191). 

(191) Predictable Singular/Plural Accent Shift (Feminine Nouns) 

singular plural gloss 

a. regular cases 
t-as-kala-t-t t-l-kula 
t-a-damu-t-t t-1-dama 
t-a-dambu-t-t t-l-damba 
t-a-m-aersoy-t t-l-mavsa 
t-a-kambu-t-t t-l-kamba 
t-a-laggi-t-t t-l-lagga 
t-a-ibabi-t-t t-l-?baba 
t-ae-vlale-t-t t-l-rlala 

'dragging rope' 
'millet beverage' 
'penis' 
'dead animal' 
'hat' 
'sedge sp.' 
'wailing' 
'ululation' 
'hoof t-a-flansi-t-t t-l-flansa (A-grm) 
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t-a-kbstte-t-t t-l-kbatta 'pinch (of sth)' 
t-a-kmatte-t-t t-l-kmstta 'pinch (of sth)' 
t-a-kssnni-t-t t-1-ksanna 'vaccination' 

b. like preceding but with Sg stem-final semivowel absent in PI 
t-a-massYoy-t t - l -mssra 'carrion' 

The Songhay borrowing ae-jasu 'calabash' (masculine) has an irregular 
accent shift in PI 1-jusa. This may be parasitic on (analogical to) the surface 
accent shift in the corresponding feminines: Sg t-as-jasu-t-t, PI t-l-jusa. 

4.1.1.17 Conditions for Plural «i a» instead of«u a» 

As just seen in §4.1.2.16, above, the unsuffixed ablaut plural has a < H L > 
melody that results in such surface vowel sequences as bisyllabic «u α» when 
the Sg has a full V in the penultimate syllable. However, there are certain cases 
where we get i instead of u. 

First, if the singular stem already has an i in a nonfinal syllable, such as 
the penult, the plural retains i. In the lists of stems with «u α», <o u α», and 
similar plural vowel sequences (§4.1.2.12, §4.1.2.15), I find no examples 
where singular i has been converted to u. 

(192) Sg i = PI i in Stem 

singular plurall gloss 

t-a-Timi-t-t t - l -r ima (A-grm) 'sitting' (Vrym) 
a-s-injsd i-s-lnjad (T-md) 'turban' 

[Sg more often a-s-anjad] 
t-s-sisak-k t-i-sisak (A-grm) 'Bergia herb' 

[non-ablaut affixal PI in Τ -ka] 
t-ltter-t t-ittar 'invocation' 

[Sg more often t-etter-t] 
t-a-wmss-t t-i-winas 'belly-strap ring' 

In (192), the forms for 'sitting' are problematic, since the irregular verb 
'sit' appears to fluctuate (paradigm-internally and dialectally) between lexical 
- r imu- and - r s y m u - (§7.3.2.9). If t - i - r ima is really t - i - r syma , we should not 
expect u anyway. This would not apply to the other cases in (192.a). None of 
the plurals in (192) is widely attested. The plurals shown for 'sitting' and 
'Bergia herb' were recorded for Ansongo-Gourma. The stem for 'turban' has 
medial i in T-md, but not in other dialects. 

The full V's ( a o u ) in nonfinal syllables of the Sg correspond to PI u due 
to the Η part of the < H L > melody; many examples in §4.1.2.11-12. Those 
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sections also have several examples of Sg e corresponding to PI u. However, 
when the e is stem-initial, it normally corresponds to i (not u) in the PI. This is 
seen in (193.a), while (193.b) shows an isolated case of the same e/i alternation 
in stem-medial position. 

(193) Sg e = PI i in Stem 

singular plural gloss 

a. stem-initial e/i alternation 
t-eddaem-t t-iddam 'drop' 
t-eddes-t t-iddas 'move (in game)' 
t-ejjam-t t-ljjam 'trip to well' 
t-egget-t t-lggad 'jump' 
t-eqqit-t t-lqqad 'cauterizing mark' 
t-eqqes-t t-lqqas 'applause' 
t-ekkel-t t-ikkal 'footprint, track' 

b. stem-medial e/i alternation 
t-e-seji-t-t t-l-sija 'bed' 

A more systematic case where we get i rather than u in an unsuffixed 
ablaut plural is when the full vowel affected by the high melody is followed by 
w. I know of no exceptions to this dissimilation. The known examples are in 
(194). 

(194) «i α» Instead of «u α» Before w 

singular plural gloss 

ae-bawan 
e-rewad 
t-e-rewi-t-t 
ae-srawil 
t-a-s-ass-awi-t-t 
t-ae-xawi-t-t 
t-ae-yawsn-t 

i-biwan 
i-r iwad 
t-l-riwa 
i-srlwal 
t-i-s-ass-iway 
t-Vxiwa 
t-i-ylwan 

'monitor lizard' 
'turban' 
'cord' 
'pants' (<Ar.) 
'package' (A-grm) 
'padding' 
'(river) ford' 

4.1.1.18 <H L> melody realized as «α» (monosyllabic stems) 

I now turn to monosyllabic stems, which have only one open vocalic position 
excluding the PI prefix -i-. Given a forced reduction of <H L> to one syllable, 
the obligatory L is realized while the Η has no effect. Specifically, L combines 
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with χ-f to produce α in the final syllable. Examples involving a true vocalic 
prefix, which happens to be accented in all cases, are given in (195). 

(195) Unsuffixed Ablaut Plural of Monosyllabic Stem 

singular plural gloss 

a. Sg stem has full vowel, true vocalic prefix 
t-a-bhaw-t t-i-bhaw 

[this PI is marginal] 
t-a-dhon-t t-i-dhan (A-grm) 
t-a-m-jut-t t-i-mjad 
t-a-s-ni-t-t t-i-s-nay 

'herb sp.' 

'animal fat' 
'band of warriors' 
'mount' (Vs-ny) 
[this PI marginal] 

b. Sg has full vowel (and drops stem-final vowel in plural) 
t-e-mede t-l-mad 'hundred' 

c. Sg has short vowel, true vocalic prefix 
t-a-rhal-t t-l-rhal 'euphorbia (shrub)' 
o-htss 1-htas 'Faidherbia tree' 

[oncel-htas-an] 
t-e-haeq-q t-i-har (A-grm) 'handful' 

[Sg also t-e-heq-q (T)] 
ά-mnss i-mnas 'camel' 
t-a-s-dss-t t-1-s-das 'tent stake' 
a-s-fol i-s-fal 'roof material' 
t-a-s-hst-t t-i-s-had 'bellows (tool)' 
a-s-hsr 1-s-har 'lid' 
d-s-jsn 1-s-jan 'animal area' 
t-assal-t t-i-ssal 'viper' 

d. other C-final 
a-sarik i-srak 'evil spell' 

e. V-final 
ά-saeko 

[Sg also a-saerik, sssaerik (<Ar.) 

1-sska (A-grm) 'herb sp.' 
[A-grm l-CaCa usually = 1-CCa elsewhere] 

The only cases where u or i instead of α characterizes the plural of a 
monosylalbic stem are those also involving shift to final-syllable accent in the 
plural, see (206.f-h) in (§4.1.2.24). 
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4.1.1.19 <H L> melody expanded for heavy stems 

While monosyllabic stems reduce the vocalic melody <H L> to just «α» in a 
monosyllable, stems of three or more syllables subject to suffixless plural 
ablaut attach the L component to the stem-final vowel (which is lengthened if 
short), and spread the Η over the remaining syllables (keeping their underlying 
length). The resulting vocalic sequences are trisyllabic «a a α», «a u α», and 
«u a α». Quadrisyllable sequences of the same type are possible, but some 
such stems are subject to Syncope and therefore surface as trisyllables; see 
(203), below. Simple examples of multisyllabic ablaut plurals are in (196). 

(196) Unsuffixed Ablaut Plural of Multisyllabic Stem 

Sg PI gloss 

a. Plural «3 3 α» (C-final) 
a-hsrgaggam i-hargaggam 'Senna plant' 
a-kaellaekol i-kallakal 'butter skin' 
e-n-aebaelael i-n-abslal (A-grm) 'favored child' 
t-a-falladst-t t-i-falladad 'padded saddle' 

[PI also t-i-fallada (A-grm)] 
t-a-kadabdab-t t-i-kadabdab (A-grm) 'large frog sp.' 
t-a-m-ssssctak-k t-i-m-asssdak I 'zakat (tithe) 
t-a-rjayraji-t-t t-i-rjayrajay 'central 

location' 
t-a-s-aqqasan-t t-i-s-aqqasan 'chewstick' 
t-a-wazazi-t-t 

ι < t-i-w9z3zay (A-grm) 'ankle' 

b. Plural «a a α» (V-final) 
a-zaemmaezro i-zamma?ra 'roller (bird)' 
e-n-aeddaerfe i-n-addarfa 'freed slave' 
a-s-aggafi i-s-aggafa (A-grm) 'funnel' 
a-s-ahhasku i-s-ahhsska 'decorating' 
a-s-aejjaerhu i-s-sjjsrha 'future status' 
s-aeggaeyfo i-s-sggayfa (A-grm) 'scarecrow' 

[PI usually suffixal s-aeggaeyfo-taen] 
t-a-faerfasru-t-t t-i-farfsra 'carp (fish)' 
t-a-magalla t-i-msgalla 'cowry-shell' 

c. PI «a u a» 
ae-m-aedderval i-m-addurral 'blind man' 
ae-m-aehhayyu i-m-ahhuyya 'hunter' 
ae-m-aettaqkul i-m-attugkal 'invisible one' 
e-maejjejjaer i-majjüjjar 'collarbone' 
a-s-sggamu i-s-3gguma 'body cover' 
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a-s-akkakal i-s-skkukal 
a-s-smm-utay i-s-smm-ülay 
as-ass-anjasr i-s-sss-unjar 
a-han-s-adak i-hsn-s-udak 
s-hsn-z-azsY i-hsn-z-uzar 
ae-haen-zabbu i-han-zubba 
t-a-föggora t-i-ßqgura 
t-e-m-aejjejrs-t-t t-i-m-sjjujra 

'sole (of foot)' 
'joint' 
'obstacle' 
'camping spot' 
'inhabited area' 
'host' 
'baobab fruit' 
'sterile female' 

d. PI « 3 3 3 3 α» (C-final) 
t-a-s-aggaraygari-t-t t-i-saggaraygaray 'roller (bird)' 

e. PI «3 3 u a» 
t-a-faeqkaeyamu-t-t t-i-faqkayuma 'mussel shell' 

I have no example of surface «3 u 3 α», but such a sequence underlies 
surface «u 3 α» observed after Syncope in PI t-i-fdüfsda (for Sg 
t-a-faedofiedo-t-t 'Tragus grass', §4.1.2.22). 

4.1.1.20 Carryover of stem vowels from singular to plural 

A few stems have marginal ablaut plurals, recorded for the A-grm dialect, that 
retain the singular vocalism in the first syllable(s) of the plural stem, but end in 
one or two syllables consistent with the basic plural melody. In these cases, the 
melody <H L> does not attach to all vocalic positions in the stem. All 
examples do have the usual full α in the final vocalic position. Data in (197). 

(197) Carryover of Singular Vocalism in Onset of Ablaut Plural 

There are other cases included in various sets of ablaut forms where some 
or all of the Sg/Pl vocalism converges. In a case like Sg α-hulel 'young 
donkey', PI i-hülal, the Sg already has u, so the only change in stem vocalism 
from Sg to PI is in the final syllable. 

In a few cases (198), the Sg and PI have identical vowel sequences. I 
interpret this as accidental, in that the Sg already happens to have a lexical 
vocalism compatible with the PI <H L> melody. The absence of a plural suffix 
strongly suggests that an ablaut plural is at hand. 

singular plural gloss 

t-ae-koynzamin-t t-i-koynzuma (A-grm) 'Egyptian goose' 
e-belbel i-belbal (A-grm) 'egret' 
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(198) Accidental Identity of Sg/Pl Vowel Sequences 

singular plural 

t-a-magalla 
t-3-suyya 
a-mallal 

t-i-magalla (A-grm) 
t-l-suyya 
i-mallal 

gloss 

'cowry-shell' 
'alfa grass' 
'addax (antilope)' 

4.1.1.21 Sg <o ii» (or «οε u»), PI «u α» 

There are a number of bisyllabic verb stems that have <o u» (dialectally «ae u») 
vocalism in the perfectives versus (in some dialects) «u α» in the (short and 
long) imperfectives (§7.3.1.9). Within verbal morphology, it appears that a 
lexical u moves from one syllable to the other. (There are also some similar 
cases involving i instead of u.) 

One verb stem of this type, 'to share' (PerfP -azun- , Shlmpf üzan, 
disregarding dialectal variants), also occurs in a feminine noun with the same 
stem alternation (199). 

(199) Singular <o u», Plural «u α» 

singular plural gloss 

t-ae-zun-t t-uzan-en '(a) share, division' 

4.1.1.22 Syncope, Accent Reattachment, and apparent Fe PI accent shift in 
unsuffixed ablaut plurals 

In this section I consider Syncope and Accent Reattachment (from the deleted 
V to the preceding V) in plurals of the melodic type <H L> described in the 
preceding sections. 

Syncope and Accent Reattachment are illustrated in (200). 

(200) Sg -V-CvCuC-, PI -i-CCaC (T-ka, etc.) or -i-CaCaC (A-grm) 

singular plural gloss 

a. masculine (regular) 
α-baerom l-bram 
a-bsetol 1-btal 
a-baeyoT i-byav 
e-dasrem l-dram 
a-daeloy 1-dlay 

'Vetiveria grass' 
'ground depression' 
'waterskin' 
'cool wind' 
'lip' 
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α-m-aedon 
ι 

α-faedis 
ι 

α-faerot 
α-raebob 
α-ranib 
α-vaesis 

α-jaedod 
e-jaeded 
α-jaesol 

α-kaebor 
α-kaedil 

ι 

a-kaewat 
a-kaeyon 
α-laejod 

α-laemom 
α-marid 
a-mshis 
ae-maejon 
a-maeros 
a-nahil 

a-saekok 
a-saekor 
a-saerol 

a-saemol 

a-taekor 

b. feminine 
t-e-baerem-t 
t-a-raekat-t 

ι ι 

t-a-wagos-t 
t-a-tamik-k 

t-a-m-adin-t 
ι 

t-a-m-agin-t 
t-a-m-azil-t 

i-m-dan 1 
'fodder (grass)' 

1-fdas 'hammer' 
[PI also i-fadas (A-grm)] 

i-fYat 'tree stump' 
1-vbab 'tree hole' 
1-rnab '(writing) pen' 
i-rsas 'water jug' 

[PI also i-rasas (A-grm)] 
i-jdad 'waterskin' 
1-jdad 'bird' 
1-jsal 'eagle-owl' 

[Sg also a-jaessol] 
i-kbar 'sparrow' 
1-kdal 

I 
'vagina' 

[PI also i-kadal (A-grm)] 
l-kwat 'mistletoe' 
1-kyan 'tortoise' 
i-ljad 'baby camel' 

[Sg also α-laegod with PI i -lagad (A-grm)] 
i-lmam 'dama gazelle' 
i -mrad 'vassal (caste)' 
i-mhas 'riposte' 
i-mjan 'small dune' 
i-mras 'curse' 
i-nhal 'ostrich' 

[PI also i-nahal (A-grm)] 
i-sakak (A-grm) 'nest' 
i-skar 'reprimand' 
1-sral 'young ram' 

[PI also i-saral (A-grm), Ϊ -sarl-an] 
i-smal 'sign' 

[PI also i-samal (A-grm)] 
1-tkar 'silver bracelet' 

[PI also i-takar (A-grm) ] 

t-i-bram 'lemon grass' 
t-i-rkad (T-ka) 'Grewia tree' 
t-l-wgas 'field' 
t-i-tmak 'tent side' 

[A-grm: Sg t-a-taemik-k, PI t-i-tamak] 
t-l-m-dan 'grazing' 
t-i-m-agan (A-grm) '(camel) kneeling' 
t-i-m-?al 'payment' 

[PI also t-i-m-azal (A-grm)] 
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In (200.a), -CvCuC- stems with one short accented stem V and one final-
syllable full V, excluding -CaeCaC- with stem-wide <L> vocalism, have 
unsuffixed ablaut plurals of the form 1-CCaC. This ί-CCaC is syncopated from 
underlying /i-CsCaC/ with <H L> PI melody. The A-grm dialect alone 
preserves the unsyncopated i-CaCaC. The corresponding feminines (200.b) 
have PI t-i-CCaC (A-grm t-i-CsCaC). All of the stems in (200) have a vocalic 
prefix, generally -a- or -e- in the Sg. 

As elsewhere (e.g. verbal nouns of long verb stems), Syncope applies to 
the schwa of a stem-initial /-CaCV.../ sequence ("V" = short or full vowel) 
after a nominal prefix. Syncope does not normally apply to ae, the other short 
V. Interestingly, Syncope is not blocked by accent. When Syncope causes the 
lexical accent to become unattached, it simply re-attaches to the prefixal 
syllable to the left. Since the syllable in question is penultimate (not 
antepenultimate), the accent is marked (i.e. is not due to Default 
Accentuation). Consistent with this, the accents in the PI (as well as in the Sg) 
remain in place when a preposition is added: ί-btal 'ground depressions', with 
preposition dasr ^a-btal 'in the depressions'. 

As noted briefly above, Sg nouns of type -CaeCaC- with <L> vocalism 
rarely take this (or any other) ablaut plural in any dialect. These nouns 
generally have simple affixal plurals, but a few have a suffixed ablaut MaPl 
VCaCC-αη or FePl t-1-CaCC-en , see (178.b) and (184.b) in §4.1.2.14. Verbal 
nouns of type a-CaeCaC take affixal plurals without ablaut, i.e. i-CaeCaC-aen. 

A handful of Sg stems with all-low V's have irregular PI forms involving 
Syncope along with various other stem changes (201). For 'hole', the regular 
suffixal PI i-naebaj-aen is also common. 

(201) Sg with Low Vowels, PI (t-)1-CCuPPa 

Masculine V-final stems with Sg ά-CvCu have a syncopated PI 1-CCa (e.g. 
T-ka), or unsyncopated 1-CaCa (A-grm). As in (200), Syncope applies to the 
schwa of /i-CaCa/ except in A-grm dialect. Examples are in (202). Accent 
Reattachment is not applicable to these cases since the deleted (syncopated) V 
does not bear a marked accent. All of the examples have default accents in 
both Sg and PI. 

singular plural gloss 

a-naebaj 
t-ae-naebajju-t-t 
a-n-aekaebba 

1-mbujja 'hole' 
t-l-mbujja 'hole' 
1-gkubba 'large boubou' 
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(202) Sg -CvCu-, PI (t-)VCCa or A-grm (t)-l-CaCa 

singular plural gloss 

a. masculine 
α-baejo 1-bja 'udder covering' 
ά-faezo l - faza (A-grm) 'markouba grass' 

[PI alsol-fazw-an] 

b. feminine 
t-a-baeka-t-t t-l-bka 'jujube tree' 
t-a-ksebo-t-t t-Vkaba (A-grm) 'basket' 

Cases of Syncope (applying to Pl-stem-initial /-CaCV.../) with three or 
four syllables in the Sg stem are given in (203). 

(203) Sg -CvCuCuC-, PI (t-)i-CG3CaC 

singular plural gloss 

a. masculine, C-final, with «u α» surface vocalism 
ae-raerarad i-Yrurad 'thick-knee (bird)' 
a-zaelalam i-zlulam 'lizard' 

ι ι 

b. feminine, C-final, with «u α» surface vocalism 
t-ae-kasraket-t t-i-knikad 'shame' 

I t I 

t-as-masrater-t t - i-mrutar 'need' 
t-ae-maskarkez-t t-i-mkurkaz (T-ka) 'Aerva bush' 

c. feminine, V-final, with «u α» surface vocalism 
t-ae-daemamu-t-t t-l-dmuma 'nipple' 
t-ae-xaebabu-t-t t-l-xbuba 'gaping hole' 

d. feminine, V-final, with «9 3 α» surface vocalism 
t-a-kaefaeqkffifo-t-t t-i-kfaqkafa '3rd stomach (of cow)' 
t-a-kaeyasqkaeyo-t-t t-i-kayaqkaya 'oxpecker' (A-grm) 

e. feminine, V-final, with «u 3 α» surface vocalism 
t-a-faedofiedo-t-t t-i-fdufada 'Tragus grass' 

For 'young billygoat' the Sg is a-daswal. Alongside the common suffixal 
PI i-daewal-aen, I recorded syncopated 1-dwal-aen as a variant for the T-md 
speaker. 

The basic rules at work in the plurals in (200-3) can be formalized as 
(204). 
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(204) Syncope and Accent Reattachment in Plural (except A-grm) 

a. Syncope (onset of plural noun) 
In unsuffixed ablaut PI /-CaCu.../, with a preceding vocalic 
prefix (i- or reduced "'s-), the schwa is syncopated. 

b. Accent Reattachment 
A marked accent (lexical or grammatical) that is unattached 
following Syncope re-attaches to the first V to the left. 

Many Sg noun stems have dialectal alternations of the type T-ka -CaCV... 
versus other dialects' -CaeCV..., where V is a high vowel {u a i}. These T-ka 
Sg stems do not syncopate, hence T-ka e-dahi 'sand' versus other dialects' 
e-daehi. The failure of the T-ka nouns to syncopate poses a problem for the 
view that Syncope is a straightforward phonological (as opposed to 
morphophonological) rule. To salvage the straight phonological analysis, one 
could argue that T-ka has underlying /ae/ in these stems, and (after Syncope 
fails to apply) raises /ae/ to a by Short-V Harmony. 

A noun meaning 'finger' has the form α-sakad in R and Κ (K-d and K-f) 
dialects, with PI i-sakad that fails to undergo Syncope. This pattern is 
replicated in the feminine variant t-a-sakat-t used in the Timbuktu area (T-k, 
T-md) and attested as a variant in K-d, with PI t - i -sakad. The failure of 
Syncope to apply in these dialects is unusual, but the Im dialect has geminated 
ss in a-ssakad, and geminated ss is reported for the Algerian Tuareg cognate. 
Since Syncope is blocked by a preceding (as well as by a following) CC 
cluster, the variant with ss explains (at least historically) why Syncope fails to 
apply to the PI of this stem. 

There are some apparent accent shifts in FeSg/FePl pairs, of the type Sg 
t-a-darnu-t-t 'millet beverage', PI t-l-dama. However, these do not require a 
special accent shift rule. FeSg suffix -t is incompatible with antepenultimate 
accent (§3.3.1.1), so in t-a-damu-t-t the schwa will be accented by Default 
Accentuation whether or not it has an underlying lexical accent. The fact that 
we get antepenultimate (i.e. default) accent in the PI t- l-darna tells us that the 
stem has no lexical accent. The Sg stem is therefore unaccented /-davnu-/, and 
both Sg and PI acquire their surface accent by regular rules. See (187.c) and 
(189.e,g) in §4.1.2.16 for more examples. 

4.1.1.23 Ablaut PI with medial gemination (t-i-CaPPaC, etc.) 

In (205), we see a number of cases where a medial ungeminated C in the Sg is 
geminated in the unsuffixed ablaut plural. This plural is productive with 
t-a-CCaC-t VblN forms (205.a), and sporadic with Sg stems (nearly all 
feminine) of the basic shape -CvCuC- (205.b-c). Most -CvCuC- Sg stems have 
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a syncopated plural (§4.1.2.22, above); the gemination in (205.b-c) pre-empts 
Syncope. 

(205) Plurals with Medial Gemination 

singular plural 

a. Sg is VblN of type t-a-CCaC-t 

gloss 

t-a-ftaq-q t-i-fattar 'laying out' 
t-a-rdar-t t-i-raddar 'betrayal' 
t-a-rlaf-t t-i-rallaf 'entrusting' 
t-a-Ymar-t t-i-vammar 'elbow' 
t-a-rraf-t t-i-rarraf 'dry grazing' 

[PI also t-l-rraf-en] 
t-a-ryal-t t-i-rayyal 'courting' 
t-a-mbar-t t-i-nabbar 'night pasturing' 
t-a-rti-t-t t-i-rattay 'mixing' 

[Sg equivalent to t-a-rtay-t-t] 

b. Sg t-u-CvCuC-t 
t-a-bakun-t 
t-a-jazel-t 
t-e-k&wen-t 

c. Sg V-CvCuC 
ae-haeyog 

t-i-bakkan (K) 
t-i-jazzal 
t-i-kawwan 

'heap' 
'kidney' 
'response' 

i-hayyag (A-grm) 'wound' 

d. irregular 
t-ae-bbilaen-t t-i-ballan (A-grm) 'wrestling' 

[T-ka: Sg t-abbilaen-t, suffixal PI t-abbllaen-en] 

Except for the irregular (and dialectal) form for 'wrestling' (205.d), the 
plurals given in (205) are basically consistent with the normal PI ablaut rules, 
including the <H L> melody. However, we must add some other wrinkles. 
Assuming that the Sg reveals the lexical form of the stem, we need to account 
for the gemination of the medial C, the insertion of schwa, and the penultimate 
accent seen in the plurals. 

Since Schwa-Insertion here is epenthetic (breaking up triple clusters 
created by gemination), it can piggyback on the gemination process. The 
gemination and accent processes could be handled by ablaut components (of 
the Γ and χ types), though it must be quickly added that these components are 
not part of the productive, overall ablaut plural pattern. Since the Γ and χ 
features are limited to the particular subtype of ablaut plural covered in this 
section, it is best to add them to the normal plural ablaut components by rules 
that depend on a prior scan of the input (i.e. Sg) stem, recognizing its basic 
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shape and its lexical features, and identifying the stem as suitable for this 
subtype of plural ablaut. 

The medial gemination is taken care of by including the gemination 
formative T-c2 in the ablaut mix for these plurals (§3.4.2.1-2). 

In (205 .b-c), the targeted C2 is already intervocalic, occupying the second 
C-position in the stem. In the one A-grm dialect case in (205.d), Q is 
geminated and the targeted C2 is again in the second C-position. In (205.a), C, 
and C2 form a cluster, but it is possible to assume an underlying short V that 
separates them in underlying representations, before being deleted by Syncope. 
Note the similarity in syllabic structure between e.g. t -a-rdar- t 'betrayal' in 
(205.a) and instrumental nominals like ά-s-fal 'roof material' (§8.9), cf. 
causative verb -s-vfvl- 'put a roof on' (Imprt s-afal, PerfP -aes-fasl-). If we 
take 'betrayal' to be /...-vadar-t/ before Syncope, the PI t - i - r adda r can be 
taken as a regular ablaut PI with the sole addition of T-c2. 

The accents in e.g. t-a-jazel-t 'kidney', PI t- i- jazzal in (205.b) do not 
require a special ablaut-sensitive accent shift. We can take the stem here as 
/-jazel-/ with a lexical accent that appears most clearly in the PI. In the (205.a) 
cases, e.g. t-a-rdar-t 'betrayal', PI t-i-vaddar, we do have an apparent accent 
shift. However, if we accept the suggestion made above that the lexical form of 
the stem is /-radar-/, the only shift is Accent Reattachment (204.b) in the Sg 
following the syncopation of the accented schwa. 

For possible connections of the medial-geminated plurals of this section to 
final-accent ablaut plurals (some with final gemination), see §4.1.2.24, just 
below. 

4.1.1.24 Ablaut plurals with final accent (t-i-C(C)aCC, etc.) 

On the fringe of the ablaut patterns described above, which involve a basic 
<H L> melody, is a set of ablaut plurals characterized by a straight <H> 
melody and final-syllable accent. If there is a final V in the Sg, this V is 
generally deleted in the PI. Final Gemination is also common. Syncope and 
V-Shortening may also apply. One could argue for a target template 
-C(C)aCC, but the "templatic" character is not perfect, since there is the option 
of having a stem-initial cluster instead of a single C, and a further option of 
having a full high V instead of schwa. 

Consider the data in (206). 

(206) Plurals with Final Accent 

singular plural gloss 

a. schwa, Final Gemination, Syncope inapplicable 
e-gaese 
t-a-haela 

i-gazz (A-grm) 
t-i-hall 

'nephew' 
'weeping' (VblN) 
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t-e-jaese t-i-gazz 'nephew, niece' 
[with unusual j/g alternation in T-ka] 

t-e-nsede t-i-nadd 'fever' 
t-e-naeqe t-i-naqq 'ripeness' 
t-e-saele t-i-sall 'eardrum' 
t-e-saese t-i-sass 'drinking' (VblN) 
t-e-taste t-i-tatt 'eating' (VblN) 
t-e-zaete t-i-zatt I 'braiding' (VblN) 
t :Igam-t t-i-gamm (A-grm) 'nose-ring' 

[T: Sg t-ijam-t, PI t-ljm-en] 
t-ae-naego-t-t t-i-nagg (A-grm) 'mooing' (VblN) 

b. schwa, final geminated CC of PI already present in Sg, Syncope 
inapplicable 

t-e-daeffe t-i-daff 'floodwaters' 
ι ι 

t-e-haedde t-i-hsdd 'reach' 
t-e-raszze t-i-rszz 'breaking' (VblN) 
t-a-rassi-t-t t-i-vass 'wild beast' 
t-a-jajji-t-t t-i-jajj '(a) load' (K-d) 

c. schwa, Final Gemination, Syncope, V-Shortening 
t-a-daebay-t t-i-dbayy 'town' 
t-e-faetel-t t-i-ftall 'lamp' 
t-a-mäedal-t t-i-mdall 'sandstorm' 

ι ι 

d. schwa, final C already geminated, Syncope 
t-e-Yaefaedde t-i-rfadd 'first-born' 

e. schwa, nongeminate cluster, Syncope inapplicable 
t-e-zaerhe t-i-zarh (A-grm) 'squirt' 

[PI also t-l-zarha] 
t-a-farki-t-t t-i-fark 'dried meat' 

f. full vowel i (in A-grm often u), no final gemination 
t-a-fir-t t-i-fir 'word' 
t-e-dede t-i-dld 'biting' (VblN) 

[A-grm: PI t-i-düd] 
t-e-deje t-i-dlj 'jab' 
t-e-jere t-i-jlr 'throwing' (VblN) 

[A-grm: Sg t-e-gere, PI t-i-gur] 
t-e-wete t-i-wit '(a) blow' 

g. full vowel u, with or without gemination 
t-a-duje t-i-duj 'jab' 
t-ä-ful-t t-i-ful 'well poles' 
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t-ae-rari-t-t 
t-3-hun-t 

t-Ee-hoz-t 
t-ae-fati-t-t 
t-e-res-t 

se-sagg 

t-i-Yur 'dried clay' 
t-i-hün 'stone' 

[Sg also t-se-hon-t and other variants] 
t-i-huz 
t-i-futt (A-grm) 
t-i-russ (A-grm) 

[PI also t-i-Ytis (R, T-ka)] 
i-sugg (A-grm) 

[rare in Sg; PI also i-sujj] 

'cloud of dust' 
'failing' 
'pit in ground' 

'baggage' 

minor types 
t-e-gaey 
t-ihi-t-t 

t-a-hi-t-t 
t-a-saefa 
t-e-mse 

t-a-dhi-t-t 

'storage area' 
'origin, homeland' 

t-i-gayy (A-grm) 
t-ihl (A-grm) 

[t-ihi arguably t-i-hayy ; PI also t-lhi-t-en] 
t-i-hlww 'front leg' 
t-i-sfaww 'beaded necklace' 
t-i-mass (A-grm) 'fire, hell' 

[several dialectal variants of Sg and PI] 
t-i-dahh (A-grm) 'folding' (VblN) 

'suckling' (VblN) t-a-dat-t (Vdd) t-i-dud 

As in other unsuffixed ablaut plurals, feminine suffixes (-t, postvocalic 
-t-t) are omitted in the PI. A V-final stem of two or more syllables normally 
deletes the final V in the PI; for the exception ('beaded necklace') in (206.h), 
see below. After this Plural Final-V Deletion, most of the stems in question 
are monosyllabic (disregarding nominal prefixes), and these monosyllabic 
stems show consistency in V-length from Sg to PI. However, the cases in 
(206.C) have C-final bisyllabic stems of shape -CasCaP- or -CaeCeP-. The 
corresponding plurals are of the type -CCaPP, showing Syncope (deleting the 
first V), a special Plural Medial-V Shortening rule (shortening the second V), 
an accent formative (χ-f). and in most but not all cases a final gemination 
formative Γ-f (unless we opt for a templatic analysis). Syncope is also 
observed in (206.d), where the surviving V is already short in the Sg, so there 
is no need for audible V-Shortening. The combination of Syncope and Stem-
Final V-Deletion guarantees that all PI stems are monosyllabic. 

An <H> melody is applied to the PI stems. A short V (original, or due to 
V-Shortening) therefore appears as a. If we accept the proposition that 
Syncope applies to /a/ but not to /ae/ (§3.2.7.1), we should allow the melody to 
apply before Syncope to insure that the latter does in fact apply in (206.c-d). If 
the Sg has a full V, it becomes high {u i} in the PI. Specifically, if the Sg has i 
we get i in the PI, see 'word' in (206.f); if the Sg has α or u we get u in the PI, 
cf. several examples in (206.g); if the Sg has e there is lexical variation (for 
Timbuktu-area dialects) between i and u in the PI, while A-grm has consistent 
u, see 'biting' and 'throwing' in (206.f) and 'pit in ground' in (206.g). 
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The gemination formative Γ-f is reliably attached in the PI to a previously 
simple stem-final C following a short V (including one due to V-Shortening), 
see (206.a,c). Of course Γ-f has no effect if the C in question is already 
geminated or otherwise clustered (206.b,d,e). When the final C is preceded by 
a full V, Final Gemination does not occur in my T-ka data, but was observed 
more often than not in A-grm, see (206.f,g). 

The minor types grouped in (206.h), in several cases limited to A-grm 
dialect, generally involve final semivowels. The A-grm form 'storage area' is 
unusual only insofar as the Sg already has stem accent. 'Front leg' has a Sg 
stem-shape -hi- before FeSg suffix complex -t-t , a position where i is 
sometimes analysable as /ay/. The PI -hiww has "grown" a w. This PI has no 
regular phonological derivation, but there is a pattern of vowel-semivowel 
dissimilation (§3.4.10, §4.1.2.17). For 'origin, homeland', Sg stem -ihi-t-t is 
compatible with a representation /-ihay-/, and the A-grm PI t-ihi could be 
interpreted as having a stem /-ihayy/ compatible with the -CaPP- pattern in 
(206.a-b). 'Beaded necklace' has Sg -sasfa, but its plural -sfaww is based on a 
theoretical Sg variant /-saefaw/, compare the cases with Syncope and 
V-Shortening in (206.c). For 'fire, hell', the A-grm PI -mass for Sg -mse 
shows Stem-Final V-Deletion, followed by Schwa-Insertion to give the stem a 
minimal syllabic shape. A parallel derivation applies to 'folding'. 

Disregarding some irregularities in (206.f-h), and assuming for the 
moment a componential rather than templatic PI ablaut, the ingredients needed 
to convert Sg to PI in (206) are summarized in (207). 

(207) Processes Applying to Final-Accent Ablaut Plurals 

accent formative χ-f on final syllable 
gemination formative Γ-f (at least after short V) targeting final C 
V-Shortening (applies to second syllable of -CvCuC- stems) 
Syncope (applies to /a/ in stem-initial -CaCV... stems after prefix) 
<H> melody on stem 
Stem-Final V-Deletion (for stems of at least two syllables) 

Let us consider a sample derivation of one of the plurals, assuming a 
componential ablaut for these plurals. Obviously we should try to make as 
much use as possible of the machinery already needed for other (unsuffixed) 
ablaut plurals, i.e. the <H L> melody and the χ-f (V-length) formative. 
Consider the Sg to PI transitions in (208). 
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(208) Possible Derivations of Plurals 

'banks of pond' 'eardums' basis 

-dasffe ι 

-daeffe 
-dsffa 

ι 

-sasle underlying (based on Sg) 
-saelle gemination Γ-f and accent χ-f 
-sslla PI <H L> melody 

-dsff ι 

— Syncope (fails to apply) 
-sail Stem-Final V-Deletion 

To explain why Syncope fails to apply, it is important for the gemination 
formative to apply before Syncope. Otherwise the 3 vowel would be 
vulnerable to Syncope in 'eardrums'. 

It is odd that /a/ is subject to Stem-Final V-Deletion in these plurals. The 
closest parallel is the relatively restricted underspecified stem-final vowel /A/ 
in some long imperfective verb forms, which deletes word-finally but shows 
up as χ before a C-initial subject pronominal suffix: LoImfP -bass 'vomit', for 
/-bassA-/, cf. bassae-naet 'they-FePl vomit' (§7.2.5.1, §7.3.1.3). 

The derivations in (208) do look good historically, since the putative stem-
final /a/ in the plurals is actually attested in Tayert dialects of Niger. For 
example, "tidaffa" (LTF2 48) corresponds to Malian t-i-daff 'banks of pond'. 

Synchronically, the componential derivations in (208) are quite dubious. 
There are several ad hoc ablaut formatives in addition to the regular PI ablaut 
features. The final α that would have clinched the <H L> melody is nowhere to 
be seen. The PI pattern t-i-C(C)aCC and variant t-i-CuC(C) with full high V 
corresponds to a more diverse range of Sg shapes. These facts suggest that a 
templatic analysis may be closer to the truth. 

The template in this case would be -C,(C2)3CC- or -C,uC(C)- with full 
high V, which can be integrated to some extent if υ (full V) is treated as 
bimoraic, like schwa plus a C. The correctness of a templatic analysis is not 
sure; note that the onset can be one or two C's, the coda is usually CC but 
occasionally just C, and there is a further option of having schwa or a full high 
V as the nucleus. 

In the templatic analysis, we need rules for mapping segments from the 
Sg onto the PI template, as follows. The leftmost C of the input is mapped onto 
Q . The rightmost C (if unclustered) or CC cluster of the input is mapped onto 
the postvocalic C-position of the output, undergoing gemination if necessary to 
fill two C positions, especially after schwa. If there remains an unattached 
medial input C, it is mapped onto C2, otherwise output C2 is left vacant. These 
subrules are adequate to account for the data in (206. a-e). Additional minor 
subrules would have to be posited to get the various -CuC(C)- output stem 
shapes in (206.f-g), as well as the idiosyncratic outputs in (206.h). 
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4.1.1.25 Suppletivepiurals 

The suppletive cases are shown in (209). 

(209) Suppletive Plurals 

singular plural 

a. kin terms (including dialectal variants) 
eile esse, asse 
aeqqa ayat-ma 

[PI also aqqa-tasn] 
rure-
waelt, waelast 
waelast-ma 

maeddana-
ssett, asset (A-grm) 
saet-ma 

gloss 

'daughter' 
'brother' 

'son (of)' 
'daughter' (cpds) 
'sister' 

b. other stems 
t-a-maett 
ae-hdbs 
t-e-haele 
t-a-ra-t-t 
aew adam 

t-aess 

t-l-ded-en, ded-en 
I I ' ι ι 

meddan, medd-aen 
t-i-hatt-en 
ulli 
addinaet 

[Sg lit. "son of Adam" as in Arabic] 
l-w-αη 'cow' (PI 'cattle') 

woman 
'man' 
'ewe' 
'(female) goat' 
'person' (PI 'people') 

c. plurals without singulars 
— alaerora 'boys' 
— i-saskkaetew-asn II 

— t-i-lYora-t-t 'girls' 
— t-i-saekksetew-en 
— l-drar-asn 'milk-water beverage' 
— t-i-finar 'Tuareg syllabary' 
— i-raelal-aen 'veil' 
— am-an 'water' 
— 1-m-an 'self 
— i-s-ldn-asn 'prayer beads' 
— t-i-s-odss-en 

I 
'evening' 

— ird-αη (or erd-an) 'dirtiness, filth' 
— i-s-urar 'make-believe games' 
— t-issas 'the shivers' 
— 1-swat (A-grm) 'festivities' 
— t-i-samm 'handcuffs' 
— t-ltar 'sheathe' 
— ättay-aen 'surroundings' 
— i-zülal-asn (Κ) 'milk-water beverage' 
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i-z-ajraz (T) 
t-i-nfulal 

'delights' 
'marabout's blessing' 

In the case of 'ewe', the Sg and PI share a stem-initial h, so this could be 
an intermediate case. In Niger, the Sg "tele" is cognate to t-e-haele and there is 
a distinct suppletive plural "asyfsd" (LTF2 179). 

Terms for 'boy' and 'girl' (singular), and for 'boys', 'girls', or 'children' 
are dialectally variable. For Sg 'boy' (or 'child') we can get ά-lyad, ara (also 
'son'), ά-skiw (especially A-grm), or e-saekkaetew (Goundam only). Plurals 
for 'boys' (or 'children') are the purely suppletive a laevora (Timbuktu, no 
reduction of prefix after preposition), which has no plural morphological 
features, and regular affixal plurals related to the singulars: I- lyad-aen, 
ara-taen, l -skiw-aen, i-saekkaetew-aen. In some Timbuktu-area dialects, 
i-saskkaetew-sen has no Sg counterpart and functions as a suppletive plural for 
d-lyad. 

Terms for 'girl(s)' are the morphological feminines of the unmarked 
masculine forms. Singulars are t-a-lyat-t, t-ara-t-t, or t-e-saekkastew-t. Among 
the plurals, the most interesting is suppletive t-i-lYÖYd-t-t. It is obviously 
cognate to the corresponding masculine alaeYOYd in the same dialects. 
t-i-lroYa-t-t is anomalous in that it begins with FePl t-i-, but does not end in 
the usual FePl suffix (-t)-en. 

Agreement for all the 'boys' forms including alaeYOYd is masculine 
plural, and for all the 'girls' forms is feminine plural. 

4.1.1.26 Phonologically irregular plurals 

These plurals begin with segmental material carried over from the Sg, but have 
additional segmental material in the PI (210). 

(210) Phonologically Irregular Plurals 

singular plural gloss 

a. kin and relationship terms 
ma 
fl 
massi 

matte-
tsey-
msessaw-

' mother' 
'father' 
'owner (of)' 

b. Sg £e-Ca, 
x-ga 

Pll-Catt-aen 
1-gatt-aen (A-grm) 

[T-ka: Sg ae-ja, Pll-jajj-aen] 
l-latt-asn 

[PI also suffixaH-la-taen] 

'waterbag at well' 

ae-la 'leaf 
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se-ηα l-natt-asn 
[PI more often 1-na-taen] 

ae-ζα l-zatt-aen ι ι 

t-se-sa t-l-satt-en 

'Leptadenia bush' 

'young donkey' 
'belly' 

c. -...awan-
t-as-zoli ι 

t-a-sori 
t-akarya 

t-i-zolyawan-en 
t-i-soryawan-en 
t-akaryawan-en 

'metal' (A-grm T) 
'hyena' 
'firefinch' (R) 

'dog' (d/d alternation) 
'bull' 

d. other phonological irregularities 
edi l-yad-an 
esu aswan-aen 

[PI also regular PI esw-an] 
t-a-raerasba t- l-rurba (rare) 'Mimosa shrub' 

[usually with suffixal plural] 
lyor ör-αη 'moon' 

[Sg dialectally aeyyor, ewaerr] 
t-a-zulek-k t-i-zula 'bit of kindling' 

In (210.a), the 'mother' and 'father' terms are special forms used chiefly in 
compounds and insults. In (210.b), the 1-Catt-aen plurals resemble the 
1-CaPP-aen plurals (with ablaut plus suffixation) of the type se-kos 'container', 
PI 1-kass-aen (§4.1.2.8-9). Since the singulars in (210.b), of shape se-Ca, have 
only one visible C, one could argue that the t ' s in the plural forms are 
nonlexical fillers. Niger dialects have similar 1-Catt-aen plurals for ' l e a f , 
'Leptadenia' and 'belly', but for 'waterbag at well' the A-grm plural 1-gatt-aen 
is isolated; in Niger the plural is "igaggän" (LTF2 75) with the lexical C 
repeated. For 'dog' (210.c), the d/d alternation is also present in Niger dialects, 
but the extra y is not (LTF2 25). 

4.1.1.27 Arabic plurals 

The nouns in (211), all borrowed from Arabic, have ablaut plurals directly 
borrowed from Arabic (often alongside regular Tamashek affixal plurals). 

(211) Ablaut Plurals Borrowed from Arabic 

singular plural gloss 

aeddaewlaet addawal 'country' 
[PI also also addawal-aen] 

alqabll-aet aelqaebdyal 'clan, tribe' 
aelkds alklsan 'drinking glass' 
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almaefis-aet aelmaeiayas 'sustenance' 
anno? zelaenwa? 'kind' 

For the Arabic loan sessaeytan 'devil', I recorded PI aesssyatin-aen, with 
the Arabic broken plural followed by Tamashek MaPl -aen. 

4.1.1.28 Default Plural particle add 

For a small number of nouns that for one reason or another cannot be 
pluralized by ablaut or by suffixation, a default plural is formed by preposing 
add, which reduces (in some dialects) to ad before a C and to d before a V. 

It is used with derived nouns beginning with a reduced demonstrative plus 
an '[the one] of...', i.e., noun-noun compounds without a true noun in first 
position (212). 

(212) a. sg: ϊ η t-ett 
Dem of Fe-eye 

'one-eyed person' 

b. pi: add i η t-ettaw-en 
PI Dem of Fe-eye-FePl 

It is also used with compounds beginning in aegg 'son of...', as in PI add 
aegg X or d aegg X 'sons of X'. 

4.2 Independent personal pronouns 

The forms are shown in (213). 

(213) Independent Personal Pronouns 

a. Singular 
ISg 
2MaSg 
2FeSg 
3Sg 

b. Plural 
IMaPl 
IFePl 

Μ 

2MaPl 
2FePl 

naekk, naekk-u, naekk-un 
kaeyy, kaeyy-u, kaeyy-un 
kaemm, kaemm-u, kaemm-un 
anta 

naekk-aen-ed ι 
naskk-aen-ast-ed (widespread) 
naekk-aen-aet-ed (T-ka, optionally K-d) 
kaew-aen-ed (in K-d also pronounced koned] 
kaem-aet-ed 
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3MaPl snt-aen-ed 
ι 

3FePI ant-aen-aet-ed (widespread) 
ant-aen-aet-ed (T-ka, K-d) 

These pronouns rarely occur in noninitial position within accentual 
phrases. This makes it difficult to determine whether the initial-syllable accent 
in the singular pronominals is lexical (i.e. marked) or default. However, there 
is one construction where an independent pronoun follows the numeral Ί ' . In 
this case we get phrasal accent on the numeral, showing that the pronoun has 
no lexical accent: iy-aen-\t naekk Ί am one (= I am alone)'. See §5.1.2.5 for 
more examples. 

Gender is distinguished in all the plural categories (for 1P1, all of the clitic 
and affixal pronominals merge gender, but 2P1 and 3P1 distinguish gender in 
all pronominal series). Gender is also distinguished in the 2Sg, but not in lSg 
or 3Sg (in subject affixes and object clitics, 3Sg does distinguish gender). 

The lSg and 2Sg pronouns have a CaePP shape with final geminate. They 
have optional extensions with -u or -un, which are used in contexts involving 
identificational emphasis (not the same as focalization, §12.2). For example, if 
I am not sure if I was the addressee of something you have just said, I might 
say naekk-un '(who,) me?', and you might confirm: kaeyy-un '(yes,) you'. 

Comparing the Sg with the PI forms, we observe that the latter are formed 
by elaborating on the former. All of the PI forms end in a morpheme -ed that 
has no analogues in nominal morphology. This is preceded by -aen- in the 
MaPl forms (cf. Ma suffix -aen with participles, §8.5). The FePl pronouns are 
formed by adding -xt- (cf. Fe suffix -aet with participles and some nouns), 
replacing - sn - in the 2nd person and being added to -sen- in the 1st and 3rd 
persons. The 2nd person pronouns also show slight differences in stem from 
Sg to PI (Ma kaeyy versus kasw-, Fe kaemm versus kaem-). The IFePl and 
3FePl pronouns in -aen-aet-ed have dialectally variable accent, either default 
-aen-ast-ed (most dialects) or marked penultimate -aen-aet-ed (T-ka, K-d). If 
T-ka has innovated, it may be by analogy to the 2FePl pronoun. The 2nd 
person independent pronouns can be used in insults with a following epithet: 
kaeyy edi 'you-MaSg dog!', kasmm t-edi-t-t 'you-FeSg she-dog!'. 

There is some similarity between these independent pronouns and the 
various series of bound pronominals: object clitics (§10.3), dative clitics 
(§10.3.2), possessive suffixes (§5.2.2), and to a lesser extent the pronominal 
subject affixes used on inflected verbs (§7.4). 

4.3 Demonstratives 

4.3.1 Demonstrative pronouns 

Demonstrative pronouns generally mark gender and number, though there are 
some exceptions. Consider the data in (214). The monosyllabic forms (w-d, 
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w-en, etc.), have unreliable accents. In postnominal position, the 
demonstrative has independent accentuation, so all demonstratives are heard as 
accented. However, the monosyllabic demonstratives are often unaccented in 
the (infrequent) case where they directly follow a preposition, as in dxr w-a 
'in this'. 

(214) Demonstrative pronouns 

category MaSg MaPl FeSg FePl 

a. gender-number marked 
unmarked w-ά w-i t-ά t-1 
Proximal w-d-hi w-i-hi t-d-hi t-i-hi 
Near-Distant ws-dl w-i-di ta-dl t-i-di 

II ws-dl-hi w-i-di-hi ta-di-hi t-i-dl-hi 
Distant w-en w-l-n t-en t-ί-η 

II w-en-hi w-i-n-hi t-en-hi t-in-hi 
Recent Anaphoric wa-nnin w-i-nnln ta-nnin t-i-nnln 

II w3-ndln w-i-ndin ts-ndi-n t-i-ndln 

b. single form 
unmarked a-w-ά 
Proximal ά-di 
Distant a-w-en 
Focus a 
minimal Dem ά 

The MaSg unmarked, Proximal, and Distant demonstratives often occur 
following the minimal demonstrative ά to form a neutral demonstrative 
glossable 'this', 'that', with no specific gender identity: α w-ά 'this/that' 
(unmarked), α w-a-hi 'this', α-w-en 'that' (Anaphoric α w-en-daer). 

The form α w-a-hi 'this (one)' can also be taken as a demonstrative noun 
a-w-d-hi 'this thing', which generates a full paradigm: MaPl i-w-a-hi-taen, 
FeSg t-a-wa-hi-t-t, FePl t-i-wa-hi-t-en. 

The single-form demonstratives (214.b) have less definite reference than 
the forms showing agreement. The single forms can be glossed 'that', 'this', 
etc. The Focus form is a minimal demonstrative used in apposition to a fronted 
(focalized) constituent (§12.2). 

The unmarked set can be used loosely in proximal sense, but are also 
used e.g. at the beginning of definite relative clauses where no deictic sense is 
involved. In MaSg w-ά and FeSg t-ά, clearly w- and t- are gender markers and 
-a is the (singular) stem. MaPl w-1 and FePl t-ί have the same gender markers. 
One can argue whether they have a plural demonstrative stem -i contrasting 
with singular -a, or whether they add PI -i to /-a-/ with VV-Contraction (41.c) 
(e.,g. Λν-ά-ΐ/ > w-0-1). 
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Proximal demonstrative 'this' (near speaker) requires addition of suffix 
-hi (w-a-hi etc.)· A Near-Distant demonstrative (e.g. near addressee or a short 
distance from speaker and addressee) is expressed by the series ending in -di. 
(For the R dialect I recorded wae-di etc. with ae instead of a.) This can also be 
used anaphorically to denote something not physically visible or otherwise 
present. While MaPl w-i-di and FePl t-i-di are clearly tri-morphemic, MaSg 
wa-di and FeSg ta-di are more ambiguous; one could take the schwa as part of 
the gender marker, as epenthetic, or as an irregular reduction of the -a- seen in 
the unmarked and proximal demonstratives. A specifically Distant 
demonstrative is expressed by -en, which contracts with the preceding V (Sg 
-en from /-d-en/, PI -1-n from /-1-en/). The normally Proximal suffix -hi can be 
added to -di or -en, but these combinations are uncommon. 

The w- of Ma[sculine] forms supports Prasse's view that the MaSg 
nominal prefixes α-, e-, and ss- on nouns were originally *w-a- and *w-ae-. 

The most common way to indicate anaphoric (=discourse-deictic) status 
(e.g. 'this/that same one we were talking about') is by adding Anaphoric 
suffix -daer to the demonstrative, often (but not always) the unmarked 
demonstrative: w-a-daer, less often w-en-daev, etc. However, (214.a) also 
shows a special Recent Anaphoric demonstrative, with ending -nnin, used to 
denote something mentioned earlier, but not the currently active "topical" 
referent. In context it can sometimes be glossed as 'the former', as when 
discourse referents R and S have just been introduced (in that order) and the 
speaker then wishes to index R. It can also be glossed 'the preceding one'. It 
has a variant -ndln, which is more transparently related to and! 'before'. The 
form andln is also used as a postnominal demonstrative (see below, §4.3.3). 

For invariant ά in connection with focalization, see §12.2. 
Another set of demonstratives is used to provide heads to indefinite 

relative clauses that lack noun heads (§8.5.4, §12.1). The forms are repeated 
here as (215). The form i is also used in relatives (arguably definite, though 
there is no definite/indefinite distinction here) whose head is a 1st or 2nd 
person pronoun (§12.1). 

(215) Demonstrative Head of Indefinite Relative 

MaSg = MaPl 1 
FeSg = FePl t-1 

The Distant Anaphoric demonstrative and Anaph 
(216). 

(216) azzaey-aen [daer [ae-kall 
live.PerfP-3MaPlS [in [Sg-country 
'They lived in that (aforementioned) land.' 

-daer are illustrated in 

en-dasr]] 
Dist-Anaph]] 
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4.3.2 Spatial demonstrative adverbs 

Spatial demonstrative adverbs begin with Locative d- or Approximative s-. 

(217) Spatial Demonstrative Adverbs 

simple anaphoric 

a. Locative ('here', etc.) 
Prox d-i-ha, d-l-ha d-i-ha-dasr 
Near-Dist da-di da-di-dasr 
Dist d-i-hen, d-en d-i-hen-daev 
Recent Anaphoric — da-nnln-dser 

b. Approximative ('around here', 'hereabouts', 'this way') 
Prox s-i-hd s-i-hd-daer 
Near-Dist s-i-dl s-i-di-daer 
Dist s-i-hen s-i-hen-daev 

The accent on d-i-ha 'here' is contextually variable. In isolation it is given 
as d-i-hd, but in adverbial function in clause-final position I usually hear 
d-l-ha. The suffixed form is always d-i-ha-daer. 

The Anaphoric forms with -daer can be glossed 'right here, in this same 
place', 'right there, in that same place'. 

The Approximatives can denote approximate (static) location, as in 'it is 
standing (somewhere) around here', or pergressive motion ('through'), as in 'it 
came this way (=along here)'. 

d-i-hd is also common at the beginning of certain types of adverbial 
relative clause (§13.1.1.1). The sequence d-i-hd-\d... with preposition d 
cliticized to d-i-hd forms clauses translatable as '(there) where...'. The -\d is 
omitted when an object clitic is present, as in d-i-ha-\tt 0-aeba 'there where he 
died'. 

For 'on the near/far side of X', see under existential quasi-verb -alla-
(§9.3). 

4.3.3 Demonstrative postnominal particles (1, dt, annin, en) 

Instead of a full demonstrative, nouns can be followed by any of three 
demonstrative particles. The particle is invariant for gender and number (which 
are expressed on the noun). The particle is accented, but has no effect on the 
accentuation of the noun, so the combination does not constitute an accentual 
phrase. The result is that the noun may have default antepenultimate accent, as 
in a-bsmbaera 1 'this Bambara man'. If this were a singular accentual phrase it 
would have appeared as #a-basmbaera 1 (with secondary accent on the second 
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syllable to the left of the marked accent). The accent on 1 is difficult to hear 
and perhaps suppressed when the preceding syllable is accented. The particles 
are shown in (218). 

(218) Demonstrative Postnominal Particles 

category form 

Proximate 1 (dialectal PI In for T-md) 
Near-Distant di 
Recent Anaphoric annin = andin (cf. and! 'before') 
Distant en 

Masculine examples of i are Sg ά-mnas i 'this male camel' and its PI 
ί-mnas i (T-md ί-mnas in). Feminine examples are Sg t-aellaem-t ί 'this 
female camel' (heard as t-aellaem-t i with suppressed accent) and its PI 
t-zelm-en I (T-md in). An example of di is d-mnss di 'that camel (near you)'. 
An example of (mostly adverbial) andin, which generally denotes a prior time 
interval, is t-ene sndin 'that prior year' (i.e. 'a few years ago'). Examples of 
en are a-mnas en 'that camel (distant)' and its PI i-mnas en. 

Compare these morphemes with directional clitics used with verbs: 
Centripetal -\add (and variants), Centrifugal -Yin. 

Anaphoric -daer can be added to the forms in (218), as in i-daer, di-dasr, 
en-dasY. 

In (219), the demonstrative follows a noun with suffixed pronominal 
possessor. 

(219) i-laemaw-aen-naem di-daev 
Pl-skin-MaPl-2FeSgPoss NearDist-Anaph 
'those hides of yours-FeSg' [K] 



Chapter 5 
Noun phrase structure 

A noun-phrase (NP) consists of a noun (as lexical head of the phrase) and, 
optionally, one or more modifiers or a possessor. 

5.1 Nominal modifiers 

5.1.1 Adjectives 

5.1.1.1 Modifying "adjectives" 

Nearly all "modifying adjectives" are, morphologically speaking, participles of 
intransitive verbs. They are therefore special cases of a more general 
construction for subject relatives. See §8.5.7 for examples. 

Some other "modifying adjectives" are formally possessed constructions of 
the type '(a/the) X of Y\ with Possessive preposition η (an). The X and Y 
components may be nouns in apposition, with X the more basic noun and Y 
describing a secondary quality. For example, if X is as-habs 'man' and Y is the 
compound noun aew sendad 'lazy one' (lit. "son of laziness," see §5.2.4.2), we 
get ae-habs η sew sendad '(a) lazy man'. Other ways to express 'lazy man' are 
the (MaSg) agentive e-m-asssendaed and the participial construction se-hdlas 
i-ssündaed-aen. 

'Bad' can also be expressed using the compound initial erk (§5.2.4.4). 

5.1.1.2 Comparatives 

The most common symmetrical comparative construction, glossable as 'X be 
as [adjective] as Y \ involves the transitive verb -ujdvh- (PerfP -ojdaeh-). In 
the absence of a specification, this verb can mean 'be equal to' or 'be as big 
as'. It can be adapted to other adjectival qualities by adding an appropriate 
specification ('X equals Y [with respect to\ strength'). The specifying noun 
follows the verb, with no preposition. The Resit stem -ojdaeh- is usual in 
positive comparatives. Some dialects have g for T-ka j. 

(220) a. waerAdsr-l 0-ogdeh 
Neg-\with-lSg 3MaSgS-be.equal.PerfN 
'He is not equal to me.' (often = '... is not as big as I') [Gao] 
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b. 0-ogdaeh-\d3r-i t-e-basdde 
3MaSgS-be.equal.Reslt-\with-1 Sg Fe-Sg-length 
'He is as tall as I (am).' (lit. "He equals me [in] length") [Gao] 

-uwvd- (PerfP -aewwasd-) 'reach, attain' can be used to indicate 
attainment of equality with something. Its most common use is in questions 
and in negative statements like (221), which provide a mechanism for 
translating 'less than'. 

(221) wser 0-aewwed abbä-nnet [daer t-sssajrat-t] 
Neg 3MaSgS-reach.PerfN father-3SgPoss fin Fe-length-FeSg] 
'He isn't at tall as (=he is shorter than) his father.' [K-d] 

The transitive verb -mjvr- 'surpass' (Resit -ojaer-) can be used with a 
simple NP object (Y) in the sense 'X be bigger than Y' or 'X be more than Y'. 
In positive comparatives it is usually in Resit form. Additional asymmetrical 
comparatives can be generated by adding an additional non-argument NP 
(222). 

(222) a. 0-oj<er-\a-hi t-a-yatte 
3MaSgS-surpass.Reslt-\0-lSg Fe-Sg-intelligence 
'He surpasses me in smartness.' (='He is smarter than I') 

b. andek w-α 0-ojaer-aen 
which? Ma-Dem.Sg 3MaSgS-surpass.Perf-Partpl.MaSg 
t-e-baedde 
Fe-Sg-length 
'Who (=which of us/them) is tallest?' 

c. 0-ojaer abba-nnet t-sssajrat-t 
3MaSgS-suφass.Reslt father-3SgPoss Fe-length-FeSg 
'He is taller than his father.' [K-d] 

d. asmasra-s [daer [t-assiw-en t-i η In-dasr 
now-0 [in [Fe-grass-FePl Fe-Dem.Sg PossDist-Anaph 
affuqqae-t-nen]], andekAdahr-snaet 
sprout.Reslt-Aug-Partpl.Pl]], which?-\in-3FePl 
t-l-dasT 0-ojaer aelmaenfaei-aet ? 
Fe-Dem.Pl-Anaph 3MaSgS-surpass.Reslt benefit-Fe ? 
'Now, among the grasses mentioned above that have sprouted, 
which of them has the most value?' 

There is a noun ddday meaning 'the worst, the last'. 
There is a verb -ulvh- (PerfP -olaeh-) 'resemble, be the same' that can also 

be relevant to symmetrical comparatives. 
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(223) a. wser n-oleh d sddinaet 
Neg lPlS-be.like.PerfN Comit people 
w-1 η "0-T3rm-an 
Ma-Dem.Pl Poss Sg-town-MaPl 
'We (nomads) are not like the people of towns.' 

b. ά-di [ba-\0-s olaeh-aer 
so [be.lost.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg be.like.Reslt-lSgS 
d ibda] 
Comit long.ago] 
'So, I am no longer like (I was) before.' [K] 

The transitive verb -ufu- (PerfP -ofa-, Imprt lfu and dialectal variants), 
means 'be better than'. Another verb, PerfP -aessof-, means 'prefer (X to Y)' 
and may have originally been a causative, -ufu- is exemplified in (224). 

(224) t-e-jaerjasr-t ofae-n-\taet 
Fe-Sg-plant.sp.-FeSg be.better.PerfP-3MaPlS-\3FeSgO 
n0-^ew-asn [an ""t-ae-jaerjaer-t] 
Pl-twig-MaPl [Poss Fe-Sg-plant.sp.-FeSg] 
'Little twigs of tejarjart plant are better than tejarjart (itself)·' 

Another verb, -vssvm- (PerfP -assaem-) means 'become big(ger)' or, with 
dative complement, 'become better than, be worth more than'. 

5.1.2 Numerals and other quantifiers 

5.1.2.1 Basic numeral forms Ί' to '10' 

The numerals Ί ' to '10' are shown in (225). In the counting column are the 
forms given when reciting the numerals in succession. The next two columns 
show the trailing form used at the end of a NP; masculine and feminine forms 
are distinguished. (The prenominal forms are described in §5.1.2.2, below.) 

(225) Numerals Ί ' to '10' 

numeral counting trailing 

Ί ' 
'2' 
'3' 
'4' 

d-ly-aen 
d-sssin 
kaerad 
(d-)aekkoz 

masculine 

ad d-iy-aen 
ad d-assin 
ad kaerad 
3d d-aekkoz 

feminine 

ad d-iy-aet 
ad saendt-aet 
sd kaerad-aet 

ι 

3d aekkoz-aet 
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'5' saemmos 
'6' sadis (saedis) 

ad sasmmos ad saemmos-aet 

'7' aessa 
'8' aettam 
'9' taezza ι ι 

'10' mseraw 

ad sadis ι 

ad aessa 
ad aettam 
ad taezza ι < 

ad maeraw 

ad sadls-aet 
ι 

ad aessdy-ast 
ad asttam-ast 
ad taezzdy-aet 
ad masraw-aet 

The trailing forms begin with Comitative preposition d (ad) 'with, and' 
(§6.4.2). The trailing forms are added to other numerals denoting ten-somes or 
larger units, e.g. 'ten and five' = '15'. See the examples 'fifteen men' and 
'fifteen women' in §5.1.2.4, below. 

The d- in d-ly-aen Ί ' , d-assin '2', and variant d-aekkoz '4' may also have 
originated as the same Comitative preposition ('and' would make sense for 
numerals above Ί ' , as in a counting sequence Ί , and 2, and 3, ...'), but is now 
a frozen part of certain V-initial numerals and co-occurs with ad in the relevant 
trailing forms. 

At least in the R dialect, the combination ad d- seems to have been 
reinterpreted as a unit prefix in the trailing forms. It then extends to all cases 
where the numeral stem proper begins with a V: masculine add aessa '7', add 
asttam '8', feminine add aekkoz-aet '4', add aessay-aet '7', add aettam-aet '8'. 
One could alternatively segment as e.g. ad d-aettam where the d- is a 
prevocalic extension of the numeral; this would "preserve" the identity of ad 
as the Comitative preposition. 

For many dialects (including T-ka, T-md, R), the counting and masculine 
trailing forms are unaccented. We get default accents in the counting forms, 
and phrasal accent on the preposition ad in the masculine trailing forms. 
However, the A-grm, K, and I speakers gave counting and masculine trailing 
forms for '2' to '10' with accent on the second syllable, e.g. K-d d-assin '2' , 
kaerdd '3'. Note also A-grm mseraw ad assln 'twelve-Ma'. 

Even the T-ka and R speakers accented the bare numerals '2' to '10' when 
used as NPs in a sentence, in the absence of the implied referent nouns. Thus 
anhdy-aer maerdw Ί have seen ten', anhdy-asr assin Ί have seen two', 
ajlae-n maerdw 'ten went'. If the referent nouns were present, the numeral 
would have the same accent, so one way to think of these examples is as 
truncations of fuller forms like Ί have seen ten men'. 

For '4', '7', and '8' there is dialectal variation between as and a in the first 
syllable. T-ka and some other Timbuktu-area dialects have ae, but I recorded a 
for A-grm and in some other Timbuktu-area dialects. In the cases of '7' and 
*8', where the second syllable has a clear a, this variation may reflect the usual 
T-ka penchant for Short-V Harmony (§3.2.6) within these numeral stems. In 
'4' this is moot since the phonetic [o] before ζ (a BLC, §3.1.2.2) in the second 
syllable could be taken as lol or /u/. 

Whether melodic harmony is at work in numerals is also a factor in the 
lexical representation of '6' . The stem is pronounced [sae'dis] in T-ka and 
some other dialects. Because of the BLC (d), a melodically harmonic 
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representation /sadis/ is possible, and is consistent with T-ka's harmonic 
tendencies. However, other dialects more freely allow vowel sequences like 
«ae i», and with a BLC neutralizing the se versus a distinction, for these 
dialects there is no reason not to assume underlying /ae...i/. 

It is clear from comparison with the prenominal forms (§5.1.2.2, below) 
that an original *d has also become fused with some of the V-initial numerals, 
particularly in their counting forms. This is the case for Ί ' and '2'. However, 
'7' and '8' did not show this fusion. Data for '4' are mixed. In counting, I 
recorded d-sekkoz for an Imeddedeghan speaker, but aekkoz from a T-ka 
speaker. However, both speakers had the double d in ad d-aekkoz. 

The trailing forms are used in expressions like maeraw ad saemmos 15', a 
compound of the type 'ten and five'. 

The feminine prenominal forms show a Feminine suffix -aet that matches 
FeSg participial -aet. This suffix has no intrinsic feature (e.g. a lost final V) that 
affected accent. However, imperfective (though not perfective) FeSg 
participles do undergo Rightward Accent Shift, resulting in marked 
penultimate accent (§3.5.3.2). Numerals do not distinguish verbal aspect 
categories, but are more naturally associated with imperfective (specifically, 
durative or stative) than with the marked perfective category. 

Stems whose basic form ends in a vowel α ( '7 ' , '9 ') show an epenthetic 
-y- before the Feminine suffix. This y-Insertion is unique to numerals. 

(226) y-Insertion (Numerals) 

-y- is inserted between stem-final α and the vowel of Feminine -aet 

Given that participles have a MaSg suffix -sen, one might expect this 
suffix in the masculine numerals. There is such a suffix in ad d-ly-aen Ί ' , but 
the other masculine numerals are unsuffixed. There is a possible indirect trace 
of a former suffixal syllable in the accent of prenominal masculine numerals 
(see just below). 

5.1.2.2 Prenominal forms of numerals Ί' to '10' 

When a numeral Ί ' to '10' is attached to a noun, it most often precedes the 
noun, and the noun has the appropriate Sg or PI form. Prefix-Reduction 
applies to the vocalic prefix of the noun. The numeral agrees in gender with 
the noun. The forms taken by the numeral are those in (227). 
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(227) Prenominal Numerals 

numeral masculine feminine 

Ί ' ly-aen (n-) ly-aet 
[n- used before V-initial masculine noun] 

'2' assin sasnat-st 
'3' kaerdd kaerad-aet I I 

'4' aekkoz aekkoz-ast 
ι ι 

'5' saemmos saemmos-aet 
'6' sadis sadls-aet ι ι 

'7' aessa aessay-aet 
'8' aettam asttam-ast 
'9' taezza ta^zd-aet 
' 10' maerdw maeraw-aet 

The forms for ' 1' are discussed below. 
In this position I regularly heard final-syllable accent on the masculine 

forms. The penultimate accent on the feminine numerals '2' to '10' was also 
clear. The feminine forms are identical, except at the onset, to the feminine 
forms of trailing numerals in §5.1.2.1, just above, and the comments there 
about the accent of the feminine forms are valid here. 

The masculine counting and trailing forms are, however, unaccented. The 
accents in the masculine prenominal forms could therefore be due to 
compound accentuation, whereby a secondary accent appears on the final 
syllable of the compound initial. In any event, I formulate the generalization as 
(228). 

(228) Final-Syllable Accent (Masculine Prenominal Numerals) 

The final syllable of a numeral '2' to '9' is accented when it is 
followed by the modified noun. 

In most feminine numeral phrases '2' to '9', the feminine numeral ending 
in -ait is followed by a noun beginning in t-a- (reduced form of FePl t-i-). In 
the case of '2', there is yet another t just before the -aet. In practice, the -aet 
suffix is usually elided in these phrases, though it does appear in careful 
pronunciation. Thus saendt-aet "'t-a-msrw-en 'two tensomes (=twenty)' is 
elided in normal speech to [saena'te'maerwen]. 

The prenominal forms for Ί ' are exemplified in (229). 

(229) a. ly-aen η "'ae-sed 
one-Ma of Sg-donkey 
'one male donkey' 
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b. iy-aen masjraed 
one-Ma conversation 
'one conversation' 

c. ly-set ""t-äe-set-t 
one-Fe Fe-Sg-donkey-FeSg 
'one female donkey' 

Most masculine nouns begin with a vocalic prefix (or a stem-initial V). 
The numeral, presumably ly-aen, is then followed, as in (229.a), by another n, 
which I take to be the preposition ' o f . This in turn is followed by the noun 
with a reduced prefix. The combination seems rather frozen, the second η 
being more euphonic than grammatical in nature. It is absent in the less 
common case where the masculine noun is C-initial (229.b). The extra η also 
fails to appear in the feminine counterpart (229.c). This suggests an alternative 
analysis of the extra η in (229.a) as part of the numeral, i.e. ly-asnn (prevocalic 
allomorph ofly-aen). 

I have transcribed the numerals in (229.a,c) with double (nonlexical) 
accent. Pronunciation is variable, but I often do hear both an initial-syllable 
accent (the default word accent) and a light final-syllable accent (the 
compound-initial secondary accent). In (229.b) the noun maejrasd is 
unaccented, so primary phrasal accent falls on the numeral. 

For '10' as prenominal modifier, another possibility is a compound 
beginning with the related noun t-amara 'tensome', e.g. t-a-mara η "as-waetay 
'(a) tensome of year(s)', i.e., '(a) decade'. 

Occasionally a numeral follows the noun (230). 

(230) a. aess-efael-aer i-lasmaw-sen-in assin 
Caus-be.tanned.Reslt-lSgS Pl-skin-MaPl-ISgPoss two 
Ί have tanned two of my hides.' [K] 

b. le-γ 1-sed-aen kaerdd, 
have.Reslt-lSgS Pl-donkey-MaPl three 
agrer-aen assin ad ^t-äe-set-t 
male.donkey-MaPl two.Ma and Fe-Sg-donkey-FeSg 
Ί have three donkeys—two male donkeys and a female 
donkey.' [K] 

For derivatives of '4' and '6' denoting dentition (hence age-grade) of 
rams, see end of §8.10. 
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5.1.2.3 'One' versus 'other' 

MaSgly-sen and FeSg ly-ast Ί ' have been given above. In true numeral sense, 
e.g. 'one house', the numeral is prenominal, like other numerals (§5.1.2.2, just 
above). However, the same forms may be used post-nominally in indefinite 
function 'a (certain) house'. This usage is fairly common on the initial mention 
of a new discourse reference. The noun and the numeral generally have 
separate accents: haeraet ly-asn 'a (certain) thing', not #haeraet iy-asn with 
phrasal accent. In some contexts, where a newly introduced indefinite 
discourse referent is contrasted to a previously introduced discourse referent, 
an appropriate gloss is 'another': ae-hdbs iy-aen 'a (certain) man' or 'another 
man'. 

In this indefinite use, a plural formly-aed is also in common use: medd-asn 
"ly-aed 'some men'. The -asd ending occurs nowhere else in the language with 
plural function, to my knowledge. See, however, -ed with PI pronouns 

(231) Forms of 'one' as Modifying Adjective 

MaSg FeSg PI 

ly-aen ly-aet ly-aed 

An alternative plural ly-aen-asn, obviously built on the MaSg form ly-asn, 
has the technical sense 'units', as in e-haen w-α η ly-asn-asn 'column of units' 
(in arithmetic instruction). 

In the absence of a substantive head noun, the plural 'some (ones)' is 
expressed as in (232). In each case, the two i vowels fuse into a single phonetic 
vowel. 

(232) 'Some (ones)' 

MaPl FePl 

1 iy-aed t-Ί iy-asd 

There is a tantalizingly similar set of forms meaning 'the other (one)'. 
This is a specialized definite participial formation (the underlying verb being 
unelicitable). The forms are given in (233). 

(233) 'the other' 

MaSg FeSf MaPl 

w-α yyaed-aen t-α yyaed-aet w-i yyaed-nen 
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The similarity between plural ly-aed '(some) ones' and the stem yyaed-
(arguably underlying /iysed-/) in these frozen participles is suggestive. For 
Niger Tamajak, LTF 132 gives MaSg "hzedan" etc. for « autre ». Although in 
Tamajak this may combine phrasally with 'one' ("ayyän hädän" « un autre »), 
the two stems are clearly different, there being no h in 'one'. On the other 
hand, there is a natural semantic association between indefinite 'one(s)' and 
definite '(the) other'. In antithetical parallel constructions ('one stayed, the 
other left'), the difference between 'one' and 'the other' is blurry, both 
referents being equally (in-)definite in discourse context. In neighboring 
Songhay languages, for example, the definite form of 'one(s)' is used in 
precisely this sense. Whether or not etymologically identical, the Tamashek 
forms for 'one' and 'other' are closely associated by native speakers. 
Elicitation using (French) cues of the type 'another man' and 'other men' (i.e. 
indefinite 'other') produced examples with postnominal 'one(s)' using the 
forms in (231): ae-halas ly-aen 'another man', medd-asn ly-aed 'other men'. It 
seems, then, that the 'other' forms in (233) function synchronically as definite 
counterparts to the indefinite postnominal forms in (231). 

Another way to express '(the) other X', or more precisely 'that other X' 
(that we were talking about before) is by adding a demonstrative ending in 
Near Distant -di, as in t-a-mastt tas-di 'that other woman' (R dialect). 

5.1.2.4 Numerals greater than 7 0 ' 

Terms for decimal units '20' to '90' are expressed by combining a numeral 
'2' to '9' with the plural noun t-l-marw-en 'tensomes'. The latter is the plural 
of t-a-maera 'tensome, group of ten', which is irregularly related to meeraw 
'ten'. The initial numeral agrees with t-l-marw-en in gender and is therefore 
always feminine (Fe suffix -aet on the numeral is often elided). Examples: 
saendt(-aet) "t-a-marw-en '20', s3mmds(-a2t) ' t-a-msrw-en ' f i f ty ' . If the 
quantified-over noun is present, it appears with Possessive preposition η after 
the decimal numeral: ssenat "'t-a-msrw-en η nae-ril 'twenty forearm spans 
(elbow to finger, of fabric)' (K dialect). 

Complex numerals ( '11' , '37', etc') consisting of a decimal unit and a 
simple numeral are expressed as conjunctions. The decimal term comes first. If 
the noun denoting the referent is overt, it is attached to the decimal term. The 
single-digit numeral then follows in its "trailing" form (§5.1.2.1), agreeing in 
gender with the referent (234.a-b). 

(234) a. maerdw medd-aen ad sasmmos 
ten man-MaPl with five 
'fifteen men' 
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b. masraw-aet ded-en ad saemmos-aet 
ten-Fe woman-FePl with five 
'fifteen women' 

t-e-mede 'hundred' (PI t-i-mad) is syntactically a noun and is the head of 
its NP. It may be followed by a possessed noun in singular form, as in 
t-e-mede η ae-halss 'one hundred men' (lit. "hundred of man"). It may be 
preceded by a simple numeral: saendt-aet nt-3-mad 'two hundred'. For '150 
men' I recorded t-e-mede ad saemmos-aet "'t-a-marw-en η ae-hatas (lit. 
"hundred with five-Fe tensomes of man"). 

e-faed 'thousand' (PI dialectally variable, e.g. T-ka afaed-aen) is also a 
noun syntactically, and it has the same syntax as 'hundred'. It can be preceded 
by a simple numeral, as in essin afaed-aen [asii'na'faedaen] 'two thousand'. For 
'1000 women' I recorded e-faed an 't-ae-maet-t (lit. "thousand of woman"). For 
A-grm I recorded the noun as Sg ά-faed, PI efd-αη. Cognates in Niger Tamajak 
mean 'million, immense number'. 

5.1.2.5 Pronominalized numerals 

A special morphological construction involving a numeral, a suffix -e- (similar 
to an e found at the end of presuffixal forms of some prepositions), and a 
pronominal suffix (from the series used after prepositions) is exemplified in 
(235). 

(235) a. aekkaersed-e-naer 'the three of us-MaPl' 
b. aekkaeraed-set-e-naer 'the three of us-FePl' 

Further examples are in (236), in 3MaPl and 3FePl form. Note the 
geminate ss in the 3MaPl suffix. Note also the default accent throughout. 

(236) Pronominalized Numerals with -e- (T-ka, sample forms) 

numeral 3MaPl 3FePl 

'2' assin-e-ssaen saenat-aet-e-snaet 
'4' aekkoz-e-ssaen aekkoz-set-e-snaet 

I I 

'8' aettam-e-ssaen aettam-£et-e-snaet 

For the K-d dialect, I recorded the variants in (237). 
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(237) Pronominalized Numerals with -e- (K-d, exhaustive list for 3MaPl) 

numeral 3MaPl 

'2' a-sansen-e-ssaen 
'3' a-karsed-e-ssasn 
'4' a-kazaen-e-ssaen ι 

Note that these K-d forms are all forced into the canonical shape 
a-CaCgeC-e-, and that aekkoz '4' has to grow a stem-final η to fill the third C 
position. 

For Ί ' , the phrasal construction in (238) was recorded for T-ka (it was 
rejected by the R speaker). The construction is unusual, but appears to consist 
of the numeral plus a 3Sg object clitic (§10.3.1) of the appropriate gender, 
followed by the relevant independent pronoun. 

(238) Pronominal Forms for One' 

a. iy-aen-\t naekk 
one-Ma-\3MaSgO lSg 
Ί am one.' (= Ί am alone.') 

b. iy-ast-\tset anta 
one-Fe-\3FeSgO 3Sg 
'She is one.' (= 'She is alone.') 

c. iy-aet-\tset kaemm 
one-Fe-\3FeSgO 2FeSg 
'You-FeSg are one.' (= 'You are alone.') 

5.1.2.6 Distributive numerals 

An adverbial phrase of the type 'three at a time', 'three each', etc., can be 
constructed by reduplicating a numeral stem and preposing Instrumental s. 
Both masculine and feminine stems may be used, the former being unmarked. 
Examples in (239). 

(239) Distributive Numerals 

a. s iy-aen ly-aen 'one by one, one each' (masculine) 
b. s iy-set ly-aet 'one by one, one each' (feminine) 
c. s aessa aessa 'eight by eight* 
d. 3 S saedls 

I 
saedls 

I 
'six by six' 
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Example: osas-nastAadd s ly-ast "iy-aet 'they-Fe came one at a time'. 

5.1.2.7 Ordinals 

For 'first', the verb -aezzar- 'go ahead, in front' is used in a definite participial 
construction: w-α 0-aezzar-aen 'the first one-Ma', t-α t-aezzar-ast 'the first 
one-Fe', w-i aezzar-nen 'the first ones-Ma'. Without the demonstrative, 
indefinite participles like MaSg Resit 0-aezzar-aen retain the verbal meaning 
('going ahead, in front'). 

For other numerals, a definite relative clause with the usual demonstrative 
head (e.g. MaSg w-α) plus cliticized Instrumental preposition -\s followed by 
the numeral itself (in the appropriate gender form). Masculine ordinals are 
illustrated in (240). 

(240) Ordinals (Masculine) 

ordinal phrase gloss 

a. w-ä-\s assin 'second' 
b. w-a-\s settam 'ninth' 
c. w-a-\s "t-ae-mede 'hundredth' ι 

5.1.2.8 Other quantifiers 

The universal quantifier 'all, every' is fukk in the Timbuktu area (T-ka, T-md, 
R), kul in A-grm (as in Tamajak), and r a r s d around Κ (extending south into 
some Gao-area varieties), kul is presumably from Arabic kull-, but kul 'all' is 
also used in some Songhay languages. 

fukk can be used as a noun with possessive complement: fukk-naewasn 'all 
of us'. Often it is NP-final (241.a) or clause-final (241.b), cf. "floating" all in 
English. In (241.c) it could be analysed as either NP-final or clause-final. It is 
independently accented even when adjacent to the relevant core NP. 

(241) a. [dzraf fukk] l-mmanda 
[money all] 3MaSg-finish.PerfP 
'All the money is finished (=has been spent).' 

b. azraf l-mmanda fukk ι 

money 3MaSg-finish.PerfP all 
'The money is all finished.' 
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c. n-ajrdw addinaet [s t-ajiw-en fukk] 
lPlS-get.Reslt people [Instr Fe-direction-FePl all] 
'We have gotten people from all directions (=areas).' 

d. kail ae-rojj ya ly-asd 
people.of Sg-bush Emph one-Pi 
war arhe-n α-s-irad fukk 
Neg want.PerfN-3MaPlS Sg-Caus-bathe.VblN all 
'Some nomads, they don't like bathing at all.' [K] 

fukk is best translated 'all' and often has emphatic sense. The dialectal 
equivalents have the same range of uses. 

Distributive hak 'each, every' precedes a NP. In A-grm, hdk appears to 
induce Prefix Reduction of the following noun], but this is not the case in T-ka 
or the other dialects checked. Thus 'each head' is unreduced hdk e-vaeff (Gao 
T-ka) or reduced hak ""ae-raeff (A-grm). 

'Many' or 'much' is expressed by participles of the verb -v j jv t - 'be 
many'; see §7.3.2.2 for the forms. Example: atay 0-zej je-n 'lots of tea', 
ara-taen aejjo-t-nen 'many children'. One can also use a more complex 
partitive expression: ά 0-£ejje-n daer "ai-dfar 'a lot of pillow covers' (K 
dialect). 

'Few' or 'little (amount)' is expressed by any of the participles meaning 
'small'; see §8.5.7. Adverbial 'a little' can be expressed by the term abaennan 
(variant ambaennan), or its reduplication ambsennan-baennan. These forms 
are related (irregularly) to baennan 'for nothing, freely; in vain'. 

Another way to say 'a few X's ' is to use a phrase with PerfP -ala- 'have' 
in a relative clause with minimal demonstrative ά as head, and the quantified 
NP as the source of subject agreement (242.a-d). Another common 
construction is hzeraet '(some-)thing' with following possessed NP (hence 
literally 'a little [bit] of.. . ') , most often a mass or abstract noun, but sometimes 
a countable noun (242.e). 

(242) a. α als-naet ύΐΐί 
Dem have.PerfP-3FePlS goats 
'a few goats' 

b. α alae-n "a-lyad-aen 
Dem have.PerfP-3MaPlS Pl-child-MaPl 
'a few children' 

c. ά i-ΐα udi 
Dem 3MaSgS-have.PerfP butter 
'a little butter' [K] 
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ά-di t-attaer 
so LoImpf-look.for.LoImpfP 
[a lae-n] 
[Dem have.PerfP-3MaPlS 
[d [a lae-naet 
[and [Dem have.PerfP-3FePlS 

"•0-saerer-aen] 
Pl-firewood-MaPl] 

"t-a-züzam]] 
Pl-firewood-MaPl]] 

'So, (go) look for some firewood and some charcoal.' 

haerast 
thing 
'a few cows' 

an 
Poss 

n0-w-an 
Pl-cow-MaPl 

For indefinite 'a(n)' and plural 'some', and the possibly related forms 
meaning 'other', see §5.1.2.3 above. 

The sense 'most oF can be expressed using the noun t-assam 'majority' 
with a possessor, e.g. t-assam-naenaer 'most of us'. 

The sense 'both ' can be expressed by the forms in (243), recorded for a 
K-d speaker. 

(243) a. aemmu-n da-di-dsev 
die.PerfP-3MaPl there.NearDist 
i-ssan-aen 
3MaSgS-be.two.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'They-Ma both died.' 

b. aemmu-t-naet da-di-daer t-i assan-en 
die.PerfP-3FePl there.NearDist Fe be.two.Reslt-Partpl.Pl 
'They-Fe both died.' 

The relationship between the masculine (243.a) and feminine (243.b) is 
irregular, especially since (243.a) ends in the MaSg Partpl suffix -aen while 
(243.b) ends in PI Partpl suffix -en. For Algeria, DTF 4.1841 gives masculine 
"essenen" (presumably assan-aen) in the sense 'both' ("tous 2"), with feminine 
"essenetin" or "tessenetin," presumably (t)assaen-aet-en with a Feminine 
morpheme -aet- as seen in personal pronouns. 

For '(be/do) very much, a lot', see the verb -vknu- (§13.5.5). 

5.1.2.9 Days of the week 

The seven days of the week have Arabic names, as is true of all other 
languages of northern Mali: litni 'Monday', seltaendta 'Tuesday', aellarba 
'Wednesday', alxamis 'Thursday', alziimTat 'Friday', assabat 'Saturday', 
aelhadd 'Sunday'. 
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5.1.2.10 Tent sizes 

From a K-d speaker come the forms in (244) and (245). 

(244) a. i η saendt-aet 
Dem Poss two-Fe 
'tent or house with 2 central pillars' 

b. i η akkoz-ast 
Dem Poss four-Fe 
'tent or house with 4 central pillars' 

c. i η sasdis-ast 
Dem Poss six-Fe 
'tent or house with 6 central pillars' 

(245) a. i η sammos-aet 
Dem Poss five-Fe 
'small tent with 5 side cords' 

b. i η saedls-aet 
Dem Poss six-Fe 
'medium tent with 6 side cords' 

c. i η aettdm-aet 
Dem Poss eight-Fe 
'large tent with 8 side cords' 

(244) and (245) represent different ways of measuring the size of a tent; 
(244) can also apply to small houses. The two systems make use of different 
sets of numerals, since the central pillars (or tent posts) are placed in pairs, 
while side cords that tie down a tent range in number from five to eight per 
side (without necessary pairing with cords on the opposite side). Note that 
(244.c) is identical in form to (245.b). 

5.2 Possession and compounding 

5.2.1 Ordinary nominal possessives 

When the possessor is a noun (or NP), it follows the possessed noun and is 
preceded by the Possessive preposition η (an if between C's). A wide range of 
semantic connections are expressed, as with English of, from ownership of 
property to various more abstract relations including logical subject or object 
o f aVb lN (246). 
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(246) a. ae-kall [an 't-a-m-azzuq-q-nasnasr] 
Sg-place [Poss Fe-Sg-0-dwell.VblN-FeSg-lPlPoss] 
'a place of our living' (=for us to live in) 

b. t-orhannaw-en [an O-razzej-aen-naesaen] 
Fe-disease-FePl [Poss Pl-livestock-MaPl-3MaPlPoss] 
'diseases of their livestock animals' 

c. ozz ly-aen [an kael "t-ae-masaeq-q] 
proverb one-MaSg [Poss people.of Fe-Sg-Tuareg-FeSg] 
'a proverb of the Tuareg people' (lit. "of people of Tamashek 
language") 

d. i-s-~idasrha£n-\add 
3MaSgS-Caus-desire-\Centrip 
liral [an "t-a-msar-annet 
go.back.VblN [Poss Fe-Pl-old.camp-3SgPoss 
t-i η dat a-w-a] 
Fe-Dem.Pl Poss in.front.of Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg] 
'It desires its return (=wants to return) to its old camping 
grounds of (=from) beforehand ' 

e. t-e-ksgkaen-t [an t-esam-t lasbds-ast] 
Fe-Sg-saltlick-FeSg [Poss Fe-salt-FeSg be.bad-Partpl.FeSg] 
'a saltlick (salty earth) of poor-quality salt' 

f. e-msetaem an t-esam-t 
Sg-taste Poss Fe-salt-FeSg 
'a taste (=a pinch) of salt' [K] 

g. assin bütal-«n η udi 
two.Ma bottle-MaPl Poss butter 
'two bottles (full) of butter.' 

(246.d) ends with a second instance of n, in [t-i η dat a-w-a] 'of 
beforehand' Here the possessed element is a PP, literally 'in front of this', but 
it denotes an earlier time and so is noun-like logically. 

The possessed noun may be extended by, or replaced by, a demonstrative, 
usually of the same unmarked demonstrative series used as heads of definite 
relatives clauses (MaSg w-ά, MaPl w-ί, FeSg t-ά, FePl t-ί). Note FePl t-i in the 
phrase in (246.d) just discussed. Likewise, in (247), t-ά is appositional to t-eje, 
and t-d functions as the immediate syntactic head to which the possessor PP is 
attached. 
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(247) daer t-eje [t-ά [n 'ae-taeram]] 
in Fe-direction [Fe-Dem.Sg [Poss Sg-west]] 
'in the direction of the west (=westward)' 

See also the compounds in §5.2.4.1, below. For η after the numeral ly-aen 
'one.Ma', see §5.1.2.2. 

5.2.2 Pronominal possessor suffixes 

The pronominal suffixes used in ordinary possessives are those in (248). 
Gender of pronominal possessor is distinguished only in 2Sg, 2P1, and 3P1. 

(248) Pronominal Possessor Suffixes 

category invariant postvocalic after η 

ISg 
1P1 
2MaSg 
2FeSg 
2MaPl 
2FePl 
3Sg 

3MaPl 
3FePl 

-naenaer 

-naewaen 
-naekmaet 

-naesaen 
-naesnaet 

C)-nin 

O-nnask 
C)-nnaem 

C)-nnet 
O - n n e s 

O - i n 

after other C 

O - i n 

O-nask -annask 
C)-naem -annaem 

O - n e t 
C)-nes 

-annet 
-annes 

Note that 3Sg fails to distinguish gender in this series (as in independent 
pronouns). The 3Sg form ends in t in T-ka, in s in most other dialects (A-grm, 
R, T-md). 

Parenthesized Ο before an allomorph indicates that the preceding syllable 
(the word penult) is accented, even with nouns that would otherwise be 
accented on an earlier syllable. In other words, the possessor suffixes in 
question force penultimate word accent; cf. §3.3.1.1. In full word 
transcriptions, such a suffixally induced accent is written as v, where ν is any 
vowel. Note that the invariant forms in the leftmost column also have marked 
penultimate accent. However, the 2Sg and 3Sg postconsonantal variants 
(-annaek, etc.), take default accents. 

Examples showing the allomorphy are ISg mataj i -nin 'my peanuts' 
(mataji), e-hsen-nin 'my house' (e-haen), and alsibb-in 'my pocket' (slsibb); 
and 3Sg matajl-nnet, e-hsen-net, and alsibb-annet. The postconsonantal forms 
like 2MaSg -annask are used after any C other than n, including other 
sonorants like {1 m r}, as in a-laemom-annaek 'your-MaSg young dama 
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gazelle', a-saerol-annet 'his/her young ram', and a-kasbor-annasm 'your-FeSg 
sparrow' (from a-lsemom, a-saerol, a-kaebor). 

Possessor suffixes are added to the last element in the core NP, which 
includes demonstratives. Any "adjectives" or other relative clauses follow 
(249). 

(249) a. t-a-s-avnas-t ta-di-dsY-annsem 
Fe-Sg-Instr-veil-FeSg Fe-NearDist-Anaph-2FeSgPoss 
dale-t 
be.green-Partpl.FeSg 
'that blue veil of yours' [K] 

b. w-en-dcieY-in 
Ma-Dist-Anaph-lSgPoss 
'as concerns me' (lit. "those of mine") [K] 

See also the predicate genitive construction of type 1-nin 'it is mine' in 
§9.4. 

NP's of the type 'mine' (= 'the one that belongs to me', Fr le mien) can be 
formed by adding the postvocalic endings in (248) to the appropriate gender-
number form of a simple demonstrative, generally MaSg w-ά 'this' (MaPl w-i, 
FeSg t-ά, FePl t-ί), as in most definite relative clauses. Thus w-a-nin 'mine', 
w-a-nnaek 'yours-Ma', w-a-naewaen 'yours-MaPl', etc. 

5.2.3 Inalienable possessive suffixes with certain kin terms 

For the most part, the pronominal possessive suffixes in §5.2.2, just above, are 
used with semantically inalienable as well as alienable nouns. They occur, for 
example, with body-part nouns. Among kin terms, however, there are two 
morphological patterns. Some nouns take the regular possessive suffixes. 
Examples in (250). 

(250) Kin Terms with Regular Pronominal Possessive Sufffix 

gloss stem example 

'mother' άηηα, anna anna-nin 'my...' 
'father' abba, abba abbä-nin 'my...' 
'FaSiSo' as-bdbas ae-babas-in 'my...' 

Further kin terms of this regular type are ae-bdbas 'cross-cousin', a-jaeya 
'great grandson', a-daeggal 'father- or son-in-law', and α-laggas 'brother-in-
law'. This is also the pattern for "kin" terms that are just special uses of 
ordinary nouns in possessed form (e.g. 'child', 'man', 'woman'). 
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A handful of kin terms take a special set of pronominal possessive suffixes 
given in (251), below. Since these nouns are a subset of the (semantically) 
inalienable nouns in the language, for lack of a better term I call these suffixes 
inalienable. The stems in question are V-final, so there is only one suffixal 
series. All of the suffixes are distinct from their counterparts in the regular 
possessive series (§5.2.2, just above). The Ο before some suffixes indicates 
that the suffix forces penultimate word accent. 

The postconsonantal allomorphs for singular possessors are difficult to 
elicit. The inalienable noun stems that end in a C are plural: taey- 'fathers 
(of...) ' and maessaw- 'owners/masters (of...) ' , and they normally require 
plural possessors, as in täey-naer 'our fathers' and maessaw-kmaet 'your-FePl 
masters'. In Tuareg society, one does not easily speak of the 'fathers' or 
'masters' of a single person or object. In the case of 'father', the synonym 
abba (250) can be used in its plural form (with alienable possessor suffix). 
When pressed to combine Sg possessor suffixes with taey- or maessaw-, 
informants grudgingly add -(e)v, -k, -m, and -s with no phonological difficulty 
but find the combinations awkward. With maessaw- 'owners', I recorded lSg 
maessaw-r (T-ka), maessaw-ex (R), and maessaw-i (A-grm). 

(251) Inalienable Possessive Suffixes 

category invariant after V only after C only 

lSg zero, -er, -γ, (rarely) -i 
1P1 O-naev 

[postvocalic O-nnaer for A-grm] 
2MaSg -k 
2FeSg -m 
2MaPl O-wwaen O-waen 
2FePl O-kmaet 
3Sg -s 
3MaPl O-ssaen O-saen 
3FePl O-snaet 

This paradigm has strong affinities to the series of pronominal suffixes 
used after prepositions (§6.2). Note the dialectal lSg ending - e r (for T-ka 
varying with -ar), and the postvocalic gemination of the initial C in the 2MaPl 
and 3MaPl (and, for Ansongo-Gourma, 1P1). 

The kin (or more generally relationship) terms that take the suffixes in 
(251) are listed in (252). The forms in the "stem" column can be used with 
understood lSg possessor. 
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(252) Relationship Terms taking Inalienable Suffixes 

gloss stem example 

'mother' ma ma-s 'his/her...' 
'mothers' motte- matte-ssaen 'their-MaPl...' 
'father' fl fi-wwaen 'your-MaPl...' 
'fathers' t£ey- taey-nasr 'our...' 
'brother' £ηηα seqqo-m 'your-FeSg...' 
'brothers' ayst-ma ayst-ma-s 'his/her...' 
'sister' waelaet-ma waelaet-ma-k 'your-MaSg ...' 
'sisters' saet-ma saet-ma-s 'his/her...' 
'maternal uncle' sei]ijaet-ma seqqaet-ma-snaet 'their-FePl...' 
'son' rüre rüre-s 'his/her...' 
'wife' haenni- haenni-s 'his ...' 
'wives' haennasy- (R) haenntey-nasY 'our...' 
'master' massi, maessi massi-s 'his/her...' 
'masters' maessaw- maessän-snaet 'their-FePl...' 
'mistress' msessa- maessa-k 'your-MaSg...' 
'mistresses' meessawaste- masssawaete-ssasn 'their-MaPl 

The 'mother' and 'father' terms in (252) are used chiefly in kin 
compounds (like 'mother's father'), and in insults. The more common 
'mother' and 'father' terms, which take alienable possessor suffixes, are in 
(250)above. 

Some lSg inalienable combinations are aerjga (unsuffixed) varying with 
seqq-er 'my brother', and waelaet-ma varying with waelaet-m-er 'my sister'. 

Those special kin terms that are used only as compound initials cannot 
directly take possessive suffixes. 

When an inalienable noun has a noun or other nonprominal NP as 
possessor, the construction is that in (253). The possessed noun has a 3Sg 
possessor suffix (regardless of actual number of the possessor). 

(253) rüre-s an "0-hset-an 
son-3SgPoss Poss Pl-Songhay-MaPl 
'the son of the Songhays' 

This use of a 3Sg morpheme in "agreement" with a NP of variable 
number-gender is parallel to the use of a 3Sg pronominal as resumptive 
pronoun in subject-focus clauses (§12.2.2.1). 
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5.2.4 Compounds 

5.2.4.1 Analytic compounds with an 

Most noun-noun "compounds" are expressed analytically as [X [an Υ]] 'X of 
Y \ with the regular Possessor preposition an or allomorph η (§5.2.1). The 
noun X and the following PP are separately accented, but if the PP is 
unaccented and has no more than two syllables a phrasal accent appears on the 
final syllable of the compound initial. Either X or Y, or both, may be 
pluralized if semantically appropriate. Consider the examples in (254), with 
t-e-faetel-t 'lamp, flashlight'. 

(254) a. t-e-fietel-t an batron 
Fe-Sg-lamp-FeSg Poss gasoline 
'gas lamp' 

b. t-e-fsetel-t an pil-taen 
Fe-Sg-lamp-FeSg Poss battery-MaPl 
'flashlight' 

This can be expanded by adding a simple demonstrative (MaSg w-ά, FeSg 
t-ά, MaPl w-1, FePl t-ί) in apposition to the first noun. These are also the usual 
demonstratives found in definite relative clauses (§12.1). The construction is 
therefore of the type [X [Dem an Y]], literally 'X, this (one) of Y\ as in (255). 

(255) t-e-fietel-t [t-ά η am-an] 
Fe-Sg-lamp-FeSg [Fe-this.Sg Poss water-MaPl] 
'oil or diesel lamp' 

Typologically, these 'lamp' compounds involving an are semantically 
ordinary, with the compound final Y denoting a substance or other entity that 
characterizes a particular type of the class of entities denoted by the compound 
initial X. However, in Tamashek, compounds can also be used in expressions 
that correspond to noun-adjective expressions in many other languages. 
Because the analytic compound construction is so productive, it is possible for 
Tamashek to lexicalize some "adjectival" concepts as nouns. 

Although Tamashek has productive gender marking in nouns, the common 
terms for many biological species and life-form terms (e.g. 'bird') are fixed 
(some are masculine, others feminine). The most reliable way to specify actual 
sex of an animal is to form a compound with eyy 'male' or t-ünte 'female' as 
compound final (256). 

(256) a. e-jasded [n eyy] 
Sg-bird [Poss male] 
'male bird' 
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b. t-e-jaedet-t [an t-unte] 
Fe-Sg-bird-FeSg [Poss female] 
'female bird' 

Another example involving an adjectival sense is in (257). 

(257) e-m-aevt [n nae-zaegaeygay] 
Sg-Agent-be.planted [Poss Sg-lofty] 
'a lofty (towering) tree' 

I view compounds with an as essentially appositional in nature, the PP 
functioning much like a definite relative clause, as seen most clearly in (255). 
Thus (257) could be literally glossed '(a) tree, a lofty one'. However, no pause 
is necessary in Tamashek. 

In addition to the compounds with specialized kin term as initial and 
without an, discussed just below, there are some ordinary compounds with a 
kin term as initial plus an and the final. An example is (258), where a-daeggal 
'in-law' is used to denote a biological species that is similar to (but less 
common or less important than) another species denoted by the final. 

(258) a-daeggal [an dazi] 
Sg-in.law [Poss herb.sp. (Sida ovata)] 
'herb sp. (Sida cordifolia)' 

5.2.4.2 Compounds involving kin terms or 'people' 

The stems in (259) are used only as compound initials, without an. The kinship 
glosses below ('son of X' , 'daughter of X ' ) can be literal, as when the 
compound final is a human name (e.g. 'son of Ahmad'). They can also have 
extended senses, as in 'son of X' used to indicate clan affiliation, where X is a 
toponym or other term by which the clan is known, kael 'people of is used to 
denote broader categories, such as entire clans, populations of towns, etc. 

(259) Kin-Term Compound Initials 

gloss compound initial 

'son of aegg (before V), aew or ü (before C) 
'sons of add aegg, add aew, d aegg, d aew 
'daughter of waelt, waelaet; also t-aew or t-ü (before C) 
'daughters of saett (most dialects), asset (A-grm) 
'people of kael (Gentilic compounds, 'people of. . . ' ) 
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The specifically masculine PI 'sons' is just the Sg plus the (otherwise rare) 
prenominal PI particle add or d (§4.1.2.28), but in contexts where gender is not 
focal the gentilic initial kael 'people of is more common, kael is very common 
with tribe and clan names (the compound final is often a place name), and 
other expressions for categories of people (e.g. 'people of the desert', 'people 
of the city'). 

For 'son o f , Sg aegg is often used before a V, versus aew or ü before a C. 
Soime examples, which also exemplify the extended senses of this compound 
type, are in (260). 

(260) Compounds with 'son' 

base noun gloss 

laekkol 
kaesa 
mamaela 
a-m-aerwas 
a-wnaf 
sendad 

'school' 
'jail' 
'commerce' 
'debt' 
'curiosity' 
'laziness' 

compund 

ύ laekkol 
ύ kaesa 
u mamaela 
aegg ""ae-maerwas 
aegg "ae-wnaf 
aew sendad 

gloss 

'schoolboy' 
'prisoner' 
'merchant' 
'lender' 
'curious person' 
'lazy person' 

We also see aegg in the compound aegg adaem 'son of Adam', i.e. 'human 
being'. However, the more common (but now less transparent) form of this 
combination is aewadaem (now probably fused and reanalysed as ae-wadaem) 
'human being'. It has no plural, being replaced by addinaet 'people' in 
nonsingular sense. Another case of a former compound becoming frozen is 
α-wanhad 'member of blacksmith caste' , with PI i-wanhad-aen, FeSg 
t-a-wanhat-t, and abstractive t-awwanhada 'being a blacksmith'. 

For Sg 'daughter', I recorded waelt for T-ka, waelaet for other dialects 
(A-grm, R, T-md). Female counterparts of the 'son of compounds in (260) can 
generally be produced by substituting 'daughter' for 'son'. The alternatives 
t-aew and t-u, used before C's, are just aew and ü preceded by a Feminine 
prefix. An example of a masculine/feminine pair (K-d dialect): u 
nt-a-karmu-t-t 'male prisoner (in jail)', t-u 't-a-karmu-t-t 'female prisoner'. 

PI saett 'daughters' occurs in (K-d) saett "'ae-taeraes, lit. "daughters of the 
plain," denoting any of several high-quality beads. 

For normal human reference, aegg 'son of and waelt 'daughter of are 
replaced by the plural forms in (259) when denoting more than two persons. 
However, aegg is also used in some fixed combinations, as in aegg ufaekdni 
'son of U [personal name]', a term denoting the male agama lizard. Its plural is 
not #add aegg ufaekdni, rather a simple suffixal plural aegg ufaekani-taen. In 
other words, such nonhuman combinations function as frozen compounds 
whose internal segmentation is disregarded by morphology (we could just 
transcribe aeggufaekani for this noun). 
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At least one noun appears to be frozen compounds beginning with a 
variant of ma 'mother', but Arabic ?umm- 'mother' or its HassAr reflex umm 
(PI umm-aa t ) is involved. A noun meaning 'gum of Commiphora tree', is 
attested dialectally as mataelxaeyr, mataslxer, or limmaslxer. These are 
evidently from a HassAr compound umm 1-xayr 'mother of goodness', with 
partial replacement of HassAr umm- by forms closer to its Tamashek 
counterpart mo 'mother ' (PI ma t t e - ) . Another, more difficult case is 
t-a-maett-äedan-t 'lower intestine', which appears to contain adan 'intestines'. 
One might connect -maett- historically with 'mother', but this would have to 
have been frozen into an unsegmentable stem, with resulting addition of 
regular nominal prefixes. Alternatively, t-a-maett-äedan-t could be a frozen 
de verbal nominal from a lost Passive (-tt-) verb of some type. 

The last kin compounds considered here involve fomba (T-ka) or famba 
(Ansongo-Gourma) added to a 'mother' term (annd, ma). The compound may 
be glossed 'stepmother', but the most common sense is 'mother's co-wife' 
(when the father has two or more wives). Attested forms are anna fomba 
(Timbuktu) and ma famba (Ansongo). For Timbuktu I also recorded a 
masculine counterpart abba fomba 'stepfather'. The compound final is 
borrowed from Songhay (e.g. Koyraboro Senni naa fumba 'step-mother, 
mother's co-wife'), and the Tamashek dialects that have these compounds are 
those near the Niger River in contact with Songhay. 

5.2.4.3 Some'gazelle'compounds 

In the specific case of u-damitt (variant u-damit) 'young male gazelle', the u-
seems to be frozen to the stem, and the structure of the compound is opaque, 
though a loose connection to e-dasm 'gazelle' (FeSg t-e-daemi-t-t) is probably 
still felt by native speakers. The frozenness is shown by retention of u- in 
ablaut PI ύ-dmatt. The FeSg t-u-damit-t 'young female gazelle', and FePl 
t-u-damit-en, can alternatively be segmented with the (first) t as part of the 
stem, though the feminines could also be segmented with -t-t and -t-en. The 
stem-final t (or tt), though now used even in the masculine forms, may have 
originated by reanalysis of the feminine forms. 

A-grm has asw damitt, arguably fused as a s w - d a m i t t , cf. MaPl 
aew-damitt-aen, FeSg t-aew-damitt (or t-aew-damit-t or t-aew-dami-t-t) and 
FePl t-aew damitt-en. 

The reference here is to Gazella rufifrons, one of three gazelle spp. 

5.2.4.4 Compounds with erk, t-erk 'bad' 

A construction meaning 'bad Χ' (X = any noun) is formed with Ma erk or Fe 
t-erk followed by the simple noun. The feminine form is often reduced to t-er 
before the t- that begins most feminine nouns. The plural is expressed by 
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suffixation and/or stem-ablaut on the noun, leaving the compound initials 
unchanged. Vocalic prefixes on the noun undergo Prefix Reduction as after 
prepositions. The initial gets phrasal accent when the final is unaccented and 
has no more than two syllables. 

(261) erk compounds 

noun gloss compound gloss 

haeraet 'thing' erk haeraet 'a bad thing' 
haerast-aen (PI) erk haeraet-aen 'bad things' 

e-daegg 'place' erk ^ae-daegg 'a bad place' 
i-daegg-an (PI) erk "0-daegg-an 'bad places' 

t-a-maser-t 'campsite' t-erk nt-a-maser-t 'a bad campsite' 
t-i-msar (PI) t-erk ''t-a-msar 'bad campsites' 

A textual example is (262). 

(262) t-assdn-aed-\daer-saen w-i i-ha 
2S-know.Reslt-2SgS-\in-3MaPl Ma-Dem.Pl 3MaSgS-be.in.Reslt 
[erk aelmaekasr] dar [y Vrazzej] 
[bad sign] too [Dat Sg-livestock] 
'You-Sg know the ones among them (=foods) in whom there is a bad 
effect ("sign") for the livestock.' 

5.2.4.5 Compounds with-hcen- 'house' 

The stem of the noun e-haen 'house' occurs in a number of somewhat frozen 
compounds as an initial element, in the form -haen- or -han- (cf. also verb 
-hunv-, PerfP -aehona- 'move out.PerfP', and kin term haenni 'wife'). The 
compounds known to me are tabulated in (263). The compounds function 
morphologically like unsegmentable stems (e.g. for plural marking). 

(263) Compounds with -haen-

a. e-haen-daegg 'location (of a thing)' 
a-haen-zabbu 'host (of a traveler)' 

b. α-han-s-awat 'crossing river (VblN); crossing place, ford' 

c. a-han-s-adak 'good camping spot' 
a-han-s-adal 'playing field' 
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a-han-s-ajas 'entranceway' 
a-han-z-dzar 'inhabited area' 

The examples in (263.c) have compound finals of the shape -s-dCaC, i.e. 
instrumental nominale with -s- (or assimilated -s-, -z-). The compound final 
-s-awat in (263.b) is arguably based on a causative VblN #a-s-awat not 
otherwise attested (cf. -vwvt- 'hit' or 'take animals to market'). Some similar 
VblN's doubling as instrumental nominals are listed in §8.9. The compound 
finals in (263.a) are an ordinary noun e-daegg 'place' and a variant of a VblN 
(se-zabbi or ά-zabbu) for the verb 'go down; go home after the day's work'. 

The use of -han- as opposed to -haen- may have originated in VblN forms 
like (263.b), since the ablaut melody for multisyllabic VblN's is <H>. It may 
have subsequently spread into cases like those in (263.c). There is dialectal 
variation between -haen- and -han- in some of the forms. 

For A-grm I also recorded a compound verb with PerfP -hsen-s-aeskasr 
'(object) be placed in a stable position (so it won't tip over)'. It is possible that 
this was back-formed from the corresponding VblN α-han-s-askar 'stable 
position; low area where rainwater collects'. The verb here is -s-vskvr- (PerfP 
-ass-askasr-) 'hold upright' or '(rainwater) collect'. 

5.2.4.6 Compounds with and- 'yester-' 

The morpheme and- or send- (the two cannot be clearly distinguished) occurs 
in a few frozen compounds denoting a prior time unit (264). 

(264) Compounds with and-

Interpreted as compounds, e.g. and V s e l (with Prefix Reduction), these 
are somewhat irregular (one would expect #and "se-sael). However, they all 
have a clear historical relationship to the related nouns and adverbs indicated. 

The "compound initial" and- is perhaps also (irregularly) related to the 
conjunction andi 'before' (with plain d). 

5.2.4.7 Other frozen compounds 

compound gloss related noun/adverb gloss 

and-asel 'yesterday' d-sael 
aend-aehad 'last night' e-hasd 
and-lhaedd 'year before last' aenhad 

'day' 
'night' 
'last year' 

There are undoubtedly some frozen compounds lurking here and there in the 
lexicon, especially in flora-fauna taxonomy. 
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For 'sand-plover', ae-dasr-aylul or variant ae-daer-dylal is interpreted by 
some natives as a slightly irregular compound of ά-daer 'foot' (arguably ά-dar) 
and 'guinea-fowl', the latter normally expressed as t-oylal-t. 

For 'yellow flower sp.' (Senecio or similar), I recorded t-ett-aerar, cf. t-ett 
'eye' and PerfP -aerav- 'be yellow'. For at least some speakers, the stem is 
treated as a unit for purposes of suffixal pluralization: PI t-ett-aerar-en. The 
compound is frozen, compare the regular participial construction t-ett 
t-aeraer-aet 'yellow eye'. 

J. 2.4.8 Phrasal compounds 

A few phrasal compounds are attested, particularly for flora-fauna species. The 
construction is not as productive as in languages of southern Mali, for 
example. 

(265) Phrasal Compounds (shown with word boundary) 

a. s-awaf e-jhasn 
Caus-be.frightened.Shlmpf Sg-troop 
'quail sp.' (Codornix sp.) 

b. jazaey t-a-fukk 
look.up.Shlmpf Fe-Sg-sun 
'herb sp. that follows sun' (Heliotropium sp.) 
[for jazaey see discussion below] 

c. kswkaew i-rbab 
peck.Shlmpf Pl-tree.hole 
'woodpecker' 

d. laevlaer am-an 
lick.Shlmpf water-MaPl 
'pinkie (little finger)' 

e. aggsd t-a-rsat-t 
jump.Shlmpf Fe-Sg-excrement-FeSg 
'scrub-robin sp.' 

[for dialectal variants see (266), below] 

f. t-allar d-xx 
3FeSgS-lick. Shlmpf Sg-milk 
'herb sp. with milky sap' (Euphorbia sp.) 

[dialectally also contractions like t-a-lldx] 
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g. t-azzal ά-vaeba 
3FeSgS-stretch.ShImpf Sg-mouth.bit 
'rainbow' (A-grm) 

h. t-awal ae-lata 
3FeSgs-guard.ShImpf Sg-water.lily.leaves 
'lily-trotter, jacana' (bird that can walk on water lily leaves) 

The verb in these examples can be identified as short imperfective, but 
there is some ambiguity as to whether it is the inflectable Shlmpf or bare (in 
the latter case it would be identical to the Sg Imprt). In (265.a-d) there is no 
subject affix, and the compound is treated as MaSg for purposes of agreement, 
but since the stem is C-initial we cannot exclude the possibility that an original 
3FeSg prefix t- has been lost. In (265.e), there is clearly no subject affix, 
making an identification as Sg Imprt possible. In (265.f-h), on the other hand, 
there is an audible 3FeSg prefix, and the compound as a whole is treated as 
feminine in agreement. Perhaps in (265.e) the unprefixed "imperative" 
functions as the masculine counterpart of such feminines. 

The verb in (265.b) can mean 'look up' or 'go north, go away from river', 
and cognates in some non-Malian Tuareg varieties mean 'go up'. Perhaps 'look 
up (at sun)' is pertinent to this compound. 

While the transcriptions in (265) shows word boundaries between verb and 
noun, these compounds can function as simple stems. For example, 
'woodpecker' (265.c) can be pluralized as kaewkaew-i-rbab-tasn with MaPl 
suffix -taen. Note that i - rbab 'tree holes' is already plural (by ablaut), so -taen 
can only be taken as suffixed to the entire stem: [kaewkaew WbabJ-tasn. 

As an example of the mutations that can occur with semi-transparent 
compounds, consider the three variants in (266), all of which denote the same 
bird (scrub-robin or similar species), t-a-rsat-t means 'bit of excrement, animal 
dropping(s)'. 

(266) a. aggad t-a-rsat-t 
jump Fe-Sg-dropping-FeSg 

b. asgu t-a-rsat-t 
make[?] Fe-Sg-dropping-FeSg 

c. aeggu t-a-rsat-t 
son.of[?] Fe-Sg-dropping-FeSg 

The first variant appears to contain (Imprt) aggad 'jump'. The second is 
more difficult to segment, but aegu could be taken as a dialectal variant of 
Imprt £ej 'make'. In the third, the onset resembles aegg 'son o f , but in such a 
compound one would expect Prefix Reduction in the following noun. Both 
segu and aeggu could further be taken as containing ü 'owner o f , in which case 
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(266.c) could be parsed as 'son of owner of excrement (pellets)'. Plurals are 
difficult to elicit, but I did obtain aeggu-t-a-rsad-en for the third one. 

In (267), the verb is PerfP zajrat- rather than Shlmpf -zaejrset-. 

(267) zajrat basnnan 
be.long.PerfP without.reason 
'middle finger' (takes FeSg agreement) 

zajrat 'be long, tall' is an adjectival C-initial verb, hence its perfective 
cannot take subject pronominal prefixes. Therefore 3MaSg and 3FeSg forms 
are identical. 

In (268) we have a negated PerfN verb. The phrase is literally 'it was not 
(= has not been) cut' (compare the English flower term forget-me-not). The 
species denoted is a long, trailing vine. 

(268) war 1-qqarae-t 
Neg 3MaSgS-be.cut.PerfN-Aug 
'crawling vine sp.' (Ipomoea sp.) 



Chapter 6 
Prepositions 

True prepositions have the following features: a) they combine with a 
following NP, which undergoes Prefix Reduction; b) they combine with 
pronominal suffixes into fused forms (pronominal PPs); c) when the NP 
complement of the preposition is relativized on or focalized, the preposition 
cliticizes to the clause-internal head of the relative clause (in the case of 
definite relative clauses this internal head is the demonstrative following the 
head NP). 

Pronominal PPs normally cliticize to the leftmost element capable of 
hosting a clitic (verb, preverbal particle, demonstrative or noun functioning as 
internal head of relative clause or focalized clause). In other words, 
pronominal PPs are normally sentential clitics, like object and dative 
pronominals and like directionals (Centripetal, Centrifugal). An example is 
(269.a). However, when the pronominal PP is bracketed with a VblN that 
functions, for example, as subject of a higher clause, the pronominal PP 
remains bracketed with the VblN. This applies to dative clitics (269.b) as well 
as to other pronominal PPs (269.c). For this 'may not' construction see 
§13.3.3. 

(269) a. i-ll-\e udi 
3MaSgS-exist-\3MaSgO butter 
a-\dar-3s-\t n-asj Yds 
Foc-\in-3Sg-\3MaSgO lPIS-put.Shlmpf only 
'But there is some butter; ihai [focus] is what we'll just put in 
it (=food).' [K] 

b. waer-\ha-k i-lla [ae-safu-\ha-s] 
Neg-\Dat-2MaSg 3MaSgS-exist [Sg-greeting-\Dat-3Sg] 
'You-MaSg may not greet him (or her).' [K-d] 

c. wasrAha-k i-lla [edss-Yvor-as] 
Neg-\Dat-2MaSg 3MaSgS-exist [sleep.VblN-\chez-3Sg] 
'You-MaSg may not stay overnight at his/her home.' [K-d] 

6.1 Inventory of true prepositions 

The basic prepositions are listed in (270), showing the form used before a noun 
and pronoun. More details are given in the sections below. 

There is no specifically ablative or allative preposition. Ablative sense 
'from X' is expressed indirectly using the transitive verb (PerfP) -vfvl- 'go 
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from, leave (a place)'. Allative 'to X' can likewise be expressed by the 
transitive verb (PerfP) - v k k u - 'go to'. With other verbs of motion or 
conveyance, a non-directional locational adverb such as locative 'in the desert' 
can be glossed contextually as ablative or allative. Preposition r o r 'at the place 
of, chez' is regular in the first half of parallel constructions of the type 'from X 
to Y \ with har 'until, all the way to' (§6.7) in the second half. 

(270) Prepositions 

before noun before pronoun gloss 

e, y, ι 
S, 3S 
d, 3d 
daeten 
n, an 
da r 
vor 

-α-, -ha- (clitic) 'to, for' (Dative, §6.3) 
'with' (Instrumental, §6.4.1) 
'with; and' (Comitative, §6.4.2) 
'with; and' (Comitative, §6.4.2) 
'of (§5.2.1-2, §9.4) 
'in, at' (§6.5.1) 
'chez' (§6.5.2) 

[arguably rür , but j o u ) indistinguishable before r] 

saer-
daer-

[see §5.2.2] 
daer-
ro r -

daw-daw, daegg 
jannaj jannaj-

[dialectally dannag] 
fael faella-
dat data-
daraet dara-ι ι 
daedes (T-ka) daedes-

'under' (§6.5.3) 
'above' (§6.5.4) 

'on' (§6.5.5) 
'in front of (§6.5.6) 
'behind' (§6.5.7) 
'next to' (§6.6.1) 

[e-des (T-md), daegman (A-grm)] 
jer jer-, jere- 'between'(§6.6.2) 

[gaer (A-grm), before pronoun gaer- (A-grm) or gaere- (K)] 
ebre ebre- 'toward' 

[dialectally bre, Ibere, s ebre, s ^ae-bret, s et] 

The variants of type {C, aC} involve an epenthetic schwa inserted when a 
preposition consisting of a C is followed by a C-initial noun and is preceded by 
pause or by another C. 

Pronominal datives are always clitics. Other pronominal PPs can also be 
clitics, particularly if the preposition has a monoysllabic (CvC-) shape. An 
example with dav-as 'in 3Sg', where the position after Neg waer and before 
the verb indicates clitic status (271). 

(271) waerAdar-as 1-baddad 'a-jatt 
Neg-\in-3Sg 3MaSg-stand.LoImpfN Sg-pole 
'The pole doesn't stand in it' (=doesn't reach the bottom of the river) 
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Before unaccented nouns of one or two syllables, the phrasal accent will 
fall on the final syllable of the preposition. Even with unaccented 
monosyllables, I know of no instance where the phrasal accent falls on the 
penultimate syllable of a bisyllabic preposition like jannaj. However, with a 
pronominal ending we get e.g. lSg jannaj-i 'over me', showing that there is no 
fixed accent on the final syllable of the preposition (§6.5.4). 

6.2 Pronominal suffixes with prepositions 

The pronominal suffixes used with prepositions except Dative are those in 
(272). For the forms of Dative clitics and their phonology, see §10.3.2. For 
possessive suffixes on nouns, see §5.2.2. 

(272) Pronominal Suffixes After Preposition (excluding Dative and Possessive 
clitics) 

person after V or C after V after C 

lSg -i, - e r 
2MaSg -k -sk 
2FeSg -m -am 
3Sg -s -as 
1P1 O-naev 
2MaPl O-wwasn O-waen 
2FePl O-kmaet 
3MaPl O-ssaen O-saen 
3FePl O-snast 

The notation ( ") indicates that the preceding syllable (the word-penult) 
must be accented. The Sg suffixes have no special accentuation properties and 
are compatible with default accent on the word antepenult. This is most easily 
seen with bisyllabic pre-pronominal forms jannaj-, fsella-, etc., where the 
combinations with Sg pronominals have default accent (2MaSg jannaj-ak, 
faella-k, while those with PI pronominals have a grammatically specified 
penultimate accent (1P1 jannaj-nasY, fella-nasT). 

The - e r variant of the lSg is found in Timbuktu-area dialects, especially 
T-ka, varying with -i. The - e r variant was rejected by my Gao, A-grm, and Κ 
informants, who use only -i. 

The alternations of zero with schwa in 2MaSg, 2FeSg, and 3Sg can be 
accounted for either as allomorphs, by assuming underlying /e/ and deleting it 
by VV-Contraction after a V, or by assuming no underlying schwa and having 
it inserted by Schwa Epenthesis. 
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The suffixes -kmaet and -snaet are used even after C-final prepositions, 
resulting in unusual triple CCC clusters. Examples: jannSj-kmaet 'above you-
FePl', jannaj-snaet 'above them-FePl'. 

Some spatial prepositions have consistent C-final forms before pronominal 
suffixes (dser-, dsev-, vor-, d a w - , j snns j - ) . Others have a form ending in α 
before pronominal suffix (faella-, data-, dara-), see §6.4.1.5-7. The a is 
dropped before lSg -i. 

After the prepositions that take the form CVC(C)a- (with final a) before a 
pronominal, the suffixes 2MaPl -waen and 3MaPl -saen geminate their initial 
C's in all dialects, hence faella-wwaen 'on them-Ma' and faella-ssasn 'on them-
Fe'. In most dialects (Gao Κ R T-ka T-md), this does not apply to 1P1, the 
other plural pronominal of similar -CvC shape: faella-naer 'on us'. One effect 
is that all 2nd and 3rd person PI suffixes of both genders begin with a CC 
cluster after these prepositions. A-grm and Im dialects do geminate the η of the 
1P1 suffix after V-final preposition allomorph: faella-nnaer 'on us' (A-grm), 
dawa-nnaer 'under us' (Im). 

Compound prepositions, some of them fairly frozen (like daedes = d 
"ae-des 'beside, next to'), are described in §6.5. 

6.3 Dative (or Purposive) 

The dative preposition is used for the addressee argument of -νηηυ- 'say', and 
for a wide range of other indirect object arguments. With a few verbs like 
-vmmvY- 'seek, look for' and -vrrvs- 'slaughter', the sole complement is 
expressed as dative, as in ammaeY-aevAa-s Ί looked.PerfP for it.' With 
ditransitive verbs like -vkfu- 'give' and -s-vknu- 'show', the recipient and 
theme (i.e. the object given or shown) may both appear in nonprepositional 
direct object form, but if both are pronominalized the recipient must be in 
dative form (§9.1.4). The Dative can also be used for n o n - a r g u m e n t 
purposive (including benefactive) NPs. 

Before a noun, the Dative preposition takes the form e (dialectally also "0 
before a consonant, and y before a vowel. Dative pronominal clitics are based 
on a morpheme -\ha-, reduced (for T-ka) in some positions to Aha-, followed 
by a pronominal morpheme. See §10.3.2. In the form y, the Dative preposition 
occurs in purposive clauses, which begin with y a-\d, or y a-\ before a clitic 
(a is a minimal demonstrative). In either allomorph, the Dative preposition can 
be used before a VblN in an alternative purposive construction. See §13.2.1. 

The Dative, alone among simple prepositions, cannot be fronted and 
cliticized to its extracted complement NP in relativization or focalization. 
Perhaps this is because e is the only adnominal preposition that consists 
entirely of a vowel (in clitic position it could disappear due to VV-
Contraction). The Dative is replaced by Instrumental -\s, a "neutral" 
cliticized preposition also used in 'that' complements, in these extraction 
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constructions (§12.1.4, §12.2.3). This obviates any potential confusion 
between cliticized Dative #-\e and non-clause-initial Future particle e (§9.6.3). 

Dative examples with nominal complement are in (273). (273.a) has both a 
true dative ('to my friend') as core argument of 'give', and a purposive ('for 
the sheep'). 

(273) a. akfe-γ azraf [y Vm-idi-nin] 
give.PerfP-lSgS money [Dat Sg-Agent-be.with-lSgPoss] 
[e nt-ie-haele] 
[Dat Fe-Sg-sheep] 
Ί gave money to my friend for (i.e. to buy) a sheep.' 

b. war ammev-aen [y ae-kall siind anta] 
Neg look.for.PerfN-3MaPlS [Dat Sg-land like 3Sg] 
'They haven't looked for a (=another) land like it.' 

c. t-e-jäerjaer-t wser t-oler 
Fe-Sg-plant.sp.-FeSg Neg 3FeSgS-be.good.PerfN 
[y ara-taen] 
[Dat child-MaPl] 
'Tejarjart (Cassia italica) is not good (medicine) for kids.' [K] 

d. n-aemmoy [e maessi-naer] 
1 PIS-thank. Resit [Dat master-lPlPoss] 
'We thank (=are thankful to) God.' [K] 

e. i-twcir-\t [e Va-jras-t] 
3MaSgs-store.Reslt-\3MaSgO [Dat Fe-Sg-winter-Fe] 
'He has stored it-Ma for the winter.' [K] 

6.4 Instrumental and Comitative 

6.4.1 Instrumental s (as) 

The Instrumental preposition occurs in canonical instrumental function, e.g. 
'(I cut the meat) with a knife'. It can also be glossed 'because of or 'due to' in 
some contexts. It also occurs in a number of adverbial phrases with a 
locational or temporal noun, as in s e-hasd 'at night' and as daedes 'on the 
side'. 

The Instrumental differs from all other true prepositions discussed here in 
that it does not always require Prefix Reduction on a following noun. Thus 
contrast s e-hasd 'at night' with dasr ""ae-haed 'in the night' or ammos η 
"ae-haed 'the middle of the night'. Absence of Prefix Reduction is typical of 
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such adverbial uses, whereas presence of Prefix Reduction is common in true 
instrumental function. 

Before a noun, the preposition is s (prevocalic) or as (preconsonantal). The 
schwa can be attributed to Schwa Epenthesis. Before a pronominal, the form is 
extended as ssr - , becoming sar- before a high V by Short-V Harmony. 

(274) Pronominal Paradigm of s (T-ka) 

person Sg PI 

1 sar-i, saer-er saer-naer 
2Ma sar-ak sasr-waen 
2Fe sar-am saer-kmaet 
3Ma sar-as säer-saen 
3Fe II ssr-snaet 

When a dative NP is extracted (fronted), as in relativization or 
focalization, the Instrumental preposition, in the cliticized form -\s, is used 
instead of the usual Dative preposition. See §12.1.4 and §12.2.3. The same 
construction is used when a possessor is extracted (§12.1.5). I conclude from 
this that -\s is a default with extracted NPs that do not bear structural cases in 
the verb (subject, object), and that for whatever reason are unable to bring a 
preposition with them from inside the clause. 

The combination a-\s (with -\s cliticized to a minimal demonstrative a), 
often reduced to just s, is widely used as a ' t h a t c o m p l e m e n t i z e r (§13.7), as 
a temporal 'when ...' conjunction (§13.1.1.1), and in fasl Q-\S ... 'because ...' 
clauses (§13.2.2). 

Examples of the Instrumental are in (275). See also (620.a). 

(275) a. i-ΐά a-fuzar [s Vrazzej ] 
3MaSgS-have.Reslt Sg-benefit [Instr Sg-livestock] 
'It is beneficial with (=for) livestock.' 

b. ald-nen [t-a-mara η "ae-waetay] 
have.Reslt-Partpl.Pl [Fe-Sg-tensome Poss Sg-year] 
ezzdv-aen di-hen-daer [as maenna-taen] 
dwell.Reslt-3MaPlS there [Instr drought-MaPl] 
'(people) having lived there for a decade, with (=as a result of) 
droughts'. 

c. 0-aebd-\0-s t-aemvataer-aem 
3MaSgS-be.lost-\Dat-3Sg 2S-need.PerfP-2MaPl 
[as O-m-üran-aen] α-cfi-s ? 
[Instr Pl-Agent-tie-MaPl] so 
'So, you-MaPl no longer need rope-pulling animals?' 
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d. α n-as-ldaerhasn a-\s a-s-lkal 
Foe lPlS-Caus-want.Reslt Dem-Unstr Sg-Instr-travel.VblN 
a-\sar-as n-at-cijj 
Foc-\Instr-3Sg lPlS-LoImpf-do.LoImpfP 
'what [focus] we desire is that we travel [focus] to it (=make it 
a place to visit)'. 

6.4.2 Comitative d (ad), daeten, or hakadd 'with, and' 

The Comitative preposition is used to indicate accompaniment, typically 
involving persons or at least animate beings. Examples are 'go with X' (verb 
-vjlu-), 'meet with X' (verb -muqqvs-), 'finish X' (verb -vbdu-, X may be a 
VblN), 'ask (sb) about X' (verb -s-vstvn-). It is also used as the regular 
conjunctive coordinator 'and' with nouns, though 'with' or 'along with' is a 
more revealing gloss. On conjunction see §14.1.1. 

The verb -idaw- (PerfP -seddew-) 'accompany, go with', has a comitative 
sense built in, and takes preposition dser 'in' rather than d. 

The verb -vru-, PerfP -aru- 'be long ago, have done long ago', is used with 
a comitative complement to indicate that the subject has not seen, or been 
away from, the referent of the complement: arü-r- \dar-ak Ί haven't seen 
you-MaSg for a long time.' 

Before nouns, the preposition is heard as ad (preconsonantal) or d 
(prevocalic). This suggests a base form /d/ and, where necessary, Schwa 
Epenthesis. Examples: ad hasraet 'with a thing', d ύΙΗ 'with goats'. 

An extended form daeten is also in common use before nouns, especially in 
conjunctive sense 'and' or 'as well as'. There is often, but need not be. a 
prosodic break between the two conjuncts when daeten introduces the second 
conjunct. Another form, hakadd (T-ka) or hak ad (R K-d), cf. hdk 'every, 
each', is also used in conjunctions, and can be glossed 'as well as', hakadd can 
be used when there is a prosodic break, or even a syntactic separation, between 
the conjuncts. 
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(276) a. t-aenfo η Vrazzej, 
Fe-benefit Poss Sg-livestock, 
t-α η "as-xx-annet 
Fe-Dem Poss Sg-milk-3SgPoss 
hakad daer t-a-vassa-nnet, 
as.well.as also Fe-Sg-body-3SgPoss 
t-a-gaqgila-t-t [dseten "'ae-saeraju] 
Fe-Sg-dune.sedge-Fe-FeSg [and Sg-burrgrass] 
'something (=fodder plants) beneficial for livestock, of (=for) 
its milk, as well as (for) its body, (namely) duge sedge and 
burrgrass.' 

b. dar Vbdiij-annet 
in Sg-be.wet.VblN-3SgPoss 
[hakadd t-aeTrar-t-annet] ? 
[as.well.as Fe-dry.VblN-3SgPoss] 
'in its wet state as well as in its dry state?' 

Before a pronominal ending, the preposition d takes an extended form, 
which in T-ka is daer-. It is heard as phonetic [daer] before a C (i.e. in plural 
forms), and as [dar] before a pronominal beginning in a high V (i.e. in singular 
forms). The T-ka paradigm is (277). 

(277) Pronominal Paradigm of d (T-ka) 

person Sg PI 

1 dar-i, daer-ev daer-nae-r 
2Ma dar-ak däer-waen 
2Fe dar-am daer-kmaet 
3Ma dar-as däer-saen 
3Fe It daer-snaet 

In 'and' conjunctions of two pronominals, the second conjunct (e.g. 'you-
Sg' in 'me and you-Sg') often takes its full independent form rather than a 
form from the paradigm in (277). For examples see §14.1.1. 

My T-md and R data show pre vocalic d- and preconsonantal da- (rather 
than daer-) in all the forms except lSg, which is dav-i. The entire pronominal 
paradigm in these dialects (unlike in T-ka, for example) has merged with that 
of daer ' in' , which also reduces the preposition to d- and da - before 
pronominals other than lSg (§6.5.1). However, these dialects still distinguish 
Comitative d (or ad) from Locative daer before nouns. 
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(278) Pronominal Paradigm of d 'with' and of d s r 'in' (R dialect) 

person Sg PI 

1 dar-i (rerely dser-er) da-nasr 
2Ma d-ak da-wasn 
2Fe d-am da-kmast 
3Ma d-as (fa-sasn 
3Fe II da-snaet 

In these dialects, forms like d-as still function as bisyllabic for purposes of 
Default Accentuation: olaeh-aer-\dar-as Ί resemble him' (T-ka along with 
A-grm and K-d), with regular antepenultimate default accent, and variant 
olaeh-aiY-\d-9s (R T-md) with accent on the same syllable (which is here the 
penult rather than antepenult). In other words, we should really represent the 
dialectal allomorphs as O - d - a s and the like, where the diacritic indicates that 
the default accent falls on the immediately preceding syllable. 

For 'without X', where X is some NP or adverbial, see §6.7, below. 
Further examples of Comitative d are in (279). See also the use of d in 

numeral phrases (§5.1.2.1, §5.1.2.4). 

(279) a. t-assaq-q-\dar-as 
Fe-connect.VblN-FeSg-\with-3Sg 
'being connected with (=adjacent to) it.' 

b. iket t-an-aelmad-asn 
just LoImpf-0-know.LoImpfP-3MaPlS 
[d addinaet-annet] 
[with people-3SgPoss] 
'Just recently they are becoming familiar with its people.' 

c. α-haeroj-naesaen [d addinaet-naesasn] 
Sg-be.neighbor.VblN-3MaPlPoss [with people-3MaPlPoss] 
'their being neighbors with their people' 

d. ae-kall an sunu baeqkas [ad koro] 
Sg-land Poss S Β [and K] 
'the land of Sounou, Bankass, and Koro (villages)'. 

e. waer-\dar-as ass-art aey-aen haeraet anta 
Neg-\with-3Sg Caus-mix-3MaPlS thing 3Sg 
'They don't mix anything with it (=have nothing to do with 
it)·' 
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f. ann-ilmaed-naet-\dar-as ^t-a-rasw-en-naenaer 
0-Iearn.Reslt-3FePlS-\with-3Sg Fe-Pl-body-FePl-lPlPoss 
Our bodies have become accustomed to it (land).' 

In cliticized form -\d, the preposition occurs in a number of important 
clause-initial complementizers, in a range of adverbial (§13.1.1.1, §13.1.2), 
purposive (§13.2.1), and subjunctive clauses (§13.3). One could argue that the 
complementizer ed 'because' also contains -\d (§13.2.2). 

6.5 Spatial prepositions 

6.5.1 'in, at'(daer) 

This is the basic Locative preposition, indicating position in some space or 
enclosure, whether or not motion is involved ('in', 'into', 'from inside' = 'out 
of ) . Before a C or a non-high V, it is usually heard as [daer]. Before a high V 
j s u i j it is usually heard as [dar], presumably by Short-V Harmony. Care 
must be taken to distinguish Locative daer from discourse particle d a r 'also, 
too' (especially since the latter is usually heard as daer in T-ka, with short ae). 
It should also be distinguished from -daer, an Anaphoric element appearing at 
the end of demonstrative pronouns and adverbs (§4.3). 

For T-ka, the pronominal paradigm is straightforward (280) 

(280) Pronominal Paradigm of daer 'in' (T-ka) 

person Sg PI 

1 dar-i, daer-er daer-naer 
2Ma dar-ak daer-waen 
2Fe dar-am daer-kmaet 
3Ma dar-as däer-saen 
3Fe If däer-snaet 

In my R data, Locative daer has completely merged with Comitative d in 
pronominal combinations (but not before nouns). The lSg form is dar-i or 
rarely daer-er, whose r shows that this reflects the original locative form. 
Before pronominals other than lSg we get d- (prevocalic, i.e. in singular 
forms) and da- (preconsonantal, i.e. in plural forms). The paradigm is given 
(278), above. 

It is possible that daer is distantly connected historically with the noun 
e-daegg 'place', but if so the historical phonology is irregular. 

Because Tamashek (like Songhay) has no ablative case, the locative is 
used in PP's associated with verbs that have ablative sense ('leave', 'remove', 
etc.). 
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A variety of examples are in (281). Note particularly the partitive function 
in (281 .g-h); a similar example with 'who?' is (777) in §12.3.8. Such partitive 
phrases also occur with numerals (e.g. 'four in [=of] the ...'). (281 .j) is a good 
example of the apparent ablative gloss ' from', actually attributable to the 
motion verb. 

(281) a. 

b. 

szzasY-asn [daer ae-kall en-dasr] 
dwell.PerfP-3MaPl [in Sg-land Dist-Anaph] 
'they (have) lived in that country.' 

a-w-a rserr 
Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg indeed 
1-kkaes-aen 
3MaSgS-remove.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg [in 
'that is precisely what removed them from (=forced them to 
leave) the land'. 

[a-\taen 
[Foc-\3MaP10 

[dasr ae-kall]] 
Sg-land]] 

da2Y t-ae-haji-t-t 
in Fe-Sg-be.long.time.VblN-Fe-FeSg 
'for a long time' 

i-fannsezAdaer-sasn lirsad 
3MaSgS-diminish.LoImpfP-\in-3MaPl destruction 
'Loss (of life and livestock) is diminishing among them.' 

wser 0-aewwed abba-nnet 
Neg 3MaSgS-reach.PerfN father-3SgPoss 
[dasY t-assajrst-t] 
[in Fe-length-FeSg] 
'He isn't at tall as (=he is shorter than) his father.' [K-d] 

daeY "as-jaszzl-nnask 
in Sg-opinion-2SgPoss 
'in your opinion' 

andek [daeY "0-kall-aen 1-dasY] 
which? [in Pl-land-MaPl Prox-Anaph] 
w-a-\s 0-ojasr 
Ma-Dem.Sg-\Instr 3MaSgS-be.bigger.PerfP 
'Which of (=among) those lands is the bigger?' 
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h. waer e t-aeks [daer 0-s-an] 
Neg Fut 3FeSgS-eat.Shlmpf [in Pl-meat-MaPl] 
[ά 0-aejj-en] 
[Dem 3MaSgS-be.many-Partpl.MaSg] 
'She will not eat very much of the meat.' 

i. naekk s-arad-aeq-\q 
1 Sg Caus-bathe.LoImpfP-1 Sgs-\3MaSgO 
[ d s r am-an] 
[in water-MaPl] 
Ί bathe him in water.' 

j. aqkaer-ser [das γ edss] 
arise.PerfP-lSgS [in sleep] 
Ί have gotten up from sleeping.' [K] 

k i-ttaer-aen [a-\h"i 0-aej] 
Dem 3MaSgS-seek [DemAlSgO 3MaSgS-do.ShImpf 
[d«Y laekkol] 
[in school] 
'one who had sought to put me in(to) a school' [K] 

6.5.2 'at the place of, chez' (ror) 

The preposition r o r is used like French chez, i.e. 'at/to the place (e.g. home) 
o f . In the absence of a true ablative case, vor can also be used to designate the 
point of departure ( 'from ...') when describing a linear extension or motion, 
especially when paired with har 'until, all the way to' or when combined with 
a verb like -vfvl- 'leave, go from'. 

Because the r is a BLC (§3.1.2.2), the lexical representation could be 
either / ro r / or /vur/. Since there is no clear evidence in the relevant dialects 
(especially T-ka) for / ru r / , I transcribe the preposition as vo r based on its 
phonetic form. LTF2 118 has " ru r " for Niger Tamajak. I have also recorded 
variants wür (Κ) and vorr (T-ka). 

The pronominal paradigm is regular (282). Examples are in (283). 
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(282) Pronominal Paradigm of ΥΟΓ (or rür) 'at the place of, chez' 

person Sg PI 

1 Yor-i, Tor-er YÖr-naeY 
2Ma YÖr-ak YÖr-wsen 
2Fe Yor-am Yor-kmaet 
3Ma YÖr-as Yor-saen 
3Fe " Yor-snaet 

(283) a. aAtaen n-sksl Yds 
Fut-\3MaP10 lPlS-spend.midday.Shlmpf only 
[wur dad T] 
[chez PI T] 
'We'll spend the midday with them, at the home of Τ 
(personal name) and company.' [K] 

b. rorr a-w-a 1-fael-aen, 
chez Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg 3MaSgS-leave.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 
goraengoraen t-akka-dAadd frontiere 
G 2S-go.to.ShImpf-2Sgs-\Centrip border 
'Moving on from that (place), Gorangoran, you go to the 
border.' 

c. a-razzej-in je-q-\q 
Sg-li vestock-1 SgPoss put.Reslt-1 SgS-\3MaSgO 
[ΥΟΓ aenna] 
[chez brother] 
Ί have put (=left) my livestock with (=at the place of) my 
brother.' [K] 

d. edas-\Yor-3s ι 

sleep. VblN-\chez-3Sg 
'sleeping (staying overnight) at his/her place.' [K-d] 

6.5.3 'under' (daw, daegg) 

Before a noun, the preposition in T-ka and T-md is daw before a C, and either 
daw or daegg before a V, hence daw nae-hasn = daegg "ae-hasn 'under the tent'. 
Prasse attributes the gg to an original *w-w at the morpheme boundary 
(something like *daw wae-haen) when the MaSg prefix on the noun began 
with *w (MGT 1.82). The A-grm dialect does have daeww as the basic form of 
the preposition. There is, however, also a V-length difference between daw 
and daegg (daeww) variants. 
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Only daw is used in T-ka and T-md before pronominal suffixes (284). 

(284) Pronominal Paradigm of daw 'under' 

person Sg PI 

1 daw-i, daw-ev daw-naev 
2Ma daw-ak däw-waen 
2Fe daw-am daw-kmaet 
3Ma daw-as daw-sasn 
3Fe tt daw-snaet 

For K-f I recorded lSg daw-i, 2MaSg daw-ak, and 3Sg daw-as as in T-ka, 
but plurals based on dawa-: 1P1 dawa-naer. 3MaPl dawa-ssaen (or daw-saen). 

For the dialects of I (=Imenas) and R, the form is dawa- before Sg as well 
as PI pronominals: 3Sg dawa-s, 1P1 dawä-naev, 2MaPl dawä-wwaen. 
However, dawa- reduces to daw- before lSg -i, so daw-i 'under me' is 
general in the region. For A-grm we get daeww- before pronominals as before 
nouns: 3Sg daeww-as. 

(285) a. t-a-daewal-t t-a andarrae-t, 
Fe-Sg-nanny.goat-FeSg Fe-Dem.Sg small-Partpl.FeSg, 
t-a-\dagg i-ll-\e "ae-raeyd 
Fe-Dem.Sg-\under 3MaSg-exist-\3MaSgO Sg-goat.kid 
Ά young nanny-goat, under whom there is a goat kid' 

b. t-aqqas-asv [daw ""t-as-yaettuf-t] 
LoImpf-dig.LoImpfP-lsgS [under Fe-Sg-termitary-FeSg] 
kllo-taen [n attaeram] 
kilo-MaPl [Poss grain] 
Ί dig out (from) under the termite mound (some) kilos of 
grain.' [K] 

6.5.4 'above, over' (jannaj) 

The form before a noun is jannaj (often realized as jannaj), and there is no 
change before a pronominal. For A-grm I recorded dannag (as in Niger 
Tamajak). 

With pronominal endings the forms are as shown in (286). Since this 
preposition is bisyllabic, it brings out the accentual effects of PI (versus Sg) 
endings. 
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(286) Pronominal Paradigm of jannaj 'above' 

person Sg PI 

1 jannaj-i, jennaj-er jannaj-naer 
2Ma jannaj-ak jannaj-waen 
2Fe jannaj-am jannaj-kmast 
3Ma jannaj-as jannaj-saen 
3Fe " jannaj-snaet 

6.5.5 'on' (fael, faella-) 

This preposition can mean 'on (an object or surface)' and has some more 
abstract uses associated with particular verbs such as 'be obligatory (on X)'. 
With a temporal noun it can mean 'within, in the space o f , as in fael "'ae-waetay 
'in the space of (=within) a year'. It is used with complements of certain verbs 
such as -rvftu- 'be frightened of (something)'. 

It can also be used in the context of cause or motive. It is part of ma-\fael 
'why?' (lit. 'on what?'), and various clause-initial conjunction-like phrases 
meaning 'because ...', including α fael... and just fael... (§12.3.7, §13.3.2). 

An example of ungeminated 1 before a noun is fael nae-haen 'on the house'. 
In some versions of the local Tamashek orthography the preposition is written 
as fall even in prenominal position, but there is no linguistic basis for this. 
Before a pronominal ending, the basic form is faella- (287). 

(287) Pronominal Paradigm of fael 'on' 

person Sg PI 

1 faell-i, faell-ev faella-naer 
2Ma faella-k faella-wwaen 
2Fe faella-m faella-kmaet 
3Ma faella-s faella-ssaen 
3Fe t l faella-snaet 

The noun a-faella 'north; top, upper part' occurs in most dialects. T-ka and 
T-md distinguish the two accentually as a-faella 'north' and ά-faella 'top'. 

(288) a. t-aja-d-\taet [fael ^ae-raeff-annet] 
2S-put.ShImpf-2SgS-\3FeSgS [on Sg-head-3SgPoss] 
'... and put it (=wild date pit) on his head.' [K] 
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b. kam-ak aeyy-\fsella-m t-a-dazza 
2FeSg-0 leave.Imprt-\on-2FeSg Fe-Sg-laughter 
'You-Fe, cut out the laughing (on yourself)!' 

c. naekk ssle-γ t-ae-n-hserak-k-annaem 
lSg hear.PerfP-lSgS Fe-Sg-0-neighbor-FeSg-2FeSgPoss 
t-abda [fael ara-taen] 
3FeSg-be.separated.ResIt [on child-MaPl] 
'Me, I heard that your female neighbor, she has gotten 
divorced on account of the children.' [K] 

6.5.6 'in front of (dat) 

The preposition is dat before a noun, data- before pronominals (289). 

(289) Pronominal Paradigm of dat 'in front of 

person Sg PI 

1 dat-i, dat-er data-naer 
2Ma data-k data-wwsen 
2Fe data-m datä-kmaet 
3Ma data-s data-ssaen 
3Fe t l data-snaet 

There is a noun data 'front, forward part', often in the phrase as data 'to 
the front, ahead, forward'. 

An example of the preposition is (290). 

(290) t-akka data-m 
3FeSgS-go.PerfP in.front.of-2FeSg 
'It (=God's creation, i.e. people) goes in front of you-FeSg.' [K] 

6.5.7 'behind' (daraet, dara-) 

Before a noun the form is daraet. The pronominal paradigm has dara- (292). 
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(291) Pronominal Paradigm of daraet 'behind' 

person Sg PI 

1 dar-i, dar-er dara-naer 
ι ' ι 

2Ma dara-k dara-wwaen 
2Fe dara-m dara-kmaet 
3Ma dara-s dara-ssaen 
3Fe " dara-snaet 

The related noun is dam 'rear', as in adverbial phrase as dara 'in the rear'. 
An alternative preposition daffar is mainly characteristic of Tawellemmett, 

but is used to some extent in A-grm alongside daraet. 
The sense can be spatial ('behind the house') or temporal (292). 

(292) [ad addar-aen] aeddinast dara-s 
[Fut be.alive.ShImpf-3MaPlS] people behind-3Sg 
'The people will live on after him;' [K] 

6.6 Compound prepositions 

6.6.1 'beside' (daedes or d "ae-des, daegman) 

For T-ka, the form for 'beside, next to' is phonetic [dae'des]. It might still be 
segmentable as d "'ae-des ... 'by the side (of...)', itself a prepositional phrase. 
However, the underlying noun (without the first preposition d) does not occur 
synchronically in these dialects. In the adverbial PP as daedes 'to the side', 
daedes clearly functions as a noun. With pronominals, we get e.g. lSg 
dasdes-in 'beside me', 1P1 daedes-naenaev 'beside us', 3Sg dasdes-annet 
'beside him/her/it'. The endings here are possessive rather than prepositional, a 
vestige of the nominal origin of daedes. 

In other dialects (Gao, K, R, T-md) the form in isolation of this preposition 
is [e'des], which I transcribe e-des. It has the look of a simple noun with Sg 
prefix e-, and is obviously the lost noun underlying the T-ka variant daedes. 
However, e-des often functions as a simple preposition. In the lSg the ending 
is -in (R) or -i (K): e-des-in, e-des-i 'beside me'. R also allows a lSg dative 
ending: e-des-\ha-hi 'beside me', and this is the form recorded for some Gao-
area dialects. For K, other forms are 3Sg e-des-annet, 1P1 e-des-\ha-naer, and 
3MaPl e-des-\ha-saen. Evidently the pronominal endings are a mix of 
possessive suffixes and dative clitics, perhaps sensitive to person-number-
gender features. The corresponding adverbial phrase is s e-des 'to the side'. 

For Τ, I recorded s t-e-des-t-in 'beside me*. 
For A-grm I recorded an alternative preposition daegman, as in 

Tawellemmett (Niger). This is another instance of fusion of a nominal 
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construction. It is probably related to ά-gaema 'countryside' (= ά-jaema in 
Timbuktu). Combinations with following nouns, e.g. daegman "ae-hasn 'next to 
the house' could perhaps still be segmented accordingly: d ae-gma η "as-haen. 
But phonetic mutation has weakened the association with ά-gaema. That the 
form is tightly fused can be seen in combinations with pronominal suffixes, 
where we get daegman- plus the regular pronominal forms after C-final 
prepositions: lSg daegman-i 'beside me', 1P1 daegman-naev, 2Sg daegman-ak, 
3Sg daegman-as. 

6.6.2 'between/among' (jer, jere-) 

jer 'between/among' (A-grm gaer) can take a single argument with plural 
reference ('among the people', 'between us'). It can also take two arguments, 
in which case the second is expressed by Comitative d 'with' or its extended 
form daeten. The two-argument construction is seen in (293). 

(293) a. jer-i-\dar-3k 
between-1 Sg-\with-2Sg 
'between me and you-Sg' 

b. jer-as daeten burkina 
between-3Sg and Burkina 
'between it (a town) and Burkina (neighboring country)' 

c. jer-1 r a s d Vrazzej 
between-lSg only and Sg-livestock 
'between me and the livestock' [K] 

d. i-ll-\e s hak anu 
3MaSgS-exist.Reslt-\3MaSgO that each well 
3lld-n-\t 
exist.Reslt-3MaPlS-\3MaSgO 
jere-s d Vm-idi-nnet [a 
between-3Sg and Sg-0-friend-3SgPoss [Dem 
e-wwaed-aen ssmmos "0-sil-an] 
3MaSgS-reach.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg five Pl-day-MaPl] 
'It is possible that, (for) each well, there are between it and its 
companion (=the nearest other well) as many as five days 
(travel).' [Hm] 

The preposition takes the form jer- before singular pronominals and jere-
before nonsingular pronominals. T-ka data are in (294). 
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(294) Pronominal Paradigm of jer 'between' (T-ka) 

person Sg PI 

1 jer-i, jer-er jere-naer 
2Ma jer-ak jere-wwaen 
2Fe jer-sm jere-kmaet 
3Ma jer-as jere-ssaen 
3Fe II jere-snaet 

I recorded the same data from the R speaker, and (with g for j) similar 
forms for the Gao area. However, Gao and R speakers also gave the following 
variants, with the short form of the stem before PI as well as Sg suffixes: 1P1 
jer-naer, 2MaPl jer-waen, and 2FePl jer-kmaet. 

For A-grm and some Gao-area dialects I recorded gaer 'between'. The 
A-grm speaker also used gaer- before a pronominal (gaer-lAdar-ak 'between 
you-Sg and me', gaer-saen 'among them', gaer-naer 'between us', etc.). 

6.6.3 'toward' (ebre-) 

'Toward X' (where X is a location) is expressed by the dialectal variants in 
(295). ebre (or variant) is syntactically a noun rather than a true preposition, 
and takes a complement noun (or pronominal) in possessor form (296). 

(295) 'Toward' 

form dialect 

a. simple 
ebre T-ka 
bre, baere Κ 
Ibere K-d 

b. with Instrumental s 
s ebre T-ka T-md 
s "as-bret A-grm 
s et A-grm 

(296) ebre η Vae-salje 
toward Poss Fe-Sg-left 
'toward the left' 

In context, the Tamashek 'toward' forms, like French vers, can be used in 
the sense 'around X, in the vicinity of X'. 
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(297) aess-oksl-asY ebre η fasraes 
Caus-travel.PerfP-lSgS toward Poss F 
t-d-daer t-ohaez-aet 
Fe-Dem.Sg-Anaph 3FeSgiS-be.near.PerfP-PartpI.FeSg 
Ί traveled over toward (=around) Farach (place), not far from here.' 

6.7 Preposition-like particles 

Some particles that can precede NPs (or independent pronouns), but do not 
satisfy the tests for true prepositional status, are shown in (298). 

(298) Preposition-like Particles 

form gloss or label reference 

ar 'except' §11.3.1 
har 'until, all the way to' §13.1.1.5 
mer 'or' §14.2.2 
waela 'without' (see below) 
kud 'even' §11.2.2 

These forms do not combine with pronominal suffixes to form a clitic. 
Instead, they combine with independent pronouns, like 2FeSg naemm, e.g. 
ar naemm 'except you-Fe'. In addition, when these forms are followed by a 
noun, the noun does not undergo Prefix-Reduction (299). 

(299) 0-osae-\d [waeld t-a-s-wal-t] 
3MaSgS-come.PerfP-\Centrip [without Fe-Sg-Instr-turn-FeSg] 
'He came (here) without a key ring.' 

Consider now the sequence 'from X (ail the way) to Y' with spatial 
reference. The ablative element in 'from X' part is expressed by an otherwise 
stationary locational expression, normally a true PP with vor 'at, chez'. The 
'to Y' part can be expressed with har in the sense 'all the way to'. Directional 
clitics can help clarify the direction of motion (300). 

(300) arjaes-aerAadd [vor "ae-wet] [har a-m-aezzar] 
walk.PerfP-lSgSACentrip [chez Sg-market] [until Sg-0-camp] 
Ί walked from the market all the way to the camp.' 

While temporal 'after' is sometimes just a special case of daraet 'behind', 
there is also a form sasmd- that occurs in adverbials. One such adverbial is 
saema-\s 'afterwards' (lit. "after it-Sg"), where saema- seems to function as a 
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preposition with 3Sg pronominal complement. It also occurs in the clause-
initial conjunction ssmdAd ... 'after... ' (§13.1.1.6). 

There is no ' l ike ' preposition. One way to express 'like X' is a relative 
clause of the type 'what X does', as in (301.a). Another is to use the particle 
sund 'like' (not a true preposition), as in (301.b) 

(301) a. aknas-ahr-et 
fight.Shlmpf-lSgS-Hort 
[a w-a i-t-aejj "ae-masser] 
[Dem Ma-Dem.Sg lSgS-LoImpf-do.LoImpfP Sg-Tuareg] 
'let me fight [hortative] like a Tuareg' [Hm] 
(lit. "Let me fight [what (=as) a Tuareg does] 

b. ulli, sund a-wen-daer 
goats, like Ma-Dist-Anaph 
'Goats, (they are) like that.' 



Chapter 7 
Verbal morphology 

This chapter focuses on inflectable verb stems that occur in "ordinary" clauses. 
This excludes verb forms that are confined to relative clauses, including 
participles (i.e. subject relatives), on which see §8.5, and certain inflectable 
verb steins (Resit and LoImpfP) that undergo ablaut modifications in definite 
relative clauses (§3.5.3, §12.1). 

As noted in §2, each regular verb has the set of stems in (302). 

(302) Verb Stems 

a. perfective system 

PerfP [perfective positive] 
PerfN [perfective negative] (after Neg waer) 
Resit [resultative] (positive only) 

b. short imperfective system 

Shlmpf [short imperfective] (after Fut or complementizer) 
Imprt [imperative] (in positive only) 

c. long imperfective system 

LoImpfP [long imperfective positive] 
LoImpfN [long imperfective negative] (after Neg waer) 
Prohib [prohibitive] (after Neg waer) 

These stems share a uniform set of subject prefixes and suffixes §7.4.1. 
There are two exceptions. First, imperatives have an unaffixed 2Sg, and 
special suffixed 2MaPl and 2FePl forms (§7.4.3). Second, certain verbs with 
"adjectival" sense have a special type of perfective stem (of probable nominal 
origin) that can take subject suffixes but not subject prefixes (§7.4.2). 

The morphological relationships among the stem types in (302) vary 
depending on the type of verb, which is primarily determined by the basic 
syllable shape of the stem, distinguishing short from full V's and in some 
positions distinguishing geminate consonant clusters, represented as "PP," and 
nongeminate clusters, represented as "PQ." Where indexation is not needed I 
use "C" for consonants, hence "CC" for clusters that may be geminate or non-
geminate. In abstract representations of stems, "v" is a short vowel, "υ" is a 
full vowel, and "V" can be either short or full. It is not necessary to mark 
accents in these abstract lexical representations, since inflectable verb stems 
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acquire accent either by accent formative χ-pcl in ablaut (Resit, LoImpfP), or 
by Default Accentuation (§3.3.1). Aside from differences among stem-shape 
classes, e.g. -vPPvC-, -uPQu-, and -CvCvC-, there are also special features 
associated with adjectival verbs. 

This chapter is organized as follows. First, Augment -t of a large class of 
V-final stems is discussed (§7.1). These are referred to throughout as augment 
verbs, in contrast to unaugmented V-final stems. Then the stem categories in 
(302) are discussed in turn, briefly describing the syntax and semantics of each 
category, and extracting generalizations about ablaut morphology that apply 
across stem-shape classes (§7.2). In §7.3.1 I focus in turn on each stem-shape 
class, beginning with various types of (syllabically) light verbs and moving on 
to heavy and superheavy stems (on the ligh/heavy distinction see §3.4.1.4). In 
§7.3.2 I proceed to discuss verbs that have individual idiosyncrasies. There is 
considerable duplication between §7.2 and §7.3, since they approach the same 
morphological system from two different perspectives. In §7.4 I describe the 
pronominal subject prefixes and suffixes. 

7.1 Augment verbs with -t-

7.1.1 Augmented and unaugmented V-final stems 

We will see that many verbs end in a C, but there are quite a few others that 
end in a V. Of the V-final verbs, the majority are augment verbs (short for 
augmented V-final verbs) that add a suffixal Augment ("Aug" in interlinears) 
-t- word-finally and before C-initial subject and Participle suffixes. The 
Augment does not occur in non-participial nominals (VblN, Agentive, etc.). In 
this section, I focus on the distribution of -t- itself, and on its effect on a 
preceding V. The full set of stems for augment verbs is discussed below 
(§7.3.1.6, §7.3.1.13, §7.3.1.16). 

While many augmented verbs are unrelated to nouns (except their own 
derivatives), others are matched with an underived noun and may be 
considered denominal, e.g. noun a e - r o r r 'patty from droppings put into 
animal's mouth to prevent suckling', verb -ruru-t (PerfP -seqqorae-t) 'smear 
(breast) to deter suckling' (VblN a e - r a r u ) . There are no other productive 
denominal verbalizations. 

Augment -t- is absent before a V-initial subject suffix (303.a), whereupon 
the stem-final V contracts with the suffix-initial V (§3.2.3). However, the 
augment is present when there is no subject suffix (303.b), and when the 
subject suffix begins in C-initial (303.c). The addition of clitics has no effect 
on the presence/absence of -t-. 
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(303) PerfP of 'fly away' 

a. VV-Contraction (37.d) to e with V-initial suffix 
l S g affurre-Y 
2Sg t-sffurre-d 
2MaPl t-affurre-m 
3MaPl sffurre-n 

b. Augment -t with no subject suffix 
1P1 n-sffurrae-t 
3MaSg l-ffurrae-t 
3FeSg t-affiirrae-t 

c. Augment -t- before C-initial suffix 
2FePl t-affurrae-t-maet 
3FePl affurrae-t-naet 

In other dialects (A-grm Gao Κ R T-md), such stems begin with ae rather 
than a in the perfective system (e.g. PerfP -aeffurrae-t). T-ka has harmonized 
the stem-initial short V with the <H> V of the following syllable (cf. §3.2.6), 
but in T-ka there is no synchronic evidence that the initial V is underlying fx/. 

The stem-final V is shortened before -t in ordinary inflected forms (PerfP, 
Shlmpf), but when the final V is protected by a χ ablaut feature (as in the long 
imperfectives) it does appear as a full V before -t. Thus 3MaSg PerfP 
Ί-ffurrae-t (303.b) and 3MaSg Shlmpf l-ffurrs-t have short pre-augment V, but 
3MaSg LoImpfP i-t-lfarru-t shows a full pre-augment V. See Pre-Augment 
V-Shortening (115) (§3.4.9.2). 

There are a few augment verbs, belonging to a broader adjectival class, 
whose perfective inflected forms allow a full V to surface before the -t-, 
violating Pre-Augment V-Shortening, and usually keep the -t- even before 
V-initial suffixes. An example is 'be speckled' (372.d), with 3MaSg PerfP 
kaesa-t (not #kaesae-t) and 3MaPl kaesa-t-aen (not #ksese-n in this sense, 
though the latter is attested as a MaSg participle). The verbs in question have 
PerfP CaeCa-t and Imprt QeCae-t, or PerfP CaCa-t and Imprt CaCae-t. The 
Imprt forms suggest that these verbs have a basic shape -CVCu- (+ -t), but 
have the peculiarity that the stem-final υ is unconditionally lengthened to α in 
the perfective. There are other (C-final) adjectival verbs that have a similar 
long α (or other long V) in the second perfective syllable, e.g. PerfP -aezzay-
'be heavy', bsehaw- 'be grey', and ssggcnr- 'be red'. While these adjectival 
perfectives are lexically irregular, one could argue that they include a 
lengthening formative χ (perhaps χ-f, i.e. applying to the final stem syllable), 
and this χ blocks (or undoes) Pre-Augment V-Shortening in augment verbs 
like CaeCa-t. 

In (304), below, we see that the augment -t- is present in all imperative 
forms. Based on the non-imperative data in (303), this is not surprising in the 
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case of 2Sg (zero subject suffix) and 2FePl (C-initial suffix). However, the 
presence of -t- is noteworthy in the case of 2MaPl (V-initial subject suffix). 

(304) Imperatives of 'fly away' 

2Sg furra-t 
2MaPl furra-t-aet 
2FePl furra-t-mast 

The -t- in furra-t-aet might be taken as evidence that the 2MaPI and 2FePl 
Imprt forms are directly based on the 2Sg Imprt. 

The addition of a clitic, or the addition of Hortative suffix O - e t , does not 
affect the presence/absence of the augment - t - , and no special 
(morpho-)phonological rules apply when these elements are added. Examples 
are n-ahuska-t-et 'let's become beautiful' (hortative), i-bbüqqae-t-\taet 'he 
burst it-Fe' (object clitic), i-bbuqqae-t-\a-s 'it burst for him/her' (dative clitic), 
and i-bbüqqas-tAadd 'it burst coming this way' (directional clitic). 

In participles, Augment -t- is absent from the singular forms (which have 
V-initial suffixes, MaSg -aen and FeSg -aet), but it is present before the 
C-initial PI suffix -nen (305). As with inflected verbs, the -t- has a shortening 
effect on the stem-final V. 

(305) Definite Participles of 'scrub' 

a. Augment omitted before V-initial suffix 
MaSg w-α i-ffuffaere-n 
FeSg t-α t-affuffaere-t 

b. Augment present before C-initial suffix 
MaPl w-i affuffaerae-t-nen 

[FePl has different demonstrative t-i, same Partpl form] 

Augment -t- is absent from VblN forms (a-faffaru 'scrubbing', a-farru 
'flying'). Their plurals do have a t (e.g. α-faffaru-taen), but this t is 
interpretable as part of the postvocalic allomorph -taen of the MaPl suffix 
(which is -aen after a C). 

The VblN (and other nominalizations that also lack -t-) show that 
Augment -t- is restricted to finite verb forms and participles. Within this 
domain, there is a phonological basis for the presence/absence of -t-, viz., it is 
absent when the stem is followed by a V-initial subject (or Participial) suffix, 
otherwise it is present. The only exceptions are the 2MaPl imperative, which is 
parasitic on the 2Sg imperative, and adjectival perfectives like kaesa-t-aen 
'they-Ma are/were speckled'. 

In spite of its apparent phonological basis, Augment -t- is somewhat 
mysterious. While the augment class contains the majority of V-final verbs, 
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there are other V-final verbs that do not take the augment. There is some 
overlap in the syllabic shapes allowed in augment and non-augment classes 
(see below). The augment verbs and the non-augment V-final verbs also differ 
in the way the stem-final V contracts with a following suffix-initial V, both in 
the output of the contraction and in accentual patterning (§3.2.3). 

(306.a) illustrates the canonical shapes of non-augment V-final verbs, 
while (306.b) does the same for augment verbs. 

(306) V-Final Verbs 

gloss PerfP LoImpfP Imprt 

a. non-augment 

light 
'fold' -ödha- -tl-dh- adh 
'have mercy' -aTfa- -fiffu- a?fu 
'bellow' -arku- -rlkku- arku 
'do' -aja- -ta-jj- s j 
'say' -anna- -janna- senn 
'bray' -aru- -t-lru- aru 
'grow' -ati- -t-iti- ati, Iti 

[K-d also PerfP -setiy-, etc.] 
'be born' -awa- -t-iwi- Iwi 

middleweight 
'harm' -allarra- -t-alaerra- lserr 

I I I I 

[phonetic [-ael:aer:a-]; variant -addarra-, etc. (R)] 
'load' -ajjujja- -t-ajaejja- JQJJ 

superheavy 
'be confused' -aemtaella- -t-lmtalli- matall 
'spread' -aem-saka- -t-lm-suku- m-asuk 

b. augmented (with -t-) 

middleweight 
'burst' 
'hunt' 
'fine (sb)' 
'be joyful' 

superheavy 
'obtain' 
'nibble' 

-abbuqqae-t 
-ahhuyyas-t 
-ajjukkae-t 
-addawae-t 

-t-lbaqqu-t 
-t-1hayyu-t 
-t-ljakku-t 
-t-adaewa-t 

-sehrsekkas-t -t-~ihrakki-t 
-asjmaenjaemae-t -t-ijmanjami-t 

büqqa-t 
hüyya-t 
jükka-t 
daewae-t 

harakka-t 
jamanjama-t 
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There is a partial phonological basis for the distinction between augment 
and non-augment stems. First, the quality of the stem-final V shows more 
variability in non-augment (306.a) than in augmented (306.b). The PerfP in 
(306.b) always ends in ...ae-t, while we have examples of final α and u in 
(306.a); likewise, the imperfectives for non-augment verbs can end in i, u, a, 
or zero (which depending on the particular form can be analysed as III or /A/), 
while augment verbs have only high V's. 

Second, a glance at (306) shows that all light stems are non-augment. 
There are middleweight and superheavy verbs of both augmented and non-
augment types. However, among middleweight verbs, my data suggest that all 
-CvCCu- stems are non-augment, all -CvCu- stems are augmented, and only 
-CuCCu- and -CuCu- stems are split between the two. 

Among superheavy stems, -CvCvCCu- and -CvCuCu- stems can be 
augmented or non-augment, but all other underived superheavy verbs are 
strictly augmented. So -CuCu-, -CuCCu-, -CvCvCCu-, and -CvCuCu- are the 
four shapes where either choice can be made. For -CuCCu-, note non-augment 
-jujju- 'load' and augmented - jukku- 'fine'. For -CvCvCCu- note non-
augment -mvtvllu- 'be confused' and augmented -hvrvkku- 'obtain'. 

The situation in A-grm dialect is rather different. Augmented verbs with 
-CuCCu- shape (full u medially) in T-ka and other dialects usually have 
cognates in A-grm with medial short V, i.e. -CvCCu- (+ -t). For this dialect, 
non-augment and augmented classes compete broadly across middleweight 
V-final verbs. 

7.1.2 Alternative segmentations of Augment -t-

As with some other suffixes, there is some ambiguity as to the precise form of 
the -t- augment. I segment it as -t- and assign the preceding as or a to the verb 
stem. Certainly there is evidence that the stems in question end in a full V (it 
appears overtly in the VblN, for example), so we need a V-Shortening rule that 
applies to the V when it is followed by the augment. The closest parallel to this 
is the shortening of a stem-final V (in unaugmented verbs) before C-initial 
subject and Participial suffixes, e.g. PI Partpl -nen (§8.5.1). This analysis 
allows us to take the final full V (i or u) that appears overtly in the VblN and 
in the LoImpfP as lexical (except where a final u is attributable to spreading 
from another medial u in the stem). 

However, other segmentations of the augment are also possible. 
Alternative #1 is to segment the augment as -vt- (v = short vowel), realized as 
-aet- or -at-. This strategy would require application of VV-Contraction, 
effectively deleting the stem-final full V before the short V of the suffix. This 
would entail hyphenating 'burst.PerfP' as -abbuqq-ast (instead of my 
-abbuqqae-t), and its Sg Imprt as büqq-at (instead of buqqa-t). To account for 
the alternation of -set- and -at- in this analysis, one could simply include the 
augment in the scope of the respective stem melodies. Alternatively, we could 
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allow the melodies to apply to the pre-VV-Contraction stem, then have the 
stem-final V's high or low feature transferred to the augment-initial V as part 
of the VV-Contraction process. A similar transfer occurs in VV-Contraction 
examples involving unaugmented V-final stems in the Shlmpf, which end in 
the underspecified high vowel hi (§3.1.2.4, §7.3.1.3). 

Alternative #2, which might be considered by readers who wish to 
motivate the distinction between augmented and unaugmented V-final verbs 
other than by lexical verb-class assignment, would be to take the augment as -t 
as before, but to claim that verbs of the augment class end in underlying short 
(not full) v. The difference between augment verbs and other V-final verbs 
would then be predictable: augment verbs are simply those verbs ending in a 
final short v. This would account directly for the surface ν in the augmented 
forms (af furrae- t , f u r r a - t , etc.). It would also permit a phonological 
interpretation of the way VV-Contraction applies when the stem-final V is 
directly followed by a V-initial subject suffix (-aer, -aed, -aem, -asn), see 
(305.a), above. Specifically, we could posit /ae-as/ —> e in all of these 
combinations. For unaugmented verbs, we would posit stem-final la l in the 
PerfP, so the VV-Contraction cases would have underlying l a -x l , which 
surfaces as either ae or e depending on which suffixal category is involved 
(§7.3.1.1). 

Alternatives #1 and #2 each have some attractive features. I reject 
alternative #1 since the VblN and other nominals show a clear stem-final full 
V (with no Augment). I reject alternative #2 since there is no other evidence 
for positing stem-final short V's (contrasting in phonological behavior both 
with full V's and with deletable stem-final V's). 

7.2 Stem categories 

7.2.1 Mood-aspect-negation (MAN) categories 

To repeat, each regular verb has the basic stems shown in (307). 

(307) Basic Verb Stems 

a. perfective system 
Perfective Positive (PerfP) 
Resultative (Resit) 
Perfective Negative (PerfN) 

b. long imperfective system 
Long Imperfective Positive (LoImpfP) 
Long Imperfective Negative (LoImpfN) 
Prohibitive (Prohib) 
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c. short imperfective system 
Short Imperfective (Shlmpf) 
Imperative (Imprt) 
Hortative (Hort) 

The three "systems" are based on morphology, not (just) on meaning. 
The Imprt has special 2Sg, 2MaPl, and 2FePl forms. All other stems are 

inflectable in the sense that they can take the full set of pronominal subject 
prefixes and suffixes. A minor exception is that special perfectives of many 
adjectival verbs can take subject suffixes but not prefixes. 

In French-language scholarship, the Resit is often referred to as "l'intensif 
de raccompli." Likewise, the LoImpfP is referred to as "l'intensif de 
l'inaccompli." The two "intensives" have some ablaut features in common, 
namely χ-pcl (accent) and χ-pcl (V-lengthening). 

I use "long imperfective" to designate a set of stems characterized by 
ablaut formatives including at least one consonantal increment (prefixation of 
-t- or internal gemination). The short imperfectives and the perfectives lack 
these consonantal increments; they are distinguished from each other by stem 
vocalism, except that adjectival verbs often have an irregular perfective stem. 
The basic grammatical difference between the Shlmpf and the LoImpfP is that 
the Shlmpf functions as a dependent form, either preceded by a Future particle 
or occurring in add-on clauses following an independent clause. The English 
present tense of stative verbs ('they know', 'it is green') usually translates into 
Tamashek as Resit (rather than LoImpfP). The LoImpfP is therefore typically 
used for habitual aspect, and for ongoing activities (e.g. progressives). 

Inflectable verb stems take default accents, with three exceptions. First, 
an ablaut accent formative occurs in the Resit (but not other perfective) and 
LoImpfP (but not other long imperfective) stems (§7.2.2.2, §7.2.5.1). Second, 
unaugmented V-final verb forms combine with V-initial suffixes to produce 
words with surface penultimate accent, suggesting both the stem-final V and 
the suffix-initial V are counted for purposes of Default Accentuation (though 
they are later contracted into a single surface V); see §3.3.1.2 and §7.3.1.3-4. 
This is compatible with Default Accentuation, but the latter must apply at a 
pre-surface level. Third, these unaugmented V-final verbs undergo Stem-Final 
i/A-Deletion (29) (§3.1.2.4) in the short imperfectives, and for a subset of 
these verbs (specifically, the light stems, e.g. -vCCi>), the resulting stem-final 
CC cluster is resyllabified (Final-CC Schwa-Insertion (44), §3.2.4); in the T-ka 
dialect this resyllabification entails a shift of accent to the inserted schwa (i.e. 
onto the stem-final syllable); see §3.3.1.2, §7.3.1.3. With these exceptions, 
inflected verb stems (and inflected forms) are transcribed below with default 
accent ("v"). If an unaccented inflected verb has fewer than three syllables, a 
phrasal accent will appear on any preceding particles within the accentual 
phrase. Thusl-bsa 'he vomited', negative war i-bsa 'he did not vomit' with 
phrasal accent on the Neg particle. 
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For participles (Partpl), which can be based on any stem in (307) that is 
capable of occurring clause-initially (PerfP, Resit, LoImpfP), but have a 
special set of MaSg, FeSg, and PI suffixes instead of the usual pronominal 
subject prefixes and suffixes, see §8.5. For verbal nouns (VblN), agentives 
(Agent), and other purely nominal derivatives, see §8.8-11. 

For most (nonadjectival) light stems, the stem-shape is basically consistent 
in PerfP, Imprt, and Shlmpf, e.g. -vPQvi- or -vPPvC-. With heavy stems that 
do not have a full V in the first Imprt syllable, there is variation in surface 
shape of the onset, with PvC... in the Imprt corresponding to either -vPQ... or 
-vPPvQ... (depending on syllabic structure) in the perfectives and short 
imperfectives. I take the Imprt to be indicative of the lexical representation of 
the stems. Both the -vPQ... and -vPPvQ... onsets require a rule of Stem-Initial 
V-insertion. In addition, -vPQ... requires a rule of Stem-Initial Syncope, 
while -vPPvQ... requires a rule of Q-Gemination. On these rules, see §3.4.8. 

7.2.2 Perfective system 

The Perfective Positive (PerfP) is used for temporally bounded events in the 
past (i.e. events that ended prior to the "now" of the speech act, or some other 
contextually established deictic center). The PerfP is the basic form of the 
perfective system, and the other two perfective-system stems are built on it. 

The Resultative (Resit), which adds accent and length formatives to the 
PerfP, is used when the perfective event results in a situation or state, and 
depending on the verb can be translated as a stative present ('knows') or as a 
perfect ('has already arrived'). It can often be translated loosely as present 
progressive ('is red', 'is burning'), but this does not capture the actual 
tense/aspect nuance of Tamashek, which specifies a situation or state that 
results from an event or state that began earlier (and may or may not be 
complete, depending on the verb). 

The Perfective Negative (PerfN) is formed by adding an ablaut formative 
changing ae in the PerfP to e. Except for light verbs ending in CvC, this 
formative has no audible effect, in which case the PerfN is indistinguishable 
from the PerfP. The PerfN is used, after Negative preverbal particle wser, to 
negate either the PerfP or the Resit. It must directly follow wser with no 
intervening material other than clitics. 

Both the PerfP and the Resit have participial forms used in subject 
relatives. The PerfN lacks its own participial form, since the relevant subject 
relative is formed by adding a Participial ending directly to the Neg particle 
preceding the PerfN verb. 
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7.2.2.1 Perfective Positive stem (PerfP) 

The PerfP is the normal positive verb form for completed events. The time 
reference is therefore normally past (with respect to the here-and-now). No 
other marking of past time reference is needed. The PerfP can also be used in 
exhortations (prayers) with 'God' as subject. 

All PerfP stems are lexically unaccented. Unless an accented directional 
clitic is present, the word-form built on the PerfP stem gets the default accent. 

Examples are in (308), giving the unmarked (i.e. Sg) Imperative (Imprt) 
for comparison. Phonetic representations in brackets show the effects of BLC's 
and/or monophthongization of homorganic diphthongs. 

(308) Perfective Positive 

gloss PerfP Imprt 

'dance' -edlael- adlal 
'kneel' -sjaen-, -j£en- ajan 
'coagulate' -aqqurhass- [asq...] rürhas [ΥΟ'Γ...] 
'fear' -ammuttaesas-t müttasa-t 
'be folded' -annutfaes-

I 
nütfas [no't...] 

'refuse' -ünjasy- ünjay [u'nd3i] 
'be joyful' -addawae-t dsewai-t 
'dust off -akkaykaey- kseykasy 
'be coarse' -affarsaessaen- faerssessaen 

[Imprt also farsassan (A-grm, R)] 
'scrape off -ajjarnsennaswas-t jaemaennaswae-t 

b. 'vomit' -absa- sebs 
'be separate' -abda- sebdu 
'load' -sjjujja- ja j j 
'testify' -ajjayha- [...iha] jaeyh 
'sit' -aqqima-, -aqqayma- qam, r a y a m 

[for 'testify' and 'sit' (medial ay or i), see §7.3.2.9-10] 

c. 'open' -ora- ar 
'leave' -oya- seyy 

[note short ae in aeyy] 
'move out' -sehona- han 
'marry' -ffidobasn- diiban 
'drag' -sehobae-t hiiba-t 

d. 'go with' -aeddew- idaw 
'be new' -seynay- lynay 
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e. 'cut up' -aeblaejbaelaej-
'sing' -aegrarass-
'go down' -setrara-

balajbalaj 
garuras 
tarur [tae'ror] 

f. 'share' -azun- [ae'zun-] 
'feel pain' -asnin-
'be far' -üjaj-
'be thirsty' -affud-

ajaj 
Ifad 

azun, uzan ι 7 ι 

isnan 

g. prefixal derivatives (Chapter 8) 

'be arrested' -att-armaes- [...-aer...] 

'extinguish' -aes-maekae-t 
'reply' -ass-üdmasr-
'hit each other' -aenm-aewast-

s-ammaka-t 
s-üdmar [...maer] 
nam-awat 
t-aermaes 

While deferring detailed analysis to the sections on particular verb classes, 
I can here note some major patterns, beginning with vocalism. In (308.a-b), 
and with causative 'reply' and passive 'be arrested' in (308.g), we observe a 
basic perfective <H L> melody. This melody is realized as surface vocalic 
sequence «L» (monosyllabic, in the short variant -jaen- of 'kneel', though this 
is confined to certain dialects, and even there it is arguably underlying 
bisyllabic /-ajaen-/), «H L» (bisyllabic), «Η Η L» (trisyllabic), «Η Η L L» 
(quadrisyllable), or « H H L L L » (pentasyllable), where each Η is from the set 
of high vowels {u a i} and each L is from the set of low vowels {a ae}. The 
maximal surface pattern « H H L L L » is 'scrape off in (308.a). This PerfP 
<H L> melody is applicable to a great many verbs, and is unique (in verbal 
morphology) to the perfective (especially PerfP). The corresponding Imprt 
forms in (308.a) and for 'be arrested' in (308.g) show either pure <H> or pure 
<L> melody; those in (308.b) are mostly analysable as having underlying 
<L H> (e.g. aebs is analysable as /asbsi/ ending in an underspecified high V). 

In (308.c-e), and in causative 'extinguish' and reciprocal 'hit each other' in 
(308.g), we observe a perfective <L> melody; note that mid vowels j e o } are 
compatible with <L> melody, though more needs to be said about them. A 
case can be made that in those stems involving syncopated vowels, i.e. (308.g, 
e), the pure <L> melody is derived from underlying <H L> via Stem-Initial 
Syncope and Leftward L-Spreading, see §3.4.6. However, the verbs in 
(308.c-d) have a version of pure <L> perfective melody and do not syncopate. 

The verbs in (308.d, f) are predominantly adjectival in sense. This class 
has Imprt vowel sequence «i α» or «u α», which typically occurs throughout 
the short and long imperfectives and in some nominals. The perfectives are 
lexically idiosyncratic in form, and some do not allow subject prefixes. The 
perfectives in (308.d) have <L> melody, while those in (308.f) have <H> 
melody, but since the perfectives are lexically specific I prefer not to attempt 
to derive them by componential ablaut as I do for the nonadjectival verb 
classes. 
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These melodies are valid for the entire perfective system. The Resit has the 
same melody. The PerfN changes a final-syllable α to e, but this e is arguably 
still compatible with the L part of the perfective melody. 

For most dialects other than T-ka (and A-grm), the initial short V created 
by Stem-Initial V-Insertion varies between 9 and as in the perfective. The ae 
variant occurs when the following syllable has a full high V (u or i), whether 
this full high V is lexical or is part of Resit ablaut, otherwise we get the a 
variant. For these dialects, we could assume a basic /a/ (after Melodic 
Association) with a morphologically specialized Melodic Dissimilation rule in 
perfectives with inserted initial short V (inserted a becomes ae before (C)Cu..., 
where υ is a full high vowel). This would require no modification of the basic 
<H L> perfective melody that I assume for T-ka. On the other hand, if we wish 
to have the initial ae in the other dialects directly specified by the melody, the 
latter would have to be three-part <L Η L> in the relevant cases. 

Examples of the PerfP are in (309). (309.c-d) is the divine exhortation type 
mentioned above. 

(309) a. asmaerd-daer e-haed 1-ja 
now Sg-night 3MaSgS-do.PerfP 
'Now night has fallen.' [K] 

b. aqqasl-aer e-baersaej 
become.PerfP-lSgS Sg-patched.tent 
i-bdaj-aen 
3MaSgS-be.wet.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'I've become a wet patched tent (=I've gotten very old).' [K] 

c. α-di-s i-wwaey-\add maessi-nasr 
so 3MaSgS-take.PerfP-\Centrip master-lPlPoss 
t-ae-lil-t 
Fe-Sg-help-FeSg 
'So, may God bring help!' [K] 

d. 0-oyya yaslla t-i-jsttew-en 
3MaSgS-leave.PerfP God Fe-Pl-pillar-FePl 
'May God leave (alone) the pillars (of society)!" [K] 

e. 0-aez-zael-\kaewasn maessi-naer 
3MaSgS-Caus-pay-\2MaPl master- lPlPoss 
'May God see that you-MaPl are (re-)paid!' [K-d] 
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7.2.2.2 Resultative stem (Resit) 

The Resultative, often referred to in Tuareg and Berber studies as the 
"intensive perfective" (="l'intensif de l'accompli"), denotes a state resulting 
from the event or transition denoted by the corresponding PerfP. For many 
verbs this is the common equivalent of the English present tense, especially for 
adjectives and other statives ( Ί am sitting', 'she is sick', 'they know', 'it is 
red'). In spite of these present-tense translations, the Tamashek forms are 
correctly taken as resultatives presupposing a prior event or the beginning of a 
state. Past time reference for the resulting state ('he knew', Ί was sitting') can 
be specified by preposing the Past preverbal particle kaela. 

In simple (unsubordinated) positive utterances, the defective verbs -vllu-
'be, exist', -vli> 'have, own, possess', and locational -vhu- 'be (somewhere)', 
occur almost exclusively in the Resit, hence -slid-, -1ά-, -ha- (§7.3.2.11-13). 
The PerfP is rare, and apparently grammatical only in subordinated finite 
clauses. The PerfN, which is homophonous with the PerfP for these verbs, 
occurs after Neg waer. 

Some other statives like 'be' occur much more often in Resit form 
(-aemos-) than in PerfP form (-aemos-) in positive sentences, though the latter 
forms are attested. Likewise with verbs of adjectival meaning, which regularly 
appear in the Resit for stative sense ('be red', 'be big'), whereas the PerfP 
forms are inchoative in sense ('become red', etc.). 

The Resit stem is based on the PerfP, including the latter's vocalic melody, 
but it has additional ablaut formatives. For most verbs (excluding some 
statives), the effect of these formatives is to lengthen and accent the V 
following the first C(C) of the stem. If the relevant V is already full, the 
lengthening is vacuous. The targeted "first postconsonantal V" is, for most 
verb classes, definable with respect to the syllabic shape of the Imprt, since the 
Imprt does not show the effects (notably Stem-Initial Syncope) found in the 
perfective stems and often in the Shlmpf. The relevant ablaut formatives for 
the Resit can be represented as χ -pcl and χ-pcl, where "pel" specifies that 
these formatives are associated with the first postconsonantal V of the stem. 

For most adjectival verbs, regardless of stem shape, the lengthening 
formative fails to apply (even where it would be audible), but the accent 
formative does apply. 

Consider (nonadjectival) -vjrvw- 'get', Imprt ajraw and PerfP -ajraew-. 
The V targeted by the Resit ablaut formatives is the second stem V, since this 
is the first postconsonantal V. The Resit stem is therefore -ajraw-, formed by 
combining -vjrvw- with the <L H> melody of the entire perfective system, and 
with the Resit formatives χ-pcl and χ-pcl. By contrast, the adjectival verb 
-vmsvd- 'be sharp', with the same -vPQvC- shape, has PerfP -amsaed- and 
Resit -amsaed- (not #-3msdd-). For such adjectival verbs, the Resit shows 
marked accent but no lengthening. Another case of this type is -vnvl- '(blade) 
be blunt', PerfP -snasl-, Resit -anael- (not #-andl-). 
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Consider now -hvlvylvy- 'be joyful', Imprt halaylay, (syncopated) PerfP 
-ashlaeylasy-. The Resit is -ahilaeylaey- (T-ka) or -ashllaeylasy- (most other 
dialects). The derivation of these forms is tricky. Although the initial a in T-ka 
could be attributed to Short-V Harmony, there is no evidence in T-ka itself that 
the initial vowel is underlying /as/ The representation -ahilaeylaey- makes 
perfect sense in T-ka if we have a two-part <H L> melody with the Η attaching 
to the first two V's, while the L attaches to the last two V's. In the other 
dialects, Resit -aehllaeylasy- requires either a three-part <L Η L> melody, or 
the same <H L> melody as in T-ka with a morphologically restricted Melodic 
Dissimilation converting initial /a/ to as when the following syllable has a full 
high V, as noted in §7.2.2.1, above. 

More examples showing the morphological relationship between Resit and 
PerfP stems are in (310). 

(310) Resultative 

gloss PerfP Resit 

a. nonadjectival, PerfP ends in ...aeC, both χ-pcl and χ-pcl audible 
'get' -ajrasw- -ajraw-
'hide' -affaer- -effdr-
'kneel' -ajaen-, -jaen- -ajdn-, -jan-
'run' -osael- -osdl-
'refuse' -ünjaey- -unjay-

b. adjectival, χ-pcl but not χ-pcl applied 
'be brown' fawa-t fawa-t 
'be enough' -agdaeh- -agdaeh-
'be far' -üjaj- -ujaj-
'be white' mallal- mallal-

c. nonadjectival, targeted V already full, χ-pcl but not χ-pcl audible 
'go to' -akka- -akka-
'sit' -aqqima- -aqqima-
'go with' -zeddew- -aeddew-
'share' -azun- -azun-
'persist' -sehhokas-t -aehhokae-t 
'reply' -ass-üdmaer- -ass-udmaer-
'be folded' -annutfass- -anniitfaes-

(both with phonetic [...not...]) 
'load' -sjjujja- -ajjujja-
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d. nonadjectival, Resit has ί in penult after geminated C b χ-pcl 
audible 

'be arrested' -att-armaes- -att-irmaes-
(phonetic [...asrm...]) (phonetic [...e'rm...]) 

'be variable' -annawwaer- -aennlwwaer- [K-d] 
'raise (child)' -arrabba- -arribba-

e. like (d), Resit has i in antepenult or earlier, χ-pcl inaudible 
'be slippery' -azzalbaebbaey- -azzllbaebbaey-
'be coarse' -affarsaessaen- -affirsaessaen-

f. nonadjectival, Resit has i after ungeminated C,, χ-pcl inaudible 
'be joyful' -aehlasylaey- -ahllaeylasy-
'be ashamed' -aekrakaed-• -akirakasd--aekrakaed-• 

(phonetic [ake'r...]) 
'need' -aermrataer- -amlrataer-

(phonetic [ame'r...]) 
'(hole) gape' -aexbabae-t -axlbabae-t 
'hit each other' -aenm-aewast- -anlm-aewast-
'deserve' -senhaejja- -ariihaejja-
'cut up' -aeblsejbaelaej- -abilaejbaelaej-
'extinguish' -aes-maskas-t -as-lmaekas-t 
'make go up' -aes-s-awaen- -asl-s-awaen-

g. nonadjectival, like (e) but targeted V already a full vowel, χ-pcl and 
χ-pcl inaudible 

'fear' -ammuttaesae-t -ammüttaesae-t 

In the Resit stems in (310.a), both lengthening (χ-pcl) and accent (χ-pcl) 
are audible. In (310.b), we hear a marked accent (x-pcl), but lengthening 
(χ-pcl) conspicuously fails to apply, even though the relevant V is short. This 
pattern is characteristic of verbs that are basically adjectival in nature. This 
confirms the need for a grammatical distinction between nonadjectival (310.a) 
and adjectival (310.b). In (310.c), the marked accent is audible but lengthening 
(if present) is not, since the V in question is already a full V. The surface forms 
in (310.c) therefore give us no clue as to which stems belong with the 
nonadjectival verbs in (310.a), and which belong with the adjectival verbs in 
(310.b). Presumably those with adjectival sense, like 'be brown', belong with 
(310.b), but there is no way to prove this empirically. 

In (310.d-f), we have an i in the Resit. As I analyse these forms, the i is the 
result of applying χ-pcl to /a/ (after Melodic Association), where the relevant 
schwa is the overt or underlying ν following the first C position of the stem. 
For example, 'raise (child)' in (310.d) is -rvbbu- and 'be joyful' in (310.f) is 
-hvlvylvy- in their basic lexical representation, and the first short ν is targeted 
by χ-pcl , resulting in -arribba- and -ahllasylaey- after all rules have applied. In 
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(310.g), there is already a full V in the relevant position, so χ-pcl applies 
vacuously. 

In (310.e-g), because the V targeted by χ-pcl happens to be the antepenult 
or earlier, this grammatical accent is overridden by Default Accentuation. In 
(310.e-f) at least χ-pcl is audible in the form of the i vowel, but in (3lO.g) 
there is no audible difference between the PerfP and the Resit. 

In (310.b-c), the only audible distinguishing feature of the Resit is the 
accent, either because χ-pcl is suspended (adjectival verbs) or because the 
targeted V in question is already full so χ-pcl has no audible effect. If suffixes 
and/or clitics are added to Resit verbs of types (310.b-c), so that the 
grammatical accent χ-pcl is overridden by Default Accentuation (or by an 
accented directional clitic), there is again no audible difference between PerfP 
and Resit. 

As detailed in §3.5.3.1, §8.5.2, and §12.1, χ-pcl is erased in Resit verbs 
and Resit participles in definite relative clauses. This eliminates the 
distinguishing i in (310.d-f), and the distinctive lengthening of the final-
syllable stem-vowel in (310.a). However, the erasure does not affect χ-pcl (i.e. 
accent), so certain types of verbs maintain the PerfP/Reslt opposition even in 
definite relative clauses, viz., the verbs in (310.a-d), provided that the accented 
V is in the penult or final of the word and is not followed by an accented 
directional clitic or by a suffix that forces penultimate accent. 

In light V-final stems, i.e. -VC(C)u- (V = short or full vowel, υ = full 
vowel), e.g. 'go to' in (309.c) with PerfP -skka- and Resit -akkd-, the only 
difference is accent when no subject suffix is added: 3MaSg PerfP 1-kka, Resit 
i-kkd. However, when subject suffixes are added to light V-final verbs, the 
suffix creates an environment that permits χ-pcl (in addition to χ-pcl) to 
apply. Thus 3MaPl PerfP Skkae-n (with Presuffixal α-Shortening (112) and 
VV-Contraction (37.d)) and Resit a k k d - n , 3FePl akkae-naet and Resit 
skkd-naet, where the Resit forms have a lengthened as well as accented stem-
final ά. For all other verb types, including heavy V-final verbs and all C-final 
verbs, suffixes are not a factor in ablaut. This shows that the scope of ablaut, 
in the case of light V-final verbs, consists of the stem plus up to the first 
suffixal C, hence all of 3MaPl /akka-aen/, and all of 3FePl /akka-nast/ except 
the final ast. In §7.2.2.3, below, we will see that the same definition of domain 
works for PerfN ablaut. 

In causatives, a Resit stem beginning in -s-ί... might be mistaken (by a 
non-native speaker) for a LoImpfP. This is because many causative LoImpfP 
forms begin in -s-ί... . However, the Resit stem will always have a low V at 
least in its final syllable, while a LoImpfP stem beginning with i (i.e. with <H> 
melody) will have high vowels through to the end of the stem. 

Examples of the resultative are in (311). 

(311) a. t-3dds-\taen t-orhanna η "a-sni 
3FeSgS-touch.Reslt-\3MaP10 Fe-disease Poss Sg-blood 
'Blood disease has touched (=afflicted) them (livestock).' 
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b. 3zzay-asn-\t 
know.ResIt-3MaPlS-V3MaSgO 
They know (=are familiar with) it.' 

c. ann-llmaed-aen d ae-kall 
0-know.ResIt-3MaPlS with Sg-land 
'They have become familiar with the land.' 

d. e-naele r a s [a n-srha] 
Sg-millet only [Foe lPlS-want.Reslt] 
'Millet only [focus] is what we want.' [K] 

e. t-sess t-aekkus 
Fe-cow 3FeSgS-be.hot.Reslt 
'The cow is (=has become) warm.' [K] 

f. t-asi-t-t dasY t-aniid 
Fe-grass.sp.-Fe-FeSg too 3FeSgS-be.ripe.Reslt 
'The Eragrostis grass too is ripe (=has ripened).' [K] 

7.2.2.3 Perfective Negative stem (PerfN) 

Negation is expressed in all aspect-mood categories by the preverb wser, which 
undergoes Short-V Harmony to war when immediately followed by a high 
vowel {u a i}. Both the PerfP and the Resit of positive sentences are negated 
by a single form that is here labeled PerfN (Perfective Negative). For example, 
both PerfP sssaen-aer Ί knew, found out', and the much more common Resit 
sssdn-aev Ί know', are negated as war assen-aer Ί don't know' or Ί didn't 
know'. 

Curiously, the same combination of waer plus PerfN verb that is used to 
negative the PerfP or Resit is also used as a prohibitive (i.e., negative 
imperative) 'don't VERB!'. There is no audible difference, even at clause 
level, between the prohibitive and perfective negative readings. However, 
there is an alternative prohibitive construction consisting of waer plus the 
Prohibitive] stem, which belongs to the long imperfective system. See 
§7.2.5.3 for both types of prohibitive. 

The PerfN is formed from the PerfP by adding a single ablaut formative 
that is realized (if at all) as an e vowel. I label this e -pelf. This formative is 
expressed audibly only in light stems ending in ...CaeC-, where it appears in 
the second syllable. Otherwise the PerfN is homophonous to the PerfP. The 
basic morphological data are given in (312). 
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(312) Perfective Negative 

gloss PerfP PerfN 

a. PerfN with e replacing PerfP as 
'destroy' -ahlaek- -ahlek-
'enter' -ajjass- -ajjes-
'hit' -swast-, -w£t- -swet-, -wet-
'dish out' -ojasm- -ojem-
'bring' -eewwasy- -eewwey-
'refuse' -ünjaey- -ünjey-

b. V-final, PerfN = PerfP except for contraction effects with PI -asC 
subject suffix 

'stretch' -ojja- (contracting) -ojja- (noncontracting) 
'eat' -aksa- (contracting) -aksa- (noncontracting) 
'do' -aja- (contracting) -aja- (noncontracting) 

c. C-final, PerfN = PerfP throughout (because stem is heavy) 
'sit' -aqqima- [aeqq...] [=PerfP] 
'can, be able' -seddobae-t [=PerfP] 
'go north' -aejozaey- [=PerfP] 
'go east' -sjjawaey- [=PerfP] 
'cut up' -aeblaejbaelaej- [=PerfP] 
'hit each other' -aenm-aewaet- [=PerfP] 
'depilate' -aes-saer- [=PerfP] 

d. C-final, PerfN = PerfP throughout (because PerfP is not ...CasC-) 
'go with' -seddew- [=PerfP] 
'go far' -üjaj- [=PerfP] 

The change from PerfP to PerfN is easily heard in the verbs in (312.a), 
which are light and C-final, with ae in the second syllable of the PerfP. (These 
are the same verbs that express both χ-pcl and χ-pcl audibly in the Resit.) 

In (312.b), the stems are light V-final verbs, i.e. -V(C)Cu- with the length 
of the first V variable. These verbs do not distinguish PerfN from PerfP in the 
unsuffixed forms shown in the table, hence PerfP 1-ksa 'he ate', negated as 
war i-ksa 'he did not eat'. However, these verbs do distinguish PerfN from 
PerfP if one of the PI -asC or -CaeC subject suffixes, e.g. 3MaPl -aen or 3FePl 
-naet, is present. This is because, for PerfN ablaut as for Resit ablaut (see 
§7.2.2.2, above), the initial asC of subject suffixes is included, for with light 
V-final verbs, in the scope of ablaut. For example, the 3MaPl (suffix -asn) 
occurs in PerfP alhae-n 'they wept' (cf. Resit alhd-n), which is negated as war 
slhe-n, while the 3FePl (suffix -naet) has PerfP alhas-naet, negated as war 
Mhe-nast. See the full paradigm of the PerfN for the similar verb -ojja- 'weep' 
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in §7.3.1.3, below. For other verbs, including heavy V-final verbs, subject 
suffixes are not within the scope of ablaut. 

In (312.c), the verb is too heavy to be affected by e -pc l f . In (312.d), the 
PerfP does not end in ...CaeC-. Causative -aes-saer- 'depilate' looks as though it 
ought to be amenable to e - p c l f , but it is syncopated from -...s-vsvr- and 
therefore counts as heavy rather than light. 

In summary, the effect of e -pc l f is to insert e replacing a short ae of the 
PerfP, when this is the first postconsonantal V and is also the final V. 

(313) shows that a clitic may intervene between Neg waer and the PerfN 
verb. 

(313) a. waer-\t£en i-jrew 
Neg-\3MaP10 3MaSgS-get.PerfN 
'Blood (disease) has not afflicted them?' 

^-sni ? 
Sg-blood ? 

waer-\taet n-arha 
Neg-\3FeSgO lPlS-want.PerfN 
'We don't want it-Fe.' [K] 

meddsn 
men 

waer 
Neg 

arhe-n 
want. PerfN 

saersam 
charchem 

'Men don't want (don't like) charchem (a dish).' [K] 

7.2.3 Short imperfective system 

The Shlmpf stem is closely related morphologically to the Imprt (used in 
positive imperatives) stem. There is a short hortative form based on the Shlmpf 
stem. I discuss the inflected Shlmpf and Imprt stems, and the short hortative 
forms, in this section before turning to the long imperfective system. 

Stative aspect with present time reference is normally expressed by the 
Resit stem in the perfective system. Therefore "imperfective" is used here for a 
more limited temporal/aspectual range than in other languages where 
imperfective stems are required with present time reference. 

7.2.3.1 Short Imperfective stem (Shlmpf) 

In positive main clauses with no preverb, other forms (Resit, LoImpfP) are 
used as translation equivalents of the English present tenses (simple present, 
present progressive). The Shlmpf is used after a Future preverbal particle (e.g. 
ad), with or without negation. It is used in an add-on construction in parallel 
with a preceding imperfective clause (§13.4). It is used in subordinated 
clauses beginning with minimal demonstrative a, for example purposive 
clauses (§13.2.1). It is optionally used in the consequent clause of 
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counterfactual and proverbial conditionals (§13.9.2-3). It is used with the verb 
-νηηυ- 'say' in the fixed expression t -anna-d 'you-Sg (would) say', 
translatable more idiomatically as 'it is/was as though ...', with a following NP 
or clause. 

A Neg preverb with the Future, or in an add-on clause, is compatible with 
a Shlmpf verb. Thus ad 1-druram 'it (liquid) will run' is negated as u-mar 
1-druram 'it won't run'. 

Examples of the Shlmpf stem are in (314), with PerfP forms for 
comparison. 

(314) Short Imperfective Positive 

gloss Shlmpf PerfP 

a. 'see' 
'know' 
'sleep' (Vds) 
'dig' 
'refuse' 
'coagulate' 
'reply' 
'be folded' 

-anhay-
-assan-
-attas- [aet...] 
- 3 Y 9 S -

-ünjay-
-aqqurhas-
-s-üdmar- [...maer] 
-annutfas-

I 

-anhaey-
-assaen-
-attaes- [aet...] 
-araes-
-ünjaey-
-aqqurhaes-
-ass-udmaer-
-annutfaes-

I 

b. 'cut up' 
'be ashamed' 
'marry' 

-ablajbalaj-
-akrukad- [...kaed] 
-aduban-

-aeblaejbaslaej-
-aekrakaed-

I 

-aedobaen-

c. 'be arrested' 
'hit each other' 
'shake' 

-aett-aermaes-
-anm-awat-
-aekkaeykasy-

-att-armaes-
-aenm-aewaet-
-akkaykaey-

d. 'share' 
'go with' 
'belch' 

-üzan-(or-azun-) 
-Idaw-
-üjray-

-azun-
I 

-aeddew-
-ajruy-

e. 'run' 
'go far' 

-asal-
-ajaj-

-osasl-
-ujaj-

f. 'be able' 
'groan' 
'fly' 
'die' 

-adabae-t, -aduba-t 
-ahnaffa-t 
-affurra-t [af:or:at] 
-semmast- (§7.3.2.1) 

-aeddobae-t 
-aehnaeffae-t 
-affurrae-t 
-ammu-t 

g · 'laugh' (Vdz) 
'do' 

-aets- (/-aetsi-/) 
1 1 V I I ' 

-aej- (/-aeji-/) 
-atsa- [aet...] 
-aja-
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'sit' (Vr(y)m) -äeqqom-, -äeqqaym- -aqqima- [aeq... 
[Shlmpf = /-aeqqamA-/, /-aeqqami-/, /-asqqaymi-/ (§7.3.2.9)] 

'eat' -aeks- (/-aeksi-/) -aksa-
'kill' -aegv- (/-aeqri-/) -aqva- [aeq...] 
'say' -aenn- (/-aenni-/) -anna-

'drink' -3S9W- (/-aeswi-/) -aswa-

'open' -ar- (/-ari-/) -ora-
'butcher' -as- (/-asi-/) -osa-
'look' -ajj- (/-ajji-/) -ojja-
'leave' -seyy- (/-asyyi-/) -oyya-
'fall' -Idu- [edu] -oda-

'move out' -sehan- (/-ashani-/) -aehona-
'load' -sejjajj- (/-sejjajji-/) -ajjujja-
'be confused' -amtsll- (/-amtalli-/) -aemtaella-
'extinguish' -s-amm-akt (/-s-amm-akti-/) -aes-m-aekta-

k. 'be searched' -äeffaeyk- (/-aeffeeykA-/) -affayka-

The stems in (314.a) have <H> melody in the Shlmpf, and a composite 
<H L> melody with exactly one low V in the PerfP. In (314.b), the Shlmpf is 
again of <H> type, but in the PerfP the <L> melody applies throughout the 
PerfP stem (perhaps derived from <HL>, §3.4.6). In (314.c), it is the Shlmpf 
stem that has stem-wide <L> melody, while the PerfP has <H L>. In (314.d), 
we observe a surface «u α» or «i α» vocalic sequence in the Shlmpf, but the 
PerfP relocates the relevant high V (or a mid-height version thereof) into the 
second syllable of the stem. In (314.e), we have a stem-shape /-uCvC-/; the 
vocalism of 'go far' is unique to this stem, while the initial α/ο alternation 
exemplified by 'run' is common. The <L H> melody here results in a surface 
vocalic sequence «α 3». 

The remaining sets in (314) involve V-final stems. In (314.f) we have a set 
of augmented V-final verbs with Augment -t-, which shortens a stem-final full 
V in the Shlmpf (and PerfP). I return to these augment verbs below. (314.f) 
also includes the irregular verb 'die' (§7.3.2), which has some affinities to this 
augment class. 

The morphophonology of non-augment V-final stems (314.g-j) requires 
extended commentary. The final V appears as α in the PerfP. The stem-final V 
disappears word-finally in the Shlmpf (see Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29), 
§3.1.2.4), but an underlying stem-final V can be posited based on phonological 
behavior (including accentuation). In most cases the stem-final V in the 
Shlmpf is an underspecified high V, symbol III. This is the case in the light 
V-final verbs of shape 1-vCCv-l, /-vCi>, /-vCCu-/, and /-uCu-/, which have a 
low V in the first syllable of the Shlmpf but end in h i (314.g-i). This is 
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therefore another case of the <L H> melody as seen more transparently in 

The same <L H> Shlmpf melody occurs in heavy non-augment V-final 
stems, provided that they have a medial full V. In (314.j) this is the case with 
'move out' and 'load', but not the other examples, which lack medial full V's. 
The relevant medial full V is either i or u in the basic representation of the 
verb, though in the Shlmpf this high V combines with the L part of the melody 
and therefore surfaces as a. The <L H> melody maps onto the three stem 
syllables to give surface vocalic sequences of the type «L L H». The example 
of this in (314) is ShlmpfP /-aejjajji-/ 'load' (j), for which I suggest a basic 
representation /-vjjujju-/ (cf. PerfP -ajjujja-). 

The stem-final h i shows up as surface a before the C-initial subject 
suffixes (2FePl -mast, 3FePl -nast). It also combines with the vowel of a 
following /-asC/ suffix (except lSg subject) to form a, by VV-Contraction 
(37.c) (§3.2.3.3). An example is 3MaPl /-sen/, which surfaces in these 
paradigms as ...a-n. The hi is additionally "counted" as a syllable in Default 
Accentuation, even when otherwise deleted without trace. Thus /-aejjajji-/ 
'load (Shlmpf)' has, with Future ad, 3MaSg ad 0-sejjajj 'he will load' (with 
phrase-penultimate accent, not #ad 0-as j j a j j ) , 3MaPl ad aejjajja-n (not 
#...ae-n), and 3FePl ad asjjajja-naet (with schwa before the suffix). 

The complete paradigms of bisyllabic Shlmpf /-asksi-/ (314.g) 'eat' and 
l-an-l 'open' (314.Ϊ), and of trisyllabic Shlmpf /-aejjajji-/ 'load' (314.j) are 
given in (315). The cases with a before the ks in 'eat' have undergone Short-V 
Harmony triggered by the schwa of the following syllable (§3.2.6). Note that ν 
accents are fixed (since the deleted stem-final V counts for purposes of Default 
Accentuation, §3.3.1), while ν accents on surface monosyllabic forms will give 
way to phrasal accent on e.g. Future preverb ad. Compare ad aksa-n 'they-Ma 
will eat' with äd t-asks 'she will eat'. 

(315) Shlmpf of 'eat' (/-asksi-/), 'open' (/-an-/), and 'load' (/-aejjajji-/) 

(314.e). 

subject Shlmpf 'eat' Shlmpf 'open' Shlmpf 'load' 

a. no schwa 
3MaSg 0-seks 

n-aeks 
0-ar 
n-ar 
ar-asr 
t-ar 

0 -£ j j a j j 
n-^jjaj j 
ayjajj-aer 
t-äejjajj 

1P1 
lSg 
3FeSg 

asks-aer 
t-seks 

b. schwa present 

2MaPl 
2FePl 
3FePl 

2Sg 
3MaPl skss-n 

t-akss-d 
t-aksa-m 
t-aksa-mast 
t-aksa-maet 

t-ara-d 
t-ara-m 
t-ara-maet 
t-ara-naet 

ara-n 
t-aejjajja-d 
t-aejjajja-m 
ajjjajja-maet 
aejjajja-naet 

asjjajja-n 
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Consider now the paradigms for 'drink' and 'read' (316). This verb is of 
the same type as 'eat' (315). The basic form of the Shlmpf is /-asswi-/. 

(316) Shlmpf Paradigm of 'drink' and 'read' 

subject category 'drink' 'read' 

a. Resyllabified 
3MaSg 0-asaw [asu1] 0-avar 
3FeSg t-asaw t-arar 
1P1 n - 3 S 3 W Π-3Τ3Γ 

b. Not resyllabified 
3MaPl aswa-n arra-n 
3FePl aswa-naet arra-naet 
2Sg t-aswa-d t-arra-d 
2FePl t-aswa-maet t-arra-mast 
2MaPl t-aswa-m t-avra-m 
lSg assw-aer zerr-aer 

Unlike 'eat', which has a stable word-final ks cluster, the /sw/ and /rr/ 
clusters created by the word-final deletion of hi in (316) is unstable and must 
be resyllabified by Final-CC Schwa Insertion (44) (§3.2.4). In T-ka, but not 
other dialects, this inserted a acquires a marked accent by Epenthetic-Vowel 
Accentuation (70) (§3.3.2). The non-resyllabified shape -aeCC- does occur in 
prevocalic contexts even for verbs like 'drink' and 'read'; compare Sg Imprt 
asaw 'drink!' with MaPl Imprt sesw-ast. For some other dialects (R T-md Ts), 
resyllabification occurs under the same conditions, but for 'read' and most 
similar cases the Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation rule does not apply, hence 
3MaSg 0 - a r a r with default accent, as seen in ad i-rar 'he will read' (contrast 
T-ka ad i-rar). However, even in these dialects, we do get final-syllable 
accentuation for 'drink': ad i-saw 'he will drink'. In fact, the Shlmpf of this 
verb often behaves phonologically as -asu rather than -asaw (hence asu-\tt 
'drink it!' in several dialects, with postvocalic 3MaSg clitic allomorph -\tt, 
instead of 2esw-\e, with postconsonantal allomorph -\e). 

In the ShlmpfP variant /-aeqqamA-/ 'sit' (314.g) and in Shlmpf 
/-aeffiseykA-/ 'be searched' (314.k) the Shlmpf ends in /A/ for T-ka, an 
underspecified low V that is subject to deletion word-finally but that "counts" 
for purposes of Default Accentuation. So we get Future 3MaSg ad 0-seqqam 
'he will sit' and ad 0-aeffaeyk 'it will be searched', and 3MaPl counterparts ad 
0-aeqqamae-n and ad aeffsykas-n. The ae in the penult of 3FePl 
aeffaeykae-maet is another manifestation of this /A/. Underlying final /A/ is rare 
in Shlmpf forms, since it applies only to unaugmented stems that 
simultaneously are V-final, are C-initial, are bisyllabic, and lack a medial full 
high V. The few stems that satisfy these conditions, like 'sit' and 'be 
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searched', have no basis for a composite <LH> melody in the Shlmpf. 
However, /-aeqqamA-/ 'sit' does have dialectal variants /-aeqqami-/ and 
/-asqqaymi-/, hence 3MaPl Future ad 0-aeqqama-n or ad 0-asqqayma-n with 
schwa instead of ae before the suffix. 

Some further processes are observed in the augmented V-final verbs of 
(314.f). To begin with, VV-Contraction (37) applies in the combinations with 
V-initial subject suffixes, all of which have the shape /-aeC/, such as 3MaPl 
-aen and 2Sg -asd. In these combinations the suffixal Augment -t- is omitted 
and the stem-final V contracts with the suffixal V (317). 

(317) α-ae -» e 
i-ae —» i 
u-ae —> u 

In augment verbs with Shlmpf <L> melody, of course the stem-final V is 
/a/. In those with Shlmpf <H> melody, the unmarked choice for the stem-final 
V is /i/, hence 3MaPl Future ad ahnaffi-n 'they-Ma will groan', 2Sg Future 
(causative) ad s-assajri-d 'you-Sg will lengthen'. Note the antepenultimate 
default accent here (showing that this type of VV-Contraction precedes 
Default Accentuation). However, if there is a medial u in the stem, the stem-
final too appears as u by a special u-Spreading rule (119). This rule precedes 
another rule, Medial V-Shortening (120), that reduces the original medial full 
vowel /u/ to a before a CC-cluster preceding any /-aeC/ subject suffix (i.e. in 
the absence of Augment -t-). 

In (318), -hvnvffo- (+ -\t) 'groan' illustrates the unmarked final i, -dvruru-
(+ -\t) 'be diluted' illustrates u-Spreading, and -furru- (+ -\t) 'fly' illustrates 
u-Spreading followed by Medial V-Shortening. All of these processes are 
observable in (318.b), with Augment -t- absent, while in (318.a) the Augment 
forces Pre-Augment V-Shortening (§3.4.9.2). This merges {u i} into a, so we 
cannot determine whether u-Spreading has applied in (318.a). Clearly, 
however, Medial V-Shortening has not applied to the augmented forms of 'fly' 
in (318.a) as it has in the unaugmented forms in (318.b). 

(318) Shlmpf Paradigm of three verbs 

subject 'groan' 'be diluted' 'fly' 

a. Augment -t- present 
3MaSg 
3FeSg 
3FePl 
2FePl 
1P1 

1-hnaffa-t 
t-ahnaffa-t 
ahnaffa-t-naet 
ahnaffa-t-maet 
n-ahnaffa-t 

l-drura-t ι 

t-adrura-t ι 

adrüra-t-naet ι 

adrüra-t-maet ι 

n-adrura-t 

1-ffurra-t 
t-affurra-t 
affurra-t-nast 
t-affurra-t-maet 
n-affurra-t 
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b. Augment -t- absent 
3MaPl 
2Sg 
2MaPl 
ISg 

ahnaffi-n 
t-ahnaffi-d 
t-ahnaffi-m 
ahnaffi-γ 

adruru-n 
t-adruru-d 
t-adruru-m Ι 
adruru-Y 

affarru-n 
t-affarru-d 
t-affarru-m 
effarru-Y 

([phonetic [...er], [...ΟΥ] [ . . .ΟΥ]) 

u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening are typical of T-ka. However, in 
some other dialects, Medial V-Shortening is absent, and u-Spreading applies 
(in the Shlmpf) only when the source u and the targeted full V are separated by 
only a single C. To see this, consider another verb of the 'fly' type, 'be 
numerous', with Shlmpf) -abbuffa-t. For T-ka the 3MaPl Shlmpf is abbaffu-n, 
parallel to affarru-n in (318.b). However, for R (a Gourma dialect), we get 
abbuffe-n, where the medial u is not shortened, and rounding and backing 
features are not copied from /u/ onto the stem-final V. On the other hand, 
where only one C intervenes, both T-ka and R have 3MaPl Shlmpf 
ablambulu-n 'they-Ma roll' alongside 3MaSg Shlmpf i-blambula-t for the 
verb -bvlvmbulu-. 

Verbs whose basic form (best seen in the imperative) begins in CV... add a 
stem-initial short V in the inflected Shlmpf (but not Imprt). Most of the stem-
initial a 's and ae's in the Shlmpf stems cited above are due to this process, and 
do not appear in the corresponding imperatives. Moreover, in most cases this 
Stem-Initial V-Insertion (99) co-occurs with either Stem-Initial Syncope 
(101) or Cj-Gemination (103), both of which have the effect of producing a 
stem onset of the shape /-vCC.../. The same processes apply in the perfective 
stems. However, some verbs (chiefly causatives, but also a handful of 
underived -CuCvC- stems) treat perfective and Shlmpf differently with respect 
to these stem-initial processes. The rules are given in §3.4.8. Shlmpf examples 
are given in the central column, flanked by PerfP and Imprt for comparison, in 
(319). 

(319) Stem-Initial Processes in Perfective and Short Imperfective Stems 

a. 

b. 

gloss PerfP Shlmpf Imprt 

'see' -anhaey- -anhay- anhay 
'know' -assaen- -assan- assan 
'dig' -aYaes- - 3 Y 3 S - 3Y3S 
'vomit' -absa- -aebs- aebs 

'be ashamed' -aekrakaed- -akrukad- karukad 
'converse' -aedwaennae-t -adwanna-t dawanna-t 
'cut up' -aeblaejbaelaej- -ablajbalaj- balajbalaj 
'shine' -aemlaewlaew- -amlawlaw- malawlaw 
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'coagulate' -aqqurhaes- -aqqurhas- rürhas 
'get angry' -addukrae-t -addukra-t dükra-t 
'boast' -abbaraej- -aebbaeraej- baeraej 
'lie face down' -abbumbaey- -abbumbay- bümbay 

'be able' -aeddobae-t -adabae-t däbas-t 
[dialectally Shlmpf -aduba-t, Imprt duba-t] 

'be wounded' -aebewaes- -aebawass- bawaes 
'marry' -eedobasn- -aduban- düban 
'be tested' -aen-emaes- -aen-amaes- n-amaes 
'be adult' -aem-ewaed-I -aem-awaed- m-awaed 
'milk' -aez-ozaej- -az-uzaj- z-üzaj 

In (319.a), the basic stem (as in the Imprt) already has an initial short V. In 
(319.b-d), Stem-Initial V-Insertion applies to the Shlmpf. In addition, we see 
Stem-Initial Syncope in (319.b), and Q-Gemination in (319.c), but neither 
applies to the Shlmpf in (319.d). 

Causative Shlmpf forms are given in the same format in (320). 

(320) Stem-Initial Processes in Causatives 

gloss PerfP Shlmpf Imprt 

a. 'imitate' 
'count' 
'make boil' 

-ass-ajbaer-
-aess-odaen-ι 
-aes-waes-

-s-ajbar-
-s-ldan-ι 
-S-3W3S-

s-ajbar 
s-ldan ι 
S-3W3S 

b. 'make shine' -aes-maelaewlaew- -s-ammalawlaw- s - smmsbwbw 
'rave' -aes-laswlaew- -s-allawlaw- s-allawlas 

While the usual stem-initial modifications apply to perfective stems of 
causatives, their Shlmpf stems apply none of these processes to the Causative 
prefix itself. However, Q-Gemination applies to the first C of a following 
heavy (but not light) inner stem (320.b). For example, 'make shine' has a basic 
representation -s-vmvlvwlvw- from already (super-)heavy inner stem 
-mvlvwlvw-. Therefore the m is targeted by C,-Gemination in the Shlmpf 
-s-ammalawlaw-. 

7.2.3.2 Imperative positive stem (Imprt) 

The usual positive imperative is of the short imperfective system (with no 
subject prefix). There is also a long imperfective version of the imperative that 
I call long imperative positive (§7.2.5.4), commanding the addressee to 
perform recurrent acts, but it is not very common in positive imperatives. 
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The high-frequency positive imperative is expressed by a stem ("Imprt") 
that is very closely related to the Shlmpf. The Imprt does not undergo the 
stem-initial changes described in §7.2.3.1, above, for the Shlmpf (insertion of 
schwa, C,-Gemination, syncope). There are three Imprt forms for each verb 
(§7.4.3): singular-subject (unaffixed, no gender distinction), 2MaPl subject 
with suffix C)-aet, and 2FePl subject with suffix C)-mast. These two PI 
suffixes require penultimate accent (§3.3.1.1), while the Sg Imprt has default 
accent (except when resyllabification has applied). This is seen most clearly in 
superheavy stems, e.g. 'be bunched', with Sg Imprt lakanda-t, MaPl Imprt 
lakanda-t-aet, and FePl Imprt lakanda-t-maet. 

Examples of the Imprt, showing the inflectable Shlmpf stem for 
comparison, are in (321). More examples of the Sg Imprt are given alongside 
PerfP forms in in §7.2.2.1, and some examples with augment -t- are in §7.1. 

(321) Imperatives 

gloss Shlmpf Sg Imprt 2MaPl 2FePl 

a. 'fight' -aknas- aknas aknas-aet aknas-mast 
'be' -amal- amal amal-aet amal-maet 
'play' -addal- addal addal-ast addal-mast 
'move out' -azlay- azlay [ae'zli] azlay-aet azlay-maet 
'reach' -awad-1 awad [...aed] awad-aet awad-maet 

b. 'refuse' -ardu- ardu [ae'rdu] ardu-haet ardü-mast 
'separate' -abdu- abdu [ae'bdu] abdu-haet abdü-maet 
'be useful' -anfu- anfii anfu-haet anfu-maet 
'pardon' -sYfii- a?fu [as'Tfu] aifu-haet aTfii-mast 
'fall' -Idu- ldu idu-haet idü-maet 
'be born' -Iwi- Iwi iwi-haet iwl-mast 

c. 'fold' /-adhi-/ adh ädh-set adha-maet 
'vomit' /-aebsi-/ aebs äebs-aet absa-maet 

d. 'build' /-aekni-/ akan äekn-aet akna-maet 
'leave' /-aejli-/ ajal äejl-aet ajla-maet 
'drink' /-asswi-/- asaw äesw-ast aswa-maet 
'read' / -32ΥΠ-/ arar sevr-set arra-maet 

e. 'die' -aemmaet semmaet aemmäst-aet aemmaet-mast 

The V-initial suffix MaPl O-aet is extended as C)-haet after an overt V, 
which is i or u in all cases ( - iba- 'be lost' has dummy 3MaSg subject and 
forms no imperative), as shown in (321.b). 
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The examples in (321.c-d) are for the verbs with stem-final underspecifed 
high vowel III in the inflected Shlmpf. We actually see a manifestation of this 
vowel, in the form a, only in the FePl imperatives, e.g. absa-mai t 'vomit-
FePl! ' , where Short-V Harmony has then applied to the word-initial /as/ to 
produce another a. In the MaPl imperative, there is no overt sign, direct or 
indirect, of a stem-final III. Instead, the -aet suffix behaves like the lSgS suffix 
-aer with these same verbs in the inflected Shlmpf , thus compare äebs-aet 
'vomit-MaPl! ' with a d sebs-aev Ί will vomit ' . In the Sg imperative, the III 
likewise has no manifestation, but this is typical of word-final position (as also 
in the inflected Shlmpf forms with no nonzero subject suffix). I conclude that 
the III is deleted (by Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29), §3.1.2.4) in the (Sg 
imperative, and by an ad hoc morphophonological rule before MaPl Imperative 
suffix O - a e t , but is phonologically active in the FePl imperative. 

In (321.d), the Sg Imprt undergoes resyllabification (§3.2.4, §3.3.2), e.g. 
/aekn/ —> akan . This does not happen in the plural imperatives, which begin 
with a V. 

In heavy stems, we can see that the modifications (syncope or gemination) 
that occur at the onset of many Shlmpf (and perfective) stems do not apply to 
the imperative. Note particularly the final column in (322). 

(322) Imperatives of Long Verb Stems 

gloss PerfP Shlmpf Sg Imprt 

a. Stem-Initial Syncope 
'be bunched' -selkaendas-t -alkanda-t lakanda-t 
'peel o f f -aefraeqkasw- -af raqkaw- faraqkaw 

b. Stem-Initial Gemination 
'coil ' -allakae-t -sellaekae-t laekae-t 

There is a suppletive Imprt s temlyaew for 'come! ' (§7.3.2.8). 
A textual example of the imperative is (323). 

(323) kam-ak aeyy-\faella-m t -a-dazza 
you.FeSg-0 leave.Imprt-\on-2FeSg Fe-Sg-laughter 
'You-Fe there, leave f rom yourself (=cease) laughing!' 

The negative imperative (=prohibitive) category is expressed using either 
the Pe r fN or a the Prohib stem of the long imperfect ive group after Neg 
particle waer (§7.2.5.3, below). 

For a special ' le t ' s ...!' hortative construction including the Imprt stem, see 
§7.2.4. 
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7.2.3.3 Hortative of Shlmpf with suffix ( ")-et 

The Hortative suffix can be added to inflected Shlmpf stems to form the 
(short) hortative positive. The suffix is C)-et, extended as C)-het after a full 
vowel. It is the only suffix beginning with a full V. Insertion of h is also 
typical of clitics that begin with a short or full V. When word-final, the 
Hortative suffix requires accent (marked as v) on the word penult. For 
Hortative ( ~)-et with long imperfective stems, see §7.2.5.5. For an alternative 
hortative construction based on the Imprt stem, and not involving the Hortative 
suffix, see §7.2.4, below. 

The most common forms are those with 1P1 subject in inclusive sense 
('let's...'), but other subject categories may also occur. Examples in (324). 

(324) a. n-asal-et 
lPlS-run.Shlmpf-Hort 
'Let's run!' 

b. asal-asv-et 
run .Shlmpf-1 SgS -Hort 
'Let me run!' 

c. n-shuska-t-et 
lPlS-be.beautiful.Shlmpf-Aug-Hort 
'Let's become beautiful!' 

d. ajla-n-et 
go.ShImpf-3PlS-Hort 
'May they go!' 

e. n-skrsbba-t-et 
1 PIS-taste- Aug-Hort 
'Let's taste!' 

'Let' in e.g. 'Let me run!' should be interpreted in abstract hortative sense 
rather than as an imperative directed at a permission-granting authority. 
Further examples illustrating other verb classes: n-aduban-et 'let's marry!', 
n-aeqqam-et 'let's sit!', n-äerpr-et 'let's kill!'. 

Hortative C)-et follows pronominal subject suffixes (325.b,d). With 
augment verbs, the suffix follows Augment -t- (324.c,e). However, it precedes 
clitics, including object or dative pronominals and directionals, as shown in 
(325). It is therefore clearly a word-level suffix rather than a clitic. 

(325) a. aegr-aer-et-\t 
kill.ShImpf-lSgS-Hort-\3MaSgO 
'Let me kill him!' 
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b. aegr-aer-et-\tast 
kill.Shlmpf- lSgS-Hort-\3FeSgO 
'Let me kill her!' 

c. n-as-et-\0dd 
lPl-go.ShImpf-Hort-\Centrip 
'Let's come!' 

My R speaker gave hortatives that generally agreed with those given above 
(which are from T-ka). R examples are in (326). For C-final verbs, the R 
informant truncated and merged the usual 3MaPl -aen and 3FePl -naet as -n-
before Hortative C)-et. The result is O-n-et , arguably fused into a special 3P1 
Hortative portmanteau C)-net (326.d). For unaugmented V-final verbs, he 
merged 3MaPl and 3FePl but used the normal 3MaPl subject form before 
O - e t (326.e). In (326.b) we see a homorganic semivowel w rather than h (as 
in T-ka) separating a stem-final V from the suffix-initial e. 

(326) R Dialect Hortatives 

a. n-aegl-et 
1 PIS-go.Shlmpf-Hort 
'Let's go!' (R) 

b. n-asuw-et 
lPlS-cough.Shlmpf-Hort 
'Let's cough!' (R) 

c. t-ajjas-et 
3FeSgS-enter.ShImpf-Hort 
'Let her enter!' 

d. ajjas-n-et 
enter.ShImpf-3MaPlS-Hort 
'Let them (Ma or Fe) enter!' 

e. agls-n-et 
go.ShImpf-3MaPlS-Hort 
'Let them (Ma or Fe) go!' 

The positive hortative forms illustrated here are negated by a special 
hortative negative, which is formed from the Prohib stem in the long 
imperfective system (§7.2.5.6). 
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7.2.4 Alternative 1PI hortative construction using Imprt stem 

In the regular hortative construction with suffix P)-et just described, the full 
set of entities exhorted or permitted to undertake the activity is indexed in the 
grammatical subject. For example, if there is one speaker and one addressee, 
'let's go!' has 1P1 subject. 

In the alternative construction to which we now turn, a 1P1 dative clitic is 
added to an imperative. The overt subject of the imperative is Sg or PI 
depending on the number of persons in question, excluding the speaker. This 
imperative verb is followed by a 1 PI dative clitic, even if only two persons 
(speaker and addressee) are present. The 1P1 dative can therefore be taken as 
subsuming the 2nd person subject of the imperative. In this construction, 'let's 
go!' for two persons (1st dual inclusive) is expressed as 'go!-Sg for us'. On the 
other hand, 'let's go!' for three or more persons is expressed as 'go!-Pl for us', 
the imperative being 2MaPl or 2FePl according to the sex of the addressees 
(and any other included non-speaker referent). Data in (327) are valid for at 
least T-ka and R dialects. 

(327) Alternative Hortative Construction 

a. aeks-aet-\a-naer 
eat.Imprt-MaPl.Imprt-\Dat-lPl 
'Let's-MaPl eat!' [2+ persons not all female, plus speaker] 

b. sekk-\a-na£Y e-wet 
go.Imprt-\Dat-lPl Sg-market 
'Let's go to the marketplace!' [one person plus speaker] 

c. seks-mset-\a-nasT 
eat.Imprt-FePl.Imprt-\Dat-lPl 
'Let's-FePl eat!' [2+ females plus speaker] 

This construction may have more of an imperative flavor than the type 
with suffix C)-et. 

7.2.5 Long imperfective system 

This system includes the LoImpfP, its negation the LoImpfN, and another stem 
that I call Prohibitive]. Both the LoImpfN and the Prohib are used after Neg 
particle waer. The Prohib stem is similar but (except for 3FeSg subject) not 
identical in form to a stripped-down version of the LoImpfP stem, with ablaut 
length formative χ-pcl erased, that is used in definite relative clauses (§3.5.3). 

The long imperfective stems are built from the basic form of a given verb 
stem by adding the ablaut melodies and local formatives listed in (328). The 
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local formatives in (328.d) are limited to the LoImpfP, while those in (328.b-c) 
occur throughout the long imperfective system. 

(328) Long Imperfective Ablaut 

symbol description 

a. <H>, <L>, or <H L> vocalic melody (dialectally also <L H>) 

b. T-c2 gemination of second stem C 
T-t- prefix 

c. χ-f lengthening of final V 

d. χ-pcl lengthening of first postconsontal V 
χ-pcl accent on first postconsonantal V 

For each stem, the formatives in (328.b-c) are uniform throughout the long 
imperfective system. In underived stems, the two consonantal increments in 
(328.b) are in essentially complementary distribution, each stem having either 
T-c2 or T, but (usually) not both. As a result, there is always a difference in 
consonantism between stems of the long imperfective system and all other 
inflected stems of the same verb. In one verb class, the two consonantal 
increments T-c2 and Τ can co-occur (for some speakers). This is the same 
-vCvC- class mentioned above, with LoImpfP stems like -(t-)awwdt- 'hits'. 
Here, however, the -t- prefix is optional (i.e., dialectal, or in essentially free 
alternation with zero). Because 3FeSg and 2nd person subject prefix t- is 
deleted before a C, 'she hits' will always appear as [t3w:a't], which can be 
interpreted either as /t-t-awwat/ or as /t-awwdt/, so the difference between 
stem variants -awwat- and -t-awwot- is only audible for 1st person, 3MaSg, 
and 3P1 subjects. 

For causative verbs with Causative prefix-s- (and variants), the prefixal C 
is not compatible with Τ (-t- prefix). For these derivatives, consonantism does 
not distinguish long from short imperfectives. Fortunately, the two are 
distinguished by vocalism (most reliably χ-f)· 

The χ-f formative in (328.c) lengthens the V of the final stem syllable. 
The formatives in (328.d) occur only in the LoImpfP, and are absent from 

the LoImpfN and the Prohib. The LoImpfP is therefore particularly "marked" 
morphologically, more so than any other inflectable verb stem, χ-pcl 
lengthens the first postconsonantal V, and χ-pcl adds a marked accent to the 
same V. For purposes of calculating "first postconsonantal V," the -t- prefix (if 
present) counts as part of the environment, except in the type -(t-)9wwdt-
where the -t- is optional. 

The two V-lengthening features, χ-f (328.c) and χ-pcl (328.d), avoid 
clashing, i.e., they cannot be implemented in adjacent syllables (except in 
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causative verbs). They are both audibly implemented in trisyllabic and longer 
stems, but only one is audible in non-causative mono- or bisyllabic LoImpfP 
stems. A trisyllabic LoImpfP is -t-abaeraj- 'boast' from stem -bvrvj-, with first 
and third V's lengthened. A bisyllabic LoImpfP, from stem -vjjvs-, is -t-ajjass-
'enter' with only the first V lengthened (not #-t-ajjas-). 

In -(t-)awwat- 'hits', if we treat the optional -t- as irrelevant to the other 
ablaut features, the lengthened V could theoretically be due to either χ-f or 
χ-pcl, since the "first postconsonantal V" and the "V of final stem syllable" 
converge. In other verb classes, χ-f (if audible at all) appears in LoImpfP, 
LoImpfN, and Prohib stems, whereas χ-pcl is confined to the LoImpfP. We 
should therefore be able to determine which of χ-f or χ-pcl is operative in 
-(t-)awwat-, by observing whether the second V remains a full V in the Prohib 
and LoImpfN stems. In war 1-t-awwit 'he does not hit' and waer t-awwat 
'don't-Sg hit!', we do in fact see a full i or a, so I conclude that χ-f instead of 
χ-pcl is at work in -(t-)awwät-. 

Each verb type has a characteristic long imperfective melody, 
observable in the LoImpfP and Prohib. (329) is organized around the melody 
of the LoImpfP (rightmost column), and also shows the Shlmpf for reference. 

(329) Characteristic Long Imperfective Melodies 

stem shape Shlmpf LoImpfP 

stem-wide <L> melody 

a. light C-final stem with no full υ 
-vPPvC- -aPPaC- -t-dPPaeC-
-vPQvC- -aPQaC- -PdQQaeC-

b. light V-final stem with initial short ν and no lexical u or i 
-νΡυ- /-sePi-/ /-t-dPPA-/ 
-νΡΡυ- /-aePPi-/ /-t-dPPA-/ 
-VPQD- /-aePQi-/ /-PaQQA-/ 

[LoImpfP dialectally /-PaQQi-/, -PdQQa-, -PaQQu-] 

c. -CiCvC- and -CiCu- (fluctuate with -CaCvC-, -CaCu-) 
-CiCvC- -aeCaCaeC- -t-aCaCaC-

[Shlmpf sometimes -aCiCaC-] 
-CiCu- -aeCaC- -t-aCaCa-
-PiCu- (+ -t) -aePPaCae-t -t-aCaCo-t 
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d. heavy stem subject to CpGemination in Shlmpf and perfectives 
-PvCvC-
-PvCCvC-
-PvCCu-
-PaCCu-
-PvCu- (+ -t) 
-PaCu- (+ -t) 

-jePPseCseC-
-aePPasCCaeC-
/-aePPaeCCi-/ 
/-aePPaCCi-/ 
-£ePPasCas-t 
-aePPaCae-t 

-t-aPaeCaC-
-t-aPaeCCaC-
-t-aPaeCCa-
-t-aPaeCCa-
-t-aPasCa-t 
-t-aPaCa-t 

stem-wide <H> melody 

e. stem with lexical u or i, except -CiCvC- and-CiCu-, see (c) 
above 

-iCi- -iCi- -t-iCi-
-vCu- -aCu- -t-iCu-
-vPQu- -aPQu- -PiQQu-
-uCvC- -aCaC- -t-lCaC-
-uPQvC- -üPQvC- -FiQQuC-

[LoImpfP also -PuQQaC-, -t-uPQaC-] 1 
-CuCvC- -aCuCaC- -t-lCuCuC-
-PuCO- /-aP(P)uCi-/ -t-lPaCCu-
-PuCu- (+ -t) -aPPuCa-t -t-lPuCu-t 
-PuCCu- (+ -t) -aPPuCCa-t -t-lPaCCu-t 
-PvQuCvC- -aPQuCaC- -t-lPQuCuC-
-PvQuCu- /-aPQuCi-/ -t-iPQuCu-
-PvQuCv- (+ -t) -aPQuCa-t -t-lPQuCu-t 
-PvQiCvC- -aPQiCaC- -t-lPQiCiC-
-PvQiCv- (+ -t) -aPQiCa-t -t-IPQiCi-t 
-PuCCvC- -aPPuCCaC- -t-lPaCCuC-
-PuCCvCu- (+ -t) -aPPuCCaCa-t -t-iPaCCaCu-t 

f. light stem with initial full υ (arguably underlying u) 
-uCi> 1-aCi-l /-t-iCi-/ 

[A-grm has LoImpfP /-t-dCi-/] 
-υΡΡυ- /-αΡΡι-/ /-t-iPPi-/ 
-uPQu- /-aPQi-/ /-t-iPQi-/ 
-uCvC- -aCaC- -t-iCsC-

[A-grm has LoImpfP -t-aCaC-] 
-uPQvC- -aPQaC- -t-iPQaC-

[A-grm has LoImpfP -t-dPQaeC-] 

g. superheavy stem subject to Stem-Initial Syncope in Shlmpf and 
perfectives 

-PvQvCCvCvC- -aPQaCCaCaC- -t-iPQaCCaCiC-
-PvQvCCu- /-aPQaCCi-/ -t-lPQaCCi-
-PvQvCu- (+ -t) -sPQaCa-t -t-lPQaCi-t 
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composite <H L> melody 

h. light C-final stem with no full V or CC cluster 
-vCvC- -aPaC- -(t-)sPPdC-

i. mostly adjectival verbs with «u α» or «i α» imperfective melody 
(sometimes alternating with <o u» or <o i» as in perfectives) 

-uCaC- -üCaC-
[LoImpfP also -t-iCuC-] 

-ICaC-
[LoImpfP also -t-iCuC-] 

-t-uCaC-

-iCaC- -t-iCaC-

-uPQaC-
-iPQaC-

-üPQaC-
-IPQaC-

-t-iiPQaC-
-t-iPQaC-

composite <L H> melody 

j. (none in T-ka, but for eastern dialects see comment in (f) above 
on -uCi>) 

In (329.f), the light stems beginning with full υ are tricky. The initial V 
appears as ο in perfectives, α in short imperfectives, and i (except α in A-grm) 
in long imperfectives. Since perfective ο can elsewhere behave as the overlay 
of <L> melody on lexical u, by combining the perfective and long 
imperfective data we can at least make a case that the lexical representations 
begin in u (or i), which would permit us to combine (329.f) with (329.e). 
However, the alternations in the stem-initial V in these verbs are far from 
transparent. 

The mostly adjectival verbs in (329.i) are morphologically distinctive in 
many respects, and since their vocalism is constant throughout the short and 
long imperfectives (and often carries through to nominalizations), it is perhaps 
best to leave them outside the productive system for determining characteristic 
long imperfective melodies. The -vCvC- verbs in (329.h) are also rather 
isolated, since they fluctuate between prefixed and unprefixed LoImpfP and 
alone among all verbs allow χ-f but not χ-pcl to be expressed audibly. 

This leaves two broad alliances, one set with <L> and the other with <H> 
as characteristic long imperfective melody. There are two central axes on 
which the many stem-shape classes split (330). 

(330) Basis for Choice Between <H> and <L> Characteristic Melody 

a. all stems: if stem contains a high full vowel i or u, or a stem-initial 
full V (which is arguably u), then <H> melody; otherwise 
continue to (b-c) 
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b. light stems unaffected by (a): <L> 

c. heavy stems unaffected by (a): 
<H> if stem onset is subject to Stem-Initial Syncope (i.e. 

superheavy stem beginning in -CvCV...) 
<L> if stem onset is subject to C rGemination (i.e. middleweight 

-CvCvC- or a stem that begins in -CvCC...) 

The patterns in (330) are valid for prefixally derived stems as well. Since 
the prefixal C is counted in stem-shape assignment, all prefixally derived verbs 
are heavy. Again, an i or u in the basic form of the stem forces <H> melody, 
except that -C-iCvC- and -C-iCu- stems have an unstable i that becomes α in 
the LoImpfP, which has <L> melody. For stems with no full V, we again get 
<H> if the stem begins in -C-vCV..., and <L> if the stem begins in -C-vCV... 
and so permits C,-Gemination. 

Causative verbs with prefix -s- (or variant, §8.1) have many special 
paradigmatic features, including absence of Stem-Initial V-Insertion in the 
Shlmpf, and a C,-Gemination that targets the first post-prefixal C in the 
Shlmpf (if this C is unclustered) and applies only to superheavy stems (this 
excludes -s-vCvC-). Caus prefix -s- does not permit the usual -t- prefix. 
Examples showing Shlmpf and LoImpfP are in (331), using the same letter 
codes for subsections as in (329), above, though the light stems in (330) have 
no counterparts in (331). 

(331) Characteristic Long Imperfective Melodies: Causatives 

stem shape Shlmpf LoImpfP 

stem-wide <L> melody 

c. stems with i 
-s-iCvC-
-s-vPiCvC-

-s-lCaC-
-s-aPPiCaC-

-s-aCaC-
-s-aPaCaC-

d. heavy stem subject to Ci-Gemination in the perfective (not shown) 
-s-vCvC-
-s-vCCvC-
-s-vPvCvC-
-s-vCCu-
-S-VPVCCD-
-s-vCvCCvC-
-s-vCvCCvCCvC-

-s-aCaC-
-s-aCCaC-
-s-aPPaCaC-
/-s-aeCCi-/ 
/-s-aPPaCCi-/ 
-s-aPPaCCaC-
-s-aPPaCCaCCaC-

-s-aCaC-
-s-dCCaC-
-s-aPa;CaC-
-s-dCCa-
-s-aPseCCa-
-s-aPseCCaC-
-s-aPseCCaeCCaC-
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stem-wide <H> melody 

e. stem with lexical u or i, except -CiCvC- and-CiCu-, see (c) above 
-s-uCvC- -s-üCvC- -s-iCuC-
-s-uCCvC- -s-üCCvC- -s-lCCuC-
-s-uCCu- /-s-uCCi-/ -s-iCCu-
-s-vPuCvC- -s-aPPuCaC- -s-1PuCuC-
-s-vPvCuCvC- -s-aPPaCuCaC- -s-lPCuCuC-

g. superheavy stem subject to Stem-Initial Syncope in Shlmpf and 
perfectives 

-s-vPvCvCCvC- -s-aPPaCaCCaC- -s-lPCaCCiC-
-s-vPvCCu- (+ -t) -s-aPPaCCa-t -s-lPaCCu-t 

[LoImpfP also -s-aPaeCCa-t] 
-s-vPvCCu- /-s-aPPaCCi/ -s-!PaCCu 

[LoImpfP also -s-aPaeCCa-] 

There are some minor differences between causatives and other stems. In 
causatives, the tendency of stems with i to have <L> LoImpfP extends to 
superheavy stems, and V-final stems tend to have final u rather than i in the 
LoImpfP (in the absence of a medial full V). 

The comparisons between Shlmpf and LoImpfP above are also useful in 
another connection, namely, specifying the precise input to long imperfective 
ablaut. When the -t- prefix is present, if the core stem is C-initial it is 
necessary to account for the vowel that appears between the two. In the 
LoImpfP, this V is targeted by χ-pcl and χ-pcl (i.e. length and accent), and so 
appears as ί or ά, but the corresponding LoImpfN always has 3, and the Prohib 
(which respects the verb's characteristic long imperfective melody) has a or as. 
So disregarding the special LoImpfP ablaut formatives we need to ensure that 
a short vowel ("v") occurs between -t- and the stem-initial C before ablaut 
(including vocalic melodies) takes place. One possibility is to argue that -t- is 
really -tv-. However, we have also identified a Stem-Initial V-Insertion that 
adds an initial short V to the perfectives and Shlmpf (but not Imprt) of many 
verbs, and having a version of this rule apply to a C-initial stem as an input 
modification prior to applying long imperfective ablaut components is another 
possibility. 

More serious pre-ablaut reconfigurations may be needed for the light 
verbs in (332), which have a vowel between C, ("P") and C2 ("Q") in the long 
imperfectives but not in the perfectives or short imperfectives. 
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(332) Pre-Ablaut Stem Reconfigurations 

stem shape Imprt LoImpfP LoImpfN 

a. 
b. 
c. 

-vPQvC-
-vPQu-
-vPQu-

sPQaC 
aPQu 
/aePQi/ 

-PdQQaeC-
-FiQQu-
/-PdQQA-/ 

-PaQQsC-
-PaQQu-
/-PaQQi-/ 

input 

-PvQvC-
-PvQu-
-PvQu-

The suggested input to long imperfective ablaut (rightmost column) 
involves inserting a short ν between Ρ and Q, and in (a) also removing the 
stem-initial V that appears in the other stems. 

Pre-ablaut r econf igura t ions are a somewhat ques t ionab le 
morphophonological concept. The need to include such modifications to 
support an otherwise "regular" componential ablaut analysis should make us 
wonder whether long imperfectives of light stems might have template-like 
features. Certainly there is no overall prosodic template that could begin to 
capture the full range of long imperfective shapes, and the long imperfectives 
of heavy verbs are transparently constructed by applying ablaut components to 
the basic form of the stem, preserving the stem's C and V positions. However, 
several types of light verb end up with long imperfectives based on a shape 
beginning -CvCC... (hence LoImpfP -CdCC...), and a templatic element in 
derivations is not out of the question. 

7.2.5.1 Long Imperfective Positive stem (LoImpfP) 

The LoImpfP is the only stem in the imperfective system, aside from the 
uncommon long imperative, that can be used clause-initially (i.e. without 
preverbal particles): i-jdll 'he goes (regularly)'. It can denote recurring or 
habitual events, or a (present) progressive, as in i-t-ihnaffi-t 'he often moans' 
or 'he is moaning' and i-t-umad (variant i-t-imud) 'he prays (regularly)' or 'he 
is praying'. I noted above that the Resit, which is part of the perfective system, 
may also be used in present stative/resultative sense and for some verbs can be 
glossed with the English progressive: i-ttas 'he is sleeping' (better: 'he went to 
sleep and is still asleep'; root Vds). The LoImpfP may be preceded by Future 
ad to denote future recurrent events: ad i-jdll 'he will go (regularly)'; this 
combination is uncommon, the usual future being ad plus the Shlmpf. The 
LoImpfP is replaced by the LoImpfN when directly preceded by Negative 
waer. 

The LoImpfP is built from the basic lexical form of the stem by the full set 
of ablaut features listed in (328), above. The melody, which is diagnostic of 
the characteristic long imperfective melody (also used in the Prohib), depends 
on the stem-shape type. Except for the type -( t-)awwdt- 'hits' with 
compositive <H L> melody, all T-ka verbs have either stem-wide <L> or 
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stem-wide <H> as the characteristic long imperfective melody, but eastern 
dialects preserve some cases of <L H> with V-final non-augment verbs. 

All LoImpfP stems have one of the two consonantal increments, Γ-c2 or T, 
and for some speakers (or dialects) the type -(t-)aww0t 'hits' has both. 

(333) LoImpfP Ablaut 

symbol description 

a. <H>, <L>, or <H L> vocalic melody (dialectally also 
<LH>) 

b. T-c2 
Τ 

gemination of second stem C 
-t- prefix 

c. χ-f lengthening of final V 

d. χ-pci 
χ-pci 

lengthening of first postconsontal V 
accent on first postconsonantal V 

As noted in §7.2.5, above, χ-f and χ-pcl can both occur audibly only if 
separated by an intervening syllable ("clash avoidance"), or in causatives 
(where clash avoidance is not enforced). If the LoImpfP has just two syllables, 
we get χ-f in the type -(t-)awwat for -vCvC- verbs, otherwise we get χ-pcl . 
Also in the type -(t-)awwcit, the optional -t- prefix is disregarded in calculating 
"first postconsonantal V" for purposes of associating the accent formative 
X-pcl. 

Some examples of the LoImpfP are in (334), with the Shlmpf for 
comparison. In each part of (334), the melody and the consonantal formatives 
are listed, along with any relevant (morpho-)phonological rules. 

(334) LoImpfP Stems 

gloss LoImpfP Shlmpf 

a. melody <L>, T-c2 
'fight' -kannaes- -aknas-
'vomit' -bass- (/-bassA-/) -aebs (-aebsi-) 
'hear' -sail- (/-sallA-/) -sssl (-aesli-) 

[A-grm and Gao: LoImpfP also -sallu-, -salla-] 

b. melody <H>, T-c2 
'be split' -fillu- -aflu-
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c. melody <L>, Τ 

e. 

'enter' 
'boast' 
'go to' 
'do' 
'raise young' 
'be joyful' 
'witness' 

-t-ajjaes-
-t-abseraj-
-t-akk- (/-t-akkA-/) 
-t-djj- (/-t-ajjA-/) 
-t-araebba-
-t-adaewa-t 
-t-ajaeyha-

-3JJ3S-

-zebbaeraej-
-aekk- (/-aekki-/) 
-aej- (/-aeji-/) 
-aerrasbb (/-aerraebbi-/) 
-zeddaewae-t 
-äejjaeyh (/-aejjaeyhA-/) 

[Shlmpf dialectally -sejjayh-] 

d. melody <H>, Τ 
'stretch' -t-ijj- (/-t-ijji-/) 
'bray' -t-lru-
'arrive' -t-is- ((/-t-isi-/) 
'cut up' -t-iblajbalij-
'be confused' -t-lmtalli-
'be dying' -t-ljrari-t 
'be born' -t-iwi-
'dish out' -t-ijam-
'be calm' -t-lzj- (/-t-lzji-/) 

like (d), plus u-Spreading 
'gape' -t-lblulur-

-ajj (/-ajji-/) 
-aru-
-as- (/-asi/) 
-ablajbalaj-
-amtall (/-amtalli-/) 
-ajrara-t 
-Iwi-
-ajam-
-azj (/-azji-/) 

-ablular-

f. like (d), plus u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening 
'want' -t-ldarhun- -addurhan-

g. like (d), plus resyllabification (§3.2.4, §3.3.2) 
'be spacious' -t-ilaw (/-t-llw-/) -alaw (/-alwi-/) 

h. melody <H L>, T-c2 plus optional Τ 
'hit' -(t-)awwat- -awat-, -wat-

[LoImpfP also -(t-)aggdt-] 

irregular or suppletive 
'say' -jdnna-
'eat' -t-dtt- (/-tattA-/) 
'drink' -sass- (/-sdssA-/) 
'give' -hdkk- (/-hdkkA-/) 

-zenn- (/-aenni-/) 
-zeks- (/-aeksi-/) 
-asaw (/-aeswi-/) 
-zekf- (/-aekfi-/) 

The type -t-iCaC-, e.g. -t-ijam- 'dish out' in (334.d), is valid for most 
dialects. However, A-grm has t-dCaeC-, hence -t-dgaem- 'dish out'. Likewise, 
for 'wipe' (PerfP -omzes-), most dialects have LoImpfP -t-imas-, but A-grm 
has -t-dmaes-. In other words, A-grm has stem-wide <L> rather than stem-
wide <H> as the characteristic long imperfective melody for this class. 
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Returning to -t-iCaC-, especially in some dialects (I, R, some Kidal-area 
varieties) the a is subject to Syncope before a V-initial suffix, with the further 
twist that <H> melody spreads into the vowel of a V-initial subject suffix, e.g. 
LoImpfP 3MaSg i-t-ihar 'share in common' but 3MaPl t-ihr-an. For 
metathesis in a few of the relevant R dialect forms, see §3.2.2.1. By contrast, 
T-ka has the same 3MaSg i-t-ihar, but 3MaPl t-lhar-aen with no Syncope and 
no spreading of <H> melody into the suffixal vocalism. A-grm has -t-aCaeC-
instead of -t-iCaC-. 

Examples of the LoImpfP, including participles, are in (335). 

(335) a. mi i-t-addash-asn 
who? 3MaSgS-LoImpf-pound.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg 
[a-\s i-ja a-wen] ? 
[Dem-\Instr 3MaSgS-do.PerfP Dem-Dist]? 
'Who was pounding (grain), when that happened?' 

b. hannasy-asv Ν 
see.LoImpfP-lSgS Ν 
[i-wway-bdd i-sserer-aen] 
[3MaSgS-bring.Reslt-Centrip Pl-firewood-MaPl] 
Ί see (that) Ν (man's name) has brought firewood here.' 

c. t-amaett t-oraw-aet-s 
Fe-woman 3FeSgS-give.birth.Reslt-Partpl.FeSg-as.for 
maAhii-s 0-t-ajjae-d ? 
what?-\Dat-3Sg 2S-LoImpf-make.LoImpfP-2SgS 
'The woman who has given birth, what are you making for 
her?' 

d. t-a-maett t-oraw-ast, 
Fe-Sg-woman 3FeSgS-give.birth.ResIt-Partpl.FeSg 
d-xx i-rommaes-\taet 
milk 3MaSg-take.LoImpfP-\3FeSgO 
Ά woman who has (just) given birth, milk (often) takes her 
(=makes her feel bad briefly).' [K] 

e. ara-taen maedroy-nen 
child-MaPl small-Partpl.Pl 
[s-arhan-sen-\t2en erd-an 
[Caus-be.sick.LoImpfP-3MaPlS filth-MaPl 
'Small children, filth (habitually) makes them sick.' [K] 
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f. ksemm 0-s-afal-aed i-laemaw-äen-naem 
2FeSg 2S-Caus-tan.LoImpfP-2SgS Pl-skin-MaPl-2FeSgPoss 
[a-\s-kaem oyye-v] 
[Dem-\Instr-\2FeSgO leave.PerfP- lSgS] 
'You-FeSg were tanning your hides when I left you.' [K] 

A habitual aspectual reading can be expressed using -rvymu- 'sit, remain' 
plus a LoImpfP, at least in Κ dialect. 

(336) asqqim-aev sall-aev [e brouette-taen] 
sit.Reslt-lSgS hear.LoImpfP-lSgS [Dat wheelbarrow-MaPl] 
gilluw-aer 
go.LoImpfP-lSgS 
Ί would (=used to) hear about "wheelbarrows" and I would go away.' 
[K] 

7.2.5.2 Long Imperfective Negative stem (LoImpfN) 

The LoImpfN is used after Negative particle w s r (war before high V), as in 
war i-t-adubun 'he does not marry'. The LoImpfN is constructed by applying 
the ablaut components in (337) to the basic form of a verb. 

(337) LoImpfN Ablaut 

symbol description 

a. <H> vocalic melody 

b. T-c2 gemination of second stem C 
Τ -t- prefix 

c. χ-f lengthening of final V 

The LoImpfN, like the Prohib, lacks two key ablaut features that 
characterize the LoImpfP: the marked accent (χ-pcl) and lengthening of the 
first postconsonantal V (χ-pcl). The LoImpfN also imposes its own invariant 
<H> melody, whereas the LoImpfP and Prohib share the characteristic long 
imperfective melody (<H>, <L>, or <H L>) of the particular stem-shape class. 
If the characteristic melody is <L> or <H L>, the <H> melody of the LoImpfN 
is distinctive, so the LoImpfN is audibly distinct from the Prohib. If the 
characteristic melody is already <H>, the LoImpfN and Prohib stems are 
indistinguishable. 

Examples of the LoImpfN are given in (338), with the corresponding 
LoImpfP shown for comparison. The LoImpfN forms in (338.a) are unique to 
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the LoImpfN, while those in (338.b-d) are identical in form to Prohib stems. 
The cases in (338.c) involve three-way LoImpfN = Prohib = LoImpfP 
homophony at the segmental level, but the LoImpfP has fixed accent while the 
LoImpfN and Prohib are unaccented (and so permit a default accent on a 
syllable or on the preverbal Neg particle). Thus note the accents in i-t-issl 'he 
runs' and its negation war 1-t-isal 'he doesn't run'. (338.d) is like (338.c) but 
also involves Final-CC Schwa-Insertion (44) (i.e., ^syllabification), and in 
T-ka this shifts accent onto the inserted schwa (§3.3.2). 

(338) LoImpfN Stems 

gloss LoImpfN LoImpfP 

a. LoImpfN distinguishable from Prohib and from LoImpfP 

'fight' -kannas- -kannss-
'stand up' -baddad- -baddasd-
'hit' -(t-)awwit- -(t-)awwdt-

[also variants with gg for ww] 
'do' -t-ajj- (/-t-ajji-/) -t-ajj-
'vomit' -bass- (/-bassi-/) -bass-
'eat' -t-att- (/-t-atti-/) -t-att-
'drink' -sass- (/-sassi-/) -sdss-
'load' -t-ajajja- -t-ajsejja-
'make run' -s-lsil- -s-asal-
'die' -t-amatti-t -t-amastta-t 
'say' -janni- -janna-
'move out' -t-ahini- -t-ahana-
'make hate' -s-as-ikid- -s-as-akad-(§8.1.3) 

b. LoImpfN homophonous to Prohib (but not to LoImpfP) 

'marry' -t-adubun- -t-'idubun-
'believe' -raddu- -riddu-
'make pound' -s-as-uduh- -s-ls-uduh-

c. LoImpfN is homophonous to Prohib; LoImpfN (and Prohib) are 
segmentally homophonous to LoImpfP, but LoImpfP has fixed accent 

'open' -t-Tr- (/-t-iri-/) -t-ir-
'dish out' -t-ljam- -t-ijam-
'run' -t-lsal- -t-isal-
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d. like (c), but (except before V-initial suffix or clitic) all the stems 
undergo resyllabification by Final-CC Schwa-Insertion (44), which 
entails (in T-ka) Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation (70) overriding the 
ablaut accent 

'be spacious' -t-ilaw (/-t-ilwi-/) -t-ilaw (/-t-ilwi-/) 
'leave in PM' -t-idaw (/-t-idwi-/) -t-idaw (/-t-idwi-/) 

The <H> melody of the LoImpfN is pervasive in (338). The LoImpfN has 
no ablaut accent, and it preserves the underlying length of all stem V's. 
However, χ-f does lengthen the final V in trisyllabic or longer LoImpfN stems 
(as in the LoImpfP and Prohib), e.g. -t-adubun- from stem -dubvn- 'marry'. 

If the inflected word containing the LoImpfN stem has fewer than three 
syllables (or fewer than two, if a stem-final V has been deleted), a phrasal 
accent appears on the preceding Negative waer, as in wser 0-baddad 'she does 
not stand up' (with deleted /t-/ 3FeSg subject prefix). 

In (338.d), the final /CC/ (after Stem-Final i/A-Deletion) is resyllabified, 
and in T-ka has final-syllable accent (§3.3.2). Since the two known verbs of 
type (338.d), i.e. stems with shape -uPQu- where Q is a sonorant and Ρ is not, 
have characteristic long imperfective <H> melody, the result is three-way 
homophony between LoImpfN, LoImpfP, and Prohib. When a V-initial suffix 
or clitic is added, the forms in (338.d) are realized as LoImpfN and Prohib 
unaccented -t-ilw- and -t-ldw-, theoretically distinct from LoImpfP -t-ilw- and 
-t-idw- with marked accents, but the suffix or clitic V counts in Default 
Accentuation, so the underlying accentual distinction is overridden: t-ilwa-n 
'they-Ma are spacious', negated as war t-ilwa-n, with /-t-ilwi-/ and /-t-llwi-/, 
respectively, plus 3MaPl -aen. Examples of the LoImpfN are in (339). 

(339) a. dywa snna-\0-s haeraet rarad 
well say.Imprt-\Dat-3Sg thing all 
war 1-rallal [d-sasl i-daer] 
Neg 3MaSgS-be.eternal.LoImpfN [Sg-dayProx-Anaph] 
'Well, tell him that nothing at all lasts forever nowadays.' [K] 

b. waer an-jabbas 
Neg lPlS-tie.on.LoImpfN 
'We do not tie on (=wear wraps).' [K] 

7.2.5.3 Prohibitive stem (Prohib) and negative imperative constructions 

In this section I describe the form of the Prohib stem, then describe prohibitive 
(=negative imperative) constructions. The Prohib stem, part of the long 
imperfective system, has the ablaut features in (340). It differs from the 
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LoImpfP in not having the ablaut 
postconsonantal V) or χ-pcl (accent). 

(340) Prohibitive Stem Ablaut 

symbol 

a. <H>, <L>, or <H L> 

b. T-c2 
Τ 

features χ-pcl (lengthening of first 

description 

vocalic melody 

gemination of second stem C 
-t- prefix 

c. χ-f lengthening of final V 

The melody for the Prohib stem is the same characteristic long 
imperfective melody used in the LoImpfP of the same stem-shape classs. The 
remaining features (340.b-c) are the same as those used in the LoImpfN. The 
unique ablaut formatives of the LoImpfP are not present in the Prohib. 

The Prohib and LoImpfN stems are indistinguishable for verb types that 
have characteristic <H> melody (341.a). However, stems with <L> or <H L> 
characteristic melody distinguish the LoImpfN and Prohib by vocalism 
(341. b-c). 

(341) Prohib Stems 

gloss Prohib LoImpfN LoImpfP 

a. characteristic <H> melody 

'marry' -t-adubun- (=Prohib) -t-ldubun-
' believe' -raddu- (=Prohib) -riddu-
'make pound' -s-as-uduh- (=Prohib) -s-is-uduh-

b. characteristic <L> melody 

'fight' -kaennaes- -kannas- -kannaes-
'stand up' -baeddaed- -baddad- -bdddaed-
'do' -t-aejj- -t-djj-

[for /-t-aejjA-/, /-1-ojji-/, and /-t-ajjA-/] 
'vomit' -baess- -bass- -bdss-
'eat' -t-aett- -t-att- -t-att-
'drink' -saess- -sass- -sdss-
'load' -t-aejaejja- -t-ajajja- -t-ajaejja-
'make run' -s-asal- -s-lsil- -s-asal-
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'die' -t-aemaetta-t -t-amatti-t -t-ämaetta-t 
'say' -jsenna- -jsnni- -janna-

c. characteristic <H L> melody 

'hit' -(t-)awwat- -(t-)awwit -(t-)awwat-

I now consider the clause-level prohibitive (=negative imperative) 
constructions. There are two, both containing Negative preverb waer. Both 
constructions are widely distributed in Tamashek dialects. 

In what I call the PerfN prohibitive, waer is followed by a PerfN stem 
with the usual (non-imperative) 2Sg, 2MaPl, or 2FePl subject affixes (2Sg 
t-...-aed, 2MaPl t-.-.-asm, 2FePl t-...-maet, with the t- prefix generally deleted 
before a C). The entire construction is identical to the (2nd person) perfective 
negative construction. Examples in (342). 

(342) a. waer t-alle^-asd 
Neg 2S-insert.PerfN-2SgS 
'Don't-Sg insert!' or 'You-Sg did not insert.' 

b. waer t-osel-aed 
Neg 2S-run.PerfN-2SgS 
'Don't-Sg run!' or 'You-Sg did not run.' 

c. waerAtaen t-ares-aed 
Neg-\3MaP10 2S-dig.PerlN-2SgS 
'Don't-Sg dig them out!' or 'You-Sg didn't dig them out.' 

d. waer t-attes-maet 
Neg 2Sg-sleep(Vds).PerfN-2FePlS 
'Don't-FePl sleep (late)!' (K) 

The alternative is an unambiguously prohibitive form that I call the 
Lolmpf prohibitive. This construction consists of Negative waer plus a form 
of the Prohib stem with imperative-type subject marking (§7.4.3): zero for 
2Sg, O-aet for 2MaPl, and O-maet for 2FePl (both 2MaPl and 2FePl suffixes 
require word-penultimate accent). Examples are in (343). The t- prefix in some 
of the verbs is that of the long imperfective system, not the 2nd person (non-
imperative) subject prefix. 

(343) a. waer t-aellaez 
Neg LoImpf-insert.Prohib 
'Don't-Sg insert!' 
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b. wser basddaed 
Neg get.up.Prohib 
'Don't-Sg get up!' 

c. wasr raejjsn-aet 
Neg get.up.Prohib-Imprt.2MaPl 
'Don't-MaPl get soiled!' 

d. waer rasjjaen-maet 
Neg get.up.Prohib-Imprt.2FePl 
'Don't-FePl get soiled!' 

e. waer-\t awwat-aet 
Neg-\3MaSgO hit.Prohib-Imprt.2MaPl 
'Don't-MaPl hit him!' 

An example of a Prohib stem ending in α is -jaenna- 'say'. The Lolmpf 
prohibitive clauses for this verb are 2Sg waer jaenna, 2MaPl waer jaenna-haet 
(note the h), and 2FePl waer jaennä-maet. For 2MaPl, I once recorded waer 
jaenne-haet. 

The PerfN prohibitive and the Lolmpf prohibitive were both verified for 
K-d: waer t-sqker-aed = waer naekkaer 'don't get up!'. 

A form resembling the Prohib, but (except for light verbs with 3FeSg 
subject) containing a marked accent, occurs in definite relative clauses. This 
is actually the LoImpfP after syntactically triggered erasure of χ-pcl (length), 
with or without an additional rightward shift in the accent (§3.5.3.1). Thus 
with 3MaSg subject we have ordinary LoImpfP i-bdddaed 'he gets up', 
becoming i-baeddaed (erasing length but retaining accent) in definite relatives. 
Compare waer baeddaed 'don't-Sg get up!' with unaccented Prohib stem. 

7.2.5.4 Long imperative 

The LoImpfP stem is occasionally used as an imperative, with the usual 
imperative endings: zero for 2Sg, C)-aet for 2MaPl, and O-maet for 2FePl. 
This construction has the sense that we would expect, viz., an imperative with 
scope over multiple occurrences or over an extended time span, rather than a 
single immediate instance as with most imperatives. This form is therefore far 
less common than the regular imperative, which is built on the Imprt stem 
(short imperfective system). For example, the usual 2Sg imperative for 'get 
up!' is abdad (2MaPl sbdsd-aet, 2FePl abdad-maet) with the Imprt stem, but if 
the command is intended to apply to an extended time span it can appear as 
bdddaed 'get up! (regularly)' with the LoImpfP stem. The plural-subject forms 
are 2MaPl baddaed-aet and 2FePl baddäed-maet. Textual examples are in (344). 
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(344) a. t-attaerAadd 
LoImpf-Iook.for.LoImpfP-\Centrip 
[a lae-n n0-borar-aen] 
[Dem have.PerfP-3MaPlS Pl-wild.date-MaPl] 
'Look (around) for (and get) a few wild dates!' [K] 

b. kannse-mset-Vin 
make.LoImpfP-2FePl.Imprt-\Centrif 
1-dfar i-daev 
Pl-cushion.cover Prox-Anaph 
'Make-FePl some of those pillow covers (for him/her)!' 

7.2.5.5 Long hortative 

The combination of Hortative C)-et, after a full vowel O-het , with the 
LoImpfP stem is not common, but can be used when the exhortation is to 
perform an action regularly. 

(345) na-jall-et 
1 PIS-go.LoImpfP-Hort 
'Let's go (every day)!' 

na-t-avaeyma-het 
1 PlS-LoImpf-sit.LoImpfP-Hort 
'Let's sit (regularly)!' 

7.2.5.6 Hortative negative 

The negative hortative verb phrase consists of Neg waer plus a verb in the 
Prohib stem (long imperfective system) that ends in the Hortative suffix O-e t , 
or after a vowel C)-het). 

(346) a. waer na-t-isal-et 
Neg lPlS-LoImpf-run.Prohib-Hort 
'Let's not run!' 

b. waer na-t-aeraeyma-het 
Neg lPlS-LoImpf-sit.Prohib-Hort 
'Let's not sit!' 

c. waer na-jaell-et 
Neg lPlS-go.Prohib-Hort 
'Let's not go!' 
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d. waerAkaey i-t-iba-het 
Neg-\2MaSgO 3MaSgS-LoImpf-be. lost.Prohib-Hort 
'May you not be lost!' 

The R speaker syncopated the schwa of the penultimate syllable in (346.a), 
hence waer na-fisl-et. 

7.3 Verb classes and irregular verbs 

In the sections below I go over much the same material as in sections in §7.2, 
above, about stem types, this time drawing together the complete set of stems 
for each stem-shape class. Although there is considerable duplication, this dual 
perspective may be useful to readers who might otherwise be overwhelmed by 
the complexity of the Tamashek verbal system. 

7.3.1 Regular classes 

The formulaic labels in the subsections below are extrapolated chiefly from the 
PerfP (to the extent our formulae distinguish this from e.g. the ShlmpfP). 

7.3.1.1 Light short- V -vPQvC-, -vPPvC-, and -vCvC-

These three verb types -vPQvC- (PQ = nongeminate CC cluster), and -vPPvC-
(PP = geminated C cluster), and -vCvC- (= -vPvC-) are quite common, "v" in 
these formulae represents a short vowel. While each of the three types has 
some individual idiosyncrasies, there are other respects in which they behave 
as a class in opposition to heavy short-V stems. For "light" and "heavy" see 
§3.4.1.4. 

Stem shapes of these verbs for different MAN categories are summarized 
in (347). 

(347) Light short-V Verb Paradigms 

-vPQvC- -vPPvC- -vPvC-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -sPQaeC- -aPPaeC- -aPaeC-, -PECC-
Reslt -aPQaC- -aPPdC- -aPdC-, -PdC-
PerfN -sPQeC- -aPPeC- -aPeC-, -PeC-
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b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -aPQaC- -aPPaC- -aPaC-, - sPC-
Imprt aPQaC aPPaC aPaC, aePC-

[(-)aePC- variant only in some dialects, before V] 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -PaQQasC- -t-aPPaeC-
LoImpfN -PaQQaC- -t-aPPaC-
Prohib -PseQQaeC- -t-sePPaeC-

d. nominalization 
VblN a-PseQaC üPaC 

-t-aPPaC-, -aPPaC-
-t-aPPiC-, -aPPiC-
-t-aPPaC-, -aPPaC -

e-PeC 

These patterns are exemplified in (348). Note that Υ has a geminated 
counterpart qq (the r of 'go back' occurs as such only in the VblN), and that w 
has geminated counterparts ww or gg. 

(348) Examples 

-vhlvk- -vqqvl-
'destroy' 'go back' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -ahlask- -aqqasl-
Reslt -ahlak- -aqqdl-
PerfN -ahlek- -aqqel-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -ahlak- -aqqal-
Imprt ahlak aqqal 

c. long imperfective system 

Lolmpf -hallask- -t-dqqael-

LoImpfN -hallak- -t-aqqal-

Prohib -hsellaek- -t-seqqasl-

d. nominalization 
VblN a-hselak urel 

-vwvt-
'hit' 

-awaet-, -waet-
-awat-, -wat-
-awet-, -wet-

-awat-, -aewt-
awat, -a§wt-

-t-awwcit-, -awwdt-
-t-aggat-, -aggat-
-t-awwit-, -awwit-
-t-aggit-, -aggit-
-t-awwat-, -awwat-
-t-aggat-, -aggat-

e-wet 

The paradigms of the three types are very similar in the perfective and 
short imperfective systems. The perfective melody is <H L>, seen clearly in 
the PerfP vocalic sequence «a as», and (with the addition of V-length and 
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accent ablaut components, χ-pcl and χ-pcl , targeting the first postconsonantal 
V) in the Resit sequence «a ά». All three types show «a e» in the PerfN, with 
the 6 -pelf ablaut component having audible realization as e in the first 
postconsonantal V that is also the final-syllable V. 

The -vPvC- type (e.g. 'hit') shows dialectal variation in the onset of the 
perfective, based on whether the stem-initial ν is present: lSg PerfP awaet-aer 
varying with waet-aer Ί hit'. The type awaet-aer is standard in T-ka, while 
waet-asr is standard for K-d and is attested for some other mainstream dialects 
such as R. In the Shlmpf (including Imprt), the initial schwa occurs in all 
dialects. Thus the Imprt is always awat rather than #wat, even in K-d. 

The same -vPvC- verbs also show an interesting alternation in some 
dialects between e.g. -awat- and syncopated -aewt- in the Shlmpf and Imprt. 
For speakers with this alternation, -awat- is obligatory before a C or word-
finally, while -aewt- is used at least optionally before a V (either a V-initial 
subject suffix, or a V-initial clitic, including 3MaSgO allomorph -\e). Thus, for 
a Kidal speaker, with Future particle ad we get ad i-wat 'he will hit' and ad 
t-awat 'she will hit', but ad aewt-asr varying with ad awat-aer Ί will hit', and 
ad aewt-aen varying with ad awat-aen 'they-Ma will hit'. For T-ka, only the 
fuller forms ad awat-aer and ad awat-aen are used. In the short forms like 
(Kidal) lSg aswt-aer, the (surface) penultimate accent suggests a derivation 
/awat-aer/ —»/awat-aer/ (Default Accentuation) —» /awt-aer/ (Syncope) 
—> aewt-aer. However, the last step (/a/ replaced by ae) is phonologically 
problematic, since «a ae» sequences are usually allowed to surface as such. For 
more on Syncope, see §3.2.7. 

In the long imperfective system, the three types in (347) diverge. In the 
LoImpfP, the stems are -PdQQaeC-, -t-aPPaeC-, and -(t-)aPPdC-, respectively. 
The first two show <L> melody, while the latter has <H L> (unless the schwa 
is taken to be inserted by low-level Schwa-Insertion). The first and third show 
gemination of the second consonant (r-c2). The second, whose medial C is 
already geminated (PP) in all inflected stems (including perfective and short 
imperfective) shows a -t- prefix (ablaut formative T) as an alternative to 
gemination. 

This -t- appears dialectally in long imperfectives of -vPvC- verbs. The 
variation between e.g. LoImpfP -t-awwat- and -awwdt- seems to me to be 
free, with no semantic difference between forms with and without -t-. Leguil 
(1992:39-40) claims that there is a semantic difference between the form with 
-t- and that without -t- in certain dialects of the Adrar and of Tessalit in the 
north. In some dialects, he says, the form with -t- has a strongly habitual sense 
whereas the other form suggests sporadic repetition. However, he claims that 
in one other dialect of the same zone the semantic relationship is reversed. 
Informant intuitions appear to have been the basis for the alleged semantic 
distinctions, and I am skeptical. 

The LoImpfP patterns in (347) do show some similarities to each other in 
the non-melodic, non-consonantal ablaut features. To begin with, all three verb 
types have a marked accent (χ-pcl) in the LoImpfP (but not in the LoImpfN or 
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Prohib), as is true of long imperfectives in all stem classes. If the optional -t- in 
-(t-)aPPaC- is disregarded, we can save the generalization that the accent 
targets the first postconsonantal V ("pel") in all three cases. We also observe 
lengthening of the accented V in all three cases, from /ae/ to ά. It appears, 
however, that -PdQQaeC- and -t-aPPaeC- show lengthening due to the χ-pcl 
component, which targets the first postconsonantal V; as usual with this 
component, it applies only to the LoImpfP (and is absent from the LoImpfN 
and Prohib stems). On the other hand, the lengthening in LoImpfP -(t-)aPPaC-
for -vPvC- stems appears to be due to χ-f (lengthening of the V of the final 
syllable), since (as with χ-f in trisyllabic or longer stems) it is observed in 
LoImpfN -(t-)aPPiC- and Prohib -(t-)aPPaC- as well as in the LoImpfP. 

Since the Prohib (like the LoImpfP) has a melody <L> or <H L> in all 
three types, the overlain stem-wide <H> of the LoImpfN is distinctive. 

The three verb types have sharply different productive VblN patterns: 
a-PseQaC, uPsC, and e-PeC. The prefixes in a-PsQaC and e-PeC are subject 
to Prefix Reduction in the dependent state (§3.5.1), and have MaPl suffixal 
plurals with i-...-aen. The uPaC VblN type has a productive PI üPCaw-aen in 
T-ka (also attested in R and K-d). A-grm usually has uPaC-asn or uPC-an. 
This uPsC looks quite isolated in the context of (347-8), but the same -vPPvC-
verbs also show -uPvC- shapes in prefixal derivatives such as the causative 
and agentive. For example, -vqqvl- 'go back' has a causative -s-urvl- 'give 
back' with Imprt s-üral, while -vddvr- 'be alive' has an agentive a-m-udaer 
(§8 .8 .1 ) . 

The alternation between -vPPvC- and derived -üPvC- gives credence to 
Prasse's view (MGT 6.69-70) that the verbs in question reconstruct as 
*-vwPvC-, the semivowel sometimes fusing with Ρ to form geminated PP, and 
sometimes fusing with the first ν to form u. In further support of this is the fact 
that no #-vwPvC- verbs with surface w occur. 

Prasse (MGT 6.72-3) also argues, less convincingly, that the -vPvC- type 
(exemplified above by -vwvt- 'hit') reconstructs as *-vPhvC-. While this 
would result in a certain analytical unification, whereby all three types 
reconstruct as *-vPQvC-, I see no evidence (direct or indirect) for the putative 
*h. Synchronically this analysis is challenged by verbs like -vdhvl- 'help'. 

The three verb types are quite common. A few further examples (cited in 
the Imprt) follow. For the -vPQvC- type: abdad 'stand', ablaj 'cross', absay 
[a'bsi] 'melt', adhal 'help', adlal 'dance', adlam [adlam] 'harm, a rda r 
[ae'rdasr] 'betray', ajrah [a'jraeh] 'understand', and ajraw [a'jru] 'get'. Note 
that the second and third C's may be identical (this has no morphological 
consequence). 

For -vPPvC-: addah [a'd:aeh] 'pound (in mortar)', affar [a'fiasr] 'hide', 
affay [a'f:i] 'pour', and ammar 'look for'. I know of no -vPPvC- verb with 
geminate ww (original *ww would presumably be reflected as gg). Verbs with 
perfective -sewwaeC- are variants of the -uCvC- stem class, see §7.3.1.6. 
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For -vPvC-: acted 'bite', afal 'leave, go from', avas [ae'vas] '(insect) bite', 
ahad [ae'haed] 'swear', ahar [ae'haer] 'shut', ajar [a'jaer] 'throw', and awal 
'turn'. 

7.3.1.2 Heavy C-final short-V -Cv(C)CvC-, -CvCvCCvC-, etc. 

Under this rubric I consider stems with Imprt shapes like the following (v = 
short vowel): bisyllabic -Cv(C)CvC- with three C-positions; trisyllabic 
-Cv(C)CvCCvC- with four C-positions; and the infrequent quadrisyllable 
-CvCvCCv(C)CvC- with five C-positions. All of these are heavy verbs. Those 
with three C-positions are more specifically middleweight, and those with 
four or more C-positions are superheavy (§3.4.1.4). 

The first and last C-positions in the Imprt in the verbs considered here are 
filled by single C's. In my lexicographic data, it appears that in superheavy 
stems the third C-position must be a cluster. Since few verbs with five 
C-positions are attested, there may be an accidental gap regarding C versus CC 
in the second C-position. 

Superheavy stems may be full or partial reduplications, and may have an 
internal geminate, but internal structure is irrelevant to MAN stem formation 
and inflection. 

Representative paradigm schemas are given in (349), again using Ρ to 
index the stem-initial C, in order to make gemination and syncope effects 
transparent. Note that except for the Resit of -Cv(C)CvC- verbs, the 
underlying marked grammatical accents of the Resit and LoImpfP are in the 
third or fourth syllable from the right and are therefore overridden (or made 
redundant) by Default Accentuation. 

(349) Paradigm Schemas 

middleweight superheavy 
-PvCvC- -PvCvCCvC- -PvCCvCCvC-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -aPPaCaeC- -aePCaeCCaeC- -aPPaCCaeCCaeC-
Reslt -aPPiCaeC- -aPlCaCCaeC- -aPPICCaeCCaeC-

[Rslt forms dialectally with initial ae] 
PerfN -aPPaCaeC- -«PCaeCCaeC- -aPPaCCaeCCasC-

b. short imperfective system 
ShlmpfP -aePPaeCaeC- -aPCaCCaC- -aePPsCCaeCCaeC-
Imprt PaeCaeC PaCaCCaC PseCCaeCCaeC 
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c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-aPaeCaC- -t-iPCaCCiC- -t-aPseCCieCCaC-
LoImpfN -t-äPaCiC- -t-aPCaCCiC- -t-aPaCCaCCiC-
Prohib -t-aePaeCaC- -t-aPCaCCiC- -t-aePaeCCasCCaC-

d. nominalization 
VblN α-PaCaC a-PCaCCaC a-PaCCaCCaC 

a-PaCaC a-PCaCCaC a-PaCCaCCaC 

In some dialects, the -PvCCvCCvC- type can have <H> rather than <L> 
vocalism in the short and long imperfective systems. So corresponding to 
PerfP -affarsaessaen- '(hide) be coarse' we get Imprt faersaessaen (T-ka) or 
farsassan (A-grm, R), and LoImpfP -t-afaersaessan- (T-ka) or -t-ifarsassin-
(A-grm, R). 

The types in the three columns of (349) suffice to characterize the fuller 
set of heavy short-V verbs, whose morphophonological behavior points to the 
following subgroups. First, there is middleweight -CvCvC- It begins with an 
open short-V syllable but does not undergo Stem-Initial Syncope because the 
stem is not superheavy. Second, there is the set of superheavy stems beginning 
in a short open syllable: -CvCvCCvC-, -CvCvCCv(C)CvC-. These types do 
undergo Stem-Initial Syncope after Stem-Initial V-Insertion has applied 
(perfectives, inflectable Shlmpf). Third, there are the stems, whether 
middleweight or superheavy, beginning in a closed syllable: - CvCCvC-, 
-CvCCvCCvC-, and in theory #-CvCCvCCvCCvC- (though I cannot cite a 
verb of this latter shape). Of course these stems do not syncopate for syllabic 
reasons, but they do undergo C,-Gemination after Stem-Initial V-insertion 
(§3.4.8.1). 

The syncopating superheavy types are illustrated in (350). Note that the 
PerfP has a surface stem-wide <L> melody, though one can make a fairly good 
case for deriving this from underlying <H L> by Stem-Initial V-Insertion, 
Stem-Initial Syncope, and Leftward L-Spreading (§3.2.7). The inflectable 
Shlmpf also undergoes Stem-Initial V-Insertion and Stem-Initial Syncope. The 
short imperfectives and the LoImpfP have a stem-wide <H> melody. 

(350) Syncopating Superheavy Stem with Initial Open Syllable 

-mvlvwlvw- -nvhvltvttvw-
' shine' 'sway' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -semlaewlasw- -aenhaeltaettaew-
Reslt -arnilsewlaew- -anihaeltaittaew-

[dialectally -aerrii..., -aeni...] 
PerfN -smlaswlasw- -asnhaeltasttasw-
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b. short imperfective system 
ShlmpfP -ambwbw-
Imprt m s b w b w 

-anhaltattaw-
nshaltattaw 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-lmbwliw-
LoImpfN -t-ambwliw-
Prohib -t-ambwliw-

-t-inhaltettiw-
-t-anhaltsttiw 
-t-snhaltettiw-

d. nominalization 
VblN a -mbwbw 

a-mbwlaw 
a-nhaltsttsw 
a-nhaltattaw 

The nonsyncopating patterns are illustrated in (351). Stem-Initial Syncope 
applies only to superheavy stems, so -PvCvC- is too short to syncopate. The 
other types, -PvCCvC- and superheavy -PvCCvCCvC-, have an initial closed 
syllable that precludes syncope. In all these verbs, the perfectives have a 
composite <H L> melody, while the short imperfectives and the LoImpfP have 
a strict <L> melody. The perfectives and the inflectable Shlmpf convert 
/-PvC.../ into -vPPvC... by Stem-Initial V-Insertion followed by C r 
Gemination. 

(351) Nonsyncopating Middleweight and Superheavy Stems 

-bvrvj- -kvykvy- -zvlbvbbvy-
'be boastful' 'shake off 'be slippery' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -abbaraej- -akkaykaey- -azzslbasbbasy-
Reslt -abblraej- -akkiykaey- -azzilbaebbaey-
PerfN -sbbarasj- -akkaykaey- -azzalbaebbaey-

b. short imperfective system 
ShlmpfP -aebbaeraej- -aekkaeykaey- -aezzaelbasbbaey-

Imprt bseraej kaeykaey zaelbasbbsey 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-abaeraj- -t-akaeykay- -t-azaelbasbbay-
LoImpfN -t-absrij- -t-akaykiy- -t-azslbabbiy-
Prohib -t-aebasraj- -t-aekaeykay- -t-aezselbaebbay-
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d. nominalization 
VblN a-bsrej a-kaykay a-zalbsbbay 

a-baraj a-kaykay a-zslbsbbay 

Some features are shared by the paradigms in (350) and (351). The PerfN 
is always identical to the PerfP, unlike the case with light stems. The Resit 
shows apparent insertion of i after the first C-position, representing underlying 
short Ivl subject to χ-pcl and to the Η part of the <HL> perfective melody. 
The long imperfectives all have a -t- prefix, and show the lengthening feature 
χ-f in the final syllable. The LoImpfP also shows χ-pcl which lengthens the 
first postconsonantal V; χ-pcl is presumably also at work but is overridden by 
Default Accentuation. The productive VblN is masculine, begins with a -
prefix, shows marked penultimate accent, and has <H> melody in the stem 
itself, with optional shift of a to α in the final syllable. 

Although the VblN (and of course the LoImpfN) have a standard <H> 
stem melody in both cases, the vocalic melodies are different in perfective and 
some imperfective stems. In the perfectives, it may be possible to reduce the 
surface stem-wide <L> melody in (350) to the composite <H L> melody that is 
audible in (351). However, the short imperfectives and the LoImpfP have 
stem-wide <H> in (350) but stem-wide <L> in (351). 

7.3.1.3 Light non-augment V-final -v(C)Cv- (a/i subclass) 

Having covered light and heavy verbs with only short V's, we are now in the 
first of a long series of sections describing verbs that have at least one full V. 
In §7.3.1.3-6 I cover verbs whose only full V is the stem-final V. In §7.3.1.7 I 
turn to verbs whose only full V is the medial V. §7.3.1.8 covers non-adjectival 
verbs whose only full V is the stem-initial V. The verbs described in §7.3.1.9-
16 have two full V's in at least some stems. In some cases these complex cases 
simply combine the vocalic alternations already seen in the different classes 
with just one full V, but there is also a large set including many adjectival 
verbs that have special idiosyncrasies. 

There are three typical patterns for bisyllabic stems of basic shape 
-v(C)Ci> ("υ" is a full V or, in some classes alternating with an underspecified 
vowel). All verbs of this shape are non-augment, since the large class of verbs 
with Augment -t- requires that the core stem be heavy. 

In the predominant all subclass, which includes a number of very high-
frequency verbs (e.g. 'eat', 'give', 'drink', 'go', 'go to', 'laugh', 'hear', 'kill', 
'say', 'do', 'have', 'be in') the diagnostic stem shapes are PerfP -a(C)Ca- and 
Shlmpf /-ae(C)Ci-/. The Shlmpf ends in a deletable high vowel 111, arguably 
equatable with hi, that appears word-finally as zero and before a C-initial 
subject suffix as a. The verbs of this subclass can have any of the shapes 
-vCi>, -vPQi>, or (with geminate cluster) -vPPi>. 
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In the α/u subclass, the PerfP is again -aCCa- but the Shlmpf is -sCCu-. 
All verbs of this type have a medial ungeminated cluster, i.e. -vPQi>. There 
are quite a few stems in this subclass, but individually their text frequency 
does not compare to those of the α/ι subclass. In the fairly small u/u subclass 
(which includes some onomatopoeic verbs), both the PerfP and Shlmpf stems 
are -9(C)Cu-. There is an even mix of -vPQu- and -vCu- shapes, along with 
one case of -νΡΡυ-. in this subclass. 

For α/u and u/u subclasses, nominal derivatives such as the VblN often 
show stem-final w, which could suggest an original final *w lost in the 
inflected verb forms. There are also some cases of w in VblN's for the α/ι 
subclass. In any event, a stem-final υ is treated like a final vC synchronically 
for purposes of defining "heavy" versus "light." Thus -v(C)Cu- is light, as is 
-v(C)CvC-, while -CvCCu- is heavy (more specifically, middleweight), like 
-CvCCvC-. In other words, a stem-final υ counts as though it contained an 
autonomous C-position (cf. §3.4.1.4). However, we cannot assign these verbs 
an underlying C3 = w synchronically, since w appears in C-final stems like 
-vjrvw- 'get'. Prasse's adventurous idea that at least the α/ι subclass derives 
historically from stems with C3 = h (MGT 7.109) is also synchronically 
unimplementable because of C-final verbs like -vjdvh- 'be enough for'. 

Verbs of the shapes -ΥΟΥ- and -DCCD-, with initial as well as stem-final 
full V, treat the stem-final V either in the manner of the α/ι subclass or in that 
of the α/u subclass, depending on the verb. See §7.3.1.15 for data and 
discussion. 

For reference, the three bisyllabic patterns are presented schematically in 
(352), omitting some internal variation, using the most common shape -vPQi>. 
The -νΡΡυ- and -vCu- shapes differ in the consonantism of long imperfectives, 
and some -vPQu- verbs of the α / ι subclass have idiosyncratic long 
imperfectives as well. 

(352) Verb Paradigms, o/i, α/u, and u/u subclasses of -vPQu- Verbs 

α/ι α/u u/u 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -aPQa- -aPQa-
Reslt -aPQa- -aPQd-
PerfN -aPQa- -aPQa-

-aPQu-
-aPQu-
-aPQu-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf /-aePQi-/ -aPQu-
Imprt /aePQi/ aPQu 

-aPQu-
sPQu 
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c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP I-P0QQA-I -FiQQu- -FiQQu-
LoImpfN 1-PsQQi-l -PaQQu- -PaQQu-
Prohib /-PaeQQA-/ -PaQQu- -PaQQu-

d. nominalization 
VblN [no standard pattern, see discussion below] 

In the remainder of the present section I will cover the α/ι subclass. 
§7.3.1.4 will consider the α/u and u/u subclasses. In §7.3.1.5 I turn to heavy 
non-augment V-final verbs, whose treatment of the stem-final V follows that 
of the all subclass. In §7.3.1.6 I discuss the rather different paradigm of 
V-final verbs (all heavy) that take the -t- augment. 

The ah subclass, alone of the light V-final subclasses, has no u vowels. 
One could experiment with either -v(C)Ca- or -v(C)Ci- as a basic lexical 
representation, but the choice between them is difficult because the vocalism 
in each actual stem can be attributed to overlain vocalic melodies, and since 
(as we have already seen in §7.3.1.2) lexical /i/ is rather unstable, often 
shifting to a. 

Anyway, the α/ι subclass respects the predominant <H L> perfective 
melody. Lacking a u, it has the expected <L> characteristic long imperfective 
melody. This could be an argument for taking the lexical stem-final V to be a, 
but there are other cases where a lexical i switches to α in the long 
imperfective, so the only thing we can conclude about the stem-final V is that 
it is not lexical u. The most unusual feature of the subclass, shared with heavy 
non-augment V-final stems (§7.3.1.5), is a composite <L H> melody in the 
short imperfective system. 

In this short imperfective <L H> melody, and in the LoImpfN with its 
stem-wide <H> melody, the stem-final V is targeted by Η. I transcribe the 
result as III, i.e. an underspecified high vowel (arguably identifiable with hi), 
in underlying representations. The hi has the manifestations summarized in 
(353). 

(353) Manifestations of /i/ 

a. word-final (with no subject suffix): zero 
b. before C-initial subject suffix: a 
c. VV-Contraction with lSgS /-aer/ or 2MaPl Imprt C)-aet O-aer/t 
d. VV-Contraction with other 1-seCI suffix: f)...3-C. 

When VV-Contraction (37.c) (§3.2.3.3) occurs, hi is counted as a vowel in 
calculating the "antepenult," so here Default Accentuation precedes 
VV-Contraction (§3.3.1.3). Likewise, a V deleted by Stem-Final i/A-Deletion 
(29) is counted (§3.3.1.2). 
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In (353.d), the schwa resulting from VV-Contraction triggers Short-V 
Harmony, changing /as/ to a in the preceding syllable. This fails to happen in 
(353.c), showing that lSg -aer has a "real" ae, not a /a/ that has shifted to ae 
before the BLC v. Short-V Harmony also applies in case (353.b) where the a 
represents hi directly. 

In T-ka and certain other dialects, the regular LoImpfP is /-PQQQA-/. The 
final IAI is another deletable, underspecified stem-final V, this time low. Its 
manifestations are parallel to those of /i/ in (353). A summary is in (354). In 
some eastern dialects, instead of /A/ we can get III or an overt full V (a or u) in 
the LoImpfP, see below. 

(354) Manifestations of /A/ (T-ka) 

As with III, IAI is always counted for purposes of identifying the 
antepenult in Default Accentuation. There is no difference between (353.c) and 
(353.d) since /aeae/ contracts to ae in both cases, and the preceding syllable 
already has a harmonic ae. 

MAN-stem paradigms for two ah verbs are given in (355). Shlmpf (and 
Imprt) are shown in the word-final form. For resyllabification in the short 
imperfective system of 'go', see discussion below. 

(355) Examples of aJi Subclass of -vCCu- Verbs (MAN Stems) 

a. word-final (no subject suffix): 
b. before C-initial subject suffix: 
c. VV-Contraction with lSg subject /-aer/: 
d. VV-Contraction with other /-aeC/ subject suffix: 

zero 
£e 
O-aer . 
C)...ae-C. 

'vomit' 'go' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -absa-
Reslt -absd-
PerfN -absa-

-ajla-
-ajld-
-ajla-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -aebs 
Imprt aebs 

-ajal (</-<eCCi -/) 
ajal (</aeCCi/) 

[dialectally agal, agal, aglu] 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -bass-
LoImpfN -bass-
Prohib -baess-

-jdll- (</-CaCCA-/) 
-jail- (</-CaCCi-/) 
-jaell- (</-CaeCCA-/) 
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d. nominalization 
VblN [see discussion below] 

To get the long imperfectives to come out correctly, it is useful to have a 
pre-ablaut reconfiguration (cf. §3.4.1.5) of -vPQu- to -PvQu-. The regular 
long imperfective melody and local formatives will convert this -PvQu- to e.g. 
LoImpfP /-PdQQA-/, with the proviso that the stem-final V appears as 
deletable /A/ rather than a. This /-PaQQA-/ is parallel to LoImpfP -PdQQaeC-
for -vPQvC- verbs (§7.3.1.1). As noted elsewhere, this pre-ablaut 
reconfiguration has the effect of smuggling in a templatic element into long 
imperfective ablaut. 

In some eastern dialects, especially A-grm, the LoImpfP of -vPQu- verbs 
has a <L H> melody similar to that of the short imperfectives. There is some 
fluctuation in the A-grm forms, but <L> -PdQQa- and <L H> -PaQQu- with 
overt final V are attested, and some other eastern dialects especially around 
Gao have /-PdQQi-/ with deletable high V, e.g. -PdQQa- rather than -PdQQae-
before C-initial suffix. Examples of the LoImpfP: for -vslu- 'hear' -sdll-
(A-grm I R T-ka T-md) alongside -salla- (Gao K-d) and -sdllu- (A-grm Gao); 
for -vjlu- 'go' -jail- or -gdll- (Im Gao R T-ka T-md) alongside -gdlla-
(A-grm), -gdllu- (A-grm), and oddly Kidal-area -gillu- (K K-d K-f). The forms 
-sail- and -j/gdll- are variably /-PdQQA-/ and /-PdQQi-/ when we add 
suffixes. Thus LoImpfP -t-ajj- 'do' (see below) has 3MaPl t-djjae-n (e.g. T-ka) 
but t-djjs-n (some Gao-area dialects). 

Even in T-ka we get a stem-final V in the long imperfectives of 
syllabically comparable causatives, e.g. LoImpfP -s-άηηα- 'cook' (cf. Imprt 
s-seqq), causative of 'be cooked, ripe' (Imprt aeqq, LoImpfP -ηάηη-, cf. A-grm 
LoImpfP -ndgrja-). 

The big difference between 'vomit' and 'go' in (355) is the 
resyllabification of 'go' in the short imperfective system. This 
resyllabification, required when the second C is a sonorant, involves Final-CC 
Schwa-Insertion (44) and (for T-ka but not other dialects) Epenthetic-Vowel 
Accentuation (70), accompanied by Short-V Harmony (§3.2.4, §3.3.2, §3.2.6). 
The derivation of ajal could be represented as /aejli/ —> /aejsl/ (Final-CC 
Schwa-Insertion and simultaneous Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation) —» ajal 
(Short-V Harmony). In other dialects we get forms like aglu (K Ts) with the 
final V retained, and forms like agal (R) where the loss of the final V forces 
Final-CC Schwa-Insertion but the accent does not shift. 

In (356) I give complete PerfP and Resit paradigms for another verb of 
the α/ι type. Note the varying (morpho-)phonological treatments of the stem-
final V. 
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(356) PerfP and Resit Paradigms of α/ι Verb -vnsu- 'excuse' 

PerfP Resit 

a. stem-final V appears as α with no subject suffix: 
1P1 n-ansa n-ansa 
3MaSg 1-nsa i-nsd 
3FeSg t-ansa t-ansd 

b. contraction to e before suffixal /ae/ (lSg, 2Sg subjects) 
lSg anse-v anse-r 
2Sg anse-d t-anse-d 

c. contraction to /as/ before suffixal /ae/ (2MaPl, 3MaPl subjects) 
2MaPl t-ansae-m t-ansa-m 
3MaPl ansae-n ansa-n 

d. appears as shortened ae (PerfP) or full α (Resit) before C-initial 
subject suffix 

2FePl t-ansae-maet t-ansa-maet 
3FePl ansas-naet ansa-naet 

While lSg, 2Sg, 2MaPl, and 3MaPl have subject suffixes of shape /-aeC/, 
lSg and 2Sg contract the /ae/ with stem-final /a/ to give e, while 2MaPl and 
3MaPl contract the same segments to as (356.b-c). The a accent in (356.c) 
shows that both the stem-final and suffix-initial V's are counted in Default 
Accentuation, which applies before VV-Contraction, so we end up with fixed 
penultimate accent. Other morphophonological interpretations of the 
derivations are possible (§3.2.3.3). Before a C-initial suffix, the /a/ is audibly 
shortened to ae by Presuffixal α-Shortening (§3.4.9.1) in the PerfP (356.d). 

In the Resit, the effects of Presuffixal α-Shortening are absent, either 
because the ablaut length formative χ-pcl prevents the shortening rule from 
applying ("protecting" the underlying full V), or because χ-pc 1 is applied (for 
light V-final verbs only) to the core stem plus the portion of a following 
subject suffix up to and including the first suffixal C. The two ways to derive 
Resit 2MaPl t -ansd-m (356.c) and 2FePl t-ansd-maet (356.d) are given in 
(357). 
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(357) Alternative Derivations for Suffixed Resultative Stems of -vnsu-
'excuse' 

2MaPl 2FePl comments 

a. X#-pcl protects stem-final V from Presuffixal α-Shortening 

/t-snsa-aem/ /t-ansd-maet/ after ablaut 
— — Presuff ixal α-Shortening 

(blocked) 
t-ansci-m t-ansd-maet VV-Contraction 

b. at least up to C, of subject suffix in domain of ablaut (preferred 
analysis) 

/t-ansa-aem/ 
/t-ansEe-asm/ 
/t-snsae-m/ 
/[t-anM-m]/ 

/t-snsa-maet/ 
/t-ansae-mast/ 

/[t-ansd-m]aet/ 
note: [...] shows rebracketing of ablaut domain 

t-ansa-m t-ansd-maet surface forms 

after basic perfective ablaut 
Presuffixal α-Shortening 
VV-Contraction 
Resit ablaut (χ-pcl, χ-pcl) 

Accentuation is omitted in the first steps of these derivations (Default 
Accentuation is overridden by the ablaut accent formative and so has no 
audible effect.) 

I prefer the analysis in (357.b). In effect, it teases apart two kinds of 
ablaut: the part that applies to all perfective stems (i.e. the vocalic melody and 
Melodic Attachment), and the local formatives (χ-pcl, χ-pcl) that are unique 
to the Resit stem. The Resit-specific features are attached at a later point in 
derivations; in effect, they are attached to surface PerfP stems, with the proviso 
that for light V-final stems (and only these stems) at least up to the first C of a 
subject suffix is within the domain of ablaut. In the case of these light V-final 
stems, this rebracketing allows the Resit forms with /-aeP/ subject suffixes to 
create a /-v(C)CaeP-/ unit that satisfies the requirements for non-vacuous 
application of the length formative χ-pcl, so for these suffixal categories the 
Resit has a lengthened (as well as accented) stem-final V. 

I will now show that the same rebracketing applies in the PerfN. For these 
same light V-final verbs, the PerfN differs audibly from the PerfP only in the 
nonsingular 2nd and 3rd person subject forms, which have the characteristic e 
vowel of the PerfN. In (358) I illustrate this with the PerfP and PerfN of 
another verb of this class, -vhlu- 'weep' (which metathesizes the two C's when 
they are adjacent, §3.2.2.1). 
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(358) PerfP and PerfN of aJi Verb -vhlo- 'weep' 

PerfP PerfN 

a. PerfP = PerfN 
1P1 n-alha 

1-lha 
t-alha 

waer n-alha 
war i-lha 
wser t-alha 

3MaSg 
3FeSg 

b. PerfP = PerfN (accidentally?) 
lSg alhe-v 
2Sg t-alhe-d 

war alhe-r 
waer t-alhe-d 

c. PerfP Φ PerfN with /-aeC/ subject suffix 
2MaPl t-alhae-m 
3MaPl alhae-n 

waer t-alhe-m 
war alhe-n 

d. PerfP * PerfN with /-Caet/ subject suffix 
2FePl t-alhiE-maet 
3FePl alhae-naet 

waer t-alhe-maet 
war alhe-nast 

The PerfN differs from the PerfP only insofar as the PerfN ablaut 
formative e - p c l f can produce an audible difference. This is only possible 
when the sequence to which Ε-pelf applies is a light stem ending in ...CaeC-. 
If the stem is heavy, e - p c l f does not attach audibly under any circumstances, 
and if the stem is light but does not have ae in its final syllable E-pclf can have 
no effect. 

In (358.a-b), the stem is light but does not end in ...CaeC-. Ironically, in 
(358.b) the final-syllable V is already e due to VV-Contraction. In (358.c), if 
we take the surface PerfP form including the suffix (and the results of 
VV-Contraction) as the domain of PerfN ablaut, we have the requisite light 
...CaeC- sequence (disregarding internal morpheme breaks), and the e - p c l f 
formative can attach audibly. In (358.d), this is again true, if we allow only the 
suffix-initial C to be part of the ablaut domain. Suggested derivations, parallel 
to those in (357.b), above, are given in (359) for -vnsi> 'excuse'. 
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(359) Derivations for Suffixed PerfN Stems of -vnsu- 'excise' 

2MaPl 2FePl comments 

/t-ansa-asm/ 
/t-ansae-aem/ 

/t-ansae-m/ 
/[t-anse-m]/ 

/t-ansa-maet/ 
/t-ansas-maet/ 

/[t-anse-m]aet/ 
note: [...] shows rebracketing of ablaut domain 

t-anse-m t-anse-maet surface forms 

after basic perfective ablaut 
Presuff ixal α-Shortening 

a long with Default 
Accentuation 

VV-Contraction 
PerfN ablaut (e-pclf) 

The Shlmpf of this class has a stem that I represent as /-aeCCi-/ (see below 
for /-asji-/ from -vju- 'do'). The phonology of /i/, cf. (353), above, is illustrated 
by the Shlmpf paradigm of -vksu- 'eat' in (360). The paradigm seems valid 
throughout the zone (including at least T-md, T-ka, K-f, R, and Ts). 

(360) Shlmpf Paradigm of -vksu- 'eat' 

subject category Shlmpf form 

a. stem-final V appears as zero with no subject suffix, surface «L» 
melody 

1P1 n-aeks 
3MaSg 0-seks 
3FeSg t-aeks 

b. /i + ae/ contract as as before suffixal V 
lSg asks-aer 

c. /i + ae/ contract as ae before suffixal V, triggering Short-V Harmony 
2Sg t-aksa-d 
2MaPl t-aksa-m 
3MaPl aksa-n 

d. V appears as a before suffixal C, triggering Short-V Harmony 
2FePl t-aksa-maet 
3FePl aksa-naet 

I recorded e.g. 3MaPl asksa-n for some Kidal-area dialects. 
In (360.b-c), the ν accent indicates that accent does not shift to a preverbal 

Future particle ad, as in ad t-aks-ad 'you-Sg will eat'. This is because the 
underlying stem-final h i and the suffix-initial V both count in Default 
Accentuation, which precedes VV-Contraction. In (360.a), even with III the 
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forms are bisyllabic, so they yield their accent when Future ad is present, as in 
ad n-asks Ί will eat'. In (360.d) the verb plus suffix add up to three syllables, 
so the default accent lands on the antepenult, and never shifts to a preceding 
particle. 

Uncontracted stem-final /i/ is realized as a surface V only in (360.d), 
where it appears as a. In (360.b), /i/ contracts with suffix-initial to give as. By 
contrast, the same combination contracts to a in (360.c). The difference 
between (360.b) and (360.c) in the form of the contracted V also affects the 
stem-initial syllable, since Short-V Harmony results in the a...3 sequence in 
(360.c). The fact that we get ae not a for the stem-initial V in (360.b) shows 
that the contracted V at the stem-suffix boundary is a genuine as, not merely an 
underlying schwa that has been backed to ae before a BLC by a low-level 
process. In (360.d), the hi occurs between two C's and so is realized as a, 
again triggering Short-V Harmony to produce the a in the first syllable. 

In word-final position, Shlmpf stems like -aeks 'eat' are phonologically 
stable since they have acceptable word-final CC clusters. If, however, the 
cluster is unacceptable, on the grounds that the final C is more sonorous than 
its precedessor, resyllabification applies. This takes the form of Final-CC 
Schwa-Insertion, adding epenthetic a between the two C's. In T-ka but not 
other dialects, Final-CC Schwa-Insertion is accompanied by Epenthetic-Vowel 
Accentuation, so the epenthetic schwa has a marked accent. 

Therefore Shlmpf /-aejli-/ 'go' has the same paradigm as /-asksi-/ 'eat' 
when a nonzero subject suffix is present, However, in the forms with no 
subject suffix, the two paradigms differ (361). 

(361) Unsuffixed Shlmpf of -vjlu- 'go' and -vksu- 'eat' 

subject underlying surface 

a. -vksu- 'go' (no resyllabification) 
1P1 /n-aeksi/ n-seks 
3MaSg /i-aeksi/ 0-aeks 
3FeSg /t-aeksi/ t-seks 

b. -vjlu- 'go' (resyllabification present, T-ka also shifts accent) 
1P1 /n-aejli/ n-ajal 
3MaSg /i-aejli/ 0-ajal 
3FeSg /t-aejli/ t-ajal 

[in other dialects n-ajal, etc.] 

The regular Imprt Sg for -vCCu- stems of the α/ι subclass is aeCC, exactly 
parallel to the Shlmpf -seCC. The MaPl Imprt is aeCC-ast, and the FePl Imprt is 
aCCa-maet. The only oddity is that the MaPl Imprt, theoretically underlying 
/asCCi-aet/, contracts /i + ae/ to ae rather than a. In effect, the MaPl Imprt suffix 
is added directly to the surface Sg Imprt. The same resyllabification processes 
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that work in the unsuffixed Shlmpf also affect the Sg Imprt. For 'eat' the 
imperatives are Sg seks, MaPl asks-aet, and FePI aksa-mast. For 'go' we get 
(with T-ka accentuation) Sg ajal, MaPl aejl-aet, FePI ajla-mast. However, the 
Imprt (unlike the inflectable Shlmpf) can be directly followed by clitics, 
including V-initial clitics like 3MaSgO -\e. These V-initial clitics block 
resyllabification: Imprt Sg /aerri/ 'read!' appears in isolation as arar , but with 
a V-initial clitic as aerr-\e 'read it!'. The exception is that in several dialects 
/-asswi-/ 'drink' remains resyllabified as -ssii- even before clitics, which in this 
event must take postconsonantal allomorphs, hence asu-\tt 'drink it' alongside 
the regular but less common £sw-\e 'drink it! ' . For more detail on 
resyllabification see §3.2.4 and §3.3.2. 

As noted above, long imperfective stems of the α/ι subclass require a pre-
ablaut reconfiguration from -vPQu- to -PvQi>, whereupon the regular 
processes of long imperfective ablaut will work. Since there is no u vowel, the 
characteristic long imperfective melody is <L> in T-ka. The consonantal 
modification for this class is T-c2. 

The regular L o I m p f P for stems of the α/ι subclass that have a 
nongeminate PQ cluster is /-PdQQA-/. /A/ is a deletable stem-final low V; see 
(354), above, for its manifestations. A sample paradigm is in (362), using 
-vbsi> 'vomit' (PerfP -sbsa-). 

(362) LoImpfP Paradigm of 'vomit' 

a. stem-final V is deleted word-finally 
3FeSg 0-bdss, rarely ts-bdss 
1P1 na-bdss 
3MaSg i-bdss 

b. stem-final contracts with suffix-initial /ae/ to give ae 
ISg bdss-aer 
2Sg 0-bassae-d, rarely ts-bdssas-d 
2MaPl 0-bdssae-m, rarely ts-bassas-m 
3MaPl bassae-n 

c. Final V appears as se before C-initial subject suffix 
2FePl bassas-maet, rarely ts-bassae-mast 
3FePl bassas-naet 

The /A/ is "counted" in Default Accentuation, in theory. This is moot in 
the LoImpfP, with its marked accent. In e.g. sassae-n-\taet 'they-Ma drink it-
Fe ' , from /sdssae-aen-\taet/ , arguably Default Accentuation produces 
/sassae-aen-\taet/. If so, when /ae + ae/ contract, the accent shifts to the next 
syllable to the left, so in the end there is no audible evidence here for counting 
stem-final /A/. I am also unable to find a context where a Prohib stem like 
-baess- (/-baessA-/ shows concrete evidence that the /A/ is counted. The Prohib 
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occurs in contexts where clitics attach to the preceding Neg particle, and in 
combinations either with no suffix or with an Imprt-type MaPl or FePl suffix 
that imposes its own accent. However, the stem-final deletable l\l in the 
LoImpfN is counted, hence war Τ-bass 'he does not vomit' (from /waer 
i-bassi/) and war bassa-n 'they-Ma do not vomit'. For this reason, in suffixed 
LoImpfP cases like [sassasn] from /sassA-sen/ 'they-Ma drink', one could 
transcribe either sassas-n or sdssae-n. I choose the latter, somewhat arbitrarily. 

There are a number of lexical idiosyncrasies within the α/ι class, mainly 
having to do with the formation of the long imperfectives. This is not 
surprising, since some of these verbs are very common. (363) summarizes 
basic data on regular and irregular members of this subclass that have a medial 
cluster. There are suggestions of a template /-CaPPA-/ in the LoImpfP, with C 
and PP filled in various ways. 

(363) -v(C)Cu- Verbs of α/ι Type 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP (word-final) 

a. 'vomit' -absa- sebs -bass-
'be poured' -stfa- <etf -ddff-
'laugh' (Vdz) -atsa-

I 
sets 

I 
-ddzz-

'be implanted' -3Yta- sert -ratt-
'kill' -3r)Ya- segr -naqq-
'lie down' -snsa- sens -nass-

b. 'study' -srra- srar [aeraer] -Yarr-
'go away' -sjla- ajsl -jdll-

c. 'weep' (Vhl) -alha- £lh -hall-

d. 'excuse' -ansa- sens -noss-, -ndzz-
'be sold' [same forms as for 'excuse'] 

e. 'go to' -skka- sekk -t-dkk-

f. 'eat' -aksa- aeks -tatt- (or -t-att-) 
'give' -skfa- a:kf -hdkk-

g- 'drink' -aswa- 3S3W (asü) -sdss-

h. 'weave' -azza- aezz -zatt-
'be ripe' -aqqa- -nagq-

i. 'say' -anna- senn -jann-
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The examples in (363.a-b) are fully regular. Those in (363.b, g) show 
resyllabification in the Imprt (and Shlmpf)· In (363.c), the only wrinkle is 
consonantal metathesis (§3.2.2.1). In (363.d), we have an alternation of s and 
z, the latter appearing optionally when reduplicated (§3.1.1.6). With the Imprt 
parenthesized, other stems belonging in (363.a) are -vksu-(seks) 'sprout', 
-visa- (sels) 'get dressed', -vl^a- (aelz) 'shave', -vnda-(send) 'collapse', 
-vnta- (sent) 'begin', -vnra- [as'rva-] (aerr) 'be on fire', -vrha- (aerh) 'want', 
-vrza- (aerz) 'break'. Other verbs showing Resyllabification and so belonging 
in (363.b) are -vkla- (skal) 'spend the mid-day', -vkna- (akan) 'make, do 
well, do much', and -vsla- (asal) 'listen to'. 

'Go to' (363.e) has LoImpfP -t-akk-. This is arguably "regular" for the α/ι 
subclass in the special case of a geminate cluster (-vPPi>), on the theory that 
the geminate cannot divide into two "autosegments" as do the Ρ and Q of 
nongeminated -VPQD- in ablaut. A -t- prefix is common in long imperfectives 
of other verb classes, especially where the gemination ablaut feature (r-c2) is 
absent. One might argue that the initial t in -tatt- 'eat' is also this -t- prefix. 
However, -tatt- is so irregular we cannot tell, and one could equally well 
compare it to -sass- 'drink' and suggest a minor pattern -PdPP- with a 
repeated C. 

This leaves a number of (mostly high-frequency) verbs in (363.f-i). Their 
irregular long imperfectives have the same -CaPP- shape as the others. The 
verbs in (363.f) have stable CC clusters, the one in (363.g) has a CC cluster 
requiring resyllabification in the Imprt, and those in (363.h-i) have geminate 
clusters throughout. 

For Timbuktu-area dialects the only case I recorded of V-final LoImpfP 
-COPPU- was -jdnna- 'say', which is also irregular in other respects (PerfP 
-anna-). See §7.3.2.5 for more detail. Eastern dialects have a few more cases 
of -CuPPu-, though for no informant did I find this pattern consistently for the 
whole class. 

In the Kidal area, -CdPP- is regular (-sdss-, -hakk-, -hall-, -sali-, and 
-tatt- as in T-ka), but 'go away' in this dialect belongs to the α/u rather than aJι 
subclass and therefore has Lolmpf -gillu- (attested for K, K-d, K-f). 

In A-grm, -CdPPu- (-CaPPa- or -CaPPu-) is regular when the geminated 
PP is a sonorant (liquid or nasal): -galla or -gallu- 'go', -rarra- 'read', -halla-
'weep', -ndqga- 'be ripe', -sallu- 'hear', and the irregular -ςάηηα- 'say'. I also 
recorded -sdssa- 'drink', -t-dkka- 'go to', and -tatta- 'eat' for A-grm, but the 
other verbs with final obstruent lack the extra final V. 

In the Im dialect, LoImpfP stems of some relevant verbs with medial 
sonorant preserve the final V: -hdlla- 'weep', -xalla- 'be dirty', -jdnna- 'say', 
consistent with A-grm. However, the remaining attested LoImpfP forms for Im 
dialect show Stem-Final i/A-Deletion: -tatt- 'eat', -sdss- 'drink', -hakk-
'give', -gdll- 'go', -sail- 'hear'. The Im dialect is therefore intermediate 
between A-grm and T-ka. 

Returning to T-ka and similar dialects, the LoImpfN corresponding to e.g. 
LoImpfP -kail- (/-kdllAV) 'spend mid-day' is -kali- (/-kalli-/), as in 3MaSg 
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warl-kall 'he doesn't spend the mid-day' and 3MaPl counterpart waer kalla-n. 
The dialects with LoImpfP -CaPPa- have LoImpfN -CaPPi-, e.g. -kalli-. 

There is no completely productive masculine VblN form for α/ι verbs. A 
type e-PaeQQi, e.g. e-saelli 'hearing' for -vslu- 'hear', is common in eastern 
dialects but quite rare in T-ka. I can cite T-md e-bassi for 'vomit', but MaPl 
ebs-αη (unaccented) is the form in wider use. Many verbs use a feminine 
nominal as a VblN. t-e-CaePPe varying lexically with t-e-CaePe (in either case 
with PI t-i-CaPP) is fairly common, as in t-e-daeffe 'pouring' (PI t-i-daff) and 
t-e-zaete 'weaving' (PI t-i-zatt), but there are also some minor variations on 
this pattern, as in t-a-dazza, t-a-haela (PI t-i-hall), and t-a-jallaw-t. For 'go to' 
the VblN is t-Ikaw-t. 

There is one -vCu- verb, with just one stem C, that has a complete 
inflected paradigm that belongs in the α/ι subclass (364). 

(364) -vCu- Verb of of aJi Type (-vju- 'do') 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP 

'do' -aja- aej (/aeji/) -t-ajj-(-t-ajjA-) 

Other than lacking a medial cluster, this verb behaves exactly like e.g. 
-vksu- 'eat' throughout the perfective and short imperfective systems. Since 
the stem has only one C, the long imperfectives use the -t- prefix to achieve 
the -PvQQ- shape from which the various long imperfective stems are 
generated. In most derivatives, the j is geminated, e.g.agentive e-m-aejj 'doer', 
so the difference between -vCCu- and -vCu- is neutralized. For more detail see 
§7.3.2.14. 

Defective -vlh> 'exist', -vhu- 'be in', and -vh> 'have' (§7.3.2.11-13), 
which have perfective-system stems only, belong to the general class of light 
V-final verbs. It is reasonable to think that they belong to the α/ι subclass, but 
in the absence of imperfectives it is impossible to tell whether they are α/ι or 
o/u verbs (see below for the latter). In Tawellemmett at least some of these 
verbs have imperfective paradigms, and for 'be in' I did record Imprt Ihi and 
LoImpfP -t-ihi- in A-grm dialect, showing that the paradigm of at least this 
verb belongs rather with that of 'be born', which is quite isolated structurally 
in most of Malian Tamashek (§7.3.2.17). 

7.3.1.4 Light non-augment V-final -v(C)Cu- (a/u and u/u subclasses) 

Schematic paradigms were given in (352), above. MAN stem paradigms of 
specific verbs are given in (365) below. Here -vbdu- 'be separated' represents 
the a/u subclass, while -vndu- 'be churned' illustrates the α/u subclass. 
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(365) Examples of α/u and u/u Subclasses of -vCCu- Verbs 

a/u 
'be separated' 

u/u 
'be churned' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -abda-

ι 

Resit -abdd-
PerfN -abda-

-andu-
-andu-
-andu-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -abdu-
Imprt abdu 

-andu-
andu 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -biddu-
LoImpfN -baddu-
Prohib -baddu-

-niddu-
-naddu-
-naddu-

d. nominalization 
VblN t-a-baddaw-t t-a-naddaw-t 

The u-final stems are unproblematic with reference to VV-Contraction. 
The u always surfaces, since it survives under contraction with initial /as/ in 
subject suffixes: biddu-n 'they-Ma are separated' (3MaPl -εεη), t-asu-m 'you-
MaPl will cough' (2MaPl -aem) 

The major difference between the α/u and u/u subtypes is the final V of the 
perfective system stems. Another difference is that the α/u subclass is limited 
to stems with a medial PQ cluster, while the u/u subclass has stems with either 
CC or C. Note in particular the consistent <H> vocalism throughout the 
imperfectives. Both types have a LoImpfP pattern -PiQQu- involving T-c2 
(gemination) in addition to the usual V-length and accent features (χ-pcl, 
χ-pcl). Since <H> vocalism in light verbs is normally associated with a lexical 
high full V, this suggests that the lexical stem-final υ is u in both subclasses, in 
contrast to the ah subclass. The difference between the two subclasses is that 
the α/u subclass but not the u/u subclass allows the lexical u to be overridden 
by the L part of the perfective <H L> melody. 

A fuller list of verbs of the α/u type is in (366). All examples known to me 
have a nongeminate CC cluster. 
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(366) -vCCu- verbs, α/u subclass 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP 

a. from Arabic 
'create' -abna- abnu -binnu-
'have mercy' -3?fa- 3?fu -f t ffu-
'not need' - a m a - a m u -rlnnu-
'benefit' -anfa- anfu -nlffu-
'consent' -srda ardu -riddu-ι ι 
'complain' -aska- asku -sikku-
'err' -axda- axdu -xiddu-
'be dirty' -axla- axlu -xillu- (K) 

b. PQ with Q more sonorous 
'be split' -afla- aflu -fillu-
'be sick' -akma- akmu -kimmu-
'go' -agla- aglu -gillu- (K) 

[elsewhere a/i subclass, e.g. T-ka -vjli>, LoImpfP -jail-] 
'apply henna' - a r n a - s rmu -Yimmu-
'inherit' -stra- stru -tlrru-
'tire easily' -azra- azru -zlrru- (R) 
'wring' -azma- azmu -zlmmu-

c. other PQ 
'be separated' -abda- sbdu -blddu-
'be complete' -amda- amdu -middu-

Quite a few of these are Arabic loans (366.a). Of the remaining stems, 
most have PQ clusters with Q more sonorous than Ρ (366.b); I cannot say 
whether this is significant in any way. 

The common VblN pattern is the feminine nominal t-a-CaCCaw-t, hence 
t-a-baddaw-t, t-a-bannaw-t, t-a-fallaw-t, t-a-rammaw-t, and t-a-rannaw-t. II 
The final w here is possible evidence of an original stem-final w, but other 
interpretations are possible, and synchronically it would make more sense to 
say that the lexical u is mapped onto a C position as w. 

There are some indications of leakage over time from this subclass into the 
more conspicuous α/ι subclass. For -akta- (Imprt ak tu or £kt, LoImpfP 
-kittu-) 'remember', - a rna- (a rnu varying with sern, -rinnu-) 'triumph', and 
-asla- (aslu or asal, -sillu-) 'distract', my data show variable Imprt (=ShImpf) 
forms: either aCCu, or else aeCC (if necessary resyllabified to aCaC) as with 
the α/ι subclass. 

All verbs known to me with final u in both perfective and imperfective 
stems are in (367). 
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(367) -v(C)Cu- verbs, u/u subclass 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP 

a. PQ cluster 
'be churned' -andu- andu 
'bellow' -arku- arku 
'moo, roar' -anju- anju 

-niddu-
-nkku-
-nijju-

b. single C 
'(dog) bark' -asu- asu 
'bray' -aru- aru 

, A V 

-t-isu-
-t-lru-

'be ancient' [same forms as 'bray'] 
'cough' -asu- asu -t-isu-

c. PP cluster 
'gag (vomit)' -aqqu- Iqqu -t-lqqu-

[R dialect: PerfP also -oqqa-, Imprt also aqq] 

Several of the verbs denote noises or noisy bodily emissions and have an 
onomotopoeic flavor ('bellow', 'moo', 'bark', 'bray', 'cough', 'gag'). Those in 
(367.a) have a nongeminate PQ cluster, in all cases with Ρ more sonorous than 
Q. Those in (367.b) have a single C, and the one stem in (367.c) has a 
geminate. The latter stem ('gag') also occurs dialectally with an initial full V. 

When stem-final u contracts with e.g. 3MaPl -asn, both underlying V's are 
counted in connection with Default Accentuation, thus PerfN war asu-n 'they-
Ma barked' from /asu-aen/. 

VblN's are t-a-naddaw-t, t-a-räeko-t-t, t-a-naejo-t-t, t-eqqu-t-t, t-asu-t-t, 
t-a-ru-t-t ('braying' and 'being ancient'), t-a-su-t-t. 

One possible analysis of α/u and u/u verbs is that the u originates as a 
stem-initial V. This would mean taking e.g. PerfP -andu-, Imprt andu 'be 
churned' as having a basic representation -undi> rather than e.g. -vndu-. This 
might well work at least for those stems with a medial cluster. In this view, the 
u-final forms are the result of u -Spread ing and Medial V-Shortening 
(§3.4.9.3). The best evidence for this is causative -s-undu- 'churn' (PerfP 
-ass-unda-, etc.), see §8.1.6. However, this is the only causative I can cite that 
is clearly connected, in form and meaning, with an underived α/u or u/u verb. 

7.3.1.5 Heavy non-augment V-final -CvCCv- and -CvCvCCv-

There are also some non-augment heavy V-final verbs. The number of such 
stems is low, and they are dwarfed in number by the open-ended class of heavy 
augmented verbs (§7.3.1.6, below). Schematic MAN-stem paradigms are in 
(368). Ρ denotes the first C, in order to make C,-Gemination transparent. 
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(368) Verb Paradigms, Unaugmented -CvCCu- and -CvCvCCu- verbs 

middleweight superheavy 
-PvCCu- -PvCvCCo-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -aPPaCCa- -aePCaeCCa-
Reslt -aPPiCCa- -aPiCaeCCa-

[in dialects except T-ka and A-grm, Resit begins with ae] 
PerfN -aPPaCCa- -aePCaeCCa-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf /-aePPaeCCi-/ /-PaCaCCi-/ 
Imprt PaeCC PaCaCC 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-aPaeCCa-
LoImpfN -t-aPaCCi-
Prohib -t-aePaeCCa-

-t-lPCaCCi-
-t-aPCaCCi-
-t-aPCaCCi-

d. nominalization 
VblN a-PaCC a-PCaCC 

The long imperfectives show both χ-pcl and χ-f audibly, since the two 
targeted syllables are separated by another syllable. 

The middleweight stems and the superheavy stems have quite distinct 
perfective and imperfective melodies. The middleweight type shows 
C,-Gemination in the perfectives and in the inflectable Shlmpf, while the 
superheavy type shows Stem-Initial Syncope (§3.4.8.1). In melodies and 
treatment of the initial C ("P"), the middleweight type -PvCCu- matches such 
C-final types as -Pv(C)CvC- and -PvCCv(C)CvC-, while the superheavy type 
-PvCvCCu- matches C-final types like -PvCv(C)CvC- (§7.3.1.2, above). 

In (369) I give all verbs known to me of the types in (368). 'Resemble' in 
(369.b) is historically a reciprocal derivative. 

(369) Heavy V-Final Verbs (without Resyllabification) 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP VblN 

a. middleweight 
'harm' 
'be searched' 
'be spread' 
'raise young' 

-aljarra-
-affayka-
-aTYamma-
-arrabba-

laerr ι 

fseyk 
iaemm 
raebb 

-t-alaerra-
-t-afaeyka-
-t-aiaemma-
-t-araebba-

a-larr ι 

a-fayk 
a- iamm 
a-rabb 
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'have a scare' -arrafta- raeft -t-araefta- a-re ft 
'take care of -awwalla- waell -t-awadla- a-wall 
'be disgraced' -azzalla- zsell -t-azaella- a-zall 

b. superheavy 
'be confused' 
'be spicy' 
'be fewer' 
'deserve' 
'resemble' 

-zemtaella-
-aerrasrha-
-selksensa-
-senhaejja-
-aen-faeqqa-

matall 
vararh 
lakans 
nahajj 
n-afaqq 

-t-lmtalli-
-t-nrrarhi-
-t-llkansi-
-t-lnhajji-
-t-ln-faqqi-

a-mtall 
a-vrarh 
a-lkans 
a-nhajj 
a-n-faqq 

The inflected Shlmpf forms are of the types -seffaeyk 'be searched' (3MaPl 
Future ad aeffseykae-n 'they will be searched'), and -amtall (3MaPl Future ad 
amtalla-n 'they were confused'). Underlyingly, the Shlmpf forms have a final 
/A/ for middleweight 'be searched' and a final III for superheavy 'be 
confused'. The 3MaPl forms cited illustrate the contractions /A + as/ to ae, and 
/i + a/ to a, respectively. 

The VblN forms are compatible with those of other heavy stems, with a -
vocalic prefix in the Sg, stem-wide <H> melody, and (underlying) penultimate 
accent χ-pen. 

The superheavy stems in (369.b), which begin in /CaCa.../ and are 
therefore subject to Stem-Initial Syncope, have surface <L> melody in the 
perfective. As noted elsewhere, a case can be made for underlying <H L> 
melody. This would directly account for the surface <H L> in Resit stems like 
(T-ka) -amltaella- 'be confused', from /-amataella-/ plus the Resit ablaut 
formatives χ -pc l and (in this case vacuous) χ -pc l . In this view, PerfP 
-aemtaslla- is from the same /-amataslla-/, via Stem-Initial Syncope and 
Leftward L-Spreading (§3.7.2). However, other dialects have Resit forms of 
the type -aemltaella- with initial ae, which may require a three-part <L Η L> 
melody, or a vowel-height dissimilation targeting the initial vowel. 

'Harm' (369.a) is denominative from asllasrora 'harm', an Arabic loan; 
several other dialects have d for T-ka 1 in this word family (Arabic δ has a 
lateral articulation in some Hassaniya Arabic dialects, especially in Mauritania, 
and T-ka may have borrowed directly from one such dialect). 'Be fewer' in 
(369.b) also has an alternative augmented paradigm (Imprt lakansa-t, PerfP 
-aelkasnsae-t). 

The verb 'catch fever', cf. §7.3.1.7, has a paradigm of type (369.a) 
coexisting with a different paradigm. 

When the stem ends in ...VPQD- where Q is a sonorant (and PQ are a 
nongeminate cluster), we get resyllabification behavior in the (unsuffixed) 
short imperfectives (such as the Imprt) and in the VblN, parallel to 
resyllabification in other types of verbs. I illustrate with -lvjwu- 'bend' in 
(370). 
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(370) Heavy V-Final Verbs (with Resyllabification) 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP VblN 

'bend, veer' - s lb jwa- laejaew -t-alaejwa- a -b jaww 

Imprt lasjsew is from /lasjwi/, and α -b jaww is from /a-lajwi/. When the hi 
drops, the w forces resyllabification. As usual, the sonorant is additionally 
geminated in the VblN. In T-ka but not other dialects, accent shifts to the 
epenthetic V in the Imprt (and other Shlmpf forms) and the VblN. For other 
dialects I can cite K-d Imprt lajsw, and A-grm VblN α-lagwi. For details on 
resyllabification see §3.2.4. 

7.3.1.6 Augmented -CvCvCCv- (+ -t-), etc. 

There are hundreds of verbs that take an suffixal Augment -t-, which is added 
directly to the final V of the stem. As noted in §7.1, some augment verbs are 
denominal in origin. The Augment appears when the stem has no subject 
pronominal suffix, and also appears before C-initial subject (and Participial) 
suffixes. The Augment is absent when the stem is followed by a V-initial 
subject suffix, and is absent in all nominals. See §7.1 for more on the 
Augment. I often use the notation (+ -t) after the basic form of a stem to 
indicate membership in the augment class. 

The set of stems for representative augmented verbs is given in (371). The 
forms shown are those used with no subject suffix. 

(371) Augment Verbs 

'moan' 'gallop' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP 
Resit 
PerfN 

-aehnasffae-t 
-ahmaeffae-t 
-aehnaeffae-t 

-addsrbae-t 
-sddirbae-t 
-sddarbae-t 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -ahnaffa-t 
Imprt hansffa-t 

-asddaerbae-t 
daerbas-t 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-lhnaffi-t 
LoImpfN -t-ahnaffi-t 
Prohib -t-ahnaffi-t 

-t-adasrba-t 
-t-adarbi-t 
-t-aedaerba-t 
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d. nominalization 
VblN ά-hnaffi ä-darbi 

Aside from the Augment itself, these verbs have ablaut patterns similar to 
those of other verbs. 

The vocalic melodies and stem-initial modifications of augmented verbs 
are consistent with those already discussed for heavy C-final stems. In the 
perfectives and the inflectable Shlmpf, Stem-Initial V-Insertion applies. For 
superheavy stems whose basic form begins with a short-V open syllable, Stem-
Initial Syncope applies. For middleweight stems (which never syncopate), and 
for superheavy stems whose basic form begins with CvCC... or Co..., we get 
Ci-Gemination instead of Stem-Initial Syncope. The vocalic melodies are also 
sensitive to overall heaviness and to the structure of the initial syllable of the 
basic form, as for C-final stems. 

The long imperfectives have a final full V (due to the χ- f ablaut 
formative). When the final full V of these forms has <H> melody, it may 
appear as i or u, depending on the verb, with considerable interdialectal 
variation for some verbs. The verbal noun ends in the same lexically basic 
vowel. 

More examples of augment verbs are given in (372), showing 
representative MAN stem forms. Augment verbs that have a medial full V in 
addition to the stem-final V are covered later (§7.3.1.16). 

(372) Augmented V-Final Verbs 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP 

middleweight 

a. -CvCu- (+ -t), <L> in LoImpfP 
'be spotted' -abbakae-t bsekas-t -t-abaeka-t 
'be plump' -addarae-t dserae-t -t-adaera-t 
'be joyful' -addawae-t daewse-t -t-adaewa-t 
'be cut' -aqqarae-t qserae-t -t-aqaera-t 
'coil up' -allakae-t lsekae-t -t-alseka-t 
'scatter' -awwasae-t waesse-t -t-awaesa-t 
'run off w' -azzawae-t zaewae-t -t-azaewa-t 
'be hard' -3ZZ3WcE-t zsewae-t 

I 
-t-azaewa-t 

I 

b. -CvCu- (+ -t), <H> in LoImpfP 
'lie low' -abbakae-t baekae-t -t-lbaku-t 
'be slave' -akkalae-t kaelae-t -t-ikalu-t 
'gather' -akkamas-t ksemae-t -t-ikamu-t 
'curdle' -akkarae-t kaerae-t -t-lkaru-t 

[LoImpfP also -t-akaera-t] 
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'report' -allarae-t laevae-t -t-llaru-t 
'(fire) die' -ammakae-t maekae-t -t-imaku-t 

c. -CvCCu- (+ -t) 
'gallop' -addarbae-t daerbae-t -t-adaerba-t 
'farm' -aqqarhae-t raerhae-t -t-araerha-t 
'haggle' -attarmae-t taermae-t -t-ataerma-t 
'carry' -allanjae-t laenjae-t -t-alaenja-t 

d. -CvCu- (+ -t), adjectival (all known exx.) 
'be brown' daema-t daemae-t 
'be brown' daera-t daerae-t 
'be speckled' kaesa-t kaesae-t 
'be spotted' maeja-t maejae-t 

superheavy (syncopating) 

e. -CvCvCu- (+ -t) 
'be dying' -aejraerae-t 
'wail' -ae?baebae-t 
'squeal' -aekzaezae-t 

jarara-t 
Tababa-t 
kazaza-t 

-t-adaema-t 
-t-adaera-t 
-t-akaesa-t 
-t-amaeja-t 

-t-ljrari-
-t-lYbabi-t 
-t-lkzazi-t 

f. -CVCVCCD- (+ -t), with i in LoImpfP 
'moan' -aehnaeffae-t hanaffa-t -t-lhnaffi-t 
'crouch' -aebkaeyyae-t bakayya-t -t-lbkayyi-t 
'roll up' -aejlaeqkae-t jalaqka-t -t-ljlaqki-t 
'comb' -aeslaeqkas-t salaqka-t -t-lslaqki-t 

g. -CvCvCCu- (+ -t), with u in LoImpfP; less common than (f) 
'be dipped' -aelbaeqqae-t 
'be shut' -aeqkaebbae-t 

labaqqa-t -t-llbaqqu-t 
nakabba-t -t-iqkabbu-t 
[LoImpfP also -t-lqkabbi-t] 

h. -CvCvCCvCu- (+ -t) 
'nibble' 
'cover self 
'press on' 
'curl up' 

-aejmaenjasmae-t 
-aebkaembaekae-t 
-aedmaendaemae-t 
-aeknaennaewae-t 

jamanjama-t 
bakambaka-t 
damandama-t 
kanannawa-t 

-t-ijmanjami-t 
-t-ibkambaki-t 
-t-idmandami-t 
-t-iknannawi-t 

superheavy (geminating) 

i. -CvCCvCu- (+ -t) 
'growl' -ahhanjaemmae-t haenjaemmae-t 
'rinse' -allallaewae-t laellaewae-t 
'file' -azzazzaewae-t zaezzaewae-t 

-t-ahaenjaemma-t 
-t-alaellaewa-
-t-azaezzaewa-t 
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j. -CvCCvCCvCu- (+ -t) 
'scrape off -ajjsmaennaewae-t -I· -t-ajasrnaennaewa-t 

jaernaennaewae-t 

We see Stem-Initial Syncope in (372.e-h), i.e. in superheavy stems 
beginning CvCV... in basic forms. These verbs generally have <H> melody in 
long and short imperfectives. The nonadjectival middleweight stems (372.a-c) 
and the superheavy stems whose onset does not allow Stem-Initial Syncope 
(372.i-j) show C,-Gemination. These verbs have <L> melody in long and short 
imperfectives. For all these verbs, the inflectable Shlmpf (not shown) has the 
same consonantal onset pattern as the PerfP, e.g. Shlmpf -aebbaskae-t (372.a) 
and -sjrars-t (372.e). 

The PerfP type CaeCa-t in (372.d), an adjectival verb pattern, can add 
V-initial (as well as C-initial) subject suffixes to the -t- form, unlike the case 
with other augment verbs (where -t- disappears before V-initial suffixes). Thus 
the PerfP forms of 'be spotted' are 3MaSg maeja-t, 3MaPl mseja-t-aen, and 
lSg maeja-t-aer. These T-ka forms have not been checked for other dialects. 

One might speculate that type (372.g), with final u in the long 
imperfectives (and VblN), applies to verbs that originally had a medial full u 
(e.g. Imprt *CaCuCC3-t), but later reduced the *u to a before a CC cluster. 
This speculation is based on the fact that verbs with medial u can spread the 
rounding feature to the V of the following syllable in certain paradigmatic 
forms in some other verb classes (§7.3.1.16, §3.4.9.3). 

The VblN of augmented verbs is of the same general type as for other 
heavy verbs: vocalic prefix α-, stem-wide <H> melody. However, unlike the 
case with other verbs, including both C-final verbs and non-augment V-final 
verbs, the VblN of augmented verbs is unaccented, and therefore shows 
default antepenultimate accent. The Augment is absent as it is in all nominals. 
For the middleweight pattern -CvCu- (+ -t), the "regular" VblN ά-CaCu/i 
(with lexical choice between i and u as in long imperfectives) is productive in 
T-ka, but other dialects such as K-d prefer a distinct pattern ae-CaCu/i. 

Examples are a- l s l lawi for -lvllvwu- (+ - t ) 'rinse' (372.i), a-jrari for 
-jvrvru- (+ -t) 'be dying' (372.e), and either ά-kamu or ae-kamu depending on 
dialect for -kvmu- (+ -t) 'gather' (372.b). 

For adjectival verbs, including all of those in (372.d), the normal VblN 
patterns are replaced by a distinct abstractive nominal (§8.6.5). For more on 
VblN's see §8.6.1. 

7.3.1.7 C-final full- V-medial-Cv(C)CvC- and -CvCvCvC-

Verbs that have one full V, in medial rather than final or initial position, have 
basic shapes (best seen in the Imprt) -CuCCvC-, -CuCvC-, and -CvCuCvC-, 
where as usual "υ" represents a full vowel and "v" a short vowel. The 
vocalism is somewhat tricky in these verbs, but I prefer an analysis where the 
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lexical full υ is specifically identified as a high vowel, i or u depending on the 
verb. For verbs with both medial and final full V's, e.g. -CuCi>, -CuCCi>, and 
-CDCCVCCD- (+ -t), see §7.3 .1 .14-15. 

The simplest cases are those with medial α in the perfective, versus a 
lexical choice of u or i in the imperfective stems and in the VblN. This is 
typical of s u p e r h e a v y -CvCuCvC- with no medial CC clusters. MAN 
paradigms for two representative verbs are given in (373). 

(373) -CvCuCvC- (-CvCuCvC-) and -CvCiCvC-) Verbs 

gape 
-bvlulvr-

'do sorcery' 
-kvrikvw-

a. perfective system 
PerfP 
Resit 

PerfN 

-aeblalaiY- -cekrakasw-
-abllalaer- -aklrakasw-

[Reslt dialectally -aebl.., -askl..] 
-aeblalser- -aekrakeew-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -ablular-
Imprt balular 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-lblulur-
LoImpfN -t-abluluY-
Prohib -t-abluluv-

-akrikaw-
karikaw 

-t-lkrikiw-
-t-akrikiw-
-t-akrikiw-

d. nominalization 
VblN a-blulav 

a-blular 
a-krikaw 
a-krlkaw 

Using the Imprt for citation purposes, other verbs with medial u like 
balular include dakukam 'walk softly', daruram '(liquid) run', farurad 'eat 
voraciously', garuras 'sing', ra lura l '(liquid) gurgle', haruhar 'migrate', and 
karukar 'rotate'. Counterparts with i instead of u are considerably less 
common, but parallel to karikaw I can cite namirak 'be in order' and waliwal 
'be in motion'. The verb 'need' can go either way, both mavutar and maritar 
being attested. 

Since one set has medial u while the other has medial i in the 
imperfectives and VblN, it seems clear that this V is lexical. It shows up 
overtly in stems with <H> melody. The α in the perfectives is therefore due to 
superimposition of a <L> melody, or (in my preferred analysis) the L 
component of an underlying <H L> perfective melody whose Η component is 
squelched by Stem-Initial Syncope and Leftward L-Spreading (§3.2.7). In 
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contrast to some other verb shapes to be discussed below, with -CvCuCvC-
stems the medial high V is stripped of its lexical vowel-quality features under 
perfective ablaut and becomes a pure a. 

Perfectives and the inflectable Shlmpf show Stem-Initial V-Insertion, and 
the stem-initial CvCu... makes these stems eligible for Stem-Initial Syncope. 
Long imperfective ablaut audibly expresses all local ablaut formatives, 
including both length formatives χ-pcl and χ-f. Since there is a lexical high V, 
the long (as well as short) imperfective has <H> melody. The verbs with 
medial lexical u are also eligible for u-Spreading (§3.4.9.3), hence the double 
u in LoImpfP -t-iblulur- in (373). Medial V-Shortening, which often co-
occurs with u-Spreading, fails to apply since the medial u is not followed by a 
CC cluster. In A-grm dialect, u-Spreading does not exist, hence -t-lblulir-. 

Having dealt with the superheavy verbs, I now turn to middleweight 
verbs. I begin with those that have a medial CC cluster, i.e. -CuCCvC-. I 
know of no such verb with medial i, but there are a number with medial u, like 
-hussvl- in (374). 

(374) Sample -CuCCvC- Verb 

'be obligatory' 
-hussvl -

a. perfective system 
PerfP -ahhussael-
Reslt -ahhiissael-
PerfN -ahhussael-
[in most non-T-ka dialects, perfectives begin with ae not a] 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -shhussal-
Imprt hüssal 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-lhassul-
LoImpfN -t-ahassul-
Prohib -t-ahassul-

d. nominalization 
VblN a-hussal 

Other verbs of this set, cited in the Imprt, are bümbay 'lie face-down', 
rürhas 'freeze', hüjjaj 'perform the pilgrimage to Mecca', hunnaj 'have an 
eye ailment', and hünsar '(nose) bleed' (LoImpfP -t-ihansur-, etc.), among 
others. For durhan 'desire', the LoImpfP is recorded as either t-idarhun- with 
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<H> melody or as t-adaerhan- with <L> melody; the latter may be influenced 
by the related noun derhan '(a) wish'. 

After the usual stem-initial changes in the perfective and inflectable 
Shlmpf, the perfective melody <H L> operates on /-vhhussvl-/ to produce 
(T-ka) -ahhussael-, consistent with the regular «Η Η L» surface melody found 
in other perfectives with three syllables. In most dialects, we get -sehhussael-, 
suggesting a variant tripartite <L Η L> melody, as in other stems with a medial 
high V. 

In the long imperfectives, the basic ablaut rules produce e.g. LoImpfP 
/-t-ihussil-/, which actually surfaces as such in A-grm -t-lhussil-. In T-ka and 
most other dialects, however, /-t-lhussil-/ must undergo u-Spreading to 
/-t-ihussul-/ and then Medial V-Shortening due to the medial CC cluster to 
/-t-ihassul-/ before surfacing as -t-lhassul-. 

I now turn to middleweight verbs with no CC cluster, i.e. -CuCvC-. 
Both full high V's are possible, hence -CuCvC- and -CiCvC- types. The latter 
type has unstable vocalism as i alternates with a, so I begin with the more 
straightforward -CuCvC- type. It is exemplified by the MAN stem paradigm of 
'marry' in (375). 

(375) -CuCvC- Stems 

'marry' 
-dubvn-

a. perfective system 
PerfP 
Resit 
PerfN 

-iedobaen-
-aedobaen-
-aedobaen-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf 
Imprt 

-aduban-
düban 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP 
LoImpfN 
Prohib 

-t-ldubun-
-t-adubun-
-t-adubun-

d. nominalization 
VblN a-dübsn, a-duban 

Others of this type, cited in the Imprt, are bubas 'be a cousin', büdar 'be 
rude', dukal 'have sore feet', hunan 'have pity', hürar [ho'raer] 'fear', jüday 
'express thanks', jü ra j 'be free to move', kufar 'be a non-Muslim', kuyas 
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'plod on wearily' (K-d), lutay 'preach', murad 'crawl', rürad 'rush', sühar or 
zühar 'be stocky, well fed', süsab or züzab 'be marvelous', and tursr 'crave'. 

The long imperfectives and VblN's are unremarkable. The syllabic 
structure permits full expression of the local formatives including both length 
formatives. The lexical u triggers <H> long (as well as short) perfective 
melody. 

There are two notable features in (375). The first of these can be seen in 
the onsets of the perfectives and of the inflectable Shlmpf. These stems show 
Stem-Initial V-Insertion, and (because of the full V) are not eligible for Stem-
Initial Syncope, so we would expect C rGemination to take place (§3.4.8.1). 
However, CrGemination fails to apply, as in e.g. PerfP -aemoraed- 'crawl'. 
Once again, A-grm dialect is exceptional, since it allows C,-Gemination in 
these verbs: PerfP -smmoraed- 'crawl'. 

The other striking feature about this verb class is the vocalism of the 
perfectives. To get from /-vCuCvC-/ (after Stem-Initial V-Insertion) to the 
observable PerfP -aeCoCasC-, we need a stem-wide perfective <L> melody. 
Usually, a surface perfective <L> melody can be reduced to <H L> by 
assuming that Stem-Initial Syncope and Leftward L-Spreading have applied 
§3.4.3.2, (§3.4.8.1), but here there is no syncope. We are therefore compelled 
to assume an idiosyncratic stem-wide <L> for these verbs. Moreover, when 
this <L> combines with lexical u, the result in this case is not α as in e.g. 
-aeblalaeTf- from lexical -bvlulw- in (373), above. Instead, we get a mid-
height vowel ο that is intermediate between the lexical u and the ideal melodic 
target α. I refer to this as V-Height Compromise (§3.4.7), and in verbs it 
applies specifically to middleweight verbs beginning in Cu... or Ci... 

I now discuss the even trickier verbs for which a lexical representation 
-CiCvC- seems appropriate, though even this is subject to debate. Consider the 
two MAN stem paradigms in (376), noting their differences in the vocalism of 
the short imperfective system, and their identical characteristic long 
imperfective <L> melody. 

(376) -CiCvC- Stems (T-ka) 

'gesture' 
-siwvj-

'flee' 
-jiwvd-

a. perfective system 
PerfP 
Resit 
PerfN 

-aesewaej-
-assewasj-
-aesewaej-

-sejewasd-
-aejewaed-
-sejewasd-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -asiwaj-, -aesawaej-
Imprt siwaj, sawaej 

-aejawaed 
jawaed 
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c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-asawaj-
LoImpfN -t-asiwij-
Prohib -t-aesawaj-

-t-ajawad-
-t-ajiwid-
-t-aejawad-

d. nominalization 
VblN a-slwaj, a-slwaj a-jiwad, a-jiwad 

If we focus first on the perfectives and the VblN, both 'gesture' and 'flee' 
are exactly parallel to -CuCvC- stems like 'marry' in (375), above. The 
common features are: a) the lexical high V is visible in the VblN; b) the 
perfectives (and here we can throw in the Shlmpf) show Stem-Initial 
V-Insertion but no C rGemination; and c) the perfectives have stem-wide <L> 
vocalism but respect V-Height Compromise, resulting in medial e in e.g. PerfP 
-zesewasj- in (376) parallel to medial ο in e.g. PerfP -eedobaen- (375). 

For 'gesture' in (376), the parallelism with the -CuCvC- stems extends 
into the short imperfective system; compare Imprt siwsj 'gesture!' to duban 
'marry!'. However, for 'flee' in (376), the vowel-quality features of the lexical 
i are absent in Imprt jawasd, which has strict short imperfective <L> melody 
and does not compromise on V-height. Even 'gesture' has variants of this type. 
Moreover, in the long imperfectives both 'gesture' and 'flee' show a 
characteristic <L> melody, in contrast to the <H> melody for long 
imperfectives of -CuCvC- stems (-t-ldubun- 'marry'). 

For T-ka, I can cite no other verb of the 'gesture' type in (376). The 'flee' 
type, with its more radical generalization of <L> melodies in short as well as 
long imperfectives, is also found with the following underived stems, cited in 
the diagnostic Imprt: bawaes 'be wounded', masael 'be sent' (frozen passive), 
mawgd 'be young', zahaed 'fight holy war', and zawaeb 'reply'. Including 
'flee' and 'gesture', five of the seven synchronically underived stems known to 
me have w as medial C, suggesting that -CiCvC- is basically a variant of 
-CuCvC- when C2 is w. This is a dissimilatory phenomenon on a par with 
others considered in §3.4.10. The remaining two 'flee' type stems are masa;l 
'be sent', a frozen -m- mediopassive (cf. -usvl- 'run'), and the Arabic loan 
zahasd 'fight holy war' whose lexical i was probably suggested by the Arabic 
noun jihaad- (borrowed as Tamashek aelzihad) which likely suggested the 
vocalism of Tamashek VblN a-zihad. 

There is some interdialectal instability in the vocalism of these -CiCvC-
verbs. For 'gesture', Imprt siwaj is attested for T-ka and K-d, but other dialects 
merge this verb with the 'flee' type and allow only <L> melody in short 
imperfectives, hence Imprt sawasj (or sawaeg) not only as a variant in T-ka but 
also in A-grm, I, and R Some dialects do allow C,-Gemination in perfectives 
and the inflectable Shlmpf. CrGemination is standard in A-grm, e.g. PerfP 
-sssewaeg- 'gesture', and I can cite K-d -sessewaej-, cf. ungeminated -sesewasj-
in I, R, and T-ka. 
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For -biwvs- 'be wounded', the PerfP is T-ka -aebewaes- and A-grm 
-abbewaes-. However, for R and K-d I got an alternative basic stem -buyvs-, 
hence PerfP -aeboyaes-. For other cases of metathesis see §3.2.2.1. 

Another irregular verb is 'go north' (also 'look up' and other senses), 
whose basic form seems to hesitate between -juzvy- and -jizvy-. Most of the 
data point to -juzvy- (e.g. PerfP attestations are widespread -aejozasy- or 
-segozaey-, and A-grm -agguzzaey-; LoImpfP attestations are widespread 
-t-yuzuy- and A-grm -t-"iguzziy-). However, a-jizay is attested (T-md) as an 
uncommon term for 'north', the regular VblN is attested both as α-juzay and 
α-jizay, and Imprt jazasy was recorded for T-ka (versus jü^ay in most dialects, 
A-grm güzzay). That jazaey with short imperfective <L> melody, usually a 
sign of lexical i, was once more widespread is suggested by the archaic phrasal 
compound jazaey t-a-fukk 'Heliotropium plant' (originally "look/go up to the 
sun!"), cf. §5.2.4.8. 

As throughout this chapter, the data here are from underived verbs. 
However, in the case of -CuCvC- verbs it is important to mention that 
causative -s-uCvC- and mediopassive -m-uCvC-, whether derived from 
-vPPvC- or -uCvC- stems, have their own idiosyncracies with respect to 
vocalism. Specifically, mediopassive -m-uCvC- strong favors i as medial full 
V and avoids C,-Gemination, hence -m-iCvC- (PerfP -aem-eCasC-, Imprt 
m-aCasC), while causative -s-uCvC- (at least in T-ka) strongly favors u and 
implements C,-Gemination in the perfectives (but not in the Shlmpf), hence 
-s-uCvC- (PerfP -aess-oCaiC-, Imprt s-aCaeC). See chapter 8 for details 
including dialectal variation. 

It can also be mentioned that non-augment V-final -CDCU- verbs, which 
generally treat the medial vowel in the same way as -CuCvC- stems, include a 
few -CuCi> verbs with lexical u (as well as some -CiCu- verbs with medial i) 
that have <L H> melody in imperfectives: -hunu- 'move out', PerfP -aehona-, 
Imprt /ham/ . A greater number of -CuCo- verbs, however, have <H> 
imperfective melody (§7.3.1.14). 

7.3.1.8 Full-V-initial C-final -vCvC- and -vCCvC-

Verbs with final V, and verbs with medial full V, have now been covered. It 
remains to cover verbs with initial full V, before proceeding to verbs with 
more than one of these characteristics, and to adjectival verbs that have their 
own special features. 

Initial full V's occur only in light stems. The basic stem-shapes for this 
section are therefore -uCvC- and -uCCvC-. (For verbs with both initial and 
final full V's, i.e. OCD- and -UCCU-, see §7 .3 .1 .15) . Heavy stems (excluding 
imperfectives of adjectival verbs) are all C-initial. 

The major set of -uCvC- and -uCCvC- verbs has a complex vocalism, 
where the initial full V appears as ο in perfectives, α in short imperfectives, 
and (in most dialects) i in long imperfectives. I will present this class first. 
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Later, in (379), I will present a handful of -dCvC- and -uCCvC- verbs that 
have different paradigms featuring initial u at least in the perfectives. 

In (377), 'tie' represents the bulk of -uCvC- verbs, 'go up' represents the 
special cases of -uCvC- where Q is w, and '(animal) die' represents -uCCvC-
with medial cluster. 

(377) -uCvC- and -uCCvC- Stems 

'tie' 'go up' '(animal) die' 
-ujvy- -uwvn- (w-medial) -UYSvy-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -ojasy- -aewwaen-
Reslt -ojay- -aewwdn-
PerfN -ojey- -aewwen-

-OYsaey-
-orsay-
-OYsey-

[for dialectal variants of the 'go up' type, see (378), below] 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -ajay-
Imprt ajay 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ijsy-
LoImpfN -t-Tjay-
Prohib -t-ljay-

-awsn-
awsn 

-t-lwsn-
-t-lwan-
-t-lwan-

-aYsay-
arsay 

- t- lrssy-
-t-lYsay-
-t-lYsay-

d. nominalization 
VblN yjuy aggan 'lYssy [e'Ysi] 

Since the PerfP forms end in ...aeC- (with short V), the PerfN ablaut 
formative e - p c l f audibly converts /ae/ to e, and the Resit accent and length 
formatives are also audible. Since the stems are light, there are not enough 
syllables to allow long imperfective formative χ-f to apply, but χ - p c l and 
χ-pcl in the LoImpfP are evident. 

Leaving aside the perfectives of 'go up' for the moment, we observe 
perfective o, short imperfective a, and characteristic long imperfective i. These 
alternations are difficult to make sense of in terms of normal Tamashek verb 
ablaut and associated phonology. The following points may help. 

First, PerfP -o(C)CaeC- might be derived from /-u(C)CvC-/ if we overlay a 
perfective <L> melody and allow V-Height Compromise to combine lexical u 
with <L> to give mid-height vowel o. PerfP -aedobaen- 'marry' (§7.3.1.7, 
above) is a much clearer case of u plus <L> becoming ο in the same ... CvC-
position in a stem. The derivation is much less transparent for the perfectives 
in (377) because there is much less evidence from other MAN stems and 
derivatives for a lexical stem-initial u in 'tie' or '(animal) die'. 
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The short imperfectives in (377) clearly have an overlaid <L H> melody, 
which is also found with non-augment V-final verbs including -v(C)Ci>, α/ι 
subclass, e.g. Imprt aegr 'kill!' from/asgri/ (§7.3.1.3). 

The <L> characteristic melody of the long imperfectives suggests the 
presence of a lexical high V (i or u). There is no actual u in these long 
imperfectives, which normally points to i as the default. The VblN type Ijjuy 
does have a u, but transposed to the second syllable; the other VblN's in (377), 
aggan and irsay, do not have a u. 

The evidence points to lexical representations with initial high V, i.e. 
-i(C)CvC- or -u(C)CvC-, but it is difficult to make the call between these two. 
Given that there are some other verbs with a stronger claim to be u-initial, see 
below, I would incline toward -i(C)CvC- as basic form for the verbs in (377). 
The puzzling ο in the perfective has an (admittedly distant) echo in the strong 
preference for perfective ο in causative verbs of the basic shape -s-iCvC-, see 
§8.1.5. 

The LoImpfP pattern -t-iCaC- occurs in all dialects checked except A-grm. 
In R dialect, the schwa undergoes Syncope before V-initial suffix, and 
V-initial subject suffixes (all of which have the shape -aeC) show a instead of 
ae, as in t-lhr-an 'they-Ma share in common'. In other words, in this dialect, 
when a schwa is deleted in the final syllable of the stem, its <H> melody is 
transferred to the suffixal V. R dialect also metathesizes the two C's brought 
together by Syncope in certain cases (§3.2.2.1). By contrast, T-ka does not 
syncopate and does not spread the <H> melody: t-lhar-asn. In A-grm, instead 
of -t-iCaC- we generally get LoImpfP -t-aCaeC- with <L> melody. 

Using the PerfP for citation, all other examples of the type -oCvC- known 
to me are -obaer- 'grab a handful', (dialectal) -obaez- 'take', -odaen- 'be 
missing', -odaer- 'push down', -odasr- 'soak (hide)', -ofasl- '(hide) be tanned', 
-ovaey- 'strangle', -ohaer- 'snatch', -ohaer- 'have in common', -ohasz-
'approach', -öjaed- 'tap (donkey)', -ojasl- 'decline to accept', -ojasr- 'surpass', 
-ojass- 'sew coarsely', -ojasz- 'encounter (by chance)', -okaed- 'be disgusted', 
-okael- 'step on', -okaer- 'steal', -okasy- 'go past', -olaeh- 'resemble', -olaej-
'set up', -olael- 'become lodged', -olaes- 'repeat', -olaey- 'cut o f f and 
homonym 'dangle', -omasd- 'gather (wild grain)', -ömaes- 'wipe', -onasf- 'pull 
by the tail', -onaen- '(camel) be trained', -ona;s- 'hobble', -orasj- 'contribute', 
-orasm- 'test', -orasw- 'give birth', -öraey- 'cede', -osasr- 'unite', -osaem- 'be 
jealous o f , -osaes- 'squeeze', -osasl- 'run' (VblN άζζαΐ, cf. §3.1.1.5), -otaes-
'intend', -oyaes- 'sneak up on', and -ozaer- 'suffer'. None of these verbs has w 
as first C. Many of these verbs are very basic lexical items. While IPPuC is the 
most common VblN, some of the stems have a different VblN. One is t-"iCCa, 
e.g. t-"ikla 'stepping on', t-lkra 'theft', andt-inna 'being trained'. Another is of 
the form m-lCCaw, with prefix m-, as in m - i k d a w 'being disgusted' and 
m-"ilhaw 'resemblance'. 

Other verbs of the -uCCvC- subtype, like '(animal) die' in (377) are 
(PerfP) -ojdseh- 'be equal' (specialized VblN m-ljdaehaw), -oskasn- 'stand on 
hind legs', -osmasm- '(trap) be about to spring', -oswael- 'be marked' (noun 
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esw£el 'mark, brand'; A-grm PerfP -eswael- with e), and -OZYSBY- 'lie on one's 
back' (VblN IZYSY). 

The w-medial type 'go up' in (377) differs from the usual -DCVC- type 
('tie') only in the perfectives and in the VblN. The gg for *ww in the VblN is 
archaic (§3.1.1.7). In the perfectives, expected #-owaeC- surfaces as 
-aewwaeC-, as the boundary between the rounded ο and the more or less 
homorganic semivowel slides to the left, and what remains of ο dissimilates 
slightly by lowering to ae (favored by the <L> perfective melody). Note that 
the resulting ww does not follow the archaic pattern of hardening to gg. No 
similar boundary sliding occurs after α in the short imperfectives or after i in 
the long imperfectives. The 3MaSg subject PerfP in T-ka is therefore 
0-swwaeC, with the usual surface 0 - before stem-initial low V (§7.4.1.4, 
§3.2.3.1). A T-ka example is 0-aewwa2y 'he conveyed'. 

Other verbs of the w-medial subtype, cited in the PerfP, are -aewwaed-
'manage carefully' (VblN t :iwdi-t-t), -sewwasd- 'reach' (VblN dggad) , 
-sewwasY- 'keep back' (aggaY), -sewwael- 'guard' (dggal), and -aewwaey-
'take (convey)' (dggay). 

Data showing the treatment of the initial vowel in the perfective of these 
stems, in a wider range of dialects, are given in (378). Here I include Malian 
Tawellemmett (W), which is outside of the scope of this grammar. 

(378) -uwvC- Stems in Various Dialects 

dialect PerfP stem lSg PerfP 3MaSg PerfP 

a. with consistent as 
T-ka -aewwaeC- aewwaeC-aeY 0-aewwasC 

b. with i or e in 3MaSg only, ae or a elsewhere 
R, K-d -swwaeC- EewwaeC-aeY e-wwaeC 
R -swwaeC- sewwseC-aeY e-wasC 
Gao, Κ, I -awwaeC- awwaeC-aeY 1-wwaeC 
Gao -awaeC- awaeC-asv 1-wwaeC 
A-grm -awaeC- awaeC-aeY "i-waeC 

c. with consistent i or e 
W, Gao, A-grm -ewaeC- ewasC-aeY 0-ewasC 

Except for some dialects that may have been influenced by Tawellemmett, 
the predominant pattern is actually (378.b), with either as or a as the usual 
perfective initial. In the case of a, 3MaSg i- combines regularly to produce i 
(Gao, Κ, I, A-grm). However, in this verb class only, 3MaSg i- combines with 
initial ae to produce e in R and K-d. In W, some Gao dialects, and optionally in 
A-grm, the e is an intrinsic part of the stem. 
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Forms with e also occur in other Tuareg varieties. For Niger, LTF2 424-5 
gives 3MaSg perfective "ewäd" (Tawellemmett) or "yewäd" (Tayert, with 
3MaSgS y-) for 'atteindre' (i.e. 'reach'), but does not give forms with other 
subject categories. For Algeria, DTF 3.1461 gives "ieoued" (omitting 
diacritics), probably y-ewaed. Overall, this is clearly an area of considerable 
dialectal instability. 

There is one verb whose PerfP is -owasC- in T-ka and Kidal-area dialects 
rather than -aewwaeC-. This is PerfP -owass- 'pay tribute (or taxes) to'. Given 
the sense, I suspect this may be an inter-dialectal borrowing. In the past, tribute 
was paid by vassal clans to warrior clans, who often came from the north or 
east. I have recorded 3MaSg PerfP i-waes and e-waes in the Gao area, 
suggesting that the stem has been integrated into the productive -uwvC-
pattern in these dialects. 

In (379) I present two verbs that differ from all of the above in beginning 
with u at least in the perfective. There are no others of this type. 

(379) -ojvj- and -unjvy-

'be far away' 'refuse' 
-ujvj- -unjvy-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -üjaj- -ünjasy-
Reslt -ujaj- -unjay-
PerfN -üjaj- -ünjey-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf - ap j - -ünjay-
Imprt ajaj ünjay 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ljsj 

LoImpfN 
Prohib 

d. nominalization 
VblN 

-nijjuy-
[dialectally -nuggay- or -t-ünjay-

•t-ysj- -riijjuy-, -najjuy-
t-ljaj- -riijjuy-, -najjuy-

ijsj t-ünji-t-t 

With 'be fa r away' , we have a verb whose imperfectives show the same 
shapes as those of 'tie' in (377), above. The VblN is irregular but does show 
the same stem-shape as in the long imperfectives. The perfective forms are 
based on -ujsj-. The PerfN is identical to the PerfP. The Resit -ujsj- shows the 
effects of χ -pc l (accent), but not of χ-pcl (V-lengthening). The irregular 
perfect!ves and the avoidance of χ-pcl in the Resit are typical features of 
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adjectival verbs, and the sense 'be far away' is in this semantic area. Therefore 
the irregularities in the perfective and VblN do not justify setting this up as 
another "type" on a par with the types described earlier in this section. 

As for ' r e f u s e ' , its perfective and short imperfective forms are fairly 
normal, except for the initial u. We can take the basic form as -unjvy-, and let 
the relevant melodies do the rest (<H L> for perfective, <H> for short 
imperfective). The dialectally variable long imperfectives suggest that speakers 
have some difficulty applying long imperfective ablaut to this stem. In -nijjuy-
(T-ka, T-md), one can see an <H> melody (justified by the lexical u), and T-c2 
(gemination); the immediate model is probably -PiQQu- (§7.3.1.4). One can 
argue that -n i j j uy - is from /-nujjiy-/, having undergone u-Spreading and 
Medial V-Shortening to / -na j juy- / , with late application of LoImpfP 
formatives to produce -nijjuy-. The variability in the LoImpfN and Prohib 
suggests that speakers are unsure whether this interpretation of -nijjuy- with i 
from /a/ is correct (if so, -najjuy- is appropriate for LoImpfN and Prohib), or 
whether the ί of -ni j juy- is a lexical full V (if so, -nijjuy- is appropriate for 
LoImpfN and Prohib). A-grm has -nüggay- (arguably phonemicizable as 
-nuggiy-), while K-d has -t-unjay- with -t- prefix. 

7.3.1.9 Verbs with perfective -v(C)CuC- or -v(C)CiC-

In this and the following two sections, I discuss verbs with imperfective 
vocalic sequence «i α» or «u α». Many are "adjectival" verbs, but those treated 
in the present section are, for the most part, non-adjectival in sense. They are 
characterized by a shape -V(C)CuC- ("V" = either short or full vowel), more 
specifically -v(C)CuC- or -v(C)CiC- in the perfective and -Vü(C)CaC- in the 
imperfectives. Since none of the verbs we have considered so far have the 
shape -VCuC-, it is possible to analyse the MAN paradigms for these verbs as 
the "regular" pattern for this -VCuC- shape. 

However, these verbs cannot be easily handled using the ablaut melodies 
and local formatives that we have identified for the stem-chape classes 
considered so far. In these other classes, we have seen perfective melodies 
<H L> and (surface) <L>, the latter perhaps reducible to <H L>. In these other 
classes the short imperfectives are <L>, <H>, or (for V-final stems) <L H>, 
and (in T-ka) the long imperfectives have a characteristic melody <H> or <L> 
(in some dialects, also <L H>). It is difficult to reconcile these melodies with 
the perfective <H> and imperfective <H L> vocalism of the verbs in the 
present section. 

Forced to make the call, I opt for basic lexical representations modeled on 
the perfectives: -vCuC-, -vCCuC-, -vCiC- and -vCCiC-. For the perfectives, 
it suffices to account for the stem-initial V, which is a in T-ka and A-grm, but 
χ in the other dialects (T-md, R, K-d, etc.). For T-ka, Short V-harmony would 
enforce a in any event. For T-md and the other dialects, ae here is consistent 
with the occurrence of ae rather than a in perfectives of verbs with a high full V 
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(i or u) in the following syllable, e.g. -aebbuffas-t 'be abundant' versus T-ka 
-abbuffas-t (§7.3.1.16). So, we can analyse T-ka -aCuC- as respecting 
perfective melody <H L> (or even <L>), and other dialects' -aeCuC- as 
respecting perfective <L>, provided we specify that the full high V in this 
position is immune to modification by an L melody. 

To account for the imperfectives, where e.g. -vCuC- becomes -üCaC-, we 
need a somewhat ad hoc ablaut process, whereby α is introduced into the 
medial vowel slot, and the lexical u or i appears in stem-initial position. The 
long imperfectives have prefix -t-. The VblN is generally a feminine nominal 
based on either the perfective -a(C)Ci/uC- or the imperfective -Vü(C)CaC-. 

At least for the -vCuC- verbs (with u rather than i, and with no CC 
cluster), a further peculiarity must be mentioned. This is that the "perfective" 
pattern, e.g. T-ka -aCuC-, can spill into the imperfectives (and VblN) to 
constitute variants of the regular pattern -ÜCaC-. 

The verbs with basic shape -v(C)Ci/uC- are illustrated in (380). 

(380) Perfective -v(C)CuC-, Imperfective -ü(C)CaC-

'swell' 
-vkuf-

'be scratched' 
-vkmus-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -akuf-
Reslt -akuf-
PerfN -akuf-

-akmus-
-akmus-
-akmus-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -ükaf-, -akuf-
Imprt ükaf, akuf 

-ükmas-
ükmas 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ükaf-, -t-lkuf-
LoImpfN -t-ükaf-, -t-akuf-
Prohib -t-ükaf-, -t-akuf-

-t-ukmas-
-t-ükmas-
-t-ükmas-

d. nominalization 
VblN t-ukaf-t, t-3-kuf-t ukmas 

Others like 'swell' in the -vCuC- type (cited in the PerfP) are -adur-
'watch for', -adum- 'drain', -adub- 'drip', -akun- 'be amazed', -amud- 'pray', 
-amum- 'be sucked', -atub- 'submit to God', -azum- 'fast (abstain)', and 
-azun- 'share'. Not all of these are attested in my data in the full set of stem 
variants shown in (380). As noted above, several dialects have initial as 
wherever T-ka has initial a. The VblN's for the stems listed are variable in 
form: t-udaq-q, eddam or udam, t-udab-t or t-a-dub-t, t-a-kuf-t, t-a-kun-t, 
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a-mud or a - m u d d (<Arabic), t-ümom-t, t-a-tub-t , azukk, azumm, and 
t-a-zune. 

ι 

Others like 'be scratched' from the -vCCuC- type are (PerfP) - a j ruy -
'belch' (dialectally -s j ruk-) , (K-d) -aeggum- 'be in love with', -annuv- 'be 
interrupted before finishing', -asruj- 'sneeze', -azzur- 'be winnowed', and 
-aksud- 'be afraid'. For dialects other than T-ka and A-grm, replace initial a by 
ae. The attested imperfectives are based on -uCCaC- rather than the -aCCuC-
seen in the perfective (for 'be afraid' - u k s a d - varies with -Iksad-). The 
common VblN patterns are also often based on -üCCaC-, and in any event are 
usually feminine ( t -üjray-t or t -a j ray- t , t -üsrak-k or t -üsrek-k, t-azzafe, 
t-a-ksada). 

The stems with i instead of u are exemplified in (381). The only structural 
difference is that the -aCiC- stem is not recorded as a variant in the 
imperfectives or VblN's, so the break between perfective and imperfective is 
sharper here. As usual, dialects other than T-ka and A-grm have initial as 
instead of a in the perfective. 

(381) Perfective -v(C)CiC-, Imperfective -l(C)CaC-

' wrestle' 
-vzil-

'feel pain' 
-vsnin-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -azil-

ι 

Resit -a^ll-
PerfN -azil-ι 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -"izal-
Imprt Izal 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-lzal-
LoImpfN -t-lzal-
Prohib -t-lzal-

-ssnin-
-asnln-
-asnin-

-lsnan-
Isnan 

-t-lsnan-
-t-lsnan-
-t-lsnan-

d. nominalization 
VblN t-izal-t t :isnan-t 

Others of the -vCiC- type (like 'wrestle') are, in the PerfP, - sd in - 'be 
counted', - a r i l - 'believe' (dialectally also -serel- with e) , and -awid-
'increase'. The VblN's are of the t-iCaC-t type, except for t-arel-t 'belief. 

Others of the -vCCiC- type (like 'feel pain') are -arwis- 'yelp', -astik- 'be 
empty', (K-d) -aesriw- 'be happy', -aswid- 'be duped', -adriw- fidraw) 'be a 
co-wife', -arrid- Grrad) varying dialectally with -arid- (irad) '(child) be very 
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rude', -annid- (innad) 'be sick', and -alsin- 'be crazy' (<Arabic). For K-d I 
can add -sesriw- 'be happy'. The VblN's are t :ICCaC-t except for t-orhanna 
(arguably t-ürhanna) 'sickness', t-e-naede 'fever', and ά-lsin 'craziness'. For 
both -vCiC- and -vCCiC- types, dialects other than T-ka (and A-grm) have 
initial ae in the perfective corresponding to a in T-ka. 

In the remainder of this section I describe the small number of 
semantically non-adjectival verbs that have an «i α» imperfective melody like 
that in (381), but have a medial V other than i or u in the perfective. The data 
are in (382). 

(382) Perfective -v(C)Ce/oC-, Imperfective -l(C)CaC-

'be sick' 'be softened' 'believe' 'intend' 
-vrhen- -vtted- -vrel- -vbok-

[K-d]' [dialectal] 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -arhen- -aetted- -aerel- -aebok-

I I I 

Resit -arhen- -aetted- -aevel- -aebok-
I I I 

PerfN -arhen- -aetted- -aerel- -aebok-
1 I I 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -Irhan- -Ittad- -ιγαΐ- -Ibak-
Imprt Irhan Ittad Ιταΐ Ibak 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-irhan- -t-ittad- -t-iral- -t-lbak-
LoImpfN -t-lrhan- -t-lttad- -t-lval- -t-ibak-
Prohib -t-lrhan- -t-~ittad- -t-lral- -t-lbak-

ι ι ι 

d. nominalization 
VblN t-orhanna t-ittan-t t-ae-ril-t t-abuk-k 

All four stems in (382) have a medial mid-height V in the perfective. 
Three have e, one has o. Only the first ('be sick') is recorded in my T-ka data 
with the perfective shown; 'believe' occurs there but in the form -ar i l - which 
belongs to (381) rather than to (382), and 'intend' is not attested for this 
dialect. All three verbs have initial i in the imperfectives; the back rounded ο 
in 'intend' is not enough to force initial u. 

For 'be sick', the perfective melody is <HL> in T-ka, T-md, and A-grm, 
the Η being apparent in the initial a. Other dialects have PerfP -aerhen-, with 
stem-wide <L> melody. The dialectal PerfP-aevel- of 'believe', and the 
dialectally attested 'intend' verb shown, also show <L> perfective melody. All 
dialects have «i α» vocalic sequence in the imperfectives. 
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In view of the <L> and <H L> perfective melodies, both of which assign L 
melodic component to the medial full V, one could argue that the perfective e 
or ο vowel represents V-Height Compromise, i.e. the combination of lexical 
high V (i or u) with L. The VblN t-ae-vil-t with i is suggestive in this regard. 
However, recognizing V-Height Compromise for these verbs would contrast 
starkly with the behavior of the more numerous verbs of the types in (381) and 
(382), above, which simply shrug off the L melodic component in the 
perfective. Because of this discrepancy, it is perhaps best to take e and ο in 
(382) as lexical. 

There are two verbs with medial α in the imperfective that may be relevant 
here. However, they are clearly adjectival in sense and I prefer to treat them in 
the following section (§7.3.1.10). They are (PerfP) -aeynay- 'be new' and 
-aerah- 'be raw'. There are also some other verbs in that same section, like 
(PerfP) -aeddew- 'accompany, be with', that differ from the verbs considered 
here only in geminating the medial C in perfectives. 

Summarizing the data in this section, the analysis in (383) is suggested. 

(383) Analysis of Non-Adjectival -v(C)CuC- Verbs 

a. basic lexical representations: -v(C)CuC- with u = ( i u e ) , and for 
some dialects one case of ο ; 

b. perfective has <L> or <H L> melody, but L melodic component 
does not affect the medial full V; 

c. imperfectives and VblN replace the initial short V by u if the stem 
has a lexical u, otherwise by i, and convert the medial full V to a. 

For Gao I have recorded a verb 'ferment' (said of a meal with dried meat 
marinated in butter): PerfP -aeqqum- , Imprt aeqqum (arguably aqqum 
phonemically), LoImpfP -t-lqumu-t, VblN tqqum. 

For A-grm dialect I recorded PerfP -naefaf-, Imprt nafuf, and LoImpfP 
-t-lnafuf- 'compare (two things, to determine which is best)'. In other dialects 
this is a V-final stem -nvyufu-, e.g. PerfP -senyafa- and Imprt nsyuf (attested 
for R and T-ka). All these forms have an obscure historical connection to -υίυ-
(PerfP -ofa-) 'be better than'. 

7.3.1.10 Verbs (mostly adjectival) with Imprt "i(C)CaC and PerfP -vCCuC-

The verbs in this section, mostly adjectival in sense, have MAN stem 
paradigms that resemble those of the non-adjectival verbs in §7.3.1.9, above. 
The imperfectives and (usually) VblN's again show the «ί α» vocalic 
sequence, while the perfectives begin with a short V and have either <L> or 
<H> stem-wide melody. 

An important difference is that verbs in this section with an ungeminated 
medial C in the imperfectives geminate it in the perfectives, unlike the case in 
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§7.3.1.9. We therefore need an unusual gemination formative Γ-m to 
geminate the medial C of the stem, in the perfective only. The medial C is C, 
in these verbs, but I will present another type of adjectival verb in §7.3.1.11 
where it is C2, so the common feature is that the geminated C is the medial C 
(alternatively, the penultimate C). When the verb already has a (nongeminate) 
cluster, Γ-m is not audibly present. 

A second difference is that, for the verbs in this section, we get 
imperfective «i α» (rather than «u α») even when there is a u in the perfective. 
This holds for T-ka and K-d but not for A-grm or R. 

Consider the data in (384). All stems here show Γ-m, though this is moot 
for stems of the same general type that already have a CC cluster. The verb 'be 
thirsty' shows that the u in the perfective does not affect the «i α» imperfective 
vocalic sequence (for T-ka and K-d). 'Follow' is not adjectival semantically 
but belongs morphologically to this group. 

(384) Adjectival -IPaC- Imperfective, Geminated -vPPuC- Perfective 

'be thirsty' 'follow' 'be heavy' 'be sweet' 
-vfud- -vlil- -vzay- -vzed-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -affud- -allil- -sezzay- -sezzed-
Reslt -sffud- -allil- -aezzay- -aezzed-
PerfN -affud- -sllil- -aezzay- -sezzed-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -Ifad- -Hal- -Izay- -Izad-
Imprt Ifad Hal Izay Izad 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ifad- -t-llal- -t-izay- -t-lzad-
LoImpfN -t-lfad- -t-llal- -t-azay- -t-azad-
Prohib -t-lfad- -t-llal- -t-azay- -t-azad-

d. nominalization 
VblN [various lexical nouns and feminine nominals] 

For dialects other than T-ka and A-grm, i.e. the set of dialects {I K-d R 
T-md), we get initial ae rather than 9 in the perfectives of 'be thirsty' and 
'follow', as in other verb classes where a high full V occurs in the following 
syllable. 

For A-grm and R dialects, the imperfectives of the -sffud- 'be thirsty' 
subtype have u rather than i in the imperfectives: Imprt üfad, LoImpfP 
-t-ufad-, etc. 
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Other verbs like 'be thirsty' with medial u in the perfectives, cited in the 
T-ka PerfP (with Imprt in parentheses) are -akkul- f ika l ) 'take charge', 
-akkus- Okas) 'be hot', -Mluz- (Παζ) 'be hungry', -ammuy- (imay) 'praise 
God', and -azzuy- (izay) 'be nostalgic'. We might add -aksud- (iksad) 'be 
afraid', which has a lexical CC cluster and so shows no audible gemination. 
For dialects other than T-ka, the Imprt is üksad, so for these dialects this verb 
belongs in the preceding section, cf. (380) (§7.3.1.9). 

T-ka has PerfP -szzuf- , Imprt üzzaf , and LoImpfP - t -uzzaf- for ' b e 
black', but R has -aezzof-, üzaf, and -t-uzaf-. R but not T-ka shows Γ-m in the 

' t i l ι 

perfective but simple C in the imperfectives. The more common 'be black' 
verb is Vkwl, PerfP kaewal-. 

Another verb of this general type is -aeqqor- (Imprt Ivor) 'be dry', though 
here T-ka has <L> melody in the perfective (influenced perhaps by the BLC's 
qq and r). A-grm PerfP -aqqur- and R PerfP -aeqqor- both have Imprt ü ra r . 

Another verb like 'follow' in (384) with medial i in the perfectives is its 
homonym -allil- Cilal) 'follow'. 

The other verb like 'be heavy' in (384) with medial α in the perfectives is 
PerfP -aeynay- 'be new', which has a lexical CC cluster. The Imprt is lynay, 
which is hard to distinguish phonetically from -inay-. The VblN is t-aeynay-t. 

The verb 'be sweet' in (384) with medial e in the perfective has a parallel 
in -aeddew- (idaw) 'accompany, be with', VblN t :idaw-t. There is also an 
irregular verb '(day) break' that has a PerfP -aeffew- and Imprt "lfaw in some 
dialects (for more on this verb see §7.3.2.15). 

An adjectival verb meaning 'be unripe, raw' has a PerfP -aerah- (without 
gemination) and Imprt -arah- or -Irah-. For more on this somewhat irregular 
verb see §7.3.2.18. 

7.3.1.11 Adjectival verbs with ImprtiPQaC and unprefixed C-initial PerfP 

Just above, I described one type of (mostly) adjectival verb with short and long 
imperfectives based on -iC(C)aC- and perfectives beginning in a short V (with 
a following unclustered lexical C geminated). In the present section I describe 
a number of adjectival verbs whose imperfectives are based on -ICCaC-, 
specifically -IPQaC- with medial nongeminate cluster PQ. 

I showed in the preceding section (§7.3.1.10) that perfectives of the 
relevant adjectival verbs were morphologically unusual (medial gemination) 
and rather lexicalized (<L> or <H> melody). In the present section, the 
following characteristics are observable. First, the perfectives are now 
C-initial, meaning that Ρ and Q, while clustered in imperfective -IPQaC-, are 
separated by a short vowel in the perfective. Second, gemination Γ-m applies 
in some perfective stems but not others. Third, most (but not all) of the 
perfectives have a full V in the second syllable, hence PvQ(Q)uC-. There are 
two analytical possibilities here. One is to recognize a length formative χ-f, 
similar to χ-f already recognized for long imperfectives of heavy verbs. This 
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would point to a basic lexical shape like PvQvC-, becoming PvQuC- (or 
geminated PvQQuC-) after association of χ-f . The alternative is to take the 
perfective as a separate, lexicalized stem, not directly connected (by regular 
ablaut processes) to the corresponding imperfectives, or related to the 
imperfectives by a partly templatic ablaut process (mapping the more variable 
perfective stem onto a relatively rigid imperfective template). 

Another notable feature is that perfectives of these C-initial adjectival 
verbs avoid subject pronominal prefixes, not just 2nd person or 3FeSg t-
(whose absence before a C-initial stem is expected anyway), but also 3MaSg 
i-, which would be easy to pronounced before a C. Both 3FeSg and 3MaSg 
subjects are therefore expressed by the bare perfective stem. Perfectives with 
the remaining nonzero subject prefix, 1P1 η-, are problematic; some informants 
accept them (grudgingly), others favor a paraphrase with a 'be' verb and a 
nominalized participle (§7.4.2). I therefore omit the usual initial hyphen in the 
citation form of the perfective. Adjectival verbs like these always allow subject 
suffixes (lSg, 2Sg, and all non-lst person plural categories), so the only real 
neutralization with adjectival perfectives is 3MaSg with 3FeSg (neutralized to 
an unmarked form interpreted as having 3Sg subject). 

Avoidance of subject prefixes is noted even with a few V-initial perfective 
stems if they are strongly adjectival in nature. See §7.3.2.2 for 3MaSg PerfP 
ajjat 'it became many', though this verb does allow audible prefixes for other 
categories. 'Be yellow' has participles like aeraev-aet without 3FeSg t -
(§7.3.1.4). 

For most of these adjectival verbs, the closest approximation to a "VblN" 
is really a feminine Abstractive nominal, such as t-aePPseCaeC-t or t-a-CCaCe 
(§8.6.5). 

I begin with cases of L perfective melody in (385). I use the term 
"melody" loosely here, since it may be that the perfective stems are fully 
spelled-out in the lexicon, rather than being created compositionally by ablaut. 
The imperatives in (385) are all based on -!C(C)aC-, so the focus should be on 
the PerfP column. 

(385) Adjectival Perfective with <L> Melody 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP VblN/Abstr 

a. «ae α» vocalic sequence, no Γ-m 
'be grey' bsehaw- Ibhaw -t-lbhaw- t-asbbaehasw-t 
'be licit' hselal- Ihlal -t-ihlal- — 

'be illicit' haeram- Ihram -t-ihram- — 

[LoImpfP also -t-ahasram-] 
'be black' ksewal- Ikwal -t-lkwal- t-askkaewasl-t 
'be bad' laebas- llbas -t-llbas- t-aellsebaes-t 
'be wide' haeraw- Ihraw -t-lhraw- t-ahharu-t-t 
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b. «ae α» vowel sequence, Γ-m, some w/gg alternations (§3.1.1.7) 
'be brown' raeggal- nrwal -t-irwal- t-3-vule 
'be red' saeggav- Iswar -t-lswar- t-s-sure 
'be old' wsessar- Iwsar -t-iwsar- t-3-wssre 

c. «ae e» vowel sequence, Γ-m 
'be cold' saemmed- Ismad -t-lsmad- t-s-samde I I I I 

Since both <L> and <H> perfectives occur among adjectival verbs, it is 
not clear that we should speak of "melodies" in the sense of isolable ablaut 
components that are overlaid on basic stems. 

All of the <L> perfectives in (385) show a full V in the final syllable. For 
possible dialectal forms with all short V's, see discussion of maeqqaer- 'be big' 
and maellael- 'be white', later in this section. 

The stems not shown are predictable from those that are shown. Thus, for 
'be grey', we have Resit baehdw-, PerfN baehaw-, Shlmpf -Ibhaw-, LoImpfN 
-t-lbhiw-, Prohib -t-lbhaw-. 

In (385.a), 'be licit' and 'be illicit' refer to Islamic law and, and the word 
families in question are borrowed from Arabic. The other verbs in (385) appear 
to be native Berber terms. 

There are many terms denoting shades of color associated prototypically 
with particular animals, particularly in the red/brown and grey regions. 
Therefore glosses like 'be brown' and 'be grey' may appear in this grammar 
for multiple items. 

Examples of stems like those in (385) but with <H> instead of <L> 
perfective melody (at least in T-ka), are given in (386). Again, the term 
"melody" is used loosely. The imperfective forms are identical in vocalism to 
those in (385). 

(386) Adjectival Perfective with <H> Melody 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP VblN/Abstr 

full vowel in PerfP 

a. <o u» vowel sequence, no Γ-m 
'be few' darus- Idras -t-idras- t-s-drase 
'be light' fösus- Ifsas -t-ifsas- t-3-fosse 
'need clothes' ralul- Irlal -t-nrlal- raltal 

[PerfP also rallul-] 

b. <o u» vowel sequence, Γ-m 
'be tame' balluh- Iblah -t-iblah- t-3-bbhe 
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c. <o i» vowel sequence, no Γ-m 
'be thin' sadid- isdad -t-lsdad- t-a-sadde 
'be smooth' salil- Islal -t-islal- t-a-salle 

d. <o i» vowel sequence, Γ-m 
'be cheap' raqqis- "irras -t-lnras- t-a-nrase 

short vowels only in PerfP 

e.<o 9» vowel sequence, no Γ-m 
'be sour' samam- Ismam -t-ismam- t-a-samme 

f. <o 3» vowel sequence, Γ-m 
'be short' jazzal- Tjzal -t-ijzal- ta-jazzal-t 
'be short' käs sal- Iksal -t-iksal- t-a-ksale 
'be feeble' rakkam- Irkam -t-lrkam- t-aerraekasm-t 

The Resit stems, not shown here, are expressed by the ablaut formative 
χ-pcl with no sign of the usual Resit length formative χ-pcl. This is seen in 
the Resit forms for the short-V stems in (386.e-f), e.g. ssmam-, jazzal-. In 
verbs whose postconsonantal V is short, the absence of χ-pcl is diagnostic of 
status as adjectival verb. The Resit form is very common with adjectival verbs, 
since e.g. stative 'be red' is expressed in the Resit (rather than an 
imperfective). 

Having presented the clear cases of <L> perfective melody in (385) and 
those of <H> melody in (386), I now turn to some cases involving 
phonological ambiguity due to BLC's, complicated by dialectal variation in the 
perfective. Consider (387), where the LoImpfP is omitted (it is predictable 
from the Imprt, as in the preceding tables). 

(387) Adjectival Perfective with Ambiguous <L> or <H> Melody Due to 
BLC's 

gloss PerfP Imprt VblN/Abstr 

a. 'be big' maeqqasr- (maqqar-) "irmrar t-a-mvare 
mseqqor- (maqqur-) 

b. 'be useful' fseror- (farur-) Ifrar t-s-farre 

c. 'be narrow' kaerroz- (karruz-) Ikraz t-a-kraze 
kaeroz- (karuz-) 

For 'be big' (387.a), since both qq (geminated Y, §3.1.1.3) and r are BLC's 
(§3.1.2.2), I cannot determine whether the vocalic sequence is «ae ae» or «a a» 
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in the first PerfP variant, which occurs in most dialects including T-ka, or 
whether it is «as ο» or «a u» in the second, which is attested for T-md and K-d. 
Since this verb for 'be big' is often contrasted with PerfP madray 'be small' 
(see §7.3.1.12, below), I favor recognition of <H> vocalism in 'be big' 
(maqqar-, maqqur-) on grounds of parallelism. 

The same phonological ambiguity occurs in (387.b-c) due to double 
BLC's. Here there are no compelling external arguments for one representation 
or the other. On the whole, I again favor recognizing <H> vocalism, e.g. farur-
and karruz-. The reason for this is that this vocalism has parallels, including 
the u vowel, in the clear <H> melody cases in (386.a-b), above. There are no 
clear cases (not involving a BLC) with ο in the second PerfP syllable, though 
there is one case of the other mid-height vowel e, namely saemmed- 'be cold' 
in (385.c), where (in T-ka) the Q in the first syllable shows that the second V is 
phonemic e rather than i. 

There are also some verbs that have audible dialectal melodic variation in 
perfectives (388). 

(388) Verbs with Alternative Perfectives 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP VblN 

a. 'be soft' lzemmed- Umad -t-llmad- t-a-lamde 
lammid-

b. 'be white' mallal- "imlal -t-lmlal- t-a-malle 
meellasl-
maellul-

c. 'be clean' saddij- Isdaj -t-isdaj- t-a-sdaje 
sseddij- (A-grm sseddig-) 

d. 'be wide' haraw- Ihraw -t-lhraw- t-ahharu-t-t 
haeraw- -t-ahseraw-

'Be soft' (388.a) has PerfP lsemmed- in most dialects, but I transcribed 
lammid- for T-md. There is no difference between i and e before d, so ae 
versus a in the first syllable is diagnostic. For 'be white' (388.b), mallal- is 
widespread, maellael- was recorded for T-md, and maellul- occurred in A-grm 
and Im, and as a variant in K-d. For 'be clean' (388.c), T-ka has saddij- but 
other dialects have sseddij- (A-grm saeddig-), indicating that T-ka has applied 
Short-V Harmony (but there is no evidence within T-ka for an underlying /as/). 
For 'be wide, spacious' (388.d), both hae raw- and h a r a w - are fairly 
widespread; there are also variants of the imperfecti ves that suggest the 
influence of a non-adjectival verb, -hvrvw- 'forge (metal)', PerfP -ahharaew-. 
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See also the somewhat irregular adjectival verbs 'be many, much' 
(§7.3.2.2), 'forget' (§7.3.2.3), and 'be yellow' (§7.3.2.4). 

7.3.1.12 Adjectival verbs without i...a imperfective vocalism 

The verbs in §7.3.1.10-11, above, have no more than three distinct lexical C's, 
and so they are readily amenable to an imperfective stem-shape like 
-i(C)CaC-. There are, however, other adjectival verbs that have four C's, and 
these verbs cannot fit into this imperfective pattern. Consider the data in (389). 

(389) Adjectival Verbs with -CvPQvC- and -CvPQoC- PerfP 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP 

'be blind' daenral- daenrael -t-adaenral-
'be spotted' sserbay- saerbaey -t-asaerbay-

'be thick' jarmam- jaermaem -t-ajaermam-
'be small' matkay- maetkasy -t-amaetkay-

[Lolmpf also -t-imatkuy-] 

c. 'be a runt' maeymar- (R) mseymser -t-amaeymar-
maymar- (T-ka) 

[PerfP also -ammaymaer- (T-ka)] 

In the imperfectives, all of these behave like ordinary -CvCCvC- verbs, cf. 
-kvykvy- 'shake off in §7.3.1.2. In the inflectable Shlmpf, we get Stem-Initial 
V-Insertion and Q-Gemination as usual, e.g. ad t-aeddaerrael 'she will become 
blind'. However, we get C-initial adjectival perfectives, which do not allow 
subject prefixes. In (389.a) we have <L> melody and a full V (suggesting χ-f) 
in the second syllable, compare e.g. PerfP raeggal- 'be brown' in (385.b), 
above. In (389.b) the PerfP has <H> melody and short V's, compare e.g. PerfP 
jazzal- 'be short' in (386.f), above. For 'be a runt', both of these PerfP shapes 
are attested, along with another (-ammaymaer-) typical of non-adjectival verbs 
of the same -CvCCvC- shape. 

Since the verbs in (389) all have CaeCCaeC as Imprt Sg shape, it is notable 
that the PerfP, including the 3MaSg or 3FeSg PerfP with no audible subject 
affix, differs from CaeCCaeC in vocalism, either by having a full α instead of ae 
in the second syllable, or by having Η vocalism (two schwas). Thus daerrael 
'be blind!' versus daerral 'he/she became blind', and jaermaem 'be thick!' 
versus jarmam 'he/she became thick'. 

Abstractive nominals are typical for these adjectival verbs: t-amniatki-t-t, 
t-aemmäeymaer-t, t-aeddaerrael-t, and t-aejjaermaem-t or t-ajjarmam-t. 
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The verbs in (390) have lexical medial geminates and therefore arguably 
have only three distinct C's. They too behave like -CvCCvC- verbs in the 
imperfective, and (in variant forms) sometimes in the perfective. This behavior 
contrasts with the verbs covered in the preceding section, where the geminated 
CC occurred only in the perfective. 

(390) Adjectival Verbs with -CvPPvC- PerfP 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP 

a. 'be deaf mazzaj- maezzaej -t-amaezzaj-
[PerfP also -ammazzaej-, Imprt also Im^aj] 

b. 'be weak' laqqaw- laeqqaew -t-alaeqqaw-
[PerfP also -albqqasw-] 

Abstractives: t -aemmaezzaek-k or t-ammazzak-k, t-aellaeqqaew-t or 
t-allaqqaew-t. 

There are also some adjectival verbs with just three C's that follow the 
basic pattern in (389). That is, although their phonological structure is 
compatible with a theoretical -iCCaC- as the basis for imperfective stems, they 
in fact have imperfectives of the same type seen with non-adjectival -CvCvC-
stems (§7.3.1.2). They differ from these non-adjectival stems in having a 
clearly "adjectival" PerfP CaeCaC-, not allowing pronominal subject prefixes. 
In two cases, a variant LoImpfP based on -iCCaC- is attested, and further 
dialectological work would probably dig up other similar examples. Data are 
in (391). 

(391) Adjectival -CvCvC- Verbs with PerfP PaeCaC-

PerfP Imprt 

a. 'be brown' baenaw- baenaew 
[PerfP also -abbanaew-] 

b. 'be brown' baezaw-

c. 'be grey' daebar-
'be sloppy' haeray-

baezaew 

daebaer 
haeraey 
Ihray 

LoImpfP 

-t-abaenaw-

-t-abaszaw-
-t-lbzaw-

t 

-t-adaebar-
-t-ahaeray-
-t-lhray-

The Abstractive nominals are t -asbbae n n a s w - t , t-aebbaszasw-t, 
t-aeddaebaer-t, and t-aehhaeraey-t, all typical adjectival Abstractive forms. 
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There are a modest number of semantically adjectival verbs belonging to 
other "regular" stem-shape classes, whose "adjectival" character shows up in 
occasional imperfective variants based on -i(C)CaC-, and/or in that Resit 
stems show χ -pc l (i.e. accent) but omit a phonologically possible χ-pcl 
(length) formative. Consider (392). 

(392) -vPQvC- Verbs with Some "Adjectival" Forms 

a. 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP VblN/Abstr 

'be skinny' -albask- albak -labbask- labak 
llbak labbak 

b. 'be wet' 

c. 'be behind, 

-abdasj- abdaj 
"ibdaj 

' -asrasy- asray 
Isray 

-baddsej- d-bduj 
-t-lbdaj-

-sarraey- a-saeray 

These are simple -vPQvC- verbs (§7.3.1.1) in the PerfP, but are attested 
both with regular (non-adjectival) imperfectives and with adjectival 
imperfective -iPQaC-. The Resit forms in some cases show χ-pcl (accent) but 
not χ -pc l (length): i-lbaek 'he is (=has become) skinny'. However, 'be wet' 
does allow ablaut lengthening: i-bdaj 'it is (=has become) wet'. 

A case similar to those in (392) is -uvvd- 'be straight', with PerfP -öraed-, 
and either regular non-adjectival imperfectives (Imprt a r a d , LoImpfP 
-t-lrad-), or (for T-md) adjectival imperfectives (Imprt I r ad , LoImpfP 
-t-nrad-). 

-vmsvd- 'be sharp' has unlengthened Resit -amsaed- as in i-msasd 'it-Ma 
is (=has become) sharp', though I have no attestations of #-imsad-. For -vlvs-
'be ugly' the usual Resit is likewise unlengthened -alaes- in i-laes 'he is (=has 
become) ugly'. The verb -υ ΐνυ- 'be spacious' (§7.3.1.15) is semantically 
adjectival, but it already has a final full V in the PerfP -olwa-, so Resit -olwa-
has a full V. 

7.3.1.13 Augmented verbs with "adjectival" perfective 

Most augmented verbs are non-adjectival in sense. 
The verb -dvru- (+ -t) 'be plump' is an exception. It has regular non-

adjectival stems, except for the telltale omission of χ-pcl in the Resit: 
i-ddarae-t 'it-Ma has become plump'. 

The majority of adjectival augmented verbs are those with PerfP CseCa-t 
or CaCa-t, i.e. with a full V (by χ - f ) in the second syllable; compare 
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perfectives of the shape CaeC(C)aC- (§7.3.1.12). Several of these are color 
verbs (393). 

(393) Augment Verbs with Adjectival PerfP 

'gloss' PerfP Imprt LoImpfP 

'be brown' daema-t- daemae-t -t-adaema-t 
'be brown' daera-t- daerae-t -t-adaera-t 
'be speckled' kaesa-t- kaesae-t -t-akaesa-t 
'be spotted' maeja-t- maejae-t -t-amaeja-t 

'be green' dala-t- dalae-t -t-adala-t 
[PerfP also -seddala-t (T-ka, T-md)] 

c. 'be brown' fawa-t- fawae-t -t-afawa-t 
[PerfP also -aeffewae-t (T-ka), see end of §7.3.1.16] 

The variant PerfP forms showing C,-Gemination are modeled on PerfP 
forms of non-adjectival verbs. 

Ordinarily -t- requires shortening of a preceding stem-final full V (Pre-
Augment V-Shortening, §3.4.9.1), but this shortening conspicuously fails to 
take place in the adjectival PerfP CaeCa-t- or CaCa-t. The fact that the 
adjectival full V in the second perfective syllable overrides the shortening 
could be taken as evidence that the full V is due to a special adjectival 
perfective ablaut formative. 

Moreover, whereas Augment -t- is normally omitted before V-initial 
subject pronominal suffixes, in the paradigms of the PerfP CaeCa-t or CaCa-t 
shown above, the -t- may is optionally (but often) present throughout. For 
example, with 3MaPl suffix -aen we get e.g. kaesa-t-aen 'they-Ma became 
speckled', and with 2Sg suffix -aed we get e.g. dala-t-aed 'you-Sg became 
green'. It is as though CaeCa-t- or CaCa- t - has been reanalysed (in the 
perfective only) as having stem-final (not suffixal) t, so they are just special 
cases of adjectival PerfP CaeCaC- or CaCaC-, cf. (385, 389, 391). However, I 
have also recorded "regular" contractions with these V-initial subject suffixes, 
as seen in daeme-n 'they-Ma became brown' alongside daema-t-aen. 

The Resit stem is regularly derived by accent shift from the PerfP stems: 
Resit dala-t 'it-Ma has become green'. 

7.3.1.14 Non-augment -Cu(C)Cv- and -CvCuCu- verbs 

In §7.3.1.3-8 I described regular (non-adjectival) verbs with exactly one full V 
(counting stem-final V's as full). In this section I describe non-augment verbs 
with both a medial full V and a stem-final V. These verbs essentially combine 
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the features of verbs with a medial full V (§7.3.1.7) and those of heavy non-
augment verbs with a stem-final V (§7.3.1.5). Sections §7.3.1.15-16, below, 
cover other types of verbs with two full V's, viz., verbs with both an initial full 
V and a final V, and augmented verbs with both a medial full V and a final V. 

The basic shapes covered in this section are middleweight -CuC(C)i> and 
superheavy -CvCuCo-. I begin with the middleweight subtype -CuCCu- with 
medial cluster. The lexical medial V is always u rather than i (or a) in my 
data. Examples are in (394). 

(394) -CuCCu- Stems 

'load' 
-jujju-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -ajjujja-
Reslt -ajjüjja-
PerfN -ajjujja-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -sejjajj- (/-aejjajji-/) -ajjuss- (/-ajjussi-/) 
Imprt jäj j jüss 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ajaejja- -t-ljsssu-
LoImpfN -t-ajajji- -t-ajassu-
Prohib -t-aejaejja- -t-ajassu-

d. nominalization 
VblN α-jajj, jasjja a-jüss 

In both 'load' and 'go south', we have perfectives based on -aPPuCCa-, 
produced from -PuCCu- by application of <H L> melody, plus Stem-Initial 
V-Insertion, and Ci-Gemination (§3.5.8). As usual with perfectives that have 
a stem-initial short V followed by a syllable containing a full high V, dialects 
other than T-ka and A-grm have initial ae instead of a, thus -sejjujja- and 
-aejjussa- in those other dialects. 

The two verbs in (394) diverge in the melodies used in the short and long 
imperfectives. 'Load' has an imperfective <L> melody while 'go south' has 
<H>. In the short imperfective, the hi at the end of /-aejjajji-/ is deleted stem-
finally (without subject suffix), appears as a before C-initial subject suffix, and 
contracts with /ae/ at the beginning of V-initial subject suffixes to produce a. 
Sample inflected Shlmpf forms are 3MaSg ad 0-aejjajj 'he will load', 2Sg ad 
t-aejjajja-d, and 3FePl aejjajja-naet. In the long imperfectives, both verbs show 
Medial V-Shortening, and the final u of - t - i jassu- is due to u-Spreading 

'go south' 
-jussu-

-ajjussa-
-ajjdssa-
-ajjussa-
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(§3.5.9). The two verbs diverge again in the VblN's, where only 'load' applies 
Medial V-Shortening. The 'go south' type is more consistent with the vocalism 
of-CuCCvC- verbs like -hussvl- 'be obligatory' (§7.3.1.7). 

The other verb of the 'load' type (394) is -bubbu- 'carry (baby) on back' 
(PerfP -abbubba-, Imprt babb, LoImpfP -t-abaebba-, VblN a-babb or bsebba 
(also α-bübb for K-d). The verbs 'sit' and 'testify' in §7.3.2.9-10 have some 
idiosyncracies but have similar MAN stem paradigms. 

The other verbs of the 'go south' type (394) are -fuggu- 'be detached' (e.g. 
LoImpfP -t-lfaggu-, VblN α-fugg) and - jurhu- 'end up' (e.g. LoImpfP 
-t-rjarhu-, VblN a-jurh). 

'Load' and 'be detached' have reported cognates in Niger Tamajak, where 
they appear to have the same conjugation (LTF2: 59, 83, 441), including VblN 
"aCCaCCi," Shlmpf "äCCäCCu," and LoImpfP "-taCäCCu." For Algeria, 
DTF 1.406 has forms for 'load' including 3MaSg PerfP "iego'ugga" and Imprt 
"gagg", and similar forms are given for 'carry (baby) on back' DTF 1.16, 
while 'be detached' has Imprt "fouggou" DTS 1.308, so Algeria at least has a 
split like that in Malian Tamashek. 'Load' has a counterpart in Songhay 
(jeeje), and 'carry (baby) on back' is a widespread West African word found in 
most Malian languages; I am not sure which language is the original source of 
either item. 

A verb meaning 'be sterile' has a related paradigm, but my T-ka data 
show a mix of non-augment and augmented forms: PerfP -ajjujra- or 
augmented -ajjujrae-t, Imprt jüjra-t, LoImpfP - t - i ja j ru- or augmented 
-t-Tjajru-t, abstractive nominal ajjajru. The imperfective vocalism links this 
verb with 'go south' in (394). The instability is due to the fact that jr is an 
unstable word-final cluster, in that the r is more sonorous than the j. This 
would be a particular problem in the Imprt, where non-augment /jujri/ should 
appear as #jujr after Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) (§3.1.2.4). This would 
require resyllabification by Final-CC Schwa-Insertion and (in T-ka) 
Epenthetic-V Accentuation to #jujar. Adding Augment -t makes it possible to 
avoid this resyllabification. 

The A-grm speaker gave a different paradigm for 'be sterile', not involving 
Stem-Final i/A-Deletion: PerfP -aggagra-, Imprt gsegru, and LoImpfP 
-t-agaegra-. For K-d I elicited PerfP -sejjujrae-t but could not elicit 
imperfectives (the verb denotes a stative quality and therefore appears most 
often in the Resit, in the perfective system). The R informant did not recognize 
the word. 

I now turn to verbs that have a basic middleweight shape -CoCu- with 
ungeminated medial C. These verbs cannot undergo Medial V-Shortening, 
which requires a CC cluster after the medial full V. Most of the verbs also fail 
to apply Q-Gemination in the wake of Stem-Initial V-Insertion (perfective 
system, Shlmpf). The most striking feature of these verbs, however, is a mid-
height V {o e) in the perfectives. The avoidance of C,-Gemination and the 
perfective mid-height V link these verbs to -CuCvC- verbs. 
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I begin with those that have Ο in the perfective, and basic form - C u C d -
with medial u. Consider (395). 

(395) -CuCu- Stems with Medial ο in Perfect!ves 

'move out' 
-huno-

'(skin) dry' 'inherit' 
-husu- -kusu-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -Eehona- -sehosa- -aekkosa-
Reslt -ashona- -ashosa- -aekkosa-
PerfN -sehona- -aehosa- -aekkosa-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -aehan -shus- -akkus-

[= /-aehani-/] [= /-shusi-/] [= /-akkusi-/] 
Imprt han hüs küs 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ahana- -t-lhusu- -t-lkusu-
LoImpfN -t-ahini- -t-ahusu- -t-skusu-
Prohib - t - shana- -t-ahusu- -t-akusu-

d. nominalization 
VblN [see below] a-hus a-kiis 

The big break here is between 'move out' and the other two, since 'move 
out' has < L H > short imperfective melody (becoming <L> as characteristic 
melody in long imperfectives). Its vocalism is comparable to that in 'load' in 
(394), above. By contrast, '(skin) dry' and 'inherit' have imperfective <H> 
melody. ' (Skin) dry' and 'inherit' have the same vocalism as -CuCvC- stems 
like -dubvn- 'marry' (PerfP -aedobaen-, Imprt dubsn) , see §7.3 .1 .7 . The 
difference between '(skin) dry' and 'inherit' is that only the latter shows 
Cj-Gemination in the perfective. 

The other verb of the 'move out' type (395) is 'take a long time' (PerfP 
-aehoja-, Imprt haj, LoImpfP - t -aha ja - ) . There is no "regular" VblN for this 
subtype; 1-han-an 'moving out' is PI in form, while t-ae-haji-t-t 'taking a long 
time' is a feminine nominal. Note that both 'move out' and 'take a long time' 
are h-initial (h often fails to geminate audibly in positions calling for 
gemination). 

'(Skin) dry' (395) is paralleled by 'calm down' (-aedoka-, duk, -t-lduku-), 
'fail' (-sefota-, etc.), 'be rubbed' (-sekosa-), and '(grains) be cleaned' (-selosa-, 
but variant -ael losa- for A-grm). The VblN's are all of the regular shape 
Q-CüC. I know of no other stem paralleling 'inherit' including C rGemination 
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in the perfective. The subtype '(skin) dry' is therefore the "productive" pattern 
among this smallish set of verbs. 

All three verbs in (395) have medial ο in the perfectives. As indicated in 
the parallel PerfP -sedobaen- 'marry' (§7.3.1.7), we seem to have a stem-wide 
<L> melody here, with L combining with lexical u to give mid-height ο by 
V-Height Compromise (§3.5.7). 

The <L H> short imperfective melody for 'move out' (395), though valid 
for only two of the verbs covered here, resembles the regular <L H> short 
imperfective melody in other non-augment V-final verbs, including light 
V-final verbs of the α/ι subclass (§7.3.1.3), heavy V-final verbs (§7.3.1.5), and 
-u(C)Cu- verbs (§7.3.1.15). 

In (396) I present parallel cases involving e instead of ο in the perfectives. 
The basic form is - C i C u - with medial i. I know of no cases with 
C,-Gemination. The two verbs in (396) have identical stem paradigms, except 
for the variant short imperfectives for 'be balanced'. 

(396) -CiCu- Stems with Medial e in Perfectives 

'be in agony' 'be balanced' 
-nisu- -misu-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -senesa- -aemesa-
Reslt -aenesa- -aemesa-
PerfN -senesa- -jemesa-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -aenas (/-senasi-/) 

Imprt nas 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-anasa-
LoImpfN -t-snisi-
Prohib -t-senasa-

-semas (/-aemasi-/) 
[variant -amis-] 

mas 
[variant mis] 

-t-amasa-
-t-smisi-
-t-semasa-

d. nominalization 
VblN a-nis a-mis 

The e in the perfective is parallel to the ο of (395), and can be explained as 
L plus lexical i plus V-Height Compromise. The usual short imperfective 
melody is <L H>, becoming <L> characteristic long imperfective melody. 
There is a variant short imperfective <H> melody seen with 'be balanced'. The 
strong association of lexical i with imperfective <L> melody (shifting i to a) is 
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also seen in -CiCvC- verbs, see - j iwvd- 'flee' (PerfP -aejewasd-, Imprt 
jawaed), see §7.3.1.7. 

I know of no other underived stems of the type illustrated in (396). The 
pattern is, however, also attested in mediopassive derivatives (prefix -m- or 
-n-) of -uCi> verbs, e.g. -aem-era- 'be opened' (Imprt m-ar). It is possible that 
'be balanced' in (396) is a frozen mediopassive, judging from its m and its 
sense. 

Verbs with superheavy shape -CvCuCo-, more specifically -CvCuCu-
with medial u, are illustrated by 'go down' in (397). 

(397) -CvCuCu- Stem 

'go down' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -setrara-
Reslt -aetrara-
PerfN -setrara-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -atrur (/-atruri-/) 
Imprt tarur 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ltruru-
LoImpfN -t-3truru-
Prohib -t-struru-

d. nominalization 
VblN a-tnir 

The vocalism and stem-initial consonantal alternations are identical to 
those of the type -bvlu lvr - 'gape' (PerfP -seblalaev-, Imprt bslulsv), see 
§7.3.1.7. The same paradigm occurs with Mediopassive -m-vsuku- 'spread' 
(§8.3). The perfectives and inflectable Shlmpf show Stem-Initial V-Insertion 
followed by Stem-Initial Syncope. 

7.3.1.15 Full-V-initial V-final -vC(C)v- (a/i and a/u types) 

I now turn to verbs (all of them happen to be of the non-augment type) with 
both an initial full V and a stem-final V. Since initial full V's occur only in 
light stems, the only relevant shapes are -uCi> and -uCCu-. The initial V is 
treated like that of -uCvC- and -uCCvC- verbs, including initial ο in the 
perfectives (§7.3.1.8). The final V is treated, depending on the verb, as in the 
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all subclass or as in the α/u subclass of light V-final verbs, i.e. with final α in 
perfectives and final III or u (depending on the verb) in imperfectives 
(§7.3.1.3). I know of no verb of -uCu- and -uCCu- shape that has final u in 
perfectives. 

I begin with the majority α/ι subtype with <L H> short imperfective 
melody (the <H> component appears as the final III). 

(398) -uC(C)u- Stems with <L H> Short Imperfective Melody 

'fold' 'stretch to look' 'leave' 'open' 
-udhu- -ujju- -oyyu- -uru-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -odha- -ojja- -oyya- -ora-
Reslt -odha- -ojja- -oyya- -ora-
PerfN -odha- -ojja- -oyya- -ora-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -adh -ajj -aeyy -ar 

[= /-adhi-/] [= /-ajji-/] [=/-aeyyi-/] [= /-απ-/] 
Imprt adh ajj s y y ar 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-idh- -t-ljj- -t-lyy- -t-lr-

[= /-t-idhi-/, etc.; 'leave' has variants -t-syy-, -t-aeyy-] 
LoImpfN-t-idh- -t-ljj- -t-lyy- -t-lr-
Prohib -t-idh- -t-ljj- -t-lyy- -t-lr-

d. nominalization 
VblN Idh Ijj ayy drr 

Here 'fold' exemplifies the -uPQu- subtype with nongeminate PQ cluster. 
Others are -uzju- 'be tranquil' (PerfP -dzja- , Imprt azj, LoImpfP -t-izj-), 
dialectally attested -osku- 'be lost' (PerfP -oska-, Imprt ask, LoImpfP -t-lsk-), 
and two verbs discussed below in connection with resyllabification, -ulwu- 'be 
spacious' and -udwu- 'leave in afternoon', -uzju- has a variant paradigm of the 
α/u type, see below. In (398), 'stretch to look' and 'leave' illustrate the -uPPu-
subtype with geminate cluster. The paradigm of 'stretch to look' is matched by 
that of -uqqu- 'discourage' (PerfP -oqqa-, Imprt aqq, LoImpfP -t-iqq-, VblN 
Iqq or feminine t-iqqi-t-t). The verb 'leave' differs from 'stretch to look' and 
'discourage' in audibly shortening the initial V from lal to ae in the short 
imperfectives, and arguably in the long imperfectives (there is no reliable 
difference between -t-lyy- and - t - a y y - since / ay / in this position 
monophthongizes phonetically to [i]). Perhaps the long imperfectives of 
'leave' were reinterpreted as having a short V and this pattern spread into the 
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the short imperfectives. In (398), 'open' represents the -uCi> subtype with 
unclustered C; the other verbs of this type are -usu- 'butcher' (PerfP -osa-, 
Impf as, VblN ass or άζζ, with s/z alternation, §3.1.1.5), dialectal -uku- '(fire) 
be lit' (PerfP -oka-, etc.) and -usu- 'arrive, come' (PerfP -osa-, etc.). 

The perfectives in (398) all have «ο α» vocalic sequence, arguably with 
stem-wide <L> melody and stem-initial (treated as) /u/ combining as ο by 
V-Height Compromise. The short imperfectives have <L H> melody, as in 
short imperfectives of the α/ι subclass of -v(C)Ci> verbs and those of -uCvC-
verbs. The h ! at the end of the short imperfectives has its usual range of 
surface expressions, contracting with suffix-initial /ae/ to produce a, appearing 
as a before C-initial subject, suffix, and disappearing word-finally. Shlmpf 
examples, using the verb 'open': 3MaSg Future ad 0 - a r 'he will open', 3FePl 
ad ara-nset, and 3MaPl ad ara-n. The long imperfectives have strict <H>, 
except that A-grm has <L H> (or sometimes <L>) vocalism, thus LoImpfP 
-t-idh- in most dialects but -t-adh- or -t-ddha- in A-grm. A similar dialectal 
split occurs in long imperfectives of -uCvC- verbs. 

The VblN ICC is basic for the -uCCu- verbs in (398). On the other hand, 
dCC is typical for -uCu- verbs (in addition to arr 'opening' I can cite 'butcher' 
with PerfP -osa- and VblN ass or άζζ). 

In the subtype -uPQu-, when the final υ is dropped (short and long 
imperfectives), if Q is a sonorant it forces resyllabiflcation, which takes the 
form of Final-CC Schwa-Insertion (44) accompanied (in T-ka only) by 
Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation (70) (§3.2.4, §3.4.2). The two -uPQu- verbs 
that resyllabify are shown in (399). 

(399) Resyllabiflcation in Imprt and LoImpfP 

Imprt LoImpfP 
final before V final before V 

a. -udwu- 'leave in afternoon' (cf. PerfP -odwa-) 
adaw adw- -t-idaw -t-ldw-
[= /adwi/] [= /-t-idwi-/] 

b. -ulwu- 'be spacious' (cf. PerfP -olwa-) 
alaw alw- -t-ilaw -t-ilw-

[= /alwi/] [= /-t-ilwi-/] 

As usual, resyllabiflcation fails to apply before a V-initial suffix or clitic. 
Nonsingular imperative forms are 2MaPl adw-aet and älw-aet, and 2FePl 
adwa-maet and alwa-maet. Likewise for the LoImpfP we have 3MaPl t :ldw3-n 
'they leave in the afternoon' (suffix -asn). 

In dialects other than T-ka, Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation fails to apply: 
Imprt a l sw 'be spacious' instead of T-ka alaw, likewise word-final LoImpfP 
-t-ltaw instead of -t-ilaw. Some Gao-area dialects, including A-grm, at least 
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optionally preserve the original stem-final V, so no «syllabification is needed: 
word-final LoImpfP -t-ilwa or -t-dlwu depending on the dialect. A PerfP stem 
-elwa- instead of -olwa- is also attested for A-grm and Gao: 3MaSg 0-e lwa, 
3MaPl elwas-n. Perhaps e for expected ο here reflects an idiosyncratic 
dissimilation to the w. 

The verbs in (400) are of the α / u subtype, and show <H> short 
imperfective melody including final u. 

(400) -UC(C)D- Stems with <H> Short Imperfective Melody 

'believe' 'fall' 
-urdu- -udi> 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -orda- -oda-
Reslt -ordd- -oda-
PerfN -orda- -oda-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -Irdu- -ldu-
Imprt Irdu Idu 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-irdu-, -riddu- -t-idu-
LoImpfN -t-lrdu-, -raddu- -t-idu-
Prohib -t-lrdu-, -rsddu- -t-ldu-τ ι 

d. nominalization 
VblN t-orda t-udi-t-t 

These verbs have <H> melody in the short as well as long imperfectives, 
suggesting that the stem-final imperfective u is lexical. Note the alternative 
long imperfectives for 'believe', one with -t- prefix (-t-iPQu-) and the other 
with medial geminate (LoImpfP -PiQQu-). The latter can be generated if we 
perform a pre-ablaut reconfiguration from -uPQi> to -PvQu- and then allow 
the regular long imperfective ablaut components to go to work. 

The other -uPQu- verb known to me with a stem paradigm almost identical 
to that of 'believe' in (400) is -urmu- 'be stuck'. In addition to LoImpfP 
-t-lrmu- varying with - r immu- , which parallel the LoImpfP variants for 
'believe', -urrnu- also has a third LoImpfP variant / - t - i rmi- / , realized 
prevocalically as - t - i r m - and word-finally as (T-ka) - t - i r a m after 
«syllabification. The T-ka VblN iramm (T-ka) also shows «syllabification, 
which in VblN's is accompanied (in T-ka) by both Epenthetic-Vowel 
Accentuation (70) and Stem-Final Gemination (71) (§3.3.2). For A-grm I 
recorded a feminine VblN t-armi-t-t. 
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The other -uCu- verb with a stem paradigm identical to that of 'fall' in 
(400) is -ufu- 'be better' (PerfP -οία-, Imprtifii, LoImpfP -t-ifii-). Its VblN's 
are t-üfi-t-t and t-afi-t-t. 

Two verbs that have some -uCu- forms but do not fit into any established 
class are 'be born' (PerfP -awa-, Shlmpf -Iwi-, §7.3.2.17) and 'be lost' (PerfP 
-aeba-, Shlmpf-Iba-, §7.3.2.16). 

To show how the stem-final α of the perfectives discussed in this section 
interacts with subject suffixes, I give full pronominal paradigms of the three 
perfective stems for a representative verb in (401). 

(401) Perfective System of -ojja- 'stretch (to look)' 

PerfP PerfN (Neg waer) Resit 

a. no suffix 
1P1 n-ojja waer n-ojja n-ojja 
3MaSg 0-ojja waer 0-ojja 0-oj ja 
3FeSg t-ojja waer t-djja t-ojja 

b. contraction /a-ae/ > e with V-initial suffix 
lSg ojje-γ waer ojje-γ ojje-v 
2Sg t-djje-d waer t-ojje-d t-ojje-d 

c. delete of stem-final la/ before V-initial suffix, leaving ae 
3MaPl ojjae-n waer ojje-n ojja-n 
2MaPl t-ojjae-m waer t-ojje-m t-ojjd-m 

d. stem-final V appears as short V before C-initial suffix 
2FePl t-ojjae-maet waer t-ojje-maet t-ojja-maet 
3FePl ojjae-naet waer öjje-naet ojjd-naet 

In (401.a) there is no subject suffix, so nothing happens to the stem-final α 
other than the usual accent shift due to χ-pcl in the Resit. In (401.b), however, 
stem-final /a/ contracts with the initial V of lSg -aer and of 2Sg -aed to 
produce e. Since this contraction happens in all three perfective stems, it is a 
quasi-phonological rule of the type /a + ae/ —» e. The PerfP and PerfN forms 
have default accent (assigned after VV-Contraction), as shown by the phrasal 
accent on Neg waer. In (401.c), with PI /-aeC/ subject suffixes, the stem-final 
/a/ undergoes Presuffixal α-Shortening (§3.4.9.1) and then contracts with 
suffixal /ae/ to give ae. In these combinations, the stem plus suffix is 
rebracketed to form a sequence -u(C)CaeC- to which both PerfN ablaut and 
full-fledged Resit ablaut can apply, hence the e in the PerfN and the accented 
and lengthened ά in the Resit. In (401.d), the initial C of the suffix likewise 
joins the stem by rebracketing to form -u(C)CaeC- after Presuffixal 
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α-Shortening, and again this allows the /ae/ to be targeted by PerfN and Resit 
ablaut formatives. 

7.3.1.16 A ugmented - CvCCv-, -CvCu Cv-, etc. 

Verbs that take Augment -t- are all V-final (§5.1, §7.1), and I know of none 
that begins with a full V. In this section I describe augment verbs that have a 
medial full V, which may appear in the penultimate or antepenultimate 
syllable. (I know of no verb with more than one medial full V). These verbs 
share relevant features with other (non-augment) verbs that have a medial full 
V (§7.3.1.7, §7.3.1.14). 

Several subtypes must be recognized based on vocalism and stem-initial 
treatment, but they correlate with stem-shape. I begin with verbs whose medial 
full V occurs in a stem-initial closed syllable in the basic lexical 
representation. All verbs of this type have u as the full V, most transparently in 
the perfective system. A medial u can also be posited for the imperfective and 
VblN forms, but except for imperatives and unsuffixed short imperfectives the 
/u/ appears as a due to Medial V-Shortening before the CC cluster. The basic 
shapes are middleweight - C U C C D - and superheavy -CuCCvCu-, plus 
Augment. 

(402) Augmented -CuCCu- (+ -t) and -CuCCvCu- (+ -t) 

'be abundant' 
-buffu-

'bind' 
-jujjvbu-

a. perfective system 
PerfP 
Resit 
PerfN 

-abbuffe-t 
-abbuffae-t 
-abbuffse-t 

-ajjüjjaebae-t 
-ajjüjjaebas-t 
-ajjüjjaebae-t 

b. short imperfective 
Shlmpf 
Imprt 

system 
-abbuffa-t 
büffa-t 

-ajjüjjaba-t 
jüjjaba-t 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-lbaffii-t 
LoImpfN -t-abaffu-t 
Prohib -t-abaffu-t 

-t-ijajjabu-t 
-t-ajajjabu-t 
-t-ajajjabu-t 

d. nominalization 
VblN ά-baffii a-jajjabu 
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A-grm usually reduces the lexical u to a short V, converting these stem-
shapes to -CVCCD- and -CvCCvCu- plus Augment, types covered in §7.3.1.6. 
For middleweight 'be abundant' we therefore get A-grm PerfP abbaffae-t and 
so on. For superheavy verbs, A-grm medial short V corresponding to u in other 
dialects, cited in the PerfP, is seen in PerfP -kaekkaerae-t 'draw out', 
-nsennaerae-t 'rub eyes', and -saessaefae-t 'tear off a strip' (A-grm also avoids 
Stem-Initial V-Insertion in these stems). 

As usual in perfectives beginning with a short V plus a syllable with a full 
high V, dialects other than T-ka and A-grm have initial ae instead of a (PerfP 
-sebbuffae-t). 

I have recorded at least 20 verbs with paradigms of the middleweight 'be 
abundant' subtype in (402), with both geminated and nongeminate medial 
clusters. These include -dukru- 'get angry' (Imprt dukra-t), -buggu- 'admit an 
error', and -kurdu- 'be dirty'. 

In the superheavy subtype exemplified by -jujjvbu- 'bind' in (402), my 
primary T-ka speaker tended to degeminate the medial geminate when the 
initial C was geminated by C|-Gemination. Therefore, PerfP -allüllaemae-t was 
sometimes heard as -allülaemae-t for this speaker, whereas Imprt lüllsma-t 
never appeared as #lubm3-t, and the LoImpfP was always -t-ilalbmu-t. This 
degemination seems to be a feature of allegro speech, and it may be an 
idiosyncracy of this speaker (I usually got the geminate pronunciation when I 
elicited the form a second time). I checked these forms carefully with R and 
K-d speakers and observed no degemination. 

The other verbs known to me of the superheavy subtype are these: 
-fuffviO- 'scrub', -Yullvmu- 'wear' (K-d), -kukkvbu- 'be tied up tight', 
-kukkvru- 'draw out', -lullvmu- 'trim', -mummvnu- 'pinch and twist', 
-nunnvru- 'rub eyes', -sussvru- 'be rude', -sussvfu- 'tear off a strip', and 
-zurrvbu- 'try, test' (cf. A-grm non-augment -zurvb-, PerfP -azzorab-). The 
cluster seems to be a geminate in all cases. 

All of the verbs in (402) are subject (in T-ka) to u-Spreading and Medial 
V-Shortening (§3.4.9.3) in short imperfective forms where Augment -t- is 
omitted and the stem-final V contracts with a V-initial subject suffix. This 
happens in the lSg, 2Sg, 2MaPl, and 3MaPl subject forms, which are 
expressed by -aeC suffixes. The same morphophonological processes apply 
throughout the long imperfective paradigms. 

Consider the sample short imperfectives in (403), where 3MaPl -aen 
illustrates what happens when a V-initial subject suffix is present. In the 
3MaPl, a putative representation (after Melodic Association) /abbuffi-aen/, 
perhaps already contracted to /sbbuffi-n/, first spreads the quality features of 
the /u/ to the stem-final i, and then shortens the /u/ to a before a cluster. 
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(403) Short Imperfectives (T-ka) with u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening 

gloss 3MaSg 3MaPl 

'be much' 1-bbuffa-t abbsffu-n 
'get angry' 1-ddukra-t addakru-n 
'scrub' i-ffiiffara-t affaffaru-n 
'fear' i-mmüttasa-t ammattasu-n 

In the I, Kidal-area, and R dialects, Medial V-Shortening and u-Spreading 
are absent. For K(K-f and optionally K-d), I recorded 3MaPl affuffari-n. This 
is phonologically straightforward, assuming basic form -fiiffvru-, Shlmpf <H> 
melody, and /i-se/ contracting to i (parallel to /u-ae/ contracting to u in T-ka). 
However, for I and R dialects (and optionally for K-d), I recorded forms with e 
instead of i, hence 3MaPl Shlmpf abbuffe-n and affuffare-n. These Shlmpf 
forms have an odd resemblance to the corresponding perfectives, where stem-
final /a/ contracts with suffixal /as/ to give e, as in 3MaPl PerfP aebbuffe-n 
'they were abundant' in these same dialects. It would seem that the e in the 
Shlmpf forms in these dialects is due to an unusual analogy from perfective to 
Shlmpf, and I will not attempt to derive these forms phonologically. 

I now turn to stems where the full V occurs in a noninitial open syllable 
in the basic representation. The stems in question have the shapes -CvCuCu-, 
-CvCCuCu- just (one attested unaugmented verb, see (406) later in this 
section, and -CVCVCCUCD-. These stems have <L> melodies in the perfective, 
and except for the rare -CvCCuCu- stem shape they have a lexically 
determined high V (u or i) in the imperfectives and in the VblN. I consider the 
high V to be part of the basic representation. 

Verbs of the shapes -CvCuCu- and -CVCVCCUCD- with lexical u are 
illustrated in (404). 

(404) Augmented -CvCuCu- and -CvCvCCuCu- Stems 

'roll' 'be diluted' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -aeblaembalae-t -aedrarae-t 
Resit -asblaembalae-t -aedrarae-t ι 

PerfN -asblaembalae-t -aedrarae-t 
ι 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -ablambula-t -adrura-t 
Imprt balambula-t darura-t 
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c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-iblambulu-t -t-ldruru-t 
LoImpfN -t-ablambulu-t -t-adruru-t 
Prohib -t-ablambulu-t -t-adruru-t 

d. nominalization 
VblN a-blambulu a-druru 

Using the Imprt with its diagnostic u for citation purposes, others like 
'roll' are 'snort' (xaraqxura-t) and 'jump up' (baranjuya-t). Others like 'be 
diluted' are '(grain) be soggy' (labuja-t), 'recover from illness' (laxura-t), 
'(skin) break out' (mazura-t), '(rope) have bulge at tip' (takura-t), and 'have a 
gaping hole' (xabuba-t). 

Verbs of the same syllabic shapes but with i instead of u are illustrated in 
(405). The paradigms are exactly parallel to those wtih u in (404). 

(405) Augmented -CvCiCu- and -CvCvCCiCu- Stems 

'stir up' 'be freed' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP 
Resit 
PerfN 

-aerlseqralae-t 
-aerlsegYalae-t 
-aerlaegralae-t 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -arlagrila-t 
Imprt ralaqrila-t 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-irlagrili-t 
LoImpfN -t-arlagrili-t 
Prohib -t-arlaqrili-t 

d. nominalization 
VblN a-r laqri l i 

-aeTwalae-t 
-sevwdlae-t 
-aevwalas-t 

-avwila-t 
rawila-t 

-t-lrwili-t 
-t-arwili-t 
-t-arwili-t 

ά-rwili 

Another like 'stir up' is, in the Imprt, warawwira-t 'rotate'. Others like 'be 
freed', in the Imprt, are vawisa-t 'bellow', tawila-t 'remove impurities', and 
wanifa-t 'be curious'. The stem -tVYuru- 'be emptied' has dialectal variants 
with u and with i, e.g. Imprt tavira-t or tavura-t. 

For K-d I have a verb 'suffer night blindness' with PerfP -addambaerakas-t 
(arguably -addambarakae-t since r is a BLC) and Imprt dambaruka-t. 

I know of just one augmented verb of shape -CVCCDCD-. Key MAN stems 
are given in (406). 
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(406) -vvrriwu- 'be torn' 

PerfP -aqqarrawae-t (phonetic [-aeqiae'nawast]) 
Imprt rserrawa-t, rarriwa-t 
LoImpfP -t-arEerrawa-t 
VblN a-rarriwi (or a-qarriwi) 

Because of the BLC's qq and rr, the perfective melody is indeterminately 
<H L> (-aqqarrawae-t) or <L> (-asqqzerrawae-t). I take it as -aqqarrawae-t , 
melodically equivalent to e.g. -ajjujjaebae-t 'bind' in (402) above, i.e. with two 
Η vowels followed by two low vowels. As with all heavy verb stems, the VblN 
with prefix a - has <H> stem melody. The Imprt fluctuates between <H> and 
<L> melody, while only <L> is attested in the LoImpfP. I have noted 
numerous other cases where a medial lexical i is associated with a stem-wide 
<L> imperfective melody. 

Finally, there are some augmented verbs with basic shape -CDCI>. Those 
in (407) represent the majority that have lexical u. 

(407) Augmented -CuCu- Stems 

'be plump' 
-dufb-

'drag' 
-hubu-

a. perfective system 
PerfP 
Resit 
PerfN 

-aeddofae-t 
-aeddofae-t 
-aeddofae-t 

-aehobae-t 
-aehobae-t 
-aehobae-t 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -addüfa-t 
Imprt düfa-t 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ldufu-t 
LoImpfN -t-sdufu-t 
Prohib -t-adufu-t 

-ahuba-t 
hüba-t 

-t-lhubu-t 
-t-ahubu-t 
-t-ahubu-t 

d. nominalization 
VF1N x-dafü ae-habu 

The only common subtype is that exemplified by 'be plump'. I take the 
basic representation of the stem to be -CuCu-. The perfective has medial ο 
(arguably from the fusion of <L> melody with lexical u by V-Height 
Compromise). The verb has u in the imperfectives, and it undergoes 
C r Geminat ion in conjunction with Stem-Initial V-Insertion (perfectives, 
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Shlmpf). Others of this type are (PerfP) -aeddobae-t 'be able', -aeddomae-t 
'plant (crop)' (from Songhay), -aekkolae-t 'tug', -aemmolas-t 'have some white 
on the head' (PerfP also attested once as molae-t), -aessohas-t 'be firm' and 
-aessohae-t 'be healthy' (from Arabic), -aessomae-t 'put head on cushion', , and 
-aettolae-t 'put on top o f . For -aeddobae-t 'be able', T-ka has Shlmpf -addubs-t 
varying with -adabae-t, while the other dialects have -adabae-t or -udabae-t. 
The LoImpfP is -t-ldubu-t (except A-grm -t-adaba-t). 

In (407.b), 'drag' is the only verb recorded that has the same vocalism as 
the common 'be plump' subtype but fails to undergo Q-Gemination. The C, 
for 'drag' is h, which is often resistant to gemination. For R, I did record PerfP 
-aehhobae-t with C rGemination. 

The unusual VblN type ae-CaCu in (407) is quite characteristic of 
augmented -CUCD- verbs (another example is ae-kalu 'tugging'). To derive 
-CaCu from lexical /-CuCu-/, we can allow u-Spreading to apply (producing 
/-CuCu-/), then have a L melodic segment apply to the first syllable. (See also 
ae-kawi 'roasting' just below.) 

For the R speaker, I recorded optional shortening of the medial V in long 
imperfectives, as in LoImpfP t-isaxu-t (for t-lsuxu-t) 'be healthy', cf. PerfP 
-aessoxae-t. Normally, Medial V-Shortening applies only before a CC cluster. 

There are three verbs of -CuCu- shape with medial lexical i (hence 
perfective e) or a. These are given in (408). 

(408) Non-adjectival Augmented -CiCi> and -CaCu- Stems 

'roast' 
-kiwu-

'be brown' 'be green' 
-fiwu- -dalu-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -aekkewae-t -aeffewae-t dala-t 
Resit -aekkewae-t -aeffewae-t dald-t 
PerfN -aekkewae-t -aeffewae-t dala-t 

[perfect!ves also -aekkiwae-t, fawa-t, etc.] 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -aekkawae-t -aeffawae-t -aeddalae-t 
Imprt kawae-t, klwae-t fawae-t dalae-t 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-akawa-t 
LoImpfN -t-akiwi-t 
Prohib -t-aekawa-t 

-t-afawa-t -t-adala-t 
-t-sfiwi-t -t-sdili-t 
-t-aefawa-t -t-aedala-t 

d. nominalization 
VblN/Abstr ae-kawi t-asffawae-t-t t-aeddalae-t-t 
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'Be brown' and 'be green' are adjectival, as shown by their Abstractive 
nominals. Both were discussed in §7.3.1.13. The PerfP shapes da la- t and 
fawa-t (variant -aeffewae-t is attested only for T-ka) are specifically adjectival, 
with <L> melody and stem-final α that fails to undergo Pre-Augment 
V-Shortening. 

However, 'roast' is a non-adjectival verb whose stem paradigm is parallel 
to that of 'be plump' in (407), above, but with lexical i rather than u. In the 
perfective, this i usually combines with L melody to produce e, hence the 
widespread PerfP -aekkewae-t, though the T-ka informant also gave a variant 
-aekkiwas-t. In the imperfectives, the shift to strict <L> melody is parallel to 
the same shift in -CiCvC- verbs like -jiwvd- 'flee' (PerfP -aejewaed-, VblN 
α-jiwad, but Imprt jawaed with <L> melody, see §7.3.1.7). 

7.3.2 Irregular and suppletive verbs 

The verbs 'see' (Vnhy or Vhny) and 'weep' (Vlh or Vhl) are treated as cases of 
metathesis (§3.2.2.1). The verbs considered below have irregular or at least 
unique paradigms. 

7.3.2.1 'die' (Vmt, V/n, Vw/«) 

(409) 'die' 

a. perfective system (based on Vm) 
PerfP -ammu-t 
Resit -ammu-t 
PerfN -smmu-t 

b. short imperfective system (based on Vmt) 
Shlmpf -aemmast-
Imprt semmast (2MaPl asmmaet-aet, 2FePl aemmaet-mast) 

c. long imperfective system (based on Vmt) 
LoImpfP -t-amaetta-t 
LoImpfN -t-amatti-t 
Prohib -t-semaetta-t 

d. nominalization (based on Vmtn) 
VblN t-a-meettan-t ('death') 
Agent e-n-aemmettan, e-n-ammetan ('ΰΟφεε') 

The major irregularity is that the t at the end of the perfective and long 
imperfective forms is the Augment -t- (and is therefore omitted before 
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V-initial subject pronominal suffixes), but the t at the end of the short 
imperfectives functions as a stem-final C and is not omitted before V-initial 
suffixes. Another idiosyncrasy is that the nominals are based on a stem-variant 
with final n. 

PerfP forms for T-ka are 3MaSg i -mmu- t , 3FeSg t-ammu-t, 1P1 
n-ammu-t, 2FePl t-ammu-t-mast, and 3FePl ammu-t-naet with the Augment, 
but with V-initial suffixes lSg ammu-v, 2Sg t-ammu-d, 2MaPl t-ammu-m, 
3MaPl ammu-n. The same forms are used as PerfN, which bring out accentual 
differences, e.g. lSg war smmu-v Ί did not die' versus war ammu-n 'they-
Ma did not die'. As usual before a syllable with u, the perfective has initial a in 
T-ka and A-grm, but ae in the other dialects (K R T-md). The ae dialects have 
3Sg PerfP 0-aemmu-t. 

Shlmpf forms (note the invariant stem-final t) are lSg semmaet-aer, 1P1 
n-aemmast, 2Sg t-aemmaet-asd, 2MaPl t-semmaet-aem, 2FePl t-aemmast-mast, 
3MaSg 0-aemmaet, 3FeSg t-semmaet, 3MaPl aemmaet-aen, 3FePl semmaet-naet. 
Accent is default throughout the Shlmpf, e.g. Future ad 0-aemmaet 'he will 
die'. The LoImpfP is -t-amaetta- plus the Augment in the usual places, e.g. 
3MaSg i-tamaetta-t and 3FePl t-amaetta-t-nast, but augmentless 2Sg 
t-amastte-d, 3MaPl t-amäette-η, etc. 

7.3.2.2 'be much, many' (^Jj, ^jt), 'be long, tall' (Vs'jr, y/sjrt) 

The forms for 'be much, many' are in (410). 

(410) 'be much, many' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -sjjst- (dialectally -ajjaet-, -agaet-, -aejut-) 
Resit -3j.pt- (-ajjaet-, -agaet-, -aejut-) 
PerfN -ajjat- (etc.) 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -Ijat- (dialectally -üjat-) 
Imprt "ijat (üjat) 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ljat (dialectally -t-ajata-, -t-ujat-) 
LoImpfN -t-ljit (-t-ajiti-) 
Prohib -t-ljat (-t-sejata-) 

d. nominalization 
noun ajutt ('large quantity, abundance') 
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The shape -Ijat- in the imperfectives connects this verb with numerous 
adjectival verbs (§7.3.1.10-11). 

The PerfP -ajjat- is unusual in that (for T-ka) it does not allow 3MaSg 
subject prefix i-, though the stem begins with schwa and can take other 
prefixes (3FeSg or 2nd person t-, 1P1 n-). Thus ajjat (not the expected #i-jjat) 
'it-Ma became abundant', but t-ajjat 'it-Fe became abundant'. This would 
make more sense phonologically if the stem began with ae rather than a, and 
the participles (below) and K-d PerfP -aejjot- actually do begin with ae. 

The final t is clearly part of the stem in these inflected forms, and in the 
related noun ajutt 'large quantity, abundance'. For example, the 3MaPl PerfP 
is ajjat-aen 'they became numerous'. 

However, in the participles (used as modifying "adjectives") the final t 
behaves as though it were the suffixal Augment -t-, and therefore appears only 
in the plural form: MaSg 0-aejje-n, FeSg t-aejje-t, PI aejjo-t-nen. See (534.e) in 
§8.5.7. For A-grm I elicited, along with inflected PerfP -agaet-, the participles 
MaSg asgge-n, FeSg aegge-t, PI asggo-t-nen. Here the lack of t- prefix in the 
FeSg suggests that the participles do not take subject prefixes. 

The verb 'be long, tall' has somewhat similar characteristics. The forms in 
(411) are valid for T-ka and some other dialects (with slight variation in 
consonantism). 

(411) 'be long, tall' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP sajrat- (dialectally zajrat-, sajrat-) 
Resit sajrat-
PerfN sajrat-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -aessaejraet-, -assssejrae-t-
Imprt saejraet, saejras-t 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-asaejrat-, -t-asaejra-t 
LoImpfN -t-asajrit, -t-asajri-t 
Prohib -t-sessejrat-, -t-sesaejra-t 

d. nominalization 
abstractive t-assajrat-t 

As with many C-initial adjectival verbs, pronominal subject prefixes are 
generally avoided in the perfectives. The final t is part of the stem at least in 
the perfectives, hence 3MaPl PerfP sajrat-aen 'they became long'. There is 
some fluctuation in the imperfectives between taking the t as a stem segment, 
or as the Augment -t. If interpreted as the Augment, -t should disappear before 
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V-initial subject suffixes. This possibility is illustrated in 3MaPl Future ad 
sessaejre-n 'it-Ma will become long' (T-ka). Some informants had difficulty 
with these suffixed forms, and more study is needed. 

As with 'be much, many', the participles (§8.1.7) for 'long, tall' lack the 
final t, except in the PI, where it functions as the Augment -t-. Thus MaSg 
saejre-n 'long, tall', FeSg saejre-t, PI sasjro-t-nen. See (534.e) in §8.5.7. 

There is additional dialectal variation in the verbs. For A-grm the verbs 
(like the participles) have Augment -t- even in the perfective, hence PerfP 
-assagrae-t (3MaPl assagre-n). 

For Niger, LTF2 436 gives PerfP "zagrat" with an ablaut change in 3MaPl 
"zägrota" (suffix -a for *-asn). In my Malian data, this ablaut change does not 
happen in inflectable perfectives though it does occur in participles (see 
above). LTF2 (loc. cit.) also gives 3MaPl LoImpfP "tazägren," where the 
absence of stem-final t shows that LoImpfP -t-azaegra-t ends in Augment -t. 

7.3.2.3 'forget' (Vftv) 

The stems are in (412). The verb generally takes Centrifugal clitic Λίη, as in 
attawa-\h-\in 'he forgot me'. The MAN stem paradigm is dialectally variable. 

(412) 'forget' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -attawa-
Reslt -atfiwa-
PerfN -attawa-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -Itaw-, - settaw-
Imprt Itaw, settaw 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ltaw-
LoImpfN -t-ltaw-
Prohib -t-ltaw-

d. nominalization 
VblN t-e-täewi-t-t, t-ae-taw-t 

The Imprt and LoImpfP are based on -Itaw-, with vocalism typical of 
adjectival verbs. PerfP -attawa- allows a 3MaSg subject prefix, as in l-ttaw-Vin 
'he forgot'. The Resit is -attlwa-, with an i vowel of the sort usually found in 
longer verb stems. 
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For K-d I recorded PerfP -attawa- as in (412), but alongside Imprt "itaw I 
recorded a variant aettaw (also recorded for Im dialect). For R and T-md, and 
as a variant for K-d, I recorded variants with Augment -t-, hence PerfP 
-attawae-t, Imprt taewae-t, and LoImpfP -t-ataswa-t (3MaPl t-ataewe-n). A-grm 
also has a type with Imprt taewu and LoImpfP -t-ataewu-. 

A passive 'be forgotten' with PerfP -aetw-aettasw- (T-ka) or -astw-aetaswa-
(K-d) is attested. The causatives attested ('make forget') are T-ka -s-vtvw-
(PerfP -aes-taew-), K-d -s-vtvwo- (PerfP -aes-taewa-), and R -s-vtvwvt- (PerfP 
-aes-taewaet-, VblN a-s-attawat). 

7.3.2.4 'be yellow' (Vvvrr, Vrrj 

The paradigm of this verb is similar to that of many adjectival verbs with 
imperfectives based on -iCCaC-. However, it shows some irregularities, 
notably presence/absence of w as C,. The abstractive is phonetically [tae'rore] 
with the two BLC's making it impossible to determine whether the phonemic 
transcription is t-a-rure or t-ae-rove. I prefer the former transcription based on 
parallelism with other abstractives with Η vowels except for the final e, e.g. 
t-a-rufe 'greediness' and t-a-blahe 'tameness' (§8.6.5). 

(413) 'be yellow' 

PerfP -aerar- (except K-d -waeraY-) 
Imprt Iwrav 
LoImpfP -t-iwrav-
Abstractive t-a-rure 

Participles: MaSg aeraer-aen, syncopating in some dialects to aerv-aen, 
also (Resit) aeraer-aen; FeSg aeraev-ast, aerr-aet, aeraer-aet (note the absence of 
3FeSg t- prefix); Pi serdr-nen. 

The causative 'make yellow' is -s-vwrvr-, e.g. PerfP -ass-awraer-. 

7.3.2.5 'say' ( V « , λ/jn) 

The stems are in (414). 

(414) 'say' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -anna- (3MaPl annas-n) 
Resit -anna- (3MaPl anna-n) 
PerfN -anna- (3MaPl anne-n) 
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b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf /-aenni-/ (3MaSg 0-senn, 3MaPl anna-n) 
Imprt aenn 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -janna- (3MaPl jdnne-n) 
LoImpfN -janni-
Prohib -jsenna-

d. nominalization 
VblN t-Inaw-t, t-anna 

The perfectives and short imperfectives are of the α/ι subclass of -vCCu-
verbs (§7.3.1.3). PerfN examples (with Neg particle) are 2MaPl wasr 
t-anne-m) and 3MaPl war anne-n. A Shlmpf example (with Fut particle) is 
3MaPl ad anna-n, where hi contracts with suffixal /ae/ to a, then the first 
syllable harmonizes. 

For verbs of the shape -vPQi> with ungeminated cluster, the regular 
LoImpfP is -PdQQ- (underlying /-PaQQA-/ in T-ka). However, when the 
cluster is geminated (-νΡΡυ-). another C, is found for the long imperfectives 
(cf. 'go to', just below). In the case of 'say', a lexically idiosyncratic long 
imperfective with j as Q is used. Furthermore, the LoImpfP ends in α (rather 
than the deletable stem-final /A/ found in the other verbs), -janna- appears as 
-jdnne- before all nonzero subject suffixes: 2Sg jdnne-d, 2MaPl jdnne-m 
(suffix l-xml), and even 2FePl janne-maet (suffix /-mset/), where one would 
have expected #jannae-maet by Presuffixal α-Shortening. 

A passive -tvw-vnnu- with PerfP -aetw-asnna- is attested. No causative 
form is recorded. 

7.3.2.6 'go to1 (A) 

'Go' can be expressed either with intransitive -vjlu- 'go, set off, be en route' 
(in several dialects -vglu-) if destination is not specified, or with transitive 
-vkku- 'go to' with a specified destination. For -vjh> see §7.3.2.7. 

Representative forms of -vkku- are shown in (415). The perfectives and 
short imperfectives are regular for the α/ι subclass of -vCCu- verbs (§7.3.1.3). 
In the long imperfectives, the geminate kk is not split up, and t is used as a 
kind of substitute C,. This t is presumably related to the -t- prefix common in 
long imperfectives of verbs of longer stem shapes. 
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(415) 'goto ' 

PerfP 
Shlmpf 
Imprt 
LoImpfP 
VblN 

-akka-
/-aekki-/ (3MaPl skks-n) 
sekk 
-t-dkk- (/-t-dkkA-/ 
t-ikaw-t (A-grm Iki) 

7.3.2.7 'go' (jjl,y/ms) 

The intransitive verb -vjli> 'go' is inflected like other verbs of the same shape. 
T-ka and T-md have j, while all other dialects checked (A-grm I K-d K-f R) 
have g. 

(416) 'go' 

The imperative is not in common use. The Shlmpf (and Imprt) show the 
typical resyllabification (§3.2.4, §3.2.3) of -vPQu- verbs of the α/ι subclass 
when Q is more sonorous than P. 

There is another 'go' verb Vms. It is used chiefly in the imperative ('go!'), 
and therefore comes very close to being a suppletive Imprt stem (cf. the 
suppletive Imprt for 'come', §7.3.2.8, below). Nevertheless, a full set of 
paradigmatic forms for Vms does exist (417), with senses like 'budge, move; 
set off, leave'. 

LoImpfP 
VblN 

PerfP 
Shlmpf 
Imprt 

-sjla-
/-aejli-/ (3MaSg i-jal, 3MaPl a jb-n) 
ajal (2MaPl aejl-aet) 
-jail- (A-grm -gdlla-) 
t-a-pllaw-t (A-grm also e-gaelli) 

(417) 'go' 

PerfP -ammussa-
Shlmpf /-ammussi-/ (3MaSgl-mmuss) 
Imprt muss (2MaPl müss-aet, 2FePl mussa-maet) 
LoImpfP -t-lmassu-

For the morphophonology of the stems see §7.3.1.14, e.g. - jussu- 'go 
south'. 
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7.3.2.8 'come', 'arrive' and 'be on the way' (νfyw, Vs, Vml) 

'Come' is expressed in a number of ways. The (suppletive) imperatives for 
'come' are in (418). 

(418) Suppletive Imperative 'come' 

2Sg "iyajw 
2MaPl iyaew-aet 
2FePl iyaew-maet (variant iyaew-kmaet) 

In the non-imperative inflected forms, there is no verb stem specifically 
translatable 'come' (including the directional element). Instead, 'come' is 
expressed as the combination of a nondirectional motion verb like -usu-
'arrive' -milu- 'be on the way' plus Centripetal clitic -\add (or variant). These 
verbs can also be used with Centrifugal -\ in (or variant) to indicate 
directionality toward a non-proximate location. 

The telic 'arrive' verb is illustrated in (419). 

(419) 'arrive' 

PerfP -osa-
Shlmpf /-asi-/ (3MaSg 0-as, 3MaPl asa-n) 
Impf as 
LoImpfP -t-ls- (3MaPl t-isa-n ; A-grm -t-ds-) 
VblN ass (also t-assaw-t, t-asi-t-t) 

Thus osas-nAsdd 'they came (=arrived here)'. Contrast osas-n-\in 'they 
arrived there' (with Centrifugal clitic). The Imprt as-\add 'come!! (=arrive 
here!) is much less common than the suppletive forms in (418). 

For atelic 'be on the way (to a place)', the verb used is shown in (420). It 
has only long imperfective and VblN forms in the dialects checked. 

(420) 'be on the way' 

LoImpfP -mal- (/-malA-/) 
LoImpfN -mil- (3MaSgl-mil) 
VblN α-mil 

Example of LoImpfN: 3MaSg waer-\dl-mil 'he isn't coming', 3MaPl 
W3r-\ad mlb-n. The long imperfectives are unusual in form, and the absence 
of short imperfectives (and perfectives) makes the morphology somewhat 
opaque. However, the shift from positive <L> to negative <H> melody 
indicates that these forms belong in the long imperfective system. The accent 
of waerAd i-mil shows that the verb has a V-final basic form -muli>, and the 
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VblN points more specifically to -mi l i> . Many -CiCvC- and -CiCu- verbs 
switch to <L> characteristic long imperfective melody, so the vocalism of 
LoImpfP -mal - (from /-malA-/) is not inconsistent with basic form -milu-. 

7.3.2.9 'sit'(^rm, ^rym) 

(421) 'say' 

a. perfective system (ay and i indistinguishable) 
PerfP -aqqima- ( - sqqsyma-) 
Resit -aqqima- (-aqqayma-) 
PerfN - sqq ima- (aqqayma-) 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf - s q q a m (/-aeqqamA-/ or /-aeqqami-/) 

-seqqaym (/-asqqaymi-/) 
Imprt qam ( r a m ) (A-grm T-ka) 

Yaym (Gao Κ R T-md) 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-QYasyma- (Im Κ R Τ), -t-cnrama- (A-grm) 
LoImpfN -t-3Y9ymi-, - t -a r imi- (ay and i indistinguishable) 
Prohib -t-aerasyma-, - t -aerama-

d. nominalization 
VblN α-Yim, t-a-Yimi-t-t 

There are two key issues for the analysis of this paradigm. One is whether 
to attribute a y to the basic stem representation (consonantism Vvm or Vrym). 
The other is whether the medial V is short or full. If full, it must be i rather 
than u since all dialects have i in the perfect ives and VblN. Possible 
representations are -Yimi)-, -Yiymu-, and a -Yvymu- (the fourth possibility, 
#-Yvmi>, will not work.) 

The perfectives, the LoImpfP, and the VblN have phonetic medial [i], 
which could be represented structurally as / ay / , /i/, or / iy / . These fo rms 
therefore contribute to the mystery rather than resolving it. Each dialect reveals 
its analysis of the stem in the imperfectives. For A-grm, the stem is -Yimu-
with no sign of a semivowel (Imprt v a m , LoImpfP - t - a v a m a - ) . For several 
dialects (Gao Im Κ R T-md), the stem is -Yiymu-, with the full V based on the 
Shlmpf (Imprt Y a y m ) . The long imperfect ives have a short medial V 
(LoImpfP -t-aYaeyma-, etc.), but this can be attributed to Medial V-Shortening 
(§3.4.9), compare e.g. LoImpfP - t - imassu- f rom stem -mussu- 'go ' (§7.3.2.7). 
For T-ka, we get an inconsistent paradigm, with Imprt q a m pointing to -Yimu-
(or -qirru>) but with LoImpfP -t-aYasyma- pointing to -Yiymu-. 
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In the inflectable Shlmpf, variants with both final /Al and final Iii were 
recorded. There is no audible difference in the absence of a subject suffix, 
since both of these final segments are deleted. However, with 3MaPl subject 
suffix -asn, for T-ka I recorded both ad aeqqamae-n 'they-Ma will sit' and ad 
aeqqama-n, and the latter occurred in other dialects (Gao Im R T-ka). In 
asqqama-n, hi has contracted with sufix-initial /ae/ to produce a. Likewise, 
with medial y, I recorded ad aeqqayma-n 'they-Ma will sit' in some Gao-area 
dialects. The T-ka variant /-aeqqamA-/ has stem-wide <L> melody, while 
/-aeqqami-/ has the <L H> melody also found in short imperfectives of some 
other V-final verbs. Note that the final V "counts" for purposes of Default 
Accentuation, hence e.g. (ad) sqqamas-n 'they-Ma will sit' showing that the 
antepenult of pre-contraction /-asqqamA-aen/ is targeted by Default 
Accentuation. 

For (ungeminated) q varying with r , see §3.1.1.3. 
The causative 'make sit' has the stems shown in (422). 

(422) Causative 'make sit' 

T-ka A-grm 
both dialects 

PerfP -aes-vaeyma- -s-seqqaeyma-
Imprt s-aqqim 
LoImpfP -s-arasyma- -s-avama-
VblN a-s-aqqlm 

The T-ka causatives are clearly based on -vvymu- (with /ay/ 
indistinguishable from i), while the A-grm forms show both -Time- and 
-Yvymix See also 'testify' just below. 

7.3.2.10 'testify' (jjyh, tfh) 

This verb is very similar to 'sit' (just above), though the two diverge in form 
somewhat. The forms for dialects excluding A-grm are given in (423). 

(423) 'testify' 

a. perfective system (i and ay indistinguishable) 
PerfP -ajjiha-, ajjayha-
Reslt -ajjiha-, -ajjsyha-
PerfN -ajjiha-, ajjayha-
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b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf /-asjjaeyhA-/ 
Imprt jaeyh (T-ka), jayh (Im Κ R T-md) 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ajaeyha-
LoImpfN -t-ajayhi-, -t-ajihi- (indistinguishable) 
Prohib -t-aejaeyha-, -t-eejaha-

d. nominalization 
VblN a-jih 
Agent e-m-aejjeyh ('witness') 

As with 'sit' (§7.3.2.9, above), a stem representation -juyhu- with medial 
long V will work for Im Κ Τ T-md, while T-ka requires -jvyhu- with medial 
short V (the difference is based on the short imperfectives). The final /A/ is 
deleted in most positions but is counted in Default Accentuation: 3MaSg Fut 
ad 0-aejjaeyh 'he will testify' (surface penultimate accent corresponding to 
underlying antepenult). 

For A-grm, I recorded PerfP -aggiha-, Shlmpf -aeggah- or -aeggahu-, 
Imprt gah or gahu), VblN a-gihi. The A-grm stem is therefore -gihu-. 

There is also a related noun t-d-juhe, PI t-i-jühaw-en. (A-grm has Sg 
t-se-guhe). This is not a productive ablaut derivation and its phonology is 
debatable (one could imagine /aw/ as an alternative to /u/ for the medial V of 
t-a-juhe). However, on the face of it, this noun points to a y-less representation 
for 'testify' similar to that seen in A-grm. On the other hand, agentive 
e-m-aejjeyh belongs to a fairly productive ablaut formation and points to a 
Vjyh sequence. 

7.3.2.11 ExistentialAocational 'be' (Vl) 

The defective verb -νΐΐυ- occurs only in the perfective system. In positive 
utterances, Resit -alia- is normal, although PerfP -alia- is attested after Past 
preverbal particle kaeld, see (424.g), below. In negatives, the stem appears as 
(PerfN) -alia-. It may be translated 'exist', 'be present', or 'be here'. The 
emphasis is on existence, or on presence as opposed to absence (in a 
presupposed location such as 'here'). The locational element in translation ('be 
here') is best considered a pragmatic implicature, and -νΐ ΐυ- is not used in 
expressions like 'be in (a box, a city)' where the locational is part of the 
argument frame. Unmarked time reference is to the present, or to a timeless 
(gnomic) status, unless Past particle kaeld precedes the verb. These temporal 
and aspectual features are mostly shared with 'be in' and 'have' (see just 
below). For additional information on the morphosyntax of this verb see §9.3. 
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For T-ka and some other dialects, -νΐΐυ- is syntactically transitive, but the 
"object" is an invariant 3MaSg clitic (allomorphs -\e, -\t, etc.), and in some 
combinations this clitic is optionally dropped. For these dialects, the clitic is 
nonreferential. When the Negative preverbal particle is present, the clitic (as 
usual) follows thie Negative particle. Examples showing the clitic are in (424). 

(424) Existential/Locational -vllu- (T-ka) 

a. i-ll-\e 
3MaSgS-be.Reslt-\3MaSgO 
'He/it exists.' (= 'He/it is here.') 

b. slla-naetAt 
be.Reslt-3FePl-\3MaSgO 
'They-FePl exist.' (= 'They are here.') 

c. t-3lle-d-\t (pronounced [...e't:]) 
2S-be.Reslt-2SgS-\3MaSgO 
'You-Sg exist.' (= 'You are here.') 
[< /t-alld-aedAt/] 

d. t-allAe t-edi-t-t 
3FeSgS-be.Reslt-\3MaSgO Fe-dog-Fe-FeSg 
'There is a she-dog.' 

e. waer-\t 1-lla "ce-hsen 
Neg-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-be.PerfN Sg-house 
'There is no house (or tent).' 

f. wasr-\t alle-naet 
Neg-\3MaSgO be.PerfN-3FePlS 
'They-Fe are absent.' 

g. kaela-\tt sllse-n assln medd-asn 
Past-\3MaSgO be.PerfP-3MaPlS two-Ma men-MaPl 
'There were two men.' 

As (424.c) shows, the subject can be 1st or 2nd person, generally in the 
sense 'be (here), be present'. Further examples are slle-q-\q Ί am here', 
n-all-\e 'we are here', and t-alld-mAt 'you-MaPl are present'. 

For the primary K-d, T-ka, and R informants, omission of the 3MaSgO 
clitic occurred after 2FePl -maet and 3FePl -naet (in positive sentences), hence 
t-alld-maet 'you-FePl are here' and alla-nast 'they-FePl exist, are here', instead 
of #t-alla-ma£t-\t, etc. Contrast 3MaPl all0-n-\t in these dialects, with clearly 
audible 3MaSgO clitic -\t. There is no phonological reason preventing the 
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object clitic from occurring after -mast or -nast, in the postconsonantal form -\t, 
since geminated tt is audible word-finally after a V (as in FeSg suffix complex 
-t-t after V-final noun stem). The absence of -\t after -maet or -naet is therefore 
a morphophonological rule, deleting the (semantically meaningless) clitic after 
a subject suffix ending in t. 

For the R speaker, who was also checked carefully, the status of the object 
clitic is quite different. For this speaker, -alle seems to have been reanalysed 
as a simple perfective stem variant (used in the absence of a subject suffix). 
As a consequence, 3MaSg clitic -\t is also absent from the paradigm, except 
that it may be added optionally to the pronominally suffixed forms, denoting 
the specific location. Some examples are in (425). 

(425) Existential/Locational -vllu- (R) 

a. i-lle 
3MaSgS-be.Reslt 
'He/it exists.' (= 'He/it is here.') 

b. allci-n 
be.Reslt-3MaPlS 
They exist.' (= They are here.') 

c. war i-lla 
Neg 3MaSgS-be.PerfN 
'He/It is not here.' (= There is none.') 

d. t-alle 't-ae-maet-t 
3FeSgS-be.Reslt Fe-Sg-woman-FeSg 
There is a woman.' (= Ά woman is here.') 

e. war alle-n 
Neg be.PerfN-3MaPlS 
'They-Ma are not here.' 

The verb -vllu- can also be used in the expression i-ll-\e s ... 'it is possible 
that... '. 

Another, much less common verb -vmvl- can be used as an alternative to 
-vllu-. It too generally takes a 3MaSg object clitic, as in vi-msel-\t 'he existed, 
was here'. This verb is morphologically regular and has a full set of stems (2Sg 
Imprt amalAt 'be!', LoImpfP -ammal- or -t-ammdl-). 
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7.3.2.12 'be in' (y/h) 

The verb -vhu-, most often reduced to -hu-, means 'be in' and requires a 
locational complement as direct object: i-ha biemseko 'he is in Bamako'. The 
complement may denote a place or a container. There are also some abstract 
uses similar to English 'be in a quandary'. 

This verb occurs only in the perfective system, in T-ka and most other 
dialects checked. Only in A-grm did I find imperfectives like Imprt Ihi and 
LoImpfP -t-lhi- (such forms are more common in Niger Tamashek.) 

In positive main clauses, the verb is normally in Resit form -ha- or -shd-
with accented ά in my Timbuktu-area data. The schwa is usually absent, as is 
the case with -vlu- 'have' (§7.3.2.13, below). When negated, -vhi> shows up 
as PerfN -ha- or -sha- , as in war i-ha 'he is not in ...'. Time reference is 
generally present or timeless; past time reference can be specified by 
preposing Past particle kaeld. The PerfP paradigm is in (426). For many 
speakers, the prefix t- is systematically dropped, as usual before C-initial 
verbs, so 1P1 n- and 3MaSg i- are the only audible subject prefixes. 

(426) PerfP of 'be in' 

Since the verb is transitive, combinations with 3rd person pronominal 
object clitic are common: t-ah-\e "t-a-jalla '(the) bread is in it (e.g. sack)'. In 
definite relative clauses, the usual dropping of the χ -pc l (lengthening) 
formative of the Resit is observed. This has an audible effect in the forms with 
nonfinal ά in (426), which show up with shortened (but still underlyingly 
accented) ae. (427) has 3MaPl ahse-n, though in this example the location of 
the surface accent is actually attributable to phrasal accent before an 
unaccented bisyllabic noun. 

(427) t-a-hattin-t t-ά ahae-n O-latt-asn 
box Fe-Sg.Dem be.in.Reslt-3MaPlS Pl-leaf-MaPl 
'the box which the leaves are in' 

2MaPl 
2FePl 
3MaSg 
3FeSg 
3MaPl 
3FePl 

ISg 
1P1 
2Sg 

he-r 
n-ahd 
0-he-d, t-ahed 
0-hci-m, t-aha-m 
0-hd-maet, t-sha-mast 
1-ha 
0-ha, t-aha 
ha-n 
ha-nset 

In A-grm, the verb can also be used in PerfP form -aha- with directional 
clitics in the sense 'come (=originate) from (a place)', i.e. while in a current 
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location. Depending on whether the current location is 'here' or somewhere 
else, Centripetal -\add or Centrifugal -\(h)ln is used (428). 

(428) a. andak s-i-ha s-\dad t-ahe-d 
where? here that-XCentrip 2S-be.in.PerfP-2SgS 
'Where are you (=have you come) from?' [A-grm] 

b. andak s-i-ha s-\hln i-ha 
where? here thatACentrif 3MaSgS-be.in.PerfP 
'Where had he come from (while living there)?' [A-grm] 

The noun t-lhi-t-t has the form of a feminine VblN for this verb but means 
'origin, provenience, homeland'. For A-grm I did elicit a true VblNlhi. 

7.3.2.13 'have' (V/J 

The possessive verb is -νΐυ-. Like -vhu- 'be in' (see just above), it is used only 
in the perfective system, and it is most often reduced to -1υ-. It is a simple 
transitive as in English. Like 'be' and 'be in' (§7.3.2.11-12, above), it occurs 
only in perfective forms. In positive main clauses it occurs in the Resit, and 
negative counterparts have the PerfN. The PerfP is found in subordinated 
clauses. As with 'be' and 'be in', unmarked time reference is present or 
timeless, while past time may be specified by preposing kaela. 

(429) Resit of 'have' 

ISg le-r 
1P1 n-ald 
2Sg 0-le-d, t-ale-d 
2MaPl 0-la-m, t-ala-m 
2FePl 0-ld-maet, t-ald-maet 
3MaSg i-ΐά 
3FeSg 0-ld, t-ald 
3MaPl ld-n 
3FePl Ιά-neet 

The PerfN is unaccented -la- or -ala-, as in war i-ΐα 'he does not have'. As 
expected, in definite relatives the forms with nonfinal ά show ae due to the 
erasure of the Resit ablaut formative χ (full-V), as seen in (430). 

(430) e-haen w-α alae-nast 
Sg-house Ma-Sg.Dem have.Reslt-3FePlS 
'the house that they-Fe own' (= 'the house that is theirs') 
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(431.a-b) illustrate the uses of the PerfP (as opposed to the more usual 
Resit). In a relative construction meaning 'a few X ' s \ the PerfP occurs in 
(431.a). The quantified-over noun is the source of subject agreement, but the 
actual noun is treated accentually as an adjunct rather than being part of the 
accentual phrase with the verb. In (431.b), we have a subject relative 
(participle). 

(431) a. α 51as-naet ulli 
Dem have.PerfP-3FeSgS goats 
'a few goats' 

b. naekk-aen-ed t-i-jaeraek-en 
1P1 ' Fe-Pl-cloud-FePl 
a-Vha-nasY 1-lae-n 
Dem-\Dat-lPl 3MaSgS-have.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 
ant-aen-aet-ed a-\daegg n-skka 
3FePl ' Foc-\under lPlS-go.Reslt 
'(As for) us, the clouds (are) what has (=controls) us, it 's them 
(=clouds) [focus] that we go under.' 

The VblN of 'have' is t-ala 'possessing; possessions, wealth'. 
For more on possessive predications, see §9.4. 

7.3.2.14 'do'(^j) 

This verb is the only light V-final verb of basic shape -vCu- (with no cluster) 
that has a full set of stems. As always, A-grm has g instead of j. 

(432) 'do' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -aja-, -ja-
Reslt -sja-, -ja-
PerfN -aja-, -ja-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf /-aeji-/ 
Imprt sej 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-djj- (/-t-djjA-/) (3MaPl t-ajjae-n) 
LoImpfN -t-ajj- (/-t-ajji-/) (3MaPl t-sjja-n) 
Prohib -t-aejj- (/-t-aejj A-/) 
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d. nominalization 
VblN Iji, t-ljaw-t 
Agent e-m-aejj 

This is the only verb of the shape -vCi> (or -Ci>) whose vocalism is like 
that of -vCCi> verbs, ah subclass (§7.3.1.3). Sample PerfP forms are 3MaSg 
ϊ-ja, 2Sg t-aje-d, 3MaPl ajae-n, 3FePl ajas-naet. The PerfN shows e vowel due 
to ablaut formative 6-pelf (§7.2.2.3) in combinations with a -CaeC subject 
suffix or an underlying /-aeC/ subject suffix, as in waer t-aje-m 'you-MaPl did 
not do' with underlying /-asm/ suffix. Sample Shlmpf forms are 3MaSg 0-sej, 
lSg sj-aer, 3MaPl aja-n (from /-aeji-aen/), and 2FePl t-aja-maet. Examples of 
long imperfectives are 3MaPl LoImpfP t-djjae-n 'they do' and its negation 
LoImpfN waer t-ajja-n 'they don't do'. A Prohib example is w£r t-aejj 'don't 
do!'. 

In some dialects, the initial schwa is absent in perfective forms that lack a 
subject prefix: je-γ (instead of aje-γ), etc. 

In derivatives, the j is geminated to jj, giving the verb a more normal 
appearance (compare -vkku- 'go', -νηηυ- 'say'). The Agentive is therefore 
e-m-aejj, Pll-maejj-αη, as in the phrase e-m-aejj η aelxer 'doer of good'. The 
passive is of the type PerfP -aetw-asjja-, with geminated jj throughout 
(LoImpfP -t-awaejja-, VblN a-tw-ajj). The causative is -svw-vjju- (PerfP 
-aesw-aejja-), with an extra w in the derivational prefix (§8.1.1). 

7.3.2.15 '(day) break' (vfrv, f ) 

The verb meaning '(day) break', with invariable 3MaSg subject, denotes the 
time just before sunrise when the sky becomes light. Its stem paradigm is in 
(433). 

(433) '(day) break' 

PerfP -aeffo-, -aeffew-
Shlmpf -Ifaw-
LoImpfP -t-ifaw-
noun t-ifaw-t 'daybreak' 

For other imperfectives based on -iC(C)aC- shape, see §7.3.1.10-11. 
In the PerfP, the dialects diverge. I recorded -aeffo- for {K-d K-f R T-ka 

T-md}, but -aeffew- for some eastern dialects {A-grm Im R}. -aeffo- is 
completely isolated structurally, while -aeffew- has a shape -aeCCeC- also 
found with -aezzed- 'be sweet' and -aeddew- 'accompany' (§7.3.1.01). For 
Niger, LTD2 gives 3MaSg PerfP "äffaw" for Tawellemmett (p. 73) and 
"yäffo" for Tayert (p. 57). For Algeria, DTF 1.297-8 gives 3MaSg PerfP 
"ieffo". Tayert and Algeria have imperfectives based on -ufu-. 
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7.3.2.16 'be lost' (y/b) 

This is a transitive verb with invariable (but semantically empty) 3MaSg 
subject, and expresses the lost person or object as a direct object. The 3MaSg 
subject prefix is inaudible before the perfectives (which begin with ae) and 
before the short imperfective (which begins with i), but an audible 3MaSgS i-
occurs with long imperfectives. A dative or locative PP may be added to 
specify the person adversely affected by the loss, generally the owner. The 
sense may be 'X get lost to/on Y' (equivalent to Ύ lost X'), or Ύ not get/find 
X'. 

With human object, and no dative or locative, the usual sense is 'X be 
lost', most often as a euphemistic 'X die'. 

In the PerfP -aeba-, the stem-final α is truncated before a dative 
pronominal clitic beginning in -\ha-. 

(434) a. 0-aeba-\daY-l t-erse 
3MaSgS-be.lost.PerfP-\in-1 Sg Fe-sheep 
Ά sheep was lost on me.' (= Ί lost one of my sheep.) 

b. di-ha-\d-\tsen 0-aebα 
here-\Comit-\3MaP10 3MaSg-be.lost.PerfP 
'in the place where they were lost (=died)' 

c. 0-a2b-\ha-hi-\tt 
3MaSgS-be.lost.PerfP-\Dat-lSg-\3MaSgO 
'Ilost it.' = Ί didn't get it'. 

d. ad-\ha-s-\t 0-iba 
Fut-\Dat-3Sg-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-be.lost.ShImpf 
'He will lose it.' = 'He won't get it.' 

The basic stems are shown in (435). 

(435) 'be lost' 

PerfP -aeba-
Imprt -Iba-
LoImpfP -t-iba-
VblN Iba 

This is the only -vCi> or -uCu- verb (cf. §7.3.1.3-4, §7.3.2.12-14) with this 
vocalism in either the perfectives or imperfectives. 

The Hortative suffix takes the form -het with h. Positive: iba-het-\kaey 
'may you-Sg be lost!'. Negative: waerAkaey i-t-iba-het 'may you not be lost!'. 
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7.3.2.17 'be born' (Vvvj 

The basic forms are in (436). 

(436) 'be born' 

LoImpfP 
VblN 

PerfP 
Imprt 

-awa-
Iwi 
-t-iwi-
t-iwi-t-t 'birth' 

This is the only - vCu- or - uCu- verb with this vocalism in the 
imperfective. The <H L> melody in PerfP -awo- is regular for -v(C)Cu- verbs 
of the α/ι subtype, cf. -sja- 'do' (§7.3.2.14) and the verbs in §7.3.1.3. 

Some inflected LoImpfP forms are 3MaPl t-lwi-n and 2Sg t-lwi-d. 

7.3.2.18 'be unripe'(^rh) 

The sense 'be unripe, raw, uncooked' lends itself to a stative rather than an 
inchoative usage (inchoative 'become raw/uncooked' is a strange 
combination). 

(437) 'be unripe' 

The verb occurs commonly in the Resit -aerdh- and its participles (MaSg 
0-aerah-aen, FeSg t-aerdh-aet 'unripe'). The imperfectives make little sense 
pragmatically, and informants had difficulty producing them. 

7.3.2.19 'pick up' (y/dkl, y/U, etc.) 

The perfectives and short imperfectives, i.e. the stems of shape -vCCvl-, differ 
in the form of the CC cluster. These differences also have implications for the 
long imperfectives, where the two relevant C's (unless geminate) are separated 
by a vowel. 

PerfP -aerah-
Imprt -srah-, -Irah-
LoImpfP -t-irah-
nominal t-arash-aet 'ripe or undercooked food' 
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(438) Consonantism for 'pi< 

cluster 

up' 

PerfP LoImpfP dialect(s) 

nongeminate 
a. tk -atkael- -takkael- T-ka 
b. dk -atkasl- -dakkael- I m K K - d K - f R T - m d 
c. dk -adkasl- -dakkael- A-grm 

geminate 
d. kk -akksel- -t-akkael- T-ka T-md 

In (438.a-c) we have a nongeminate cluster PQ. These verbs are therefore 
of the type -vPQvC-, and the stem paradigms are consistent with the regular 
pattern for such verbs (§7.3.1.1). The only minor phonological issue is that 
/dk/ undergoes voicing assimilation to tk when clustered (§3.2.1.3). 

The geminated variant (438.d) constitutes a verb of the type -vPPvC-, 
which requires a LoImpfP -t-aPPaeC-. Note, however, that -t-dkkael- (438.d) is 
identical in form to -tdkkael- (438.a). 

The VblN is a-Taekal with Τ attested as {t d d} and there is a noun 
t-a-Täkkel-t with Τ attested as {t d}. There is no VblN #ukal, which we would 
expect for dialects with geminate subtype (438.d). I infer from this that the 
geminate subtype is of recent origin and has not yet been completely 
"nativized." 

Niger Tamajak has subtypes (438.c), with Tayert dialect also showing 
(438.d). 

7.3.2.20 'be enough' (y/jdh) and 'be equal' (1Jjdh) 

These two verbs show overlapping paradigms. Many dialects have g instead of 
j, but I disregard this here to focus on the vocalism and stem shapes. 

'Be equal, level' is of -ojdvh- shape with initial full V, and its inflected 
paradigms are regular on this basis: PerfP -ojdash-, Shlmpf -ajdsh-, LoImpfP 
-t-ijdsh- (A-grm as usual has <L> melody, hence LoImpfP -t-djdaeh-). 

'Be enough' is of -vjdvh- shape with initial short V (PerfP -ajdaeh-, 
Shlmpf -sjdah-). However, its attested long imperfectives fluctuate between 
those compatible with -vjdvh- and -u jdvh- shapes: -jdddaeh-/-gdddaeh- (R 
T-ka), -t-lgdah- (A-grm T-md), and an anomalous variant t-agaeddah-
(A-grm). 

For both 'be enough' and 'be equal ' , the nominal m - y d a s h a w 
(m-lgdsehaw) is used as a VblN ('sufficiency', 'equality, levelness'). 
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7.3.2.21 'quick!'(sikk) 

There is an adverbial sikk 'quick(ly)'. It is often used as an exclamation with 
imperative force. 

Specifically plural-subject imperative forms are also attested. For 2MaPl 
addressee, slkk-aet is usual but sikkaew-aet was attested once. The attested 
2FePl form is sikka-maet. These plural forms are rather inconsistent and 
suggest historically secondary formations. 

7.4 Pronominal subject paradigms 

7.4.1 Non-imperative pronominal subject affixes 

The pronominal subject affixes are constant across all inflected stem types 
(perfectives, short and long imperfectives). There are three exceptions. First, 
imperatives (limited to 2nd person) have a special set of suffixes (§7.4.3). 
Second, adjectival C-initial (and a few V-initial) perfective verbs allow 
pronominal subject suffixes but not prefixes (§7.4.2). Third, participles (i.e. 
verb forms used in subject relatives and in focalized constructions) have only 
3rd person subject prefixes, plus a special set of gender-number participial 
suffixes (§8.5). 

Here I discuss the set of subject affixes. Unlike object and dative clitics, 
which are hosted by the first element in the clause, subject suffixes are welded 
to the verb. 

The prefixes are in (439), the suffixes in (440). None has an intrinsic 
accent. 

(439) Pronominal Subject Prefixes on Nonimperative Verbs 

ISg 
1P1 n-

t-
t-
t-

2Sg 
2MaPl 
2FePl 
3MaSg i- (if verb begins with a or a C) 

0 - (if verb begins with ae or a full V) 
t-3FeSg 

3MaPl 
3FePl 

For variants, and alternative morphological segmentations in some 
combinations, see the following sections. 
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(440) Pronominal Subject Suffixes on Nonimperative Verbs 

ISg -aer 
1P1 — 

2Sg -aed 
2MaPl -aem 
2FePl -maet 
3MaSg — 

3FeSg — 

3MaPl -aen 
3FePl -naet 

By combining (439) and (440), we get the prefix-suffix combinations in 
(441). Only the 2nd person forms are "circumfixes" with nonzero prefix and 
suffix. The lSg and all 3rd person forms are suffixal, while 1P1 is prefixal. 
Because 3FeSg is unsuffixed, it is readily distinguishable from the 2nd person 
categories, even though they begin with the same t- prefix. 

(441) Pronominal Subject Prefixes and Suffixes on Nonimperative Verbs 

prefix suffix 

lSg -aer 
1P1 n-
2Sg t- -aed 
2MaPl t- -aem 
2FePl t- -mast 
3MaSg i-, 0 -
3FeSg t-
3MaPl -aen 
3FePl -nset 

There is no gender distinction in the 2Sg, though there is in the 2P1 (so 
much for markedness universals!). 

7.4.1.1 C- versus Ca- and aC- forms of subject prefixes 

In most cases, when an inflected verb with nonzero pronominal prefix begins 
in Ca... or Cae..., I take the short V to be part of the stem, as in 1P1 PerfP 
η-äjjaes 'we entered' and 2Sg Shlmpf t-askkaeykasy-asd 'you-Sg shook o f f . 
This is justified by the fact that the initial V is present when the subject 
pronominal is solely suffixal ( lSg, 3rd person nonsingular), as in 3MaPl 
ajjaes-aen 'they entered' and ad askkaeykaey-aen 'they will shake o f f . 
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When a nonzero pronominal prefix precedes a C-initial stem, there are two 
distinct situations. For adjectival C-initial verbs (and a small number of 
V-initial adjectival verbs), subject prefixes are absent (§7.4.2). The regular 
treatment, applicable to most V-initial verbs and to non-adjectival C-initial 
verbs, is summarized in (442). 

(442) Pronominal Subject Prefixes Before Non-adjectival C-initial Stems 

basic form before C-initial verb 

a. 3MaSg i- i-
b. 1P1 n- n- or na- or an-
c. 3FeSg, 2nd t- 0 -

There are actually rather few combinations directly relevant to (442). 
Many verbs with basic lexical representations beginning with a C undergo 
Stem-Initial V-Insertion (usually accompanied by either Stem-Initial Syncope 
or ^-Gemination), so they end up as V-initial. The remaining C-initial verbs 
include long imperfectives, whether beginning with the lexical C, or with 
Lolmpf prefix -t-,. Thus, for LoImpfP -bdddaed- 'stands', we get 3MaSg 
i-baddasd, 1P1 n - b a d d a e d or n a - b a d d a e d or an -bdddaed , and 2Sg 
0-baddaed-2ed. For verbs of the shape -vCi>, whose perfective-system stems 
commonly drop their initial schwa, we likewise get combinations such as the 
following with Resit -Id- 'have': 3MaSg i-ld, 1P1 n-ld or n-ald, 3FeSg 0- ld . 
For deletion of t- subject prefix see §7.4.1.2, below. 

The 1P1 variant an- is arguably just a phonetic realization of n- in the 
relevant position. Example: waer e an-s-aenn 'we will not cook' (K dialect). 
The main difference is between η - or an - on the one hand, and na- on the 
other. 

The variation between e.g. n-bdddaed and na-baddaed might be taken as 
indicative of a dialectal difference in the form of the prefixes, C- versus Ca-. 
In the case of n-ld versus n-ald, one possibility (suggested by my morpheme 
breaks) is that the verb itself has C-initial and V-initial variants, depending on 
whether a prefix is present. In this view, the prefix is always n-. In the case of 
n-baddaed versus na-baddaed, there is no evidence for a V-initial variant of the 
verb, so a stronger case can be made for a dialectal difference between C- and 
Ca- forms of pronominal prefixes. 

In the event we decide on Ca- for a particular dialect, we need to apply 
VV-Contraction when this Ca- is followed by a V-initial stem. See §3.2.3.2 
for discussion. 

The dialectal variation between Ca- and C- prefixes is perhaps also 
relevant to the status of -vCvC- verbs like -vwvt- 'hit' (§7.3.1.1). In T-ka and 
several other dialects, the PerfP is -awaet-, as in lSg awaet-sev Ί hit'. In 
K-area dialects, we get just waet-aer with no stem-initial V. A form like 
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phonetic [na'waet] 'we hit' is best segmented n-awaet in e.g. T-ka, but arguably 
as ns-wast in K-area dialects. 

7.4.1.2 Prefixal t-Deletion 

To account for data just presented, a special rule is needed to account for the 
deletion of t - before a C-initial stem. This has the appearance of a 
phonologically motivated rule, but it is morphologically restricted. 

The rule is (443), repeated from §3.2.1.5, where other possible cases 
involving Long Imperfective -t- prefix are discussed. 

(443) Prefixal t-Deletion 

A pronominal subject prefix of the form /t-/ is deleted before a 
C-initial verb stem. 

I write 0 - to indicate that a t - prefix has been deleted, hence LoImpfP 
0-sass 'she eats' and 0-sdssas-d 'you-Sg eat' . In the case of LoImpfP 
alternations of the type -t-awwat- varying with -awwdt- 'hit ' , for -vCvC-
verbs, it is indeterminate whether [tawia't] 'she hits' should be transcribed 
t-awwdt (with 3FeSg t-) or as 0- t -awwdt (with deleted 3FeSg prefix before 
Lolmpf prefix -t-). 

7.4.1.3 Phonology of-ceC subject suffixes 

In §7.4.1, the lSg, 2Sg, 2MaPl, and 3MaPl suffixes are shown as beginning in 
a short vowel ae. The as is easy to hear when the stem ends in a C, as in 3MaPl 
ajjaes-aen 'they entered' (cf. 3MaSgl-jjaes). 

When the suffixes are added to verb stems ending in a full high vowel u or 
i, the suffixal short V disappears. For VV-Contraction resulting in the deletion 
of the suffixal short V after a high V, see §3.2.3.3. Examples: PerfP -asu-
'cough' (cf. 3MaSg 1-su) in 3MaPl asu-n 'they coughed'; LoImpfP -riddu-
'believe' (cf. 3MaSg i-riddu) in 2Sg 0- r iddu-d 'you believe'; and LoImpfP 
-t-lwi- in 3MaPl t-iwi-n 'they are born'. 

There are no cases where verb-stem-final mid-height {eo} are followed 
by a subject suffix. The only verb form ending in o, PerfP -seffo- '(day) 
break', allows only 3MaSg inflection (§7.3.2.15) and so cannot be followed by 
subject suffixes. 

This leaves α as the only possible stem-final full vowel other than {ui} 
that can be followed by a subject suffix. When α is followed by a V-initial 
subject suffix, the contractions are as in (444), repeated from §3.2.3.3. 
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(444) W-Contraction (Stem-Final α Plus V-Initial Subject Suffix) 

conversion distribution 

/a-ae/ —> e a. augment verbs: all V-initial suffixes 
b. light V-final non-augment verbs: lSg and 2Sg 

subject suffixes 
c. V-final non-augment long imperfectives: all 

subject suffixes 

/a-ae/ —» as d. light V-final non-augment verbs: 2MaPl and 
3MaPl (but not lSg or 2Sg) subject, and 
V-initial Participial suffixes 

e. heavy non-augment verbs: all subject and 
Participial suffixes 

[note: the as may be subsequently lengthened to α if targeted 
by an ablaut lengthening formative χ-pcl or χ-f] 

Examples: for (444.a), aehnasffe-n 'they-Ma moaned'; for (444.b) ajlas-n 
'they-Ma went'. I argued in §3.4.9.1 that the pattern (444.a) is the direct 
contraction of the two V's, with α shifting to e under the influence of /as/ 
(which is slightly more front in articulation than α itself). By contrast, (444.b) 
reflects an intervening rule of Prefixal α-Shortening, converting /a-as/ first to 
/ae-ae/ before it surfaces as ae. This shortening rule also applies before C-initial 
suffixes, as in sjlae-naet 'they-Fe went'. 

In the short imperfectives, we get alternations for certain verb types like 
3MaSg ad 0-aeks 'he will eat', lSg ad deks-ser, 3MaPl ad aksa-n, and 3FePl 
ad aksa-naet. I analyse these as V-final stems with Shlmpf /asksi/. The /i/, an 
underspecified high V, is deleted word-finally by Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) 
(§3.1.2.4), appears as a before C-initial suffix, and contracts with suffix-initial 
/as/ to produce a, or ae in the cases of lSg -asr and 2MaPl Imprt (~)-set 
(§3.2.3.3, §7.3.1.3). 

For the same V-final light verbs, I recognize an underspecified low vowel 
/A/ in the LoImpfP, e.g. -jail- 'go' for /-jallA-/. The /A/ deletes word-finally, 
appears as ae before C-final suffix, and contracts with suffix-initial /as/ as as in 
all cases. 

I segment lSg Shlmpf asks-aer but 3MaPl akss-n. I place the morpheme 
break before -aer event though VV-Contraction has occurred, since the ae 
quality is determined by the suffix. By contrast, with 2Sg -aed, 2MaPl -aem, 
and 3MaPl -aen, when they contract to form a surface short V, the quality of 
the short V is determined by the preceding stem, so I place the hyphen after the 
contracted V. The other morpheme that behaves like lSg -aer in this respect is 
2MaPl Imprt suffix -aet (§7.4.3). The hyphenation is of no real significance in 
phonological derivations. 
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Also relevant to subject suffixes is rebracketing of stem plus suffix 
combinations to create ablaut domains. For most verbs, ablaut is limited to 
stems. However, light V-final verbs, i.e. -v(C)Cu-, notably those of the α/ι 
subclass, combine with subject suffixes to create C-final sequences that serve 
as domains for certain ablaut formatives, specifically χ-pcl (lengthening) of 
the Resit stem, which changes /as/ to a , and e - p c l f of the PerfN, which 
changes /ae/ to e. Thus ί-jla 'he went', ending in a full V, cannot implement 
these formatives: Consider Resit i-jlo (with audible X"PCU PerfN 1-jla 
(indistinguishable from the PerfP). By contrast, when PerfP -sjla- combines 
with 3MaPl -aen to give ajlae-n 'they-Ma went', this creates a vCCasC 
sequence that permits audible lengthening (Resit) or switch to e (PerfN) of the 
as, hence 3MaPl Resit ajld-n and 3MaPl PerfN ajle-n. This also applies with 
C-initial suffix: 3FePl Resit ajld-naet, 3FePl PerfN ajle-nast. Since PerfN 
e -pc l f has no audible effect on e.g. unsegmentable -vCCvCvC- stems, it is 
clear that only the [ajlae-n] portion of 3FePI PerfP ajlae-nast, is the domain of 
ablaut. Therefore we have a special rebracketing, e.g. 3MaPl [sjlae-n] and 
3FePl [ajlae-njaet, where the brackets delimit the domain of ablaut. Inclusion of 
(part of) a subject suffix in an ablaut domain applies only to light V-final verb 
stems. 

7.4.1.4 3MaSg i-versus 0-

When the 3MaSg prefix i- is followed by a stem-initial V, as in most (but not 
all) cases, the two V's contract. The very common combination with stem-
initial /a/ is realized as i-, a special case of VV-Contraction (§3.2.3.1). 
However, the prefix is realized as 0 - before other V's including the other short 
vowel as (445). 

(445) 3MaSg Forms 

a. /i-s/ > i-
/i-awaet/ > 1-waet 'he hit' (PerfP) 
/i-ajjaes/ > 1-jjaes 'he entered' (PerfP) 

b. /[-/ > 0 before other V 
/i-seblalaev/ > 0-aeblalaeY 'he gaped' (PerfP) 
/i-awsn/ > 0-awsn 'he goes up' (Shlmpf) 
/i-ojasy / > 0-ojasy 'he tied' (PerfP) 
/i-ujaj/ > 0-ÜJ3J 'he went far away' (PerfP) 
/i-idan/ 

I 
> 0-ldan 'it is counted' (Shlmpf) 

When a verb begins with underlying hi that would (in the absence of a 
prefix) surface as phonetic [ae] due to a following BLC, the vowel is 
nonetheless treated in other phonological respects as /a/, and therefore 
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combines with the 3MaSg prefix as M . The BLC then has its usual effect on 
the preceding /i/, lowering it to phonetic [ε]. For example, the PerfP stem 
-adlaem- [as'dlsem] is treated as beginning in schwa rather than ae, as always 
for PerfP stems of -vCCvC- verbs, so the 3MaSg form is /i-adlzem/, 
contracting to /i-dlasm/, and realized as phonetic [e'dlasm] 'it melted'. 

In T-kas, verbs with PerfP shape -sewwaeC-, patterning as though derived 
from /owasC/, behave regularly with respect to 3MaSg prefix allomorphy, as in 
0-aewwaer 'he held back' and 0-zewwaed 'he arrived'. However, I recorded 
forms like e-waed (Ansongo-Gourma) and e-wwaed (Imeddedeghan-Gourma) 
'he arrived' in other dialects. The paradigmatic forms other than 3MaSg in 
these dialects (e.g. 3MaPl swwaed-aen) were identical to those of Kal Ansar 
dialects. 

7.4.2 Omission of subject prefixes with perfective adjectival verbs 

Many adjectival verbs (§7.3.1.11) have C-initial perfectives that do not allow 
subject pronominal prefixes, though they do allow the usual subject 
pronominal suffixes. A sample paradigm is (446). The rule is given as (447). 

(446) PerfP of 'become black' 

ISg kswal-aer 
1P1 — 

2Sg kswal-sed 
2MaPl kaewal-aem 
2FePl ksewal-maet 
3Sg kswal 
3MaPl k£wal-aen 
3FePl kaewal-nast 

(447) Subject Prefix Omission (all dialects) 

In perfective forms of the class of C-initial adjectival verbs, 
subject prefixes are absent (while subject suffixes occur as usual). 

Except for the 1P1, the paradigm (446) provides nearly as much categorial 
information as a regular verb paradigm with subject prefixes and suffixes. The 
merger of 3MaSg and 3FeSg into a general 3Sg category is not unusual, since 
these categories are also merged in some other areas of the morphology 
(notably as possessors and as complements of prepositions). 

However, the paradigm does present a problem for the 1P1 subject 
category, which (like 3MaSg and 3FeSg) is elsewhere expressed only by a 
prefix. One might expect the 1P1 to also appear as ksewal, but informants 
accepted this bare stem form only for 3Sg subject. Instead, a circumlocation or 
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a specialized construction was offered to express senses like 'we became 
black'. A T-ka informant offered kaewal-ste-naer, a difficult-to-segment 
morphological oddity that seems to involve an apparent preposition-like 
extension -aete- that takes 1P1 suffix -naer. There are other prepositions ending 
in -e- before pronominal suffix, so one could segment kaewal-set-e-naer, but 
the only -set suffix that can occur in such a position is FeSg Participle suffix 
-ast, so the construction is obscure. Another T-ka speaker, and the R speaker, 
offered a circumlocution with Resit -aemos- 'be, become' and a plural relative 
clause: n-aemos [i kaewal-nen] 'we have become black ones'. 

7.4.3 Second person subject affixes in imperatives 

The 2Sg circumfix t-.-.-asd is omitted in the positive imperative, and the 
nonsingular 2nd person markers have special forms (448). The positive 
imperatives are normally based on the Imprt stem, which forms part of the 
short imperfective stem family. Positive imperatives may also be based on the 
LoImpfP stem. 

(448) Pronominal Subject Markers in Positive Imperatives 

Examples: a j jas 'enter!-Sg', a j j s s - a s t ' en te r ! -MaPl \ ajjas-mast 
lenter!-2FePl', arley-maetAtaen 'apply-FePl them-Ma!'. 

Both 2MaPl and 2FePl Imprt suffixes require penultimate accent 
(§3.3.1.1). 

V-final stems ending in deletable high vowel hi contract the III with the 
suffixal /ae/ of the 2MaPl suffix to produce ae instead of a. Example: Imprt 
stem /-aeksi-/ 'eat', Sg Imprt aeks, MaPl Imprt ieks-aet (not #9kss-t), FePl 
Imprt aksa-maet. The Short-V Harmony affecting the initial syllable in FePl 
Imprt aksS-mast was verified for T-ka and K-d but may not be valid for all 
dialects; I recorded aejs-maet 'do!-FePl' for Κ proper. See VV-Contraction 
(§3.2.3.3). 

2Sg zero (bare stem) 
O-aet 
O-maet 

2MaPl 
2FePl 



Chapter 8 
Verbal derivation 

The major verb-to-verb derivations are expressed by prefixes immediately 
preceding the verb stem. These derived verbs take regular subject prefixes and 
suffixes. The derivations are the usual valency modifications: causative, 
passive, mediopassive, and reciprocal. Of course, the causative adds an 
argument while the others reduce the argument structure. The derivational 
prefixes readily combine with each other. 

True reflexives are not expressed by prefixal derivation, rather by the use 
of a possessed form o f l - m - α η 'self, soul' (§15.1), which is morphologically 
plural, in the appropriate non-subject position (object, dative, etc.). 

Also discussed in this chapter are deverbal nominalizations and participles 
of various kinds. 

8.1 Causative (-s-, -s-, -s-, -ζ-, -ζ-, -ζ-, -svw-) 

8.1.1 Causative derivation 

The causative derivation is very productive. Although most examples involve 
an intransitive base, there are also a fair number of causatives of transitive 
bases, like 'cause to look for' in the second clause of the proverb (449.a). 
(449.b) is a similar example from everyday speech. Both examples involve 
parallelism between simple and causative versions of the same transitive verb. 

(449) a. attar [a w-ά t-arhe-d], 
seek.Imprt [Dem Ma-Dem.Sg 2S-want.PerfP-2SgS], 
s-utar 
Caus-seek.Imprt 
[a w-a waer t-arhe-d] 
Dem Ma-Dem.Sg Neg 2S-want.PerfN-2SgS] 
'Seek (yourself) for what you want; have (others) seek what 
you don't want.' 

b. kaemm aenr-\add i-karwat-aen Yds 
you-FeSg kill.Imprt-\Centrip Pl-lamb-MaPl only 
dasY ae-rojj, t-ajay-ad-\taen, meY 
in Sg-bush, 2S-tie.ShImpf-2SgS-\3MaP10, or 
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0-s-3ss-y3y-9d-\taen Ί-lyad-aen 
2S-Caus-Caus-tie.ShImpf-2SgS-\3MaP10 Pl-child-MaPI 
'You-FeSg, drive (lit.: "kill") the lambs back here from (out 
in) the bush, and tie them up, or have the children tie them 
up.' 

Causatives are readily formed on top of other prefixal derivatives, and 
derivational layering can be complexly recursive, e.g. -s-vm-vs-ural-, PerfP 
-ass-m-aes-cmel- recommence' (with two Causative prefixes sandwiching -m-, 
which is here reciprocal in sense). 

An alternative, two-clause construction uses a verb like -s-vhuvssvl-, 
PerfP -ss-haessael- 'obligate, force' in the main clause, and a subordinated 
clause beginning with a-\d ... (§13.2). -s-vhuvssvl- is itself causative in form. 
An example is (450). 

(450) aes-haess2el-seq-\q a-\d 
Caus-be.necessary-1 SgS-\3MaSgO Dem-\Comit 
0 - a r [emm η "se-haen] 
3MaSgS-open [mouth Poss Sg-house] 
Ί made him open the door.' [K-d] 

Several verbal concepts that in other languages are expressed by a 
morphologically unmarked transitive, with an associated passive, like 'scratch' 
and 'be scratched', are expressed in Tamashek by a morphologically unmarked 
intransitive ('be scratched') with an associated marked causative ('cause to be 
scratched' = 'scratch'), whose own passive forms ('be caused to be scratched' 
= 'be scratched') then compete with the unmarked intransitive. Examples of 
Tamashek causatives of this type, generally translatable as simple 
transitives, include -s-vbrvr- 'ruin', -s-vtfu- 'pour out, dump' (Vdf), -s-ifvl-
'tan (a hide)', and -s-vfrvd- 'sweep'. Not surprisingly, there are a number of 
morphological causatives that have no underived verb as base, e.g. - s -wvsvn 
'clean teeth (with chewstick)', the passive of causative having ousted an 
original unmarked intransitive (which in some cases is preserved in other 
Tuareg dialects). 

There are also a few causatives that seem to function synchronically as 
denominal rather than deverbal, though again this may reflect the 
disappearance of a former intransitive verb. An example is causative 
-s -vkvdvy- 'forage' with associated noun e-kaede 'foraging'. Another is 
causative -s-vf tvw- 'seek counsel from (holy man)', related to noun s l i f ta 
'counsel' (both from Arabic). Another is -s-vhuhu- 'make smoke (with 
incense)' (K-d) from noun £e-ho 'smoke' (PI i-hoh-on). A more interesting 
combination is noun attsbal 'drum' (<Arabic) and verb -s-vtvbvl- '(noble 
tribe) have (another tribe) as vassals'; the connection is that when chiefs beat 
war drums, vassals must assemble. 
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In the more usual deverbal causatives, the argument structure and case 
frame is carried over from the input verb, with the addition of a new object 
NP representing the subject of the underlying verb. There is no limit to the 
number of arguments such a causative can have. In particular, it can have two 
direct object NPs. The only constraint is a morphological one, namely that two 
object clitics may not be adjacent (they may both appear if separated by a 
dative clitic). See §9.1.7 and §10.4. 

A similar -s- prefix (arguably the same prefix) is also used in the formation 
of instrumental nominals (§8.11). 

A variant Caus prefix allomorph -svw-, arguably bimorphemic -s-vw-, 
occurs in two stems (see below). I refer to this as a w-extension. One might 
compare it to the now very rare y-extensions found in one frozen mediopassive 
(-nvyufu- 'be compared', §8.3) and in one frozen instrumental nominal, 
a-saeyor 'key' (§8.11). The rare w-extended Causative prefix is structurally 
similar to the vastly more productive Passive -tvw- alongside the simpler 
allomorph -t- (§8.2). 

One -svw- causative is 'cause to be done', which is based on -vji> 'do' or, 
more relevantly, 'be done, happen' (§7.3.2.14). The Caus, like other verbal 
derivatives, shows doubling of the j. The Caus forms are PerfP -aesw-aejja-, 
Imprt S3ww-3jj, LoImpfP -saw-asjja-, and VblN a-saww-sjj. The w is treated 
morphophonologically like an intervening prefix, hence the Stem-Initial 
Gemination to ww in Imprt and VblN. The extension can be "justified" here as 
a method of bulking up the causative of this unusually light stem with just one 
lexical C. 

A similar -svw- occurs in causatives of -uyyu- 'leave' (§7.3.1.15). One 
causative paradigm, from T-ka, is -svw-vyyu-, with PerfP -aesw-asyya-, Imprt 
saww-ayy, LoImpfP -saw-aeyya-, and VblN a-ssww-ayy. Another T-ka 
causative paradigm, this time with double causative prefixation, is 
-s-vsvw-vyyu-, with PerfP -aes-saew-aeyya-, Imprt s-assaw-ayy, LoImpfP 
-s-lsw-ayyi-, and VblN a-s-sss-awayy. A similar paradigm is recorded for 
A-grm. Underived VblN variant t-ayyaw-t 'leaving, departure', related to 
-uyyu- 'leave', points to a possible original *Vyw consonantal sequence for 
this stem. However, the development (or presentation) of the w-extension 
probably has more to do with the lightness of -uyyu-, with its single geminated 
C, and perhaps to the influence of the much more common (double) causative 
-s-vs-iwvy- 'send'. 

For 'have (sb) kill (sb, sth)', I recorded -s-νητ- in K-d (PerfP -ass-sqra-). 
For Burkina, Sudlow (TNEBF 87) records a variant with - svw- (Imprt 
"sawanv"). For Niger, LTF2 246 has -s-νηνυ- varying with -s-vs-νηνυ- but 
does not confirm the -svw- variant. 

Since the Passive has variants -tvw- and -t- (-tt-), I incline to take the 
-svw- in 'cause to leave' as just an extension of -s-. Prasse (MGT 6.57) 
observes that Caus -svw- is more common in Algeria (Hoggar). 
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8.1.2 Sibilant Harmony in the Causative prefix 

The basic mark of causatives is a prefix whose default form is -s-, just before 
the verb stem. The prefixal sibilant harmonizes with (assimilates totally to) any 
sibilant in the verb stem proper, even when other stem consonants intervene. 
Intervening non-sibilant C ' s do not prevent this assimilation, which may 
therefore operate at a relatively long distance. 

(451) Sibilant Harmony 

I know of no stem that has two distinct sibilants in T-ka. It may very well 
be that sibilant harmony is a stem-wide constraint rather than something 
specific to the Causative suffix. Examples are in (452). 

(452) Sibilant Variation in Causative Prefixes 

The -s- of the Causative prefix assimilates totally to a sibilant in 
the stem. 

causative verb 
-s- (as default) 

gloss 

-s-vdufu- (+ -t) 
-s-νηηυ-

'make plump' 
'cook' 

-s- (with s in stem) 
-s-vsvfvr-
-s-vskvr-

'treat (patient)' 
'hold upright' 

-s- (with s in stem) [Arabic loans] 
-s-vsuhu- (+ -t) 'strengthen' 

-s- (with s in stem) 
-s-vlusu-
-s-vlvytvs-

'clean sand from' 
'shake of f 

-z- (with ζ in stem) 
-z-vgzvl-
-z-vjvzzu-

' shorten' 
'scrutinize' 

-z- (with ζ in stem) 
-Z-VZV1WVT- (A-grm) 'glare at' 

-z- (with ζ in stem) 
-z-vgrvz- (A-grm) 
-z-vzvd-

'please' 
'sweeten' 

Occasionally, in eliciting causatives I would get a form with -s- prefix in 
spite of another sibilant in the stem. My belief is that such forms represent 
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"elicition-ese," and in several cases when the form was repeated later it did 
respect Sibilant Harmony. All causatives that are in common use respect 
harmony (in T-ka). Harmony seems to be less reliable in R and A-grm, though 
this comment is based on elicited examples. I recorded PerfP 
-aes-raerzaezzaew- and later -aez-vaerzaszzaew- from the R speaker for 'fell 
(tree)'. Another R form is PerfP -aes-kaerzaszzaew- 'cluck (tongue)'. A-grm 
PerfP -s-aeffaenasssae-t 'break (melon) open with hand' is another non-
harmonic example. 

For -vnsu- 'be sold (or bought)', the causative is -s-vnso- for R and T-ka 
but -z-vnsu- for other dialects (A-grm I K-d). Here we get positional but not 
voicing harmony. The causative is much more common than the intransitive; 
with different directional clitics it is the basic verb for 'buy', 'sell ' , and 
'barter'. 

A-grm causative -s-vzvd- and K-d unsegmentable -svzzvd- 'prostrate 
oneself (in prayer' are borrowed from Classical Arabic root Vsjd (j is 
pronounced ζ in Hassaniya Arabic). T-ka causative -s-vjvd- (same gloss) does 
not violate Sibilant Harmony. 

The simple verb 'laugh' has C's d...z when separated by a V, but ts 
varying with ts when clustered, e.g. PerfP -stsa- (-atsa-) and LoImpfP -ddzz-. 
In the causative, the C's in question are always clustered. There is a (faint) 
possibility of deriving ts from underlying /dz/, and if native speakers agreed 
we could, in theory, have -z- as Causative prefix. In fact, we get -s- (e.g. PerfP 
-sss-atsa-), showing that native speakers take the stem-internal sibilant to be s 
(or possibly s) instead of z. 

8.1.3 "Double" causatives 

In addition to simple causatives with prefix -s- and its variants, there are also 
some morphological double causatives with two adjacent -s- prefixes (or 
their harmonized variants) that are separated in non-perfective stems by a V. In 
the perfective stems, the difference between simple and double causative is not 
immediately obvious to the untrained eye, since simple s in the prefix is 
geminated to ss by C,-Gemination, while the type with double prefixation has 
s-s with no separating V. However, the imperfective stems and the VblN have 
separating V's in the double-causative derivatives. To add to the confusion, a 
third category is that of simple causatives of underlying verbs that already 
happen to begin in a sibilant. 

'Wash' (453.a) is a simple causative (note the secondary gemination of the 
prefixal sibilant in the PerfP; 'make curdle' (453.b) is a simple causative of a 
sibilant-initial stem (Vs-sly); and 'make similar' (453.c) is a double causative 
(Vs-s-lh). The patterning of initial sibilants is as follows (omitting hyphens): 
(453.a) has s alternating with ss ; (453.b) has ssvs alternating with sus and svs 
("v" = short V, "υ" = full V); and (453.c) has ss alternating with sus and with 
svss. 
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(453) Simple Versus Double Causative Prefixation 

gloss PerfP LoImpfP VblN 

simple prefix 
a. 'wash' -aess-orasd- -s-arad- a-s-lrad 
b. 'make curdle' -ass-aslaey- -s-aslay- a-s-ästay 

double prefix 
c. 'make similar' -2es-s-alaeh- -s-as-alah- a-s-ass-ibh 

The "double" causatives usually function semantically as simple 
causatives. As indicated below, double prefixation is common in causatives 
based on full-V-initial underlying verbs (§8.1.5). Where the choice between 
simple and double prefixation is not determined by the shape of the stem, there 
is a tendency for causatives based on transitive inputs to prefer double 
prefixation; see §8.1.9, below. 

8.1.4 Causative stem shapes 

The MAN stem-forms of causatives are similar to those of other multisyllabic 
verbs with similar canonical shapes. There are, however, several important 
differences. 

First, the ablaut formatives that can appear on the second syllable of 
underived light stems (the e of the PerfN, and the combination of χ and χ in 
the Resit), do not apply in the same way to causatives. In other words, even the 
shortest causatives are heavy. In the PerfN, where underived PerfP -aCCaeC-
stems become -aCCeC- in the PerfN (e.g., war i-jjes 'he did not enter'), we 
get no change from PerfP to PerfN in causatives of similar shape. Thus PerfP 
-ss-jasn- 'make kneel' occurs without change in negative utterances: wser 
0-ass-jaen 'he did not make kneel' (not #waer 0-aes-jen with e). This is 
because an underived -vCCvC- stem is light, and its second vowel is 
simultaneously the first postconsonantal vowel and the final-syllable vowel, so 
it can be targeted audibly by PerfN ablaut formative e - p c l f (§7.2.2.3). By 
contrast, causative PerfP -ses-jasn- is based on a derived stem-shape -s-vjvn-, 
which qualifies as middleweight (hence heavy), and its first postconsonantal 
vowel is not its final-syllable vowel, so e - p c l f cannot attach audibly. Since 
the PerfN of causatives is always identical to the corresponding PerfP, the 
PerfN is omitted in the paradigms below. A further corollary of the fact that 
-ses-jaen- is from -s-vjvn- is that the Resit is -as-ijaen- rather than #-aes-jan-. 
Interestingly, -as-ijasn- does not show gemination of the s. The initial schwa is 
confirmed by 3MaPl as-ljasn-aen 'they have already made kneel'. 

A second difference has to do with the treatment of the onset. In the 
perfective stems, we have Stem-Initial V-Insertion, associated with either 
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Stem-Initial Syncope or Ci-Gemination. PerfP examples are -aess-omaem-
'suck' (with C rGemination) and syncopated -ses-faeyka- 'search through'. In 
the perfectives, therefore, causatives are like underived verbs of similar shape. 
However, most causatives have a unique pattern of stem-initial modification in 
the short imperfectives (§3.4.8.2). Stem-Initial V-Insertion fails to apply. As 
a consequence, Stem-Initial Syncope cannot apply. As for C,-Gemination, it 
does apply, but not to the prefixal sibilant. Instead, it applies to the next 
following C (in simple causatives, this is the first C of the inner stem), 
provided that this targeted C is intervocalic (i.e. not clustered) and provided 
that the inner stem is heavy (so the causative stem is superheavy). Thus for 
s-vkvru- (+ - t ) we get PerfP -aes-kasras-t but Imprt s-akkara-t (note the 
geminated kk). For -s-vjvn- 'make kneel' we get PerfP -ses-jasn- but Imprt 
s-ajan (this stem is too light for C,-Gemination). For -s-umvm- 'suck' we get 
PerfP -sess-omaem- (A-grm -ass-omaem-) but Imprt s-umam. 

This pattern of internal CrGeminat ion is inactivated if another 
derivational prefix is added to the left of the Caus prefix, the only common 
combination being reciprocal-causative (-m- plus -s-). Thus simple Caus 
-s-vn-vhvd- 'consult (about a decision) has Imprt s-ann-ahad with geminated 
nn, but its Recip -m-vs-vn-vhvd- 'consult each other' has Imprt m-as-anahad 
(with no gemination). 

A third difference is that most causatives have <H> short imperfective 
melody. For example, underived -CvCCvC- stems have <L> in the Shlmpf, 
e.g. Imprt kaebbaer 'praise God! ' , but prosodically similar causative 
-s-vCCvC- stems have <H>, e.g. Imprt s - a lmed 'inform!'. The only other 
causative Shlmpf melody is <L H> in middleweight (the shortest possible) 
non-augment V-final causatives, thus -s-nvsu- 'put down', Imprt s-aens 'put 
down' (for /s-asnsi/ with final deletable high V). Superheavy non-augment 
V-final Shlmpf stems have <H> melody: - s - v f v y k u - 'search' , Shlmpf 
-s-affayk for /-s-affayki/. 

As shown in the preceding paragraphs, causative perfectives (e.g. PerfP) 
and causative short imperfectives (e.g. Imprt) have dissimilar onsets, since 
only the perfectives undergo Stem-Initial V-Insertion (accompanied either by 
Stem-Initial Syncope or by C,-Gemination), while short imperfectives do not 
add the extra initial short V, and apply C,-Gemination if at all to the first post-
prefixal C. This description is true for T-ka, R, and K-d. However, in A-grm 
the onset structure of the short imperfectives also applies to the perfectives. 
Thus, for -s-vbvlulvr- 'make into a ball', A-grm shares with T-ka the Imprt 
s-abbalular , but in A-grm the PerfP is -s-asbbaelalaer-, versus -aes-bselalaeY-
in T-ka and other dialects. Therefore A-grm Imprt s - abba lu l a r and PerfP 
-s-aebbaelalser- differ only in <H> versus <L> melody. 

A fourth major idiosyncrasy of causatives is the long imperfective system. 
With causatives, there is no -t- prefix in the long imperfectives. In addition, 
χ -pcl and χ-f , the two lengthening ablaut formatives, can apply audibly to 
adjacent syllables in the LoImpfP, whereas in underived stems they can occur 
audibly only if separated by at least one intervening syllable (clash avoidance). 
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Therefore causative long imperfectives always have full V's in both the 
initial and final syllables. For example, the LoImpfP of -s-vjvn- 'make kneel' 
is -s-ajan-, where both V's have been lengthened by ablaut formatives. 

A fifth idiosyncrasy is that when u-Spreading (119) (§3.4.9.3) spreads the 
features of u in the first syllable (i.e. directly after the prefixal sibilant) to a full 
V in the immediately following syllable, the first u loses its rounding and we 
get a vocalic sequence «i u» instead of «u u». In other words, the back and 
rounded features of u are not copied, they are picked up and transported, 
leaving i as the unmarked high full V. Thus (bisyllabic) -s-urvl- 'give back', 
LoImpfP -s-irul-, LoImpfN and Prohib -s-mil - . There is no exactly parallel 
underived shape that one can contrast this with, since there are no underived 
bisyllabic LoImpfP stems of the shape -t-uCuC- (because of clash avoidance). 
Trisyllabic causative LoImpfP -s-Is-uduh- 'make pound', see (455), below, 
allows u-Spreading to work exactly as in underived trisyllabic LoImpfP 
-t-lCuCuC- (e.g. - t - ldubun- 'marry') with -t- prefix. So there is no real 
phonological discrepancy between causatives and underived verbs with regard 
to u-Spreading. However, causative LoImpfP - s - i ru l - with i...u does differ 
from the other known bisyllabic u-Spreading case, the VblN type a-budar 
'being rude', PI i-budur-aen with u...u (§8.6.1.4), unless the PI prefix i- in the 
latter is taken as making the first u "medial." 

Care must be taken in causatives to distinguish the LoImpfP from the 
Resit, which begins with -s(s)-u... but does not lengthen the final syllable and 
has (at least after the υ) the same <L> melody as in the PerfP. 

The absence of -t- in the LoImpfP in causatives is a fail-safe diagnostic 
for distinguishing "causative" stems (including frozen ones with no associated 
underived verb) from other heavy stems that happen to begin in a sibilant. For 
example, the verb 'reply', Imprt s-üdmar, is shown to be a causative by its 
LoImpfP -s-ldmur- (A-grm -s-udmir-). By contrast, -süssaba-t 'pound (millet) 
to remove bran' , which looks at first like it might be a causative 
morphologically, has LoImpfP -t-isassabi-t with -t- prefix, and is therefore not 
causative in form. 

The VblN is basically regular, i.e. follows the same rules as apply to 
VblN's of other heavy stems. However, the VblN of causatives shows the 
same C,-Gemination pattern as was described above for short imperfectives. 
As an example, consider the non-augment stem -s-vbvlvwlvw- 'make soggy'. 
The Sg VblN is α-s-abbalawlaw with variant a-s-abbalawlaw. Aside from the 
C,-Gemination (bb), these forms show the <H> stem melody, a- Sg vocalic 
prefix, penultimate accent (χ-pen), and optional replacement of final-syllable a 
by α that we see in other heavy VblN's. Likewise, in the PI we get 
i - s - a b b a l a wl iw-aen (with final-syllable schwa lengthened to i) or 
i-s-abbalawlaw-asn. If the causative is augmented, we again get <H> melody 
and Ci-Gemination where applicable, but default rather than penultimate 
accent. Thus -s-vfvqqu- (+ -t) 'hatch', VblN α-s-affaqqu. See §8.6.1.4-6 for 
more on VblN ablaut of heavy stems. 
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In (454), stems are given for causatives of representative -vPQvC- and 
-vCvC- verbs. 

(454) Causative Stems for -vPQvC- and -vCvC- Stems 

-s-vlmvd- -s-vjvn-
'inform' 'make kneel' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -ass-almaed- -£es-jaen-
Reslt -ass-ilmaed- -as-ljaen-
PerfN -ass-almaed- -ss-jasn-

[A-grm PerfP -ass-agaen-, etc.] 

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -s-almad- -s-ajan-
Imprt s-almed s-ajan 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -s-almad- -s-ajan-
LoImpfN -s-almid- -s-ajin-
Prohib -s-selmad- -s-sejan-

d. nominalizations 
VblN α-s-almad, a-s-almad a-s-ajan, a-s-ajan 

The input stems are - v l m v d - 'understand' and -vjvn- 'kneel'. Note 
particularly the bisyllabic form of the PerfP -aes-jaen- of 'make kneel'. I did 
record trisyllabic perfective stems like PerfP -ass-agaen- 'make kneel' in 
A-grm; for this dialect the perfectives of 'make kneel' and 'inform' are similar. 
Note the <H> stem melody in short imperfectives, and also in the VblN (with 
the option of replacing the last a by a). The LoImpfP forms have an <L> 
melody. The remaining forms are consistent with general rules for the MAN 
categories and the special features of causatives mentioned above. 

Other examples (among many) are (PerfP) -ass-alyasm- 'make melt' for 
the first type and -ees-fael- 'make leave' for the second. 

In the case of -vjrvh- 'understand', the expected simple causative -s-vjrvh-
exists but has a special sense 'look at'. The true causative 'make (or help to) 
understand, explain to' is expressed by the double causative -s-vs-vjrvh-. Thus 
PerfP -ass-ajraeh- 'look at', versus -aes-s-aejraeh- 'help to understand'. 

We now turn to causatives of -vPPvC- stems. As in the underived VblN 
(liCaC), derivatives of this verb type, including the causative, are based on a 
pre-ablaut reconfiguration from -vPPvC- to -uPaC-. (For a possible parallel 
see causative -s-uku- 'send' from -vkku- 'go to', in (464), below.) As a result, 
the causative of -vPPvC-, namely -s-uPvC-, falls together in the perfectives 
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with the causative of true input -uPvC-, namely -s-iPvC-, see (456) below, 
though the difference between u and i permits the two to be distinguished in 
imperfective stems. 

A characteristic of these causatives from -vPPvC- inputs is that both 
simple and double causative prefixation is attested. Consider the data in (455), 
where the underived inputs are -vffvy- 'be poured' and -vddvh- 'pound (grain, 
in mortar)'. 

(455) Causative Stems for -vPPvC- Verbs 

simple causative double causative 
'make flow' 'make pound' 
-s-ufvy- -s-vs-udvh-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -aess-ofaey- -aes-s-adaeh-
Reslt -aess-ofaey- -aes-s-ddaeh-
PerfN -aess-ofaey- -aes-s-adaeh-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -s-üfsy- -s-sss-udah-
Imprt s-üfay s-sss-udsh 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -s-lfuy- -s-ls-uduh-
LoImpfN -s-lfiiy- -s-as-uduh-
Prohib -s-lfuy- -s-as-uduh-

d. nominalizations 
VblN a-s-üfsy a-s-ass-udsh 

a-s-ufay a-s-sss-iidah 

For 'make flow' we have single prefixation, for 'make pound' double 
prefixation. I have also recorded double prefixation for the causative 
-s-vs-umvY- of 'make search' from -vmmvr- 'search'. The single-prefixation 
type occurs in several other examples, e.g. -s-uvvl- 'give back' (or 'make 
wait') and -s-ujvs- 'make enter'. 

The ο in the perfectives of 'make flow', e.g. PerfP -aess-ofaey-, is arguably 
another case of a stem-wide <L> perfective melody overlaid on a lexical u, 
producing mid-height ο by V-Height Compromise (§3.4.7). 

The long imperfective vocalic sequence «i u» seen in LoImpfP -s- i fuy-
requires a shift of the features back and rounded from the V of the first stem 
syllable to the V of the second, as in the long imperfectives of trisyllabic (and 
longer) underived verbs. As usual, this shift does not apply in A-grm, for 
which I recorded LoImpfP -s-ufiy-. 
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In the double prefixation case, the interesting features relate to the form of 
the second prefix and of the stem-initial full V. The second -s- is geminated 
(by C,-Gemination) in the short imperfectives (including Imprt), and in the 
VblN. In the perfectives, we get strict <L> melody, hence α after the prefixes 
(-ies-s-adaeh-) instead of o. These features recur in other combinations of 
Causative -s- with a following derivational prefix (e.g. Mediopassive -m-); see 
§8.1.8. 

The common verb 'milk (e.g. a cow)' probably originated as a causative of 
this class, but it is not regular. The underlying intransitive is -azzaej- '(e.g. 
cow) be milked', also occasionally used in transitive sense 'milk (a cow)'. The 
more common, and therefore arguably lexicalized, transitive (causative) forms 
are these: PerfP -sez-ozasj- (and Resit -aez-ozaej-), Shlmpf -z-üzaj-, LoImpfP 
-z-izuj-, LoImpfN -z-lzuj-, VblN o-z-iizaj. The imperfectives and the VblN 
are compatible with the paradigm of 'make flow', but there is no gemination of 
the prefixal ζ in the perfective (in T-ka and R dialects). For A-grm, I did 
record PerfP -azz-ozaeg- (and LoImpfP -z-iizij-), so apparently in that dialect 
this behaves like a regular causative. 

In eliciting large numbers of causatives for the R speaker, I recorded a few 
cases of verbs of the single-prefix type like 'make flow' in (455), but with the 
PerfP shape -sess-aCaeC- with strict <L> melody, hence medial α instead of ο 
or e. Some of these causatives are probably not in common use, and the 
-aess-aCasC- pattern may have reflected "elicition-ese," mixing the two types 
in (455). However, that such forms occurred does indicate that the patterns 
-sess-oCaeC- and -aess-eCaeC- with medial mid-height V's (due to V-Height 
Compromise) are less than fully stable. 

8.1.5 Causative stem shapes (inputs with initial or medial full vowel) 

I now turn to causatives of true -DCVC- stems (456). The causatives merge 
with those of -vPPvC- verbs (455) in the perfectives, but not in the 
imperfectives and VblN, where the causative of -vPPvC- is based on -s-uPvC-
while the causative of -DCVC- is based on -s-iCvC-. Similarly, the double 
causatives from -vPPvC- are based on -s-vs-uPvC-, while those from -uCvC-
are based on -s-vs-iCvC-. 
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(456) Causative Inflection for -uCvC- Stems 

single prefix type double prefix type 

'break in (animal)' 'make detest' 
-s-invn- -s-vs-ikvd-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -aess-onaen- -aes-s-akasd-
Reslt -aess-onasn -aes-s-akasd-
PerfN -aess-onasn- -aes-s-akaed-

b. short imperfective system 
ShlmpfP -s-inan- -s-ass-ikad-
Imprt s-man- s-ass-ikad 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -s-άηαη- -s-as-akad-
LoImpfN -s-min- -s-as-ikid-
Prohib -s-άηαη- -s-Ees-akad-

d. nominalizations 
VblN a-sinsn, a-slnan a-s-ass-lkad, a-s-ass-lkad ' ι ι 

The underived intransitive stem -υηνη- 'be broken in' has the stems PerfP 
-onaen-, Shlmpf -anan-, Lolmpf -t-lnan-. The unusual feature in the causative 
is the disconnect in vocalism between the perfectives, which can be easily 
derived from -s-unvn- with u, and the imperfectives and VblN, which are 
based on -s-invn- with i. Since the VblN is the best diagnostic for basic lexical 
form, the perfectives are the odd man out, and suggest a morphological bias in 
causatives toward u rather than i as input, hence output ο rather than e. 
Compare underived -CuCvC-, where -CiCvC- is somewhat less common than 
-CuCvC- but is nonetheless clearly attested (§7.3.1.7). The alternation of o, i, 
and α in the first syllable of the forms for 'break in' is typical of stems with a 
basic shape /(a)Ci.../ in the Shlmpf and VblN. Other examples are -s-ilvl-
'cause to be lodged' with Imprt s-ilal, and -z-ihvz- 'make approach' with 
Imprt z-lhaz. 

For 'make detest' the underlying verb is (PerfP) -okaed- 'detest'. The 
double-prefix type may be typical of causatives of transitive input verbs, 
though data are sparse. In addition to 'make detest' I can cite -s-vs-ikvy- 'pass 
by', Imprt s-ass-ikay. 

In the single-prefix type, perfective variants with e instead of ο are rare 
in T-ka, but are more common in other dialects. The verbs in (457.a) have e 
even in T-ka, probably by dissimilation to w (compare §4.1.2.17). In 
(457.b-e) we see the dialect split between perfective ο (generally T-ka) and e, 
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not involving w. The verb 'break in' in (457.e), cf. (456), also has a variant 
with α recorded from a T-md speaker, perhaps erroneous (this vocalism is 
typical of double causatives). 

(457) e Versus ο in Perfectives 

a. 'raise (price)' -aess-ewaed-
'make noise' -aess-ewael-

b. 'bathe' -aess-oraed- (T-ka) 
-aess-eraed- (A-grm, K-d) 

c. 'count' -aess-odasn- (T-ka) 
-aess-edaen- (K-d K-f R T-ka T-md) 

d. 'hang' -aess-olaey- (T-ka) 
-aess-elaey- (K-d R) 
-ass-elaey- (A-grm) 

e. 'break in' -aess-onaen- (A-grm T-ka T-md) 
-aess-enaen (K-d R) 
-aess-anaen- (T-md) 

I now turn to verbs (mainly adjectival in sense) with underived shape 
-i/uC(C)aC- in imperfectives, often alternating with (especially perfective) 
-v(C)CuC- . These stems have a variably short or full V in the first syllable, a 
full V in the second syllable, and a final C. Since these verbs have rather 
distinct perfective and imperfective systems, the question arises whether the 
causative is based on the perfective or the imperfective. This is not a 
meaningful issue for other verb classes, whose perfective and (short) 
imperfective stems differ only in vocalic melody. 

The underived -i/uC(C)aC- verbs normally have an initial schwa in the 
perfective forms versus a full V in the imperfectives, e.g. 'pray' with PerfP 
-amud- (dialectally -aemud-) versus Shlmpf -ümad- (Imprt umad , LoImpfP 
- t - ü m a d - ) . Moreover, there are some verbs whose perfective shows 
consonantal gemination not seen in imperfectives, though there is dialectal 
variation in this respect; an example is 'be hot': PerfP -akkus-, Shlmpf -Ikas-
(dialectally -ükas-). Given these stem differences, it should be possible (for 
this verb class) to decide whether the perfective or the imperfective of the 
underived stem is the basis for the causative. 

Consider the data in (458). 
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(458) Causatives of -uC(C)uC- Stems 

underived stem gloss Causative 
Imprt PerfP PerfP Imprt 

a. ükaf -akuf- 'be inflated' -aes-kaef- s-akaf 
ümad -amud- 'pray' -ees-maed- s-amad 

b. urnam -amum- 'be sucked' -aess-omaem- s-ümam 
üdab -adub- 'drip' -sess-odaeb- s-üdab 
irad -arid- 'bathe' -aess-oraed- s-lrad 

[A-grm and K-d: PerfP -aess-eraed-] 
Iwad 

I 
-awid-• 'increase' -aess-ewaed-

I 
s-lwad 

c. ükmas -akmus- 'be scratched' -ass-ukmaes- s-ükmas 
üsraj -asruj- 'sneeze' -ass-usrasj- s-üsraj 
üksad -aksud-

I 
'be afraid' -ass-uksaed- s-üksad -aksud-

I 

[Imprt variant s-lksad] 

d. Irhan -arhin- 'be sick' -ass-arhaen- s-arhan 
"istak -astik- 'be empty' -ass-astaek- s-astak 

e. Ifad -affud- 'be thirsty' -aes-faed- s-afad 
Ikas -akkus- 'be hot' -aes-kaes- s-akas 
llaz 

I 
-alluz- 'be hungry' -aes-laez s-alaz 

I 

[A-grm: underived PerfP üfad, ükas, üllaz] 

I r a r -aeqqor- 'be dry' -aes-raer- s-arar 
Izad -aezzed- 'be sweet' -aez-zaed- z-azad 
Izay -aezzay- 'be heavy' -aez-zaey- z-azay 

Tjat -ajjat- 'be many' -aes-jaet- s-ajat 
Itaw -attawa- 'forget' -aes-taew- s-ataw 

In (458.e-g), the entire causative agrees with the underived Imprt 
(=ShImpf) rather than with the underived PerfP in showing an ungeminated 
C. Let us assume then (momentarily) that the causatives are directly based on 
the (short) imperfective stem of the underived verb. This accounts for the fact 
that the verbs in (458.e-g) have the same causative stem shapes as those in 
(458.a). Indeed, these shapes, such as PerfP -aes-CaeC-, are identical to those of 
causatives of -vCvC- stems, e.g. -aes-jaen- 'make kneel' (454). 

However, there is an important difficulty in deriving the causatives in 
(458) from the corresponding underived imperfectives. The latter are based on 
a shape -i/uC(C)aC- with two full V's (i or u in the first syllable, α in the 
second). All of the causatives have short V's in the final syllable. Since most 
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of the underlying verbs have a full V in both the perfective and imperfective 
systems, this must be due to an ablaut-linked morphophonological rule (459), 
repeated from (123). 

(459) Causative Final-Syllable V-Shortening (repeated from (123)} 

A full V in the final syllable of an underived verb with 
imperfective -i/uC(C)aC- is reduced to a short V in the basic form 
of the causative. 

In the initial (=penultimate) syllable, the underived stems have a full V in 
the imperfective (i or u) and a short V in the perfective (normally a for T-ka 
and A-grm, normally ae for other dialects). In (458.b-c), the causative sides 
with the underived imperfective in this respect and shows a full V immediately 
following the prefixal sibilant. In the other cases, the causative agrees with the 
underived perfective, so following the prefixal sibilant we get a short V. In the 
causative perfective, this short V is then syncopated (Stem-Initial Syncope) 
where syllabically possible, i.e. in an open syllable (458.a, e-g), and it is 
preserved otherwise (458.d). 

There is some ambiguity here as to the (morpho-)phonological processes 
involved. Most (but not all) cases of preservation of initial full V in the 
causatives involve u rather than i, but this division does not work cleanly. In 
addition, most cases of preservation involve non-adjectival senses (458.b-c), 
while most that undergo shortening in the causative are adjectival in sense, but 
again this correlation is not clean. I formulate (460) half-heartedly to account 
for (some of) the data above, repeated from (124). If the causative is based, in 
the relevant cases, on the underived perfective rather than imperfective, the 
rule is not needed. 

(460) Causative Initial V-Shortening (repeated from (124)) 

A full V in the first syllable of an underived bisyllabic 
imperfective -i/uC(C)aC- verb is reduced to a short V in the basic 
form of the causative, [with exceptions; rule assumes that input is 
underived imperfective] 

Both Causative Final-Syllable V-Shortening and Causative Initial 
V-Shortening (if the latter is valid at all) could be described as pre-ablaut 
reconfigurations, since they apply across the full set of causative stems. These 
two rules are complemented by Causative Medial V-Shortening (122), see 
(468), below. 

While (458.b-c) suggest an alignment of the causative with the underived 
imperfective, insofar as they both show a full u or i in the onset of the stem 
proper, it is not completely out of the question to take the underived perfective 
shape -v(C)Ci/uC- as basic to both. Comparison with such cases as (PerfP = 
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Shlmpf) - a n d u - 'be churned' and its causative -s-undu- 'churn' (PerfP 
-ass-unda-, etc., see (467), below) shows that a second-syllable high V in the 
input can be transposed to the preceding syllable in the causative. But if 'be 
churned' is analysed as having basic form -undu- to begin with, becoming 
-vndu- by u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening (before a CC cluster), cf. 
§7.3.1.4, no leftward movement of the features of u would be involved, so the 
comparison with causatives in (458), above, would not be instructive. 

For the record, the full set of stem forms for 'suck', the causative of 'be 
sucked' (458.b), is given in (461). 

(461) Causative Inflection for -umom- 'be sucked' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -sess-omaem-
Reslt -aess-omaem-
PerfN -aess-omasm-

b. short imperfective system 
ShlmpfP -s-iimsm-
Imprt s-ümam 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -s-imum-
LoImpfN -s-lmum-
Prohib -s-lmum-

d. nominalizations 
VblN a-s-iimam, a-s-umam 

8.1.6 Causative stem shapes (inputs with stem-final V) 

We now turn to V-final stems, beginning with those of the α/ι subclass, with 
PerfP shape -aPQa-. As indicated in §7.3.1.3, underived verbs of this type 
have a complex phonology. The Shlmpf is /-aePQi-/ with a deletable high V 
that affects accentuation and contracts with suffix-initial /ae/ to produce a. 
When III is deleted word-finally (29), a resulting final PQ cluster requires 
resyllabification (§3.2.4, §3.3.2) if Q is more sonorous than P. These 
phonological alternations are carried over into prefixal derivatives, including 
causatives. In (462) I show both resyllabifying and stable types and give 
underlying schemas for the stems that have lost (word-finally and in most 
suffixal combinations) the stem-final V. The paradigms are valid for T-ka; 
dialectal variants are described below. 
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(462) Causative Inflection for -vPQu- Verbs, all Subtype 

resyllabifying stable stem pattern 
'show' 'make begin' 
-s-vknu- -s-vntu-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -ass-akna- -ass-anta-
Reslt -ass-lkna- -ass-lnta-
PerfN -ass-skna- -ass-anta-

b. short imperfective system 
ShlmpfP -s-akan -s-aent /-s-aePQi-/ 
Imprt s-sksn s-eent /s-aePQi/ 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -s-akna- -s-cinta-
LoImpfN -s-akni- -s-snti-
Prohib -s-sekna- -s-senta-

d. nominalizations 
VblN a-s-aksnn a-s-ant /-s-sPQi-/ 

[PI VblN 1-s-skn-an, 1-s-snt-an] 
Agentive e-m-aess-aekaenn — /...sePQ-/ 

VblN's in other dialects: for 'show' a - s - a k s n (R), a-s-aksn (T-md), 
a-s-skni (A-grm); for 'make begin' a-s-anti (A-grm). Cf. §3.3.2. 

The perfectives are unremarkable, with <H L> melody and the usual stem-
initial modifications. In the short imperfectives, we get the same <L H> 
melody as seen in the underived stems of the same class, so the final /i/ is 
deleted, and in the case of 'show' the final unstable CC is resyllabified. The 
characteristic long imperfective melody is <L>, and as usual the full set of 
LoImpfP local formatives is audibly present. The VblN and agentive show the 
same phonology (including dialectal details) as for other heavy verbs. The PI 
VblN l - s - s k n - a n displays χ-Erasure (§3.5.3.3) in connection with the 
contraction of the stem-final III. 

Some additional causatives of -vPQu- verbs are given in (463). That in 
(463.b) involves resyllabification. 
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(463) List of Causatives of -vPQu- Verbs, a/i Subtype 

gloss PerfP Imprt VblN 

a. final cluster stable 
'put down' -ass-ansa-
' shave' -azz-alza-
'dump' (Vdf) -ass-atfa-
'plant' -ass-arta-
'burn' -ass-arra-

s-aert 
s-aerv 

s-aens 
z-aelz ι ι 

s-aetf ι 

a-s-ans 
a-z-alz I I 

a-s-atf ι 

a-s-art 
a-s-arv 

b. resyllabifying 
'teach' -ass-3Tra- s-arar a-s-ararr 
'send' -ass-ajla- s-ajal a-s-ajall 

The importance of accent as a cue to structure (in T-ka dialect) is shown 
by comparing the forms for 'teach' in (463.b) with those of 'make wet': PerfP 
-aes-raer-, Imprt s - a r a r and VblN α - s -a ra r . Note in particular the T-ka 
accentual difference between Imprt s - a r a r 'make wet' and Imprt s-arar 
(/s-asrr/) 'teach', the latter showing Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation (the 
vowels of 'make wet' are not epenthetic). This minimal pair does not work for 
most dialects, which do not shift accent to epenthetic V's in this position, and 
so have s-arar in both senses. 

For A-grm I recorded the VblN for 'make begin' as α - s - an t , PI 
i-s-anti-tasn, where the stem-final V is preserved only in the plural. From these 
limited data I infer that this dialect favors preservation of the stem-final i in the 
VblN before the PI suffix, and word-finally unless deletion would create an 
unacceptable final cluster. While T-ka-like resyllabification is seen in the 
A-grm Imprt s-akan, I have also recorded a number of forms in this dialect that 
retain an original i or u in the Imprt, viz., s-aerru 'burn!', s-seqqu 'cook!'. 
This dialect often shows final u (instead of a) in the LoImpfP forms, e.g. 
-s-arvu- corresponding to T-ka -s-άητα- 'is burning'. 

The above data involve underived -vPQu- stems, α/ι subclass. I know of 
no causatives of the few -νΡυ- verbs. Only -vji> 'do' has a complete stem 
paradigm, and it geminates j to j j in derivatives. The two causatives of 
apparent -νΡΡυ- stems, α/ι subclass, are shown in (464). 

(464) Causatives of -νΡΡυ- Verbs, α/ι Subtype 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP VblN 

'cook' -ass-aqqa s-serjg -s-arjqa- a-s-aqq 
'send' -aess-oka- s-ük -s-lku- a-s-uk 
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'Cook' in (464) is the causative of 'be cooked', which has basic form 
-vqqo- in perfectives and short imperfectives, but LoImpfP -ηάηη- and VblN 
(or Abstr) t-e-naegrje, which would seem to point to a stem variant -νηηυ- with 
a nongeminate nq sequence. The fact that causative 'cook' (464) has the same 
stem shapes as those for -vPQu- verbs in (463), above, could have either of 
two explanations, viz., that -νΡΡυ- and - vPQu- are not distinguished in 
causative formation, or that 'be cooked' is actually a -vPQu- verb. This leaves 
'send' in (464) as the only unequivocal evidence for the form of causatives 
from -νΡΡυ-. Here the basic causative form is -s-uku- 'send', and the apparent 
underived input is -vkku- 'go to'. The conversion of -vkku- to -uku- in a 
derivational formation here matches that of -vPPvC- stems to -uPvC- in 
causatives (and other derivatives), as seen in e.g. -s-ufvy- 'make flow' from 
input - v f f v y - . This was analysed in §8.1.4), above, as pre-ablaut 
reconfiguration of the stem. In the case of 'go to', the analogue would be a 
pre-ablaut reconfiguration of - v k k u - to -uku- as input into causative 
derivation. 

This takes care of all light -vCCu- input verbs of the aJi subtype. There are 
also some heavy input verbs with the same vocalic alternations. Their 
causatives are in (465). The inputs are -fvyku- 'be searched', -mussu- 'move', 
and -tvruru- 'go down'. 

(465) Causative Stems for -CvCCu- and -CvCuCu- Verbs 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP VblN 

'search' -ses-faeyka- s-sffsyk -s-afasyka- a-s-sfföyk 
'drive' -ses-msessa- s-ammsss -s-amaessa- a-s-smmass 
'send down' -aes-tserara- s-attarur -s-ltruru- a-s-attarur 

Another example like 'drive', showing the same shortened medial V, is 
causative -s-vfvggu- (PerfP -aes-fa^ga-) 'take lid off from -fuggu- (PerfP 
-affugga-) '(lid) be blown off (among other senses). There is no trace of the 
underlying u in the causative stems; even the characteristic long imperfective 
melody is <L>. More examples of Causative Medial V-Shortening (122) are in 
§8.1.7, below. 

For -UCCU- (I can cite no causatives of -DCI>), consider the causatives in 
(466). Inputs are -ulwu- 'be wide, spacious', -ujju- 'stretch to look, peer', 
-urmu- 'be stuck', and -uzju- 'be tranquil'. 

(466) Causative Stems for -uCCu- Verbs 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP VblN 

'widen' -aess-olwa- s-ilaw -s-dlwa- a-s-ilaww 
'make peer' -ass-ijja- s-Tjj -s-ajja- a-s-ljj 
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'stick in' -sss-urma- s-iram -s-lrmu- a-s-iramm 
[Imprt also s-lrmu] 

'make tranquil' -sezz-ozja- z-lzj -z-azja- — 
-z-izju-

There is some instability in these paradigms, some of which are attested 
for only one or two informants. 'Widen' and 'make peer' are from intransitive 
inputs with no u vowels, while 'stick in' and 'make tranquil' are from 
intransitive inputs with final u in the imperfectives. One could suggest basic 
representations /-ilwu-/, /-ijju-/, /-irmu-/, and /-izju-/, where "υ" represents 
unrounded α or hi. Here -ilwu- and -urmu- have clusters lw and rm that 
require resyllabification (§3.2.4, §3.3.2) when word-final (i.e. in the Imprt and 
Shlmpf). The two verbs with no lexical u show <L> melody in the LoImpfP. 
The instability of vocalism in PerfP forms of such stems is seen in the shift to 
medial ο (avoiding e) in 'widen' and 'make tranquil', while 'make peer' has i 
and 'stick in' switches its final u into medial position. 

This accounts for all non-augment V-final verbs that alternate between 
final α (perfectives) and III (short imperfectives). It remains to consider the a/u 
and u/u subclasses of -v(C)Cu- verbs. It turned out to be difficult to elicit 
causatives for these verbs. For example, I was disappointed at being unable to 
elicit a causative for -vsu- 'cough', which ought to be have been reasonable 
semantically. For these subclasses, there are two causatives in common use 
(467). The basic causative forms are -s-undu- and -s-unfu-. 

(467) Causative Stems for -vCCu- Verbs (u/u and α/u subtypes) 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP VblN 

'churn' -sss-unda- s-und -s-indu- a-s-und 
'rest' -ass-unfa- s-ünf -s-lnfu- a-s-unf 

The underived input for the first of these is 'be churned', with PerfP 
-sndu- and Imprt sndu, hence u/u subclass. 

It is less clear whether 'rest' has any connection to underived PerfP -anfa-
and Imprt anfu 'be useful to' (α/u subclass). These are part of a complex 
cognate and borrowing set also including Hassaniya Arabic t-naffas and 
Songhay funsu 'rest, relax, breathe', and Arabic Vnff and Songhay nafa 'be 
useful'. One possibility: -s-unfu- was the original causative of PerfP -snfa-, 
but the relationship is now opaque due to semantic shifts under foreign 
influence. In any event, -s-unfu- in (467) is causative in form, since the long 
imperfective has no -t- prefix. 

If 'be churned' is analysed as having a basic form -undu-, where the u is 
initial rather than final, the causative -s-undu- is unremarkable (see §7.3.1.4). 
For the shift of u to the final syllable in -s-infu-, -s-indu-, leaving i behind, see 
u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening §3.4.9.3. The LoImpfN is -s-andu-, so 
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LoImpfP -s-indu- is best derived by applying LoImpfP ablaut formatives 
χ-pcl and χ-pcl at a late stage (468). 

(468) Derivation of LoImpfP -s-lndu-

In this derivation, the ablaut components are integrated in two stages, 
separated by u-Spreading and Medial V-Shortening, both of which are 
"phonological" rules internal to the ablaut derivation system (§3.4.9.3). The 
special treatment of χ-pcl and χ-pci is reasonable, since these features are 
confined to the LoImpfP, whereas χ-f occurs in all three long imperfective 
stems, cf. LoImpfN -s-andu-. 

8.1.7 Causative stem shapes (heavy C-final input stems) 

If the input stem is of a heavy shape like -CVC(C)VC- with three or more C 
positions, the perfectives of the causative are based on a strict surface <L> 
melody. This surface melody can be accounted for by assuming <H L>, Stem-
Initial Syncope, and Leftward L-Spreading. Some examples are in (469). 

(469) Causatives of Heavy Verbs (Perfective) 

-s-undu-, <H>, χ-f, χ-pcl, χ-pci stem and ablaut components 
integration of <H> and χ-f 
u-Spreading 

/-s-undi-/, χ-pcl, χ-pci 
/-s-undu-/, χ-pcl, χ-pci 
/-s-andu-/, χ-pcl, χ-pci 
-s-indu-

Medial V-Shortening 
integration of χ-pcl, χ-pci 

input PerfP input gloss Causative PerfP 

a. -aebewaes-
-aedobasn-

'be wounded' 
'marry' 

-aes-bawass-
-aes-dabaen-

b. -aekrakasr-
-aemlaewlaew-

' rotate' 
'shine' 

-aes-kaerakaer-
-aes-maelaewlasw-

c. -abbarjaejjaey- '(hair) stand' -aes-baerjaejjaey-
-akkaykaey- 'dust off -aes-kaeykaey-
-ahhajaey- 'be harvested' -aes-haejasy-

d. -ahhussael-
-addurhaen-
-sbbuddael-

'be necessary' 
'wish' 
'be lazy; crazy' -aes-baeddael-

-aes-haessael-
-ses-dasrhasn-
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The PerfP of the inputs in (469.a-b) already have a surface stem-wide <L> 
melody, allowing for V-Height Compromise in the leftmost column of (469.a). 
The causatives show α with no compromising trace of the lexical high V. In 
(469.c-d), the inputs have a composite <H L> melody but the causatives show 
strict <L>. 

As seen in 'be wounded', 'marry', and 'rotate', the causative does permit a 
full V to surface in medial position as long as it is in an open syllable. 
However, the cases in (469.d) show shortening of the V when the syllable is 
closed. This is due to Causative Medial V-Shortening (122), see §3.4.9.4 

Other forms for these causatives are given in (470). 

(470) Further MAN Stems for Causatives of Heavy C-Final Verbs (same 
verbs as (469)) 

Imprt LoImpfP VblN 

a. s-abbiwas -s-abawas- a-s-abbiwas 
s-adduban -s-ldubun- a-s-adduban 

b. s-akkarakar -s-lkrukur- a-s-akkarukar 
s-ammalawlaw -s-unlawliw- a-s-ammalawlaw 

c. s-abbarjajjay -s-abaerjaejjay- a-s-abbarjajjay 
s-akkaykay -s-akaeykay- a-s-akkaykay 
s-ahhajay -s-ahaejay- a-s-ahhajay 

d. s-ahhassal V VI vv 1 -s-ihassul- a-s-ahhassal 
[LoImpfP also -s-ahaessal-] 

s-addarhan -s-adaerhan- a-s-addarhan 
s-abbaddal -s-lbaddul- a-s-abbaddal 

The Imprt (and Shlmpf) forms have strictly <H> melody, contrasting 
maximally with the perfectives. The same <H> melody is found in the VblN, 
as in all causative VblNs. There are variants (not shown) with final ...CaC 
instead of ...CaC, as usual with VblN's of heavy stems, e.g. a-s-abbtwas. 

The characteristic long imperfective melody, seen in the LoImpfP, is 
tricky. If there is a u in the stem it forces <H> melody, but with all the 
shortening rules in causatives the number of u's is limited; see -s-ldubun- in 
(470.a) and -s-lkrukur- in (470.b). If there is a medial i, we get <L>, as with 
underived stems with medial i, see -s-abawas- (470.a). In other stems, we 
normally get <H> if the stem has an onset allowing Syncope, e.g. 
-s-lmlawliw- in (470.c), otherwise <L> is preferred. 

In -s-lhassul-, the <H> melody and the u vowel are not quite regular, if we 
assume the basic causative form is -s-vhvssvl- with no u vowel after Causative 
Medial V-Shortening. -s-lhassul- seems to have been influenced by the u in 
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the underived counterpart 'be obligatory' (-hussvl-, LoImpfP -t-lhassul-). 
Note the variant -s-ahaessal- (attested in K-d). There seems to be a tension 
between a phonologically "correct" derivation from -s-vhvssvl-, and one that 
recovers the original u of the input stem and builds the causative long 
imperfectives accordingly. 

For the causative of \r(y)m 'sit', see §7.3.2.9. 

8.1.8 Causative stem shapes (V-final augment verbs) 

Since the augment is a suffix -t-, its distribution is unaffected by derivational 
prefixation. Examples in (471). 

(471) Causatives of V-Final Augment Verbs 

gloss PerfP Imprt LoImpfP 

a. 'close' -aes-naekaebbas-t s-annakabba-t -s-lqkabbi-t 
'free (slave)' -aes-raewalae-t s-aqqawila-t -s-nrwili-t 

b. 'trim' -aes-qaerae-t s-aqqara-t -s-aqara-t 

c. 'hatch' -aes-faeqqae-t saffaqqa-t -s-lfaqqu-t 

d. 'make round' -aes-baslaembalae-t ! -s-iblambulu-t 
s-abbalambula-t 

The causative VblN's are α-s-annakabbi , a - s -aqqawi l i , a-s-aqqari, 
a-s-affaqqu, and α-s-abbalambulu. The default accent is regular for VblN's of 
augment stems. The inputs for these causatives (omitting the Augment) are 
-nvkvbbu- 'be closed' (syncopated PerfP -aeqkaebbae-t), -vvwilu- 'be freed' 
(PerfP -aerwalae-t), -qvri> 'be cut' (PerfP -aqqarae-t with Ci-Gemination), 
-fuqqu- 'be hatched, sprout' (PerfP -affuqqae-t), and -bvlvmbulu- 'be ball-
shaped' (PerfP -aeblaembalae-t). The vocalic melodies in the causatives in 
(471) are generally consistent with those of the underived stems. Stems with a 
medial u, here represented by 'make round', also have a final u in the long 
imperfectives (and VblN), otherwise there is a lexical choice of final V (u or i 
with the <H> melody of the VblN, and either the same vowel or α in the 
LoImpfP depending on melody). 

For A-grm I recorded the LoImpfP of 'close' as -s-inakkabbi-t and that of 
'hatch' as -s-afasqqa-t. 
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8.1.9 Causatives of prefixally derived verbs 

The combinations of Caus -s- with a following derivational prefix 
predominantly involve one of the following as second suffix: Mediopassive 
-m- (-n-), Reciprocal -m- (or -nvra·), or a second Causative -s-. The triple 
combination -s-m-s- is also attested. The rarest combination is Caus -s-
followed by Passive -t(t)- or -tvw-. This is likely due to semantic awkwardness 
rather than morphological barriers. However, I can cite (from Gao) one case of 
a causative of a reciprocal of a passive, in the form of VblN a-z-ann-at-almaz 
'swallow and spit up saliva', cf. -vlmvz- 'swallow'. The derivative is literally 
something like 'cause to be swallowed back and forth' (see below on 
distributivity). 

Clear cases of causative of reciprocal are given in (472), using T-ka for 
the most widespread paradigm type but adding some A-grm variants. 

(472) Causative-Reciprocal 

a. -s-vnvm-vyyu- 'cause (them) to leave each other' (-uyyu- 'leave') 
PerfP -ass-naem-aeyya-
Imprt s-annam-ayy 
LoImpfP -s-inm-ayyi-
VblN a-s-annam-ayy 

b. -s-vnvm-vwvt- 'cause (them) to hit each other (-vwvt- 'hit') 
PerfP -aes-naem-aewaet-
Imprt s-annam-awat 
LoImpfP -s-lnm-awit-
VblN a-s-annam-awat 

An example of the verb in (472.b) with lSg subject and 3MaPl plural 
object clitic: ajs-nasm-aewaet-aeq-\qaen Ί made them hit each other'. 

In the short imperfectives (including Imprt), as for other causatives, we 
observe C,-Gemination on the first C following the -s- prefix, in this case the 
inner -m- prefix, resulting in -s-vmm-V... 

The examples in (472) are of the semantic type [Z cause [XY hit XY]]. I 
asked whether the forms in (472) could also be interpreted as of the type [XY 
cause [XY hit Z]], e.g. 'cause each other to hit (something)', but this sense was 
rejected. 

In theory, it should be easy to distinguish these causatives of reciprocals 
from causatives of mediopassives. However, the distinction between 
Mediopassive -m- (-n-) and Reciprocal -nvm- is usually neutralized in favor of 
the shorter -m- (-n-) when the underived stem is already heavy (§8.4). In 
combination with a preceding Caus -s-, this neutralization of Mediopassive 
and Reciprocal seems to occur even with some of the shorter stems. 
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The cases in (473) appear to be simple cases of a causative of 
mediopassive. Note that the core stems are light (-vCvC-, -vCCi>). 

(473) Causative of Mediopassive 

a. -s-vm-vdvd- 'gnaw at' (-vdvd- 'bite') 
PerfP -aes-m-aedaed-
Imprt s-amm-adad 
LoImpfP -s-am-asdad-
VblN a-s-smm-adad 

b. -s-vm-vlsu- 'contaminate' (-vlsu- 'dress') 
PerfP -ses-m-aslsa-
Imprt s-amm-als 
LoImpfP -s-am-aelsa-
VblN a-s-smm-als 

For the semantic nuances, cf. Mediopassive -m-vdvd- 'be eaten (all over)' 
and -m-vlsu- '(disease) be contagious'. 

In other cases, a combination of -s- with -m- (-n-) has a specialized 
aspectual sense, involving (spatiotemporal) distributivity or iterativity. These 
combinations may be lexicalized (i.e. occur frequently and have idiosyncratic 
sense). Often the corresponding simple Mediopassive is not attested, at least in 
a sense closely related to that of the doubly prefixed combination. Arguably 
the original sense was reciprocal rather than mediopassive, since the reciprocal 
category has a built-in distributivity, but some mediopassives have a similar 
quantificational element, cf. 'be eaten (all over)' just illustrated. Examples 
involving spatiotemporal distributivity are in (474). 

(474) Spatiotemporal Distributive Cases 

a. -s-vn-vffvy- 'pour (over and over)' (-vffvy- 'pour') 
PerfP -ses-n-asffasy-
Imprt s-snnafay 
LoImpfP -s-m-affuy-
VblN a-s-snn-sffay 

b.-s-vm-vYvttvs- 'do intermittently' (-Yvtvs-/-Yvttvs- 'snap') 
PerfP -aes-m-Eeraettaes-
Imprt s-smm-srattas 
LoImpfP -s-lm-Y3ttis-
VblN a-s-3mm-3Y3tt3s 
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c. -s-vm-ulvy- 'cut into pieces' (-ulvy- 'cut') 
PerfP -aes-m-alasy-
Imprt s-amm-iby 
LoImpfP -s-am-alay-
VblN a-s-smm-iby 

d. -s-vm-vswu- 'give another drink to' (-vswu- 'drink') 
PerfP -ses-m-aeswa-
Imprt s-3mm-3s3w 
LoImpfP -s-am-aeswa-
VblN a-s-3mm-3s0ww 

e. -s-vm-vdnvy- 'fill (waterskin) to the top' (-vdnvy- 'fill partially') 
PerfP -zes-m-aednaey-
Imprt s-amm-sdnay-
LoImpfP -s-am-aednay-
VblN a-s-amm-adnay 

Other, more lexicalized examples of -s- plus -m- (-n-) are in (475). 

(475) Other Cases 

a. -s-vn-olvs- 'narrate, (re-)tell (a story)' (-ulvs- 'repeat') 
PerfP -ses-n-alaes-
Imprt s-ann-ibs 
LoImpfP -s-an-aelas-
VblN a-s-snn-llss 

b. -s-vm-vrwvs- 'offer credit to' (-rvwvs- 'be owed') 
PerfP -ses-m-asrwass-
Imprt s-amm-arwas 
LoImpfP -s-am-aerwas-
VblN a-s-3mm-3rw3s 

Causative -s-vmvlkvw-, PerfP -ses-maslkasw- 'give (something) away', 
based directly on -ammslkaew- 'be donated', is another possible example, but 
the latter has no obvious synchronic semantic connection to -vlkvw- 'draw 
(water, at well)'. Likewise with -s-vnvtfvs-, PerfP -2es-naetfass- 'fold', directly 
based on -nutfvs- 'be folded', but the latter has only a questionable connection 
to -vtfvs- '(udder) be full' (Vdfs). 

There are many morphological double causatives with two successive -s-
prefixes. In the cases known to me, these function as simple causatives. The 
pattern is common when the underived input verb is of the shape -uCvC-, or is 
already transitive. Examples are (Imprt) s-sss-atkal 'cause (X) to take (Y)', 
and (Imprt) s-ass-iwan 'cause to go up'; see §8.1.3. 
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While I know of no true causative-causative other than these purely 
morphological double causatives, there are a number of more complex 
combinations involving two Causative prefixes separated by -m- (variant -n-), 
which can here be taken as Reciprocal (rather than Mediopassive). Some of 
these are fairly common, but they tend to have specialized senses. I refer to 
them as causative-reciprocal-causative, though in several cases there is a 
distributive or iterative nuance. 

(476) Causative-Reciprocal-Causative 

a. -s-vm-vs-idvn- 'count (over and over)' (Imprtldan 'be counted') 
PerfP -aes-m-aes-adasn- (A-grm -s-aemm-aes-edaen-) 
Imprt s-amm-as-idan 
LoImpfP -s-lm-s-idin-
VblN a-s-amm-as-ldan ι 

b. -s-vm-vs-urvl- 'begin again' (-vqqvl- (VYI) 'return') 
PerfP -aes-m-aes-avael-
Imprt s-amm-as-UYal 
LoImpfP -s-lm-s-UYul-
VblN a-s-amm-as-uYal 

c. -s-vm-vs-ijvr- 'compare (X and Y)' or 'make (X) bigger or longer 
than (Y)' (-ujvr- 'surpass, be better than') 

PerfP -aes-m-aes-ajaer-
Imprt s-amm-as-ijar 
LoImpfP -s-lm-s-ijir-
VblN a-s-amm-as-ljar 

d. - s -vn-vs-udvb- 'pour (liquid) back and forth' (Imprt üdab 'be 
poured') 

PerfP -aes-n-zes-adaeb-ι 

Imprt s-ann-as-udab 
LoImpfP -s-in-s-udub-
VblN a-s-ann-as-udab ι 

e. -s-vm-vs-ihvr- 'vacillate, hesitate' (-uhvr- 'have in common') 
PerfP -ass-m-aess-ahasr-
Imprt s-amm-ass-ihar 
LoImpfP -s-lm-s-ihir-
VblN a-s-amm-as-ihar 

The rare causative of passive is probably confined to cases where the 
passive is somewhat specialized semantically (i.e. lexicalized). The only 
textual example I have is 'cause to be arrested'. The input is - t-vrmvs- 'be 
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arrested', which is morphologically the passive of -vrmvs- 'receive, take'. The 
causative is therefore - s -v t -v rmvs - 'cause (sb) to be arrested' (PerfP 
-aes-t-aermass-, etc.). 

An unusual causative VblN α-z-ann-at-almaz 'act of swallowing and 
spitting up saliva', recorded for Gao, is of the type -z-vn-vt-vlmvz, based on 
- v l m v z - 'swallow' (intr or tr), preceded in succession by Passive -t-, 
Reciprocal -η-, and Causative -z-. The combination of Reciprocal with Passive 
is the irregular feature here. 

8.1.10 Dialectal causative Shlmpf forms without C,-Gemination 

The R speaker sometimes failed to apply C rGemination in the Shlmpf of 
some combinations of Caus -s- plus derivational prefix -m-. The effect is that 
the onset of the Shlmpf (including Imprt) resembles that of the LoImpfP rather 
than the VblN. In (477) I show the relevant cases, giving the LoImpfP and 
VblN for comparison. 

(477) Ungeminated Causative Shlmpf Forms 

dialect Imprt LoImpfP 

a. 'whisper' 
R s-am-taktak 
A-grm s-amm-ataktak 

-s-lm-taktik-

b. 'compare' (-ujvr- 'surpass, be better than') 
R s-am-s-ijar -s-lm-s-ijir-
T-ka s-amm-as-ijar " 
A-grm s-amm-as-igar -s-im-as-igir 

VblN 

a-samm-ataktak 
II 

a-s-amm-as-ljar 

a-s-amm-as-igar 

This ungeminated pattern seems to be sporadic for the R speaker, who did 
in fact apply CrGemination to the nasal prefix in short imperfectives 
(including Imprt) of the triple prefix type Caus-Recip-Caus- (-s- plus -m/-n-
plus -s-) , e.g. Imprt s-ann-as-udab 'pour back and forth' and Imprt 
s-amm-as-ural 'restart'. 

8.2 Passive (-t-, -tt-, -tvw-) 

The passive derivation is not very common. As explained in §8.2.1, many 
underived intransitive verbs have senses corresponding to passives in English 
(the transitive counterpart is then expressed by a causative). Other verbs can be 
used, without affixal derivation, interchangeably as transitive or intransitive. 
Transitives with impersonal 3MaPl subject ('they bit me') can also be used to 
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translate English passives ( Ί got bitten'). For many transitive verbs, no 
prefixal passive could be elicited. 

For 'give' (§9.1.6), the passive always has the theme (i.e. the object given) 
as subject: 0-setw-a2kfa 'it was given'. I tried to elicit passive examples with 
the recipient as subject but they were rejected. 

The Passive allomorphs -t- (including -tt- due to C, -Gemination) and 
-tvw- (syncopated -tw-) overlap, but in practice the choice between them is 
usually predictable. Admittedly, in elicitation, speakers generally allowed 
either form across a wide range of verbs. In normal speech, however, the -t-
form (including -tt- due to C,-Gemination) is usual with -vCCvC- stems, and 
for T-ka with -vCvC-, while -tvw- is usual with heavier stems. 

I will refer to the two as T-passive and TW-passive, respectively. The 
- tvw- variant may be compared structurally with the rare w-extension of 
Causative prefix -s-, i.e. -svw-, in a very small number of causative verbs 
(§8.1.1). 

Examples of the T-passive are in (478). 

(478) T-Passives 

-vPQvC- -vCvC-
'be taken' 'be hit' 
-vrmvs- -vwvt-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -att-armaes- -att-awaet-
Reslt -att-lrmaes- -att-iwaet-
PerfN -att-armajs- -att-awast-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -£ett-aerm£es- -sett-aewast-
Imprt t-aermses t-eewaet 

c. long imperfective system (two variant types) 
LoImpfP 

LoImpfN 

Prohib 

d. nominalizations 
VblN 

-t-ermas-
-t-at-aermas-
-t-ermas-
-t-at-armis-
-t-ermas-
-t-£et-aermas-

a-t-armas 
a-t-armas 

-t-ewat-
-t-at-aewat-
-t-ewat-
-t-at-awit-
-t-ewat-
-t-£et-aewat-

a-t-awat 
a-t-awat 
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Other passives similar to 'be taken' in (478), in the Imprt, are t-aejrasw 'be 
found' and t-aegkasd 'be cut ' . In long imperfectives like LoImpfP 
-t-at-aermas-, the first -t- is the Lolmpf prefix. 

The paradigm is similar to that of underived verbs with CaeCCaeC 
imperatives (middleweight verb with short vowels), e.g. kaeykaey 'shake' 
§7.3.1.2). Specifically, the PerfP, the Imprt, and the -t-at-asrmas- type of 
LoImpfP, are consistent with the corresponding stems of the kaeykaey class. A 
minor difference is that the VblN of the passives usually has final-syllable a, 
while a is most common in the kaeykaey class, but both a and α variants are 
grammatical in both cases. 

But the most striking feature of the paradigm in (478) is the unique 
variant long imperfective of type LoImpfP -t-ermas-. The e is not 
secondarily lengthened by χ-pcl, as we can see from the fact that it remains e 
(though unaccented) in the LoImpfN and Prohib stems: waer t-ewat 'don't-Sg 
be hit!'. Another example is LoImpfP -t-ejraw- for passive -att-ajraew- 'be 
found' (Imprt t-aejraew); -t-ejraw- shows that the e-vocalism is genuine, rather 
than due to a shift from /i/ as one might infer from just looking at -t-ermas-
(where r is a BLC). 

In addition to regular use with -vCvC- and -vPQvC- stems, I have also 
recorded one (possibly dialectal) form with a -uCvC- stem, namely 'be related 
(by kinship)' (PerfP -aett-erasw-, Imprt t-lraw), cf. -urvw- 'give birth' (PerfP 
-oraew-). 

The w-extended Passive allomorph -tvw- occurs in a much broader set of 
stem types. Examples with light stems are in (479). The -vCvC- input recurs 
here after appearing first in (478). Allomorph -tvw- is always subject to Stem-
Initial Syncope, so we get surface stem-wide <L> melody (arguably from 
underlying <H L>) in perfectives, and <H> melody in short and long 
imperfectives as well as in the VblN. 

(479) TW-Passives (Light Input Stems) 

-vCCu-
'be said' 
-νηηυ-

-vCvC-
'be bitten' 
-vwvt-

-uCvC-
'be intended' 
-utvs-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -setw-asnna- -aetw-aedaed- -aetw-ataes-
Reslt -afiw-aenna- -afiw-aedsed- -afiw-ataes-
PerfN -setw-asnna- -aetw-aedaed- -aetw-ataes-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf /-atw-anni-/ -atw-adad- -atw-itas-
Imprt taw-ann taw-adad taw-itas 
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c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-ltw-anni- -t-ltw-adid- -t-"itw-itis-
LoImpfN -t-atw-anni -t-atw-adid- -t-atw-itis-
Prohib -t-atw-anni- -t-atw-adid- -t-atw-itis-

d. nominalizations 
VblN a-tw-ann α-tw-adad a-tw-ltas 

a-tw-adad a-tw-ltas 

For -vCvC- stems, T-ka prefers the T-passive (PerfP -sett-aedzed- 'be 
bitten', etc.), though a TW-passive is attested in this dialect (PerfP 
-aetw-asdasd-). Other dialects checked (A-grm R) have just the TW-passive for 
-vCvC- stems. For A-grm the PerfP is (predictably) -tsew-aedaed-, since A-grm 
does not allow Stem-Initial Syncope here. 

For T-ka (at least), the TW-passive 'be touched' shows an idiosyncratic 
gemination of the stem-medial C, hence PerfP -aetw-aeddaes- from underived 
-vdvs- 'touch'. The gemination also occurs in the other attested T-ka prefixal 
derivative of this verb, the reciprocal, suggesting a systematic shift to -vddvs-
as this stem's input to prefixal derivation. Note dd, not tt (cf. §3.1.1.8). 

Further examples of TW, cited in the Imprt, show that -tvw- is productive 
with all types of verb, including full-V-initial, augmented, and heavy stems, 
other than the few input types (-vPQvC-, to some extent -vCvC-) shown above 
with T-passives: taw-iwad 'be reached' (-uwvd-), taw-iwar 'be delayed' 
(-DWVY-), taw-aqr 'be killed' (-νηγυ-), taw-alarr 'be harmed' (-)vrru-), 
t aw-ab la j b a l i j 'be cut up' (-bvlvjbvlvj-), t aw-agaggar 'be insulted' 
(-gvggvr-), augmented taw-alanja-t 'be carried on head' (-lvnju- + -t), and 
augmented taw-ahuba-t 'be dragged' (-hubu- + -t). Passive taw-ayy 'be left' 
can be added, though here it should be pointed out that -uyyu- 'leave' also has 
a w-extension in the causative (PerfP -aesw-aeyya- 'cause to leave'). 
TW-passives of -vCCvC- verbs are uncommon, cf. the regular pattern in (478), 
above, but I can cite Imprt taw-aqbal 'be accepted' (whose input stem is an 
Arabic borrowing). 

In the A-grm dialect, we find long imperfectives of the type LoImpfP 
-taw-iedad- 'be bitten', versus -t-ltw-adid- in T-ka and other dialects. The 
A-grm type lacks the Lolmpf -t- prefix, and therefore attaches the LoImpfP 
ablaut features χ-pcl and χ-pcl to the vowel of the prefix -tvw-. This 
resembles the long imperfectives of causatives, which also omit Lolmpf -t-
before Causative prefix -s-. The full set of A-grm long imperfective MAN 
stems for 'be said' and 'be bitten' is presented in (480). 
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(480) Variant A-grm Long Imperfectives of TW-Passives 

'be said' 'be bitten' 

long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -taw-aenna- -taw-sedad-
LoImpfN -taw-anni- -t-atw-adid-
Prohib -teew-aenna- -t-stw-adid-

For the K-d speaker, I recorded an unusual passive verb showing a long 
vowel in the final stem syllable, not only in the long imperfectives (where it 
is expected due to ablaut formative χ-f ) but also in other stems: PerfP 
-stw-aennay- '(e.g. camel) be mounted', Imprt t a w - a n n a y , LoImpfP 
-t- i tw-anniy-. A similar example from a Gao-area recording was Resit 
n-aefiw-aessan 'we are well-known' (cf. -vssvn- 'know'). Cf. ablaut formatives 
α-fand χ-f (§3.4.4). 

The -tvw- allomorph is also regular in passives of stems that already 
contain another (inner) derivational prefix. Examples are in (481). 

(481) TW-Passives of Derived Verbs (gloss, PerfP, Imprt, LoImpfP, VblN) 

a. passive-causative (common) 

-tvw-vs-vstvn- 'be questioned' 
PerfP -astw-2es-a2stasn-
Imprt taw-as-astan 
LoImpfP -t-itw-as-astin-
VblN a-tw-as-astan 

-tvw-vs-vmrvr- 'be respected' 
PerfP -setw-Ees-aemraer-
Imprt taw-as-amrar 
LoImpfP -t-itw-as-armrir-
VblN α-tw-as-amrar = a-taw-as-amrar 

-tvw-vs-vdrvs- 'be reduced' 
PerfP -astw-aes-sedraes-
Imprt taw-as-adras 
LoImpfP -t-itw-as-adris-
VblN a-tw-as-adras 
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b. passive-mediopassive (rare) 

-tvw-vm-vksu- 'be eaten' 

LoImpfP 
VblN 

PerfP 
Imprt 

-aetw-sem-asksa-
taw-sm-aks 
-t-itw-am-aksi-
a-tw-sm-sks 

'Be questioned' in (481.a) is the passive of a frozen causative (for all 
practical purposes, the passive of a simple transitive verb); there is no attested 
verb #-vstvn-. 'Be respected' is the passive of -s-vmrvr- 'respect, honor', a 
lexicalized causative of the adjectival verb 'be big' in the contextual sense 'be 
important' (PerfP maeqqor-). 'Be reduced' is the passive of -s-vdrvs- 'reduce', 
causative of the adjectival verb 'be few, not much' (PerfP darus). To the extent 
that the double derivation is logically transparent, the passive-of-causative 
appears to have the underlying patient as subject ('X be caused to be big/few'), 
with both the agent of the intervening causative and the outer agent omitted. 

'Be eaten' in (481.b) does not seem to differ much in meaning from 
-amm-aksa-, the simple mediopassive on which it is based. 

The usual variant forms occur for A-grm, in particular LoImpfP 
-tiw-as-sstin- and -tiw-as-amrir- with no Lolmpf -t- prefix. 

8.3 Mediopassive (-m-, -η-, -nvy-) 

The mediopassive is characterized by a nasal prefix -m- or -n-. It is much less 
productive (in the sense of ready combinability with any transitive verb) than 
the T- or TW-passives (§8.2, above). While those passives imply an agent 
(however unspecific), the mediopassive usually denotes a g e n t l e s s 
mediopassives. Mediopassives tend to become semantically specialized and 
therefore lexicalized. There are a number of verbs in my dictionary that begin 
with m or η and have stem-shapes consistent with those of mediopassives, but 
either correspond to no underived stem, or diverge semantically from a 
formally related underived stem. 

The transitive verb -vf rvn- 'choose, select' illustrates the difference 
between mediopassive (-n-vfrvn-) and passive (-tvw-vfrvn-). Both can be 
glossed 'be chosen'. However, -n-vfrvn- focuses on the qualities of the 
referent, and can be glossed 'be the best (in a competition)' (cf. English select 
in adjectival use: a few select wines). On the other hand, -tvw-vfrvn- implies 
an agent: 'be chosen (by someone)'. Another mediopassive example is -m-oru-
'be open(ed); be untied', which denotes an agentless transition, or the resulting 
state. 

One reason the mediopassive is not particularly productive is that some 
verbs can be used intransitively or transitively without derivational prefixation. 
Quite often, the intransitive use (denoting a state) is expressed in the Resit 
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stem (with present or past time reference), while the transitive use is often 
expressed in the PerfP or LoImpfP depending on its time reference. For such 
ambi-valent verbs see §9.1.3. 

In mediopassive sense, -m- or -n- occur chiefly with light underived stems 
that have simple shapes like -vCCvC- and -uCu-. 

-n- and -m- also function as allomorphs of the Reciprocal prefix (whose 
fuller form is -nvm-). The short variant -n- and -m- is usual before heavy verb 
stems. With such heavy verbs, the sense of -n- and -m- is quite regularly 
reciprocal, though there are a few attested cases that could be taken as 
mediopassive. See §8.4, below, for the examples. 

The choice between -m- and -n- is phonologically determined (482). For 
-nvy-, see below. 

(482) Mediopassive Prefix 

-n- if stem contains a labial C {m b f}, e.g.-n-vkmvm- 'be squeezed', 
-n-vbdi> 'be dislocated' 

-m- otherwise, e.g.(Imprt) -m-vrtvy- 'become mixed', -m-vrwvy- 'be 
kneaded' 

A w in the stem does not count as a "labial" for this purpose and is 
compatible with - m - prefixes, hence -m-vrwvy- 'be mixed' (PerfP 
-amm-arwaey-). 

The -n-/-m- rule must be qualified, since if a prefixal η is clustered with a 
following b or f (but not m), it undergoes the regular local assimilation and 
we get phonetic [mb]. Example: Imprt n-sbabdway 'fall over' (with n- rather 
than m- to dissimilate at a distance from b), but PerfP -aem-bselaedwaey-
(where the /n/ is now clustered with the b and cannot avoid Nasal 
Assimilation). By contrast, a prefixal m does not assimilate to a following 
alveolar, hence -Eem-talae-t 'be stacked (on top of each other)'. Leaving low-
level Nasal Assimilation aside, I take -m- to be the basic form of the 
Mediopassive prefix, while -n- is dissimilatory (at a distance). 

There is one case with (frozen) allomorph -nvy-, probably no longer 
segmentable synchronically. This is (T-ka) -nvyufu- 'be compared (to 
determine which is best)' with PerfP -senyafa- and Imprt nayuf. It is 
historically related to (PerfP) -ofa- 'surpass, be better than' (MGT 1.56), 
though a segmentation -nvy-ufu- is probably unjustified for modern-day 
speakers. The labial f accounts for the dissimulated prefixal η (instead of m), 
but the prefixal y is synchronically isolated. The causative has PerfP 
-ses-naeyafa- 'compare (things, to determine the best)' (historically 
*-s-vny-ufi>). A similarly frozen y-extension of Instrumental derivational 
prefix -s- to -svy- (a-saeyar 'key', cf. -uru- 'open') is mentioned in §8.9. For a 
parallel w-extension, see the uncommon causative -svw- instead of -s-
(§8.1.1), as well as the Passive alternation of -t- and -tvw-. 
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We get exceptional -η- for expected -m- in a handful of frozen and 
semantically specialized "mediopassive" stems whose (apparent) input has no 
labial C. This appears to be the case in -n-vktu- (PerfP -ann-akta-) 'do by 
habit', cf. -vktu- 'remember'; in -n-ilvs- (PerfP -aen-elass-) 'be repeated' 
(A-grm PerfP -ann-elaes-), cf. -dvs- 'repeat'; and in -n-vwvl- (Imprt n-sewael) 
'take a walk, stroll', cf. -vwvl- 'turn around'. 

The MAN stem paradigm of mediopassives of input light verb stems that 
lack full vowels is illustrated in (483). 

(483) Mediopassive Inflection for -vPQvC- and -vCvC- Stems 

-vPQvC-
'be mixed' 
-m-vrtvy-

-vCvC-
'be (all) bitten' 
-m-vdvd-

a. perfective system 
PerfP 
Resit 
PerfN 

-amm-artaey-
-amm-irtaey-
-amm-artaey-

-amm-adaed-
-amm-ldaed-
-amm-adaed-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -semm-asrtasy- -aemm-aedaed-
Imprt m-aertaey m-aedaed 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP 
LoImpfN 
Prohib 

-t-am-asrtay-
-t-am-artiy-
t-aem-aertay-

-t-am-aedad-
-t-am-adid-
-t-£em-aedad-

d. nominalizations 
VblN a-m-artay a-m-adad 

Another example of -vPQvC- input is - v g k v d - 'cut' , mediopassive 
-m-vqkvd- (PerfP -amm-aqkasd-). 

Since -vPPvC- verbs in causative and other derivatives show a 
reconfigured input stem variant -uPvC-, one wonders whether the 
mediopassive of -vPPvC- would take the transparent form -m-vPPvC-
(-n-vPPvC-) or the reconfigured form -m-uPvC- (-n-uPvC-). If -mvzzvy-
'become divorced' is connected with -vzzvy- 'get well, recover from illness', 
in addition to embodying a worldly-wise philosophy of human relationships it 
also provides an instance of the hypothesized -m-vPPvC- mediopassive shape. 
MGT 7.93 gives (from Foucauld) Algerian Imprt "mukkas" as reflexive (i.e. 
mediopassive) of -vkkvs- 'take away', showing both the full V (here u) and 
the geminate, while LTF2 169 has Imprt "mäkkäs" with shortened V for Niger 
(Tawellemmett dialect). 
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The inflection of mediopassives of input stems beginning and/or ending in 
a full vowel is illustrated in (484). 

(484) Mediopassive Inflection for -uCvC- and -vC(C)i> Stems 

-dCVC-
'be stolen' 
-m-ikvr-

-uCu-
'be open' 
-m-iru-

-vCCu- (α/u type) 
'be dislocated' 
-n-vbdu-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -sem-ekaer- -aem-era-
Reslt -aem-ekser- -Eem-era-
PerfN -sem-ekser- -sem-era-

-snn-sbda-ι 

-ann-ibda-
ι 

-ann-sbda-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -sem-akaer- -sem-ar 
Imprt m-akasr m-ar 

-senn-asbd 
ι 

n-£ebd 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-am-akar-

LoImpfN 
Prohib 

-t-sm-ikir-
-t-eem-akar-

-t-am-ara-

-t-sm-iri-
-t-sem-ara-

-t-an-aebda-
ι 

-t-m-abdu-
-t-sn-abdi-
-t-aen-aebda-ι 

-t-sn-abdi-

d. nominalizations 
VblN a-m-lksr a-m-lr a-n-abd 

ι 

Other examples similar to 'be stolen' in (484) are (PerfP) -sem-ehser- 'be 
snatched' (Imprt m-ahaev), -£em-elaey- 'be cut', -aen-elaes- 'be repeated', 
-«m-ewaed- 'come of age' (lit. 'be reached'), -aem-ewaey- 'be brought'. The 
verb PerfP -aenemass- 'be tested' (namass) is a distinct lexical item but might 
be a frozen and semantically specialized Mediop -aen-emass- (cf. -umvs-
'wipe'). Other possible cases are -misvl- 'be sent on an errand' (PerfP 
-gemesasl-), which may be related to the (albeit intransitive) -usvl- 'run' (PerfP 
-osasl-). Another possible case is -miwvd- 'be a young adult (=reach young 
adulthood)', if related to -uwvd- 'arrive, reach'.Note that even T-ka has no 
problem with medial perfective e in mediopassives, though in other contexts 
(especially causatives) this dialect shows a strong preference for perfective ο 
even when the imperfectives and VblN show i instead of u. 

The -m-iCvC- and -m-iCu- mediopassives, cf. 'be stolen' and 'be open' in 
(484), do not apply CVGemination in the perfectives or in the Shlmpf. For 
-uhvr- 'have in common' I recorded two mediopassive variants, -m-ihvr- and 
-m-uhvr- 'be held in common', both for T-ka dialect. The two mediopassives 
are distinguishable in the VblN (a-mihar, a-muhsr). In the imperfectives, the 
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medial i variant triggers a shift to <L> melody, as often in Tamashek verbal 
ablaut. I recorded the PerfP only as -semm-ohaer-. It would seem that medial o, 
but not e, correlates with C,-Gemination in perfectives (485). 

(485) -m-ihvr- or -m-uhvr- 'be held in common' 

PerfP -aemm-ohser-
Imprt m-ahaer m-uhar 
LoImpfP -t-am-ahar- -t-lm-uhur-
VblN a-m-lhar a-m-uhar 

In A-grm, CrGemination is more productive, hence PerfP -aemm-era-
'be open'. 

As usual, -vPQu- stems of the α/ι subclass whose Q is a sonorant require 
resyllabification in the short imperfectives (Final-CC Schwa-Insertion (44) 
and, for T-ka only, Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation (70), §3.2.4, §3.3.2). The 
same rules plus Stem-Final Gemination (71) occur in the VblN. In (486) I 
illustrate these points with 'be eaten', which does not resyllabify, and '(liquid) 
be drunk', which does. The short imperfectives are of the type /-m-aeCCA-/ 
with final deletable /A/ rather than hi, as seen by its contraction with V-initial 
subject suffix such as 3MaPl /-aen/ to give ...ae-n, not #...a-n. 

(486) Resyllabification in Mediopassives 

non-resyllabifying resyllabifying 
'be (all) eaten' '(liquid) be drunk' 
-m-vksu- -m-vswu-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -amm-aksa- -smm-sswa-
Reslt -smm-iksa- -amm-lswa-
PerfN -amm-sksa- -amm-sswa-

b. short imperfective system (/-m-aeCCA-/) 
Shlmpf -semm-seks -aemm-assaew 

f3MaPl aemm-aeksae-n, aemm-seswae-n] 
Imprt m-seks m-aesaew (2MaPl m-sesw-ast) 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-am-asksa- -t-am-asswa-
LoImpfN -t-sm-sksi- -t-am-aswi-
Prohib -t-sem-aeksa- -t-sem-aeswa-
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d. nominalizations 
VblN α-m-aks a-m-asaww (Pll-m-asw-an) 
(cf. Agentive e-m-aeks 'eater', e-m-aesaeww 'drinking place') 

For R and K-d dialects, which do not shift the accent to the epenthetic 
vowel in the short imperfective of 'be drunk', we get Imprt m-aeseew (K-d, R) 
and Shlmpf -ae mm-aesasw- (attested for K-d in 3MaSg future ad 
0-semm-aesa2w). K-d and R dialects do have VblN α-m-asaw with shifted 
accent. 

There are also some nominal derivations involving -m- (and dissimilated 
variant -n-), including agentives (§8.8) and locational nominals. 

8.4 Reciprocal -nvm-, -m-, -n-

The highly productive Reciprocal prefix creates derived verbs with senses like 
'(hit/see) each other', where there is some overlap in the set of subjects and 
objects. In this primary sense, the subject is normally plural: amm-aksae-n 
'they ate each other' (-vksu-). The reciprocal can also be used in asymmetrical 
predicates, with one referent as subject and the other expressed in a comitative 
prepositional phrase. An example is i-nn-akfa-\dar-as 'he engaged in mutual 
giving with him/her'. For more on the grammatical range of the reciprocal, and 
on alternative constructions, see §15.2. 

The forms of the prefix are given in (487). 

(487) Reciprocal Prefix Allomorphs 

light (and occasionally heavy) verb stems 
-n- if stem contains a labial {b m f} 
-nvm- otherwise 

heavy verb stems 
-n- if stem contains a labial j b m f } 
-m- or (less often) -nvm- otherwise 

The variation between labial m and (dissimilated) alveolar η is shared with 
the Mediopassive prefix. Arguably -nvm- is really just a double sequence of 
-m- (-n-), i.e. underlying /-m-vm-/, with the first /m/ invariably dissimilating 
to the second one (MGT 6.64-65). As usual, the -n- allomorph is realized as m 
when immediately followed by a labial, due to Nasal Assimilation, as in 
-aem-basbba- 'carry each other' due to a low-level cluster assimilation (the η 
does appear in Imprt n-ababb). 

In the heavy stems, -m- (-n-) can be taken as either Mediopassive or 
Reciprocal. In the great majority of cases, the sense with heavy stems is 
reciprocal. However, there are a handful of cases where -m- and -nvm- occur 
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with the same verb and have different senses. For -kvykvy- 'shake (off)', we 
get the forms in (488), cited in the VblN. 

(488) a. α-m-kaykay '(cow) be full of milk' mediopassive 
b. α-nm-akaykay 'shake each other' reciprocal 

Note that the "mediopassive" in (488.a) is highly specialized semantically. 
Rarely, -m- (-n-) with a light verb stem like -vPQvC- seems to have 

reciprocal rather than mediopassive sense. An example is -n-vlkvm- (PerfP 
-ann-alkasm-, Imprt n-slkaem) 'follow each other' (e.g. walk in single file). 
Note that -vlkvm- 'follow' does not lend itself to mediopassive sense. 

Sample reciprocal paradigms are in (489). 

(489) Reciprocal Paradigms 

a. perfective system 
PerfP 
Resit 
PerfN 

-vPQvC-
' stick to each other' 
-n-vrmvm-

-ann-armaem-
-ann-irmasm-
-ann-armsem-

-vCvC-
'bite each other' 
-nvm-vdvd-

-senm-asdasd-
-arilm-aedaed-
-aenm-aedaed-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -aenn-aermaem-
Imprt n-aermasm 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-an-aermam-
LoImpfN -t-an-armim-
Prohib -t-aen-aermam-

-anm-adad-
nam-adad 

-t-lnm-adid-
-t-anm-adid-
-t-anm-adid-

b. nominalizations 
VblN a-n-armam 

a-n-armam 
a-nm-adad 
a-nm-adad 

In 'stick to each other' we see -n- in the long imperfectives, the Imprt, and 
the VblN, but -nn- (due to C,-Gemination) in the Shlmpf and the perfective 
stems. 

The verb -vdvs- 'touch' shows idiosyncratic medial-C gemination in its 
reciprocal (as in its TW-passive): PerfP -senm-aeddaes- 'touch each other'. 

For -vC(C)u>- and similar V-final verb inputs, we get paradigms like those 
in (490). 
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(490) Reciprocal Paradigms From -v(C)Ci> Inputs 

-vPQu-
'give to e. other' 
-n-vkfb-

a. perfective system 
PerfP -ann-akfa-
Reslt -ann-lkfa-
PerfN -ann-akfa-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf /-asnn-askfA-/ 
Imprt n-aekf 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-an-aekfa-
LoImpfN -t-an-akfi-
Prohib -t-sen-aekfa-

b. nominalizations 
VblN a-n-akf 

-vPQu-
'call each other' 
-nvm-vrru-

-aenm-asrra-
-ariim-aevra-
-aenm-asrra-

/-anm-arri-/ 
nam-arar 

-t-mm-arri-
-t-anm-arri-
-t-anm-avri-

a-nm-ararr 

-νΡΡυ-
'go to e. other' 
-nvm-vkku-

-aenm-askka-
-srilm-askka-
-senm-aekka-

/-snm-skki-/ 
nam-akk 

-t-lnm-akki-
-t-snm-akki-
-t-snm-akki-

a-nm-skk 

The /A/ or hi in the Shlmpf can be inferred from the suffixal as or a in 
3MaPl aenn-aekfae-n, snm-arra-n, and anm-akka-n. Further 3MaPl Shlmpf 
examples with V-final stems are sm-babbs-n 'carry each other (on back)' 
(-bubbi>), snm-iss -n 'butcher each other' (-υευ-), anm-ayya-n 'leave each 
other' (-uyyu-), and anm-ajja-n 'do (make) each other' (-vji>). 'Call each 
other' shows the usual resyllabifications (due to the sonorant r) in the short 
imperfectives and the (Sg) VblN (§3.2.4, §3.3.2). 

Short-stem reciprocals with -nvm- or dissimilated -n- are exemplified in 
(491). 

(491) Examples of Short-Stem Reciprocals (-nvm-, -n-), in VblN Form 

VblN Recip gloss stem type 

a. -nvm-
a-nm-agkad 
a-nm-adhrar 
a-nm-anhay 
a-nm-ahyaj 
a-nm-alkah 
a-nm-azzay 
a-nm-asar 

'cut each other' 
'stick to each other' 
'see each other' 
'wound each other' 
'underestimate each other' 
'know each other' 
'graze (wound) each other' 

-vPQvC-

-vPPvC-
-vCvC-
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a-nm-ijay 'tie each other' -uCuC-
a-nm-'iha^ 'approach each other' It 

a-nm-iw3Y 'block each other' II 

a-nm-iwsd 'contact each other' It 

a-nm-sjjaj 'go away from each other' (K-d) -uCvC-
a-nm-sjj 'do (make) each other' -vCu-
a-nm-aks 'eat each other' -vPQi> 
a-nm-3Y3rr 'call each other; be homonyms' " 

a-nm-skk 'go to each other' -νΡΡυ-
a-nm-syy 'leave each other' -υ(Ρ)Ρυ-
a-nm-is 'butcher each other' -uCu-

a-n-armam 'stick to each other' -vPQvC-
a-n-akf 'give to each other' -vPQi> 

Another case, Recip -n-usvm- 'be jealous of each other' from -usvm- 'be 
jealous o f (PerfP -osaem-) is interesting (492). 

(492) Reciprocal of 'be jealous' 

PerfP -aen-esaem-
Imprt n-asaem 
LoImpfP -t-an-asam-
VblN a-n-isam 

Since the stem contains a labial, the Recip prefix is just -n-. This creates a 
stem shape -n-usvm- that fits into the broader -CuCvC- (more precisely, 
-CiCvC-) pattern (§7.3.1.7). Hence the medial e in the perfectives, and the 
shift to <L> vocalism in the imperfectives (but not the VblN). 

Some examples involving middleweight inputs are in (493). There is a mix 
of -m- and -nvm-. Further study would probably show that both -m- and 
-nvm- are grammatical with all of the stems, with -m- typical of the more 
commonly used stems. In elicitation, -nvm- is probably more common than in 
actual speech with long stems. If the stem contains a labial, -n- is usual. 

(493) Reciprocals (-m-, -n-, -nvm-) of Middleweight Inputs (VblN Form) 

Recip VblN Recip gloss underived stem type 

a. -n-
a-m-bsbb 'carry e. o. on back' -CuCCu-

[Imprt n-ababb] 
a-n-ziwab 'reply to each other' -CiCvC-
a-n-msrutar 'need each other' -CVCDCVC-
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b. -m-
a-m-rat tas 
a-m-gaggar 

'cut each other' 
'insult each other' 

-CvC(C)vC-
-CvCCvC-

c. -nm-
a-nm-alarr 

ι 

a-nm-alaslas 
'harm each other' 
'shake each other' 

-CvCCu-
-CvCCvC-

d. -nvm- or -m-
a-nm-ajiwad 
a-m-jlwsd 

'flee each other' -CiCvC-

The reciprocal-causative is common, with -m- (-n-) preceding the sibilant 
prefix of the causative (494). I have never heard the -nvm- variant in this 
combination. Note that while Q-Geminat ion applies to an intervocalic C 
following a simple Causative prefix, this does not happen when the Causative 
prefix is itself preceded by another derivational prefix such as the Recip, so the 
d of reciprocal-causative VblN α-n-s-aduban is not geminated as it is in simple 
causative VblN α - s - a d d ü b a n 'cause to marry' . Likewise we get PerfP 
-aen-s-sedabaen- and Imprt n-as-aduban with ungeminated d. 

(494) Reciprocal-causatives 

VblN Recip gloss underived type 

a. -m-
a-m-s-adari 
a-m-s-anahad 
a-m-s-aggad 

'make each other plump' 
'act in concert, coordinate' 
'make each other jump' 

-CvCu- (+ -t-) 
-CvCvC-
-vPPvC-

b. -n-
a-n-s-adiiban 
a-n-s-ükmas 

'cause each other to marry' -CuCvC-
' scratch each other' -uCCvC-

The verb in (495), -m-vs-uku- also has the form of a reciprocal-causative, 
and can mean 'send to each other', but it often functions (with only a slight 
semantic shift) as a transitive meaning 'spread (news)'. Its syllabic structure is 
similar to that of -tvruru- (PerfP -aetrara-) 'go down', see §7.3.1.14, and the 
two have similar MAN stem paradigms. 
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(495) -m-vs-uku- 'spread' 

a. perfective system 
PerfP -sm-s-aka-
Reslt -asm-s-aka-
PerfN -Eem-s-aka-

b. short imperfective system 
Shlmpf -sm-s-uk (= /-am-s-uki-/) 
Imprt m-Ss-uk 

c. long imperfective system 
LoImpfP -t-lm-s-uku-
LoImpfN -t-am-s-uku-
Prohib -t-am-s-uku-

d. nominalization 
VblN a-m-s-uk 

8.5 Participles (subject relatives) 

Participles can be formed from any indicative verb form (i.e. excluding 
imperatives and hortatives) that may occur clause-initially, hence PerfP, Resit, 
and LoImpfP. We may therefore speak of PerfP participles and so forth. 
Clauses beginning with a preverbal particle (Negative, Future, or Past) can 
form participial constructions, often with a Participial affix added directly to 
the preverbal particle (with much dialectal variation to be described below). 

Participles are the forms taken by verbs in subject relatives ('the man who 
hit the dog', 'the donkey that is running', 'the dog that didn't bark'), and in the 
closely related subject focalization construction ('it wasX [focus] who saw 
me'). In effect, then, participial marking is a kind of subject-extraction index, 
from which the listener can deduce that the NP or demonstrative immediately 
to the left of the participle is the subject of the participialized verb, but has 
been extracted (by relativization or focalization). It is necessary to distinguish 
definite from indefinite participial constructions, and the forms of the 
participles are different in the two contexts. 

Definite subject relatives require a definite demonstrative (or a syntactic 
equivalent such as ere 'whoever', §12.1.6.1) preceding the participle itself. 
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(496) Demonstrative Heads in Relative Clauses 

a. speech-act participant as subject of definite relative 

1 1st, 2nd 

b. 3rd person subject definite relative 

w-ά 
w-i 
t-ά 
t-1 

3MaSg 
3MaPl 
3FeSg 
3FePl 

The 3rd person demonstratives in (496.b) are also used as regular 
demonstrative ('this', 'these') after nouns, as in ae-hdbs w-ά 'this man' (§4.3). 
A typical definite relative is ae-halas [w-α l-jraew-asn] 'the man who entered'. 
The demonstrative 1 in (496.a) occurs only in relatives, following a 1st or 2nd 
person independent pronoun, asin nsekk i kaewael-asn Ί who am black'. 

Indefinite subject relatives are expressed by placing the participle 
immediately after a head NP, which is generally interpreted as indefinite ('a 
man who ate'), or else after the indefinite demonstrative M a i or Fe t-1. M a i is 
an accidental homophone of the lst/2nd person definite demonstrative in 
(496.a). 

In subject focalization (§12.2.1) the invariable Focus particle ά 
intervenes between the fronted focalized NP (which may be a pronoun) and the 
participle. I take ά to be a bare demonstrative root, cf. the -ά of Sg 
demonstratives w-ά and t-ά in (496). 

(497) Demonstrative Head in Focalized Clauses 

In definite relatives, but not in indefinite relatives or in focalized clauses, 
the verb undergoes certain ablaut modifications. This applies both to 
participles (in subject relatives) and to ordinary inflected verbs (in non-subject 
relatives, §12.1.2ff.). The ablaut modications are χ -pcl Erasure (130) in the 
two MAN stem-types where lengthening ablaut formative χ-pcl occurs (Resit, 
LoImpfP), and for many pronominal subject categories there are also 
adjustments (audible only in the LoImpfP) in ablaut-induced accent, 
χ-Erasure (136) or Rightward Accent Shift (132). See §3.5.3 for a summary 
of these modification rules. The erasure of χ-pcl hints at an affinity between 
definite relative clauses and adjectival verbs, which generally omit χ-pcl even 
in normal main clauses. This is suggestive, since of course relatives are 
"adjective-like" in a sense, but note that indefinite relatives do not erase χ-pcl. 

ά (all subject categories) 
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8.5.1 Affixes for participles built directly on verb stems 

When a verb is participialized, it take the regular 3rd person pronominal-
subject prefixes that occur on the corresponding verb. In participles, the 3rd 
person forms are used even when the head is a 1st or 2nd person pronoun, so 
they have no actual person-marking value and function simply as number-
gender markers. The prefixes are shown in (498). 

(498) Number-Gender Prefixes on Participles 

MaSg i- (before C or a), 0 - (before full V or ae) 
FeSg t-(realized as 0-before CV...) 
PI [zero] 

The allomorphs of the MaSg, the deletability of /t-/ before a CV..., and the 
absence of a prefix for PI subject, show that the prefixes on participles behave 
in every way like regular 3rd person subject prefixes on inflected verbs (§7.4). 

The adjectival verbs that cannot take any subject prefixes in their 
perfective forms (including PerfP and Resit), e.g. PerfP ksewal and Resit 
kaewal 'be black', likewise lack prefixes in the corresponding participles, 
including MaSg. The zeroing of FeSg t- would happen anyway before a CV... 
stem onset (Prefixal t-Deletion, §7.4.1.2), but adjectival verbs also avoid 
3MaSg i- prefix (§7.4.2), and this carries through to participles, e.g. the Resit 
participles in as-hdbs kaswael-asn 'a black man', and t-a-maett kaewasl-ast 'a 
black woman'. 

Given the limited set of prefixes in participialized verbs, Participial 
suffixes are especially important. They express the same categories as we saw 
in the prefixes (MaSg, FeSg, PI), with no gender distinction in the plural. 

In (499) I show the Participial suffixes. For morphological comparison, I 
add the corresponding nominal gender-number suffixes, and 3rd person verbal 
subject suffixes. Overall, the participles are sui generis, but have some 
affinities with both nominal and verbal morphology (like participles in many 
other languages). The stems to which Participial affixes are added are verb 
stems, and the prefixes are those used with inflectable verbs. On the other 
hand, the suffixes look more nominal than verbal, participles (as relative 
clauses) are part of NP syntax, and the restriction of both prefixes and suffixes 
to gender-number marking (with no person marking) is suggestive of nominal 
rather than verbal morphology. 
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(499) Participial versus Nominal Gender-Number Suffixes 

category Participial nominal suffix 3rd person subject suffix 

The connection between Participial and nominal suffixes is far from clean. 
Note that suffix -aen is MaSg for participles, but MaPl for nouns. 

Participial FeSg -aet ends in a single t. Like the FeSg nominal suffix -aet 
(§4.1.2.5), it has no special accentual effect, allowing antepenultimate default 
accent as in t-ά t-aedobzen-aet 'the one-FeSg who married'. In this respect -set 
contrasts with the common nominal FeSg suffix -t, which forces word-
penultimate accent (i.e. it behaves accentually as though it ended in a vowel, 
§3.3.1.1). 

Participial -aen (MaSg) and -aet (FePl) induce VV-Contraction when the 
preceding stem ends in a V. Specifically, they behave like 3MaPl subject 
suffix -aen and 2MaPl subject suffix -aem. In other words, a stem-final 
perfective lal in a non-augment verb combines with suffixal /as/ to give as, and 
both V's are counted for purposes of Default Accentuation (resulting in surface 
penultimate word accent after VV-Contraction): ά-sael wa-\dd osae-n 'the day 
he came' (compare PerfP osae-n 'they-Ma came'). For contractions involving 
augment verbs, see §8.5.5. 

8.5.2 Forms of definite participles (PerfP, Resit) 

Consider the examples in (500). MaPl and FePl are the same, except for w-i 
versus t-ί demonstrative, so the FePl is omitted. 

(500) PerfP and Resit Definite Participles 

MaSg -aen 
FeSg -aet 
MaPl -nen 
FePl 

0 
-t, -aet 
-aen, -tasn 
-en, -ten 

0 
0 
-aen 
-naet 

MaSg FeSg MaPl 

'enter' 
PerfP w-α l-jjaes-aen t-α t-ajjaes-aet w-i ajjaes-nen 
Resit w-α i-jjaes-aen t-α t-ajjaes-aet w-i ajjaes-nen 

'drink' 
PerfP 
Resit 

w-α 1-swae-n 
w-α i-swae-n 

t-α t-aswae-t 
t-α t-aswae-t 

w-i aswae-nen 
w-i aswae-nen 
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'move out' 
PerfP w-α 0-aehonas-n t-α t-aehonae-t w-i aehonae-nen 
Resit w-α 0-aehonae-n t-α t-aehonae-t w-i aehonae-nen 

'Enter' -vjjvs- and 'drink' -vswi> are light stems, while 'move out' -honu-
(more specifically -hinu- in several dialects) is middleweight. In all participles 
for 'enter' and 'drink', it is possible to distinguish PerfP from Resit due to the 
Resit accent formative χ-pcl, even though the lengthening formative is 
removed by χ-pcl Erasure in definite participles (for these formatives see 
§7.2.2.2). This does not work for the middleweight verb 'move out'. Although 
there is an underlying χ-pcl in the Resit participles, it targets the medial o, 
which in the PerfP is targeted by Default Accentuation. In PI Partpl 
aehonae-nen, the targeted vowel is the antepenult. In 0-aehonae-n and 
t-aehonae-t, and also inl-swas-n and t-aswae-t for 'drink', i.e. in participles of 
non-augment V-final verbs, the surface penultimate accent shows that Default 
Accentuation applies before VV-Contraction, e.g. to /t-aehonae-aet/. We also 
observe Presuffixal α-Shortening with 'drink' and 'move out', most obviously 
in the PI participles but also (before VV-Contraction) in the MaSg and FeSg. 

χ-pcl Erasure also accounts for the fact that the i which appears after stem 
C, in Resit stems of many superheavy stems, and which I analyse as a 
manifestation of χ-pcl, does not appear in definite participles. Thus -xvbubu-
(+ -t) 'have a gaping hole' has PerfP -aexbabae-t and with χ-pcl Resit 
-axibabae-t. In a definite relative clause with Resit participle, the i (and the 
Short-V Harmony that it triggers) are absent: w-α 0-aexbcibe-n 'the one with a 
gaping hole', differing only by accent from PerfP counterpart w - α 
0-aexbabe-n 'the one that became wide open'. With augment verbs, before 
Participial suffixes as before subject suffixes, VV-Contraction precedes 
Default Accentuation, hence the antepenultimate accent in 0-aexbabe-n. 

χ-pcl Erasure does not shorten lexical full V's. 
Textual examples of Resit participles are in (501). 

(501) a. t-aha hasraet [dasr haeraet-asn] 
3FeSgS-be.in.Reslt thing [in thing-MaPl] 
[w-"i-\taenaet anfae-nen] 
[Ma-Dem.Pl-\3FeP10 benefit.Reslt-Partpl.Pl] 
'One of the things is in it (a plant) that benefits them 
(livestock).' 

b. i-hannaey "ae-mrar 
3MaSgS-see.LoImpfP Sg-old.man 
0-aeqqimae-n, 
3MaSgS-sit.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
[a waer i-hannay 
[Dem Neg 3MaSgS-see.LoImpfN 
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fas-lyad i-bdad-asn]] 
[Sg-boy' 3MaSgS-arise.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg]] 
'An adult man sitting down sees more than a boy standing up.' 
[Gao] [proverb, lit. "a man who has sat down sees what a boy 
who has stood up does not see"] 

In (501.b), the demonstrative w-1 is separated from the participialized verb 
by an object clitic. 

An example of a definite participial relative wi th l after a lst/2nd person 
pronoun is (502). 

(502) naekk-aen-ed [i hae-n ae-rojj] 
1P1 ' [Dem be.in.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg Sg-bush] 
'we who are (living) in the bush' [K] 

8.5.3 Forms of definite participles (LoImpfP) 

Excluding imperatives and hortatives, which have no participles, the LoImpfP 
is the only indicative imperfective stem that can occur clause-initially, and can 
therefore be directly participialized. It readily occurs in definite participial 
constructions, e.g. in subject relatives with progressive or other non-past 
imperfective time reference ('he who eats', etc.). 

As indicated in §7.2.5.1, the regular LoImpfP stem of inflected verbs is 
characterized by several ablaut formatives, including a characteristic long 
imperfective vocalic melody («L» or «H» depending on stem-shape class), an 
accent χ -pc l , two full-V formatives χ-pcl and χ-f, and a prefix -t- and/or 
gemination of the second stem consonant r-c2. The characteristic melody, the 
consonantal change(s), and χ-f (lengthening of final-syllable V) constitute the 
prototype for all long imperfectives (though the LoImpfN then overlays its 
own melody). By contrast, within the long imperfective system, χ-pcl and 
χ-pcl are specific to the LoImpfP, and these two formatives (both targeting the 
first postconsonantal C) are vulnerable to modification in definite relatives, 
including definite LoImpfP participles. 

Consider the data in (503) 

(503) χ-pcl Erasure in First Stem-Syllable of LoImpfP Definite Participles 

gloss LoImpfP MaSg LoImpfP definite participle 

a. χ-pcl inaudible after Default Accentuation, χ-pcl audibly erased 
'stand' -bdddaed- w-α i-bseddaed-asn 
'sit' -t-cnrseyma- w-a i-t-asraeyme-n 
'converse' -t-idwanni-t w-α i-t-sdwsnni-n 
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b. χ-pcl audible after Default Accentuation, no audible χ-pcl 
'bite' -(t-)addad- w-α i-dddd-aen 

w-a i-t-addad-aen 

The effect of χ-pcl Erasure can be seen in the shortened ae or a in the first 
syllable of the LoImpfP stem (following 3MaSg i-) in the participles in the 
right-hand column in (503.a). There is no shortened V in the participle of 'bite' 
(503.b), since the full α in -(t-)adddd- is not due to χ-pcl, rather to χ-f, as is 
shown by retention of the full V in the other long imperfective stems, e.g. 
LoImpfN -(t-)addid-. In (503.a), the χ-pcl accent formative is theoretically 
still present in the participles, but is overridden by Default Accentuation. For 
'sit', we get surface penultimate accent since Default Accentuation applies 
before VV-Contraction in non-augment V-final stems. 

χ-pcl Erasure has the effect of making it difficult to distinguish the 
(modified) LoImpfP from the Prohib stem. In their full forms (in main 
clauses), the two share the ablaut features common to all long imperfectives, 
but differ in that the LoImpfP also has χ-pcl and χ-pcl. Therefore the erasure 
of χ-pcl and the overriding of χ-pcl by Default Accentuation in (503.a) do 
result in surface neutralization of the difference between LoImpfP and Prohib 
(causing no real ambiguity, since the Prohib has no participles). However, 
participial i-ddad-aen in (503.c) has an unmistakable, accented LoImpfP stem; 
compare unaccented Prohib stem -sddad-. 

The full set of LoImpfP participles for - ryvmu- 'sit', cf. (503.a), and for 
-hinu- 'move out', cf. (500) (§8.5.2, above), is given in (504). Again, the 
MaSg and FeSg show surface penultimate accent because Default 
Accentuation precedes VV-Contraction. 

(504) LoImpfP Participles for Middleweight V-final 'sit' and 'move out' 

Stem-final α remains full in the LoImpfP before -nen, being protected by 
the χ-f length formative. Before -sen and -aet suffixes, stem-final α contracts 
with /ae/ to form e. 

In the LoImpfP, unlike the perfective system, there are also some instances 
of <H> rather than <L> melody in the suffixes. This occurs with LoImpfP 
stems of V-initial and V-final light stems like -υδυ- 'butcher' (PerfP -osa-, 
Lolmpf -t-ls- from /-t-lsi-/). In (505), compare the LoImpfP participles of 
'butcher' and 'drink'. 

'sit' 
-Yvymu-

'move out' 
-huni> 

MaSg w-α i-t-aersyme-n w-α i-t-aehäne-n 
FeSg t-a 0-t-aersyme-t t-α 0-t-aehane-t 
(Ma)Pl w-i t-asraeyma-nen w-i t-aehana-nen 
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(505) LoImpfP Definite Participles for Light V-Final 'butcher' and 'drink' 

MaSg FeSg MaPl 

a. 'butcher' (LoImpfP Ι-Χ-ύι-Γ) 
w-α i-t-iss-n t-ά 0-t-isa-t w-i t-iss-nen 

b. 'drink' (LoImpfP /-sdssA-/) 
w-α i-ssessas-n t-ά 0-saessae-t w-i sasssae-nen 

Disregarding the accents for the moment (see below), we observe schwa 
(rather than ae) as the result of VV-Contraction from /i-ae/ in the singular 
forms. There is also a schwa representing III before PI suffix -nen. These are 
the normal manifestations of hi and call for no special phonology here. 

The accentual alternations in (505) are remarkable. The PI participle has an 
accent shift onto the stem-final a or ae. The fact that the FeSg participles 
0-t-is9-t and 0-sasssae-t are entirely unaccented, forcing phrasal accent on the 
preceding demonstrative, indicates that Default Accentuation applies at a late 
point. As shown below, FeSg participles of heavier verbs show the same 
accent shift (Rightward Accent Shift (132)) that applies to the PI participle. 
As shown by paradigms of (non-participial) LoImpfP verbs in non-subject 
definite relatives (§12.1.2-4), the basic principle is that Rightward Accent Shift 
applies when the ablaut accent χ-pel targets the first stem syllable, and when 
there is no (potentially) syllabic subject prefix (like 3MaSg i-). Given that 
FeSg LoImpfP definite participles undergo Rightward Accent Shift (since the 
3FeSg t- prefix is zeroed and is therefore not syllabic), the conclusion is that 
e.g. 0-t-isa-t in (505) starts out as /t-t-isi-aet/, becomes /0-t-is3-ast/ by 
Rightward Accent Shift (after the t- prefix is deleted), and then abruptly loses 
its accent as the /a-ae/ combination contracts to 3. Since there is no reason for a 
marked accent to be deleted in the course of VV-Contraction, this requires a 
special morphophonemic rule, χ-Erasure (136). 

It is important to make sure that Default Accentuation does not apply at 
the unaccented /0-t-iss-aet/ stage, since this would lead to surface penultimate 
accent, e.g. the incorrect #0-t-is3-t. In the MaSg participles, e.g. i-t-Isa-n, 
there is no reason not to allow precisely this ordering, though we would get the 
same surface penultimate accent anyway since the marked ablaut accent χ-pcl 
occurs precisely on this syllable. 

Consider now (506), where the underlying LoImpfP stem is bisyllabic. 
These forms bring out the parallelism in accent between FeSg and PI LoImpfP 
definite participles, in opposition to MaSg counterparts. 
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(506) LoImpfP Definite Participles for Four Verbs 

MaSg FeSg MaPl 

a. 'belch' (LoImpfP -t-ujray-) 
w-a i-t-üjray-aen t-α 0-t-ujray-aet w-i t-ujray-nen 

b. 'enter' (LoImpfP -t-ajjaes-) 
w-α i-t-sejjaes-aen t-α 0-t-sejjaes-ast w-i t-aejjaes-nen 

c. 'exit' (LoImpfP -zdjjaer-) 
w-α i-zsejjasr-aen t-α 0-zffijjaer-ast w-i zaejjaer-nen 

d. 'hit' (LoImpfP 
w-α i-ggat-aen t-α t-aggat-ast w-i aggat-nen 
w-α i-t-aggdt-aen t-α 0-t-3ggat-ast w-i t-aggdt-nen 

In (506.a-c), the underlying LoImpfP stem has marked penultimate accent. 
The MaSg participle is consistent with this, though its accent is overridden by 
Default Accentuation. In the FeSg and PI participles, we observe Rightward 
Accent Shift. In (506.d), the underlying LoImpfP stem has marked accent on 
the final syllable, so no accent shift occurs. 

Finally consider (507). 

(507) LoImpfP Definite Participles for 'marry' (LoImpfP -t-ldubun-) 

MaSg FeSg MaPl 

w-α i-t-adübun-aen t-α 0-t-sdübun-aet w-i t-adübun-nen 

Here we cannot tell whether any accent erasures or shifts have occurred, 
since Default Accentuation on the antepenult would override any such 
alternations. 

An example showing χ-pcl Erasure with a lst-2nd person pronoun head is 
(508). 

(508) naekk [i i-taettae-n] 
lSg [Dem 3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg] 
Ί who eat (regularly)' 

Although 1st and 2nd pronouns require 1 as the clause-internal head, this 
does not behave like the demonstrative 1 used in indefinite relatives (see 
below). The accentual and ablaut modifications for definite relatives apply in 
(508), hence -taett- rather than -tatt- for 'eat.LoImpfP', but not in indefinite 
relatives. 
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8.5.4 Indefinite participles 

Indefinite participles, which directly follow the head noun with no intervening 
demonstrative, or follow an indefinite demonstrative (see below) in the 
absence of a real head noun, are much more straightforward in form than the 
definite participles described in preceding sections. They have the same 
prefixes and suffixes as definite participles. The difference is that the special 
rules erasing ablaut χ and shifting the accent in definite participles do not 
apply to indefinite participles. Therefore the verb stem preceding the 
Participial suffix is exactly the same as the corresponding inflectable verb stem 
in main clauses. 

In the PerfP for ordinary verbs, the definite and indefinite participial 
forms are the same: w-α l-jjass-asn 'he who entered' (definite), as-hdlas 
l-jjaes-asn 'a man who entered' (indefinite). For adjectival verbs, on the other 
hand, there are special indefinite participle forms (translatable as modifying 
adjectives); see §8.5.7, below. 

The most systematic difference between indefinite and definite participles 
can be seen in the Resit and LoImpfP participles. The indefinite participles 
follow the ablaut pattern of the regular inflected stem as seen in main clauses, 
while (see §8.5.3, above) the definite participles erase χ-pcl , and have unusual 
accentual patterns in FeSg and PI LoImpfP participles. For the Resit, compare 
the forms in (509), e.g. 'he who has entered' versus 'an Ν who has entered' 
(509.a). The inflected Resit stems are -ajjas- 'enter', -axlbabae-t (with 
augment, underlying /-axibaba-t/ 'have gaping hole', and -sbddd- 'stand'. 

(509) Definite versus Indefinite Resit Participles (N = any noun) 

gloss def. ('he who has') indef. ('one who has') 

a. 'enter' w-α i-jjass-aen Ν i-jjds-asn 
b. 'have gaping hole' w-α 0-ffixbdbe-n Ν i-xlbabe-n 
c. 'stand' w-α i-bdaed-aen Ν i-bdad-sen 

For the LoImpfP, consider the examples in (510). The corresponding 
inflected stems are -t-djjaes-, -t-lxbubu-t (underlying /-t-ixbubu- + -t/), and 
-baddaed-. 

(510) Definite versus Indefinite LoImpfP Participles (N = any noun) 

gloss definite ('he who...s') indefinite ('one who...s') 

a. 'enter' w-α i-t-sejjass-aen Ν i-t-ajjaes-aen 
b. 'have gaping hole' w-α i-t-axbubu-n Ν i-t-ixbubu-n 
c. 'stand' w-α i-bsddaed-aen Ν i-baddaed-aen 
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If there is no noun head, a special set of indefinite demonstratives can be 
pressed into service as dummy heads ('a good one', etc.). The forms are shown 
in (511). 

(511) Demonstrative Head of Indefinite Relative 

MaSg = MaPl 1 
FeSg = FePl t-ϊ 

One could argue, by analogy to other demonstratives (e.g. MaSg w-ά 'this' 
versus MaPl w-ί, FeSg t-ά, and FePl t-i, §4.3.1), that the plurals in (511) are 
structurally distinct from the singulars (e.g. FePl /t-i-i/ with the two i 's then 
contracting to one), but if so the difference is phonetically vacuous. In any 
event, plurality in subject relatives is clearly marked by the participle itself, so 
the only number-gender information added non-redundantly by the 
demonstrative is gender in the plural. Examples are in (512); note that the 
lengthened ά in the Resit stem is not (re-)shortened. 

(512) a. i 0-oldY-aen 
Dem 3MaSgS-be.good.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'a good one-Ma' 

b. i οΐάγ-nen 
Dem be.good.Reslt-Partpl.Pl 
'good ones-Ma' 

c. t-i t-olar-aet 
Fe-Dem 3FeSgS-be.good.Reslt-Partpl.FeSg 
'a good one-Fe' 

d. t-i o lar-nen 
Fe-Dem be.good.Reslt-Partpl.Pl 
'good ones-Fe' 

e. zewwasd-a2Y addinaet-naenasr azzar-nen 
arrive.PerfP-lSgS people-lPlPoss dwell.Reslt-Partpl.Pl 
daeY ae-kall w-en-dasY η arsebaenda ί 
in Sg-land Ma-Dist-Anaph Poss Gourma Prox 
Ί arrived to (=among) our people (=kin) who live in that 
(same) country of the Gourma (south of the Niger River).' 

Indefinite (like definite) participles may take complements. In the case of 
indefinite participles (513), any clitics appear after the head noun since there is 
no demonstrative head to host them. (We will see that this remains true when 
the head noun is followed by a preverbal particle like Neg waer.) In (513.a), 
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the accent in i-ksae-n is a secondary phrasal accent and can be disregarded 
here. 

(513) a. ae-halas i-ksae-n edi-nnet 
Sg-man 3MaSgS-eat.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg dog-3SgPoss 
'a man who has eaten his dog' 

b. ae-halas-\att i-ksae-n 
Sg-man-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-eat.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 
'a man who has eaten it' 

c. ae-hdlasAadd 0-osa-n 
Sg-man-\Centrip 3MaSgS-arrive.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'a man who has come' 

8.5.5 Suffixal augment -t- in participles 

V-final verbs characterized by the stem-final augment -t- show the augment in 
the PI participle, but not in the MaSg and FeSg. This is because the PI 
Participial suffix -nen is C-initial, while the MaSg and FeSg Participial 
suffixes are V-initial. Exactly the same pattern occurs in the (non-participial) 
regular paradigms of augment verbs, where -t- occurs before C-initial suffixes 
like 3FePl -naet. See (514). 

(514) Definite Participles of Augment Verb Vdwn 'converse' 

a. PerfP (cf. aedwaennas-t 'he conversed' 
MaSg: w-α 0-aedwaenne-n 
FeSg: t-α t-aedwaenne-t 
MaPl: w-i asdwaennae-t-nen 

b. Resit (cf. adiwasnnas-t 'he has conversed' 
MaSg: w-α 0-aedwaenne-n 
FeSg: t-α t-aedwaenne-t 
MaPl: w-i aedwaennae-t-nen 

c. LoImpfP (cf. i-t-ldwanni-t 'he converses') 
MaSg: w-α i-t-adwanni-n 
FeSg: t-α t -adwanni-t 
MaPl: w-i t-adwanni-t-nen 

The PerfP and Resit stem-final /a/ contracts with suffix-initial /ae/ (MaSg 
and FeSg participles) to produce e. This is exactly the same contraction we get 
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in PerfP inflected forms of the same augment verbs with subject suffixes of the 
shape /aeC/, e.g. aedwaenne-n 'they conversed'. 

Although this contraction to e applies in MaSg and FeSg participles of 
both augment and non-augment stems, there is a difference between the two 
verb classes in that augment verbs have Default Accentuation apply after 
VV-Contraction, hence the antepenultimate accent in e.g. 0-aedwaenne-n 
(514.a). This is consistent with the ordering of these rules in regular inflected 
forms of augment verbs. When the accent of a participle of an augmented verb 
is penultimate, this is due to Resit ablaut accent formative χ-pcl, as in 
i-ddare-n 'plump-MaSg' and its FeSg counterpart t-addare-t (cf. Resit 
-addsrae-t). By contrast, both in participles and in regular inflected forms, non-
augment V-final stems have Default Accentuation apply before 
VV-Contraction, so we end up with surface penultimate accent in e.g. 
LoImpfP participle w-α i-t-aeraeyme-n 'the one-Ma who is sitting'. 

8.5.6 Participles built on preverbal particles 

8.5.6.1 Participles with Negative w&r 

Subject relatives with a negation are constructed by participializing (i.e. adding 
Participial suffixes to) the Negative particle waer. The MaSg is -aen and the 
FeSg is -aet as in simple verb participles, but the PI ending is now also -aen 
(homophonous with the MaSg), as seen in (515). In K-f, the Participial suffixes 
lose their short V, resulting in PI and MaSg n- and FeSg t-. In Im dialect, n-
generalizes from Masg and PI to FeSg, and is prosodically part of the 
following verb. 

(515) Participial Forms of Negative w®r 

MaSg FeSg PI dialect 

waer-aen waer-ast wser-aen K-d, R, T-ka 
waer-n waer-t waer-n K-f 
waer n- waer n- wEer n- Im 

The inflected verb (PerfN, LoImpfN) itself follows the participialized 
negative. In the MaSg and FeSg cases, the verb has the same form it would 
have following waer in a non-participial clause. Therefore the MaSg begins in 
i-, which is audible before a C or a verb beginning in underlying schwa (but is 
zeroed, as usual, before ae or a full V). The FeSg begins in t-, which is audible 
before any V, but is deleted before CV... However, the expected 3MaPl or 
3FePl subject suffix is absent in this negative participial construction (cf. 
3MaPl -aen and 3FePl -naet with ordinary inflected verbs). 
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One suspects that the -aen suffix on wzer does a kind of double duty, as 
both the participial ending (cf. MaSg Participial -aen) and as a substitute for the 
missing 3MaPl -aen or 3FePl -naet on the inflected verb. If so, the homophony 
of participial -a?n and 3MaPl subject suffix -aen is likely to have been 
responsible for the mischief. Examples involving LoImpfP -ssss- 'drink' (from 
stem -vswu-) are in (516.a-d). (516.e) is a PerfP -anhey- 'see' (from stem 
-vhnvy-, with metathesis of adjacent hn to nh), and also shows that a clitic 
attaches to the demonstrative in this construction. 

(516) Examples of Negative Participles (not Future) 

a. w-α waer-aen 
Ma-Dem.Sg Neg-Partpl.MaSg 
'he who does not drink' 

1-S9SS 
3MaSgS-drink.LoImpfN 

b. t-α waer-aet 
Fe-Dem.Sg Neg-Partpl.FeSg 
'she who does not drink' 

0-S9SS 
3FeSgS-drink.LoImpfN 

c. 

d. 

e. 

w-i waer-aen 
Ma-Dem.Pl Neg-Partpl.Pl 
'they-MaPl who do not drink' 

t-i waer-aen 
Fe-Dem.Pl Neg-Partpi.Pl 
'they-FePl who do not drink' 

[w-a-\hl 
[Ma-Dem.Sg-\lSgO 

ae-habs 
Sg-man 
i-nhey] 
3MaSgS-see.PerfN] 
'the man who didn't see me' 

S3SS 
drink.LoImpfN 

SdSS 
drink.LoImpfN 

waer-aen 
Neg-Partpl.MaSg 

f. i-razzej-aen w- i η t-aelm-en 
Pl-livestock-MaPl Ma-Dem.Pl Poss Fe-she.camel-FePl 
waer-aen azzey ar sessaehra 
Neg-Partpl.Pl know.PerfN except Sahara 
'the camels that did not know (=had not experienced) anything 
other than the Sahara.' 

Since -säss- begins with CV..., the 3FeSg prefix is not audible in (516.b), 
which looks superficially as though it has the same inflected verb form as in 
the plural examples (516.c-d). In (517) I give examples of V-initial stems with 
a clear 3FeSg t- prefix. 
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(517) Negative FeSg Participles (not Future) with V-initial Stem 

a. t-ά waer-eet t-ojel 
Fe-Dem.Sg Neg-Partpl.FeSg 3FeSgS-refuse.PerfN 
'she who did not refuse' 

b. t-α waer-aet t-aehona 
3FeSgS-move.out.PerfN 

'she who did not move out' 

As in regular inflection, the PerfN (whether or not homophonous to the 
PerfP) negates both the PerfP and the Resit, so the examples in (517) could 
also be glossed resultatively as e.g. 'she who has not (already) refused'. 

If the verb begins in as or a full V, the only audible difference between 
MaSg and PI subject constructions is in the demonstrative (518.a-c). The 
examples in (518) are from T-md, which has ae (versus T-ka s) in PerfP 
(=PerfN) -aeqqima- 'sit'. 

(518) Negative MaSg and PI Participles (not Future) with V-initial Stem 

a. w-α wser-aen 0-seqqima 
'he who did not sit' 

b. w-i wser-sen seqqima 
'they-MaPl who did not sit' 

c. t-i waer-aen seqqima 
'they-FePl who did not sit' 

In the Im dialect, we get invariant wser n- plus invariant 3MaSg form of 
the verb. The n- is articulated with the verb, in a slowed-down pronunciation 
that allows a prosodic break between words. 

(519) Immenas Dialect Negative Participles 

a. w-α wser n-i-ksa 
'he who did not eat' 

b. t-α wser n-i-ksa 
'she who did not eat' 

c. w-i wser n-i-ksa 
'they-Ma who did not eat' 
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The K-f informant had MaSg or PI -n versus FeSg -t (without a V) 
suffixed to the Neg particle. Subject prefixation on the following verb was as 
for T-ka. The Im system in (519) could have evolved out of the Κ system 
(520), with the -n generalized and prosodically resegmented. 

(520) Kidal-Ifoghas Dialect Negative Participles 

a. w-α wser-n i-khya 
'he who did not eat' 

b. t-α waer-t t-akhya 
'she who did not eat' 

c. w-i waer-n akhya 
'they-Ma who did not eat' 

The preceding examples are all of definite negative participles. Indefinite 
counterparts are shown in (521). 

(521) a. ae-habs wser-aen i-zjer 
Sg-man Neg-Partpl.MaSg 3MaSgS-go.out.PerfN 
'a man who has not gone out.' 

b. as-habsAat waer-£en i-nhey 
Sg-man-\3MaSgO Neg-Partpl.MaSg 3MaSgS-see.PerfN 
'a man who has not seen it' 

c. t-a-maett wasr-aet t-almed 
Fe-Sg-woman Neg-Partpl.FeSg 3FeSgS-know.PerfN 
t-as-masaeq-q 
Fe-Sg-Tamashek-FeSg 
'a woman who doesn't know Tamashek.' [K-f] 

d. eeddinaet waer-sen aimed 
people Neg-Partpl.Pl know.PerfN 
t-a-masaeq-q 
Fe-Sg-Tamashek-FeSg 
'people who don't know Tamashek.' [K-f] 

(521.b) also shows that any clitic present is hosted on the internal head of 
the relative clause (here, a head noun in the indefinite construction), even 
when a preverbal particle like waer- is present. 

T-ka and R have the same basic grammar for negative participles. They 
diverge, however, in future (and future negative) participles, to which we now 
turn. 
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8.5.6.2 Participles with Future mär (ore) 

Another preverbal particle is the Future, which appears as ad (dialectally ar) in 
positive utterances. The Future Negative is expressed in T-ka by u - m a r 
(presumably fused from *wasr mar), in R and some other dialects by w$r 
followed by Future allomorph e. In effect, a d is confined to clause-initial 
position and is replaced by mar or e when non-initial 

For T-ka, the combinations of (noninitial) Future particle m a r with 
participial endings are given in (522). 

(522) Participial Forms of Future mar (T-ka) 

MaSg FeSg PI 

mar-aen mar-aet mar-aen 

Corresponding to T-ka mar-aen, I have recorded mare-n for T-md, both 
made-n and m a r - n for A-grm, and m a n - n (evidently assimilated from 
*mar-n) for some Gao-area dialects. 

Examples of the definite participial construction are in (523). 

(523) Definite Future Participles (T-ka) 

a. w-α mar-aen 
Ma-Dem.Sg Fut-Partpl.MaSg 
'he who will drink' 

1-S3W 
3MaSgS-drink.ShImpf 

t-ά mar-aet 
Fe-Dem.Sg Fut-Partpl.FeSg 
'she who will drink' 

t-3S3W 
3FeSgS-drink.ShImpf 

c. 

d. 

w-i mar-aen 3S3W 
Ma-Dem.Pl Fut-Partpl.MaSg 
'they-Ma who will drink' 

t-i mar-sen 
Fe-Dem.Pl Fut-Partpl.MaSg 
'they-Fe who will drink' 

drink.Shlmpf 

3S3W 
drink.Shlmpf 

Again there is no subject suffix on the inflected verb in the plural-subject 
cases (523c-d). 

When both Neg and Fut particles are present (future negative), the Neg 
morpheme comes first (as usual). In T-ka, where Neg and Fut combine into the 
fused form ü-mar, the participial endings are added to this. Hence MaSg and 
PI u-mar-aen but 3FeSg ü-mar-aet. As in the preceding negative and future 
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cases, the inflected verb may take a 3MaSg or 3FeSg prefix but takes no affix 
for plural subject. 

(524) Definite Future Negative Participles (T-ka) 

a. w-α ü-mar-aen 0-as 
Ma-Dem.Sg Neg-Fut-Partpl.MaSg 3MaSgS-butcher.ShImpf 
'he who will not butcher' 

b. t-α ü-mar-aet t-as 
Fe-Dem.Sg Neg-Fut-Partpl.FeSg 3FeSgS-butcher.ShImpf 
'she who will not butcher' 

c. w-i ü-mar-aen as 
Ma-Dem.Pl Neg-Fut-Partpl.Pl butcher.Shlmpf 
'they-MaPl who will not butcher' 

d. naekk [i ü-mar-aen i-jal] 
lSg [Dem Neg-Fut-Partpl.MaSg 3MaSgS-go.ShImpf] 
Ί-Ma who will go.' 

e. naekk [i ü-mar-aet t-ajal] 
lSg [Dem Neg-Fut-Partpl.FeSg 3FeSgS-go.ShImpf] 
Ί-Fe who will go.' 

I have recorded dramatically different constructions for these future and 
future negative participials for R and K. Here the noninitial Future particle is e 
(allomorph he after a V-final demonstrative), and it patterns quite differently 
from T-ka mar. The Participle ending is attached to the following (Shlmpf) 
verb, not to the preverbal particle. In this R and Κ construction, clitics can 
intervene between Neg waer and Future e, while the fused T-ka Fut Neg 
complex ü-mar allows no intervening material. Examples are in (525). 

(525) Definite Future Participles (R and K) 

a. w-α he aksa-n 
Ma-Dem.Sg Fut eat.Shlmpf-Partpl.MaSg 
'he who will eat' [R] (/he a/ contracts to [he1]) 

b. t-α he t-sksa-t 
Fe-Dem.Sg Fut eat.Shlmpf-Partpl.FeSg 
'she who will eat' [R] 
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c. 

d. 

e. 

w-i he 
Ma-Dem.Pl Fut 
'they-MaPl who will eat' [R] 

t-i he 
Fe-Dem.Pl Fut 
'they-FePl who will eat' [R] 

sksa-nen 

eat.Shlmpf-Partpl.Pl 

aksa-nen 
eat.Shlmpf-Partpl.Pl 

ded-en [t-i-\tt 
woman-FePl [Fe-Dem.Pl-\3MaSgO 
e seqrae-nen] 
Fut kill.Shlmpf-.Shlmpf-Partpl.Pl] 
'the women who will kill him' [K-d] 

For Kidal-area dialects, I have also recorded 0-aeksa-n instead of aksa-n 
in (525.a). The difference is whether Short-V Harmony applies. 

The R future negative counterparts of (525) are illustrated in (526). 

(526) Definite Future Negative Participles (R) 

a. MaSg 
i. w-a he wasr-sen 

Ma-Dem.Sg Fut Neg-Partpl.MaSg 
1-duban 
3MaSgS -marry. S hlmpf 
'he who will not get married' 

11. w-a 

in. w-a 

he waer-aen 

waer-aen 

e 
Fut 

Vduban 

l -dubsn 

b. FeSg 
i. t-a he 

Fut 
waer 
Neg Fe-Dem.Sg 

t-adubsn-ast 
3FeSgS-marry.ShImpf-Partpl.FeSg 
'she who will not marry' 

e 
Fut 

li. t-a he waer-aet 
Neg-Partpl.FeSg 

t-adüban-aet 

iii. t-α waer e t-sdüban-aet 
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c. MaPl 
i. w-i he waer-aen e aduban 

Ma-Dem.Pl Fut Neg-Partpl.Pl Fut marry.Shlmpf 
'they-Ma who will not get married' 

ii. [not attested] 

iii. w-i waer-asn e adubsn 

The R informant had some difficulty with the examples in (526), and there 
is evidently some intra-dialectal variation here. In the (i) version of each 
example, Future e (or: he) is doubled, occurring once before and once after 
Negative waer. The Future particle occurs only once in the other types, before 
Neg in the (ii) examples and after it in the (iii) examples. The (iii) examples 
appear to be most common for the R informant, and it is consistent with the 
usual ordering (Neg Fut) in non-relative clauses. The (i) and (ii) types are 
therefore anomalous. They may reflect difficulty in hearing Fut e before MaSg 
subject prefix i- in (526.a.iii), a difficulty that can be resolved by adding 
another (h)e before the Neg particle. 

In any event, the forms of the verb are consistent in (526). The FeSg forms 
have FeSg Participial suffix -aet, but no Participial suffix occurs on the verb in 
the MaSg or PI constructions. One variant of the FeSg construction (526.b.ii) 
also adds -aet to the Neg particle (waer-ast). The MaSg and PI add their 
participial suffixes to the Neg particle (waer-aen). 

For K-d, only one type of future negative participial clause was recorded 
(527). 

(527) a. ae-habs [w-a-\taet 
Sg-man [Ma-Dem.Sg-\3FeSgO 
waer-aen e 0-aeijY] 
Neg-Partpl.MaSg Fut 3MaSgS-kill.ShImpf] 
'the man who will not kill her' 

b. t-a-maett [t-a-\t 
Fe-Sg-woman [Fe-Dem.Sg-\3MaSgO 
waer-aet e t-aegr] 
Neg-Partpl.FeSg Fut 3FeSgS-kill.ShImpf] 
'the woman who will not kill him' 

c. meddan [w-i-\t£et 
men [Ma-Dem.Pl-\3FeSgO 
waer-aen e asqv] 
Neg-Partpl.Pl Fut kill.Shlmpf] 
'the men who will not kill her' 
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For the Im dialect, I recorded a positive future participial construction 
with he-η, i.e. Participial -n added to the (noninitial) Future particle. The 
following verb is in invariant 3MaSg subject form (528). 

(528) Definite Future Participles (Im Dialect) 

a. w-α he-η 0-aemmaet 
Ma-Dem.Sg Fut-Partpl 3MaSgS-die.ShImpf 
'he who will die' 

b. t-α he-η 0-aemmaet 
Fe-Dem.Sg Fut-Partpl 3MaSgS-die.ShImpf 
'she who will die' 

c. w-i he-η 0-aemmaet 
Ma-Dem.Pl Fut-Partpl 3MaSgS-die.ShImpf 
'they-Ma who will die 

The future negative for this dialect simply adds Neg w s r before the same 
invariant he-n (529). 

(529) Definite Future Negative Participles (Im) 

a. w-α waer he-η 0-aemmaet 
Ma-Dem.Sg Neg Fut-Partpl 3MaSgS-die.ShImpf 
'he who will not die' 

b. w-i wasr he-η 0-aemmaet 
Ma-Dem.Sg Neg Fut-Partpl 3MaSgS-die.ShImpf 
'they-Ma who will not die' 

The indefinite participial construction is illustrated in (530). The T-ka 
example (530.a) is of the same structure as the definite construction (523), 
except that the demonstrative is missing and (therefore) the clitic is hosted by 
the head noun. The R example (530.b) shows mar-sen followed by Fut e. The 
R informant was the same who gave the rather different definite participial 
type (526). 

(530) a. a2-habs-\ad mar-sen 0 -as 
Sg-man-\Centrip Fur-Partpl.MaSg 3MaSgS-arrive.ShImpf 
'a man who will come' [T-ka] 

b. mi mar-asn e 0-aemmae-t 
who? Fut-Partpl.MaSg Fut 3MaSgS-die.ShImpf-Aug 
'Who will die?' [R] 
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8.5.6.3 Participles not used with Past kcela 

Preverbal particle kaela can be preposed to an inflected verb (PerfP or Resit) to 
specify past time reference. When the relevant complex is part of a subject 
relative, we get combinations like the definite relatives in (531). 

(531) a. w-a-\s kaela i-qqima 
Dem.Ma-SgAthat Past 3MaSgS-sit.Reslt 
'he who was seated' 

b. w-l-\s kaela aqqimae-n 
Ma-Dem.Pl-\that Past sit.Reslt-3MaPlS 
'they who were seated' 

None of the usual participial suffixes are present, either on the inflected 
verb (which has its normal form) or on kaela. Instead, we find (following the 
demonstrative) a cliticized Instrumental preposition -\s, which is elsewhere 
used in 'that' complements and long-distance relatives (§13.7). The same is 
true of the indefinite participial in (532), where the clitic is hosted by a noun. 

(532) ae-halas-tas kaeld i-qqlma 
Sg-man-\that Past 3MaSgS-sit.Reslt 
'a man who was sitting' 

8.5.7 Resit Participles with "adjectival" sense 

As noted earlier, many word-families with adjectival sense include an inflected 
intransitive verb ('be big', 'be red', etc.), which can also occur in participial 
form. If the construction is definite (i.e. , when a demonstrative separates the 
head noun from the participle), we get the same basic construction described in 
earlier sections on definite relatives. However, such adjectival verbs occur 
more commonly in the indefinite construction, with no demonstrative. While 
PerfP and LoImpfP forms are elicitable, the common "modifying adjective" 
form is generally a Resit participle. 

A number of these have irregularities, including differences in the Sg and 
PI stem in the participles. Because of their text frequency, a generous set of 
forms is collected together below. The FeSg forms are always based on the 
same stem as the MaSg, with the same accentuation. Not all variants of the 
inflected verb stems are shown. 

In (533) I display examples involving regular verbs that allow subject 
prefixes. 
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(533) Indefinite Resit Participles ("Modifying Adjectives") 

gloss Resit stem 
indefinite Resit participle 

MaSg FeSg PI 

a. light stems 

'wet' 
'hot' 

-sbddj-
-skkus-

i-bddj-aen 
i-kkus-aen 

t-sbddj-aet 
t-skkus-aet 

abddj-nen 
akkus-nen 

'soiled' 
'adult' 

-arjdn-
-sssdm-

i-rjdn-aen 
i-ssdm-aen 

t-srjdn-aet 
t-assdm-aet 

arjdn-nen 
assdm-nen 

'ripe' 
'wide' 

-aqqd-
-olwd-

i-ηηά-η 
0-olwa-n 

t-aqqd-t 
t-olwd-t 

agqd-nen 
olwd-nen 

'heavy' 
'sweet' 

-aszzdy-
-aszzed-

0-aezzdy-aen 
0-aezzed-asn 

t-aezzdy-ast 
t-aszzed-aet 

ι I 

aezzay-nen 
aezzed-nen 

b. middleweight stems 

'sated' 
'plump' 

-ayylwasn-
-addsras-t 

i-yyiwaen-aen 
i-dd6re-n 

t-ayyiwaen-aet 
t-addsre-t 

ayyiwaen-nen 
sddaras-t-ncn 

'hard' 
'dirty' 
'roasted' 

-azzawae-t 
1 1 

-akkurdae-t 
-aekkewas-t 

i-zzawe-n 
1 1 

i-kkurde-n 
0-aekkewe-n 

t-azzawe-t 
t-akkurde-t 
t-aekkewe-t 

azzawae-t-nen 
akkurdae-t-nen 
aekkewae-t-nen 

In 'wet', 'soiled', and 'adult', the Resit stem has lengthened and accented 
its second syllable, and this is carried over into the participles. In 'wide' and 
'ripe', the Resit stem has an accented stem-final ά, which is carried over to the 
participles. In 'heavy', 'sweet', and 'hot' the long V of the second stem 
syllable is not due to Resit lengthening, since the V is also long in the 
corresponding PerfP (-sezzay-, -aezzed-). 'Sated' has an i in the Resit stem and 
the participles. Augment verbs 'hard', 'roasted', 'plump', and 'dirty' show the 
usual pattern with -t- in the PI but not the Sg participles. 

In (534), below, I present examples involving pure adjectival verbs whose 
perfective (including Resit) stems allow no subject prefixes. (Actually, a few 
of the less common color terms also have variant perfective stems that do 
allow prefixes.) 
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(534) Indefinite Resit Participles ("Modifying Adjectives"), Prefixless Verbs 

indefinite Resit participle 
gloss Resit stem MaSg FeSg PI 

a. no Sg/Pl shift (consistent full V in stem-final syllable) 

'bad' laebds- laebds-asn lasbds-ast laebds-nen 
'narrow' kaeroz- kaeroz-asn kaeroz-ast kaeroz-nen < 1 I I 

[also variants with geminated rr] 
'easy' raqqis- raqqls-aen raqqis-aet raqqis-nen 
'soft' laemmed- laemmed-aen laemmed-aet laemmed-nen 
'big' maeqqor- maeqqor-asn maeqqor-aet masqqor-nen 

[also -maeqqaer-, msqqser-asn, masqqaer-aet, maeqqaer-nen] 
'cold' saemmed- saemmed-aen sasmmed-aet saemmed-nen > i ι ι 

'thin' sadld- sadid-asn sadid-ast sadid-nen 
[PI also saedod-nen] 

'clean' saddij- saddij-asn saddij-as t saddij-nen 
[PI also saeddoj-nen] 

b. no Sg/Pl shift (short V's in stem) 

'sour' samam- samam-aen samam-aet samam-nen 
[PI also saemom-nen] 

'weak' rakkam- rakkam-aen rakkam-aet rakkam-nen 
[PI also raekkom-nen] 

c. no Sg/Pl shift (augmented CaCa- stems) 

'green' dald-t dalae-n dalae-t dala-t-nen 
[dialectally dald-t, dale-n, dale-t, dala-t-nen] 

'brown' fawd-t fawae-n fawae-t fawd-t-nen 
[dialectally fawd-t, fawe-n, fawe-t, fawa-t-nen] 

d. Sg/Pl stem variation («V α» in PI only) 

'black' kaswal- kaewael-aen kaewael-ast kaswdl-nen 
'weak' laqqaw- laqqaw-aen laqqaw-aet laeqqaw-nen 

[PI also laqqaw-nen] 
'yellow' aeraY- aeraer-aen aeraer-ast aerdv-nen 

[Vwrr ; dialectally: MaSg senr-een, FeSg aerv-aet, PI aerar-nen] 
'red' saeggdr- saeggaer-aen saeggaer-aet saeggdr-nen 
'old' waessdr- wasssaer-asn wasssaer-ast waessdr-nen 
'stocky' suhar- suhar-asn suhar-ast suhar-nen 

[arguably suhaer-; dialectally sohaer-aen, sohaer-aet, sohar-nen] 
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e. Sg/Pl stem variation («V o» in PI only) 

'smooth' salil- salll-aen salil-aet saslol-nen 
[PI also salll-nen] 

' short' kassal- kassal-aen kassal-aet kaessol-nen 
'white' mallal- maell-aen maell-set maellol-nen 

[PI also mallal-nen] 
'small' madray- andarrae-n andame-t 

I 
maedroy-nen 

'small' matkay- antakkae-n antakkae-t maetkoy-nen 
[PI also antük-nen] 

'long' sajrat- saejre-n saejre-t saejro-t-nen 
[PI also sajra-t-nen] 

[verb svjrvt-, participles based on -svjru- • f -t-, §7.3.2.2] 
'many' ajjat- 0-aejje-n t-aejje-t aejjo-t-nen 

[verb: PerfP -vjjvt-, imperfective -yat-, §7.3.2.2] 

In some cases there are alternative accentuations for the participles, 
reflecting the choice between PerfP and Resit stems as bases for adjectival 
participles. Example: (Resit) andarr-aen and (PerfP) andar r -asn 'small 
(MaSg)'. However, the PerfP/Reslt aspectual distinction is often neutralized in 
adjectival participles that denote stable qualities, and the accentual variants are 
often apparent only in interdialectal comparisons. The adjectival participles 
also may diverge in form from the nonparticipial inflected verbs, as in the case 
of 'be small', where the verb has PerfP madray and Resit madray. The few 
stems (534.c) whose perfective (including Resit) stems have a full α before the 
augment have dialectally variable singular participles, depending on whether 
/ a s / contracts to e or to as. 

A number of these verbs have PI participles based on a different stem 
form than the Sg participles, at least as variants. Where there is Sg/Pl variation, 
the Sg usually has an <H> melody with surface vocalic sequence «a a» 
(several examples) or «a i» (e.g. 'smooth'). The PI in these pairs nearly always 
has <L> melody (the exception is 'stocky' with its initial-syllable u, though 
other dialects have o). Moreover, these PI participles lengthen the second 
stem vowel if it is not already full, the result being surface vocalic sequence 
«ae α» (534.d) or «ae o» (534.e). Cf. ablaut formative χ-f (§3.4.4). In the 
cases of 'black', 'yellow', ' red' , and 'old', the lengthened V is also 
characteristic of the inflected perfective (including Resit) stems, so the Sg 
participles rather than the PI participle diverge from the associated inflected 
Resit verb. 

As suggested by the variants listed, and as catalogued more exhaustively in 
the dictionary, there are dialectal shifts between the types with invariant stem 
(534.a-b) and those with special vocalism in PI participles (534.d-e). 
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8.5.8 Participles of prefixally derived verbs 

Participle formation is highly productive since the definite participles are the 
basic subject-relative construction. Participles can therefore be formed readily 
from derived verbs with Causative -s- and its variants, Passive -t- or -tvw-, 
Mediopassive -m- (or allomorph -n-), or Reciprocal - n v m - (allomorphs 
-m-,-n-). Α mediopassive example is in (535). 

(535) hzerast w-α i-mm-aqksed-aen 
thing Ma-Dem.Sg 3MaSgS-Mediop-cut.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 
'the thing that got cut'. 

8.6 Verbal nouns 

8.6.1 Ordinary verbal nouns 

A pure VblN is a nominal that denotes the relevant action or state in an 
unbounded fashion: 'dancing', 'running', etc. The VblN often occurs as a 
complement to a higher verb like 'begin', 'be/do a lot', or 'be ashamed to' 
(§13.5). The larger construction often imposes a temporal bounding. VblN's 
are also indispensable in cases where a verb (or VP) is focalized; in this case, 
the verb is extracted and fronted in the form of a VblN, and its original place is 
occupied by -vju- 'do, make' (§12.2.5). Some main-clause verbs ('prevent', 
'begin', 'cease', 'go (in order to)', 'be ashamed to', 'do a lot', 'do many 
times', 'do frequently') take VblN's as complements (§13.5). A VblN may 
also be the subject of a clause. 

The various types of light verb stem tend to have idiosyncratic VblN stem 
shapes that cannot be unified into a single overall ablaut model. Since each 
VblN pattern is associated with a specified stem shape, we can think of these 
as cases of templatic rather than componential ablaut. That is, the lexical 
segments (chiefly C's) are simply mapped into the C positions of the VblN 
template. I will not bother to formalize these minor ablaut mapping patterns, 
which should be readily apparent. On the other hand, heavy verbs (including 
prefixed derivatives) do lend themselves to a componential ablaut model 
(§8.6.1.4), with a basic vocalic melody and (for non-augment verbs) a 
penultimate accent. 

Most verbs have a basic masculine verbal noun (VblN) belonging to one 
of the productive patterns described below. 

There is often a feminine counterpart, with FeSg t-...-(t-)t or FePl 
t-...-(t-)en circumfixed around the same stem that is used in the masculine 
VblN. There are also various other nominals, usually feminine, that can be 
used in verbal noun sense at least for specified verbs. Where the masculine 
VblN has an exact feminine counterpart, the latter may function as an 
instantiating VblN (denoting a single instance of the verbal type, e.g. 
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feminine 'a jab' in contrast to temporally unbounded masculine 'jabbing'). 
Alternatively, the feminine VblN may have a more concrete sense (e.g. 'a 
refusal', 'an entrance'); the nuances are specific to particular word-families. 
For example, (PerfP) -vljvm- 'hit lightly on the nape' has a regular masculine 
VblN a-laejam denoting the pure, unbounded action type, and a feminine 
nominal t-a-lajjem-t denoting an individual blow on the nape. Likewise, 
-urvm- (PerfP -orsem-) 'try, attempt' has a masculine VblN irrum 'trying', and 
a feminine noun t-irrum-t (T-ka) or t-irmi-t-t (A-grm K-d) '(an) attempt'. 
Some word-families contain several nominals, masculine and/or feminine. 

For some verbs, especially those of basic shape -v(C)Ci> or -U(C)CÜ-, 
there is no masculine VblN. For these verbs, one of the feminine nominals 
functions as VblN (e.g. as complement to a higher verb), whether or not it also 
has a more concrete sense. 

A VblN may have a "possessor" denoting the object (536). 

(536) a. t-e-naere an t-aellaem-t 
Fe-Sg-kill.VblN Poss Fe-camel-FeSg 
'(act of) killing the she-camel' 

b. t:ikasw-t η "se-jaema 
Fe-go.to.VblN-FeSg Poss Sg-bush 
'(act of) going to the bush' 

In the less common case where the subject is expressed within the NP 
headed by the VblN (of an intransitive or transitive verb), the subject appears 
as a possessor. For transitive verbs, if the object is also expressed alongside 
this subject, it appears as a dative PP (537). 

(537) a. t-e-naere-nnet [e t-asllaem-t] 
Fe-Sg-kill.VblN-3SgPoss [Dat Fe-camel-FeSg] 
'his/her killing the she-camel' 

b. t-ikaew-t-annet [y "ae-jaema] 
Fe-go.to.VblN-FeSg-3SgPoss [Dat Sg-bush] 
'his/her going to the bush' 

VblN's can take PP complements like those of the related verb (538). 

(538) t-assaq-q-\dsr-3s 
Fe-connect.VblN-FeSg-\with-3Sg 
'being connected with (=adjacent to) it.' 

A negative version of a VblN can be created with iba 'loss, lack' plus 
Possessive an plus the (positive) VblN. Compare English non-, un-, dis-, etc. 
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(539) iba η t-ala η 't-se-yatte 
lack Poss Fe-have.VblN Poss Fe-Sg-intelligence 
'lack of (having) intelligence' [Κ] 

8.6.1.1 Verbal nouns of light V-final verbs 

Verbs of type -vCCi> with initial short vowel and final full vowel do not, as a 
class, have a fully productive masculine VblN, and many of them use a 
feminine nominal as VblN. The attested masculine VblN's are given in (540), 
and the more common feminine VblN's are illustrated in (541). As a general 
comment, the subtypes of -vCCi> defined by PerfP and Imprt stem-final V's 
(α/ι, α/u, u/u, see §7.3.1.3-4) do not differ systematically from each other in 
VblN patterns and are intermingled here. The only masculine VblN for a -vCu-
verb is included, along with an A-grm VblN for -vkku- 'go to' with the 
geminate reduced to k (540.d). Many of the masculine VblN's denote 
unbounded actions or states and do not have plurals in common use. 

(540) Masculine Verbal Nouns for -v(C)Ci> Stems 

gloss Imprt Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. VblN e-CaePPi (variant e-CaPPi), uncommon in T-ka 
'vomit' aebs e-baessi (K-d) 

[also e-bassi (T-ka)] 
'go away' agal e-gaelli (A-grm) 
'spend day' akal e-kaelli (A-grm, R) 
'listen' asal e-saelli (R, variant) 
'have mercy' s r f u e-raeffi (R) 
'not need' w n u e-raenni (T, variant) 
'err' axdu e-xaeddi (R) 
'tire easily' azru e-zaerri (all) 

b. VblN e-CaePP 
'begin' sent e-na§tt 
'sell' aens e-naezz 

[for s and zz see §3.1.1.5] 

1-naett-an 
1-naezz-an 

c. VblN e-CaeCi, see also (605) in §8.10.2 
'inherit' atru e-taeri 
'shout' avar e-raeri (or e-rari) 

i-taer-an 
i-raer-an 

d. VblN ICi 
'go to' sekk iki (A-grm) 
'do' sej lji 'act' Iji-taen 
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e. VblN borrowed <Arabic 
'have mercy' 3?fu alTafu (aliaefu) aliaefu-tcen 
'be wrong' axdu aslxaeda aslxzeda-taen 

For 'vomit' (540.a), a PI noun ebs-αη 'vomit' (with no Sg) is used as a 
VblN or concrete noun (product of action). Both ebs-αη and the -an plurals in 
(540.b-c) are cases of contraction of stem-final V with MaPl -aen (§4.1.2.13). 

Note the geminated CC cluster ("PP") in the VblN in (540.a-b). The 
e-CaePPi type (540.a) is rare in T-ka, becoming more common in the east (and 
in Niger). The e-CasPP type (540.b) and the e-CaeCi type (540.c) seem to be 
variants of e-CaePPi, with the final V elided (540.b), or without gemination of 
the medial Ρ (540.C). The ICi type (540.d) is also rare in T-ka, but somewhat 
more common in the east. Note that iki 'going' has a single k versus kk in the 
inflected verb. For the two verbs concerned, 'go to' and 'do', see also the 
feminine type t-iCaw-t in (540.h), below. The VblN forms in (540.e) are 
Arabic nouns borrowed (with Arabic Definite prefix) alongside the 
corresponding verbs. 

The feminines in (541) may in some cases have originated as instantiating 
VblN's, denoting a single event, but for stems lacking a productive masculine 
VblN they can also be used syntactically as ordinary VblN's. 

(541) Feminine Verbal Nouns for -v(C)Cu- Stems 

gloss Imprt Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. VblN t-e-CaeCe 
'be implanted' aert t-e-vaete — 

'give' <ekf t-e-hajke t-i-haeka-ten 
t-i-haekiw-en 

'kill' aeqr t-e-naere t-i-naqq 
'be ripe' t-e-naeqe t-i-nsqr) 
'be on fire' aenr t-e-rajve t-i-raqq 
'weave' aezz t-e-zaste t-i-zatt 

[for zz versus z...t see §3.2.1.4] 
'study' 3Υ3Γ t-e-raere t-i-varr 
'listen' dSdl t-e-sasle t-i-sall 

[noun also means 'eardrum'] 

VblN t-a-CaeCa 
'weep' (Vhl) aelh 

VblN t-e-CaePPe 
'pour' (Vdf) aetf t 
'get dressed' aels 
'shave' aelz 

t-a-haela t-i-hsll 

t-e-daeffe t-i-daff ι ( 
t-e-laesse t-i-lsss 
t-e-laezze t-i-lszz 
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'cave in' send t-e-naedde (K-d) — 

[Τ Imprt aend, VblN t-a-naddaw-t] 
'lie down' sens t-e-nassse — 

'break' aerz 
I 

t-e-raezze 
ι I 

t-i-razz I 

d. VblN t-a-CasPPa 
'laugh' (Vds) sets t-a-dazza t-i-dazz 

1 1 1 
'laugh' (Vds) 

[arguably t-a-daezza] 
t-i-dazz 

1 1 1 

e. VblN t-aCCa (or t-sCCa) 
'be sick' akmu t-akma t-akmaw-en 

t-akma-ten 
'be useful' anfu t-anfa t-anfaw-en 

t-anfa-ten 
'want' serh t-serha t-aerhaw-en 

[arguably t-arha] 
'triumph' sern t-aerna t-aernaw-en 

[arguably t-arna] 

f. VblN t-a-CaPPaw-t 
'cave in' send t-a-naddaw-t t-i-naddaw-en 

t-i-nadd 
'begin' sent t-a-nattaw-t t-i-...w-en 

[also t-a-naeto-t-t, see (h) below] 
'remember' aekt t-a-kattaw-t II 

'consent; aerd t-a-raddaw-t II 

'distract' asal t-a-sallaw-t Μ 

'go away' ajal t-a-jallaw-t It 

'spend day' akal t-a-kallaw-t t l 

'be separated' abdu t-a-baddaw-t II 

'create' abnu t-a-bannaw-t II 

'be split' aflu t-a-fallaw-t Μ 

'apply henna' armu t-a-rammaw-t t l 

'not need' arnu t-a-rannaw-t t l 

'be churned' andu t-a-naddaw-t It 

'be complete' amdu t-a-maddaw-t It 

'wring' azmu t-a-zammaw-t t l 

g. VblN t-iCaw-t 
'go to' aekk t :ikaw-t t-lkaw-en 
'do' t-ijaw-t t-ljaw-en 

h. VblN t-a-CaeCo-t-t 
'begin' sent t-a-naeto-t-t t-i-naeto-t-en 

[A-grm PI t-αη...; see also t-a-nattaw-t in (f) above] 
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'remember' aekt t-a-kaeto-t t-i-kaeto-t-en 
'bellow' arku t-a-rseko-t-t t-i-raeko-t-en 
'moo, roar' anju t-a-nasjo-t-t t-i-naejo-t-en 

i. VblN t-a-CaCCi-t-t 
'sprout' aeks t-a-kassi-t-t — 

[also t-a-kassaw-t] 

j. VblN t-a-Cu-t-t or t-aCu-t-t 
'(dog) bark' asu t-asu-t-t (T-ka) t-asu-t-en 
'bray' aru t-a(-)ru-t-t — 
'cough' asu t-a-su-t-t t-l-su-t-en 

k. VblN t-iPPu-t-t (or t-ePPu-t-t) 
'gag (vomit)' aqqu t-iqqu-t-t t-iqqu-t-en 

[arguably t-eqqu-t-t] 

The subtypes in (541.a-d) form one cluster, and for all of them the most 
common PI is t-i-CaPP with final geminate. This PI corresponds to "tiCaPPa" 
in Niger Tamajak, e.g. Sg " t e n ä r e " , PI "tinaqqa" as VblN of 'kill ' 
(LTF2:246), but in Mali Tamashek the connection between t-i-CaPP and 
regular unsuffixed ablaut plurals with <H L> vocalism is less transparent 
(§4.1.2.24). In the Sg, the medial C is geminated in (541.c-d) but not in 
(541.a-b). It may be that the Sg gemination correlates with the choice of 
medial C (anterior fricatives including sibilants), but the small number of 
examples makes it difficult to confirm such a correlation. The Sg vocalic 
prefix is -α-, and the stem-final V is a, in (541.b,d). By contrast, the Sg vocalic 
prefix is -e-, and the stem-final V is e, in the more abundant types (541.a,c). α 
and e are elsewhere closely related phonologically. It is likely that stem-final α 
and e here represent original Fe suffixes (MGT 5.336ff.), but I do not favor a 
synchronic segmentation. 

The VblN's in (541.e), of type t -aCCa (or t-aeCCa), are somewhat 
problematic. If the first C is a BLC, as in 'want' and 'triumph', the form is 
heard as phonetic [tasCra], and only the analogy to t-akma 'disease' and t-anfa 
'usefulness' with clearly audible a points to representations of the type t-aCCa. 
The short V does not function as a vocalic prefix and is therefore unchanged in 
the PI, which has either suffix -ten (postvocalic variant of FePl -en), or ...w-en 
with stem-extension w. 

These t - a C C o (or t-aeCCa) VblN's might also be taken as special 
"nominal" verbalizations of the 3FeSg form of the PerfP, e.g. t-arha [tae'rha] 
'she wanted', t-akma 'she got sick'. See also t-aeqqaen (and variants) 'tying' 
(546.c) in §8.6.1.2, below. 

The types (541.f-k) have the complete FeSg circumfix t-...(-t)-t. They have 
regular suffixal plurals in -(t-)en. The most common of these has Sg 
t-a-CaPPaw-t in (541.f), where the w is connected (in a synchronically non-
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transparent way) with the stem-final V of the inflected verb (even in the α/ι 
subclass). The w also appears in the two VblN's in (541.g); for 'go to' and 
'do' see also the masculine type ICi for these two verbs (540.d). The remaining 
forms in (541.h-k) include some onomatopoeic VblN's ('mooing', 'barking', 
'gagging'), denoting an instance of the relevant sound as well as the action of 
making it. 

When the verb begins with a full (not short) V, we get the forms in (542). 

(542) Verbal Nouns for -uC(C)u- Stems 
gloss Imprt Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. VblN ICC 
'fold' adh idh 
'tiptoe' ajj Ijj 
'dissuade' aqq Iqq (R) 

Idha-taen ι 

Ijja-tasn 
Iqqi-taen (R) 

[VblN also t-iqqi-t-t] 

b. VblN iPaQQ (resyllabified) from -uPQu- (§3.2.4, §3.3.2) 
'be stuck' Irmu irsmm (T-ka) 1-ramm-an (T-ka) 

[VblN dialectally t-aerma, t-armi-t-t] 

c. VblN άΡΡ from -υΡυ- (a/i subtype) 
'butcher' as ass, άζζ 
'open' ar arr 
'arrive' as ass 

azza-taen, ds-taen (R) 
arra-tasn 
assa-taen (K-d) 

d. VblN άΡΡ from -υΡΡυ-
'leave' £eyy dyy ayya-tasn 

e. VblNICa 
'be lost' Iba Iba "lba-taen 

f. VblN t-iCi-t-t 
'be born' Iwi t-lwi-t-t t-lwi-t-en 

g. t-a-CaPPaw-t 
'be tranquil' azj t-a-zsjjaw-t — 

[Imprt also -szju-, VblN also t-lzji-t-t] 
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h. t-üCi-t-t, t-ICu-t-t for -uCu- (α/u subtype) 
'fall' Idu t-udi-t-t (A-grm) — 

t-Idu-t-t (R) t-ldu-t-en 
'be better' Ifu t-üfi-t-t (A-grm) t-üfa-ten 

t-üfi-ten 
t-ifu-t-t (K-d) — 
t-äfl-t-t (A-grm) — 

A masculine pattern i3CC (iCC, geminated dPP) is discernible in 
(542.a,c-d). Such accented C-final monosyllables take MaPl -taen rather than 
-sen (§4.1.2.2). However, the combination uCC-taen is rather awkward 
phonologically because of the triple cluster. T-ka usually puts in an epenthetic 
schwa, while other dialects have a full V (K-d in particular systematically uses 
stem-final α when the VblN has <L> vocalism), or else they degeminate the 
PP of άΡΡ to result in άΡ-taen (e.g. as-taen). 

iramm in (542.b), from -υπηυ-, is evidentally resyllabified. It shows the 
usual T-ka resyllabification pattern including Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation 
(70), and for VblN's, Stem-Final Gemination (71). We will see more examples 
of this with VblN's of heavy stems, below. However, in the heavy stems, 
adding MaPl -asn undoes the resyllabification and the gemination, whereas in 
PI iramm-an (not #irm-an) the schwa and the geminate are unaffected (but the 
shifted accent is erased, cf. (555)). 

The verb 'leave' (542.d) is unusual in that the stem is basically -uyyu-
(PerfP -öyya-) but has Imprt s y y with shortened V. We get VblN dyy where 
we might have expected #iyy on the model of (542.a), but #lyy would have 
homorganic V and semivowel, and the choice of dyy is consistent with other 
V-semivowel dissimilations. Of course dyy is also modeled on the dPP in 
(542.c). 

The verbs -iba- 'become lost' (§7.3.2.16) and -iwi- 'be born' (§7.3.2.17) 
in (542.e-f) are structurally isolated, irregular verbs. 'Be tranquil' (542.g) has 
dialectally variable imperfectives including forms with initial short V, and the 
feminine VblN shown is of the high-frequency t-a-CaPPaw-t pattern 
illustrated above for -vCCu- stems. 

Finally, in (542.h) we see that -uCCu- verbs of the α/u subclass have 
various feminine VblN's. For -udu- 'fall' (542.h), the usual VblN is suppletive 
e-jaedael, though feminine nominals t -üdi-t- t and t - i d u - t - t are attested 
dialectally. 

8.6.1.2 Verbal nouns of light C-final verbs 

The productive verbal nouns for light C-final verbs are summarized 
schematically in (543). Pluralization of these VblN's is normally suffixal. 
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(543) Verbal Noun Schemata for -v(C)CvC- Stems 

Imprt Sg VblN PI VblN 

-vPQvC- a-PaeQaC l-PseQaC-asn 
-vPPaC- üPaC üPCaw-aen (dialectally üPaC-aen, uPC-cm) 
-vCvC- e-CeC ϊ-CeC-aen 

The three verb types have remarkably different VblN patterns. For the 
-vPQvC- verbs, a-PasQaC is a unique VblN formation. For -vPPvC- verbs, the 
uPaC VblN shows ungeminated medial C ("P") and simultaneously replaces 
the initial short V by u. The replacement of -vPP... by -uP... is also found in 
prefixal derivatives (e.g. causatives (453)) of the same -vPPvC- verbs. VblN 
uPaC has a PI uPCaw-aen in T-ka, which shows both α and w following the 
(otherwise) stem-final C (§4.1.2.6). For -vCvC- verbs the VblN is e-CeC, 
quite different from a-PaeQaC and uPaC. 

Representative examples of these patterns are given in (544). 

(544) Examples of Productive Verbal Nouns for -o(C)CvC- Stems 

Imprt type gloss Imprt Sg VblN PI VblN 
-vPQvC- 'stretch' ssrsd a-saerad i-saerad-aen 
-vPPvC- 'pound' sddah udah üdhaw-aen 
-vCvC- 'unravel' ssar e-ser 1-ser-aen 

Although these VblN patterns are productive, there are some other patterns 
for verbs of these shapes. For -vPQvC- verbs, the alternative types are 
illustrated in (545). Some of these are also attested, in non-VblN function, with 
other verbs. 

(545) Alternative Verbal Noun Types for -vPQvC- Verbs 

gloss Imprt Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. α-PaeQoC (variant a-PaeQuC) 
'beautify self sdtaj α-daeloj (T) i-daeloj-aen 

α-dasluj (A-grm) 
'come w water' sktar α-kaetor (T) — 

[VblN Q-kaetar A-grm] 
'go to well' asrsj a-saeroj (T) — 

[VblN a-saerag A-grm] 
'be energetic' atrsb a-taerob — 
'leave' szjsr α-zaejor — 

[VblN a-zaegar (A-grm)] 
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b. ά-PQuC 
'malfunction' abrar d-brur — 

'fill' adnay ά-dnuy 1-dnuy-aen 
'reduce' afnaz ά-fnuz — 

'tilt' a f rar ά-fruY Ί-fruT-aen 
'be lasting' arlal ά-rlul — 

'treat' ajmar ά-jmur — 

'learn' almad ά-lmud l-lmud-aen 
'complete' arjal ά-rjul — 

'be elevated' atkal ά-tkul — 

'go west' atram ά-trum — 

c. liCCeC, ICCuC 
'be lasting' avlal tirlel ÜYlel-asn 

II II irlul (R) nrlul-aen 
'be elevated' atkal ütkel — 

d. CaePPoC 
'dance' adlal daellol daellol-aen 
'walk' arjas raejjos — 

'halt' arkan raekkon reekkon-asn 
[VblN also t-arkan-t] 

e. CäPPaC 
'choke' aslar ssellar ssellaY-asn 
'muzzle' azmad zsemmad zaemmad-aen 
'suffer from ajbaz jzebbaz — 

sand in stomach' 

f. t-lCCaCa 
'be enough' ajdah t-lgdaha (A-grm) — 

[VblN more often m-ljdaehaw see §8.6.2] 

g. aPPaCuC-ast 
'make effort' adgaz addaguz-ast (K) — 

'feel (pain)' afray affaniy-aet affarüy-aet-en 
'be serious' ajlay ajjalüy-aet ajjalüy-aet-en 
'understand' ajrah ajjanih-aet (K) — 

'listen' ardar arradÜY-aet arradÜY-aet-en 
'endure' asmar assamur-ast — 

h. aPPaCciC-ast 
'please' ajraz ajjardz-aet 
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i. CaCi 

'feel (pain)' a fray fari (A-grm) 

j . lCCi 

'feel (pain)' a fray ifri 

k. ά-CCi (ά-CCay), t-a-CCi-t-t 
'impregnate' avlay ά-rli (ά-rlay) Vrlay-aen 

[VblN also a-vaelay] 
'court' asray a-sri — 

'go in AM' ansay t-a-nsi-t-t t-l-nsay-en 
'crave' ansay t-a-nsi-t-t t-l-nsay-en 

[PI also t-l-nsi-t-en] 
'wipe' arsay t-a-rsi-t-t — 

'mix' artay t-a-rti-t-t t-i-rattay 

1. t-e-CasPPe 
'stand up' abdad t-e-basdde t-i-baddiw-en 

m. t-a-CasCCe 
'graze' afrad t-a-fasrde t-i-fardiw-en 

n. t-a-CasCCa 
'kick out' arbar t-d-rasbra t-i-rabriw-en 

a-PaeQoC (545545.a) looks like a variant of the regular a-PaeQaC with ο 
for a . ά-PQuC (545.b) still has a - prefix and a final-syllable full V. The 
oCCeC (or liCCeC) pattern (545.c) is unique to one stem. The VblN's in 
(545.d-e) have a medial geminate followed by a full V, with no vocalic prefix. 
Those in (545.f-g) have melodies resembling those of abstractive nominals 
(§8.6.5, below). (545.h) has the same shape as (545.g) but differs in one vowel. 
Three of the forms (545.g,i-jj) are variant VblN's for 'feeling (pain)'; compare 
Ifri (545.j) to the ICi VblN pattern in iki 'going' and iji 'act' (540.d). The 
pattern ά-CCi in (545.k), whose PI usually points to a representation ά-CCay, 
resembles VblN iCCay, see (549.c) later in this section. The feminine VblN 
t-e-CaePPe (545.1) is valid for 'stand up' alone among -vPQvC- verbs, though 
it occurs more often with -v(C)Cu- verbs, e.g. t-e-lassse 'getting dressed', see 
(541.c), above. The other feminine VblN's in (545.m-n) are similar but have 
slightly different vocalisms; note the extra w and the lengthening of ae to α in 
the plurals for all of (545.1-n). 

For -vPPvC- verbs, as alternatives to the regular VblN uPaC (see above), I 
can cite the alternative VblNs in (546). 
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(546) Alternative Verbal Noun Types for -vPPvC- Verbs 

gloss Imprt Sg VblN 

a. ePPaC (see also in §8.12.2) 

PI VblN 

'drip' addsm ι eddam (A-grm) — 

[VblN variants udam and t-a-wdam-t] 
'lending' äffod effad effad-aen 
'cauterize' aqqad eqqad eqqad-aen 
'applaud' sqqss eqqas eqqas-aen 
'soar' allay ellay — 

'dive' allaz 
I 

ellaz ellaz-aen 
'forage' annas ennas ennas-asn 

[A-grm VblN annas] 
'swim' assaf essaf essaf-aen 

b. ePaC 
'sleep' attas 

c. t-aePPaeC, t-aPPaC 
'tie' aqqan 
'be bigger' assam 

d. t-ae-CaCa 
'chase out' addar 

edas etsaw-aen 

t-aeqqaen, t-aqqan t-aeqqaen-en 
t-assam, t-eessasm — 

t-ae-dara t-i-dcnriw-en 

e. t-a-CaC-t (K-d dialect) 
'suckle' attad t-a-dat-t t-i-dud (§4.1.2.24) 

While much less common than the productive uPaC (543-4), the ePPaC 
type (546.a) does show up with a decent number of stems. The vocalism (e..a), 
without the accent, recurs in the nominal derivative type CeCCaC, e.g. derhan 
'wish' (§8.12.2). ed s s 'sleep' (546.b), with PI etsaw-aen, is more closely 
related formally to üPsC (whose PI is uPPaw-aen). In (546.c) we have another 
short-voweled VblN with t- prefix. For some speakers it is homophonous with 
3FeSg PerfP t-sqqaen [t-ae'q:aen] or with 3FeSg Shlmpf t-sqqan [tae'qian]. Cf. 
the type t-akma 'being sick' (541.e). 

For -vCvC- verbs, the productive VblN e-CeC is found in nearly all cases 
checked. Alternatives, mostly feminine, are in (547). 
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(547) Alternative Verbal Noun Types for -vCvC- Verbs 

gloss Imprt Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. t-ae-CaCa, t-e-CasCe, t-a-CasCa 
'run, flee' abad t-se-bada (T) t-i-badiw-en (T) 

t-e-baede (A-grm) t-l-bad (A-grm) 
'mount' anay t-a-nseya t-i-nayiw-en 

[A-grm VblN t-ee-naya] 

c. eePPoC 
'throw' ajar aejjor sejjor-aen 
'chase' asaj aessoj — 

d. t-a-m-aCiC-t 
'beg' adal- t-a-m-adil-t t-i-m-dal 

For the various subtypes of -u(C)CvC- verbs, the productive patterns are 
those in (548). 

(548) Verbal Noun Schemata for -u(C)CvC- Stems 

subtype PerfP Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. -uwvC- -aewwasC- aggaC aggaC-a;n 

[gg for/ww/, §3.1.1.7] 

b. -uPvC- (P * w) -OPJEC- iPPuC IPPuC-aen 

c. -uCCvC- -oCCasC- ICCaC ICCaC-aen 

d. -uCvC- (with u) -uCaC- ICaC ICaC-asn 
Among typical -uCaC- verbs, it is necessary to distinguish those with 

medial w (548.a) from those with any other medial C (548.b). These two 
subtypes also differ in the perfective, as shown. In the VblN, in (548.a) we not 
only get gg for expected ww, we also get <L> melody (sequence «α α»), 
contrasting with <H> melody (sequence «i u») in (548.b). 

The -uCCaC- verbs that already have a medial CC cluster (548.c) have a 
VblN ICCaC with medial schwa. A similar VblN pattern ICaC (548.d) applies 
only to the single -uCaC- verb (with u) 'go far'. Representative examples of 
these patterns are given in (549), omitting the perfectives. 
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(549) Examples of Regular Verbal Nouns for -u(C)CvC- Stems 

Imprt gloss Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. away 'take' dggay aggay-aen 

b. abar 'take handful' Ibbur "ibbur-aen 

c. arsay '(animal) die' nrssy Tvssy-asn 

d. a js j 'go far' ijaj Ijaj-asn 

Unproductive VblN patterns for -u(C)CvC- stems are given in (550). In 
some cases they coexist (at least dialectally) with the regular patterns. 
Feminine VblN's based directly on the regular masculine VblN's, e.g. t :izzur-t 
'suffering' for Imprt azar, are not included in (550). 

(550) Alternative Verbal Noun Schemata for -u(C)CvC-

Imprt gloss Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. abar 'grab handful' t-lbra t-lbraw-en 
ajaer 'surpass' t-ljra (R) — 

azar 'suffer' t-lzra — 

b. adsn r 
'need' addun (A-grm) — 

c. araj 'contribute' t-irji-t-t t-lrji-t-en 

8.6.1.3 Verbal nouns of -v(C)CvC- and -u(C)CuC- verbs 

Light verbs with medial full V, i.e.-vC(C)uC- or -UC(C)DC-, mostly have 
adjective-like meaning, though there are also some non-adjectival verbs with 
glosses like 'pray' and 'believe' (§7.3.1.9). The Imprt is often !C(C)aC or 
uC(C)aC. However, there is competition between Imprt üCaC (with a single 
medial C and with u rather than i) and aCuC (the latter matching the PerfP). 

The most common VblN's are feminines with Fe prefix t- and (in the 
singular) FeSg suffix -t, flanking the same -iC(C)aC- or -uC(C)aC- stem. 
Examples are t-üsrak-k 'sneezing' (Imprt usraj), t-lstak-k 'emptiness' (Imprt 
Istak), t-izal-t 'wrestling' (Imprt izal), and t-üdaq-q 'watching for' (Imprt 
u d a r ) . Rarely, the bare stem is used as a masculine Vbln: u k m a s 'being 
scratched'. 

There are some cases of t-aCuC-t for verbs that have PerfP -aCuC-, e.g. 
t-adub-t (no PI elicitable), alongside t-üdab-t 'dripping' with PI t-udab-en 
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(Imprt üdab, PerfP -sdub-). There are also some masculine VblN's of similar 
stem-shape, usually with the final C geminated: 3-mud or 3-mudd 'praying' 
(Imprt umad) , 3 - z u k k (or as-zukk) 'heaviness' (Imprt Izak), 3 - z u m m 
(arguably ae-zumm) 'fasting' (Imprt szum but LoImpfP -t-lzum-), sjutt 'being 
many' (no PI; ImprtIjat). 

Other minor VblN patterns, some "borrowed" from other verb types, can 
be gleaned from the lists in §7.3.1.9. 

8.6.1.4 Verbal nouns of non-augment heavy verbs 

In the preceding sections I showed that light verb stems have a wide range of 
VblN shapes correlated with precise shape of the stem, and generally allowing 
some minority patterns alongside the productive ones. The heavy stems, on the 
other hand, have a relatively uniform VblN pattern than can be captured by a 
componential ablaut model. 

These VblN's are masculine, with occasional feminine counterparts 
(generally instantiating). The Sg vocalic prefix is α-. The stem itself is 
characterized by the ablaut components in (551). 

(551) Ablaut Components for Verbal Nouns of Heavy Stems 

symbol description 

<H> high vocalic melody 
χ-pen stem-penultimate accent (applies before deletion 

of final V) 
α-f (optional) α replaces s in stem-final closed syllable 
χ-f (PI only) final stem-syllable 9 lengthened before PI suffix 

Examples including variants due to the optional α-f are in (552). 

(552) VblN's for -jvynvn- 'beg' 

Sg PI 

simple VblN a-jaynsn i-jaynin-aen 
VblN with α-f a-jaynan i-jsynan-aen 

The foundational VblN stem is -jaynsn-, constructed by applying <H> 
melody and χ-pen to the basic form -jvynvn- of the verb. The PI involves the 
usual affixes (PI i- vocalic prefix, and MaPl suffix -asn), but VblN's also 
require lengthening of a final-syllable schwa to i before the PI suffix (χ-ί), 
hence i-jaynin-asn. The Sg VblN has an optional variant showing α-f , hence 
a- jaynan, with the expected PI i-jsynan-aen. α-f is roughly equivalent to the 
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combination of a local L melodic element and a length formative, as with 
unsuffixed nominal plurals, but α-f in VblN's does not affect stem-final V's 
(see below on VblN's of augment verbs), whereas nominal PI ablaut converts a 
a stem-final V to a. 

It is also necessary to specify the phonological rules that apply to the 
outputs of these primary ablaut rules. Consider the data in (553). 

(553) Verbal Nouns of Heavy C-final Verbs with Short Vowels 

gloss Imprt Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. middleweight -CvCvC stems 
'reject child' bsejaer 

'be arrogant' baeraej 

a-bajar 
a-bajar 
a-baraj 
a-baraj 

i-bajir-aen 
i-bajar-aen 
(etc.) 

b. nonsyncopating middleweight and superheavy stems (-CvCC...) 
'dust off bsekbaek α-bakbak i-bakbik-aen 

'praise God' kaebbasr 

'stumble' 

'be coarse' 

jaertasqqael 

faersaessaen 

a-bakbak 
a-kabbar 
a-kabbar 
a-jartaqqal 
a-jartaqqal 
a-farsassan 
a-farsassan 

i-bakbak-aen 
(etc.) 

i-jartaqqil-aen 
i-jartaqqal-aen 
(etc.) 

c. syncopating superheavy stems (-CvCV...) 

'shine' malawlaw a-mlawlaw 
a-mlawlaw 

i-mlawliw-asn 
i-mlawlaw-aen 

'fall to side' baladway a-bladway 
a-bladway 

i-bladwiy-asn 
i-bladway-aen 

'bellow rajanjan a-rjanjan 
a-rjanjan 

(etc.)' 

'joy' halaylay a-hlaylay 
a-hlaylay 

'be flabby' bakawkaw a-bkawkaw 
a-bkawkaw 

'trim' saramsaram a-sramsaram (T) 
a-sramsaram 

In (553.c), we observe that Stem-Initial Syncope (§3.2.7.1) applies 
systematically to superheavy (but not -CvCvC-) stems beginning in -CvCV... 
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These are the same stems that syncopate after Stem-Initial V-Insertion in the 
perfective and (in most cases) in inflectable Shlmpf stems. 

The VblN's for -CvCvC- stems in (553.a) are somewhat problematic. In 
principle, they are of the same type as those in (353.b-c), using the ablaut 
components in (551). However, when Ρ is a BLC, the VblN type a-CaPaC is 
phonetically indistinguishable from the a -PaeQaC VblN pattern for light 
-vPQvC- stems (§8.6.1.2), and there are some indications that this phonetic 
overlap has resulted in morphological reanalysis of a -CaPaC as a-CaePaC 
with as instead of a. The test for this, in T-ka, is Prefix Reduction, which 
converts α to as or to 9 depending on whether the following syllable has a high 
or low V. In cases like a-baeraj, I have heard [x aebas'rad^] more often than [x 
abas'radj], where χ is a Prefix Reduction trigger such as a preposition. Word-
final /aw/ is heard as [u], and word-final /ay/ is heard as [i]. The plurals, in 
...iw-asn and ...iy-asn, confirm the /aw/ and /ay/ representations. However, the 
Sg form behaves variably as C-final (e.g. ...aw-) or as V-final (e.g. ...u-) with 
respect to suffixation. The relevant suffixes are pronominal possessor suffixes, 
and with the lSg suffix (postvocalic -nin, postconsonantal -in, in both cases 
requiring word-penultimate accent), we get both variants: α-mlawlaw-in = 
α-mlawlü-nin 'my shining'. This fluctuation does not apply to the α-variant 
(...aw, ...ay), which is clearly C-final. 

If the stem has a full V, it appears as u or i in the VblN, depending on the 
lexical item, u is much more common than i, though i is used before a w. In 
addition, only u occurs before a CC cluster, i.e. in a closed syllable. The 
examples involve nonfinal syllables, which may be open or closed, and the u 
shows up also in the inflected forms, so it can be attributed to the basic lexical 
form of the stem. There are a few cases with i instead of u, always in open 
syllables, and i appears to be the only possible full V when immediately 
followed by w (§7.3.1.7). When the V is u , we get u-Spreading and (if 
relevant) Medial-V Shortening (§3.4.9.3) in the PI of the simple VblN, 
though not in the PI of the VblN with α in the final syllable, except in A-grm 
dialect. Examples are in (554). 

(554) Verbal Nouns of Heavy C-final Verbs with Medial Full Vowel 

gloss Imprt Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. medial u, nonsyncopating 
'be rude' budar a-budar 

a-budar 
'be obligatory' hussal a-hussal 

a-hussal 

i-budur-aen 
i-büdar-sen 
i-hassul-aen 
i-hüssal-aen 

b. medial u, syncopating 
'gape' balular a-blular i-blulur-aen 

a-blulasT i-blulasv-asn 
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c. medial i, nonsyncopating 
'gesture' siwaj α-siwaj i-siwij-sen 

a-siwaj i-siwaj-aen 

d. medial i, syncopating 
'do sorcery' ksrikaw a-krlkaw i-krikiw-aen 

a-krikaw i-krikaw-aen 

I now turn to non-augment heavy V-final verbs. In the VblN, the final V 
does not appear. It can therefore be assumed to be hi, similar to the (easily 
deleted) underspecified high vowel III that I attribute to the short imperfectives 
(including Imprt) of these and some other unaugmented V-final verbs. For 
Stem-Final i/A-Deletion see §3.1.2.4. Assuming the presence of III permits us 
to reconcile the surface final-syllable accent of these VblN's with the 
penultimate marked accent of the VblN's already presented in this section, by 
ordering Default Accentuation before Stem-Final i/A-Deletion. There is no 
variant with final-syllable α like those of the VblN's described above. Data in 
(555). 

(555) Verbal Nouns of Heavy V-Final Verbs 

gloss PerfP Imprt Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. middleweight, nonsyncopating (α-CaCC, etc.) 
'be searched' -affayka- faeyk a-fayk l-fayk-an 
'become loose' -affiigga- fugg a-fugg 1-fugg-an 
'fail' -aefota- fut a-fut "i-fut-an 

b. superheavy, syncopating (a-CCaCC) 
'be confused -amtslla- install a-mtsll l-mtall-an 
'be spicy' -arrarha- r s r s rh a-rrsrh l-rrarh-an 

The PI VblN's shown are typical of T-ka. The -an with full a can be 
explained by VV-Contraction (stem-final V plus suffix-initial /as/ combine as 
a). The loss of the marked stem accent in the PI, resulting in default accent on 
PI prefix i-, is typical when a stem-initial V is lost in this way, see χ-Erasure 
(§3.5.3.3). This requires Default Accentuation to (re-)apply after χ-Erasure. 

For R dialect I recorded PI VblN's like i-mtalli-tasn for 'be confused', 
preserving the original stem-final V as i in the PI only (Sg a-mtall). A-grm 
generally preserves the original V as i in both Sg and PI. 
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8.6.1.5 Verbal nouns of augmented verbs (with -t-) 

For the augmented verbs, which are very numerous, a suffixal augment -t-
occurs in most inflected forms. In VblN's and other nominalizations, the -t is 
omitted. The VblN therefore ends in a full V. Two other ablaut formatives 
seen with unaugmented verbs are inapplicable or moot for prosodic reasons 
with augmented verbs: α-f is inapplicable since there is no a in the stem-final 
syllable, and χ-f is moot since the V of the final stem syllable is already a full 
V. However, there is one crucial difference between VblN's of unaugmented 
and augmented verbs, namely the absence of χ-pen (stem-penultimate accent) 
in the VblN's of augmented stems. These VblN's therefore have default 
accent, on the antepenult. 

The stem-final V appears as i or u depending on the lexical item. When the 
stem has no other full V's, i is at least as common as u. However, in T-ka and 
some other dialects, if there is also a medial full u (even if later shortened), the 
stem-final V must be u (u-Spreading, §3.5.9). A-grm and some other eastern 
dialects do not display harmony, and so have many more final i 's than are 
found in T-ka. 

Stem-Initial Syncope applies as usual, deleting schwa in a stem-initial 
open syllable, in the same way as for unaugmented verbs. 

The generally productive VblN pattern retains the skeleton (including 
short and full V's), with <H> melody overlaid. However, M e d i a l 
V-Shortening does apply to underlying medial full V's when another full V 
occurs in a following syllable, accounting for the medial a in VblN ά-zarmu 
from -zurmu- 'act like a Zarma' (PerfP -azzurmas-t), and VblN a-faffaru from 
-fuffvru- 'scrub' (PerfP -afftffaerae-t), cf. §3.4.9.3. 

The VblN patterns considered so far are exemplified in (556). 

(556) Verbal Nouns with <H> Melody for Augmented Stems 

gloss Imprt Sg VblN PI VblN 

1. all non-stem-final V's are short 

a. nonsyncopating, with final i 
'scatter' waesas-t 
'gallop' dserbae-t 

ά-wasi i-wasi-taen 
ά-darbi (etc.) 
a-zazzawi 'be filed' z-sezzaewas-t 

b. nonsyncopating, with final u 
'hide, lie low' bsekas-t ά-baku i-baku-taen 

c. syncopating, with final i 
'cover self bakambaka-t α-bkambaki i-bkambaki-taen 
'(doors) close' nakabba-t ά-qkabbi (etc.) 
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2. stems with a nonfinal i or u 

a. syncopating, with final i 
'not budge' darira-t a-driri — 

[VblN also ά-chruru (T), a-dsYuri (A-grm)] 

b. syncopating, with final u due to u-Spreading 
'roll' balambula-t α-blambulu i-bbmbülu-taen 

c. like (2b), plus Medial V-Shortening 
'fly away' furra-t a-farru i-förru-taen 
'act like Zarma' zurma-t ά-zarmu (etc.) 
'poke' düqqa-t ά-daqqu 
'scrub' fuffara-t a-föffbru 

There is also an alternative VblN pattern for middleweight augment verbs 
whose basic forms begin as Cu... with a full V (always u). Here there is no 
χ-pen, the stem melody is <L H> rather than <H>, and the Sg vocalic prefix is 
ae- instead of a-. The pattern is therefore sui generis within the larger system of 
VblN ablaut. Examples in (557). 

(557) Alternative Verbal Nouns with ae - prefix and First-Syllable 
Unaccented α 

gloss Imprt Sg VblN 

a. ae-CaCu 
'sow' duma-t se-damu 
'boil over' busa-t ee-basu 
'place head' süma-t ae-samu 
'drop in on' süfs-t se-safu 

b. se-CaCCu, ae-CaCCi (not T-ka) 
'poke' (A-grm) diiqqas-t se-daqqu 
'run, bolt' fuqqa-t ae-faqqu 
'go down' zubbs-t ae-zabbi (A-grm), ae-zabbu (R) 
'be in trance' zurma-t ae-zarmu 

Here the VblN stem is -Ca(C)Cu or -Ca(C)Ci, and the Sg vocalic prefix is 
ae-. This pattern is well-attested as a variant type in T-ka when there is no 
medial cluster (557.a), but absent in this dialect when there is a cluster. For 
example, T-ka has the standard ά-daqqu, ά-faqqu, ά-zabbu, and a-zsrmu for 
the VblN's in (556.b). However, in A-grm, R, and K-d the pattern shown in 
(557.b) is very common. 
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8.6.1.6 Verbal nouns ofprefixally derived verbs 

Prefixal derivatives (passive, causative, etc.) have the same type of VblN 
beginning with a- prefix as we have seen in heavy unaugmented stems and in 
most of the augmented stems. A few examples for unaugmented verbs are in 
(558-9). 

(558) Verbal Noun of Prefixal Derivatives (Unaugmented Verbs) 

gloss Sg VblN PI VblN 

a. Mediopassive (C-final stem) 
'be chosen' a-n-afran 

a-n-afran 
'become aware' a-n-afray 

a-n-afray 

i-n-afrin-ajn 
i-n-sfran-aen 
(etc.) 

b. Mediopassive (V-final stem) 
'be dislocated' α-η-äbd 
'be drunk' a-m-asaww 

"i-n-abd-an 
ι 

i-m-aswi-taen (R) 

c. Mediopassive or Reciprocal of Causative (lexicalized) 
'spread (news)' a-m-s-uk 1-m-s-uk-an 

d. TW-Passive (C-final stem) 
'be bitten' a-tw-adad 

a-tw-adad 
'be held' (Vdf) a-tw-attaf 

a-tw-attaf 

i-tw-adid-asn 
i-tw-adad-aen 
(etc.) 

e. TW-Passive (V-final stem) 
'be said' a-tw-ann i-tw-ann-an 

f. Causative (C-fmal stem) 
'wash' 

'put on' 

'listen' 

'injure back of 

a-s-irad 
a-s-irad 
a-s-awar 
a-s-awar 
ά-s-war (K-d) 
α-s-agad (A-grm) 
ά-s-jad (R) 
α-s-aff Iday 
α-s-aff iday 

i-s-md-sen 
i-s-lrad-aen 
i-s-awir-aen 
i-s-awar-aen 
l-s-war-asn 
i-s-agid-ajn 
1-s-gid-aen 
i-s-affldiy-asn 
i-s-afflday-aen 
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g. Causative (of non-augment V-final verb, cf. PerfP stems -ass-arva-
and -ss-faegga-) 

'burn' a-s-snr l-s-srv-an 
'cause to sprout' α-s-affagg i-s-affagg-an 

h. Causative (with irregular Causative prefix allomorph) 
'cause to leave' α-saww-ayy i-saww-ayy-an 

i. Reciprocal 
'bite each other' α-nm-adad i-nm-adid-aen 

a-nm-adad i-nm-adad-asn 

The VblN forms are generally consistent with those of long underived 
stems: prefix α-, <H> melody in stem, and penultimate accent (before Stem-
Final i/A-Deletion (§3.1.2.4). The VblN forms with a final syllable ...CaC have 
optional variants with final ...CaC, e.g. a-s-awar and a-s-awar for 'put on'. 
This variation does not apply to VblN's of V-final stems. 

A special feature of VblN's of causatives based on heavy input verbs is the 
application of C,-Gemination to the first C following the Causative prefix, if 
this C is intervocalic and is separated from the prefixal C by only a short V. 
This does not affect middleweight causative VblN α-s-aCaC, whose input is 
light (-vCvC-). This post-prefixal Cj-Gemination also applies to the inflectable 
Shlmpf (but not to perfectives) of the same causative derivatives. Thus, to add 
a new example, 'braid (sb)' has PerfP -aes-jasmbas-t and Imprt s-ajjamba-t, 
and the geminated jj of the latter recurs in VblN a-s-ajjambu. 

The causative VblN pattern exemplified in (558.f) by α-s-awar, i.e. 
α-s-aCaC, is syncopated to ά-s-CaC in some dialects. This is the usual pattern 
in Κ (to judge by my K-d data), and it is attested in the R data (558.f). For 
example, I recorded ά-s-daw 'fixing up' in for K-d and as an option for R, 
versus α-s-adaw in A-grm and T-ka (and as an option for R). The effect of 
Syncope here is to merge (in the relevant dialects) VblN α-s-aCaC with the 
Instrumental nominal type d-s-CaC for the same roots. For example, 
corresponding to PerfP -aes-jasn- 'make (camel) kneel ' , T-ka clearly 
distinguishes VblN α-s-ajan 'making kneel' from a related nominal d-s- jan 
'area where animals spend the night'. By contrast, the K-d speaker gave 
ά-s-jan in both VblN and nominal senses. 

(559) presents some examples involving prefixal derivatives of 
augmented verb stems. 
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(559) Verbal Noun of Prefixal Derivatives (Augmented Verbs) 

gloss Sg VblN PI VblN 

Passive (cf. PerfP -aetw-aehabae-t) 
'be dragged' α-tw-shubu i-tw-ahubu-taen 

Causative (cf. PerfP -aes-taeqqas-t) 
'cluck tongue' a-s-attaqqu i-s-sttsqqu-taen 

8.6.2 Verbal nouns of underived verbs with -m-/-n- prefix 

For some underived verbs, the form used as VblN contains the -m- (or -n-) 
prefix elsewhere associated with the Mediopassive. These are to be 
distinguished from regular VblN's of mediopassive verbs (§8.6.1.6). Examples 
in (560). 

(560) Verbal Nouns with -m- or -n- prefix 

Imprt gloss VblN 

a. ajdsh 'be enough' m-ijdaehaw 
ajdsh 'be equal' m-ljdaehaw 
ajar 'be bigger' m-ijraw ('majority') 
slkah 'underestimate' m-selkaehaw 
srkah 'rot' m-aerksehaw 

b. akan 'do much' m-akaena, m-aekaena 
3S3l 'listen' m-aessela (A-grm) 

c. 3S3l 'listen' m-aesaell-set 
aras 'reward' m-arus-ast 
assan 'know' m-üsn-aet (A-grm K) 
3 S S 3 m 'be bigger' n-üsm-aet ('majority') 

d. adan I 'take to pasture' t-a-m-sdin-t 
I 

asal 'put on shoes' t-a-m-ssil-t (A-grm) 

e. assam 'become big' t-an-usme ('being an e 

The VblN's in (560.a) begin with m- and show a stem-final (or perhaps 
suffixal) w. Those in (560.b) have m- and a stem-final a. Those in (560.c) 
have m- and Fe suffix -ast. Note that dialectal variants for 'listen' occur in 
(560.b) and (560.c). The remaining forms have Fe prefix t-, with either FeSg 
suffix -t (560.d) or stem-final e (560.e). 
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8.6.3 Suppletive verbal nouns 

Two verbs have VblN's based on stems not used in the simple inflected verb 
forms such as PerfP and Imprt, though the special stems do recur in the long 
imperfectives (561). 

(561) Suppletive Verbal Nouns 

gloss Imprt PerfP suppletive VblN suppletive LoImpfP 

'eat' aeks -aksa- t-e-taste /-tattA-/ 
'give' aekf -akfa- i-hükk, i-suff /-hakkA-/ 

[cf. t-e-haeke 'giving, generosity'] 

For 'give', in addition to i-hükk (sharing a stem with LoImpfP -hdkk-), 
there is also a second suppletive VblN i-süff unrelated to the LoImpfP. Both 
i-hükk and i-siiff are plural in form. 

For 'go', the common VblN is suppletive t-ekle 'going', but the main 
inflected motion verbs, -vjlu- 'go' , -usi> 'arrive, come', and -vkku- 'go to' 
(§7.3.2.6-7), do have attested VblN forms of their own. 

8.6.4 Semantic extensions of verbal nouns 

Many of the nominals that are used as VblN's (for example, as complements 
of -vknu- 'be/do very much'), essentially denoting a pure activity or state, can 
also have more concrete senses. 

For example, α-m-s-uk can be a simple VblN meaning 'spreading, sending 
around (news)'. It can also be an object nominal: 'something sent'. The details 
are lexically specific and are best left to dictionary entries. 

As a second example, for -vjvr- 'throw (stone), strike (flint)', one would 
expect a VblN e-jer. This does occur, but its usual sense is 'incense'. Another 
form aejjor can be used as VblN. 

8.6.5 Abstractive nominals 

The abstractive nominals in (562) are at least arguably denominative, derived 
from the nouns in the leftmost column (most of which denote human types). 
Most of the noun-abstractive sets shown, however, are parts of larger word-
families also including verbs. While the precise derivational relationships are 
not always clear, in most of the cases in (562) the "related noun" seems to be 
basic to the word family. 
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(562) Denominative Abstractives with Initial (t-)aPP... 

related noun gloss abstractive gloss 

a. feminine (five syllables with final a, default accent) 
aelmunafeq 'dishonest one' t-almanüfaqqa 'dishonesty' 
a-maenokal 'chief' t-ammanükala 'chiefhood' 

i. feminine (four syllables with final a, default accent) 
e-bseydasg 'thief t-abbaydaga 'thiefhood' 

(A-grm) 
d-kli 'slave' t-akkalawa 'slavehood' (R) 
— — t-sl lubya 'preaching' 
aennsebi (<Ar) 'Prophet' t-annabawa 'prophet-hood' 

[cf. Arabic nubuww-at- 'prophet-hood'] 
a-wanhad 'blacksmith' t-awwanhada 'blacksmith-hood' 
a-namm-arru 'namesake' t-annam-arra 'being namesakes' 
as-babas 'cross-cousin' t-abbübasa 'cousinhood' 
ae-halas 'man' t-ahhülasa 'manhood' (K) 
aslzdhil 'ignorant' t-alzuhala 'state of ignorance' 
assarif 'sherif (<Ar) t-assürafa 'sherif-hood' 
aettalib 'student' (<Ar) t-attülaba 'being a student' 
a-laggas 'in-law' t-allüggasa 'being in-laws' 

[variant α-laggus (A-grm); cf. masculine variant under (c)] 
t-a-laqqe 'pauper' t-allaqqawa 'poverty' (Gao) 
a-maedray 'young brother' t-ammüdraya 'younger 

brotherhood' 
a-mseqqar 'elder brother' t-ammuqqara 'elder brotherhood' 
a-saeqqar 'brother' t-assüqqara 'fraternity' 
ά-m-idi 'friend' t-amm-ldawa 'friendship' (Vdw) 
ae-mdwad 'young man' t-ammiwada 'youthfulness' 

[A-grm] 
erk ae-wadam 'bad person' t-irwidama 'banditry' 
ae-wadam 'person' t-awwldama 'humanity' 
t-lrwa 'giving birth' t-atfirawa 'kinship, family' 

[abstractive also t-attirwaj 

c. feminine (three syllables with final a, default accent) 
0-aeyn0y-asn 'new-MaSg' t-aynaya (K-d) 'newness' 

[deadjectival; noun also t-aynaya (A-grm)] 

d. masculine (trisyllabic, C-final, default accent) 
t-a-baeror-t 'wealth' abbarar 'richness' 
— — abbayyu 'shiftlessness' 
e-jaenzi 'low-class one' ajjanzu 'low class' 
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e-laell 'noble' Mbllu 'being noble' 
e-kli 'slave' skkalu 'being a slave' 
t-amaett 'woman' ammsttu 'womanhood' ammsttu 

(Vmd) 
tünte 'female' attantu 'femininity' 
a-waeqqas 'beast' awwarsu 'wildness (animal) 

. masculine (trisyllabic, C-final, penultimate accent) 
a-maknud 'dwarf ammaknud 'dwarfhood' 

[abstractive also ammaknad] 
as-habs 'man' ahhubs 'manhood' 
as-kdfar 'infidel' akkufar 'being an infidel' 
a-bggas 'in-law' alluggss 'being in-laws' 
ae-masaev 'warrior' smmiissY 'haughtiness' 
as-mali 'alpha male' ammuli 'alpha-male-hood' 

[for/ammuby/, §see 3.1.2.5] 
se-samor 'unemployed' sssumar 'unemployment' 

[<Fr chömeur] 
as-mawad t 'young man' ammiwsd 'youthfulness' 

[RT] 

f. masculine (four syllables, V-final, default accent) 
α-maeros 'accursed one' ammarusu 'accursedness' 

g. Reciprocal derivative (feminine, with final a) 
a-namm-srru 'namesake' t-annsm-arro 'being namesakes' 

The abstractives in (562) show an onset -sPP... with initial schwa and 
gemination of the first C. 

These abstractives are characterized by <H> vocalism, except that the 
feminines in (562.a-c) add -a at the end. One could argue whether the -a is a 
feminine suffix, reflects the L part of a <H L> melody, or is due to a kind of 
α-f formative. Since melodies are usually overlaid on input V's, it may be 
preferable to take the -a to be suffixal. A few of the masculines end in u not 
corresponding to an input V, but in some cases the corresponding input noun 
arguably has a covert final V, e.g. e-laell 'noble', cf. feminine t-e-lselli-t-t 
'noble woman'. 

The <H> melody generally favors u over i when overlaid on an input full 
V, except that i appears immediately following w or when a w occurs later in 
the stem (e.g. 'humanity', 'youthfulness', cf. §3.4.10, §4.1.2.17), or when the 
input already has i ('friendship'). Moreover, there is a reorganization of 
V-length patterning. The resulting pattern of length is, with S = short and X = 
variable length, the following: (S)SXS(-a), where X is a full V if the input has 
one or two nonfinal full V's in its last two syllables, otherwise X is a short V. 
An exception is 'dwarfhood' in (562.e), where the verb -muknvd- 'be a dwarf 
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may have played a role (the two variant forms for 'dwarfhood' were obtained 
only from the main T-ka informant). Another apparent exception is alluggas 
'being an in-law' (562.e) and its feminine counterpart in (562.b), if the input is 
α-laggas with no full V in the stem, but there is a dialectal variant a- laggus 
that does have a full V. 

Since the abstractive nominals in (562.a-f) are taken from large word-
families including other nouns ('noble') and verbs ('be noble'), there is some 
ambiguity as to the input form on which the abstractive ablaut is based. For 
example, as-babas 'cross-cousin' is associated with a verb (-vbubvs-, e.g. 
PerfP -2eboba2s-) 'be a cross-cousin'. Depending on precisely how abstractive 
ablaut is formulated, either as-babas or -vbubvs- could serve as input form 
(the latter is actually closer to the abstractive in V-length patterns). In the case 
of 'shiftlessness' in (562.d), the abstractive is most likely based on the verb 
-buyyu- (+ -t) 'be shiftless'. The only human noun similar to those in the left 
column of (562) is the agentive a-n-aebbayyu 'shiftless one', and its Agentive 
prefix -n- is absent in the abstractive. Likewise, 'preaching' in (562.b) may 
well be based directly on the verb -lulvy- 'preach'. These considerations 
suggest that the other abstractives in the right column of (562) may also be 
directly based on verbs. However, the verbs in many word-families are 
themselves arguably denominal, e.g. -lullu- (+ -t). 

'Cousinhood' denotes a kind of joking relationship widespread in West 
Africa, and may apply between ethnicities (for example, Dogon and Boso), 
extended clans (the Maiga and the Toure among Songhay), or to kinship-
defined cross-cousins. The word-family for the "root" "vbydj usually denotes 
'off-white color (of camel)' in the Timbuktu area, and (as Vbydg) 'theft' in 
A-grm (and in Niger). The abstractives 'cousinhood' and 'thievery' denote 
behavioral complexes, e.g. 'acting as a X'. 'Blacksmith-hood' refers to the 
distinctive caste of blacksmiths (and leather-workers). 'Kinship, family' is 
interesting morphologically since the apparent Fe prefix of t-irwa is treated as 
part of the (inner) stem for derivational purposes. 

The same kind of abstractive sense is seen in the masculine abstractives in 
(562.e-f)· For example, allallu denotes the quality of being free-born (not slave 
or vassal), and akkalu does the same for being born a slave, ammusar denotes 
the bellicose and haughty behavior of warriors, a traditional Tuareg caste after 
whom "Tamashek" is named. 

In the cases in (563), abstractives beginning in a relate to qualities or 
states rather than fixed human categories, so a deverbal origin makes more 
sense. Except for the irregular case in (563.c), the forms resemble the 
masculines in (562.c-e), above. 
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(563) Deverbal Abstractives with Initial aPP... 

verb (PerfP) gloss abstractive gloss 

a. four syllables, with default accent 
-ammüttaesae-t 'be afraid' ammattasu 'fear' 

b. three syllables, with default accent 
-addofae-t 'be plump' addufu (K-d) 'plumpness' 
-adkaed- 'describe' addakud 

1 1 1 
'description' 

-ajjujra- 'be sterile' ajjajru 'sterility' 
-akkulkae-t 'have lice' akkalku 'having lice' 
-akkurdas-t 'be dirty' akkardu 'dirtiness' 
-arrumsae-t 'crave' arramsu 'craving' 
-attuhmae-t 'suspect' attahmu (R) 'suspicion' 
-semmoras-t 'be forceful' ammuru 'forcefulness' 
-ass-amda- 'complete' ass-amdu 'completion' 

c. three syllables, with default accent and full α in final syllable 
-annukkasl- 'be dirty' annikkal 'dirtiness' 

three syllables, with penultimate accent 
-abbaraed- 'be resolute' abbarad (K) 
-abraer- 'be weak' (K) abbarrar (K) 
-akkulaef- 'be adult' akkullaf 

'resoluteness' 
'weakness' 
'age of 
majority' 

e. irregular (with apparent Passive prefix) 
-ammukkaen- 'be possible' att-amakkin 'possibility' 
-assawwas- 'be fretful' att-asawwis 'fretfulness' 

f. irregular (masculine with Mediopassive prefix and final a) 
-ann-ukmasm- 'be squeezed' n-akmama 'being 

squeezed' 

In some cases these abstractives cooccur (within or across dialects) with a 
regular VblN. For 'fear' in (563.a), the A-grm dialect has a regular VblN 
a-mattasu. 

There are also a few unprefixed C-initial abstractives, with no prefix or 
stem-initial gemination, that function as abstractives of stative verbs (564.a-b). 
In such cases, the "abstractive" could be thought of as a functional equivalent 
of VblN. 
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(564) Unprefixed Stative Abstractives 

Imprt gloss abstractive gloss 

a. <H> melody 
abdan 'be crippled' baddan 'being crippled' 
I r la l 'need clothes' rallal 'needing clothes' 
ajraz 'be stingy' jarraz 'stinginess' 
aksan 'dislike' kassan 'dislike' (noun) 
akyad 'have a grudge' kayyad 'grudge' 
aslad 

I 
'pester' sallad 

I 
'being a pest' 

b. with penultimate accent and final α 
laegkaem 'ride double' bqkama 'riding double' 

The forms in (564.a) are similar in shape to the masculine abstractives in 
(562.b) above, notably in having strict <H> melody. 

For unprefixed sendad 'laziness' see the CeCCaC nominal pattern (not 
always Stative), (595.a) in §8.12.2, below. 

Another probably deverbal abstractive type (used instead of a VblN), with 
Fe prefix t- and FeSg suffix -t, is typical of color adjectives (and some other 
adjectives, especially those denoting surface qualities). The adjectives have 
associated verbs in the same word-family. In (565) I give a number of 
examples, using the PerfP to represent the verb (modifying "adjectives" are 
participles based on the verb). The abstractive most often has <L> melody, but 
cases with <H> melody (hence with a instead of ae) are recorded at least as 
variants for a few adjectival verbs with PerfP CaCCaC- (565.a). All of the 
abstractives are characterized by gemination of Cx, and the stem's final-
syllable V is short in all cases. 

(565) Abstractives for Color and Surface Adjectival Verbs 

PerfP gloss abstractive 

a. Stems with PerfP CaCCaC-
falta-*·- 'be flat and wide' t-aefföeltaeq-q (Τ) 

t-affaltaeq-q (A-grm) 
madray- 'be small' t-ammadri-t-t 

[also t-aemmaiidri-t-t] 
matkay- 'be small' t-ammatki-t 
maymar- 'be runty' t-ammaymar-t 

[also t-semmaeymaer-t] 
mazzaj- 'be deaf t-asmmszzask-k (T) mazzaj-

t-ammazzak-k (A-grm R) 
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b. other C-final stems 
bsehaw-
baesaw-
baenaw-
baezaw-

ι 

daebar-
-äddarasr-ι ι 

-addamdaem-
-agraez-

'be smoky grey' 
'be hard of hearing' 
'be dark brown' 
'be yellow-brown' 
'be grey (donkey)' 
'be needy' 
'be mute' 
'be stingy' 

c. V-final (augmented) stems 
dala-t 
-aeffewas-t 
daera-t 
-addarae-t 
-abbakae-t 

'be green' 
'be greyish brown' 
'be dark brown' 
'be plump' 
'be spotted' 

t-aebbaehasw-t 
t-aebbaesaew-t 
t-aebbaenaew-t 
t-aebbaezaew-t 
t-aeddaebaer-t 
t-aeddaeraer-t 

ι · 

t-aeddaemdaem-t 
t-aggaraz-t (A-grm) 

t-aeddalas-t-t 
t-aeffawae-t-t 
t-aeddaerae-t-t 

t l t i 

t-aebbaekae-t-t 

d. V-final (augmented) stems 
-aesohaer- 'be stocky' t-assuhar-t 

The abstractives in (565) denoting colors can usually be glossed by 
English color nouns: 'dark brown (color)', etc. The verbs in (565.c) are all V-
final stems, so the abstractives have the extra postvocalic Fe -t- suffix. The 
form in (565.d) seems to belong here on grounds of semantics, but since r is a 
BLC we cannot tell whether the final vowel is a or as, and in view of 
(admittedly nonadjectival) nominal t-abbilaen-t 'wrestling', see (605) in 
§8.10.2, we cannot completely rule out a <H L> rather than <H> melody. 

Another abstractive pattern typical of adjectival verbs, mostly non-color, 
with imperfectives based on a stem -ICCaC-, is illustrated in (566). 

(566) Abstractives for Other Adjectival Verbs 

Imprt gloss abstractive 

:-a-CPaQe 
Iblah 'be tame' t-a-blahe 
Idras 'be few' t-a-drase 
Ikraz 'be tight' t-a-kraze 
ImYar 'be red' t-a-mrare 
Inras 'be easy, cheap' t-a-rrase 

[variant t-a-rarse] 

b. t-a-CaPQe 
llmad 'be soft' t-a-lamde 
Ismad 'be cold' t-a-samde (PI t-i-samdiw-en) 
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c. t-a-CaPPe 
Ifrar 'be useful' t-a-fsrre 
Ifsas 'be lightweight' t-a-fasse 
I r la l 'need clothes' t-a-ralle (A-grm) 
Ismam 'be sour' t-a-samme 

d. t-a-CuCe 
araf 'be greedy' 
Iwray 'be yellow' 
ISWQT ' b e r e d ' 

t-a-rufe 
t-a-nnre (or t-se-rore) 
t-a-sure (PI t-i-süraw-en) 

In (566.a) we have abstractive t-a-CPaQe based on verbs with C sequence 
VCPQ (disregarding intervening V's). In (566.b) there are two VCPQ verbs 
with abstractive t-a-CaPQe, where Ρ is a nasal. In (566.c), where the C 
sequence is VCPP with two identical C's, we get abstractive t-a-CaPPe. 
Evidently the choice between t-a-CPaQe and t-a-CaPQe, though dialectally 
variable and perhaps not completely predictable, does depend in some way on 
features of Ρ and on the geminate or nongeminate status of PQ. In (566.d), the 
stem has just two C's, and we get abstractive t-a-CuCe with medial u. 

Another similar noun 'fear' has dialectal variants t-a-ksada, t-a-ksade, 
t-üksada. The final α is notable; compare (562.a-b,g), above. The verb 'fear' 
has PeriP -aeksod- or -aksud-. 

A number of the feminine abstractive and VblN's considered in this and 
preceding sections (541.a-e, 562.a-c,g, 566) have stem-final α or e with no 
further FeSg suffix. On these archaic Feminine endings see (603) in §8.12.2, 
below. 

8.7 Adjectival nouns without derivational prefix 

Many adjectival word-families include a stem with a meaning like 'a/the short 
one', 'a/the red one', etc. These are nouns, with the gender-number affixation 
typical of common nouns. The Sg vocalic prefix may be α-, ae-, or e-. The 
plural is suffixal. Sample paradigms are V-final 'short one' and C-final 'old 
man/woman' in (567). 

(567) Adjectival Nouns 'short one ' (Vksl), 'old man/woman' (Vmrr) 

Sg PI 

a. 'short one' 
Ma a-kassalu 
Fe t-a-kassalu-t-t 

i-kassalu-t-asn 
t-i-kassalu-t-en 
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b. 'old (person)' 
Ma ά-imrar l-mrar-aen 
Fe t-a-mrar-t t-l-mrar-en 

The set of adjectival nouns known to me is in (568), showing the PerfP 
and Imprt of the verb alongside the adjectival noun in MaSg form. The 
adjectival noun seems to be more closely associated morphologically with the 
perfectives than with the imperfectives in those cases where the two inflectable 
stems diverge formally. Adjectival nouns are effectively limited to verbs with 
heavy perfective stems, e.g. -Cv(C)CVC-. The exception is 'be yellow' with 
PerfP -aerar-, but this appears to be shortened from /-waerar-/ (which occurs 
as such in K-d), to judge from e.g. ImprtIwrar (§7.3.2.4). 

Verbs with light perfective stems do not have adjectival nouns of the sort 
described in this section, but may have nominals taking the form of agentives 
(§8.8, below) that function like adjectival nouns. 

(568) Adjectival Nouns 

gloss PerfP Imprt adj noun 

a-CCaC 
'grey' baehaw- Ibhaw ά-bhaw 
'dark brown' baenaw- bsenaew a-bnaw 
'yellow-brown' baezaw- baezaew a-bzaw 
'dark grey' haeras- haeraes a-hras 
'old' (Vmrr) maeqqor- Imvar a-imrar 

[PerfP also -maeqqEer-] 
'deaf mazzaj- Imzaj a-mzaj 
'red' (Vswr) saeggar- I s w a r ά-zwav 
'yellow' (Vwrr) -aerar- I w r a r a -wra r (§7.3.2.4) 

b. a-CaCCaC 
'blunted' 
'white' 

'small-eared' karraw-
'off-white' samlal-
'blind' daerral-

'blackish' raendaw-
'cloudy (liquid) ssewsaw-
'old' wsessar-

-addamdaem- daemdaem a-damdam 
mallal- "imlal a-mallal 

[PerfP also maellael-] 
karraw a-karraw 
saemlael a-samlal 
daenrael a-daerral 

I I 

[noun arguably a-danral] 
rsendasw a- randaw 
ssewsaew a-sawsaw 
Iwsar a-wassar 
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c. <L> melody, two full α's 
'green' dala-t dalae-t 
'greyish' fawa-t f lwa-t 
'mute' -addandaem- daendaem 

young -aemewasd- maewasd 

d. <L> melody, two short se's, no α 
'hard of hearing' -abbasaew-

'off-white' -sbbsydaej-

baesaew 

baeydaej 

e. <L> melody, two short ae's, final α added 
'grey' daebar-

f. e-CaeCeC 
'black' kaewal-

g. ά-CoC for augmented -CuCu- stem 
'white-faced' -aemmolae-t 

h. e-CaeCi 
'spotted' 

'dark brown' 
'spotted' 

i. <H> melody 
'short' 

daebasr 

lkwal 

müta-t 

bsekae-t bseka-t 
[PerfP also -abbaks-t] 

daera-t daerae-t 
maeja-t maejae-t 

kasssl- Iksal 

ae-dala 
ae-fawa 
ae-dandam 
(A-grm) 
se-mawad 

e-baesaew (A-grm) 
baesaew (T-ka) 
e-baeydaej 

a-daebasra 

e-kaewel 

ά-mol 

e-baeki 

e-dasri, e-dsri 
e-maeji 

a-kassalu 

In (568.a) we get adjectival noun ά-CCaC. The verbs mostly have Imprt 
"iCCaC, but a few have CaeCaeC. Some have PerfP CseCaC-, and -CCaC in the 
adjectival noun might be derived from this CaeCaC- by Syncope. Better yet, 
since Stem-Initial Syncope (§3.4.8) arguably applies only to /a/, and since an 
accent on a syncopated a surfaces in the preceding syllable, we can derive 
d-CCaC from /a-CaCaC/. This /a-CsCaC/ is very close to the audible 
a-CaCCaC for adjectival nouns with <H L> melody in (568.b), whose medial 
cluster prevents Syncope. However, the small number of a-CsCCaC adjectival 
nouns and the less than transparent nature of Stem-Initial Syncope make this 
interpretation of the d-CCaC cases somewhat opaque. It is probably better to 
just recognize ά-CCaC as an adjectival noun pattern. 

In (568.c-g) we see various adjectival noun patterns with <L> melody, 
counting e and ο as compatible with <L>. We get an apparent <L H> melody 
in (568.h). The example in (568.i) has <H> melody. 
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Certain adjectival nouns, especially those denoting precise hues, are used 
as biological species names ('white one' = 'addax antelope') or as color-
specified terms for domestic animals. Adjectival nouns denoting life stages 
are commonly used as human nouns ('young man', 'old woman'). Sometimes 
the species terms have distinctive plurals in the masculine, e.g. unsuffixed 
ablaut PI i-mallal 'addaxes' versus suffixal PI i-mallal-aen 'white ones-MaPl' 
(both from MaSg α-mallol), or use a different stem altogether than the 
adjectival noun, e.g. ά-wrav 'yellow (or light brown) one' versus a-wseraera 
'light-brown donkey'. 

8.8 Agentives 

8.8.1 Deverbal agentives with -m-/-n- Prefix 

Many nouns are derived from simple verbs using the -m-/-n- prefix. As with 
the Mediopassive prefix, -n- is used when the stem contains a labial {m b f}, 
otherwise we get -m-. 

These nominals are basically agentive, most often denoting a regular or 
professional agent. This can be seen most clearly with transitive verbs. When 
the verb is intransitive, the agentive quality is weak, so here it might be more 
appropriate to speak of the resulting form as a subject participle. Still others 
correspond functionally to adjectival nouns (§8.7, above), see e.g. several 
examples in (569.h), below. 

While the agentive is fairly productive, there are quite a few verbs for 
which I was unable to elicit an agentive. I did not succeed in eliciting agentives 
for any u/u-class -vCu- verb, for example. For -m-/-n- nominals of the same or 
similar formal types, with senses other than agentive, see §8.9, below. 

Examples involving light verbs as input are in (569). For subsets where no 
ablaut plurals are shown, only suffixal plurals are attested: MaPl i-...-aen. Even 
where ablaut plurals are shown, suffixal plurals are also possible. Feminine 
agentives are formed from the same stem shapes with the addition of the usual 
feminine prefixes and suffixes, e.g. FeSg t-...(-t)-t, FePl t-i-...(-t)-en. 

(569) Agentives with -m- or -n- from Light Input Verbs 

gloss Imprt Agentive 

a. -vPQvC-, Agentive as-m-0PQaC 
'split' aftak ae-n-aftak (A-grm) 
'capture' akfal se-n-dkfal 
'guide' alway se-m-alway 
'admonish' ansah ae-m-ansah 
'graze freely' antaj ae-m-antaj 
'stray' ardal ae-m-ardal 
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'pick up' 
'show off 
'create' 

atkal 
axyaz 
axlak 

ae-m-dtkal 
ae-m-dxyaz 
ae-m-axlak 

b. -vPPvC-, Agentive a-m-uPaeC (dialectally ae-m-uPaeC) 
'be alive' 
'pound' 
'sleep' (Vds) 
'hold' (Vd'f) 
'be crazy' 
'be big' 
'dwell' 
'return' 

addar 
addah 
attas 
attaf 

I I 

assad 
assam 
3ΖΖ3Υ 
sqqsl 

a-m-iidaer 
t-3-m-üdaeh-t (female) 
3-m-udaes 

ι 

3-n-üdaef 
as-m-usaed (K-d) 
a-n-usaem ('[an] elder') 
3-m-uzaer 
a-m-iirasl 

c. -vCvC- (and -vCuC-), Agentive a/e-m-aeCaC and variants 
'bite' adad a-m-aedad 

e-m-ddaed (A-grm) 
e-m-aedaed (Im) 

'herd' adan a-m-aedan adan 
ae-m-adan (A-grm) 

'beg' adal e-m-aedael 
'dig' aras a-m-aeYQS 

e-m-seras (Im) 
'pray' umad a-n-aemad 

[cf. PerfP -amud-] 
'hit' awat a-m-aewat 
'be fond' anam a-n-aenam 

d. -uCvC- (except -ujvj-), Agentive ae-m-aCaC- or a-m-seCaC 
'give birth' araw ae-m-araw 'parent' 
'carry' away se-m-dway 
'watch over' awal ae-m-awal 
'wipe' omaes a-n-aemas 

e. -ujaj- (PerfP -ujaj-)> Agentive a-m-iCaeC 
'be far' ajaj a-m-ljaej 

f. -v(C)Ci>, Agentive e-m-aeCC (FeSg t-e-m-aeCCi-t-t) 
'laugh' (Vdz) aets 
'pardon' 
'kill' 
'eat' 

'break' 
'do, make' 

se?f 
seqr 
aeks 

asrz 
«j 

e-m-aets (PI 1-m-aets-an) 
e-n-aeff (PI i-n-ae?f-an) 
e-m-aeqY (ΡΓι-m-aeqr-an) 
e-m-aeks (Pll-m-aeks-an) 

[feminine t-e-m-äeksi-t-t] 
e-m-aerz (PI 1-m-aerz-an) 
e-m-aejj (Pli-m-aejj-an) 
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'drink' 
'read' 

9 S 9 W 

3 Υ 3 Γ 

e-m-aesaeww (Pll-m-aesw-an) 
e-m-aeraerr (PI 1-m-asrr-an) 

g. -uCi>, Agentive as-m-aC 
'butcher' as ae-m-as (Pll-m-as-an) 

h. - iXQCaC-, Agentive 3-m-i(C)CaeC 
'be ahead' Izar 3-m-lzaer 
'be equal' ajdah 9-m-ljdaeh 
'be sour' Ismam 3-n-ismaem 
'be red' Iswav 3-m-iswaer 
'black' üzzaf 9-n-lzzaef 

I I I I 

[agentive also e-n-ezzaef] 

i. -uCCaC-, Agentive m-aCCeC 
'be hungry' ullaz a-m-sllez 

j . -uCaw-, Agentive ά-m-iCi (one example, lexicalized) 
'accompany' Idaw ά-m-idi 'friend' 

[PI i-m-ldiw-aen] 

The Sg vocalic prefix is e- before -CaeCaeC and -CasCC, and dialectally 
before -CaeCaC and -CaCaeC. Elsewhere we generally get ae-/a- before -Cd... 
and a- before -Cae. . . Most other dialects have as- corresponding to 
(harmonized) T-ka a- as vocalic prefix when the following syllable has a high 
V (569.b,e,h). Thus T-ka 3-m-uzaer 'dweller, inhabitant' (569.b) appears as 
ae-m-iizaer in most other dialects (T-md, R, A-grm). 

A lexicalized agentive ae-n-dhaz 'close kinsman' has -n- instead of -m-
although no labial is present, cf. -uhvz- 'approach'. This agentive was 
recorded in A-grm, but a feminine counterpart t-as-n-ahaz-t was recorded for 
T-ka with the sense 'the approaches (to a location)'. The regular form 
ae-m-ahaz was recorded for R dialect. 

ι 

The various agentive formulae do not lend themselves to a convincing 
unifying analysis, beyond the -m- (or -n-) prefix. As shown below, even this 
prefix is not always present in nominals functioning as agentives (§8.12.1). 

Disregarding the vocalic prefix, and focusing on the types with < L > stem 
melody, we see a predominant vocalic sequence «α α» in (569.a) for -vPQvC-
verbs, and in (569.d) for -uCvC- verbs. For -vCvC- verbs, on the other hand, 
(569.c) shows considerable variation between «α α», «as α», «α ae», and 
«as as». This variation is partly dialectal, but it is also more lexicalized; for 
example, e-m-aedael 'beggar' occurs in all dialects checked. My sense is that 
a-m-aeCaC is now the productive or default pattern at least in T-ka. 

The patterns e-m-aeCC (569.f) and as-m-aC (569.g) show the same < L > 
melody in the one audible stem V, but the underlying stems in question are 
V-final, and feminines like t-e-m-aeksi-t-t with stem-final i suggest that the 
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masculine agentives end in deletable hi. This is really a <L H> stem melody, 
as found for the same verbs in the short imperfective. The presence of an 
underlying stem-final V in the masculine agentive is also indicated by PI 
allomorph -an (from /-sen/), which results from VV-Contraction. This analysis 
shows that the surface final-syllable accent in e-m-aeCC is an underlying 
penultimate accent like that in the other cases. Note that e-m-asj j 'doer, 
perpetrator' from -vji> geminates the j, resulting in the same e-m-aeCC shape 
seen for inputs with a CC cluster. The plurals in (569.f), e.g. "l-m-asts-an and 
l-m-aejj-αη, show χ-Erasure (§3.5.3.3), so the marked accent seen in the Sg is 
replaced by default antepenultimate accent. 

In (569.f), e-m-aesaeww and e-m-aeraerr show resyllabification (by 
Final-CC Schwa-Insertion (44)) as with the VblN, hence (in T-ka) also with 
Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation (70) and Stem-Final Gemination (71), with 
the difference that the epenthetic V appears as as instead of the usual a. This 
requires a different interaction between Final-CC Schwa-Insertion (44) and 
Melodic Association (82) than we get in the short imperfective (including 
Imprt) of the same stems: contrast agentive e-m-aesaeww 'drinker' with Imprt 
3S3w (or asu) from /aeswi/, and agentive e-m-aeraerr 'reader, pupil' with Imprt 
3Y3r from /aerri/. See (45) in §3.2.3.5, and §3.2.4 for analysis. The plurals, e.g. 
"i-m-aesw-αη 'drinkers', are identical to those of the other agentives in (569.f) 
and show no sign of resyllabification. 

There are also some agentives with <H L> stem melody, where the stem 
has a high full V in the first syllable and low ae in the second. The type 
a-m-üdaer 'living (being)' in (569.b) reflects the replacement of -vPPvC- (with 
medial geminate) by a stem-variant -uPvC-. Similar replacements for -vPPvC-
verbs are seen in their productive VblN uPaC, and in their causative 
derivatives with basic shape -s-uPvC-. 

Several more cases with initial high V are in (569.e,h), this time with i 
instead of u. These are verbs whose imperfectives are based on -i(C)CaC- or 
-u(C)CaC-. In the case of 'be ahead', the agentive has a single ζ as in the 
imperfectives (Imprt izar), not the geminate seen in perfectives (PerfP 
-aezzar-), further strengthening the connection between the agentive and the 
imperfectives. However, 'pray' in (569.c), PerfP -amud- (dialectally -aemud-) 
and Imprt umad, has the α-m-aeCaC agentive. 

α-m-allez 'hungry one' (569.i) is rather isolated structurally. Because ζ is 
a BLC, -alliz would be another possible phonemicization. I recorded this 
agentive only for T-ka, but it is attested dialectally for Niger as "amallez" 
alongside "amuläz" (LTF2 206). 

ά-m-idi 'friend' (569.j) is a high-frequency noun. It is also structurally 
isolated, for example in its default accent. It is probably still connectable to 
some extent with the verb 'accompany' (Imprt idaw, PerfP -aeddew-), cf. 
abstractive t-amm-ldawa 'friendship' including the w. 

Disregarding the isolated cases in (569.i-j), the following summary points 
can be made about agentives from light stems: -m- or dissimilated -n- prefix, 
marked penultimate accent (χ-pen), a tendency (in the few clear cases) to align 
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with the (short) imperfective rather than with the perfectives, and <L> 
vocalism except that a stem-initial high full V (u, i) can be retained (as i). 
There are additional, idiosyncratic V-length patterns in the various subtypes 
that could be represented by special χ formatives, but meaningful 
generalization across subtypes is lacking. Both χ-pen, and the particular form 
taken by resyllabification including (in T-ka) Stem-Final Gemination (71) in 
e.g. agentive e-m-aesaeww (569.f). suggest at least a weak morphological 
connection with the VblN. 

Consider now the agentives from heavy input verbs in (570). 

(570) Agentives with -m- or -n- from Heavy Input Verbs 

gloss Imprt Agentive 

a. -PvCvC-, Agentive e-m-aePPaeCasC 
'boast' baersej e-m-asbbseraej 
'be sated' ysewsen e-m-aeyyaewasn 
'be filty' maedaes e-n-aemmaedaes 
'be resolute' nshasd e-m-asnnaehaed 
'imitate' nsehaed e-m-asttaelael (PI i-m-aettaelael-asn) 

b. -PvCo- (with augment -t), Agentive e-m-aePPasCi or a-m-sePPzeCu 
'gather' ksemae-t o-n-zekkaemu (PI i-n-akkama) 
'be coiled' laekae-t e-m-aellaeki (PI i-m-albka) 
'be hard' zaewae-t e-m-aezzaswi (PI i-m-azzawa) 

c. -PvQRvC-, Agentive e-m-aePPeQRsC 
'be blind' daerrael se-m-asdderral (A-grm) 
'peck' kaewkaew e-m-aekkewkaw 
'shake' kaeykaey e-m-aekkeykay 
'die' aemmset e-n-aemmettan ('corpse') 

[agentive also e-n-ammetan ; for 'die' see §7.3.2.1) 

d. -PvQQvC-, Agentive e/ae-m-aePPaQQuC 
'witness' raeyyaen as-m-aeqqdyyun (R) [verb <Ar] 

e. -CvCCu- (only clear example), Agentive e-m-aePPeCC 
'witness' jaeyh (gaeh) e-m-aejjeyh (PI i-m-ajjuyha) 

[agentive also e-m-aejjaeyh, e-m-sjjayhi] 

f. -CvCCu- (with augment -t), Agentive e-m-aePPeCCi and variants 
'be freed' daerfae-t e-n-aedderfi (PI i-n-addurfa) 

e-n-aeddaerfe (A-grm) 
'be farmer' Y&rhae-t e-m-zeqqerhi (PI i-m-aqqurha) 
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g. -PuCvC-, Agentive as/e-m-asPPeCaC 
'be rude' büdar ae-n-aebbedar 

ae-n-abbedar (A-grm, K) 
'be afraid' hürar e-m-aehherar 
'walk past' rüban e-m-aerreban (R) 

h. -PuCCvC-, Agentive e-m-aePPeCCaC 
'pilgrimage' hüjjaj e-m-ashhejjaj (PI i-m-ahhüjjaj) 
'be adult' küllaf e-n-aekkellaf 
'envy' münsar e-n-aemmensar 
'inspect' süjjar e-m-aessejjar 
'be lazy' sündad e-m-aessendad 

ae-m-aessendad (A-grm) 
'hide' tüqkal e-m-aetteqkal (uncommon) 

i. -PuCCvC-, Agentive ae-m-asPPaCCul 
'be lazy' sündad ae-m-aessandud (R) 
'dupe' kürras as-m-askkdrrus (R) 
'hide' tüqkal as-m-asttdqkul (all dialects) 

j. -PuCu- (plus-t), Agentive e-m-aePPeCi 
'be strong' süha-t 

I 
e-m-aessehi (PI i-m-assuha) 

'be cocky' lawae-t e-m-£ellewi (PI i-m-alliwa) 

k. -Cu(C)Cu- (plus-t), Agentive se-m-£ePPa(C)Cu 
'be shiftless' büyya-t ae-n-Eebbayyu (PI i-n-abbuyya) 
'be in trance' güra-t ae-m-aeggaru (A-grm) 
'inherit' küsa-t ae-m-aekkasu 'heir' (PI i-m-akkusa) 

1. -PvCvCCvC-, Agentive e-m-aePPasCeCCaC 
'dance' walaqkan e-m-aswwaeleqkan 

m. -CVCVCCD- (plus-t), Agentive e-m-asPPeeCeCCi 
'disinter' sarakka-t e-m-asssaerekki (PI i-m-assarukka) 
'be rude' farassa-t e-n-aeffaeressi 
'be impolite' zalabba-t e-n-aezzeelebbi 

n. -CvCCvCu- (plus-t), Agentive e-m-aePPaeCCasCi 
'rince' lallawa-t e-m-asllaellaswi (PI i-m-allallawa) 
'file (metal)' zazzawa-t e-m-aezzaezzaewi (PI i-m-azzazzawα) 

ο. -CVCDCVC-, Agentive e/ae-m-asPPaeCaCaC 
'be needy' marutar ae-n-asmmaerdtar (PI i-n-ammarutar) 
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P. -CVCDCVC-, Agentive e-M-aePCeCaC 
'sing' garuras e-m-aegreras (PI i-m-agruras) 

These agentives show Stem-Initial Gemination, applying to the first C of 
the stem proper (following the -m- or -n- prefix). The only exception in (570) 
is e-m-aegreras 'singer', an elicited form recorded for T-ka but worth 
rechecking with other informants, and not yet verified for other dialects. 

The Sg vocalic prefix is ae- ore- , with considerable dialectal and even 
intradialectal variation. 

Short V's (either one or two in number) between the prefix -m- or -n- and 
the diagnostic penultimate V are nearly always ae, though there are rare 
dialectal variants with a after the prefix: ae-n-abbedar (570.g). Using the 
diagnostic V for labeling purposes, we have three vocalic patterns, most 
clearly characterized in C-final stems. 

The first is an «-type with vocalic sequence ending «...ae as», consistent 
with stem-wide <L> melody, seen in (570.a). The second is an e-type with 
vocalic sequence ending «...e a» consistent with <L H> melody, seen in 
(570.c,g-h,l,p). The third is an α-type with vocalic sequence ending «...au», 
again consistent with <L H> melody, seen in (570.d,i). The α-type is limited in 
T-ka to verbs with at least one full V, but occurs in R even with all-short-V 
stems. 

V-final stems in (570) are mostly augment verbs, but also include the non-
augment verb in (570.e). The V-final stems generally have agentives ending in 
i or u regardless of whether the diagnostic penultimate V is ae, e, or a. For 
example, (570.b) with stem -PvCu- is the V-final equivalent of -PvCvC-
(570.a), and the corresponding agentive has the same ae - type vocalism up until 
the final V, where we get u or i. We get a similar string of ae ' s followed by 
final i in (570.n). We get e-type vocalism with final u or i in (570.f,j,m), and 
α-type vocalism with final u or i in (570.k). e-m-asjjeyh in (570.e) shows 
deletion of a stem-final V. 

Both the «ae α u» (α-type) and «ae e a» (e-type) patterns are consistent with 
<L H> melody. In the case of «ae α u», there is a clean break between L 
vowels ae and α and the high vowel u. In «ae e a», the ae is L, the a is H, and 
the e is mid-height. Since in most relevant agentives there is no lexical i (or 
other lexical full V), we cannot speak here of V-Height Compromise, which 
elsewhere produces e from a mix of lexical i and an overlaid L melodic 
segment. In effect, e in «as e a» agentives results from the overlapping of the L 
and Η components of the <L H> melody itself. 

In (570), we find default antepenultimate accent in agentives of augment 
verbs, otherwise we get marked penultimate accent (χ-pen). In the case of 
(570.e), χ-pen applies prior to the deletion of the stem-final V. This accentual 
behavior is identical to what we get with VblN's. 

For superheavy verb stems, the agentive with -m- (or -n-) is of low 
productivity. Instead, these verbs typically use an unprefixed nominal form 
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with <L> melody as agentive. I refer to this formation as "Agent/Instrument" 
since some cases are instrumental rather than agentive (§8.12.1, below). 

Marginal, lexicalized agentive-like forms with unusual vocalism are given 
in (571). The base verbs are intransitive verbs denoting handicaps or disease. 

(571) Irregular Agentives 

gloss Imprt Agentive Agentive gloss 

a. as-m-aCCiC 
'be sick' Irhan ae-m-arhin 'sick person' 
'be crippled' abdan as-n-dbdin 'cripple' (A-grm, K) 

[see also variant under (c)] 

b. ae-m-dCCoC 
'crave' ansay ae-m-ansoy 'one who craves' 

[agentive also ae-m-ansay (K-d)] 

c. a-m-aeCCoC 
'be crippled' sbdan a-n-aebdon 
'blaspheme' skfsr a-n-aekfor 
'be quick' smsad a-n-aemsod 
'be pampered' anhaj a-m-aenhoj 
'be weak' arkam a-n-aerkom 

d. a-m-aeCoC 
'be greedy' arsf a-n-aerof 

e. ae-m-aCiC (or ae-m-aCeC) 
'be near' ahaz ae-m-ahiz 

f. e-m-eCCeC 
'change' maeskael e-meskel 

g. e-m-aCCsC 
'be thin' "isdad e-m-asdsd 

'cripple' 
'violent person' 
'quick one' 
'spoiled child' 
'weak one' 

'greedy one' 

'one who lives nearby' 

'crazy person' 

'very thin one' 

In the case of 'one who lives nearby' (571.a), the regular agentive would 
be #as-m-ahaz. However, a slightly irregular variant of this, namely ae-n-ahaz, 
is already in use in a specialized sense 'close kinsman'. 

Perhaps a-m-ashol 'fearless one' is another case involving ο (cf. t-ahol-ast 
'fearlessness'), but the simple verb seems not to occur. 
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8.8.2 Passive agentives with -m-aett-and-m-

This combination -m-astt- is rare for mainly semantic reasons, but I was able to 
elicit (572.a-b). 

(572) a. e-m-aett-asdasd 
Sg-Agent-Pass-bite 
'one who is bitten' 

b. e-m-att-eraw 
Sg-Agent-Pass-give.birth 
'relative, kinsman' [K-d] 

The underlying verb in (572.a) is -vdvd- 'bite', cf. Imprt of passive 
t-sedaed. The vocalism of e-m-aett-aedaed is consistent with that of underived 
verbs with the Imprt shape CaeCasC, e.g. yaewasn 'be sated', Agentive 
e-m-aeyyaewaen , see (570.a) in §8.8.1, above. 

The verb -m-vlvvn- 'be inept, worthless' (PerfP -amm-alraen-) has a 
nominal a-m-aelron 'worthless one'. Based on comparative evidence, it is 
likely that the nominal was originally based on an underived (unprefixed) verb. 
The verb as attested is arguably back-formed from the nominal. 

There is no alternative productive derivation with "agent of passive" sense, 
but cf. §8.9, below. 

8.8.3 Reciprocal agentives with -n-aemm-

The reciprocal agentive is illustrated in (573). 

(573) gloss Imprt Agentive 

'be close' nam-ihaz e-naemm-ehaz (PI i-naemm-ehaz-aen) 

The usual sense is 'close kinsman'. It is indetermine whether the η of 
-naemm- is equatable with the -m- (-n-) of the simple agentives described in 
earlier sections. 

In any event, the vocalism and prosodic structure of e-naemm-ehsz are 
parallel to those of e.g. agentive e-m-askkeykay 'shaker' (570.c) in §8.8.1. 

For ae-naem-dhaz, usually in the PI i-naem-ahaz-aen 'the one(s) who 
approach each other', see §8.12.1, below. This belongs to a type with <L> 
stem-vocalism, χ-f (final-syllable lengthening), and no Agentive prefix. 
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8.8.4 Causative agentives with -m-/-n- plus -s-

Causative agentives are fairly easy to elicit, and some occur naturally in 
speech. Again, speakers were not always willing to produce agentives from the 
inflected verbs suggested, so there are some lacunae. Moreover, for 
superheavy verb stems, causative as well as underived, the unprefixed 
Agent/Instrument form is used; see §8.11.1, below. 

(574) Agentives of Causatives 

gloss 

a. -s-vPQvC-
' inquire of 
'inform' 
'provoke' 
'question' 

b. -s-vCvC-
'do sorcery' 
'heat' 
'peddle' 

Imprt 

s-astan 
s-almad 
s-aknas 
s-astan 

s-ahar 
s-akas 
s-ataj 

Agentive 

e-m-asss-estan 
e-n-aess-elmad 
e-m-aess-eknas 
e-m-aess-estan 

e-m-asss-aehaer (PI i-m-aess-sehser-sen) 
e-m-asss-sekass 
e-m-asss-aetaqj 

c. -s-vCCV- (with deletable final V) 
'teach' s -arar e-m-aes-aeYaerr (PI i-m-aes-asrr-an) 

[dialectally e-m-ass-aevasr; resyllabified (§3.2.4, §3.3.2)] 
'cook' 

'buy' 

s-£eqq 

s-aens 

e-m-aes-aeqq (PI i-m-aes-aeqq-an) 
[PI variant i-m-aess-aeqqa-taen] 

e-m-aes-aens (PI i-m-aes-asns-an) 

-s-vCvCvC-
'harvest' 
'heal, treat' 

s-ahhajay 
s-assafar 

e-m-aes-haejaey 
e-n-ass-saefaer 

e. -s-vCvCCvC-
'wish' s-addarhan (?) e-m-aess-aederhan 

[informant unsure of agentive form] 

f. -S-OCVC- with agentive e-m-aess-eCaC 
'wash' s-lrad e-m-asss-erad 
'tame' s-lnan e-m-asss-enan (PI i-m-ass-ύηαη) 
'shut up' s-usam e-n-aess-esam 
'milk' z-üzaj e-m-aezz-ezaj (Im) 
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g. -s-uCvC- with agentive e-m-aess-aCuC 
'travel' s-lksl ae-m-asss-akul (PI i-m-ass-ukal) 
'heal' z-üzay ae-m-aezz-azuy (PI i-m-szz-uzay) 
'milk' z-üzsj ae-m-aszz-cizuj (R) 

h. -s-uCCvC-
'scratch' s-ükmss e-n-aess-ekmss (PI i-n-ass-ukmas) 
'be lazy' s-ündsd e-m-asss-endad (PI i-m-ass-ündad) 

i. -s-vsvCiv (+ -t) 
'strengthen' s-sssuhs-t e-m-asss-sesehi 

j . multiple prefixal derivatives 
'narrate' -aes-n-alaes- e-m-aes-netas (R) 

From these data we can see that the (morpho-)phonology of causative 
agentives is closely related to that for underived causatives. Note the 
penultimate accent for unaugmented stems, versus the default antepenultimate 
accent in (574.i) for an augmented stem. The e in the penult also appears in 
several examples. Therre is competition between a type with ...eCaC and one 
with ...dCuC in (574.f-g). 

8.9 Nonagentive nominale with -m- or -n-

In addition to agentive nominals, there are a number of nonagentive 
(instrument, product of action, etc.) nominals with prefix -m-, with the usual 
shift to -n- if the following stem contains a labial. Since these nominals are 
nonagentive, there is some ambiguity as to whether this prefix is the "same" as 
that in agentive nominals (§8.8, above), or the same as the Mediopassive 
derivational prefix. 

First, there are some nonagentive nominals with agentive form (575). 

(575) Nonagentive Nominals with the Form of Agentives 

verb gloss stem Nominal gloss 

a. 'be sewn' 
'lay out' 

-vzmvy- a e - n - d z m a y 'needle' 
-vftvY- a e - n - d f t a r 'guest' 

[bedding or a mat is laid out for a guest] 
'see' -vnhvy- t-ae-m-anhay-t 'mirror' 

b. 'be planted' -vrtu- e-m-aert 
'wear' -vlsu- e-m-aels 

'tree' 
'garment' 
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'drink' -vswu- e-m-aesaeww 'water source' 
'decorate' -vrmu- t-e-n-ahrmi-t-t 'dye' 

c. 'emasculate' -vddvs- a-m-iidaes 'emasculated one' 

d. 'look to side' -vslvm- 3-n-uslem 'a look to the side' 

The plurals are also compatible with those of agentives (e.g. l-m-asrt-an 
'trees'), except that 'water source' has, alongside regular PI i-m-asw-αη (R 
T-ka) an alternative PI i-m-aesasww-an (A-grm). The latter PI suggests that 
e-m-assaeww is no longer closely associated with agentives in that dialect. 

Consider now (576). 

(576) Nonagentive with Archaic Form of Agentive 

verb gloss stem Nominal gloss 

'hear' -vslu- e-m-aesli 'voice' 

While the form e-m-aesli is a good "agentive" shape for eastern dialects, 
for T-la and several other dialects a true agentive produced by productive rules 
would have been appeared as #e-m-assaell (with Stem-Final i/A-Deletion (29) 
leading to ^syllabification). This is another indication that a nonagentive 
"agentive" can separate itself morphologically from the agentive pack. One 
cannot tell whether T-ka e-m-aesli is an inherited archaism or a dialect 
borrowing. 

A similar case retaining the final i is in (577), but here the nominal is 
semantically related not to the unprefixed verb (-vktu- 'remember') but to a 
lexically and phonologically irregular Mediop stem (-n-vktu-). 

(577) Another Nonagentive with Archaic Form of Agentive 

verb gloss stem Nominal gloss 

'do by habit' -n-vktu- e-n-aekti 'habit' 

In other cases, the nonagentive nominal is clearly distinguished by 
vocalism from agentives. A number of distinct patterns can be identified, none 
of them highly productive. The type labels show m- but of course this appears 
as n- if the stem contains a labial. 
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(578) Nonagentive Nominals with Distinctive Vocalism 

verb gloss verb Nominal gloss 

m-aeCCo (compare s-aeCCo, §8.9) 
'eat' 
'do well' 

a-m-iiCaC 
'tie up' 

m-aCCuC 
'see' 

-vksu-
-vkni> 

m-aekso 
m-aekno 

-vqqvn- a-m-uvan 

-vnhvy- m-anhuy 

m-eCCaC (compare CeCCaC, §8.11). 
'be chosen' -n-vfrvn- n-efran 

m-aeCCaC 
'glue, affix' -vdrvr- m-aedrar 

a-m-aeCCaC 
'dwell' 
'be owed' 

ae-m-aCiC 
'count' 

-VZZVY-

-vrwvs-
a-m-aszzar 
a-m-aerwas 

'pest' 
[occurs in a cpd] 

'bound animal' 

'something visible' 

'being chosen' 

'glue, paste' 

'tent cluster' 
'debt, credit' 

a-m-aeCoC 
'tend (flock)' -vdvn-

[A-grm: ae-m-arwas, in Agentive form] 

-vdun- se-m-adin 'number (of...)' 

a-m-aedon 'grass, fodder' 

a-m-aPPsCaC (etc.) 
'fight' -vknvs- a-m-skksnss 'fighter' 

e-m-aekkennss 
[cf. VblN a-kannss 'fight'] 

a-m-aCeC, t-a-m-aCeC-t, t-as-m-oPPeC-t 
'employ' -vfvr- α-η-afer 'employee' 

[cf. <Fr (un) ouvrier 'a laborer] 
'tie knot' -vkrvs- t-a-m-akres-t 'knot' (A-grm) 
'hold' (Vdf) -vttvf- t-as-n-ottef-t ' en joy ing hold ing ' 

(K-d) 

Another case worth mentioning is α-majin 'milk of cow that had been left 
un-milked for a few days'. In this case the m also occurs in the relevant verb, 
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-mvjvn- '(cow) be left un-milked', but the verb is arguably a frozen 
Mediopassive (-m-vjvn-). 

8.10 Denominal agentives (-maes-, -naes-, etc.) 

Another agentive-like formation involves a prefix complex -mass- or, if the 
following stem contains a labial {m b f}, -nass-. Further segmentation is 
opaque, but one might take the prefix complex as consisting of Agentive -m-
(variant -n-) plus a prefix -s- that might be connected in some unclear way 
with Caus -s- or with Instrumental -s-. The Sg vocalic prefix varies between 
ae- and a-. Based on the small sample of attested forms for T-ka, it seems that 
the length of the vocalic prefix may be carried over from the prefix of the base 
noun in isolation, with a;- as default (i.e. when the base noun in isolation lacks 
a vocalic prefix). 

For T-ka, the -mass- element is subject to to Short-V Harmony. In other 
words, its surface V in the Sg is determined by the V of the following syllable. 
As usual {i a u} are high V's, while all other V's including {e o} are treated as 
low V's. In all dialects, we get -mas- (-nas-) in unsuffixed ablaut plurals due 
to the Η part of the <H L> plural melody. 

The base of the derivation is a VblN or other noun denoting a 
characteristic behavior. Any vocalic prefix before the inner noun is omitted. 
Accentuation of the compound respects a marked accent carried over from the 
base noun, and is otherwise the usual antepenultimate default accent. 

(579) Masculine Denominal Agentives with -naes-

input noun gloss Agentive 

a. no change in noun stem (accent on core stem) 
a-baeraj 'boasting' a-nass-baeraj 
a-bserid 'road' a-nass-baerid 
α-bsrij 'road' a-nas-bsrij 
t-a-basvor-t 'wealth' a-naes-baeror 

gloss 

'boaster' 
'guide' (A-grm Im) 
'guide' 
'rich man' 

b. no change in noun stem (default accent on -maes-) 
bahu 
se-damu 
ae-garu 

ae-gayyu 
ae-raru 
s-aerho 
ae-dala 

'lie' 
'farming' 
'trance' 

'work' 
'breast-smearing' 
'integrity' 
'green one' 

as-naes-bahu 
as-naes-damu 
ae-maes-garu 

as-mses-gayyu 
ae-maes-raru 
a-maes-s-asrho 
a-maes-dala 

'liar' 
'farmer' 
'subject to 

trances' 
'worker' (K-d) 
'smearer' 
'decent person' 
'wearer of green' 
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change in noun stem (<L> melody and χ-f) 
α-duban 'marrying' ae-naes-ddban 'bridegroom' 
(a-s-addarfi 'freeing') ae-naes-daerfa 'freer of slaves' 
ae-jafu 'doing evil' as-naes-jafa 'evil-doer' 
(alziwab 'reply' [<Ar]) ae-maes-jawab 'respondent' 

d. change in noun stem (irregular) 
t-ldatt 'truth' ae-maes-detti 'truthful one' 

For A-grm I also recorded a -nae s -bayyu 'shiftless one', which is 
problematically related to the abstractive nominal abbayyu 'shiftlessness'. I 
suspect that a-naes-bayyu is a mutation from Agentive a-n-aebbayyu 'shiftless 
one' (recorded for T-ka), but #ae-bayyu would be an acceptable VblN form (in 
eastern dialects) for the verb -buyyu- (+ -t) 'be shiftless'. 

There are two combinations in (579) glossed 'guide', reflecting two 
different stems for the base noun 'road'. 

a-naes-baeraj 'boaster' is phonologically interesting, since the VblN 
a-baeraj should in theory be a-bsraj (variant of α-baraj with optional α in the 
final syllable, §8.6.1.4). The verb is -bvrvj- (PerfP -abbaraej-). Since r is a 
BLC, the preceding short V is heard as [ae] whether it represents underlying Is/ 
or /ae/. The fact that the prefix is -nass- instead of -nas- indicates that native 
speakers have no clear sense that the first V of -baeraj is an underlying schwa. 

The examples in (579.c-d) show modification of the form of the noun. In 
as-naes-ddban 'bridegroom' and some other examples, we observe a <L> 
melody corresponding to <H> or <L H> in the noun, ae-naes-daban also shows 
lengthening of the final syllable (χ-f). though I cannot determine whether χ-f 
is valid for the other cases in (579.c). In unsuffixed ablaut plurals, we get the 
usual <L H> melody overlain on the vocalism of the Sg, e.g. ae-naes-ddban 
'bridegroom' and PI i-nas-düban 'bride and groom' (or 'bridegrooms'). In this 
particular case, the PI is more common than the Sg, raising the suspicion that 
the Sg has been back-formed. Other plurals are i-nas-durfa 'freers of slaves' 
and i-nas-duma 'farmers'. 

A specialized offshoot of the -mass- derivation, for K-d dialect, is shown 
in (580). 

(580) Sheep Dentition Terms 

Sg PI gloss 

a. α-maes-saedis i-mas-sadas 'ram with complete dentition' 
b. α-m-aekkaezo i-m-akkaza 'ram with partial dentition' 

These terms are used to describe age grades of (castrated) rams. (580.a) is 
morphologically straightforward, being based on the numeral saedis (variant of 
sadis) 'six'. The reference is to the full set of six lower front teeth in a mature 
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ram. Note that the s of -maes- and the s of -sasdis form a surface geminate. In 
(580.b) we find a morphologically irregular counterpart based on the numeral 
akkoz 'four'. One might have expected #a-mas-akkoz or the like, but the 
actual form α-m-iekkaezo has a geminate kk in roughly the same position as 
the geminate ss in (580.a). The shift of ο to stem-final position is vaguely 
reminiscent of u-Spreading (§3.4.9.3). For numerals see §5.1.2.1. 

8.11 Instrumental (and related) nominals with -s- or -s-vg- prefix 

There is a fairly productive instrumental nominal form with -s- prefix, 
identical to the -s- prefix on causative verbs (§8.1.1). Like the Causative 
prefix, the Instrumental prefix assimilates to any sibilant in the following stem, 
reflecting sibilant harmony (§8.1.2). Compare also the Instrumental 
preposition as or just s (with pronominal saer-). The nominals vary in sense 
from denoting true instruments to locationals and products of action. For a rare 
variant type s-agg- with -g- after the -s- see the final paragraph of this section. 

If a-sasyar 'key' is synchronically connectable to the verb -uru- (PerfP 
-ora-) 'open', we have a y-extension, with an extra y between the prefixal C 
and the stem proper. One might take the y as an extension of either the prefix 
(a-saey-ar) or of the stem (a-s-asyar). A similarly rare and frozen y-extension 
for Mediopassive prefix -m-/-n- was noted in §8.3 (-nvyufa- 'be compared'). 

One type of instrumental is identical in form to a causative VblN. 
Perhaps this is best considered a semantic extension of a causative VblN. 
However, some examples are lexicalized and not all have a corresponding 
causative verb in the dialects studied. A common logical type is 'instrument of 
VERB-ing', e.g. 'broom' for verb 'sweep'. The sense can also be 'product of 
VERB-ing', as in 'handle' from 'join (handle to implement)', or 'place for 
VERB-ing', e.g. 'storage area' for verb 'store'. 

(581) Instrumental Nominals with <H> Melody in the Form of Masculine 
Causative Verbal Nouns 

instrumental gloss related verb/VblN and gloss 

a. a in final syllable, homophonous to attested causative VblN 
α-s-adbj 'ornaments' = VblN 'decorating' 
α-s-afrad 'broom' = VblN 'cause to sweep' 
α-s-arjaj 'handle' = VblN 'join (handle)' 
α-s-aslay 'curdled milk' = VblN 'cause to curdle' 
α-s-atwar 'storage area' = VblN 'store' 

b. like (a) but no attested homophonous VblN 
α-s-agras 'tobacco cover' [none] 
α-s-avnas 'veil' -vrnvs- 'put on veil' 
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α-s-ajbas 
a-s-akmas 
a-s-akram 
a-s-arway 
a-s-arsam 

'belt' 
'cloth bag' 
'livestock area' 
'kneading stick' 
'slipknot' 

-vjbvs- 'tie belt' 
-vkmvs- 'tie (in garment)' 
-vkrvm- 'gather livestock' 
-vrwvy- 'knead' 
-vrsvm- 'tie knot' 

c. α in final syllable, homophonous to attested causative VblN 
a-s-ardal 'loan' = VblN 'give as credit' 

[variant a-s-ardal] 

d. like (c) but no attested homophonous VblN 
a-s-anfas 'water in mortar' -vnfvs- 'moisten (grain)' 

e. i in final syllable, homophonous to attested causative VblN 
α-s-akkik 'high spot' = VblN 'lift' 

Most of these instrumentals have schwa (581.a-b) rather than α (581.c-d) 
in the final syllable, while the VblN alternates more freely between the two 
variants. The instrumentals also usually have unsuffixed ablaut plurals. Thus 
instrumental α-s -akmas has PI i -s -akmas, and instrumental a-s-arway 
'kneading stick' has PI i-s-arway. By contrast, true VblN's have suffixal 
plurals (§8.6.1.6). 

In the Sg, stem-final ay is often treated as i, and presumably stem-final aw 
would be treated as u (I have no instrumental examples of the latter), for 
purposes of suffixal and clitic allomorphy. Thus α-s-arway 'kneading stick' 
can be treated as α-s-arwi in e.g. α-s-arwi-nin 'my kneading stick', alongside 
variant α-s-arway-in, showing the postvocalic allomorph O - n i n and the 
postconsonantal allomorph O- in . 

The examples in (581) are masculine, but there are also some feminine 
counterparts, again usually lexicalized (582). These feminine instrumentals are 
more easily distinguished from simple VblN's, though feminine VblN's can be 
formed (often with instantiating sense). 

(582) Instrumental Nominals in the Form of Feminine Causative Verbal 
Nouns 

instrumental 

t-a-s-aftaq-q 
t-a-s-arras-t 
t-a-s-akraf-t 
t-a-s-arsam-t 
t-a-s-astak-k 
t-a-s-ajbas-t 

gloss 

'bedding' 
'chisel' 
'awl' 
'trap string' 
'padding' 
'wrap' (garment) 

related verb and gloss 

-vftvr- 'lay out (bed)' 
-vrrvs- 'slaughter' 
perhaps -vkrvf- 'hobble' 
-vrsvm- 'tie knot' 
-vstvj- 'put padding' 
-vjbvs- 'tie belt' 
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t-a-s-skat-t 'finger' [none] 
[PI t-i-s-akad] 

t-a-s-aqqassn-t 'chewstick' -s-vrvsvn- 'clean teeth' 
t-a-s-ass-iwi-t-t '(sent) package' -s-vs-iwvy- 'send' 

There are also a few cases where the nominal has the form of a doubly 
derived causative-mediopassive verb (583). 

(583) Instrumental Nominals in the Form of Doubly Derived Verbal Noun 

α-s-amm-anay 'sth to ride on' -vnvy- 'mount' 
a-s-amm-ulay '(bone) joint' -ulvy- 'hang' 

[variants a-s-amm-άΐί, etc.] 
a-s-amm-arras 'slaughtering place' -vrrvs- 'slaughter' 

The remaining instrumentals (and locationals etc.) with prefix -s -
discussed in this section are distinct in form from VblN's. There are many 
variant shapes. In (584) I show the types with stem-wide <L> melody. 

(584) Instrumental Nominals with <L> Melody 

form gloss related verb and gloss 

a. Ma se-s-aCaC or s-aCaC, Fe t-as-s-aCaC-t (from -uCvC-) 
s-ataf 'blister beetle' -s-utvf-'spit' 
as-s-anan 'animal being tamed' -υηνη- 'be tamed' 
t-as-s-agat-t 'feather' [none] 

[variants t-a-s-aggit-t, t-a-s-aggat-t] 

b. Ma as-s-aCCaC (from -vPQvC-) 
as-s-aqkas 'suckling animal' 

c. Ma a-s-aeCCaC (from -vPQvC-) 
a-s-aendaw 'tip to milker' 

d. Fe t-ae-s-oCCa-t-t (from -s-uPQu-) 
t-ae-s-onfa-t-t 'rest' 

-vqkvs- 'suckle' 

-vndvw- 'discard' 
ι 

-s-unfu- 'rest' 

e. Fe t-a-s-äsCaC-t 
t-a-s-äerar-t 'non-milk cow' Imprtlrar 'be dry' 
t-a-s-sekaf-t 'non-nursing cow' Imprt ükaf 'be inflated' 

[herders blow into its vagina to induce nursing] 
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f. other patterns ending in ...CaC 
s-aewaf 'scary thing' -vwvf- 'be scared' 
s-aersad 'waste, damage' -vrsvd- 'ruin' 
s-awaf (A-grm) 'being scared' -vwvf- 'be scared' 
a-s-aeyar 'key' (cf. -υη> 'open') 

[arguably a-saey-ar with y-extension of prefix] 

g. Ma s-aePPaeCCasC (frozen) 
s-aeffaeltass 'snake sp.' 
s-aeqqaernasn 'whooping cough' 

-s-vfvltvs- 'flatten' 
[none] 

Except in (584.g), a pattern with no vocalic prefix and with all short ae's, 
there is a full α in the final stem syllable (584.a-0· One might compare this to 
the alternative heavy VblN pattern with α in this syllable. The type ae-s-dgkas 
from -vqkvs- (584.b) resembles the agentive type ae-m-agkas 'nursling'. 

There are some similar cases where the <L> melody allows a stem-final o, 
in instrumental nominals from V-final verbs (585). 

(585) Instrumental Nominals with Stem-Final ο 

form gloss related verb and gloss 

a. Ma ά-s-aeCCo, Fe t-a-s-äeCCo-t-t (from -vCCi>) 
a-s-aermo 
ά-s-aeklo 
ά-s-aekto 
ά-s-aelso 
ά-s-aenso 
t-a-s-aevto-t-t 
t-a-s-aekto-t-t 

'dye' 
'place for mid-day' 
'souvenir' 
'garment' 
'tomb' 
'spot for pole' 
'memento' 

-vrmu- 'apply henna to' 
-vklu- 'spend mid-day' 
-vkti> 'remember' 
-vlsu- 'get dressed' 
-vnsu- 'lie down' 
-vrtu- 'be planted' 
-vkti> 'remember' 

b. Ma s-aeCCo (from -vCCi>) 
s-aemdo 'end' 
s-aento 'beginning' 
s-aerho 'well-behaved one' 

-vmdu- 'be complete' 
-vntu- 'begin' 
-vrhu- 'want, need' 

c. Ma s-aePPayCo (from -vPvC-) 
s-aeggayfo 'scarecrow' -s-vwvf- 'scare' 

d. α-s-aePPaeCCo (from -PuCCo-) 
α-s-aehhaesko (R) 'decoration' 

[variant a-s-ahhasku, a-s-ahhsski] 
-husku- + -t 'be pretty' 

Another set of instrumentals and similar nominals has <L H> melody. 
Most cases involve a stem-final u (586.a). 
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(586) Instrumental Nominale with <L H> Melody 

form gloss related verb and gloss 
Ma as-s-aCaC, Fe t-as-s-äCaC-t (from -uCvC-) 

ae-s-adad 
ae-s-djad 
as-s-aksl 
a2-s-dlay 
ae-s-anas 
as-s-asar 
t-ae-s-asas-t 
t-ee-s-awaq-q 

prop 
'strap' 
'leg, paw' 
'hook' 
'hobble rope' 
'joining cord' 
'tying strap' 
'obstruction' (K-d) 

-udvd- 'press against' 
-ujvd- 'tap (donkey)' 
-ukvl- 'tread' 
-ulvy- 'hang' 
-unvs- 'hobble (animal)' 
-USVY- ' join ' 
-usvs- 'squeeze' 
-uwvr- 'keep back' 

b. Ma ae-s-aCaC, Fe t-as-s-aCaC-t (from -vPPvC-) 
as-s-adar 
ae-s-ddaf 
ae-s-dkas 
t-ae-s-ati-t-t 

'staple food' 
'knife handle' 
'substitute' 
'tent matting' 

[with /ay/ —»i] 

-vddvr- 'live' 
-vttvf- 'hold' (Vdf) 
-vkkvs- 'remove' 
-vttvy- 'surround' 

c. Ma ae-s-dPQaC 
ae-s-altaf 'shovel' [none] 

d. Ma ...aCCu 
as-s-sejjarhu 'future status' 

[cf. Caus -s-vjrvh- 'look'] 
a-s-seggammu 'covering (coat)' 
a-s-aekkaedammu 'tweezers' 

-vjrvh- 'understand' 

-gummu- (+ -t) 'cover self 
-kvdvmmu- (+ -t) 'pinch' 

e. Ma e-s-eCaC (from augmented -CvCi>) 
e-s-ekar 'sourness' -kvru- (-t) 'be sour' 

The cases in (586) all have a full a, or in (586.e) e, in the penult and end 
either in aC or in stem-final u. These -uCvC- stems are treated as -iCvC- in 
causatives. In (586.a), the full α corresponds to a lexical full V. In (586.b), the 
input stem is -vPPvC-, but this is replaced by an alternative stem-shape 
-uPvC- in causatives and agentives. Therefore the instrumental shape 
as-s-dCaC is appropriate for (586.a-b), as the L part of the <L H> melody 
converts both Iii and /u/ to a. 

For e-s-eCaC, see the common nominal pattern e-CeCaC (595.c) in 
§8.12.2, below. 

The stems of the nominals in (587) have <H> melody. 
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(587) Other Instrumental Nominals with <H> Melody 

form gloss related verb and gloss 

a. Ma ά-s-CaC, Fe t-a-s-CaC-t (from -vCvC-) 
ά-s-fal 'roof material' -vfVl- 'be roofed' 
ά-s-jan 'animal area' -vjvn- 'kneel' 
ά-s-har 'lid' -vhvr- 'shut, block' 
a-s-kad 'landmark' [none] 
t-a-s-har-t 'door' -vhvr- 'shut, block' 
t-a-s-hat-t 'bellows' perhaps -vhvd- 'swear' 
t-a-s-jar-t 'flint cloth' -vjvr- 'throw' 
t-a-s-ni-t-t 'vehicle' -vnvy- 'mount' 

[with /ay/ - » i ] 

b. Fe t-a-s-aCCi-t-t (from -vCCu-, or -vCCvy-) 
t-a-s-anji-t-t 'channel' -vnjvy- '(water) run' 

[with /ay/ —> i] 
t-a-s-aswi-t-t 'drinking place' -vswu-

In (587.a), the core stem is reduced to -CaC. One can argue that ά-s-CaC 
is syncopated from α-s-aCaC. In T-ka and several other dialects, α-s-aCaC is 
in fact the surface pronunciation of the corresponding causative VblN, so there 
is a clear opposition between causative VblN α-s-aCaC and instrumental 
nominal ά-s-CaC. In K-d, on the other hand, both patterns have fallen together 
as ά-s-CaC. 

The two examples in (587.b) have identical shapes, but 'channel' involves 
/ay/ monophthongizing to i, while 'drinking place' is based on a true V-final 
stem. 

In (588), I present instrumentals that have i or u in the penult. When the 
final is a CvC syllable with short V, we get ae in (588.a), and a in (588.b-c). In 
(588.d), one cannot distinguish between ae and a because of the BLC. 

(588) Instrumental Nominals with {i u} 

form gloss related verb and gloss 

a. Ma a-s-iCCasC, Fe t-a-s-ICCaeC-t (from -vPQvC- or -uPQvC-) 
a-s-ilkasw 'dipper, ladle' -vlkvw- 'draw water' 

b. Fe t-a-s-ICaC-t (frozen) 
t-a-s-Isak-k 'Bergia herb' [none] 
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c. Ma s-üCCsC (from -uPQvC-) 
s-ünsaj 'poison' (Im) VblN a-s-ünsaj 'sniff 

[variant s-snsag] 

d. Ma α-s-iCCa/aeC (from -vPQvC-) 
α-s-injad 'turban' (T-md) -vnjvd- 'roll (turban)' 

[arguably α-s-lnjaed ; variant a-s-anjad] 

e. Ma α-s-uCeC (only example) 
a-s-iidem 'last bit of liquid' -s-udvm-'drain' 

Finally, in (589) we observe three-part melodies. That in (589.a) is 
isolated, and it has no corresponding verb as input. The <H L H> pattern in 
(589.b) could be thought of as the trisyllabic counterpart of <L H> in (586), 
above. 

(589) Instrumental Nominals with Complex Melodies 

form gloss related verb and gloss 

a. <L Η L> 
sohajjar 'Chamaecrista herb' [none] 

b. <H L H> 
a-s-akkaksl 'sole (of foot)' -ukvl- 'tread' 
as-sss-dnjar 'obstacle' -vnjvr- 'hide' 
a-s-awwanawan 'stair(s)' -uwvn- 'go up' 

[usually in PI form i-s-awwaniwan] 
a-s-abbarbar 'exit (place)' -bvrbvr- 'go out' 

In (590), the nominal (more or less instrumental) is related not to an 
underived stem, rather to a causative stem that already has the -s- prefix. 

(590) Nominals Containing Causative -s-

form gloss related verb and gloss 

a. t-a-s-ICCaC-t (or ...Ca;C-t) 
t-3-s-lnsaq-q 'whistle' - s -unsw- 'whistle' 

[arguably t-9-s-Insaeq-q ; variant t-as-sunseq-q (A-grm)] 

b. Fe t-as-s-ü(C)CeC-t (for Caus -s-u(C)CvC-) 
t-ae-s-utef-t '(a) spit' (T-md) -s-utvf- 'spit' 
t-3-s-üdmer-t '(a) reply' -s-udmvr- 'reply' 
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For s-emrar 'respect' and s-erkam 'domination', see (595.a), below. 
A type in -s-agg- with a velar stop after the prefixal -s- is attested but 

rare. The only clear case is α-s-agg-afay 'funnel' (PI i-s-sgg-afay), compare 
verb -vffvy- 'pour; be poured'. The g is geminated as though in a Shlmpf verb 
form with Caus -s- prefix. For A-grm I recorded this as a-s-agg-afi (PI 
i-s-agg-afa), where the PI form (without final y) shows that the Sg has been 
reanalysed. A possible relic of this formation is i-sagguqgan 'footholds' (PI 
only). The formation is known in Algerian Tuareg, e.g. DTF 1.335 
"äseggeffer" glossed as 'cachette' (i.e. 'hiding place'), cf. verb -vffvr- 'hide'. 
Since gg can reflect *ww, a connection with the rare Causative prefix 
allomorph -svw- is possible (§8.1.1). 

8.12 Other nominals 

8.12.1 Agent/instrument nominal with <L> melody 

One common nominal formation is closely related to a VblN of the type 
characteristic of superheavy stems. The VblN has MaSg a- (or occasionally e-) 
prefix, <H> melody, and (where permitted by the syllabic structure) Syncope 
of schwa in an open stem-initial syllable. The Agent/Instrument nominal, by 
contrast, has <L> rather than <H> melody, and does not syncopate; the MaSg 
prefix can be a- or e-; and frequently a final-syllable short V is lengthened 
(χ-f). Examples are in (591). In (591.c), note that the four syllables of the <L> 
nominal, in this case reduplicated, have vocalic sequences «ae α ae α», where 
both parts of the reduplication lengthen the second V. 

(591) Agent/Instrument Nominals with <L> Melody from Underived Stems 

verb gloss VblN <L> nominal gloss 

a. no V's lengthened 
'sneak' α-dkukam ae-daekdkaem 
'be flabby' α-bkawkaw t-e-bsekswkasw-t 
'rattle' a-rrawraw a-vaeraewraew 

[also a-Yseraswrasw] 
'dream' α-mnawnaw e-maenaewnaew 
'be confused' α-mtall e-msetaell 

[verb stem -mvtvllu-] 

'one who sneaks' 
'tassels' 
'acacia pod' 

'dream' (A-grm) 
'misrecognition' 

b. final-syllable V lengthened 
'stutter' a-hdandan 
'chatter' a-klastaf 
'creep' a-lmumas 
'shine' a-mlawlaw 

a-haedaendan (R) 
a-kaelaestaf 
as-lasmamas 
a-maelaewlaw 

'stutterer' 
'chatterer' 
'creeper' 
'sth that shines' 
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'chatter' a-mlastar a-maelaestar 'chatterer' 
'slur' α-haddaddas a-hasddaeddas (R) 'one who slurs' 
'be slippery' a-zalbabbay a-zaelbaebbay 'sth slippery' 

c. reduplicated nominals with two lengthened V's, type -PasQaRPaeQaR 
'pound' a-jrafjaraf a-jaerafjaeraf 'pounder' 
'smile' a-kmazkamaz a-kaemazkaemaz 'smiler' 

I I I I 

'chomp' a-krawkarsw a-kaerawkaeraw 'chomper' 
'chatter' a-mlavmalaY a-maelaYmaelar 'chatterer' 
'have disease' a-wravwarar t-a-wasravwaeraq-q 'hepatitis' 

d. from augmented verb stems (with -t in inflected forms) 
'hide' ά-bkammi a-baekaemma 'one who hides' 
'beat (music)' ά-vlabbi a-raelaebba 'large tomtom' 
'glimmer' ά-smaqqi a-saemaeqqa 'bright spot' 
'file (metal)' α-z-azzawi a-z-aezzaewa 'file (tool)' 
'nibble' a-jmsnjsmi a-jsemsenjasma 'nibbler' 
'stir up' a-rlaqvili t-a-Ylasgrsela-t-t 'sediment' 
'roll' a-blambulu a-baslsembala 'one who rolls' 

[also ae-baslaembala] 

e. irregular 
'stir (milk)' a-frsnfuru e-fasraenfaer 'stirring stick' 

The same <L> melody Agent/Instrumental nominal is also available for 
verbs with a derivational prefix such as Causative -s- (592). The same 
C rGemination that applies in the causative VblN (and Shlmpf) occurs in the 
<L> nominal. This formation competes with the combination of Agentive -m-
(-n-) plus causative stem exemplified in (574) in §8.8.4, above. In general, the 
unprefixed pattern (592) is normal for the causative stems based on superheavy 
input stems, though there is some overlap. 

(592) Agent/Instrument Nominals with <L> Melody from Causative Stems 

verb gloss VblN <L> nominal gloss 

'lean on' a-s-attshsl a-s-aettaehal '(a) prop' 
'stick out rear' a-s-skkattay a-s-aekaettay 'bustard sp.' 
'smile' a-s-akkaryas a-s-aekkaeryas 'smiler' 
'free' a-s-aqqawili a-s-aeqqaewala 'one who frees' 
'close (door)' a-s-annakabbi a-s-aennaekaebba 'one who closes' 
'free' a-s-aqqawili a-s-aeqqaewala 'one who frees' 
'organize' α-s-annamannak a-s-aennasmaennak 'organizer' 
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There is also an attested Agent/Instrument <L> nominal with Reciprocal 
-nvm-. For semantic reasons it is normally found in the plural (593). The Sg 
ae-n-asm-ahaz is not common but can be elicited. 

(593) i-naem-ahaz-asn 
Pl-Recip-approach-MaPl 
'(the) ones who approach (=are near) each other' 

A more common (and more regular) form is agentive e-naemm-ehasz 
'close kinsman' (cf. also as-n-ahaz 'close kinsman' in A-grm). 

The Agent/Instrument <L> pattern can also apply to complex prefixal 
der ivat ions involving e.g. Caus -s- preceding Reciprocal - n v m - or 
Mediopassive -m- (-n-). Examples are in (594). Note the final-syllable a. 

(594) Agent/Instrument Nominals with <L> Melody from Complex Prefixal 
Derivations 

verb gloss VblN <L> nominal gloss 

a. causative of Reciprocal -nvm-
'adjust' a-s-snnam-ahal a-s-aennasm-aehal 'adjuster' 

[VblN also a-s-annam-ahal] 

b. causative of Mediopassive or Reciprocal -m- (-n-) 
'pour' a-s-ann-affay a-s-asnn-aeffay 
'tie' a-s-amm-akras a-s-aemm-aekras 

'one who pours' 
'one who ties 
rope segments' 

8.12.2 Other nominal derivations 

Other nominal formations, in most cases not involving a derivational prefix, 
are listed below with the available examples. Several of these patterns involve 
feminine morphology. Some of these resemble patterns that have a derivational 
prefix. For example, the pattern ά-CCaC could be connected with ά-s-CsC 
(§8.11). 

In (595) I give a number of patterns involving e after the first C of the 
stem. 
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(595) Nominate with -Ce... 

nominal gloss related verb and gloss 

a. CeCCaC (from -CoCCvC- or -CvCCvC-) [all known exx] 
derhan '(a) wish' -durhvn- 'desire' 
sendad 'laziness' -sundvd- 'be lazy' 
wezzan 'distrustful look' -wvzzvn- 'be wary' 
s-emrar 'respect' -s-vmrvr- 'make bigger, respect' 
s-erkam 'domination' (K-d) -s-vrkvm- 'hold sway over' 
n-efran 'being chosen' -n-vfrvn- 'be chosen' 
t-ezzar '1st daytime prayer' -aezzar- 'be in front' (PerfP) 

b. e-CeCCaC (from -CuCCvC-) 
e-mendar 'returning in PM' -mvndvr- 'return home in PM' 

c. e-CECAC (from -vPQvC- or -CDCVC-) 
e-dekal 'underside of hand' -dukvl- 'have sore feet' 
e-feras 'piece' -vfrvs- 'cut' 
e-xetss 'cut-off branch' -vrtvs- 'cut off 
e-kefal 'captive' -vkfvl- 'capture' 
e-kensf 'cooked meat piece' -vknvf- 'cook (meat) in hot sand' 
e-keres 'shapely one' -vkrvs- 'be shapely' 
e-leras 'overdue foetus' -VIYVS- 'lie low' 
e-nebsh 'sth left to soak' -vmbvh - 'soak' 
e-nekad 'castrated male' -vqkvd- 'castrate' 
e-nekar 'regrown grass' -vqkvr- 'get up' 
e-nesar 'regrown tree' -vnsvr- 'regrow' 
e-retay 'metis' -vtrvy- 'be mixed' 
e-tewar 'sth kept' -vtwvr- 'keep' 

d. e-CeCi (from -vPQvy-) 
e-seri 'new one, novelty' -vsrvy- 'be recent' 

[for e-sersy] 

e. e-CeCu (from -vCCu-, u/u subclass) 
e-nedu 'churned milk' -vndu- 'churn' 

f. t-e-CeCe (from -vCvC-), with PI t-i-CiC 
t-e-deje '(a) jab; sharp pain' -vdvj- ' jab' 
t-e-jere '(a) throw; projectile' -vjvr- 'throw' 
t-e-wete '(a) blow' -vwvt- 'hit, strike' 
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CeCCaC in (595.a) is a kind of VblN, as is the type in (595.b) with a 
vocalic Sg prefix. Perhaps n e r b a s 'kicking out' (A-grm) belongs in (595.a) 
but no related verb is known. The vowel sequence «e α» in (595.a) is the same 
as that in the alternative VblN type ePPaC for -vPPvC- verbs, e.g. e d d a m 
'drip(ping)' (546.a) (§8.6.1.2). (595.a-b) are compatible with stem-wide <L> 
melody. The important nominal pattern e-CeCaC in (595.c), along with its 
variants (595.d-e), is more of an object or product-of-action nominal. The type 
(595.f) functions as an instantiating VblN for -vCvC- stems (547.a). 

The nominals in (596) have s as the only non-stem-initial V. 

(596) Nominals with Stem-Medial a 

nominal gloss related verb and gloss 

a. ά-CCaC, t-d-CCaC-t (from -vPQvC- or in one case -CuCCu-) 
ά-dkar 'anger' -dukri;- (-t) 'be angry at' 
ά-draz 'sauce' -vdrvz- 'mix with water' 
d-rsaj 'large herd' -vrsvj- 'be frequent' 
t-a-dlam-t 

I 
'oppression' -vdlvm-

t 
- 'oppress' 

t-a-dhal-t 'help' -vdhvl- 'help' 
t-a-ftaq-q 'laying out' -vfitvr- 'lay out' 
t-a-rdar-t 'betrayal' -vrtvr- 'betray' 
t-a-rkab-t 'departure' -vrkvb- 'depart' 
t-a-rkan-t 'halt' -vrkvn- 'stop' 
t-a-rsam-t 'slipknot' -vrsvm-• 'tie slipknot' 
t-a-rsat-t 

1 I 'dropping' -vrsvd- 'defecate' 
t-a-rsam-t 'diarrhoea' -vrsvm-• 'expel diarrhoea' 
t-a-slat-t 

ι I 
'carcass section' -vslvd-

I 
'cut up at joints' 

b. t-a-CCi-t-t (from -vCCvy-, elsewhere a VblN pattern) 
t-a-rzi-t-t 'short-cut' -vrzvy- 'take short-cut' 

c. t-awCaC-t (like preceding but from -vPPvC-) 
t-awdaq-q 'chasing away' -vddvr- 'chase away' 
t-awdak-k 'direction' -vddvk- 'settle (somewhere' 
t-awdam-t 'drip' -vddvm- 'drip' 

d. ά-CaCC (from -vPQvC-), perhaps a variant of ά-CCaC 
ά-fars 'cut-off piece' -vfrvs- 'cut forcefully' 

(596.a) shows that ά-CCaC or feminine t-a-CCaC-t can function as a 
secondary VblN (especially in feminine instantiating VblN's), or as an 
associated nominal (e.g. product-of-action). This pattern is common with 
-vPQvC- verbs. (596.b) is a variant of this with y as final C. (596.c) is another 
variant, with -vPPvC- verbs, for which we have seen a stem variant -uPvC- in 
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causative and other derivatives; here we get aw instead of u. (596.d) is 
evidently a distinct, though minor, formation with product-of-action sense. 

The nominals in (597) have a «ae e» vocalic sequence, compatible with 
<L> melody. As with many nouns whose stems begin in -Cae..., the Sg vocalic 
prefix is -e-. 

(597) Nominals with «ae e» Vocalic Sequence 

nominal gloss related verb and gloss 

t-e-C&CeC-t (from -vPQvC-, -CvCvC-, etc.) 
t-e-daeber-t ' g r e y spots' PerfP dtebar- 'be grey' 
t-e-miehet-t 'threat' cf. Caus -s-vmvhvd- 'threaten' 

ι ι ι 

t-e-maeter-t 'formal advice' -mvtvr- 'be advised' 
t-e-rasjes-t 'walking' -vrjvs- 'walk' 
t-e-taehel-t 'prop' cf. Caus -s-vtvhvl- 'lean on' 

t-e-CaePPeC-t (from -vPQvC-) 
t-e-käerres-t 'knot' -vkrvs- 'tie knot' 

The examples in (597) vary between secondary VblN's and product-of-
action or similar nominals. The same is true of many of the nominals in the 
next set, (598), which have a similar vocalic sequence «a e». The Sg vocalic 
prefix is -a-. 

(598) Nominals with «a e» Vocalic Sequence 

nominal gloss related verb and gloss 

(from -vPQvC- or in two cases a. α -PaQQeC and t-a-PäQQeC-t 
-PuQQvC-) 

a-raffek '(a) bruise' -vrfvk- 'be bruised' 
a-sajjel 'loss of animal' -sujjvl- '(animal) stray' 
t-a-badder-t 'travel gift' -vbdvr- '(traveler) offer gift' 
t-a-dakkel-t 'handful' -vtkvl- (= -vkkvl-) 'take' 
t-a-rabber-t 'kick' -wbvr- 'kick' 
t-a-karres-t 'trickery' [A-grm] -vkrvs- 'dupe' 
t-a-karres-t 'knot place' -vkrvs- 'tie (knot)' 
t-a-lakkew-t '(a) scoop' -vlkvw- 'scoop, draw 

(water)' 
t-a-nadder-t 

ι I 
'jump' -vndvr- 'jump' 

t-a-naffez-t 
I 

'punch' -vnfvz-'punch' 
t-a-rabbet-t 'insult' -vrbvd- 'insult' 
t-a-raqqem-t 'cry of "hey!"' -vrvvm- 'cry "hey!"' 
t-a-rakkeb-t 'departure' -vrkvb- 'depart' 
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t-a-rakket-t 
I I 

t-a-rsmmeq-q 
t-o-satteq-q 
t-a-sarret-t 
t-a-takkel-t 
t-a-zalley-t 
t-a-lammez-t 

'hop' 
'fright' 
'(a) slap' 
'line, stripe' 
'handful' 
'part in hair' 
'chance event' 

b. t-a-CCSCCe-t- (from -CvCvCCu-) 
t-a-ksanne-t-t 'vaccination' 
t-osrsmme-t-t '(a) sip' 
t-a-twaqqe-t-t '(a) pinch, dram' 

t-a-wlaqqe-t-t 'quick lick' 

-vrkvd-'hop' 
-vrmvY- 'be frightened' 
-vs tw- 'slap' 
-vsrvd- 'draw' 
-vtkvl- 'take in hand' (Vdkl) 
-vzlvy- 'separate' 
-lummvz- 'have by chance' 

-kvsvnnu- (-t) 'vaccinate' 
-svrvmmu- (-t) 'sip' 
-tvwvqqu- (-t) 'take 
handful' 
-wvlvqqu- (-t) 'taste by 
licking' 

c. t-a-PsQQe-t-t (from -vPQi>, a/i subclass) 
t-a-naqqe-t-t 'sacrificial animal' -vqru- 'kill' 

[variant ...i-t-t] 

There are also some examples similar to those in (598), but with full u or i. 
not a (599). The Sg vocalic prefix is now -a- (T-ka), dialectally -as-. 

(599) Nominals with «u e» or «i e» Vocalic Sequence 

nominal gloss related verb and gloss 

a. 3-CuCCeC (from -CvCCvC- or -CuCCvC-) 
3-tuktek 'whisper' 
ae-tugkel (K-d) 'invisibility' 

b. t-3-CüPPe-t-t (from -CuPPu-) 
t-3-düqqe-t-t 
t - 9 - Y Ü b b e - t - t 

t-3-mülle-t-t 
t-3-küsse-t-t 
t-3-tubbe-t-t 

'poke' 
'gulp' 
'kiss' 
'whistling' 
'(a) whack' 

cf. Caus -s-vtvktvk- 'whisper' 
-turjkvl- 'be invisible' 

-duqqu- (-t) 'poke' 
-vubbu- (-t) 'gulp' 
-mullu- (-t) 'kiss' 
Caus -s-vkvssu- + (-t) 'whistle' 
-tubbo- (-t) 'whack' 

t-9-zümme-t-t 'helping hand' -zummu- (-t) 'help out' 

c. t-IPPeC-t (from -vCvC-) 
t-iddek-k '(a) sting' -vdvj- 'sting' 

The patterns in (597-9) have featured e as final-syllable V. There are also a 
number of similar cases with i instead of e. Examples are in (600). In some 
cases, where phonetic [ε] is followed by a BLC like r or r (q), one cannot 
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determine whether we are dealing with phonemic i or e, so in transcription of 
such cases I rely on parallelism with other similar nominals not involving a 
BLC. 

(600) Nominals with i as Final-Syllable Vowel 

nominal gloss 

a. t-e-CasCi-t-t (from -CvCu-) 
t-e-dswi-t-t 'joy' 
t-e-räeri-t-t '(a) shout' 

b. t-e-CäeCCi-t-t (from -CvCCu-) 
t-e-däerbi-t-t 'speed' 
t-e-n-asrmi-t-t 'dye' 
t-e-rasfti-t-t 'sth frightening' 

c. t-ae-CaCi-t-t (from -CuCiv) 
t-as-dabi-t-t 'being able' 
t-ae-daki-t-t 'calming down' 
t-ae-dami-t-t 'sowing' 
t-ae-fati-t-t 'failing' 
t-ae-lawi-t-t 'brash action' 
t-as-mayi-t-t 'thanking' 

d. t-ae-CoCiC-t (from -CuCvC-) 
t-ae-kayis-t 'audacity' 

e. t-as-CaPPiC-t (from -CuPPvC-) 
t-ae-hassil-t 'duty' 
t-ae-mansiq-q 'envy' 
t-ae-tajjir-t 'money for grain' 

f. t-ae-CaCCi-t-t (from -CuCCu-) 
t-as-tahmi-t-t 'suspicion' 

g. t-a-CCiC-t (from -vPQvC-) 
t-a-vlif-t 'sth entrusted' 

[PI t-i-Y3llaf] 

h. t-ae-CoPPi-t-t (from -CuPPu-) 
t-as-foqqi-t-t 'sprout' 

related verb and gloss 

-dvwu- (-t) 'be joyful' 
-vrru- 'call' 

-dvrbu- (-t) 'gallop' 
cf. -vrmu- 'apply henna' 
-rvfitu- 'have a scare' 

-dubu- (-t) 'be able' 
-duku- 'calm down' 
-dumu- (-t) 'sow' 
-futi> 'fail' 
-luwu- 'act brashly' 
(Shlmpf) -Imay- 'thank' 

-kuyvs- 'dare' 

-hussvl- 'be obligatory' 
-munsvT- 'be envious' 
-tujjvr- 'bring to market' 

-tuhmu- 'suspect' 

-vrlvf- 'be entrusted' 

-fuqqu- (-t) 'sprout' 

i. a-CaCiC (from -vPQvC-) 
a-mahis 'riposte' -vmhvs- 'reply in kind' 
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j. t-ae-CCaCi-t-t (from -CvCvCu-) 
t-a-rlali-t-t '(a) cry for joy' cf. Caus-s-vrvlvlu- (-t) 

k. t-a-CCaCCi-t-t (from -CvCvCCu-) 
t-a-hnaqqi-t-t 'hiccup' -hvnvqqu- (-t) 'hiccup' 

1. t-a-CaCCi-t-t (from -CuCCu-) 
t-a-jajji-t-t '(a) load' (K-d) -jujju- 'load' 

m. t-iPPiC-t or t-ePPiC-t (from -vPPvC-) 
t-iqqit-t 'cauterizing mark' -vqqvd- 'cauterize' 

n. t-iPQi-t-t or t-ePQi-t-t (from -uPvQ-) 
t-izmi-t-t 'slander' -uzvm- 'slander' 

ι ι 

o. t-a-CuCCiC-t (from -CuPPu- and others) 
t-3-büssir-t 'good news' -bussvr- 'give good news' 
t-3-kürris-t 'trickery' -vkrvs- 'dupe' 
t-a-turfir-t 'saying "oh my!'" Caus -s-vtvrfvr- 'say "oh 

my!'" 

Cases where the final syllable of the stem has u are in (601). 

(601) Nominals with u as Final-Syllable Vowel 

nominal gloss related verb and gloss 

a. t-a-CCu-t-t (from -vCCi>, a/u subclass) 
t-a-flu-t-t 'nut half -vflu- '(nut) be split' 

b. ά-CCuC (from -vPQvC-) 
ά-tfus (Vdfs) 'full udder' -vtfvs- '(udder) be full' 
a - r rud 'total' -vrrvd- 'reach maximum' 

c. α-CaCuC, t-a-CaCuC-t (from -vPQvC- or -CvCvC-) 
a-karus 'shapely one' -vkrvs- 'be shapely' 
t-a-bakun-t '(a) stack' -bvkvn- 'be stacked up' 

d. α-PaQQuC, t-a-PaQQuC-t (from -vPQvC- or -PuQQvC-) 
α-rassud 'pus' -russvd- 'be infected with pus' 
t-a-kammus-t 'sth tied up' -vkmvs- 'tie in corner of garment' 

e. t-as-CaPPu-t-t (from -CuPPi>) 
t-ae-faqqu-t-t 'sprout' (T-ka) -fuqqu- (-t) 'sprout' 
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Consider now the nominals with strict stem-wide <L> in (602). The type 
in (602.a) is interesting, since the initial α is part of the stem, not a vocalic 
prefix. It is therefore not affected by Prefix Reducation, as in daer amaehass 'in 
the dispersion', and is carried over to the PI, as in amaehses-sen 'dispersions'. 
'Blink' in (602.b) has a form not very different from that of Agent/Instrument 
nominals with <L> melody (§8.12.1, above), but those nominals (if based on 
V-final stems) end in α rather than in e. The pattern in 'stretched tent' (602.c) 
is rather isolated. 

(602) Other Nominals with Strict <L> Melody 

nominal gloss related verb and gloss 

a. aCasCasC (with invariant stem-initial a) 
amashaes 'dispersion' -mvhvs- 'disperse' 
άη-aswael '(a) stroll' -n-vwvl- 'stroll' 

[the nasal here is an irregular, frozen Mediop prefix] 

b. e-CaeCasCCe (from -CvCvCCu-) 
e-saefaelle '(a) blink' -svfvllu- (-t) 'blink' 

c. ae-CaCCaC (from -CvCCvC-) 
ae-rayray 'stretched tent' -rvyrvy- 'stretch out' 

In (603) I give a number of feminine nominals ending in ...e or ...a, 
probably an archaic Feminine ending, also seen in some feminine VblN 
patterns (541.a-e, 562.a-c,g, 566). Some of the forms in (603) function as 
secondary VblN's. 

(603) Feminine Nominals with Final ...e or ...a 

nominal gloss related verb and gloss 

a. t-a-CuCe (from -CvCvw-) 
t-a-hure 'occupation' -hvrvw- 'produce' 

b. t-a-CoCe (from -vCvC-) 
t-a-hode 'oath' -vhvd- 'swear' 

ι ι 

c. t-a-CCaCa (from -vPQvC-) 
t -3- rb la 'eternity' (A-grm) -ντίνΐ- 'endure' 

d. t-a-CaeCCa (from -vPQvC-), see also as VblN (§8.6.1.2) 
t-a-raebra 'kicking' -vrbvr- 'kick' 
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Another pattern that can be used either as a VblN or in more lexicalized 
nominals is that shown in (604.a). The type in (604.b) seems to be a variant of 
this. 

(604) Nominals Based on -ePPaC-and-ePPeC-

nominal gloss related verb and gloss 

a. ePPaC, t-ePPaC-t (from -vPPvC-), also a VblN pattern (§8.6.1.2) 
ettab 'eyedrops' -vttvb- 'apply eyedrops' (Vdf) 
eqqar 'thunder' -vqqvr- 'thunder' 
eqqad 'forest fire' -vqqvd- 'cauterize' 
t-eddam-t '(a) drop' -vddvm- 'drip' 

b. t-ePPeC-t, t-ePPaC-t (from -vPPvC-) 
t-eddes-t (T-ka) '(a) move' -vddvs- 'play game' 

[in other dialects: t-eddas-t] 

A number of minor nominal types, some closely related to those already 
presented, are given in (605). 

(605) Other Minor Nominal Types 

nominal gloss related verb and gloss 

e-CaeCi (from -vCCu-; T-ka also e-CaCi), see also (540.a) in §8.6.1.1 
e-saeli 'news' -vslu- 'listen' 

[usually in PI i-sael-an] 

aCoC (arguably d-CuC, from -vCvC-) 
djor 'fighting spear' -vjvr- 'throw' 

t-o-CCuCseC-t (from -CvCuCvC-) 
t-a-blulasq-q 'ball, lump' -bvlulvr- 'be ball-shaped' 

t-3-CüCaeC-t (from -CuCvC-) 
t-3-düjasn-t 'secret sign' (Imprt) s - addu jan 'make a 

sign' 

a-PaQQaC (from -vPQvC-) 
a-nakkad 'cut-up grass' -vrjkvd- 'cut' 

t-lPPa-t-t (from -νΡΡυ-) 
t-iyya-t-t 'sth left' -uyyu- 'leave, abandon' 
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t-aPPiCCaeC-t (from -PvCCvC-) [cf. adjectival abstractives §8.6.5] 
t-sbbillaen-t 'wrestling' -bvllvn- 'wrestle' 
[variant t-aebbillasn-t] 

t-ae-CaeCaCCi-t-t (from -CvCvCCu-) 
t-as-lasfarsi-t-t 'disappointment' - l v f v r s u - (-t ) 'be dis-

appointed' 
t-ae-maerälsi-t-t 'grieving' -mvrvlsu- 'grieve' 

t-ae-CaeCaCiC-t (or t-as-CseCaCeC-t, from -CvCuCvC-) 
t-as-lasmamiq-q 'blister' -lvmumvr- 'have blisters' 

t-e-CaeCäeCCi-t-t (from -CVCDCCD- ) 
t-e-saewseqki-t-t 'speeding up' -svwvrjku- (-t) 'walk faster' 

t-ae-PoQQeC-t (or t-ae-PoQQiC-t, from -vPQvC-) 
t-as-bosser-t 'pre-dawn meal' -vbsvr- 'break fast' 



Chapter 9 
Verb phrases and other predications 

9.1 Voice (valency) types of verbs 

9.1.1 Subject and object 

There is one subject NP in each clause. There may also be one direct object NP 
(with verbs like 'give', the recipient may appear as a second direct object NP 
under limited conditions, §9.1.6). Other NP's occur as PP's or as adverbials. 
Except when focalized or topicalized, all NP's (and PP's) follow the verb. If 
all arguments are expressed as nonpronominal NP's, the order is VSOX, where 
X is everything else. 

The subject is always expressed as a pronominal subject affix on the verb. 
If it is also expressed as a noun (or NP), this immediately follows the verb 
(unless fronted by focalization or topicalization). A verb plus a following 
subject noun is treated as a single accentual phrase, so if the noun is mono- or 
bisyllabic and has no lexical accent, a phrasal accent appears on the final 
syllable of the verb. In addition, nouns that begin with a gender-number suffix 
(MaSg α-, MaPl i-, FeSg t-α-, FePl t-i-), i.e. the majority of nouns, undergo 
Prefix Reduction when in subject function following the verb (§3.5.1). The 
reductions, which apply more generally to nouns in "dependent" state (hence 
also in possessive constructions or after a preposition), are repeated in (606). 

(606) Prefix Reduction in Postverbal Subject Noun 

In texts and sentence examples, I use the symbol 1 before a noun to 
indicate that audible Prefix Reduction has occurred. These nouns are therefore 
either subjects, possessives (in annexation constructions), or complements of 
prepositions. The symbol is not applicable to nouns that lack vocalic prefixes, 
even in "dependent" syntactic positions. 

If an object noun directly follows the verb, the accentual patterning is the 
same (verb and object noun form a single accentual phrase), but there is no 
Prefix Reduction. The presence or absence of Prefix Reduction is therefore a 
key indicator of subject versus object status of an immediately postverbal 
noun. Examples in (607). 

MaSg 
MaPl 
FeSg 
FePl 

α-, e-
i-
t-α-, t-e-
t-i-

—» ae-, 3-
3", 0* 
t-ae-, t-3-

—> t-3-, dialectally t -0-
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(607) a. 1-waet 3-janna 
Sg-rain 3MaSgS-hit.PerfP S 

'The rain struck (=fell).' 

b. 1-nhaey 
3MaSg-see.PerfP 
'He saw the rain.' 

a-jsnna 
Sg-rain 

In (607.a), Prefix Reduction has applied, so the postverbal noun must be 
the subject (which is therefore coindexed to the 3MaSg subject prefix.) In 
(607 .b), the absence of Prefix Reduction tells us that the postverbal noun is the 
object. 

The object may be pronominalized, in which case it appears as an object 
clitic such as 3MaSg -\tt varying with -\e. For clitics see Chapter 10. 

9.1.2 Intransitive 

Of course the usual one-place predicates ('go', 'sleep', etc.) are intransitive. 
More interesting is the fact that many pairs of intransitive and (derived) 
causative are translation equivalents, respectively, of passives (e.g. 'be cut') 
and simple transitives ('cut'), reversing the derivational directionality of 
English and other European languages. Examples of such intransitives are 
(Imprt) ümam 'be sucked' and ükmas 'be scratched'; see §8.1.1. 

9.1.3 Ambi-valent intransitive/transitive verbs 

There are some ambi-valent verbs that can be used intransitively or 
transitively without affixal differentiation (i.e. with no overt derivational 
directionality). The intransitive may function as an agentless (medio-)passive 
(608.a). In these cases it is not immediately clear which valency is more basic. 
Often the intransitive is resultative in function, and takes the Resit stem shape, 
whereas the transitive occurs in the PerfP to denote a past action. Or the 
intransitive may function as an objectless antipassive (608.b). In these cases 
the transitive function seems primary, and the intransitive function merely 
omits an unspecified (or obvious) object. In addition to high-frequency cases 
like those in (608.b), quite a few transitives can be used occasionally in this 
antipassive, or unspecified-object, construction. 
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(608) Ambi-valent Verb 

verb intransitive gloss transitive gloss 

a. intransitive = (medio-)passive 
-vbsvy- 'break up, disperse' 
-vdrvr- 'be adorned' 
-vffVy- 'be poured' 
-vftvl- 'be put down' 
-vhvr- '(pot) be covered' 
-vkrvy- '(cow) be drained of milk' 

'dismantle (tent)' 
'adorn (sth)' 
'pour (sth)' 
'put (sth) down' 
'cover (pot)' 
'drain (cow) of milk' 

b. intransitive = antipassive 
-νκτυ- 'read' 
-vkso- 'eat, have a meal' 

'read (sth)' 
'eat (sth)' 

9.1.4 Transitive 

The semantic range of Tamashek transitive verbs is unremarkable in most 
respects. The prototypical transitive concepts, involving creation or physical 
impact, like 'make', 'hit', 'twist', and 'cut', are simple transitives. So are 
perception verbs like 'see'. Somewhat more interesting are the transitives 
listed in (609). 

(609) Transitive Verbs 

-vkku- 'go to' is the 'go' verb used with a specified destination, which is 
expressed as the direct object. A PerfP example with object NP is t-akka 
e-haen 'she went to the house'. Note that the object NP has no locative 
preposition. The destination can also be expressed as an object clitic: 
Skkas-nAt 'they-Ma went to him'. The verb can be passivized: 0-aetw-aekka 
'he was gone to'. A reciprocal version: aenm-äekkas-n 'they went to each 
other'. A different verb -vjlu- expresses intransitive 'go, go away, depart' with 
no specified destination. 

Likewise, -vfvl- 'go from, leave' takes an object NP denoting the 
departure point. Example: i-faelAad baemasko 'he left Bamako (on the way 

-vkki> 
-vflu-

'go to' 
'leave, go from' 
'be on (sth)' 
'be in' (usually Resit -aha-) 
'have' (usually Resit -aid-) 
'exist' (usually Resit -slid-) 
'lose' 

-vwvr-
-vhi> 
-νΐυ-
-νΐΐυ-
-vbu-
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here)'. -\ad(d) here is the Centripetal clitic. This transitive verb, along with the 
use of preposition r o r 'chez, at the place of in composite 'from X to Y' 
adverbial expressions (§6.7), makes an ablative preposition unnecessary, and 
Tamashek has none. 

-vwvr- 'be on' takes a direct object, rather than a PP, to specify the object 
or surface on which the subject rests. In the (positive) stative sense it occurs in 
the Resit form -awdr-. An example with full noun as object: i-war t-s-hun-t 
'he is on the stone'. An example with object clitic is i-wdr-\t 'he is on it-Ma'. 
The passive sounded dubious to informants, but I was able to elicit a reciprocal 
-nvm-vwvr-, 3MaPl PerfP: aenm-aewaer-aen 'they were on each other'. 

-vhi> 'be in' takes an object NP denoting the object, region, or space in 
which the subject is located. Example: n-aha e-haen 'we are in the house'. The 
verb can also be used in extended senses of the type 'be produced (caused) by'. 
Example: i-h-\e a-s-assuhu η Vrazzej 'strengthening of the livestock is in 
(=is brought about by) it (=a pasture grass sp.)'. In positive main clauses it is 
always in the Resit form, -vhu- is a defective verb with no imperfective stems 
(§7.3.2.12). It occurs in many idiomatic phrases, for example with a nominal 
denoting a personality trait or other characteristic as subject, and a human NP 
as object, e.g. t-ah-\e "t-ae-haeke 'he is generous' (lit. "giving is in him"). 

Another defective transitive verb is -νΐυ- 'have', the ordinary verb of 
possession. It too appears (in positive sentences) in the Resit form -aid-. See 
§7.3.2.14. One can extract the object to give sentences like e-haen miAtH-las-n 
'the house [topic], who has it?' (i.e. 'to whom does the house belong?'). For an 
alternative construction 'X be mine' etc. see §9.4. 

Still another defective transitive verb is -νΐΐυ-, which combines with a 
referentially empty 3MaSg object clitic to form an existential sense 'exist, 
there is/are'. See §9.3, below, and §7.3.2.11 for the irregular morphology and 
the dialectally variable omission or reinterpretation of the 3MaSg clitic. 

The sense 'get lost' is expressed as (PerfP) 0-aeba-, with invariant 3MaSg 
subject form (here 0 - before a) plus an object NP or clitic denoting the person 
or object lost. Example: 0-aeba-\taet 'she got lost', also a common polite 
expression for 'she died'. The 3MaSg subject is audible as i- in LoImpfP 
i-t-iba-\taen 'they are (often) lost'. See §7.3.2.16 for more forms of this 
defective verb. 

9.1.5 Intransitives with dative complement 

The following verbs take a dative rather than accusative complement, and are 
therefore technically intransitive: -vslu- 'hear, listen to', (PerfP) -allil- 'help' 
(as simple transitive this verb means 'follow'), -vrrvs- 'slaughter, cut the 
throat of (animal)', -vlkvm- 'follow', and -vmravv- 'look (search) for'. 
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(610) a. gsle-r [y ae-sdhar] 
listen.PerfP-lSgS [Dat Sg-song] 
Ί listened to the song.' [K-d] 

b. 3lkaem-aeY-\a-s 
follow.PerfP-1 SgS-\Dat-3Sg 
Ί helped him.' [K-d] 

9.1.6 Underived ditransitive (object plus dative) 

The prototypical ditransitives are -vkfu- 'give' and -s-vknu- 'show'. The latter 
is a frozen causative. 

These verbs take an object NP or clitic denoting the object given or shown, 
and a dative PP (or dative clitic) denoting the recipient. 

(611) a. mi-\kasy i-kfee-n 
who?-\2MaSgO 3MaSgS-give.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 
a-w-ά 
Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg 
'Who gave you-MaSg that' 

b. i-ss-3kna-\0-hi ά-zraf 
3MaSgS-(Caus)-show.PerfP-\lSgDat Sg'-money 
'He showed me the money.' 

c. i-ss-skna-\0-hi-\taen 
3MaSgS-(Caus)-show.PerfP-\Dat-lSg-\3MaP10 
'He showed them-Ma to me.' 

It is also possible to structure a 'give' clause with two "direct" objects, as 
long as they are not both expressed as pronominal clitics. 

(612) a. akfe-Y α-m-idl-nin e-kaezz 
give.PerfP-lSgS Sg-Agent-be.with-lSgPoss Sg-chicken 
Ί gave my friend a rooster.' [K-d] 

b. ass-akn-aer i-m-idiw-äen-in 
Caus-show.PerfP-lSgS Pl-Agent-be.with-MaPl-lSgPoss 
e-kaezz 
Sg-chicken 
Ί showed my friends a rooster.' 

If both the theme (direct object) and the recipient are expressed as 
pronominals, the recipient must be dative. 
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(613) 3kfe-r-\a-saen-\t 
give.PerfP-lSgS-\Dat-3MaPlS-\3MaSgO 
Ί gave it to them-Ma.' 

9.1.7 Complex causatives 

When a transitive verb is causativized, a double-object construction results. 
(614) illustrates this with -s-vlvl- '(X) cause (Y) to follow (Z)' from -νΐ ΐυΐ-
'(Y) follow (Z)'. 

(614) aes-lael-asY a-haenay-in e-haen 
Caus-folIow.PerfP-1 SgS Sg-see.VblN-lSgPoss Sg-house 
Ί made my view follow (=1 looked over) the house.' 

With -s-vvlvf- '(X) cause (Y) to keep (Z) in trust', or more freely '(X) 
entrust (Z) to (Υ)' = '(X) entrust (Y) with (Z)\ if both objects Y and Ζ are 
expressed as nouns, or if both Y and Ζ are pronominalized, the usual syntax is 
'X cause-keep Ζ [Dative Y]', but if just one of Y and Ζ is pronominalized, the 
double-object construction (one object clitic and a following NP interpretable 
as object) is usual (615). 

(615) a. 3ss-9Ylaef-2er-\a-s-\tast 
Caus-keep.PerfP-1 SgS-\Dat-3Sg-\3FeSgO 
Ί entrusted it-Fe (e.g. cow) to him.' 

b. 3ss-3rläef-seq-\q t-aüss-in 
Caus-keep.PerfP- lSgS-\3MaSgO Fe-cow-1 Sg 
Ί entrusted my cow to him.' (= Ί entrusted him with my 
cow.') 

c. 3ss-3rlaef-asq-\qaet asqqe-r 
Caus-keep.PerfP-1 SgS-\3FeSgO brother-1 Sg 
Ί entrusted it-Fe to my brother.' 

The verb -vrrvs- 'slaughter, cut the throat of is intransitive with a dative 
complement denoting the victim. When it is causativized. the causative verb 
can express this complement as either direct object (616.a) or dative (616.b-c). 

(616) a. ass-arraes-aeY a-maedraey-in 
Caus-slaughter.PerfP-lSgS Sg-elder.sibling-lSgPoss 
t-e-haele 
Fe-Sg-sheep 
Ί made/had my brother slaughter the sheep.' [K-d] 
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b. ass-3Yraes-seY-\a-s-\t 
Caus-slaughter.PerfP-lSgS-\Dat-3Sg-\3MaSgO 
Ί made/had him slaughter it.' [K-d] 

c. 3ss-3rra2s-a2q-\q [e nt-ae-haele] 
Caus-slaughter.PerfP-lSgS-\3MaSgO [Dat Fe-Sg-sheep] 
Ί made/had him slaughter the sheep.' [K-d] 

Other intransitives with dative complement whose causatives were 
checked were -vlkvm- 'help; follow', -vslu- 'listen to', and -vmmvY- 'look 
for'. My data show that the complements remain in dative form for the first 
two (617.a-b), but are direct objects with 'look for' (617.c-e). The partial 
difference in causative syntax among these verbs may reflect such factors as 
the semantic naturalness of the dative (rather low for 'slaughter'), and 
neutralization of case-coded semantic distinctions for the input verb (transitive 
'follow' versus intransitive-with-dative 'help' for -vllul-). 

(617) a. ass-slkasm-aeY se-wadsm [e "t^-hatt-en] 
Caus-follow.PerfP-lSgS Sg-human [Dat Fe-Pl-sheep-FePl] 
Ί made/had someone follow the sheep.' [K-d] 

b. ass-ssl-aer ae-sdhasY [y "'ae-lyad] 
Caus-listen.to.PerfP-1 SgS Sg-song [Dat Sg-child] 
Ί made/had the boy listen to the song.' [K-d] 

c. ass-s-amaeY-aeY asqq-er 
Caus-Caus-seek.PerfP-1 SgS brother-1 SgPoss 
t - a - Y d - t - t 

Fe-Sg-goat-Fe-FeSg 
Ί had/made my brother look for the goat.' 

d. ass-s-amseY-aeq-\q t-a-Ya-t-t 
Caus-Caus-seek.PerfP-lSgS-\3MaSgO Fe-Sg-goat-Fe-FeSg 
Ί made him look for the goat.' 

e. aes-s-amaeY-aeq-\qset aeqq-eY 
Caus-Caus-seek.PerfP-lSgS-\3FeSgO brother-1 SgPoss 
Ί made my brother look for it.' 

In (617.d) the agent of 'seek' (Y) is expressed as an object clitic on 'cause 
to seek'. In (617.e), the object of 'seek' (Z) is expressed as an object clitic on 
'cause to seek'. 
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9.1.8 Double datives 

Verbs like ditransitive 'give' and 'show', as well as intransitive dative-object 
verbs like 'slaughter, cut the throat of (-vrrvs-), can add an extra dative in 
benefactive or purposive sense. In (618), the two datives are both expressed as 
clitics, with the first (inner) clitic representing the normal dative complement. 

(618) 3Yraes-asY-\a-s-\ha-saen 
slaughter.PerfP-1 SgS-\Dat-3Sg-\Dat-3MaPl 
Ί slaughtered it (e.g. ram) for them.' 

9.2 Copular predications ('be', 'become') 

The verbs that can function as 'be' equational copulas ('X is a blacksmith'), 
or as 'become' inchoative verbs, are -aemos- 'be' (PerfP) and -vqqvl- 'be' 
(also 'wait' and 'go back' in other contexts). The complement is a noun (or 
NP). 

In positive Stative copular 'be' function, these two verbs occur in the Resit 
stems -aemos- and -sqqal-. Examples are in (619). 

(619) a. e-sed ά aqqal-aer (= aemos-asr) 
Sg-donkey Focus be.Reslt-lSgS 
Ά donkey [Focus] is what I am.' 

b. t-aqqdl t-a-kli-t-t 
3FeSgS-be.Reslt Fe-Sg-slave-Fe-FeSg 
'She is a Bella.' 

In 'become' (i.e. inchoative) sense with past time reference, the regular 
PerfP is used: -aemos-, -aqqael- (620.a-b). A future counterpart is (620.c). 

(620) a 0-2emos d-wen 
3MaSgS-be.PerfP Dem-Dist 
[a 1-knae-n 
[Dem 3MaSgs-do.much-Partpl.MaSg 
aellaeror-aet [as "0-ssekkaetew-asn]] 
trouble-FeSg [Instr Pl-child-MaPl]] 
'That has become what what disturbed the children very 
much.' 

b. 1-qqael (= 0-aemos) a-masnokal 
3MsSgS-be.PerfP Sg-chief 
'He became chief.' 
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c. ad aqqsl-aer a-maenokal 
Fut be.Shlmpf-lSgS Sg-chief 
Ί will be/become chief (next year).' 

The difference between 'be' and 'become' is neutralized in the negative, 
where PerfN stems - s m o s - and -aqqel- are used for present or past time 
reference. 

(621) a. wasr sqqel-aer e-sed 
Neg be.PerfN-lSgS Sg-donkey 
Ί am not (or: did not become) a donkey.' 

b. wasr ajmos-asr ά-kli 
Neg be.PerfN-lSgS Sg-slave 
Ί am not a Bella.' 

Both -vmus- and -vqqvl- in copula function can take object pronominals 
(622). The usual object clitic is 3MaSg -\t, referring to something previously 
introduced into the discourse (622). Passive versions of the copulas were not 
elicitable. 

(622) a. aemos-aeq-\q 
be.Reslt-lSgs-\3MaSgO 
' l ami t . ' [K-d] 

b. waer-\t 0-asmos 
Neg-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-be.PerfN 
'He isn't it.' [K-d] 

c. i-qqdl-\t 
3MaSgS-be.Reslt-\3MaSgO 
'He is it.' [K-d] 

For alternative 'not be' constructions see §9.5. 
'Become A' for a typical adjectival sense A is normally expressed by a 

directly inflectable stem from the relevant adjectival verb ('it reddened', 'it 
will redden'), rather than as a construction with a 'become' verb. 

There are occasional instances of "nonverbal" predicates without copula 
(623). 

(623) a. ara-taen asmasra-dasT sammos 
child-MaPl now five 
'The children are now five (in number).' [K] 
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b. [α-sael i-daer] 
[Sg-day Prox-Anaph] 
'Today is a holy day.' [K] 

ae-mud 
Sg-prayer 

9.3 Locational and existential predications 

Existential predications are expressed with the verb -νΐΐυ-, normally occurring 
as Resit -slid- 'there is/are' (or 'be present') in the positive, and as PerfN 
-alia- after Negative wser. The existent is expressed as the subject. This verb 
normally takes a referentially empty 3MaSg object clitic (allomorphs -\tt, At, 
-e), though the clitic is omitted in some combinations, the details varying 
dialectally. See §7.3.2.11 for more on the forms. 

The 3MaSgO clitic is usually omitted with lst-2nd person subject: slle-Y 
Ί am (present)', t-alle-d 'you-Sg are present'. I have, however, recorded 
t-3lla-m-\t 'you-MaPl are present' with the 3MaSgO ending (-t). 

The synonymous verb -vmvl- 'exist', which also takes a dummy 3MaSgO 
clitic, has a full stem-paradigm (PerfP -amsel- or -msel-, Imprt amal, LoImprfP 
-ammdl- or -t-ammdl-), and Infin e-mel. An example is Imprt SmalAt 'be!'. 

-νΐΐυ- also occurs in a specialized adverbial construction translatable 'on 
the near/far side of X'. Here we get a 3MaSg subject, a directional clitic 
(Centripetal or Centrifugal), and either PerfP -alia- or Resit -alia- (the marked 
accent of the latter would be overridden by that of the clitic). This is followed 
by the spatial reference point X, which takes dative form (625). In (625.c), it 
appears that i-lla-\hin is treated as a noun (preceded by Poss '$n). 

(624) a. t-sllAe 
3FeSgS-exist.Reslt-\3MaSgO 
'There is a she-dog.' 

Vedi-t-t 
FeSg-dog-Fe-FeSg 

b. alld-nAt 
exist.Reslt-3MaPlS-\3MaSgO 
'There are (some) male dogs.' 

^a-yad-an 
Pl-dog-MaPl 

(625) a. i-lldAd 
3MaSgS-exist.Reslt-\Centrip 
[y fae-mm η "ae-hasn]] 
[Dat [Sg-mouth Poss Sg-house]] 
'just this side of the door (house entrance)' 

b. d-vrsm i-llAe 
Sg-town 3MaSgS-exist-\3MaSgO 
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[i-lla-\hln [y "ae-jrew]] 
[3MaSgS-exist.PerfP-\Centrif [Dat Sg-river]] 
'The town is (located) on the far side of (=across) the river.' 
[K-d] 

c. azzaeY-aen [daer ae-kall en-daer] 
dwell.PerfP-3MaPlS [in Sg-land Dist-Anaph] 
an frontiere t-en-daer 
Poss border Fe-Dist-Anaph 
η i-lla-\hin [e humbari] 
Poss 3MaSgS-exist.Reslt.\Centrif [Dat Hombori] 
'They have lived in that land of (=around) that border area 
(with Burkina Faso) that is located to the far side of Hombori.' 

That the combination of 'exist' and directional clitic is tending to become 
a frozen unit is suggested by variable positioning of pronominalized datives. 
These should normally intervene between -alia- and the directional, and may 
do so (626.b-c), but are also attested following the directional (626.a). 

(626) a. i-lla-\d-\ha-k 
3MaSgS-exist.Reslt-\Centrip-\Dat-2Sg 
'just this side of you-Sg' (i.e., in front of you, if you are facing 
me) 

b. i-llae-\ha-k-\add 
3MaSgS-exist.Reslt-\Dat-2Sg-\Centrip 
[= a] 

c. i-llae-\ha-k-\in 
3MaSgS-exist.Reslt-\Dat-2Sg-\Centrif 
'just beyond you-Sg' (next to you on the side away from me) 

Locational predicates are generally based on the verb -vhi> 'be in' or 
-vwvr- 'be on', both of which are simple transitives; see §9.1.3 for examples, 
and see §7.3.2.12 for the irregular morphology of -vhi>. However, it is also 
possible to use the existential verb in Resit form -al ia- with a following 
locational. This is appropriate when the specific locational nuances of -vhu-
'be in' or -vwvr- 'be on' do not apply, as in (627) with 'in front of X' as the 
locational phrase. 

(627) t-alle-d [dat 'ae-haen] 
2S-exist.Reslt-2SgS [in.front.of Sg-house] 
'You-Sg are in front of the house.' [R] 
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9.4 Possessive predications 

With the possessum as point of departure ('X belong to Υ', 'X be Y's'), we get 
a predicate genitive construction involving either a possessive PP (with 
Possessor preposition an plus NP) or a pronominal possessive suffix, following 
one of the reduced demonstrative forms in (628), which specify the gender-
number of the possessum. 

(628) Reduced Demonstratives in Possessive Predication 

MaSg MaPl FeSg = FePl 

Ί w-1 t-1 

For lSg possessor 'is/are mine' the forms are therefore 1-nin, w-i-nin, and 
t-i-nin. The latter can mean 'it-Fe is mine' or 'they-Fe are mine'. The full set 
of pronominal endings with the MaSg form ι is in (629). The forms are from 
T-k, but several were verified for K-d. 

(629) Paradigm of MaSg Possessive Predication 

person/gender Sg PI 

1st 1-nin i-nasnasr 
2nd Ma 1-nnaek i-naewaen 
2nd Fe Ί-nnaem i-naekmaet 
3rd Ma l-nnes,l-nnet i-naesaen 
3rd Fe " i-naesnaet 

One could argue that the first η in 1-nin and the other forms is 
segmentable, and specifically identifiable with Possessor preposition an ' o f . 
However, the same pronominal forms are also used as ordinary possessor 
clitics (§5.2.2), and the segmentability of -n- is questionable. 

With both possessed and possessor taking the form of nouns, we get 
examples like (630). 

(630) e-haen [i η abba-nin] 
Sg-house [Dem Poss father-my] 
'The house belongs to my father.' 

It is also possible to put the possessor in subject position with transitive 
verb -νΐυ- 'have' (§9.1.3, and for the irregular morphology §7.3.2.13). One 
can further extract the object of this verb, e.g. as a 'what?' interrogative, the 
effect being to approximate a predicate genitive ('what does X have?' = 'what 
belongs to X?'). 
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(631) miAtaet 1-lae-n 
who?-\3FeSgO 3MaSgS-have.PerfP-PartplMaSg 
'Who has it-Fe?' (= 'Whose is it-Fe?') 

The T-ka speaker was checked for whether Past preverbal particle kaela 
(§8.4.6.3) can be used with e.g.l-nin 'it is mine'. The answer was negative: 
#kaelal-nin was ungrammatical. Instead, kasld can combine with -νΐυ- 'have' 
(632). 

(632) kaelaAtt ole-r 
Past-\3MaSgO have.PerfP-1 SgS 
Ί used to have it.' (= 'It used to be mine.') 

Likewise, predicate genitive forms like "i-nin 'it is mine' cannot be 
directly negated by the usual preverbal Neg particle W E e r . Instead, a biclausal 
(external) negative construction is used; see §9.5. Yet another construction is 
used as a the focalized counterpart of predicate genitives; see (753.a) in 
§12.2.6. Clearly, the predicate genitive type vi-nin has none of the 
morphosyntactic attributes of a true verb. 

9.5 External negation and negative copular clauses 

In addition to the normal clause-intemal negation, expressed with waer as a 
preverbal particle (§9.6.2), there is an external negative element (arguably 
segmentable) with the dialectal variants indicated in (633). 

(633) External Negation (Dialectal Variants) 

form dialect(s) 

wasdden A-grm K-d R T-ka T-md 
waedder T-ka 
waerjen Κ 
waergen A-grm 

The variants that are arguably segmentable are the last two, which can be 
taken as Neg waer plus 3MaPl PerfN je-n (A-grm variant -ge-n), hence 'they 
were not done'. However, the ...ΘΥ of the second variant looks like a lSg 
ending. In any event, the dialectally predominant form waedden, and its variant 
waedder, are not cleanly segmentable in this way, since there is no suitable 
verb stem -vdi>. A similar variation in ending is seen in sasdder 'not yet', 
variant saedden (§11.3.5). However, saedden is a rare variant limited to certain 
eastern dialects, while waedden and its variants are widespread. 
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The external negation can be used with an NP argument X in the 
construction [waedden X] 'it is/was not X'. 

It can also be used with a following clause, in the sense 'it is/was not (the 
case) that... ' or 'it is/was not true that... ' . This construction is convenient in 
providing an easy way to negate predications containing no inflectable verb 
stem, such as the predicate genitive construction (§9.4, above). 

(634) waedder 1-nin 
Neg Dem-lSgPoss 
'It is not mine.' 

Likewise (K-d) waedden l-nin. 
The negative forms in (635) are also used as negative equational copulas 

'X is not Y \ and in negative identißcational clauses with presupposed 
"subject" of the type '(it) is not Y \ In 'X is not Y' with both arguments overt, 
X precedes the negative form as a kind of topicalized NP. 

(635) a. a-w-a waedder edi 
Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg Neg dog 
'This is not a dog.' 

b. waedden edi 
Neg dog 
'It's not a dog.' 

9.6 Preverbs 

9.6.1 Past (kaeld) 

This particle is generally used with stative expressions (often Resultative 
verbs) that would otherwise be understood as having present (or gnomic) time 
reference. The particle is especially useful with defective verbs like -Id- 'have' 
that occur only in the Resultative, and with other verbs denoting states or 
situations. 

(636) a. kasld le-γ X 
Past have.Reslt-lSgS X 
Ί had X' 

b. kaela aemodaen-sen 
Past abound.Reslt-3MaPlS 
'They-MaPl were numerous' 
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c. kada t-aqqlma 
Past 3FeSgS-sit.Reslt 
'She was sitting.' 

d. a-\hm n-aqqal t-a-nfus-t 
Fut-/Centrif lPlS-go.back.Shlmpf Fe-Sg-story-FeSg 
as kaela-\kaey-\dar-as ass-astasn-arr 
Instr Past-\2MaSgO-\Instr-3Sg Caus-ask.PerfP-lSgS 
'We will return to a matter that I asked you about previously.' 

Under negation, and in dubitative contexts (such as polar interrogatives), 
kaela is often translatable as 'ever' in the experiential perfect sense, covering 
the time span up to the present (637). For negatives see §9.6.4, below. 

(637) kaela t-akke-d baemasko 
Past 2S-go.to.Reslt-2SgS Bamako 
'Have you-Sg ever gone to Bamako?' 

When kaela is followed by a Resit or LoImpfP verb, the verb undergoes 
the ablaut modifications elsewhere typical of definite relative clauses (§3.5.3), 
at least in K-d. Thus Resit -azjar- for -vzjvr- 'go out, exit' is shortened to 
-azjaer- in kaela azjaer-aen 'they-Ma have gone out'. I did not notice this in 
other dialects, but I did not become aware of the K-d pattern until the end of 
my fieldwork and did not specifically check other dialects on this point. 

For kaela in participial clauses see §8.5.6.3. 

9.6.2 Negative (war) 

The clause-internal Neg particle weer is used in any aspect-mood combination, 
though it requires adjustments in the form of the following verb stem. It is 
heard as [war] directly before {a u i} by Short-V Harmony (46), and as [waer] 
before any other V or C. For some T-ka speakers, the r is dropped in 
conversational style when followed by a clitic beginning t, as in waeAtaen i-ha 
haeraet 'there is nothing in them'. 

In the perfective, light C-final PerfP verb stems with /as/ in the second 
syllable undergo PerfN ablaut after waer, replacing the /ae/ by e (§7.2.2.3), due 
to ablaut formative 6-pelf (638.a). For heavy stems, the PerfN and the PerfP 
(used in positive constructions) are homophonous (638.b), since the e-pclf 
formative has no audible manifestation (638.b). 

(638) a. war assen-aev 
Neg know.PerfN-lSgS 
Ί don't know.' 
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b. waer 0-aerbaeqqae-t 
Neg 3MaSgS-be.dented.PerfN-Aug 
'It didn't get dented.' 

The perfective negative corresponds to both simple perfective (PerfP) and 
resultative (Resit). This makes sense, since a past negative statement denies 
that an event took place over a generous time span, making aspectual 
distinctions less useful than in the positive. As a result, (638.a) negates both 
PerfP assasn-aer Ί knew, found out' and the more common Resit assan-aer Ί 
know' (stative). 

The normal imperfective negative construction consists of waer and a 
special LoImpfN stem (a negative variant of LoImpfP). The LoImpfN blocks 
the ablaut accent χ and the first-syllable full-V feature χ that appear in the 
LoImpfP, while allowing final-syllable χ and all consonantal adjustments 
found in the LoImpfP (prefix -t-, gemination). The LoImpfN also has strict 
«Η» melody, while the LoImpfP has «Η» or «L» melody depending on verb 
class (§7.2.5.1). 

To negate an imperfective, we get waer plus a special LoImpfN stem that 
is related to, but distinct from, the LoImpfP. For the future negative see §9.1.4 
below. The negative imperative (=prohibitive) includes waer but the stem-
choice is somewhat complex; see §7.2.4.4. 

(639) war l-baddad 
Neg 3MaSgS-stand.LoImpfN 
'He is not standing/stopping.' (= 'He doesn't stand/stop.') 

In (639), -baddad- is the LoImpfN corresponding to LoImpfP -baddaed-. 
The basic form of the verb is -vbdvd- (PerfP -abdaed-). 

For special forms like wasdden used in biclausal negatives ('it is not the 
case that [...]'), see §9.5. 

Forms used as negative polarity items (like 'anything' in 'not ... 
anything') include ordinary generic nouns like ae-wadam 'person', haeraet 
'thing', and e-daegg 'place', but also the specialized and somewhat emphatic 
polarity form waeld 'nothing' (nonhuman). Its extension waela "iy-aen 'not 
(even) one, none at all' can be added to any NP. For abstractions and other 
mass nouns, waeld andasrr-asn 'not (even) a little' can be used. The form 
waeld, in other contexts, has a range of uses from emphatic 'even' to 
disjunctive 'or'. A more general '(not) at all' polarity item is the interjection-
like element faeww! (640.f)· 

(640) a. waer-\t i-lla waela 
Neg-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-exist.PerfN nothing 
'There is (absolutely) nothing.' 
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b. waer 0-okaey waeld 
Neg 3MaSgS-goe.past.PerfN nothing 
'Nothing has been finished.' 

c. e-daegg [waela ly-aen] 
Sg-place [even one-MaSg] 
'nowhere' 

d. wasrAd 0-osa ae-wadam 
NegACentrip 3MaSgS-come.PerfN Sg-person 
[waela ly-aen] 
[even little-Partpl.MaSg] 
'Not even one person came.' 

war i-ja 
Neg 3MaSgS-be.done.PerfN 
'Nothing at all happened.' 

[waela andame-n] 
[even little-Partpl.MaSg] 

war srhe-Y 
Neg want.PerfN-lSgS 
ara-täen-in 
child-MaPl-lSgPoss 

[aAd ajjss-aen 
[DemAComit enter.ShImpf-3MaPlS 
l-rarm-an faeww!] 
Pl-town-MaPl at.all!] 

Ί don't want my children to go into the towns at all!.' [K] 

For wasld ... 'nor ...' in a second, parallel negated phrase bound by the 
same Neg particle, see §14.1.2. For external negation, e.g. '(it's) not (the case 
that ...)', see §9.5. For baA0-s and variants 'no longer', see §13.6.7. For 
combinations of waer with Participial suffixes, e.g. MaSg waer-asn, see 
§8.5.6.1. 

9.6.3 Future (ad, ar, mar, mad, e) 

The Future particle has a form dd in clause-initial position. It is followed 
(after any clitics that may be present) by a Shlmpf or (rarely) LoImpfP verb 
stem. I was told by informants that there is a dialectal variant ar, but I cannot 
identify the dialect(s) in question, and ad is usual in all the dialects I worked 
on. 

The d of ad is dropped before any clitic, as in αΑΚί i-wat 'he will hit me' 
(lSgO clitic Ahi). Perhaps a trace of the *d lingers in the geminated tt of the 
3MaSgO clitic Att (postvocalic allomorph), as in aAtt awat-aer Ί will hit 
him', but the geminated tt is now part of the clitic and is also heard after 
V-final verb stems (§10.3.1). 

The alternation of ad and ά in the Future particle results in partial 
convergence between this particle and the combination aAd consisting of a 
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minimal demonstrative ά and a following cliticized Comitative preposition d 
(= ad). This a-\d functions as the normal jussive complementizer (§13.3). The 
surface convergence of complementizer a - \d with Fut d d is especially 
thoroughgoing in that the -\d in a-\d is omitted if another clitic is present, as in 
certain high-frequency adverbial clause types. Therefore both Fut ad and 
complementizer a-\d appear as phonetic [ad] without a clitic and as phonetic 
[a] before a clitic. Moreover, both occur clause-initially. 

However, there is a syntactic distinction between Future ad and the 
combination a-\d in the way they combine with negation. The combination 
Neg + Fut is expressed as Neg wzer (or a reduced allomorph) plus a distinctive 
non-clause-initial Future allomorph such as mad or e replacing ad (§9.6.4, 
below). By contrast, complementizer a- \d is followed by Neg waer. In 
addition, Future ad can only be followed by a Shlmpf or (much less often) 
LoImpfP stem, whereas complementizer a-\d can be followed by a fuller range 
of stems (including perfectives). 

In ordinary contexts, the verb stem used after Future ad is the Shlmpf, as 
in (641.a). The LoImpfP is much less common, but can be used to specify an 
extended time span (641.b). 

(641) a. ad i-jal 
Fut 3MaSgS-go.ShImpf 
'He will go (away).' 

b. ad i-tdtt d-i-ha 
Fut 3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP here 
'He will eat here (regularly).' 

When the Future particicle is noninitial in the clause, ad is replaced by 
another form. The dialects split into two main groups (and one divergent 
dialect) based on their noninitial Future particle. 

(642) Non-Clause-Initial Future Particles 

a. mar (A-grm [in participles] T-ka) 

mad (A-grm [except in participles] Gao T-md) 

b. e, he (K R Ts) 

c. sa Diebok (near Gao) [with negation only, see (649)] 
The relevant contexts for the noninitial Future particles are: a) after 

Negative waer (for special combinatory forms see §9.6.4, below), b) after the 
head noun (or demonstrative) in a relative clause (participial or non-
participial), and c) after Focus particle ά (§12.2). 
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For e, a postvocalic variant he is recorded after V-final interrogative words 
like ma 'what?' (643.a), and after demonstrative heads in definite relatives 
(643.b). 

(643) a. ma he t-arhu-d 
what? Fut 2S-want.ShImpf-2SgS 
'What will you-Sg want?' [Imeddedeghan] 

b. ae-hatas [w-α he skhy3-n] 
Sg-person [Ma-Dem.Sg Fut eat-Partpl.MaSg] 
'the man who will eat' [K] 

The dialectal variants mar and e combine in different ways with a 
preceding Negative particle (and any clitics present); see §9.6.4, just below. 
The two variants also interact differently with participial endings (§8.5.6.2). 

9.6.4 Combinations of preverbs 

The relative ordering in T-ka is Past + Neg + Fut. To my knowledge Past and 
Fut do not co-occur, so the attested combinations are Past + Neg and Neg + 
Fut. 

Past + Neg is not particularly common, since the simple perfective is the 
common translation equivalent of English past negatives ('he did not go', 'she 
was not sick'). The combination ksela wasr plus PerfN stem (which is 
sometimes homophous to the PerfP) is used to denote a temporally extended 
negative state, and can be generalized as an experiential negation 'not ever'. 
Examples of kaela waer and of the simple perfective negative are in (644.a-b). 

(644) a. kaela war Vqqima 
Past Neg 3MaSgS-sit.PerfN 
'He was not sitting.' or 'He has not ever sat.' 

b. war 1-qqima 
Neg 3MaSgS-sit.PerfN 
'He didn't sit down.' 

The K-d speaker often put kasld after w s r (645), though he also allowed 
kasla wasr ordering. The examples below, which were glossed with 'never', 
mostly show verbs in the Resit stem (as shown by the accent). The Resit verbs 
are subject to the ablaut modification (χ-pcl Erasure) elsewhere typical of 
definite relative clauses (§3.5.3.1), as shown by the failure of lexical short V's 
to lengthen. Further grammatical study of this dialect is needed to clarify the 
significance of the ablaut modification. 
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(645) a. waer kaela allael-aer 
Neg Past dance.Reslt-lSgS 
Ί heve never danced.' [K-d] 

b. waer kaeld i-ksa 
Neg Past 3MaSgS-eat.Reslt 
'He has never eaten.' [K-d] 

c. waer kaeld aksae-naet 
Neg Past eat.Reslt-3FePlS 
'They-Fe have never eaten.' [K-d] 

d. waer kaela i-la t-aess 
= kaeld war i-ΐα t-aess 

3MaSgS-have.PerfN Fe-cow 
'He didn't (use to) have a cow.' [K-d] 

In the frequent combination Neg + Fut, the clause-initial Fut morpheme 
ad (ar, before clitic a-\) is replaced by the dialect's noninitial Future 
morpheme (§9.6.3, above), such as mar (T-ka), m a d (some Gao-area 
varieties), and e (e.g. K-area). The remainder of the future construction 
(notably the use of a Shlmpf verb) is not altered. 

The variant e follows clitics attached to the Neg particle. It shows no 
further phonological variation, though it can be hard to hear in combinations 
like (646.b) with vowels on both sides. 

(646) Future Negative (R, Ts) 

a. waer e snhsy-aev 
Neg Fut see.Shlmpf-lSgS 
Ί will not see.' 

b. wasrAhi e i-nhay 
Neg-USgO Fut 3MaSgS-see.ShImpf 
'He will not see me.' 

c. waer-\t e t-aeqv 
Neg-\3MaSgO Fut 3FeSgS-kill.ShImpf 
'She will not kill him.' 

The T-ka variant mar, on the other hand, fuses with the Neg particle to 
form ü-mar (presumably a chewed-up reflex of *waer mar, but synchronically 
difficult to segment). 
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(647) Future Negative (T-ka) 

u-mar anhay-aer 
Neg-Fut see.Shlmpf-lSgS 
Ί will not see.' 

The uncertain segmentability of T-ka u-mar is brought out in 
combinations involving a clitic. Three distinct constructions are attested (648). 

(648) a. u-mar-\taen 
Neg-Fut-\3MaP10 
Ί won't hit them.' 

9W9t-aer 
hit.Shlmpf-lSgS 

b. wasrAtsen mar 
Neg-\3MaP10 Fut 
Ί won't hit them.' 

3W3t-3£Y 
hit.Shlmpf-lSgS 

c. waerAhln 
Neg-\Centrif 
Ί won't forget.' 

u-mar Itaw-aev 
Neg-Fut forget.Shlmpf-lSgS 

In (648.a), ύ-mar functions as a unit and precedes the clitic. This is the 
most common pattern. In (648.b), ύ-mar is replaced by the more transparent 
waer ... mar, with the clitic intervening. (648.c) is like (648.b) except that we 
get waer ... u-mar with the fused form ü-mar after the clitic. In this case, the 
fusion of ύ-mar is such that it can be taken as a variant Fut allomorph used in 
negative contexts. 

For R (which however prefers waer ... e) I have also heard a variant Neg + 
Fut form ammar instead of ü-mar. This results in an even more opaque form 
hardly worthy of hyphenation. An example is ammar i-saw 'he will not 
drink'. 

The Diebok dialect near Gao was not investigated in detail, but the two 
examples in (649) were obtained for this dialect from literacy specialists in 
Gao. It appears that -sa- is a Future element fused with Neg waer, much as 
-mar- is for T-ka. In (649.b), it appears that - sa- is reduced to -s- before a 
V-initial verb, but the overall allomorphy and its morphosyntactic distribution 
are not clear to me. 

(649) a. waer-sa-\dd 
Neg-Fut-\Centrip 
'He won't come.' 

0 - a s 
3SgS-come.ShImpf 

b. wasr-s 
Neg-Fut 
'He won't eat.' 

0-asksu 
3SgS-eat.ShImpf 
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9.7 Verbs borrowed from French 

French verbs are not borrowed as inflectable verbs. Instead, the borrowed verb 
stem is accompanied by the verb -vju- 'do' functioning as an auxiliary. The 
borrowed stem generally ends in e, which can be taken as a composite of the 
productive French infinitive -er, participial -e, "vous" form -ez, and perhaps 
the imperfective (-ait, etc.). The borrowed verb functions as direct object of 
-vju-. If the sense calls for a real object, this appears as a dative (650.a). 

(650) a. je-Y-\a-s2en repdse 
do.PerfP-lSgS-\Dat-3MaPl iron 
Ί ironed them (=clothes).' [French repasser] 

b. i-ja pdse 
3MaSgS-do.PerfP pass 
'He passed (exam).' [French passer] 



Chapter 10 
Clitics 

10.1 Sentential clitics 

Clitics are normally realized at the end of the first word (perhaps a preverbal 
particle or a verb) in the relevant clause (for occasional repetition of a 
directional clitic on a noninitial word, see below). The clause onset for this 
purpose excludes the following: a) topicalized NP or adverb (preverbal); b) 
focalized NP or adverb; and c) the head noun in a definite relative (the 
following demonstrative functions as clause-initial). Certain sentence-initial 
particles like musam 'but' are also disregarded. When a preverbal particle 
hosts a directional clitic, this clitic is optionally repeated on the following verb 
as in (655) and (662) below, but other clitics are not doubled in this way. 

Clitics include directionals (§10.2), object and dative pronominals (§10.3), 
pronominal PPs, and (in extraction constructions) cliticized prepositions. For 
details on the relative ordering of clitics, see §10.4. 

The double symbol -\ is used to indicate the boundary between a clitic and 
a preceding stem, suffix, or clitic. I use this since it can be typed within the 
phonetic font used here and in the dictionary. 

10.2 Directional clitics 

The Centripetal and Centrifugal clitics may not co-occur with each other. They 
follow any pronominal clitics hosted by the same word. Where there is both a 
preverbal clitic position (e.g. after Negative waer or Future ad) and a verb, 
there is a tendency to double the directional clitic so it appears both on the 
preverb and on the verb, as in [NegACentrip verbACentrip] (655, 662). 

The directional clitics are accented, and the accent is clearly heard in post-
verbal clitic position. In preverbal position the accent can be overridden by 
phrasal accents (including secondary phrasal accents). 

10.2.1 Centripetal Asdd (Aidd, Adad, etc.) 

10.2.1.1 Forms 

The Centripetal clitic has a basic form Aadd in T-ka (for dialectal variants see 
below). The set of surface forms for the main T-ka informant are in (651). 
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(651) Centripetal (Surface Allomorphs, T-ka) 

form preverbal position postverbal position 

Aadd — between C's, or phrase-final after C 
-\ad between C's — 
-\dd between V's after α (before V or pause) 
-\d C_V or V_C after α (before C) 
Ahadd — after high V ju i} phrase-finally or 

before V 
Ahad — after high V (u i} before C 

[for dialectal -\dad etc. see (656), below] 

/dd/ is degeminated to d before C, especially in preverbal position After 
factoring this out we have just three allomorphs as shown in (652). 

(652) Centripetal Allomorphs (Revised) 

form preverbal position postverbal position 

Aadd C_C after C 
-\dd V_ or _V after α (which shortens to as) 
-\hsdd — after {ui} 

The variant with h is used after verb stems ending in a high V, an 
uncommon combination. This seems to be an h-Insertion process rather than 
an underlying /h/ that is lost everywhere else; in comparison, the initial h of 
dative clitics has a broader distribution (e.g. after Negative waer). 

(653) h-Insertion 

Insert h before Centrip -\add after {u i} of the verb; insert h 
before Centrif -\in after Neg waer or any vowel (except after lSg 
-Nhi-) 

The h is not inserted after lSg object or dative clitic \-(h)a-hi, so we get 
\-(h)a-hi-\dd, from underlying /-a-hi-\add/. There are no other clitics, and no 
preverbal particles, ending in u or i in T-ka. (For dialectal 3MaSgO allomorph 
-\tti-, see below). 

The dropping of the initial short V after another V occurs in many suffixal 
combinations (VV-Contraction). When the schwa of -\add is contracted, the 
accent appears on the surviving V. Future ad takes the form a - before clitics 
and does not reduce further before the clitic (a-\dd...). However, stem-final α 
of a perfective inflected verb is shortened to ae before the clitic: /0-osa-\6dd/ 
appears as osae-\dd 'he came' (Stem-Final V-Shortening). Cf. (115). 
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(654) a. osae-nAadd 
arrive.PerfP-3MaPl-\Centrip 
'They came (here).' 

b. aAdd 0 -a s 
FutACentrip 3MaSgS-arrive.ShImpf 
'He will come (here).' 

c. waerAd 0-osa 
Neg-\Centrip 3MaSgS-arrive.PerfP 
'He didn't come (here).' 

d. a-\tt-bdd awsy-aer 
Fut-\3MaSgO-\Centrip bring.Shlmpf- lSgS 
'I'll bring it/him.' 

e. i-t-iwiAhadd 
3MaSgS-LoImpf-be.born-\Centrip 
'He/It is born (coming) here.' 

f. aAhiAdd 0-away 
Fut-\lSgO-\Centrip 3MaSgS-bring.ShImpf 
'He'll bring me.' 

g. i-suAhsdd 
3MaSgS-cough.PerfP-\Centrip 
'He coughed (while coming this way).' 

The optional doubling of the Centrip clitic, appearing before and after the 
verb, is exemplified in (655). 

(655) a-\dd as-avAadd 
FutACentrip arrive.Shlmpf- lSgS ACentrip 
'I'll come (here).' 

For some dialects other than T-ka, the Centripetal has a basic form Aidd 
with a full i, heard as such after a C, though (as for T-ka) it is reduced to Add 
after a V. However, an apparent (but false) "Aidd" can also occur in dialects 
where the 3MaSg object clitic has a syllabic allomorph Atti- (postconsonantal 
Ati-). For example, in the R dialect, the Centripetal is Aadd after a C in 
ordinary contexts but combines with 3MaSg object Att to give AttlAdd. Here 
the i is part of the object clitic (and therefore also occurs in some other 
combinations not involving a directional clitic). 
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For the K-d speaker (I did not check all dialects on this point), the h 
extension appears not to be used after verb-final {i u}: sgluAdd 'come!', 
i-t-iwi-\dd 'he was born (in this direction)'. 

In several dialects (but not T-ka), C-initial syllabic variants Addad (after 
vowel) or Adsd (after consonant ) are also in use. Note that the syllabic 
variants are accented (except of course when the accent is overridden within a 
longer phrase). Postconsonantal Adad is common in these dialects before 
another C, and to some extent phrase-finally (656). 

(656) Dialectal variants Addsd (after vowel) or Adad 

a. osas-nAdad 
come.PerfP-3MaPlS-\Centrip 
'They-Ma came.' 
(variant os-älnAd (same speaker), cf. T-ka osae-n-\add) 

b. ne-Y-\a-s 
say .PerfP-1 SgS-\Dat-3Sg 
[waerAdad he 0-as] 
[NegACentrip Fut 3MaSgS-come.ShImpf] 
Ί told him not to come.' 

The postvocalic variant Addad is less common, but it occurs in T-md 
(657). 

(657) andek d-sasl [w-aAddad 0-malae-d] 
which? day [Ma-Sg.Dem-\Centrip 2S-come.LoImpfP-2MaSgS] 
'(On) which day are you-MaSg coming?' fT-md] 

10.2.1.2 Meaning 

The Centripetal specifies direction of movement (whether completed or not) 
toward the deictic center, usually the speaker's 'here' but sometimes another 
deictic center within a narrative. With a motion verb like (PerfP) -osa- 'arrive' 
or (LoImpfP) -mal- 'be on the way', the clitic simply specifies the direction 
(or end point) using 'here' for reference. In the case of 'sit' (= 'stay'), the 
Centripetal denotes proximal location and denies motion away from it ('sit 
here' or 'stay here' rather than 'sit here and go'). With non-motion verbs, the 
clitic suggests that the action was directed toward 'here' in some way, or that it 
was accompanied by motion toward here. 

(658) a. müss, artasAadd i-ssrer-aen 
go.Imprt cut.ImprtACentrip Pl-wood-MaPl 
'Go, cut (and bring) the pieces of wood!' 
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b. i-ss3Yael-\sdd 
3MaSgS-work.PerfP-\Centrip 
'He came working.' (= 'He was working as he came.') 

c. i-ksae-\dd 
3MaSgS-eat.PerfP-\Centrip 
'It (=brush fire) ate up (the vegetation) coming this way.' 

d. aeqqlm-av-Vadd 
sit.PerfP-1 Sg-\Centrip 
Ί stayed here (i.e. didn't go).' 

e. ohabz-aen-\0dd 
approach.PerfP-3MaPl-\Centrip 
'They-Ma came together.' 

f. t-omad-mastAadd a-jaerof 
2S-gather.Reslt-2FePlS-\Centrip Sg-Tribulus 
'You-FePl gathered and brought (a quantity of) Tribulus vine.' 
[K] 

The centripetal sense can also be specialized by association with object 
NPs in the proximate zone. When discourse is based on the here-and-now, the 
relevant center is either the speaker or the inclusive 'here' of speaker and 
addressee, so the Centripetal clitic is associated with a lSg or 1P1 
pronominal. This is most striking in verbs like 'pardon' whose directionality is 
abstract. 

(659) 2ens-\a-hi-\dd 
pardon.ImprtAO-1 Sg-\Centrip 
'Pardon me!.' 

In (660), -\add occurs with 'see' and 2Sg subject, since the deictic center is 
addressee-focused. I believe the Centripetal is used here, despite the apparent 
passivity of 'see', because the contextual sense is 'experience' or even 
'undergo'. 

(660) a-s-lkal ws-ndin..., 
Sg-Instr-trip Ma-RecAnaph..., 
maAdar-asAsdd t-anhay-asd ? 
what?-\in-3Sg-\Centrip 2S-see.Reslt-2SgS 
'That (recent) trip ..., what did you see (=experience) during it?' 

For more on abstract senses, see §10.2.3, below. 
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10.2.2 Centrifugal Λίη (-\hin) 

10.2.2.1 Forms 

The Centrifugal clitic takes the form Λίη after a C (except that of Negative 
waer), and -\hin after Neg waer or any V except that of lSg object or dative 
clitic -\(h)a-hi-, where we get contracted -\(h)a-hi-\n. Cf. (653), above. 

(661) a. 0-osa-\hln 
3MaSgS-arrive.PerfP-\Centrif 
'He came (there).' 

b. i-su-\hln 
3MaSgS-cough.PerfP-\Centrif 
'He coughed (in that direction).' 

c. a-\hin as-aer 
FutACentrif arrive.Shlmpf-lSgS 
Ί will come (there).' 

d. waerAhln mil-aer 
NegACentrif be.on.way.LoImpfN-lSgS 
Ί am not coming (there).' 

e. a-\tt-\in s-is-aer 
Fut-\3MaSgO-\Centrif Caus-arrive.Shlmpf-lSgS 
'I'll deliver it there.' (or 'I'll see that he/it gets there') 

f. a-\hi-\n "1-s-is 
Fut-\ 1 SgOACentrif 3MaSgS-Caus-arrive.ShImpf 
'He'll see that I get there.' 

g. i-kfa-\hin azraf [e maessi-s] 
3MaSgS-give.PerfP-\Centrif money [Dat master-3SgPoss] 
'He went and gave the money to his master.' 

h. i-ksa-\hin 
3MaSgS-eat.PerfP-\Centrif 
'It (=brush fire) ate up (the vegetation) going away that way.' 

i. asqqim-3Y-\in 
sit.PerfP- lSgACentrif 
Ί stayed there (i.e. didn't come).' 
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j. qjaj-Vm 
go.far.ImprtACentrif 
'Go far away (from here)!' 

k. askk-Yin i-haen-an w-ln 
go.to.ImprtACentrif Pl-camp-MaPl Ma-Dem 
'Go to those camps over there!' 

Doubling of the Centrif clitic is fairly common, as in (662), where the 
second occurrence of the clitic is optional. 

(662) ad-\hin itaw-Vin 
Fut-/Centrif forget.Shlmpf-Centrif 
'He will forget.' 

10.2.2.2 Meaning 

The Centrifugal indicates direction toward a nonproximate location with 
motion verbs ('run away'), fixed nonproximate location with statives ('sit way 
over there'), and motion away from the deictic center in combination with 
activity verbs ( 'go away chewing'). The most useful all-purpose gloss would 
be 'away'. This can be extended to suggest loss. 

(663) a. [as-sasraju [w-a-\hin 
[Sg-green.burrgrass [Ma-Dem.Sg-\Centrif 
0-asqqor-aen-Vin]] 
3MaSgS-dry.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg-\Centrif]] 
0-asqqor andarrae-n 
3MaSgS-dry.Reslt young-Partpl.MaSg 
'(once) green grass that has dried away, it has dried young 
(half-grown).' 

b. ha a-wen-dasv haerat 
ah! Dem-Dist-Anaph thing 
akkasAtAin 
take, away. Imprt-\3MaSgO ACentrif 
'Ah, that (is) a thing (=custom), get rid of it!' [K] 

'Dried away' in the free translation of (663.a) suggests that the abundant 
fresh burrgrass (a major pasture grass, Cenchrus biflorus) has "withered away" 
as we say, becoming smaller and of little value to livestock. 

The Centrifugal clitic is less common than the Centripetal in texts, since 
motion verbs without a Centripetal clitic are normally interpreted as involving 
non-centripetal direction anyway. It can sometimes be glossed 'away' (as in 
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'he rode away', emphasizing the ablative 'from here' rather than the precise 
direction or goal). 

Just as the Centripetal can, in some contexts, suggest that an action is 
directed toward 1st or (nearby) 2nd person, the Centrifugal in the same 
contexts can suggest action directed to a distant third party (664). 

(664) kannae-mast-Yin ί-dfar i-daev 
make.LoImpfP-2FePl.Imprt-\Centrif Pl-cushion.cover Prox-Anaph 
'Make-FePl some of those pillow covers (for him/her)!' 

More examples of the Centrifugal are in the preceding and following 
sections. 

10.2.3 Further Centripetal/Centrifugal oppositions 

Certain pairs, either with the same verb stem or with antonyms, regularly use 
Centrip and Centrif, respectively, to indicate (or reinforce) motion toward 
'here' (by extension, possession or consciousness), versus motion away from 
'here'. 

Both 'buy' and 'sell' are based on the causative of -vnsu- 'be sold, be 
traded', namely -s-vnsu- (dialectally -z-vnsu-). With Centrip -\add the sense is 
'buy', with Centrif -\hln the sense is 'sell'. 

(665) a. azz-ans-asrAadd 
Caus-be.sold.PerfP-lSgS-\Centrip 
Ί bought.' [K-d] 

b. azz-ans-aer-Vin 
Caus-be. sold.PerfP-1 SgSACentrif 
Ί sold.' [K-d] 

'Forget' is (PerfP) -attawa- plus Centrif -\hin. The antonym 'remember' 
is -vktu- plus Centrip -\add. 

(666) a. t-attswae-d-Vm 
2S-forget.PerfP-2SgS-\Centrif 
'You-Sg forgot' 

b. kattae-n-\add 
remember.LoImpfP-3MaPlS-\Centrip 
'They remember (regularly).' 
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c. 9kte-q-\q-\idd 
remember.PerfP-lSgS-\3MaSgO-\Centrip 
Ί remembered him.' [R] 

The verb -mvndu- means 'be completed'. With the Centripetal, it can 
mean 'come to completion' in an accretive sense referring to the collection of a 
sum or money, or a trip that ends by returning 'here'. With the Centrifugal it 
can mean, in a diminutional sense, '(e.g. sugar) be used up'. 

10.3 Pronominal clitics 

10.3.1 Object clitics 

Pronominal object clitics can follow a simple transitive verb. If the verb is 
preceded by a preverbal particle (Neg, Fut, Past), a demonstrative head of a 
relative clause (e.g. MaSg w-ά), or Focus morpheme a, the clitic follows the 
first such item. 

The forms of pronominal clitics show some allomorphic variation, chiefly 
depending on postvocalic versus postconsonantal position. I will describe the 
T-ka forms, then (at the end of the section) I will detail dialectal variation. 

The 1st person object clitics are identical to the corresponding dative 
clitics. The T-ka forms are in (667). For the syntactic and phonological 
distribution of the allomorphs, and for non-T-ka variants, see the discussion of 
dative clitics in §10.3.2, below. 

(667) First Person Object clitics (T-ka) 

person preverbal postverbal 
after V or C after {u i} after C after α 

lSg -\hi -\ha-hi Λα-hi - \0-hi 
1P1 Aha-naer -\ha-naer -\a-nasr -\0-naer 

The full forms are used after verbs ending in a high V. In the rightmost 
column, e.g. -\hi probably derives from contraction of Λα-hi with the stem-
final a. However, the accent is on the word-antepenult, showing that Default 
Accentuation applies to the output of VV-Contraction here: i-s-dlha 'he makes 
weep' (LoImpfP), with lSg object i-s-alha-\hi 'he makes me weep'. 

Further examples: i - t - i rdu-\ha-hi and .. .Aha-naer 'he believes me/us'. 
i - t- iwl-\ha-hi 'he is born for me' , waerAhl i-rpra and ...Aha-nseY) 'he didn't 
kill me/us', i-waet-\a-hi and ...Λα-naeY 'he hit me/us', and ~i-qYa-\0-hi and 
~ί-ηγα-\0-η2εγ/ 'he killed me/us'. 

The 2nd and 3rd person object clitics for T-ka (confirmed for K-d), 
excluding 3MaSg (on which see below), are given in (668). 
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(668) Second and Third Person Object Clitics (T-ka, K-d) 

person postverbal after α 
(occasionally after i) 

elsewhere 

2MaSg (i)-\k 
2FeSg (i)-\m 

-\kasy 
-\kaem 

2MaPl (i)-\wasn 
2FePl (i)-\kmaet 

Akaewaen 
- \kaemst 

3FeSg -\et 
3MaPl -\en 
3FePl -\enast 

-\tast 
-\taen 
-\taenast 

We can see that the "elsewhere" column has the fullest forms, beginning 
with a k (2nd person) or t (third person) that is deleted in most post-α variants. 
The full forms are quite similar to the corresponding independent pronouns, 
e.g. 2MaSg kseyy. The 3FeSg form -\taet might be analysed as consisting of 
3rd person -t- and FeSg -aet (the latter also appears as the end of the 2FePl and 
3FePl clitics). 

The 3FeSg, 3MaPl, and 3FePl allomorphs that follow stem-final α are best 
taken as underlyingly V-initial, e.g. 3MaPl Men/. One could even argue that 
the underlying initial V is /as/ rather than /e/, since the sequence /a + as/ is 
realized as e in some verb-suffix combinations by VV-Contraction (§3.2.3.3). 
The clitic vowel is counted, as is the preceding V, in Default Accentuation. 
Example: Ί-rrsbba 'he raised (a child)', but i-rrabbe-\n 'he raised them-Ma', 
whose surface penultimate accent is regular if Default Accentuation applies to 
/i-3rr3bba-\en/. By contrast, in l-qri-\kmaet 'he killed you-Fe' the clitic does 
not seem to begin in a V, though it forces the preceding /aJ to shift to i. 

A few more examples follow. With the clitic on a preverbal particle: 
a-\kaey i-wat 'he will hit you-MaSg' (Future ad reduces to a- before clitics). 
After a verb ending in a, such a s l - q r a 'he killed' (PerfP), we getl-qriAm 'he 
killed you-FeSg', andl-qre-\n 'he killed them-Ma'. With a stem-final C, we 
have examples like l-nhaeyAtasn 'he saw them-MaPl' (PerfP). With stem-final 
u, my data consistently show the longer forms from the right-hand column of 
(668), as in i-t-irdu-\kaimaet 'he believes you-FePl' (LoImpfP). When the 
stem-final is i, I recorded both contracted and long forms: i-s-imtalli-\kasy = 
i-s-untalliAk 'he confuses you-MaSg' (LoImpfP). In i-s-lmt9lli-\k and other 
forms, note the default word accent (i.e. on the antepenult); while the stem-
final i arguably represents a contraction, it does not count as two syllables for 
purposes of Default Accentuation. 

The 3MaSg form is somewhat more complex (669). 
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(669) 3MaSg Object Clitics (T-ka) 

allomorph distribution 

-\e after stem-final α of verb; 
after verb-stem-final C(C) due to Stem-Final i/A-

Deletion (§3.1.2.4) 
-\tt intervocalic (including after Future a-); 

phrase-final after V 
-\t after Negative waer before V-initial verb; 

phrase-final after single C; 
after Future a- or Focus a before C-initial verb; 
after clitic-final single C (e.g. cliticized preposition) 

Aatt after preverbal C-final focalized word, before V 
Aat after preverbal C-final focalized word, before C 

The major cut here is between -\e and the consonantal forms. The latter 
have a basic form /-\tt/ (see below for a possible extra V). Schwa-Epenthesis 
accounts for the variants with a. After Schwa-Epenthesis, the geminate is 
simplified to t if adjacent to a C on either side. 

The consonantal allomorphs behave as though they had a vowel (see 
below for dialectal Ati), for purposes of Default Accentuation. Thus 
anhaey-asqAq Ί saw him', accented on the word penult, as though from 
/anhaey-aer-tV/. For T-ka, however, the lost V does not appear overtly in any 
context. If necessary, Schwa-Epenthesis can insert schwa before the IM when 
the latter is sandwiched between other C's, as in ... sAat t-aqqaen-aed ' . . .by 
which you built it'. 

The e of the first column is, one presumes, in some sense the "same" e as 
that resulting from contraction of stem-final α with the /ae/ of the other 3rd 
person object clitics. Taking this (and the preceding observation about accent) 
to a logical conclusion, one could posit a representation /tae/ for the 3MaSg 
object clitic. When the initial t of 3rd person object clitics is deleted after an 
α-final verb, the remaining /ae/ contracts with the stem-final /a/ in the same 
way seen above. However, as a practical matter I will hyphenate the 3MaSg 
object combinations as ...Ae. 

Examples of Ae are PerfP t - sqrAe 'she killed him' (<t-3qra), LoImpfP 
i-salhAe 'he made him weep' (c-sdlha-), LoImpfP i-tottAe 'he eats it' (<-tatt-
for/-tdttA-/), Imprt s-smm-aswAe 'give him another drink!' (<s-3mm-3saw 
for/s-amm-aswi/), Imprt a rAe 'open-Sg it!' (<ar for /ari/). Examples of 
variants containing t are 0-ojaeyAt 'he tied him', a-\tt awat-naet 'they-FePl 
will hit him', i-firruAtt 'he inherits it'. 

Initial /t/ or Dd in a clitic is subject to assimilation to a preceding stop (or 
r , which hardens to a stop). The conversions are shown in (670). The 
assimilations affecting /t/ in 3rd person clitics are identical to those affecting 
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the boundary between noun stem and FeSg suffix -t, see (30) and (31) in 
§3.2.1.1. 

(670) Assimilations 

affecting clitic-initial Iii 

k-\t -> k-Vk 
j-\t -> k-\k 
r- \ t —> q-\q 
d-\t -> t-\t 
d-\t - » t-\t 

lSg subject suffix -aer and 2Sg subject suffix -aed are commonly followed 
by object clitics. Note in particular that 3MaSg l-tl undergoes these 
assimilations, so the alveolar articulation is not always expressed on the 
surface. For example, /anhaey-asr-W is realized as anhaey-aeq-\q Ί saw him', 
cf. snhaey-aeqAqasn Ί saw them-MaPl' and snhaey-aeq-\qaey Ί saw you-
MaSg'. 

Independent pronouns can be added at the end of the clause, in addition to 
an object clitic, but they generally function as clarifying or emphatic elements. 
I regard them as post-clausal. In the available examples, the post-clausal 
clarifying elements form a conjunction of the type 'X and/with Y' (including 
preposition ad 'and/with). The object clitic may subsume the two, as in Ί saw 
you-Pl, you-Sg and him', or it may coindex only the first conjunct, as in Ί saw 
you-Sg, you-Sg with him'. 

(671) a. i-nhseyAa-naer nsekk ad kaeyy 
3MaSgS-see.PerfP-\0-lPl lSg with 2MaSg 
'He saw us, me and you-MaSg'. 

b. i-nhaey-\a-hi naekk 
3MaSgS-see.PerfP-\0-lSg lSg 
d n3-m-idi-nin 
with Sg-Agent-be.with-lSgPoss 
'He saw me, me with my friend.' 

The above data for T-ka and K-d require modification for some other 
dialects. For R, the differences are summarized in (672). 

affecting clitic-initial Ik/ 

j-\k -> k-\k 
r - \k —» q-\q 
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(672) R Dialectal Features 

a. 3MaSg clitic often Ati after a C and -\tti after a V, either phrase-
finally or before word beginning in a C. 

b. Stem-final α of verb contracts with V of both 2nd and 3rd person 
object clitics to give uniform i (not e). 

c. After high V, the lSg and 1P1 clitics (object = dative) require a 
homorganic semivowel rather than h (e.g. ...uw-\a-hi versus 
T-ka ...uAha-hi). 

Speakers of R dialect therefore often say 1-wastAti 'he hit him' for T-ka 
Ί-wast At, (future) a-\tfi t-seijY 'she will kill him' for T-ka α At t-as-ηγ, t-sqrAi 
'she killed him' for T-ka t -aqrAe, and i-qri-\n 'he killed them' for T-ka 

Ί-ηγβΛη. 
My limited data on the Im dialect show the syllabic 3MaSg allomorph as 

in R, hence ajayAti 'tie it-Ma!'. However, I also recorded e rather than i in 
t-aqrAe 'she killed him'. 

For K-d, as in R, we get a homorganic semivowel rather than h after a high 
V, e.g. aglüwAa-hi 'go (away) for me!'. 

For A-grm, the 3MaSg object clitic is Ai rather than Ae. 

10.3.2 Dative clitics 

Pronominal dative clitics are shown in (673). The clitics show no sign of the 
prenominal Dative preposition e or 1 (y-) (§6.3). Instead, the basic Dative 
morpheme in clitics is Aha-, reduced in some contexts to Aa-, and for T-ka 
reduced in some other contexts to Aha-. The lSg and 1P1 dative clitics are 
identical to the corresponding object clitics, but the 2nd and 3rd persons 
distinguish dative from object clitics. 

(673) Dative Pronominal Clitics (T-ka) 

person full preverbal after C after α 

lSg -\ha-hi Ahi Aa-hi -\0-hi 
1P1 Aha-nasY Aha-naer 
2MaSg Aha-k Aha-k 

Aa-nasY -\0-naev 
Αα-k -\0-k 

2FeSg Aha-m Aha-m Aa-m A 0 - m 
2MaPl Aha-waen Aha-waen 
2FePl Aha-kmaet Aha-kmaet 
3Sg Aha-s Aha-s 

Αα-waen A0-waen 
Aa-kmaet -\0-kmaet 
Αα-s A 0 - s 

3MaPl Aha-sasn -\ha-saen 
3FePl Aha-snaet Aha-snaet 

Αα-saen A0-sasn 
Αα-snast A0-snaet 
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I have also heard the 2MaSg preverbal form as -\ha-kk with geminated kk. 
The "full" forms are used in the following cases: a) when the dative 

immediately follows an object clitic (in preverbal or postverbal position); b) 
when the dative is postverbal and follows a high V {i u}. The "preverbal" 
column shows the form taken by the clitic when they immediately follow 
preverbal particles Negative waer or Future ad (which is always reduced to ά 
before clitics), or a focalized constituent (e.g. mi 'who?' in questions). The 
-\ha- of the full form is deleted in the lSg form, and reduced to - \ha-
elsewhere. The remaining columns show the forms in postverbal position after 
a C (the h of the full form is dropped), and after α (the h is dropped and the 
two α vowels contract into one). 

Instead of taking underlying /-ha-/ as the lexical form of the Dative 
morpheme and having the /h/ deleted in some positions, one could 
alternatively take the morpheme as /-a-/ and posit an h-Insertion rule (like 
that given for directional clitics in §10.2.1.1). However, the phonological 
distribution of the /h/ in the datives is extensive, including some post-
consonantal positions where an h-Insertion rule would have little motivation. 
This is unlike the case with Centripetal Aadd, where a minor h-Insertion rule 
seems warranted. 

Data from dialects other than T-ka (e.g. K-d R T-md) differ in the respects 
indicated in (674). 

(674) Dialectal Variants (non-T-ka) 

a. no reduction of -\ha- to Aha- in preverbal forms 
b. homorganic semivowel rather than h in lSg/ΙΡΙ clitic after high 

vowel, hence ...w-α-... after u and ...y-α-... after i 

Examples of (674.a) are below. For (674.b), compare R i-t-irdüwAa-hi 'he 
believes me' with T-ka i-t-irdü-\ha-hi, and R i-t-iwly-W-naeY 'it is born for 
us' with T-ka i-t-iwl-\ha-naer. In practice, given the paucity of verb forms 
ending in a high V, these combinations are infrequent. 

The preverbal forms are used when the clitic is hosted by a preverbal 
particle, usually Negative wzer or a Future marker like ad (which reduces to a 
before a clitic) Interrogatives like mi 'who?' and other fronted focalized 
constituents can also be followed by a clitic. In my T-ka data, the usual -\ha-
formative is reduced to -\ha- in this position. No reduction occurs in examples 
from other dialects. The lSg is -\hi in this position in all dialects. 

(675) a. (T-ka) a-\ha-k 0-aenn 
b. (T-md, R) a-\ha-k 0-aenn 

Fut-\Dat-2MaSg 3MaSgS-say.ShImpf 
'He will say to you-Sg.' 

In postverbal position, the Dative formative lacks h after most C's (676). 
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(676) i-waet-\ä-hi-\tt 
3MaSgS-hit.PerfP-\Dat-1 Sg-\3MaSgO 
'He hit it for me.' 

When the verb stem preceding the clitic ends in a, the clitic again lacks /h/ 
and the two adjacent α vowels contract into a single a. This a is treated as a 
single syllable for purposes of Default Accentuation. The location of the 
surface morpheme boundary is indeterminate, but I will transcribe with - \0-
after the stem-final V (677). 

(677) l-nna-\0-saen 
3MaSgS-say.PerfP-\Dat-3MaPl 
'He said to them.' 
[< /i-9nna-\ha-saen/] 

The verb preceding the clitic may end in a high V {i u}, and rarely a dative 
clitic may follow 3MaSg object clitic -\e. In these cases, T-ka uses the full 
form of the dative clitic beginning with h. My R data show linking 
semivowels, w after u and y after i. 

(678) a. (T-ka) i-t-iwi-\ha-hi 
b. (R) i-t-iwviy-\a-hi 

3MaSgS-LoImpf-be.bom.LoImpfP-/Dat-1 Sg 
'It is born for me.' 

The full h-form is also used when the dative clitic follows an object clitic, 
regardless of what phonological segment the object clitic ends in. In (679.a), 
the object clitic (underlying /-\t/ realized as -q- by assimilation) is C-final, but 
still requires the h-form of the following dative clitic. (679.b) has an object 
clitic ending in n. (679.c) shows the same construction with a V-final object 
clitic. 

(679) a. aess-aekf-aeq-\q-\ha-saen 
Caus-gi ve.PerfP-1 SgS-\3MaSgO-\Dat-3MaPl 
Ί made him give (it) to them.' 

b. i-qre-\n-\ha-hi 
3MaSgS-kilI.PerfP-\3MaP10-\Dat-lSg 
'He killed them for me.' 

c. i-waet-\a-hi-\ha-s 
3MaSgS-hit.PerfP-\0-lSg-\Dat-3Sg 
'He hit me for him/her.' 
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As described in §10.4, below, the relative ordering of dative and object 
clitics is variable. The examples in (679) coexist with alternatives where the 
object clitic follows the dative, and grammaticality judgements of some of the 
examples shown are variable. 

10.4 Ordering of clitics 

The basic ordering is that in (680). 

(680) Clitic Order 

1. host word 
2. cliticized preposition (in extraction constructions such as relatives) 
3. object and/or dative 
4. directional 
5. pronominal PP 

The host is the clause-initial element that the clitics follow. In a simple 
clause it is a preverbal particle (if present), otherwise it is the verb. In a relative 
clause it is the clause-internal head, e.g. the head noun in an indefinite relative 
but the demonstrative of a definite relative. In focalized and some subordinated 
clauses, the host is the demonstrative-like element ά at the beginning of the 
clause. 

In clauses where a NP complement of a preposition has been extracted 
(relatives §12.1, focalized clauses §12.2), and in subordinated clauses that 
regularly include a cliticized Instrumental or Comitative preposition 
(§13.1.1-2), the preposition cliticizes to the host (and precedes any other 
clitics). Examples are (681.a-b). 

(681) a. i-rsaej [aAsAha-naerAsd 
3MaSg-be.frequent.ResIt [Dem-\Instr-\Dat-lPl-\Centri 
i-t-is-\add] 
3MaSg-LoImpf-come.LoImpfP-\Centrip] 
'Frequently (=it is frequent that) he comes to us.' 

b. ma-\daeY-\ha-m-\tasn-\dd 
what?-\in-\Dat-2FeSg-\3MaP10-\Centrip 
e i-z-asns ? 
Fut 3MaSgS-Caus-trade.ShImpf 
'With (lit.: "in") what will he buy them for you-FeSg?' [K] 

In (681.a), i-rsaej 'it is frequent' is the main clause. The subordinated 
clause begins with the reduced demonstrative a-\, which serves as host. The 
first morpheme following it is the cliticized Instr preposition -\s. The next 
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clitic is 1P1 Dative Aha-na j r (T-ka variant of Aha-naer). This is the correct 
location for pronominal clitics (object, dative). In (68l.b), we have an even 
more complex sequence with cliticized preposition, dative pronominal, object 
pronominal, and directional. For further detail on the relative ordering of 
object and dative clitics when more than one is present, see (684) below. 

Directional clitics follow pronominals. The two directionals (Centripetal 
Asdd or -\idd, and Centrifugal -Yin) are semantically incompatible and do not 
co-occur. Both directionals have marked accents, unlike other clitics (which 
have at most default accents). In (681.a), Centrip Aadd appears at the end of 
the second word, then again (redundantly) on the third word. A simpler 
example is (682). 

(682) osa-\0-hi-\dd 
arrive.PerfP-\0-lSg-\Centrip 
'He came to me.' 

In (683.a), we see that a pronominal PP (here 3Sg locative Adsr-as) is 
cliticized, but follows the directional, here Centrifugal -Yin. (683.b) shows 
dative, then Centripetal, then pronominal PP. However, in (683.c), from a Κ 
speaker, the PP precedes 3MaSgO clitic At, suggesting that the linear position 
of pronominal PP's is not completely rigid cross-dialectally. 

(683) a. t-3tiraekka2-t-\m-\d3Y-3s t-ett-annet 
3FeSgS-fall.in.Reslt-AugACentrif-\in-3Sg Fe-eye-3SgPoss 
'Her eye fell into it.' 

b. aAtaenAin z-aens-aer 
Fut-\3MaP10ACentrif Caus-be sold.Shlmpf-lSgS 
aej-aevAa-sAsddAd-as 
do. S hlmpf-1 SgS -\Dat-3Sg ACentrip AComit-3Sg 
[saenat "t-a-msrw-en η ae-ril] 
[two.Fe Fe-Pl-ten-FePl Poss Sg-span] 
Ί will sell them, and do (=get) with it (=the proceeds) 20 
spans (of fabric).' [K] 

b. i-ll-\e lidi 
3MaSgS-exist-\3MaSgO butter 
aAdar-asAt n-aej vas 
Foc-\in-3SgA3MaSgO lPlS-put.Shlmpf only 
'But there is some butter; that [focus] is what we'll just put in 
it (=food).' [K] 

There is some flexibility in the relative ordering of object and dat ive 
clitics when both are present. The impossibility of assigning strict slots by 
function is shown by the fact that two dative clitics, or a sequence object-
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dative-object, can occur in the same cluster. However, clusters with two 
datives are largely limited to such combinations as '[give X to Y] for Z', with 
a recipient dative (Y) and a benefactive dative (Z). Clusters with two object 
clitics are theoretically possible in causatives of transitives ('cause X to see Y \ 
§9.1.7), but informants did not like any double-clitic sentences I proposed, and 
I could not get reliable data about relative ordering of two adjacent object 
clitics. 

Most of the data can be accounted for by assuming the maximal schema in 
(684). 

(684) Ordering of Object and Dative Clitics 

a. if 1st person present 
[host] 1st person non-1st person 

b. if no 1st person 
[host] object-1 dative object-2 

One generalization is the first person first tendency: lSg or 1P1 precedes 
a non-1st person clitic regardless of function. Note that lSg and 1P1 are the 
pronominals that make no distinction in form between object and dative clitics. 
This generalization clearly works in simple combinations with one object and 
one dative clitic (685). 

(685) a. i-wast-\a-hi-\tt 
3MaSgS-kill.PerfP-\Dat-lSg-\3MaSgO 
'He hit it for me.' 

b. i-wa2t-\a-hi-\ha-s 
3MaSgS-hit.PerfP-\0-lSg-\Dat-3Sg 
'He hit me for him/her.' 

The sense is deciphered by noting which case (object or dative) the non-1st 
person clitic is in, then inferring the grammatical function of the ambiguous 1st 
person clitic. In (685.a), the final -\tt is a 3Sg object form, so the ambiguous 
lSg Λα-hi- is interpreted as a dative. In (685.b), the final -\ha-s is a 3Sg 
dative, so the ambiguous lSg Λα-hi- is interpreted as an object pronominal. In 
both types, informants normally reject suggested alternatives with the lSg 
clitic following the non-lst person clitic. Thus #i-waet-\t-\ha-hi for (685.a) and 
#i-wast-\a-s-\ha-hi for (685.b) were usually expressly rejected, though very 
rarely such a combination did occur in paradigmatic elicitation. 

However, in some combinations it is possible for a 1st person dative clitic 
to follow a 3rd person object clitic. Consider (686), attested in T-md and K-d. 
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(686) i-qre-\n-\ha-hi 
3MaSgS-kill.PerfP-\3MaP10-\Dat-lSg 
'He killed them-Ma for me.' (T-md) 

Here the 3MaPl object has a reduced, arguably V-initial allomorph (/-aen-/) 
after the V-final verb (-sgra-) , and we get VV-Contraction with /a-ae/ 
surfacing as e. It appears that this "fusion" of object clitic with stem-final V 
permits an exception to the first person first rule. However, even here, some 
speakers including my primary T-ka informant strongly prefer to allow the first 
person first rule to apply, so instead of (686) they have i-qYCi-\0-hi-\taen, with 
3MaP10 -\taen at the end. 

In the combinations not involving a 1st person clitic, the common 
sequence is dative-object. In other words, the object-2 slot is favored for 
object clitics. One can account for the data by recognizing (684.b) as the basic 
order, while allowing for subsequent "fronting" of a lSg or 1P1 form to initial 
position within the clitic cluster. However, there are also some attestations of 
object-dative order even when a 1st person clitic is not involved, so the 
ordering is not rigid. 

In the uncommon case where two objects and one dative co-occur, the two 
object clitics flank the dative clitic, so we get object-dative-object order. 

Some further examples each involving one dative clitic and one object 
clitic are in (687). The verb glossed 'kill' can also mean 'hit hard, whack'. 
(687.a-b) include a 1st person, while the others do not. 

(687) a. waer-\hl-\tt i-ηγα 
Neg-\lSg(Dat)-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-kill.PerfN 
'He did not kill it for me.' 

b. i-waet-\a-hi-\tt 
3MaSgS -hit.PerfPADat- lSg-\3MaSgO 
'He hit it for me.' 
(#i-w£et-\t-\ha-hi usually rejected) 

c. i-waet-\t-\ha-s 
3MaSgS-hit.PerfP-\3MaSgO-\Dat-3Sg 
'He hit it for him/her.' 

d. i-waet-\ha-s-\t 
3MaSgS-hit.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg-\3MaSgO 
[=c] 

e. i-waet-\a-hi-\ha-s 
3MaSgS-hit.PerfP-\0-lSg-\Dat-3Sg 
'He hit me for him/her.' 
(#i-waet-\a-s-\ha-hi usually rejected) 
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f. wasr-\ha-s-\t e eegr-aer 
Neg-\Dat-3Sg-\3MaSgO Fut kill.Shlmpf-lSgS 
Ί will not kill it-Ma for him/her.' (R) 

g. u-ma-\h3-s-\t aeqY-asY 
Neg-Fut-\Dat-3Sg-\3MaSgO kill.Shlmpf-lSgS 
[=f] (T-ka) 

h. a-\ha-k-\k aeqY-asY 
Fut-\Dat-2Sg-\3MaSgO kill.Shlmpf- lSgS 
'I'll kill it-MaSg for you-MaSg.' (R) 

When the verb is preceded by a particle such as Negative or Future, the 
usual pattern is that all the clitics are hosted by the particle. However, I have 
occasionally recorded examples where one pronominal clitic follows the 
particle and the other follows the verb. This is the case in (688.a), an optional 
alternative to (688.b). 

(688) a. wasrAt i-qYa-\ha-hi 
Neg-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-kill.PerfN-\Dat-1 Sg 
'He did not kill it for me.' (R) 

b. waer-\hl-t i-ηγα 
Neg-\lSg.Dat-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-kill.PerfN 
[=a] (R) 



Chapter 11 
Discourse-functional particles and topicalization 

11.1 Topicalization 

A topicalized constituent can be placed before the clause proper. It has its own 
accentuation in this position, may have "comma" intonation, and is essentially 
external to the clause. If the referent in question is subject, object, etc., it is 
expressed by a pronominal in the clause proper. In (689.a-b), the topicalized 
nouns (masculine and feminine, respectively), correspond to the object clitics 
within the clause proper. 

(689) a. e-haen [ajbar-aen-\t am-an] 
Sg-tent [surround.Reslt-3MaPlS-\3MaSgO water-MaPl] 
'The tent [topic], water surrounds (=is abundant around) it.' 
(phonetic [e'haen (,) adgbajrse'ntaman]) 

b. t-a-jiji-t-t 
Fe-Sg-dune-Fe-FeSg 
[i-jbar-\taet n£e-s-aekso] 
[3MaSgS-surround.Reslt-\3FeSgO Sg-fodder] 
'The small dune [topic], fodder (=grass) surrounds it.' 

Usually a topicalized constituent has no special "topic" particle. Even 
topicalized pronouns normally take the form of simple independent pronouns. 
However, I was able to elicit a construction with a pronoun (of any singular or 
plural pronominal category except 3Sg) followed by an invariable 3Sg 
independent pronoun anta. The construction seems to be of the 'as for me, 
...' type. 

(690) nsekk anta aqqlm-aerAadd 
lSg 3Sg sit. PerfP-1S gS -\Centrip 
'As for me [topic], I stayed.' 

Likewise naekk-aen-ed snta 'as for us', ksemm snta 'as for you-FeSg', etc. 
VblN's are easily topicalized, providing a mechanism for v e r b 

topicalization. In (691.a), the feminine VblN 'reading' is topicalized, and is 
resumed by the 3FeSgO clitic in the following clause. (691.b) has a similar 
structure. 
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(691) a. aeddobe-r masjrasd, maessan 
be.able.Reslt-lSgS speak. VblN, but 
t-e-raere, [wasrAtast aeddobe-γ] 
Fe-Sg-read.VblN [Neg-\3FeSgO be.able.PerfN-lSgS] 
Ί can speak (e.g. French), but as for reading [topic], I can't do 
it.' 

b. άζζαΐ dar [waer-\t aeddobe-γ] 
run.VblN too [Neg-\3MaSgO be.able.PerfN-lSgS] 
'Running too [topic], I can't do it.' [K] 
(i.e. Ί can't run either.') 

Another, more explicit topicalization construction, involving a topic 
switch, is exemplified by (692). 

(692) a-w-a i-qqael-aen 
Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg 3MaSgS-go.back.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
i-rajj-aen w-i η i-lld-\d 
Pl-valley-MaPl Ma-Dem.Pl Poss 3MaSgS-exist-\Centrip 
[y ün-an],... 
[Dat well-MaPl],... 
'With regard to the dune valleys that are on this side of the wells,...' 

Here -vqqvl- 'go back to' (also 'become') occurs in a participial phrase, 
literally "what goes back (to...)," free translation 'with regard to' or 'as for'. 
For the 'this side of X' construction in (692) see §9.3. 

11.2 Emphatics 

Emphatic particles are not especially common in Tamashek discourse. 

11.2.1 Clause- or phrase-final ya 

A clause-final particle yd (cf. Koyra Chiini yaa) can be used to insist on the 
truth of a statement. It is sometimes heard as "accented" but this may be 
emphatic stress rather than grammatical accent. 

(693) sjle-γ yd 
go.PerfP-lSgS Emph 
'(Yes) I did go!' 

This particle can also be used in yes-no questions, where it again focuses 
on the truth of the statement. 
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(694) 1-rhin ya 
3MaSg-be.sick.PerfP Emph 
'Is he (really) sick?' (lit. "Did he become sick?") 

ya is also attested with topicalized independent pronouns (695). 

(695) nsekk ya le-γ sezzaemaen ra s 
lSg Emph have.Reslt-lSgS season only 
3ss-ukma2s-a2r e-vaef-in 
Caus-scratch.PerfP-1 SgS Sg-head-1 SgPoss 
'Me, I've been scratching my head for a long time.' [K] 

11.2.2 'even'(küd, waeld) 

'Even you-MaSg' can be expressed as kud kasyy. 'Even he/she' is kud anta. 
For kiid in conditionals see §13.9. 

waeld has various senses: a) 'without ...' (followed by NP); b) 'even ...' 
(followed by NP) or 'even if ...' (followed by clause), c) '..., nor...' in parallel 
negations; d) '(not) anything' (emphatic negative polarity item). The particle 
represents the confluence of various Arabic forms, in some cases perhaps via 
Songhay or other African languages. An example in the sense (b) 'even', 
where it is dialectally interchangeable with kud, is (696). 

(696) war arhe-γ waeld-dasr a-haenay-annet 
Neg want.PerfN-lSgS even-Emph Sg-see.VblN-3SgPoss 
Ί don't want even to see it.' 

11.2.3 Confirmational (lab) 

This clause-final particle is used to confirm or insist on the truth of a 
statement, for example in response to a yes/no question. 

(697) ~i-kfa-\0-s lab 
3MaSgS-give.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg Emph 
'He did (indeed) give it to him (or her).' [K-d] 

11.3 Other discourse particles 

11.3.1 'only' (rds, Negation plus ar) 

The phrase-final particle r a s 'only' is extremely common. 
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(698) a. i-ttds Yds 
3MaSgS-sleep.(Vds).Reslt only 
'He just sleeps.' 

b. l-kfa-\0-hi saendt-aet "t-s-mad r a s 
3MaSgS-give.PerfP-\lSgDat two-Fe Fe-Pl-hundred only 
'He gave me a mere 200 (riyals).' 

YQS after one clause, followed closely by another clause, can indicate 
temporal proximity of the two events (§13.1.1.4). 

The alternative construction involves a negated clause, followed by an 
add-on phrase (small clause) with ar 'except' and the highlighted constituent. 
(For a version with ssel instead of ar, see §11.3.2, below.) This ar is a particle 
rather than a true preposition and does not induce Prefix Reduction on a 
following noun. 

(699) a. war l-tatt ar 1-s-an 
Neg 3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfN except Pl-meat-MaPl 
'He eats only (=nothing but) meat.' 
(lit. "He doesn't eat except meat.") 

b. waer-\teen i-wet 
Neg-\3MaP10 3MasSgS-hit.PerfN 
ar [iy-aen η "ae-janna] 
except [one-MaSg Poss Sg-rain] 
'Only one rain has struck them.' 
(= 'They've only had one rainstorm') 

This 'not ... except ...' construction can be applied to verbs (or VP's) 
(700). 

(700) a. 

b. 

waer-\t i-sla 
Neg-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-occupy.PerfP 
ar t-e-taete 
except Fe-Sg-eat.VblN 
'Nothing occupies him except eating.' (= 'He does nothing but 
eat.') 

kasw-aen-ed waer t-sssen-asm 
you-MaPl ' Neg 2S-know.PerfN-2MaPlS 
ar [ad tdttae-m ras ] 
except [Fut eat.LoImpfP-2MaPlS only] 
'You-MaPl, you don't know (anything) except you just eat.' 
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In (700.a), a more general verb, here 'occupy', occurs in the main clause, 
followed by ar and a VblN specifying the concrete event type. Note that 
although t-e-taete is the logical subject of 'occupy', the latter has default 
3MaSg subject rather than 3FeSg agreement, and t-e-taete does not show 
Prefix Reduction as it would if it were a true syntactic subject. 

In (700.b), ar is followed by a complete clause, if dd here is the Future 
particle. 

In R dialect, ar is also a particle meaning 'until' or 'all the way to', but in 
T-ka and other dialects the 'until' particle is har (§13.1.1.5). 

11.3.2 'other than'(ssel) 

The particle sael occurs in a construction of the type '(an) X other than Y' 
where X is a noun (normally indefinite in sense) and Y is an NP with more 
specific reference. If X is not expressed by a regular noun, the minimal 
demonstrative ά can be used, sael is not a preposition, and a following noun 
does not undergo Prefix Reduction. 

(701) a. daer ae-kall sael [w-α naesasn] 
[in Sg-land] other.than [Ma-Dem.Sg lPlPoss] 
'in a country other than ours' 

b. i-tatt [a sael 1-s-an] 
3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP [Dem other.than Pl-meat-MaPl] 
'He eats (foods) other than meat.' 

(70l.b) is noncommital as to whether the person in question eats meat. It 
specifies that what he eats is not limited to meat. 

ssel also occurs in the fixed temporal phrase d-sal wen sael a-sskka 'the 
day after tomorrow', lit. 'that day there other than tomorrow'. 

ssel can occur in constructions of the type 'not..., except X' (i.e. 'only X'), 
cf. §11.3.1, above. 

(702) ά-di waer-\hl-\tt i-rsed 
so Neg-\lSg(Dat)-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-destroy.PerfN 
d a r [a sael abba] 
also [Dem other.than father] 
'So, nobody ruined it for me, other than father.' [K] 

11.3.3 'also, too, again' (dar) 

The phrase-final particle d a r (in T-ka also heard as daev) is very common. Its 
basic sense is 'also, in addition', with 'again' as a more contextual translation. 
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(703) a. i-tdtt msesasku d a r 
also 3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP sweet.potato 

'He eats sweet potato too (e.g. not just meat).' 

b. 0-osae-\dd 
3MaSgS-arrive.PerfP-\Centrip 
l-qqael-\ad 

1-jla 
3MaSgS-go.PerfP 
dar 
also 3MaSgS-return.PerfP-\Centrip also 

'He came (here), went away, (and) came back here again.' 

c. ajmar-asY e-zaekaen [naekk day] 
be.in volved.Reslt-1 SgS Sg-cloth.tent [lSg also] 
Ί too am involved in making a cloth tent.' [K] 

11.3.4 'still '(har w-ά) 

har w-ά 'until this-Ma' is a frozen expression meaning 'still ' , i.e. 
'(continuously) until now'. In A-grm I heard this as haerwd, with shortened 
first V, no longer transparently segmentable. For other senses of har w-ά, see 
§11.3.5, below, and (795) in §13.1.1.4. For har 'until' see §13.1.1.5. 

(704) har w-ά i-rhln 
until Ma-Dem.Sg 3MaSgS-be.sick.Reslt 
'He is still sick.' (= 'He is sick up to this time.') 

11.3.5 'not yet' (har w-ά, saedder, and!) 

There are two basic constructions for 'not yet'. The first is of the syntactic type 
'not still', involving negation and har w-ά 'still' (see just above). The har w-ά 
may be clause-initial or -final (705.a-b). The second construction also involves 
a negation, but uses sasdder (dialectally saedden) '(not) yet' clause-finally 
(705.c). The variation between saedder and saedden resembles that between 
negative predicator wasdder and wasdden (633) (§9.5), though the dialectal 
range of the rare variant ssedden is much more limited than than for the variant 
wsedden. 

(705) a. wser-\d 0-osa har w-ά 
NegACentrip 3MaSg-arrive.PerfP until Ma-Dem.Sg 
'He still hasn't arrived.' (= 'He hasn't arrived yet.') 
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b. har w-ά waer n-anhey e-sed 
until Ma-Dem.Sg Neg lPlS-see.PerfN Sg-donkey 
'We still haven't seen the donkey.' 
(lit., "Until now, we havent' seen the donkey."]) 

c. wserAd 0-osa sasdder 
NegACentrip 3MaSg-arrive.PerfP yet 
'He hasn't come yet.' 

The second construction involves a conjunction andi 'before' (cf. 
§13.1.1.4), interpretable here literally as '(it is) before ...'. The verb is PerfP. 

(706) a. andiAdd 0-osa 
beforeACentrip 3MaSg-arrive.PerfP 
'He hasn't come yet.' (= 'It is before he has come.') 

b. andi n-aksa 
before lPlS-eat.PerfP 
'We haven't eaten yet.' 

Both and! and saedder occur in (707). 

(707) t-a-kassi-t-t [andiAsaer-saenAad 
Fe-Sg-sprouting-Fe-FeSg [before-\Instr-3MaPlACentrip 
t-amda saedder] 
3FeSg-PerfP not.yet] 
'before the growing (of fresh vegetation) had yet come to an end on 
them' 





Chapter 12 
Extraction processes 

12.1 Relativization 

There are two cross-cutting axes of differentiation within relative clauses. The 
first is that between definite and indefinite relative clause. This is a 
fundamental distinction and has an effect on the form of the verb inside the 
relative clause. The second distinction is between subject, object, and 
prepositional relative, based on the syntactic role of the NP in the embedded 
clause that is coindexed with the head. Subject relatives are expressed with 
participles. Non-subject relatives are expressed with ordinary verbs, subject to 
certain modifications in ablaut features and accent. 

It is customary in cross-linguistic syntactic theory to speak of a head noun 
(or NP), e.g. 'dog' in 'the dog that I saw'. In Tamashek relatives, it is more 
useful to speak of the clause-internal head within the relative clause itself. In 
a definite relative clause, this internal head is a demonstrative, with definite 
reference, that is prosodically part of the relative clause rather than part of a 
NP with the preceding noun. The demonstrative is appositional to the head 
NP (if the latter is overt). In definite relative clauses, the u n m a r k e d 
demonstrative is the Proximate with stem -ά. 

In the case of an indefinite relative clause, the internal head is the head 
noun itself, or (in the absence of a head noun) an indefinite demonstrative 
with stem -Ί. In indefinite relatives there is no apposition since the head is 
represented only in its relative-clause-internal manifestation. 

Any clitics present within a relative clause proper are hosted by the 
internal head. In other words, in indefinite relatives the clitics attach to the 
head noun (or indefinite demonstrative if there is no head noun), while in 
definite relatives the clitics attach to the definite demonstrative. This justifies 
the view that this head is internal to the relative clause (whereas a head noun in 
a definite relative is external to the relative clause). 

The two constructions are therefore those in (708). The ordering of clitics 
and preverbs will be discussed in more detail in later sections. 

(708) Structure of Definite and Indefinite Relatives (with internal head 
bolded) 

a. definite relative: 
(headnoun/NP) [Dem(definite) (clitics) (preverb) Verb...] 

or: 
pronoun(lst/2nd) [Dem(definite) (clitics) (preverb) Verb...] 
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b. indefinite relative 
[noun (clitics) (preverb) Verb...] 

or: 

[Dem(indefinite) (clitics) (preverb) Verb ...] 

The normal demonstratives used as internal heads are shown in (709). 

(709) Demonstratives Used as Internal Heads 

Definite Indefinite 

after NP or 3rd person pronoun MaSg w-ά 1 
MaPl w-1 1 

FeSg t-ά t-1 
FePl t-ί t-i 

after lst/2nd pronoun 1 (not applicable) 

The demonstratives in (709) are used in both subject (i.e. participial) and 
non-subject relatives. The indefinite forms shown are most common with 
adjectival subject relatives ('a good one', etc., §8.5.4). 

The accents in the definite demonstratives are audible in isolation (as 
demonstrative 'this'), but in actual relative clauses they are overridden by 
phrasal accents. The indefinite forms shown do not occur in isolation so there 
intrinsic accent cannot be determined. 

In a definite relative, unless there is a specific deictic sense ('this', 'that 
over there'), the demonstratives shown in (709) are usual. For an anaphoric 
sense 'that (same) one who/that...', the Anaphoric suffix -daer can be added to 
the demonstrative: w-a-daer, etc. In (727.d), below, there is an example where 
the demonstrative combines with a word meaning '(the) other', and this 
combination as a unit functions as the internal head of a definite relative. 

The forml used after lst/2nd person pronouns functions as definite, and 
does not have a feminine variant t-i, so it should be distinguished from 
Indefinite 1 (Feminine t-Ί). Examples of lst/2nd person 1 are in (710). 

(710) a. naekk-asn-aet-ed [i sksae-nen] 
I FePl ' [Dem eat.Reslt-Partpl.Pl] 
'we-Fe who have (already) eaten' 

b. naskk-aen-ed [i taettae-nen di-ha] 
IMaPl ' [Dem eat.LoImpfP-Partpl.Pl here] 
'we who (regularly) eat here' [K-d] 
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c. naekk [i t-azzaey-aed] 
lSg [Dem 2S-know.Reslt-2SgS] 
Ί (Ma or Fe) whom you-Sg know' [K-d] 

Definite relative clauses force modifications in local ablaut formatives of 
Resit and LoImpfP stems (whether realized as participles or as ordinary 
inflected verbs). The fact that such modifications occur in (710.a-c) 
demonstrates that the construction with 1 is a definite relative. In the Resit, the 
only modification is χ-pcl Erasure, whereby ablaut-induced lengthening 
(χ-pcl) of the first postconsonantal V is erased. This has affected the participle 
in (710.a) and the verb in (710.c); they appear in indefinite relatives in their 
full forms aksd-nen and t-szzdy-asd (note the medial full α vowels). In the 
LoImpfP, we again get χ-pcl Erasure in definite relative contexts, this time 
accompanied by modifications in ablaut-induced accent (χ-pcl). In (710.b), 
the LoImpfP verb taettae-nen has erased χ-pcl, and has also shifted the accent 
(χ-pcl) from the first to the second syllable by Rightward Accent Shift. 
Compare tattae-nen (underlying /tdttA-nen/) in indefinite relatives. In some 
other morphological combinations, the ablaut accent in a definite relative is 
deleted entirely by χ-Erasure. For these processes, see §3.5.3. 

There are some cases of the minimal demonstrative ά as clause-external 
"head noun" followed by e.g. MaSg w-ά .., as in ά [w-a-\hin 0-oyya] 'what 
he left (there)'. Here the ά functions syntactically as a head noun, and the 
relative clause proper begins with w-d. 

I have a textual example where an interpolated topical phrase occurs 
between an indefinite noun and an apparent relative clause. 

(711) wa-di haeraet [snta daev] n-assan-\t 
Dem.Ma-Anaph thing [3Sg too] lPlS-know.Reslt-\3MaSgO 
'that is something, it too, (that) we know it.' 

However, in this example, '...(that) we know it' is not a true relative 
clause, since (unlike the case with normal object relatives) the object is 
represented as a 3MaSgO clitic on the verb. 

As in other languages, constructions involving two relative clauses may 
either be stacked with the second relative modifying an NP inside the first 
relative ('the cat that ate the rat that lived...'), or parallel, both modifying the 
same head noun ('the man whom you saw who works in town'). Consider 
(712), from a Κ dialect text; for ere see §12.1.6. 

(712) aekk ere 
go.to.Imprt whoever 
[w-a-\daer 0-jaer-aed asttaema] r a s 
[Ma-Dem.Sg-\in 2S-throw.PerfP-2SgS hope] only 
wasr-aen 0-aemos-aen 
Neg-Partpl.MaSg 3MaSgS-be.Reslt-PartpI.MaSg 
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[ere i-vassaed-aen isam-annaem] 
[whoever 3MaSgS-ruin.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg name-2FeSgPoss 
'Go to someone on whom you have placed (your) hopes, (and) who is 
not someone who ruins (=will ruin) your-Fe name.' [K] 

The first relative here (w-a-Vdaer ...), in line 2 of the text, is a prepositional 
relative. This is followed by a parallel second participial relative (waer-aen ...) 
that has a copula 'be' , whose object NP is itself in participial relative form 
headed by ere. (Perhaps the last verb is i-raessaed-aen with shortened ae, but 
this is how I transcribed it; I do not know how rigorous χ-pcl Erasure is in Κ 
dialect, and the point is not germane here). 

12.1.1 Subject relatives 

Subject relatives, where the subject of the relative clause is coreferential to the 
head noun, are formed by participles, which replace normal subject affixes by 
a special set of participial endings including gender-number (but not person) 
categories. The structure of a definite relative clause, corresponding to the 
usual restrictive relative clause in English (with semantically definite NP), is 
(713). 

(713) Definite Subject Relative Clause 

[demonstrative (clitics) (preverb) definite Partpl ...(complements)] 

I consider the demonstrative to be in apposition to the head NP, and to be 
the initial constituent of the relative clause itself. The head noun may appear 
before the relative clause, or may be be omitted, resulting in a headless 
construction translatable as e.g. 'he who drank the tea' or 'the one who drank 
the tea'. 

The demonstrative forms (MaSg w-ά etc. after noun, 3rd person pronoun, 
or zero, and 1 after lst/2nd person pronoun) are given in the opening of §12.1, 
above. 

The morphology of participles is described at length in §8.5. Participles 
distinguish MaSg, FeSg, and (gender-unspecified) PI of the subject. If there is 
a preverbal particle (Negative or Future), the participial suffix is (in most 
cases) attached to the preverb. (714.a) is a simple transitive relative clause; 
(714.b) illustrates the position of object clitics, and (714.c-d) illustrates the 
attachment of the participial ending to a preverbal particle. (714.e) shows the 
ablaut modifications (here χ-pci Erasure (130) and Rightward Accent Shift 
(132)) that are normal in definite relatives, cf. 0- t - lhnsff i - t (c/t-t-ihnsffi-t/) 
'she is groaning'. 
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(714) Examples of Definite Subject Relative Clauses 

a. medd-aen 
men-MaPl 
[w-i orae-nen t-a-shsr-t 
[Ma-Dem.Pl open.PerfP-Partpl.Pl Fe-Sg-door-FeSg] 
'the men who opened the door' 

b. ae-hatas 
Sg-man 
[w-a-Mii i-ss-abdasd-een] 
[Ma-Dem.Sg-\lSgO 3MaSg-Caus-stand.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg] 
'the man who stopped (=arrested) me' 

c. ae-halss [w-α waer-aen 0-seqqima] 
Sg-man [Ma-Dem.Sg Neg-PartpI.MaSg 3MaSgS-sit.PerfN] 
'the man who did not sit' [R] 

d. t-α wser-t skhya 
Fe-Dem.Sg Neg-Partpl.FeSg eat.PerfN 
'one-Fe who didn't eat' [K-f] 

e. t-a-maett 
Fe-Sg-woman 
[t-α 0-t-ahnäffi-t] 
[Fe-Dem.Sg 3FeSgS-LoImpf-groan.LoImpfP-Partpl.FeSg] 
'the woman who is groaning' [K-d] 

Indefinite relatives are similar in structure except that a head noun is 
obligatory and the demonstrative is absent. The participle is therefore attached 
directly to the head noun. The participle has different forms in definite and 
indefinite constructions, since some reductions of ablaut-induced V-length 
(Resit, LoImpfP) and the shift or erasure of the ablaut accent, characteristic of 
definite participles, do not apply to indefinite relative (whose verbs or 
participles are based on the same stem shapes as verbs in main clauses). 

The majority of examples of the indefinite construction in texts involve 
intransitive verbs with adjectival meaning. Such stems have indefinite 
participial forms with high text frequency, often based on a Resit stem and 
translatable as modifying adjectives in English; see §8.5.7. In the text (Chapter 
16), (920) uses an indefinite relative like an English parenthetical 
(nonrestrictive) relative. A transitive example with object clitic following the 
head noun is (715). 
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(715) a. i-sael-an-\hi ajraz-nen 
Pl-news-MaPl-\l SgO please.Reslt-Partpl.Pl 
'news-Pi that pleases me' 

b. t-e-raefti-t-t-\ad 
Fe-Sg-fright-Fe-FeSg-\Centrip 
t-okay-2et-\0dd 
Fe-happen.Reslt-Partpl.FeSg-\Centrip 
'a frightening thing that happened (to me)' 

12.1.2 Object relatives 

Nonsubject relatives do not have participles. However, in definite nonsubject 
relatives, the inflected verb displays ablaut reductions like those for participles, 
erasing χ-pcl (Resit, Lolmpf) and χ-pcl (LoImpfP), and applying Rightward 
Accent-Shift (LoImpfP). 

The basic structure of a definite object relative is (716), which follows the 
head NP if the latter is overtly expressed. 

(716) Definite Object Relative Clause 

[demonstrative (clitics) (preverb) verb...] 

As with subject relatives, the demonstrative form is ι if the head is a 1st or 
2nd person pronoun, otherwise it is usually from the demonstrative set {w-ά 
w-ί t-d t-1} with gender and number marked. The only difference between 
(716) and the subject relative type is that (716) has a regularly inflected verb, 
including a pronominal subject affix, not a Participial suffix. The subject may 
also be represented by a NP in immediate postverbal position. There is no 
resumptive pronoun representing the object. 

χ-pc l Erasure (130) is exemplified in the definite object relatives in 
(717). We additionally have Rightward Accent Shift (132) in the LoImpfP 
cases, audibly in (717.b) and virtually but not audibly in (717.c). 

(717) a. as-habs [w-α szzaey-aer] 
Sg-man [Ma-Dem.Sg know.Reslt-lSgS] 
'the man whom I know' 

b. i-s-αη [w-"i tsett-aer] 
Pl-meat-MaPl [Ma-Dem.Pl eat.LoImpfP-lSgS] 
'the meat that I eat' (lit. "the meats...") 
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c. ae-halas [w-α i-t-amattasu-t] 
Sg-man [Ma-Dem.Sg 3MaSgS-LoImpf-fear.LoImpfP-Aug] 
'the man whom he fears' 

Compare the regular Resit stem -szzdy- 'know' and the regular LoImpfP 
stems -tatt- 'eat' and -t-imattasu-t. 

Further examples of definite object relatives with LoImpfP verbs are in 
(718), using LoImpfP -tdtt- 'eat' (/-tattA-/), -jarraew- 'get', and -riddu-
'expect', which are first reduced to -taett- (/-tasttA-/), -jaerrasw-, and -raddu-
by χ-pcl Erasure. Then, Rightward Accent Shift applies, accounting for all 
forms of -jaerraew- and of -raddu-. It accounts directly for all but the 3FeSg 
form of -taett-, on which see below. 

(718) a. w-ά tasttae-n 
Ma-Dem.Sg eat.LoImpfP-3MaPl 
'what they-Ma eat' 

b. w-ά taettae-d 
Ma-Dem.Sg eat.LoImpfP-2Sg 
'what you-Sg eat' 

c. w-ά jasrraew-aer 
Ma-Dem.Sg get.LoImpfP-lSg 
'what I get' 

d. w-ά jaerraew-naet 
Ma-Dem.Sg get.LoImpfP-3FePl 
'what they-Fe get' 

e. w-ά 0-jaerraew 
Ma-Dem.Sg 3FeSgS-get.LoImpfP 
'what she gets' 

f. w-ά 0-raddu 
Ma-Dem.Sg 3FeSgS-expect.LoImpfP 
'what she expects' 

The examples in (719) show that Rightward Accent Shift does not apply to 
the 3MaSg or 1P1 forms, which have a (potentially) syllabic subject prefix. 

(719) a. w-ά i-jaerraew 
Ma-Dem.Sg 3MaSgS-get.LoImpfP 
'what he gets' 
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b. w-ά 
Ma-Dem.Sg 
'what we get' 

na-jaerraew 
lPlS-get.LoImpfP 

c. w-ά 
Ma-Dem.Sg 
'what he eats' 

i-taett 
3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP 

d. w-ά na-taett 
Ma-Dem.Sg lPl-eat.LoImpfP 
'what we eat' 
[dialectally: w-ά n-taett] 

It remains to account for the few forms that undergo χ-Erasure (i.e. loss of 
ablaut accent). χ-Erasure (136) applies to verbs when Rightward Accent Shift 
(132) has placed the accent on a stem-final deletable V, as this V is then 
deleted or contracted (by VV-Contraction). The examples involve -CaCC- and 
-t-lC(C)- (underlying /-CaCCA-/ and /-t-iC(C)i-/) LoImpfP stems, specifically 
in the 3FeSg subject form, as in (720). The 3FeSg prefix is segmentally 
unexpressed on the surface (Prefixal t-Deletion (35)), and the entire verb form 
ends up being totally unaccented, resulting in a phrasal accent on the 
demonstrative. Even with -tdtt- 'eat', χ-Erasure does not apply to 3MaSg or 
1P1 forms whose prefix is segmentally nonzero, because they are not subject to 
Rightward Accent Shift, as seen in (719.c-d) above. 

(720) w-ά 0-taett 
Fe-Dem.Sg.Sg 3FeSgS-eat.LoImpfP 
'what she eats' 

In the PerfP, PerfN, and Shlmpf, there is no difference between the form 
of the inflected verb in ordinary clauses and in non-subject relatives. A PerfP 
example is (721). 

(721) kaeyy [1 awast-aer] 
2MaSg [Dem hit.PerfP-lSgS] 
'you-MaSg whom I hit' 

Examples including preverbal particles are in (722). Future ad is replaced 
by its non-clause-initial variant mar (or dialectal variant) (722.b). 

(722) a. ae-habs [w-α war i-nhey] 
Sg-man [Ma-Dem.Sg Neg 3MaSgS-see.PerfN] 
'the man whom he did not see' 
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b. ae-hatas [w-α mar anhsy-ser] 
[Ma-Dem.Sg Fut see.Shlmpf-lSgS] 

'the man whom I will see' 

Another context calling for χ-pcl Erasure is after Iket in the 'have just 
VERB-ed' construction (§13.6.6). This supports the view that this construction 
is treated as a definite relative clause, albeit reduced in form, with iket as the 
head (there is no following demonstrative). The form iket is also a noun 
'quantity' or 'good behavior'. 

Indefinite object relatives, i.e. those with no demonstrative after the head 
noun, undergo no reduction in main-clause ablaut features. For example, 
(723.a-c) show unreduced Resit stems with ά in the second syllable. (723.c) 
also has unreduced α in war-zen, though a phrasal accent overrides the ablaut 
accent (/-war-/). 

(723) a. [haeraet szzay-aer] 
[thing know.Reslt-lSgS] 
'a thing that I know' 

b. masan le-r [ekraer ajmdr-asr] 
but have.Reslt-lSgS [ram raise.Reslt-lSgS] 
'But I have a ram that I have fattened.' [K] 

c. asqqdl-aer 
become.Reslt-lSgS 
[ae-wadam war-sen n0-s-an] 
[Sg-human be.on.Reslt-3MaPlS Pl-meat-MaPl] 
Ί am a person whom flesh is on (=who is chubby).' [K] 

12.1.3 'something to eat' 

Constructions of the type 'something/nothing for (someone) to eat' are definite 
relative clauses headed by a minimal demonstrative ά. With a preceding 'have' 
or 'find' (positive or negative), the verb in the 'something to' clause takes the 
Resit stem (with χ-pcl erased as usual in definite relatives), or sometimes the 
PerfP stem, and shows normal subject agreement. 

(724) a. war ale-η [a sksae-n] 
Neg have.PerfN-3MaPlS [Dem eat.Reslt-3MaPlS] 
'They have nothing to eat.' (lit. "... don't have what they eat") 

b. war ale-r [a snne-r] 
Neg have.PerfN-lSgS [Dem say.Reslt-lSgS] 
Ί have nothing to say.' (lit. "... don't have what I say") 
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ad ajraw-naet [a aksse-naet] 
Fut get.ShImpf-3FePlS [Dem eat.Reslt-3FePlS] 
'They-Fe will find something to eat.' (lit. "... get what they 
eat") 

d. ... a-\dar-3s akkss-aev attasraem ι ι 

... Dem-\in-3Sg remove.Shlmpf-lSgS grain 
[a sksae-n ara-taen] 
[Dem eat.Reslt-3MaPlS child-MaPl] 
'(so that) I may take out of it some grains for them (=children) 
to eat.' [K] 

e. waer le-γ [a alse-v] 
Neg have.PerfN-lSgS [Dem wear.Reslt-lSgS] 
Ί don't have anything to wear.' 

f. aeywa attar [a t-axdaem-aed] 
well look.for.Imprt [Dem 2SgS-work.PerfP-2Sgs] 
'Well, look for something to work on.' [K-d] 

dywa t-attaer 
well LoImpf-seek.LoImpfP 
[a t-skne-d] r a s 
[Dem 2S-do.Reslt-2SgS] only 
'Well, just keep looking for something to do.' [K] 

If there is no agent, the verb appears in a passive or other agentless form, 
in a subject relative with a participle (725). 

(725) waerAt i-lla 
Neg-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-be.PerfN 
[α i-t-aem-äekse-n] 
[Dem 3MaSgS-LoImpf-Mediop-eat.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg] 
'There is nothing to eat.' 

The constructions given here with Demonstrative ά can also be used with 
more specific nouns (726). 

(726) a. awsy-\dd [maeqgasro t-akse-d] 
bring.ImpfACentrip [mango 2S-eat.Reslt-2SgS] 
'Bring-Sg a mango to eat.' [K-d] 

b. away-maetAsdd [maeqgasro t-sksae-mast] 
bring-2FePl.Impf-\Centrip [mango 2S-eat.Reslt-2FePlS] 
'Bring-FePl a mango to eat.' [K-d] 
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12.1.4 Relativization on prepositional complement NP 

When an NP functioning as complement of a preposition is relativized on, the 
preposition is cliticized to the demonstrative at the beginning of a definite 
relative clause, or to the head noun in a noun-headed relative. In effect, the 
preposition becomes a postposition. Directional clitics occur after the cliticized 
preposition. There is no copy (or other audible trace) of the PP in its original 
postverbal position. The verb shows the same ablaut reductions and accent 
shifts as in object relatives. 

The Comit preposition d or ad is replaced in this construction by -\dar-
when followed by another clitic (727.c). This is essentially an allomorphic 
substitution. 

More importantly, the Dative preposition e (or variant) is replaced by 
Instrumental -\s (727.b). This is best considered as the use of -\s as a neutral 
default (cf. a-\s or s as 'that' complementizer, §13.7) due to an idiosyncratic 
constraint against cliticizing the (prenominal) dative preposition when the 
complement NP is extracted. Aside from this replacement, the dative relative 
construction is identical to that of other prepositional relatives; in particular, 
there is no resumptive pronominal. For the use of -\s in possessor and (other) 
long-distance relatives, where there is a resumptive pronominal, see §12.1.5, 
below. 

Examples of definite prepositional relatives are in (727). In (727.d), there 
is a question whether to transcribe the demonstrative as t-d-daev with 
Anaphoric suffix ('that one'), or as t-dAdaer with cliticized postposition -\daev 
('in which...'). I choose the former, since the following iyaed-ast 'the other' has 
a clear cliticized Adeer and a Centripetal clitic. If this is correct, here t-a-dasr 
iyaed-set 'that other one' functions as a unit as the clause-initial internal head. 
This is reasonable since 'that' and '(the) other' are logically fused here. 

(727) a. e-haen 
MaSg-house 
[w-a-\daer t-azabbu-r] 
[M-Dem.Sg-\in LoImpf-go.down.LoImpfP-lSgS] 
'the house in which I go down (=spend the night)'. 

b. t-a-maett [t-a-\s 
Fe-Sg-woman [Fe-Dem.Sg-\Instr 
'the woman for whom I work' 

ssssYael-aer] 
work.PerfP-1 SgS] 

c. ae-hdbs [w-a-\dar-\d 
Sg-man [Ma-Dem.Sg-\to-\Centrip 
'the man with whom I came here' 

aeddew-aer] 
go.with.PerfP-lSgS] 
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d. t-eje [t-a-dasY iyaed-aet-\daer-\3dd 
Fe-direction [Fe-Dem.Sg-Anaph other-FeSg-\in-\Centrip 
snhaey-aerAadd t-e-raefti-t-t...] 
see.PerfP-1 SgSACentrip Fe-Sg-fright-Fe-FeSg...] 
'that other direction (=topic of discussion) in which I saw a 
frightening thing...' 

e. ... [t-i-\fsel war assen-asn 
... [Fe-Dem.Sg-\on Neg know.PerfN-3MaPlS 
O-m-asraw-aen-naenasrJ 
Pl-0-parent-MaPl-1 PIPoss] 
'... that our parents didn't know about.' [Gao] 

The K -d speaker gave (727.a) as ... w-a - \dseY t-zsbbu-γ. Here the first 
schwa in t-szabbu-Y is syncopated, with phrasal accent on the preceding 
syllable. 

Definite LoImpfP examples are in (728), all showing χ -pc l Erasure 
(130). In addition, Rightward Accent Shift (132) is at work in (728.a,c), as is 
χ-Erasure (136) in (728.d). Compare the regular LoImpfP stems -t-dttaes-
'sleep' (Vds) and /-tattA-/ 'eat'. For a negative example with LoImpfN verb, 
see (840.b) in §13.5.5. 

(728) a. t-e-daewaen-t 
Fe-Sg-mat-FeSg 
[t-a-\fael t-aettaes-aeY] 
[Fe-Dem.Sg-\on LoImpf-sleep.LoImpfP-lSgS] 
'the mat on which I (regularly) sleep' 

b. aeqqlm-asY daeY 'se-daegg 
sit.Shlmpf-lSgS in Sg-place 
[w-a-\dseY n-taett] 
[Ma-Dem.Sg-\in lPlS-eat.LoImpfP] 
'I'm sitting in the place where we (regularly) eat.' [K-d] 

c. ... [di-ha-\d taettae-n] 
... [here-XComit eat.LoImpfP-3MaPlS] 
'(the place) where they (regularly) eat.' [K-d] 

d. smmsk [w-a-\s 0-taett] 
manner [Ma-Dem.Sg-\Instr 3FeSgS-eat.LoImpfP] 
'the way she (regularly) eats.' [K-d] 

Consistent with the general syntax of -vkfu-'give', its relatives can treat 
the recipient as a second (direct) object (729.a), or as a dative (729.b). In the 
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latter case, as indicated above, the Instrumental preposition as is used after the 
demonstrative, substituting for the Dative preposition. 

(729) a. [ws-di t-akfe-d d-zraf] 
[Ma/Sg-Dem 2S-give.PerfP-2SgS Sg-money] 
'that one-MaSg to whom you gave (the/some) money.' 

b. ae-habs [w-a-\s akfe-γ a-zraf] 
MaSg-man [Ma-Dem.Sg-Unstr give.PerfP-lSgS Sg-money] 
'the man to whom I gave the money' 

Indefinite prepositional relatives attach the preposition as a clitic to the 
head noun, as in (730). 

(730) a. [e-daegg-Vdaer odd-n "0-sannaw-aen] 
[Sg-place-\in fall.Reslt-3MaPlS Pl-sky-MaPl] 
'a place in which the skies have fallen' 

b. [haeraet-\as xaddaem-aen seddinaet] 
[thing-Mnstr work.LoImpfP-3MaPlS people] 
'a thing with which people work' [K] 

Compare e-daegg 'place' in (730.a) with ed 'whenever' (§12.1.6) and e 
'where... ' (§12.3.10). 

When a preposition is cliticized to a relative head, the combination of head 
plus cliticized preposition precedes the usual second-position clitics, such as 
pronominal object clitics (731). In other words, the cliticized preposition must 
be adjacent to the head. See also the Centripetal examples in (727.c-d), above. 

(731) t-e-dswaen-t [t-a-\fasl-\tsen nasqq-cer] 
Fe-Sg-mat-FeSg [Fe-Dem.Sg-\on-\3MaP10 kill.LoImpfP-lSgS] 
'the mat on which I (regularly) kill them' 

12.1.5 Possessor and long-distance relatives with -\s and resumptive pronoun 

There is no direct way to relativize on a possessor. However, a construction is 
available to express the intended sense. The demonstrative is followed by a 
cliticized Instr -\s. In §12.1.4, just above, I showed that -\s is used in dative as 
well as true instrumental function in prepositional relatives (727.b); cf. also 
a-\s as 'that' complementizer (§13.7). In possessor relatives, a resumptive 
pronominal possessor appears on the possessed noun after the verb. The 
construction is the same for inalienable (§5.2.3) and alienable possessors; 
(732.a) has inalienable 'his son' while (732.b) has alienable 'his dog'. 
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(732) a. as-halas 
MaSg-man 
[w-a-\s 0-aeba rure-s] 
[Ma-Dem.Sg-Mnstr 3MaSgS-be.lost.PerfP son-3SgPoss] 
'the man whose son was lost (=died).' 

b. ae-hdbs [w-a-\s aqre-r edi-nnet] 
Sg-man [Ma-Dem.Sg-Mnstr kill.PerfP-lSgS dog-3SgPoss] 
'The man whose dog I killed.' 

The -\s appears in this construction even when the possessed NP is 
fronted to preverbal position. This fronting is syntactically equivalent to 
topicalization (733). 

(733) ά-lyad [w-a-\s sbba-nnet 
Sg-child [Ma-Dem.Sg-\Instr father-3SgPoss 
"ί-kka baemaeko] 
3MaSgS-go.to.PerfP Bamako] 
'the boy whose father went to Bamako' 

This can be literally glossed "the boy such that, as for his father, he 
(=father) went to Bamako." I am not certain that such constructions are normal 
in idiomatic speech. 

The -\s construction is also used when the complement of daedes- 'next to' 
is relativized on. As noted in §6.6.1), daedes- is arguably still segmentable as a 
complex preposition d "'ae-des 'with (=by) the side (of...)', in other words a PP 
whose complement is a possessed NP, as in the bracketed representation [with 
[side ofX]]. An example of a relativized complement is (734). 

(734) e-hasn [w-a-\s slle-γ dasdes-annet 
Sg-house [Ma-Dem.Sg-\Instr be.Reslt-lSgS next.to-3SgPoss] 
'The house next to which I am.' 

If (734) is analysed as a possessor relative parallel to (732-3), it supports 
the segmentability of daedes- as composite d ""ae-des ('by the side of ) . 

Given the resumptive pronominals in (732-4), it is necessary to distinguish 
these possessor relatives from simple prepositional relatives (§12.1.4, above). 
The possessor relatives are structurally related to long-distance relatives 
where the head of the relative is coreferential to a resumptive pronoun in a 
subordinated clause (735). 
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(735) α-s-lksl [w3-ndln-\s asle-r 
Sg-Instr-trip [Ma-RecAnaph-Mnstr hear.PerfP-lSgS 
t-aje-d-\t] anta,... 
2S-do.PerfP-2SgS-\3MaSgO] 3Sg,... 
'That trip that I heard you made (it), as for it,...' 

In (732-5), one can argue that -\s is related to the 'that' complementizer (s 
or a-\s, §13.7). 

12.1.6 Generalized relatives (ere 'whoever',!, a, ed) 

Generalized relatives, denoting an entity that satisfies the truth conditions of 
the utterance, take one of the following as head, instead of a true head NP: ere, 
1, a, ed. 

12.1.6.1 Definite human (ere) 

For definite human cases, the form is ere. Both subject (participial) and non-
subject relatives are in (736). 

(736) a. [ere t-akfe-d a-zraf] 
[whoever 2S-give.Reslt-2SgS Sg-money] 
'whoever you-MaSg give (the) money to' [T-md] 

b. [ere-\kaey i-waet-asn] 
[whoever-\2MaSgO 3MaSgS-hit.ResIt-Partpl.MaSg] 
'whoever has hit you' 

c. [ere i-taettae-n di-ha-dasr], 
[whoever 3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg here], 
i-s-usm-et 
3MaSgS-[Caus-]be.quiet-Hort 
'Whoever eats here, let him be silent.' [K-d] 

d. [ereAhin i-swaer-asn] 
[whoever-XCentrif 3MaSgS-be.first.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg] 
'whoever comes first' (= 'the first one to come') [Gao] 

e. [ere wasr-aen i-ΐά haeraet] 
[whoever Neg-Partpl.MaSg 3MaSgS-have.PerfN thing] 
'someone (anyone) who has nothing' 
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3ttar-mast-\a-s 
look.for.Imprt-2FePlS-\Dat-3Sg 
[ereAha-kmset i-ffaed-sn 
[whoever-\Dat-2FePl 3MaSgS-lend.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
[a 0-la nt-3-s-3rn3s-t]] 
[Dem 3FeSg-have Fe-Sg-Instr-veil-FeSg]] 
'You-FePl go seek for her someone who will lend you a little 
veiled garment.' [K] (for 'a little' see (242.a-d) in §5.1.1.8) 

g. waer le-γ [ere-\hl-\t 
Neg have.PerfN-lSgS [whoever-\lSgDat-\3MaSgO 
i-z-ansae-n] 
3MaSgS-Caus-buy.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg] 
Ί don't have anyone to (=who would) buy it for me.' [K] 

h. waer 0-le-d [ere-\ha-m-\0dd 
Neg 2S-have.PerfN-2SgS [whoever-\Dat-2FeSg-\Centrip 
i-ktaer-aen Iddid] 
3MaSgS-bring.water.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg waterskin] 
'You-Sg don't have anyone who has brought back the 
waterskin (from the well) for you-FeSg.' [K] 

These examples show that ere relatives are treated as "definite" relatives 
with respect to ablaut modifications on the verb. For example, Resit participle 
i-waet-aen (736.b) and LoImpfP participle i-taettae-n (736.c) show the effects of 
χ-pcl Erasure (130), compare the full (=long) vowel α in both Resit i-wat 'he 
has already hit' and LoImpfP i-tdtt 'he is eating'. 

In (737), ere is followed by a demonstrative, making it a canonical definite 
relative. 

(737) aekk ere 
go.to.Imprt whoever 
[w-a-\daer 0-jasr-asd asttasma] r a s 
[Ma-Dem.Sg-\in 2S-throw.PerfP-2SgS hope] only 
'Go to someone on whom you have placed (your) hopes.' [K] 

12.1.6.2 Indefinite human (ι, t-i) 

For indefinite human cases, the head is masculine ι or feminine t-1 (with no 
number marking), as in (738). In the case of subject relatives, grammatical 
number (Sg, PI) is determined from the form of the participle. 
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(738) a. [iAdad osae-nen] 
[DemACentrip go.Reslt-Partpl.Pl] 
'those-Ma who (=whoever) have come' [T-md] 

b. [t-iAdad t-osae-t 
[F-Dem-\Centrip 3FeSgS-go.PerfP-Parpl.FeSg] 
'that one-Fe who (=whoever) comes' [T-md] 

c. [i-\tt i-ssan-aen] 
[Dem-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-know.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg] 
'whoever knows it' [Gao] 
(also expressible as [ereAtt i-ssan-asn]) 

d. [i tattae-nen di-ha] 
[Dem eat.LoImpfP-Partpl.Pl here] 
'whoever (= someone who) eats here' [K-d] 

e. ae-halssAsar-as i-tattae-n, 
[Sg-man-\Instr-3Sg 3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg], 
m e r lAsar-as i-sassae-n 
or Dem-\Instr-3Sg 3MaSgS-drink.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg 
'a man who eats with it, or one who drinks with it' [Hm] 

In (738.c), i-ssdn-asn (with lengthened α due to Resit ablaut) shows no 
stem-ablaut modifications vis-ä-vis main-clause verbs. The same is true of the 
LoImpfP stem in (738.d), which preserves the ablauted full vowel α and fails 
to undergo Rightward Accent Shift. These facts show that a relative (otherwise 
headless) headed by 1 is treated as indefinite rather than definite. This, plus 
the presence of a distinct feminine variant, distinguishes this indefinite 1 from 
the invariant and syntactically definite ι used in relatives headed by a lst/2nd 
person pronoun (§12.1, above). (738.e) shows that t he l relative can occur in 
parallel to a preceding indefinite, but noun-headed, relative. The "i in this case 
may be omitted, hence mevAsar-ss ... in this example. 

12.1.6.3 Nonhuman (ä) 

The common nonhuman equivalent begins with a. This can be analysed as a 
minimal demonstrative stripped of gender marking (cf. MaSg w-ά, FeSg t-ά). 
It is arguably identical to the ά used as Focus particle. 
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(739) a. [a t-ajrasw-aed] 
[Dem 2S-find.PerfP-2SgS] 
t-3kfo-d-\a-hi-\tt 
2S-give.ShImpf-2MaSgS-/Obj-lSgS-3MaSgO 
'What(-ever) you-MaSg find (lit. "found"), you (will) give it to 
me.' [T-md] 

b. [a t-ajraew-aed] 
[Dem 2S-find.Reslt-2SgS] 
'what(-ever) you-MaSg find (lit. "have found")' [K-d] 

c. [a 0-taettae-d], t-szta-d-\t 
[Dem 2S-eat.LoImpfP-2SgS], 2S-'pay.ShImpf-2SgS-\3MaSgO 
'Whatever you-Sg eat, pay for it!' [K-d] 

In (739.c), the verb form t-azls-d (omitting the following clitic) 
corresponds to t-szsl-aed in T-ka. In the same example, note that LoImpfP 
0-tsettse-d 'you-Sg eat' shows the ablaut modifications diagnostic of definite 
relatives, here both χ-pcl Erasure (130) and Rightward Accent Shift (132), 
compare the usual main-clause form 0-tdttae-d. The Resit verb in (739.b) 
likewise shows χ-pcl Erasure. 

When the participle after ά is a high-frequency adjectival participle, it may 
retain its shape even when including an apparent χ-pcl due to Resit ablaut. In 
other words, the shortening of the accented V due to χ-pcl Erasure seen in 
(739.b-c) above does not occur in these more or less frozen adjectival 
participles. In laebas-aen (740.a), χ-pcl is moot since the PerfP is already 
laebas- with full a , so Resit lasbds- has not undergone secondary 
V-lengthening due to ablaut. However, 0-oldr-aen (740.b) with α does show 
χ-pcl, cf. PerfP -olaer- 'be good', and if χ-pcl Erasure applied to it we would 
expect #0-olaer-aen. 

(740) a. [a laebas-aen] 
[Dem be.bad.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg] 
'something bad' 

b. [a 0-oldY-aen] 
[what 3MaSgS-be.good.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg] 
'something good (=the best thing to do)' 

12.1.6.4 'whenever...' (ed) 

There is another generalized relative ed glossed 'whenever ...' or more loosely 
'when ...'. It may be equated morphemically with ed 'when/because' 
(§13.1.1.1, §13.2.2), cf. e 'where ...' (§12.3.10) and noun e-daegg 'place'. For 
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other 'when ...' constructions see §13.1.1.1, and for semantically overlapping 
conditionals see §13.9. 

(741) a. [ed n-taett], 
[when 1 PIS -eat.LoImpfP], 
aglu-n-et ara-tasn 
go.ShImpf-3MaPlS-Hort child-MaPl 
'When we eat, may the children go away!' [K-d] 

b. [ed tasttae-nset ded-en],... 
[when eat.LoImpfP-3FePlS woman-FePl], 
'When the women eat,...' [K-d] 

[ed i-ksa], ad 0-aens 
[when 3MaSgS-eat.Reslt], Fut 3MaSgS-lie.down.ShImpf 
'When(-ever) he has eaten, he'll lie down.' [K-d] 

[ed-\taen i-ja ae-welaen] 
[when-\3MaP10 3MaSgS-do.Reslt Sg-hot.season] 
ant-aen-ed ald-n e-baett 
3MaPl ' have.Reslt-3MaPlS Sg-low.ground 
'When the hot season happens to them, as for them, they have 
a low flat area (that they use for pasture).' 

Μ [edAdar-ss sttaer-aev] e-laerjkaew 
Μ [when-\in-3Sg seek.Reslt-lSgS] Sg-garment 
[a-\hi t-aenn...] 
[Fut-USgDat 3FeSgS-say.ShImpf...] 
'M (woman's name), when(-ever) I seek a garment from her, 
she will say to me: ...' [K] 

(741.a-b,e) show the operation of ablaut and accent modifications that are 
normal in definite relatives, cf. -tdtt- 'eat.LoImpfP'. The fact that the d of ed 
does not disappear when a clitic is added (741.d) indicates that d is not the 
Comitative clitic -\d, though this needs to be verified for each dialect. It seems 
likely that ed is contracted from e-daegg 'place'. See end of §12.1.4 for a 
relative with e-daegg in unreduced form. 

12.1.6.5 'until the time (when)...' (har iket i) 

In (742), ablaut modifications (cf. regular LoImpfP -jarraew- 'obtain') again 
show that a definite relative clause is at hand. Here the clause begins with har 
'until', plus a noun iket that has various senses elsewhere but can be used in 
the sense '(have) just' (§13.6.6) as a clause-initial particle on its own. Here I 
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gloss it (crudely) as 'time'. The following 1 is the postnominal Proximate 
deictic particle (§4.3.3), not a demonstrative pronoun acting as the internal 
head of the relative. 

(742) har [Iket i 
until [time Prox 
jaerraew-aen t-asddalae-t-t] 
obtain.LoImpfP-3MaPlS Fe-greenness-Fe-FeSg] 
'until (such time as) they get some greenery (ground vegetation)'. 

12.2 Focalization 

Focalization involves highlighting (or interrogating) the choice of one element 
in a clause, the remainder being backgrounded (presupposed or at least not in 
play). Syntactic focalization in Tamashek is limited to NPs (including 
adverbials and VblN's). 

The focalized constituent is fronted to sentence-initial position. It is 
normally followed by the morpheme a , interpretable as a minimal 
demonstrative form but here labeled "Foc[us]." Any clitics that may be 
present are hosted by the Foe morpheme, or if the latter is absent they are 
hosted by the focalized NP. The remainder of the clause follows. The ablaut 
reductions of Resit and LoImpfP verbs seen in definite relative clauses do not 
apply to focalization, in spite of a certain syntactic similarity between the two. 
Therefore, if the verb is Resit or LoImpfP, it occurs with its full ablaut 
structure and normal accentuation, as in simple main clauses. 

The pragmatics of focalization are illustrated in (743). The first clause 
(negative) is unfocalized. The second clause, which specifies the real object of 
desire, is focalized. 

(743) war 1-rha t-afva-t-t, 
Neg 3MaSgS-want.PerfN Fe-rice-Fe-FeSg, 
l-s-αη [a i-rha] 
Pl-meat-MaPl [Foe 3MaSgS-want.Reslt] 
'He doesn't want rice, it's meat [focus] that he wants.' 

In (743), only the second clause has a focalized NP. However, one can also 
express the same type of sense with two parallel clauses, each having a 
focalized NP. In this event, the first clause usually begins with the external 
negation waedder or variant 'it is not (that...)'. This phrasing ensures that the 
entire first clause, including its focalized constituent, is clearly in the scope of 
the negation. 
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(744) waedder assaral [ά i-t-ajj], 
not work [Foe 3MaSgS-LoImpf-do.LoImpfP] 
edss [a i-t-ajj] 
sleep.VblN [Foe 3MaSgS-LoImpf-do.LoImpfP] 
'Work [focus] is not what he does, (rather) sleep [focus] is what he 
does.' (lit. "It's not [the case that] work [focus] is what he does,...") 

Since Focus ά precedes any preverbal particles, if the focalized clause 
contains a Future morpheme, the latter will be the non-initial Future 
morpheme (mar in T-ka, e in several other dialects) rather than ad. 

(745) a-sakka [a-\d mar 0-aemma2t] [T-ka] 
a-sakka [a-\d e 0-aemmaet] [R] 
tomorrow [FocAComit Fut 3MaSgS-die.ShImpf] 
'It's tomorrow [focus] that he will die.' 

There is normally only one focalized constituent. However, as in other 
local languages, it is possible to embed a focalized clause in a 'why?' 
interrogative. This is arguably a layered double-focus construction, but the 
only Focus morpheme is associated with the internal focus (746). 

(746) ma-\fael [i-s-αη [a i-rhd]] 
what?\on [Pl-meat-MaPl [Foe 3MaSgS-want.Reslt]] 
'Why (is it) meat [focus] that he likes?' [Gao] 

The ά Focus morpheme is regularly omitted in WH-interrogatives (§12.3). 
In my T-ka data, with this exception the morpheme is normally audible in 
focalized constructions. In my Kidal-area data, omission is fairly common in 
texts even in non-interrogative focalizations, though informants are always 
willing to repeat the examples more carefully with the ά audibly present, so I 
am inclined to interpret omission as due to a low-level contraction. My K-d 
informant, in elicitation, allowed omission in subject but not other 
focalizations. However, in my Κ texts (from other speakers), I did observe 
omission of ά in object focalization as well as subject focalization. 

12.2.1 Subject focalization 

In the case of subject focalization, the verb is expressed in indefinite participial 
form, but takes invariant 3MaSg subject prefix (i- or 0 - depending on the 
initial segment of the verb, and zero for those perfective verbs that cannot take 
subject prefixes). The participle likewise has MaSg suffix -aen, regardless of 
the actual pronominal category of the subject (747). Examples (747.h-i) do not 
differ in meaning (to my knowledge) and illustrate the optionality of ά in K-d 
dialect. 
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(747) Subject Focalization 

a. anta [a-\hi l-nhasy-asn] 
3Sg [Foc-USgO 3MaSgS-see.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg] 
'It was he/she [focus] who saw me.' 

b. ant-aen-ed [a-\hi ι-nhaey-aen] 
3MaPl 
'It was thev-MaPl [focus] who saw me.' 

c. kaeyy [a-\hi l-nhsey-aen] 
2MaSg 
'It was vou-MaSg [focus] who saw me.' 

d. anta [aAksey mar-sen 0-aer)Y] 
3Sg [Foc-\2MaSg Fut-Partpl.MaSg 3MaSgS-kill.ShImpf] 
'It is he/she [focus] who will kill you-MaSg.' 

e. nsekk [a i-sassae-n aetoy] 
lSg [Foe 3MaSgS-drink.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg tea] 
'It is I [focus] who drinks tea.' 

f. nsekk [a i-ssan-aen] 
lSg [Foe 3MaSgS-know.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg] 
'It is I (Ma or Fe) [focus] who knows.' 

g. k s m m [a i-ssan-asn] 
lSg [Foe 3MaSgS-know.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg] 
'It is vou-FeSg [focus] who knows.' 

h. naekk [a-\tset l-rjrae-n] 
lSg [Foc-\3FeSgO 3MaSgS-kill.ShImpf-Partpl.MaSg] 
'It is I [focus] who killed it-Fe.' [K-d] 

i. [nsekk-\taet l-qvas-n] 
[ lSg-\3FeSg 3MaSgS-kill.ShImpf-Partpl.MaSg] 
[= h, with Foe ά omitted] [K-d] 

j. naskk-aen-ed [a-\tast aeqra-nen] 
1P1 ' [Foc-\3FeSgO kill.Shlmpf-Partpl.Pl] 
'It is we [focus] who killed it-Fe.' [K-d] 
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k. erd-αη ant-asn-ed [a 
filth-MaPl 3MaPl ' [Foe 
i-s-arhan-asn ara-tsen] 
3MaSgS-Caus-be.sick.LoImpfP-Partpl.3MaSg child-MaPl] 
'Filth [plural in form], they are what make children sick.' [K] 

The ablaut reductions (in the Resit and LoImpfP) typical of definite 
relative clauses do not occur in the focus construction, hence the specification 
as "indefinite" participial. Note the unreduced LoImpfP -sdss- in (747.e) and 
the unreduced Resit -assan- in (747.f)· 

In WH-interrogatives, the demonstrative is usually omitted (748), cf. 
§12.3.2-9. 

(748) Focalization with Interrogative Subject 

a. mi i-jla-n 
who? 3MaSgS-go.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'Who is going?' 

b. ml mar-asn e 0-asmmse-t 
who? Fut-Partpl.MaSg Fut 3MaSgS-die-Aug 
'Who will die?' [R] 

12.2.2 Object focalization 

If the object is focalized, it is fronted and followed first by Foe morpheme ά 
(and any relevant clitics) then by an ordinary subject-inflected verb (749). 
There is no resumptive object clitic. 

(749) Object Focalization 

a. anta [a snhaey-asr] 
3Sg [Foe see.PerfP-lSgS] 
'It was he/she [focus] that I saw.' 

b. kaeyy [a awaet-asr] 
2MaSg [Foe hit.PerfP-lSgS] 
'It was vou-MaSg [focus] that I hit.' 

c. t-a-dsrnu-t-t [a kann-aer] 
F-Sg-cream-F-FeSg [Foe make.LoImpfP-lSgS] 
'It is millet cream [focus] that I am making.' 
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d. nsekk [a i-waet] 
lSg [Foe 3MaSgS-hit.PerfP] 
'It is me [focus] that he hit.' [K-d] 

e. α-wen-dasY [a-\ha-m snne-r] 
Dem-Dist-Anaph [Foc-\Dat-2FeSg say.PerfP-lSgS] 
'That [focus] is what I said to you-FeSg.' 

f. [a sndsrrae-n] rds 
[Dem be.small-Partpl.MaSg] only 
[a-\dar-9s e t-skss-d] 
[Foc-\Instr-3Sg Fut 2S-eat.ShImpf-2SgS] 
'Just a little of it [focus] is what you-Sg will eat.' 

12.2.3 Focalization of prepositional complement 

Focalization of a prepositional complement NP follows the same linear-order 
pattern as with relativization, except that the verb has its full form (with all 
relevant ablaut features). The "preposition" has now cliticized to the ά at the 
front of the clause (750.a). Dative is merged with Instrumental as As in this 
construction (750.b-c), as in relatives. Note the fortuitous similarity between 
the resulting a-\s (Foe + Preposition) and 3MaSg dative clitic -\a-s. For other 
uses of a-\s in focalization, see §12.2.6 below. (750.d) has fael 'on'. 

(750) a. i-borsy-aen [a-\s n-sssirael] 
MaPl-stick-MaPl [Foc-Unstr lPlS-work.Reslt] 
'It's sticks [focus] that we work with.' 

b. aebba-n-in [a-\s-\t skfe-v] 
father-Poss-my [Foc-\Instr-\3MaSgO give.PerfP-lSgS] 
'It was mv father [focus] to whom I gave it.' 

c. k£yy [a-\s-\t2en i-nna] 
2MaSg [Foc-\Instr-\MaP10 3MaSgS-say.PerfP] 
'It's vou-MaSg [focus] that he told (lit. "said them") to.' 

d. [haeraet an "t-as-s-amas-t an bukar ras ] 
[thing Poss Fe-Sg-Instr-veil-FeSg Posscotton.cloth only] 
[a-\fael-\ha-naev 0-asfftilla] 
[Foc-\on-\Dat-lPl 3MaSgS-rely.Reslt] 
Ά mere veiled garment of black cotton cloth [focus] is what 
he (=a man) relies on (=is satisfied with) for us.' [K] 
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12.2.4 Focalization of adverbial NP 

Focalization of a spatial adverbial is illustrated in (751). Adverbials are treated 
like (covert) comitative phrases, so cliticized Comitative preposition -\d 
appears after Foe ά. As in other spatiotemporals, -\d is omitted in the presence 
of any other clitic (751.c). 

(751) a. d-i-hd-dasr [a-\d n-9SS3Yael] 
here [Foc-\Comit 1 PIS-work. PerfP] 
'It was here [focus] that we worked.' 

b. snd-ssel [a-\d 0-aemmu-t] 
yesterday [Foc-\Comit 3MaSgS-die.PerfP-Aug] 
'It was yesterday [focus] that he died.' [R] 

c. snd-ssel [a-\tt anhaey-aer] 
yesterday [Foc-\3MaSgO see.PerfP-lSgS] 
'It was yesterday [focus] that I saw it.' 

It is important to distinguish a-\d (Focus morpheme a plus cliticized 
Comitative d) from clause-initial Future particle ad. This can be tricky, 
except in negatives, since Future ad reduces to a - before a clitic. In 
otherwords, both a-\d (Focus and cliticized Comit) and ad (Future) appear as 
[ad] without a further clitic, and as [a] in the presence of a further clitic. If the 
following verb phrase contains a preverbal particle, or an inflected verb in a 
stem other than Shlmpf or LoImpfP, the initial element must be interpreted as 
a-\d rather than as Future ad. If the following verb phrase lacks preverbal 
particles and has a Shlmpf or LoImpfP verb, the initial element is ambiguous 
and must be interpreted in context. 

12.2.5 Focalization of verb or VP 

Verb (or VP) focalization occurs, for example, in response to questions of the 
'what are you doing?' type. This corresponds to "verb clefting" in the syntax 
literature. The verb (or VP) is converted into a VblN, is treated as the object of 
-vji> 'do, make', and is then fronted like an ordinary focalized direct object. In 
effect, -vju- takes the place of the verb in the original location. Focus 
morpheme ά is usually present, but it is omitted in (752). Note that here the 
complement ('suffering') remains in its original position, rather than following 
the lexical verb into clause-initial focalized position. The complement cannot 
be fronted along with the VblN unless it is expressed as a possessor NP, and 
while this is grammatical, the construction in (752) with the complement 
following -vju- is far more idiomatic and is common in texts. However, the 
entire core VP, here 'see suffering', is logically focalized. 
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(752) a-haenay [sn-jä ae-raena] 
Sg-see.VblN [lPlS-do.Reslt Sg-suffering] 
'See suffering [focus] is what we have done.' 

Further examples are (744) in §12.2.1, and (785.b) in §12.3.10. The latter 
example ( Ί don't know whether he simply hasn't gotten up yet', where the 
extracted VblN 'get up' is focalized) shows that even when the logical focus is 
the combination of negation plus a verb ('not get up'), only the (un-negated) 
verb is extracted, as a VblN. 

12.2.6 Focalization of other constituents 

Consider (753). 

(753) a. w-a-daer [a-\s w-ά n-in] 
Ma-Dem.Sg-Anaph [Foc-Mnst Ma-Dem.Sg Poss-lSg] 
'That [focus] is what is mine.' 

b. nsekk [a-\s aen-haeraj] 
lSg [Foc-Mnst neighbor] 
Ί [focus] am the neighbor.' 

c. ant-aen-ed [a-\s aen-haeraj-aen] 
they [Foc-Mnstr 0-neighbor-MaPl 
'Thev-Ma [focus] are the neighbors.' [K-d] 

Here it is difficult to tell whether a-\s is the complementizer 'that ...' 
(§13.7) or an instrumental form of Foe ά. In any event, the construction 
functions as the focalized version of both the predicate genitive of the type 'is 
mine' (753.a), cf. §9.4, and copular constructions of the type 'X is Y' 
(753.b-c), cf. §9.2. 

a-\s is also used in constructions like (754). 

(754) aemaera α-wen [a-\s arhe-γ a-\hl-\d3r-3s 
now Dem-Dist [Foc-Mnstr want.Reslt-lSgS Dem-\lSgO-\in-3Sg 
0-s-3nnafis3l-aed ά-baennan] 
2S-Caus-distinguish.ShImpf-2SgS Sg-a.little] 
'Now that [focus] is what I want you to distinguish (=describe) for me 
a little.' 

a-\s can be described as a "wastebasket" focalization phrase, for use when 
the extracted NP does not fit into any simple structural position (subject, 
object, prepositional complement) for which a simple focalization structure is 
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available. In (754), the extracted NP is from a complement clause rather than 
from the 'want' clause (long-distance extraction). 

12.3 Interrogatives 

Yes-no (i.e. polar) interrogatives are simple sentences with an optional 
question particle, or just with interrogative intonation. 

WH-interrogatives are closely related to the focalization construction, but 
usually omit the demonstrative following the focalized constituent. 

12.3.1 Yes-no (=polar) interrogatives 

Clause-initial particles for polar (i.e. 'yes-no') interrogatives are dk and 
q p m m , and for eastern dialects egaen (A-grm, Gao) or ajasn (Im Κ). As in 
most languages, ordinary declaratives with rising intonation can function as 
polar interrogatives even without an explicit interrogative particle. 

(755) a. ak ssssrd-äen-naek ja-n 
yes/no? work-MaPl-2SgPoss be.done.Reslt-3MaPlS 
[t-ekle t-olar-aet] 
[Fe-go.VblN Fe-be.good.ResIt-Partpl.FeSg] 
'Are your-Sg business affairs going well?' 

b. ajamm attizal an Tali waer 0-aewwed 
yes/no? due.date Poss Ali Neg 3MaSgS-arrive.PerfN 
'Has Ali's due date not arrived?' 

I have also observed ak in clause-initial position before a topicalized NP, 
followed by a WH-interrogative. 

(756) äk un-an w-l-n sd w-i, sndek 
yes/no? well-MaPl Ma-Dem.Pl-Dist and Ma-Dem.Pl, where? 
a-w-a i-llse-n jere-ssasn 
Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg 3MaSgS-exist.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg between-MaPl 
'Those wells and these (wells), what (difference) is there among 
them?' 

Here ak is an "appetizer" that marks the larger construction as an 
interrogative, but we don't find out what kind of interrogative until the 
WH-word sndek. 

ak is also attested in (757), where it can be glossed contextually as 'or 
rather', introducing a self-correction. 
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(757) ae-wddam η "a-rram—, η ae-rojj dasr ak 
Sg-human Poss Sg-town—, Poss Sg-bush too yes/no? 
ad 0-aej r a s 
Fut 3MaSgS-do.ShImpf only 
'Somebody of the town—of the bush (=desert) rather, he will do ...' 
[K] 

12.3.2 'who?' (mi) 

In addition to meaning 'who?', mi can also mean '(to) where?' with certain 
verbs; see §12.3.4, below. 

Simple examples with 'who?' in subject function are (758.a-b). The 
interrogative word is fronted (=focalized), and is followed by any clitics. The 
verb appears as an invariant 3MaSg participle, with no relative-like ablaut 
reductions. 

(758) a. mi-\daeY-saen i-jld-n 
who?-\in-3MaPl 3MaSgS-go.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'Who among them is going?' (= 'Which of them is/are 
going?') 

b. mi-\dd 
who?-\Centrip 
'Who came?' 

0-osaj-n 
3MaSgS-arrive.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 

mi 
who? 
'Who is eating?' 

i-tdttae-n 
3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg 

A direct-object interrogative is (759). 

(759) mi t-3W2et-asd 
who? 2S-hit.PerfP-2SgS 
'Whom did you-Sg hit?' 

As in other focus constructions there is no resumptive object clitic. 
An example involving extraction from a PP is (760). 

(760) ml-\dar-\3d t-ose-d 
who?-\Comit-\Centrip 2S-arrive.PerfP-2SgS 
'Who(m) did you-Sg come (here) with?' 
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As with prepositional-complement focalization, the preposition is 
cliticized to the focalized constituent and is followed by other clitics, here the 
Centrip. The Comit preposition is pronounced -\dsr- here before another clitic. 

When 'who?' functions as possessor of another NP, it can remain in situ 
(761.a). Alternatively, it can be "extracted" in instrumental form, with a 
resumptive pronominal in the original site (761.b). 

(761) a. rüre-s an mt-\dd osae-n 
son-3SgPoss of who?-\Centrip arrive.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 
'The son of who(m) came?' 

b. ml-\s-\ad 0-osa rure-s 
who?-\Instr-\Centrip 3MaSgS-arrive.PerfP son-3SgPoss 
'Whose son came (here)?' 

One could also interpret cliticized Instr -\s in (761.b) as s 'that' (§13.7) at 
the beginning of a subordinated clause. In any event, ml-\s can be separated 
from the possessed noun by an intervening verb (762). 

(762) mi-s-\kaEy i-daed edl-nnet 
who?-Instr-\2SgO 3MaSgS-bite.PerfP dog-3SgPoss 
'Whose dog bit you-Sg?' [K-d] 

mi appears to have an intrinsic accent, as best seen in elicited 
combinations like daer ml 'in who(m)?'. 

12.3.3 'what?' (mo) 

The syntax is the same as with ml 'who?'. Object function is illustrated in 
(763.a-c), subject function in (763.d). 

(763) a. ma t-arhe-d 
what? 2S-want.Reslt-2SgS 
'What do you-Sg want?' 

b. mo mar t-ajrsw-aed d-i-hen 
what? Fut 2S-find.ShImpf-2SgS there 
'What will you-Sg find there?' 

c. ma tdttae-m 
what? eat.LoImpfP-2MaPl 
'What are you-MaPl eating?' 
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d. ma-\k£ey i-sla-n 
what?-\2MaSgO 3MaSgS-occupy.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'What is occupying you-MaSg?' (= 'What are you doing?') 

Prepositional examples are in (764). 

(764) a. md-\s t-artaes-aed i-saerer-aen 
what?-\Instr 2S-cut.PerfP-2SgS Pl-wood-MaPl 
'With what did you cut the pieces of wood?' 

b. md-\d 0-olaeh 
what?\Comit 3MaSgS-resemble.Reslt 
'What is it like?' [K-d] 

For maAfsel 'on what' (hence 'why?'), see below, §12.3.7. 
Two pragmatically interesting phrases, both with -vji> 'do; happen', are in 

(765). 

(765) a. md i-ja-n 
what? 3MaSgS-happen.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'What has happened?' 

b. ma i-ja 
what? 3MaSgS-do.Reslt 
'What did he do?' or 'Where is he?' 

(765.a) is a standard greeting, cf. English 'what's up?'. In structure it is a 
subject focalization. (765.b) is a simple 'what did he do?' question, but can 
also be used to mean 'where is he?'. 

In the 'what is X?' construction, ma functions as (preposed) object, to 
judge by the fact that the copular verb (Resit) -aemos- 'be' has subject 
agreement with the postverbal X nominal (766). 

(766) a. ma 0-aemos ά-w-a 
what? 3MaSgS-be.Reslt Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg 
'What is this?' 

b. ma asmos-sen [haeraet-aen w-i] 
what? be.Reslt-3MaPlS [thing-MaPl Ma-Dem.Pl] 
'What are these things?' 
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c. ma t-aemos t-üla-t-t 
what? 3FeSgS-be.Reslt Fe-kind-Fe-FeSg 
t-α t-allae-t di-hen 
Fe-Dem.Sg 3FeSgS-be.Reslt-Partpl.FeSg there 
'What is the kind that is there?' (= 'What kind is...?') [K-d] 

12.3.4 'to where?, whence?' (mi) 

This form for 'where?' is used only with transitive motion verbs that take a 
complement denoting either the terminus or the point of origin. My data show 
this mi with vkku- 'go to' (but not with -vjlu- 'go', directionally unspecified), 
and with -vflu- 'leave, go from'. With -vflu-, mi (or any other object) specifies 
the point of origin, the Because of the very narrow syntactic circumscription of 
this mi, there is little danger of confusion with mi 'who?'. 

(767) a. mi t-akke-d 
where? 2S-go.to.Reslt-2SgS 
'Where are you-Sg going?' 

b. mi-\dd i-ffdl 
where ?-\Centrip 3MaSgS-leave.Reslt 
'Where does he come from?' (= 'Where is he from?') 

In (767.a-b), mi is in object (rather than "adverbial") function, since the 
verb is transitive. 

12.3.5 'where?' (andek, andake, ande) 

Adverbial 'where?' is expressed by andek (most dialects), andake (optional 
variant in T-ka), or ande (both K-area dialects checked). In some dialects, 
andek is also the 'which?' interrogative; see below, §12.3.8. An informant 
suggested that the variant andake ends with an e truncated from the noun 
e-daegg 'place?'. The an- is also arguably segmentable since this phoneme 
sequence appears in a few other interrogatives. However, andek and andake 
are sufficiently frozen that I do not usually hyphenate them. 

For the R informant, andek was the isolation form ('where?'), while 
andeke occurred in fuller expressions as in (768). 

(768) andeke-\taet t-anhdy-aed 
where?-\3FeSgO 2S-see.Reslt-2SgS 
'Where did you see her?' (lit. "...have you seen her?") [R] 
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The Im speaker used andek w-α 'which (one)?' in isolation, adding a 
demonstrative to sndek. He kept the demonstrative even with a following 
noun: sndek w-α e-haen 'which house?'. For this speaker, it may be that 
andekwa should be treated as a fused unit. 

For my primary T-ka informant, andek occurs in the predicative 'where is 
X?' construction (769.a), and in extended adverbial phrases like that in 
(769.b), where we may really be dealing with a 'which?' construction. 'Where 
is X?' can also be used in context to mean 'What about XT (pragmatically, 
'Tell me about X!'). The fuller form andske (with medial schwa) is used in 
isolation and in simple adverbial 'where' sentences like (769.d-e). 

(769) a. sndek X 
where? X 
'Where is X?' 

b. andek s-i-ha 
where? Adv-Dem-Dem 
'around where?' ('toward where?', 'whereabouts?') 

c. sndek t-assiw-en t-i sffuqqae-t-nen di-hen 
where? Fe-grass-FePl Fe-Dem.Sg sprout-Aug-Partpl.Pl there 
'Where (=what about) the grasses (=pastures) that have 
sprouted there?' 

d. sndakeAt t-anhay-sed 
where?-3MaSgO 2S-see.Reslt-2SgS 
'Where did you-Sg see him?' 

e. kaeyy andake t-sewwaed-aed 
2MaSg where? 2S-arrive!PerfP-2SgS 
'(As for) you-MaSg, where (=how far away) did you get to?' 

andake is often followed by cltiicized Comitative -\d, as usual with 
focalized spatiotemporal adverbials. TheAd is omitted in cases like (769.d) 
where another clitic occurs after the interrogative, but the -\d is regularly 
present in the absence of another clitic, as in (770.a-b). 

(770) a. andake-\d i-qqima 
where?-\Comit 3MaSgS-sit.Reslt 
'Where is he sitting?' 

b. sndske-Vd wasr t-seddobe-d ujas 
where?-\Comit Neg 2S-be.able.PerfP-2SgS enter.VblN 
'Where is it that you can't go in?' 
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For ma i-ja meaning 'where is he?', see §12.3.3, above. 

12.3.6 'when?' (mandajü, harammen, ammed) 

'When?' is m a n d a j u for T-ka. A variant m a n j a d u occurs in some 
Imeddedeghan dialects. Perhaps the source is interrogative *man- (cf. §12.3.9) 
plus a form of a-jud 'time, moment' (cf. conjunction ajüd 'if/when...'). 

As with other focalized spatiotemporal adverbials, the 'when?' 
interrogative requires cliticized Comit -\d, except that the preposition is 
usually omitted when a clitic occurs after the interrogative. 

(771) a. mandajüAd i-mmu-t [T-ka] 
manjadüAd 0-aemmu-t [R] 
when?-\Comit 3MaSgS-die-Aug 
'When did he die?' 

b. mandajuAKi i-nhaey 
when?-\lSgO 3MaSgS-see.PerfP 
'When did he see me?' 

An alternative 'when?' word was recorded variously as har ammen 
(T-md), har amine (A-grm), hasramme (K), or ar amme (R). It contains har 
(variant ar) 'until' (§13.1.1.5), at least in frozen form. For Im dialect I 
recorded just ammad. In all dialects it functions as a unit for purposes of 
hosting clitics. 

(772) [har ammen]-\ad 0-mdlae-d 
[until when?]-\Centrip 2S-come.LoImpfP-2SgS 
'When are you-Sg coming?' [T-md] 

12.3.7 'why?' (maAfael, maAs) 

maAfasl is the most common expression for 'why?'. It is simply a special case 
of ma 'what?' along with the cliticized 'on' preposition fael, in other words 'on 
what?' (for 'because' forms including fael, see §13.2.2, below). In isolation it 
is accented as maAfael. Another such combination, mdAs, has a cliticized 
Instrumental preposition As. This maAs is most often used in its natural sense 
'with (=by means of) what?'. However, ma As is sometimes used as an 
alternative to maAfasl in the sense 'why?' in contexts where an instrumental 
reading is unlikely. With a verb like 'kill' or 'cut' that favors instrumental 
readings, informants used maAs in the instrumental sense and rejected (on 
grounds of ambiguity) the causal reading. 
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(773) a. ma-\fasl-\ad t-aqqal-aed 
what?-\Loc-\Centrip 2S-return.Reslt-2MaSgS 
'Why did you-Sg come back here?' 

b. ma-\s-\ad t-aqqal-sd 
what?-\Instr-\Centrip 2S-return.Reslt-2MaSgS 
'Why did you come back here?' (preferred over 'with what?' 
reading) 

c. ma-fasl-\9tt i-ητα 
what?-\Loc-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-kill.PerfP 
'Why did he kill him?' 

d. ma-\s-\t i-ητα 
what? -Instr-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-kill.PerfP 
'With what did he kill him?' (strongly preferred over 'why?' 
reading) 

The forms of the 3MaSg object clitic in (773.c-d) suggest that ma-fael is 
now a frozen unit, while ma-\s is still interpreted as ma plus cliticized 
preposition. 

12.3.8 'which?' (annaer, sndek) 

There are two basic forms meaning 'which?'. 
For T-ka and R, a form annaer is the primary 'which?' interrogative. It 

may occur alone as a self-standing NP (774.a), or with a noun; in the latter 
case, Prefix Reduction is observed (774.b). A PP like daer annaer 'in which 
(one)?' brings out the marked accent. 

(774) a. annasr [w-α t-aessof-asd] 
which? [Ma-Dem.Sg 2S-prefer.Reslt-2SgS] 
'Which one do you you-Sg prefer?' 

b. annaer "as-sasl 
which? Sg-day 
[w-a-\d t-ose-d-\add] 
[Ma-Dem.Sg-\Centrip 2S-arrive.PerfP-2SgS-\Centrip] 
'Which day did you arrive (here)?' 

With or without an associated noun, the 'which?' phrase is followed here 
by a definite relative clause. Literal translations would be of the type "which 
[is] the one that..." 
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For T-md, K-d, and A-grm, the usual 'which?' interrogative is andek, 
which is identical or very similar to the 'when?' (i.e. 'which time?') 
interrogative. There is a natural connection between 'where?' and 'which?', 
since 'which?' involves selecting among entities, which are in most cases 
spatially localized. I have recorded both reduced and unreduced nominal 
prefixes on the following noun: andek "ae-sael (A-grm, Gao) and andek ά-sael 
(T-md) 'which day?'. 

(775) a. andek ά-sael 
which? day 
[w-a-\ddad 0-malae-d] 
[Ma-Dem.Sg-\Centrip 2S-come.LoImpfP-2MaSgS] 
'(On) which day are you-MaSg coming?' [T-md] 

b. andek [w-α t-aessof-asd] 
which? [Ma-Dem.Sg 2S-prefer.Reslt-2SgS] 
'Which one do you-Sg prefer?' [A-grm] 

c. andek t-ula-t-t [t-ά t-anha§y-aed] 
which? Fe-kind-Fe-FeSg [Fe-Dem.Sg 2S-see.Reslt-2SgS] 
'What kind did you-Sg see?' [K-d] 

d. andek [daev "0-kall-aen i-daer] 
which? [in Pl-land-MaPl Prox-Anaph] 
[w-a-\s 0-ojaer] 
[Ma-Dem.Sg-\Instr 3MaSgS-be.bigger.PerfP] 
'Which of (=among) those lands is bigger/biggest?' 

In (775.d), andek is perhaps syntactically 'where?', to judge by the form of 
the relative clause (with -\s). 

Even for T-ka I recorded sndak ammak 'which manner?' (i.e., 'how?'). It 
occurs with Instr As. 

(776) andek ammak 
which? manner 
[w-d-\s-\at t-sqqaen-aed] 
[Ma-Dem.Sg-\Instr-\3MaSgO 2S-build.PerfP-2SgS] 
'How did you-Sg build it?' 

At least in the Gao area and perhaps more widely, both annaer and andek 
are used as 'which?' interrogatives, but differ semantically in subtle ways. In 
this pattern, annaer is more abstract, often without modified noun, as in innaer 
isam-snnaek 'which (i.e. what) is your name?'. On the other hand, sndek is 
used in the classic 'which?' sense, with an overt or implied modified noun, in 
contexts calling for selection from a given set. 
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The explicit 'which?' pronominals compete with partitive phrases of the 
type 'who (or what) among them' using a 'who?' or 'what?' pronominal (777). 
The partitive is expressed with Locative preposition dzer. However, sndek 
'which?' itself can also occur with a dihr phrase, as in (775.d), above. 

(777) mi-\daer-saen i-ssdn-asn 
who?-\in-3MaPl 3MaSgS-know.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'Who among them (=which of them) knows?' 

12.3.9 'how much/many?' (man-iket) and 'how?' (man-ammak) 

man-iket 'how much?' or 'how many?' can be used as a NP by itself, as in 
(778). The form is rather fused, but could perhaps still be segmented as ma η 
iket 'what of quantity?'. 

(778) man-lket-\kaey i-kfa 
how.much?-\2SgO 3MaSgS-give.PerfP 
'How much did he give you?' 

When combined with a noun, we get any of the constructions in (779). 

(779) a. man-iket ded-en 
how.many? woman-FePl 
'how many women?' 

b. [man-iket slkattab-aen] t-azz-snsae-d 
[how.many? book-MaPl] 2S-Caus-be.sold.PerfP-2SgS 
'How many books did you-Sg buy?' [K-d] 

c. man-iket η dzrsf 
how.much? Poss money 
'how much money?' 

d. man-iket [daer azraf] 
how.much? [in money] 
'how much (of) money?' (partitive) 
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e. [man-iket '0-sil-an] t-aejjae-n 
[how.many? Pl-day-MaPl] LoImpf-do.LoImpiP-3MaPl 
[dar "s-s-asü 
[in Sg-Caus-drink.VblN 
[n f0 -w-an [i-naqq fad]]]] 
[Poss [Pl-cow-MaPl [3MaSgS-kill.LoImpfP thirst]]]] 
'How many days do they spend having [the cattle who are 
thirsty] drink'. [Gao] 

(779.a-b) show a compound structure (note the phrasal accent and the 
Prefix Reduction from T-ka t-l-ded-en), (779.c) is a possessive, and (779.d) 
used locative preposition daev in partitive sense. Prefix Reduction is more 
transparently present in (779.e). This example also shows ablaut modifications 
on the verb t-aejjas-n like those typical of definite relative clauses, compare the 
regular form t-ajjae-n 'they-Ma make' (LoImpfP). This suggests that (779.e) 
behaves as though 'how many days?' is a definite head noun. 

When associated with commodities, man-lket tends to mean specifically 
'how much?', referring to the price rather than to the number of objects. The 
latter can be expressed by ma 'what?' plus verb -ugdvh- 'equal'. 

(780) ma-\d t-ogdaeh t-afasr-aet 
what?\Comit 3FeSgS-equal.Reslt Fe-rice-Fe 
[t-ά taettae-d [hak ά-sael]] 
[Fe-Dem.Sg eat.LoImpfP-2SgS [each Sg-day]] 
'How much rice do you-Sg eat every day?' [K-d] 

The same formative man- occurs in man-smmsk, another way to ask 
'how?'. Perhaps one can identify the same initial element in msndsjü 'when?'. 

12.3.10 Embedded WH-interrogatives 

My data of the type Ί don't know ...' followed by '... what he ate', '... who 
went', and the like, show a mix of basic constructions. 

One pattern sticks very closely to the original utterance, including the 
regular WH-interrogative word. 

(781) a. war assen-aer [man-iket i-la] 
Neg know.PerfN-lSgS [how.much? 3MaSgS-have.Reslt] 
Ί don't know how much he has.' 

b. war assen-aer [ma i-ksa] 
Neg know.PerfN-lSgS [what? 3MaSgS-eat.PerfP] 
Ί don't know what he ate.' 
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c. war sssen-aev 
Neg know.PerfN-lSgS 
[msndajüAd i-mmu-t] 
[when?-\Comit 3MaSgS-die.PerfP-Aug] 
Ί don't know when he died.' 

Another construction is to replace the WH-interrogative with an 
appropriate non-interrogative expression. The attested conversions are given in 
(782). 

(782) Conversions From WH-Interrogative to Indefinite 

WH-Interrogative gloss indefinite gloss 

ma 
ml 
man-iket 
andske 
sndak ammsk 
man-ammak 

'what?' 
'who?' 
'how much?' 
'where?' 
'how? 

α 
ere 
aniket 
e 
smmak 

'what(-ever) 
'who(-ever). 
'amount...' 
'where...' 
'how... ' 

The indefinite element functions as the head noun of a definite relative 
clause. The construction is therefore translatable as e.g. '(I don't know) the 
thing that he ate', '(I don't know) the place to which he went', and so forth, 
except that some of the indefinite nouns are reduced in form. The form e 
'where?' is evidently reduced from e-dasgg 'place'. Other forms that are 
arguably in the same etymological family are ed 'when/because' (§13.1.1.1, 
§13.2.2) and ed 'whenever ...' (§12.1.6.4). Comparison of maniket with aniket 
suggests that the former historically contains an interrogative initial beginning 
with m (most other WH-interrogatives begin with m). 

(783) [a-d: following "I don't know ..." etc.] 

a. ... [a i-ksa] 
... [what 3MaSgS-eat.PerfP] 
'... what he ate' 

b. ... [ere w-a 
... [who Ma-Dem.Sg 
i-zzaer-asn d-l-ha] 
3MaSgS-dwell.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg here] 
'... who is living here.' 
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c. ... [aniket l-ss-snsa] 
... [amount 3MaSgS-Caus-be.sold.PedP] 
'...the amount he paid.' 

d. ... [e t-akka] 
... [where 3FeSgS-go.to.PerfP] 
'... where she went.' 

e. attar-maet [ammak jae-maet] 
look.for.Imprt.-2FePlS [manner do.PerfP-2FePlS] 
ya r a s 
Emph only 
'Just you-FePl look for a method (for you) to use.' [K] 

(783.d) can also appear as ... [e-\s t-akka] with cliticized Instr s. 
There are also textual examples where the unchanged WH-interrogative 

word is used (784). 

(784) war assen-asr [ma he aels-aer] 
Neg know.PerfN-lSgS [what? Fut wear.Shlmpf-lSgS] 
Ί don't know what (clothing) I will wear.' 

Embedded 'whether (or n o t ) i s expressed by a simple indicative clause 
followed by waeld 'or' (§14.1.2), as in (785.a). When a complex 'whether ...' 
complement contains a disjunction other than simple positive/negative 
alternatives, some constituent (often a verb) is focalized in each clause of the 
complement, and waeld 'or' occurs before the noninitial clause (785.b). 

(785) a. war assen-aer 
Neg know.PerfN-lSgS 
[0-osae-\dd waeld] 
[3MaSgS-come.PerfP-\Centrip or] 
Ί don't know whether (or not) he came.' 

b. war assen-aer 
Neg know.PerfN-1 SgS 
[[t-a-n£ekra [a war i-ja]], 
[Fe-Sg-get.up.VblN [Foe Neg 3MaSgS-do.PerfN] 
waeld [t-orhanna [a i-ja]]] 
or [Fe-sickness [Foe 3MaSgS-do.PerfP]] 
Ί don't know whether he (simply) hasn't gotten up [focus] 
yet, or (whether) he is sick [focus].' [K-d] 

(785.b) is literally: Ί don't know (if) [[[getting up] is what he didn't do] or 
[[being sick] is what he did]]'. The focal contrast is, in logical terms, that 
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between "[Neg [get up]]" and "[be sick]." In the first of these, only the VblN 
'getting up' is extracted, leaving the negative marker in its original position. 
For this type of "verb clefting" cf. (752) in §12.2.5). 



Chapter 13 
Clausal subordination 

13.1 Adverbial clauses 

13.1.1 Temporal adverbial clauses 

13.1.1.1 Finite 'when ...' clauses (a-\s, d-i-ha-\d, ajiid, ed) 

The simplest 'when adverbial clauses are formed by the unmarked 
demonstrative ά followed by the cliticized Instrumental preposition -\s (786). 
We have seen that cliticized -\s is characteristic of dative, possessive, and 
some adverbial relatives (§12.1.4-5). 

(786) a. a-\s 0-£emmu-t, n-sgla 
Dem-Mnstr 3MaSgS-die.PerfP-Aug, lSgS-go.away.PerfP 
'When he died, we went away.' [T-md] 

b. a-\s-\add 0 -osa 
Dem-\Instr-\Centrip 3MaS gS -come. PerfP 
0-aerhin 
3MaSgS-be.sick.Reslt 
'When he came here, he was sick.' [K-d] 

c. ajen waedden kaemm 
yes/no? it.is.not 2FeSg 
0-s-afal-aed i-laemaw-een-nzem 
2S-Caus-tan.LoImpfP-2SgS Pl-skin-MaPl-2FeSgPoss 
[aAs-ksem oyye-r] 
[Dem-\Instr-\2FeSgO leave.PerfP- lSgS] 
'Is it not (the case) that you-FeSg were tanning your hides 
when I left you?' [K] 

d. [α-s olaeh-aen 
[Dem-Mnstr be.equal.PerfP-3MaPlS 
t-i-lsqqew-en d "a-maenokal-aen], 
Fe-Sg-pauper-FePl with Pl-chief-MaPl 
endek a-w-a ? 
where? Dem-Sg-Dem.Sg? 
'When (=given that) poor people and rich people ("chiefs") are 
in the same situation, what then? [K] 
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More elaborate constructions with a "real" head noun like aelwasqq '(point 
in) time' are also common. This requires a full-fledged definite relative clause, 
with Comit -\d, as usual in spatiotemporals. 

(787) a. aelwasqq [w-a-\d i-mmu-t], 
time [Ma-Dem.Sg-\Comit 3MaSgS-die-Aug], 
n-ajla 
lSgS-go.away.PerfP 
'When he died, we went away.' [T-ka] 

b. aelwasqq [wa-\d-hl i-nhasy] 
time [Ma-Dem.Sg-\Comit-\lSgO 3MaSgS-see.PerfP] 
'when he sees me,...' [K-d] 

The properly spatial construction with d-i-hd-\d ... 'here where ...' (the -\d 
is omitted in the presence of another clitic) is also used in temporal contexts 
'when ...'; see §13.1.2, below for examples. One can expand this by adding a 
head noun ajud (cf. noun s-jud 'point in time') (788). ajud usually means 'if 
...' (§13.9), but 'if... ' and adverbial 'when ...' overlap pragmatically. 

(788) a. ajud d-i-h<S-\d... 
time Dem-Dem-Prox-\Comit 
'when (=the time at which)...' 

b. [d-i-ha-\h3-nasT att-smael-aen 
[Dem-Dem-Prox-\Dat-lPlPass-praise.PerfP-3MaPlS 
O-s-üdar [e 0-razzej-aen] rds] 
Pl-Instr-staple [Dat Pl-animal-MaPl] only] 
α n-akka 
Foe lPlS-go.Reslt 
'(In the desert) where staple foods are praised (=excellent) for 
our livestock, there [focus] is where we go.' 

Clause-initial ed is sometimes translated 'because' (see §13.2.2), but it can 
also occur in contexts where temporal association, rather than causality as 
such, is foregrounded. The temporal context is more general than with a-\s or 
aelwasqq w-a-\d, and 'whenever ...' is often the most revealing gloss. The 
ablaut behavior of the verb indicates that this is treated as a definite relative 
clause, and I described the construction above under the rubric of generalized 
relatives in §12.1.6.4. Example (741.c) is repeated here as (789). 

(789) [ed i-ksd], ad 0-aens 
[when 3MaSgS-eat.Reslt], Fut 3MaSgS-lie.down.ShImpf 
'When(-ever) he has eaten, he'll lie down (to rest or sleep).' [K-d] 
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13.1.1.2 Locative preposition plus VblN for 'when...' 

Since VblN's are so productive in Tamashek, it is possible to replace many 
finite adverbial clauses with locative or instrumental PP's including a VblN. 

(790) a. dar "a-s-sqq 
in Sg-Caus-be.cooked.VblN 
'while cooking' 

b. aswwsey-aev e-haed 
bring.PerfP-lSgS Sg-night 
[daer [dggay η ae-sahser]] 
[in [bring.VblN Poss Sg-song]] 
Ί spent ("brought") the night singing ("bringing song").' 

13.1.1.3 'as long as...' (with -vkkvs-) 

Another construction meaning 'as long as [an activity lasts]' begins with Dem 
ά and a definite relative clause beginning with MaSg demonstrative w-ά 
(791.a). Alternatively, we get just ά with no further demonstrative (791.b). The 
verb is -vkkvs- 'take out' (in the sense 'spend [time]'), PerfP (791.a) or Resit 
(791.b-c). The 'as long as' clause may precede or follow the paired main 
clause. 

(791) a. i-wwihael-\a-hi 
3MaSgS-pester,Reslt-\-0-lSg 
[a w-a akkaes-aer] 
[Dem Ma-Dem.Sg take.out.PerfP-lSgS] 
s-dqqe-Y 
Caus-be.cooked.LoImpfP- lSgS 
'he pesters me as long as I am cooking.' 

b. u-mar i-zzay 
Neg-Fut 3MaSgS-recover.ShImpf 
[ά i-kkses] 
[Dem 3MaSgS-take.out.Reslt] 
war i-ja "i-safr-an 
Neg 3MaSgS-do.PerfN 3MaSgS-medication-MaPl 
'He won't recover, as long as he hasn't taken his medicine.' 
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c. [a i-kkaes] i-jraw-\t 
[Dem 3MaSgS-take.out.Reslt] 3MaSgS-get.Reslt-\3MaSgO 
hasraet, u-mar i-bdad 
thing, Neg-Fut 3MaSgS-arise.ShImpf 
'As long as he's sick (lit. "... something has gotten him"), he 
won't get up.' 

Literally the adverbial phrase means "what (time) I spent..." (791.a) or the 
like. The Resit verbs in (791.b-c) show the ablaut modifations for Resit verbs 
in definite relatives. For more on relatives with a, see §12.1.6.3. 

For K-d, I recorded a similar construction but with -vkku- 'go to' (Resit 
-akka-) instead of -vkkvs-. The phrase is of the type [e i-kka], literally 'where 
he has gone (to)', but the verb shows subject agreement, χ -pcl Erasure occurs 
in akkae-naet (792.b), showing that this is a definite relative syntactically. 

(792) a. waer e i-zzay, 
Neg Fut 3MaSgS-recover.ShImpf, 
[e i-kka] 
[place 3MaSgS-go.to.Reslt] 
war i-swa a-saefar-annet 
Neg 3MaSgS-drink.PerfN Sg-medication-3SgPoss 
'He won't get well, so long as he doesn't drink (lit. "hasn't 
drunk)' his medicine.' [K-d] 

b. ... [e skkae-naet] 
... [place go.to.Reslt.3FePlS] 
war aswe-nast a-saefar-naesnaet 
Neg drink.PerfN-3FePl Sg-medication-3FePlPoss 
' . . .so long as they-Fe don't drink their medicine.' [K-d] 

13.1.1.4 'before ...' (sndi, t-azzär, dat) 

The adverbial conjunction and! 'before' (cf. §11.3.5) can take a clausal 
complement. In (793-4), from T-md dialect, the complement contains a simple 
positive perfective clause. In (793) a clitic is hosted by the complementizer. 

(793) ajmaed-ser-Yidd [andiAhi i-ksa] 
flee.PerfP-lSgSACentrip [before-\lSgO 3MaSgS-eat.PerfP] 
Ί fled before it (=lion) ate (=could eat) me.' [T-md] 

(794) 3jjass-asY-\idd [sndi "i-wset n3-jsnna] 
enter.PerfP-1 SgSACentrip [before 3MaSgS-hit.PerfP Sg-rain] 
Ί went inside before the rain struck.' [T-md] 
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My T-ka informant added har w-ά 'until this' = 'still' (i.e. 'while still... ') 
before the and! clause. For har w-ά see also §11.3.4-5. 

(795) osael-a2Y har w-ά [sndl-Mü i-ksa] 
run.PerfP-lSgS until this [before-\lSgO 3MaSgS-eat.PerfP] 
Ί ran away before it ate (=could eat) me.' 

This speaker also provided an alternative construction with similar sense, 
but replacing the and! phrase by a simple negative. 

(796) osael-asv har w-ά [waer-\h"i i-ksa] 
run.PerfP-lSgS until this [Neg-\lSgO 3MaSgS-eat.PerfN] 
Ί ran away before it ate me.' (lit. "[while] it hadn't yet eaten me") 

Still another construction, attested in realis as well as irrealis contexts, 
involves the conjunction t -azzar '(only) thereafter... ' , which is not quite 
identical to the fixed 3FeSg Resit verb t-aszz0r 'it-Fe has preceded'. This 
conjunction is placed at the beginning of a Shlmpf clause denoting the 
subsequent eventuality. Cf. verb -vzzvr- 'precede'. 

(797) a. n-ass-amdü-het alkattab w-ά, 
lPlS-Caus-finish-Hort book Ma-Dem.Sg 
t-szzar n-as-asnt 
thereafter lPlS-Caus-begin.Shlmpf 
daer w-α yyasd-aen 
in Ma-Dem.Sg other-MaSg 
'Let's finish this book, then we begin on the other one.' 
[= 'Let's finish this book before we begin on the other.'] 

aktab t-azzar 
read.Imprt thereafter 
'Write, then (you may) read.' 
[= 'Write before you-Sg read.'] 

t-9TT3-d 
2S-read.ShImpf-2SgS 

akse-γ t-azzdr 
eat.PerfP-lSgS thereafter 
Ί ate, then I went to bed.' [K-d] 

anse-γ 
go.to.bed.PerfP-lSgS 

In my K-d data, azzdr is equivalent to t-azzar. In my limited data from Im 
dialect, azzdr is attested in azzar a-\d 0-aej "ae-kaesa 'it must (=will certainly) 
rain'. 

One can also express 'before' as a simple preposition dat 'in front of plus 
a VblN. Thus alongside and! i-waet "a-janna 'before the rain struck (=fell)', 
one can say (798). 
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(798) dat ^ae-wet η "'a-janna 
in.front.of Sg-hit.VblN Poss Sg-rain 
'before the striking of the rain' 

r a s 'only' (§11.3.1) can be placed at the end of one clause, which is 
immediately followed by another clause, to indicate close temporal proximity. 

(799) [0-aeba-\t r a s ] n-agla 
[3MaSgS -be. lost.PerfP-\3MaSgO only] lPlS-go.PerfP 
'Right after he died, we went away.' [K-d] 

13.1.1.5 'until...'(har, ar) 

Finite 'until... ' clauses are expressed with initial adverbial conjunction har 
'until' (dialectally ar, e.g. R dialect), which also occurs in adverbial phrases in 
the spatial sense 'all the way to ...'. The verb may be perfective, usually PerfP 
(for realis mood), as in (800.a,c), or imperfective, usually Shlmpf (for future 
time reference, usually entailing irrealis mood), as in (800.b,d-e). A second-
position clitic inside the 'until...' clause is hosted by har (ar). 

(800) a. aqqael-asY-\a-s 
sit.PerfP-1 SgS-\Dat-3Sg 
[har-\sdd 0-osa] 
[untilACentrip 3MaSgS-come.PerfP] 
Ί sat until he came here.' 

b. a d aeqqam-aeY 
Fut sit.Shlmpf-lSgS 
[harAsdd 0-as] 
[untilACentrip 3MaSgS-come.ShImpf] 
Ί will sit until he comes here.' 

c. ... ar-\fi ί-3ηγα 
... until-\3MaSgO 3FeSgS-kill.PerfP 
'... until she killed him.' (R) 

d. ... t-skks-d t-lyara, 
... 2S-go.to.ShImpf-2SgS Fe-valley.Pl, 
[har-\daeY-snaet 0-s-iksa-d] 
[until-\in-3FePl 2S-Caus-eat.ShImpf-2SgS] 
'...(and) you-Sg go to the valleys (between dunes), until (=so 
that) you feed them (sheep).' 
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e. i-twarAt [e Va-jras-t 
3MaSgS-store.Reslt-\3MaSgO [Dat Fe-Sg-winter-Fe] 
[har arsw-naet ulli] 
[until give.birth.ShImpf-3FePlS goats] 
'He has stored it (fonio grain) for the winter, until (=for the 
time when) the nanny-goats will give birth.' [K] 

For dialects with a r , this 'until, all the way to' conjunction is 
homophonous with the 'except ' particle (§11.3.1). However, T-ka 
distinguishes har 'until, all the way to' from or 'except'. 

13.1.1.6 'after..." (scemd-) 

A form sasma- is attested in adverbials, including one where it appears to be a 
preposition with dative pronominal (saemaAs 'afterwards'). It also occurs with 
cliticized Comitative -\d as a clause-initial '(just) after ...' conjunction. 

(801) saemaAd n-ass-imda a-kaetab 
afterAComit lPlS-Caus-finish.Reslt Sg-write.VblN 
aAd n-aktasAd hasraet ly-aen 
DemAComit lPlS-remember.PerfPACentrip thing one-MaSg 
waer n-akteb 
Neg lPlS-write.PerfN 
'Just after we finished writing, that's when we remembered something 
that we had not written.'; 

saemd is not common in my data. LTF2 375 has " z ä m a " and gives an 
immediate Hausa source, but recognizes a possible ultimate source in 
(Maghrebi) Arabic za?ma. 

13.1.1.7 'happen later...' (i-lkdm ...) 

From -vlkvm- 'come after' we get a construction with fixed 3MaSg subject 
Resit i-lkdm followed by a clause. It is common in Κ dialect texts, and 
suggests that the eventuality in question will inevitably happen at a later time. 
Contextually it can be glossed 'eventually', 'inevitably', or just 'later on'. 

(802) i-s-αη yd, i-lkam 
Pl-meat-MaPl Emph, 3MaSgS-come.after.Reslt 
[aAfaella-m 0- iba t-e-naesse] 
[DemAon-2FeSg 3MaSgS-be.lost.ShImpfFe-Sg-lie.down.VblN 
'Flesh (=getting fat). The time will come when lying down (=sleeping 
in the daytime) will no longer be possible for you-FeSg.' [K] 
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13.1.2 Spatial adverbial clauses (' where ...') 

Spatial adverbial clauses ('where ...') are definite relative clauses. They have a 
demonstrative adverb as the head, followed by cliticized Comit -\d. The 
construction can be glossed literally "here/there where ...". The unmarked 
adverbial in this construction is d-i-ha 'here'. 

(803) a. s-sens t-äe-hon-t 
Caus-lie.down.Imprt Fe-Sg-stone-FeSg 
[d-i-hd-\d-\hi e 0-iba] 
[here-\Comit-\lSgO Fut 3MaSgS-be.lost.ShImpf] 
'Put a stone down (here) where I will die!' [T-md] 

b. d-i-ha-\d i-t-asttses 
here-\Comit 3MaSgS-LoImpf-sleep(Vds).LoImpfP 
'(the place) where he sleeps.' [R] 

In (803.b), the stem -t-aettes- has undergone the morphophonological 
treatment typical of 3SgS LoImpfP verbs in definite relative clauses (compare 
-t-attaes- in normal LoImpfP clauses). See χ-pcl Erasure (130). 

There is frequent slippage of spatial into temporal contexts, or into more 
abstract spatiotemporal or situational 'in the event that ...'. These clauses can 
therefore abut on the domain of conditional antecedents. 

(804) a. ad 0-asts X 
Fut 3MaSgS-laugh(Vdz).ShImpf X 
d-i-ha-\d-\hl 0-geba 
here-\Comit-\l SgO 3MaSgS-be.lost.PerfP 
'X [name] will laugh when I have died.' [T-md] 

b. d-i-hci-\d i-ggat "a-janna 
hereAComit 3MaSgS-hit(Vwt).LoImpfP Sg-rain 
ns-t-ajjaes 
lPl-LoImpf-enter.LoImpfP 
'When(-ever) it rains, we (regularly) go inside.' [T-ka] 

13.1.3 Manner adverbial clauses ('how ...') 

A definite instrumental relative clause can be formed with the noun ammak 
'way, manner, method'. 

(805) ammak [w-a-\s 0-ossel] 
manner [Ma-Dem.Sg-Mnstr 3MaSgS-run.Reslt] 
'the way (in which) he runs' 
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13.2 Purposive and causal clauses 

13.2.1 Purposives ('in order that... ') (y aAd, aAd, y) 

The purposive clause is a simple relative clause under the scope of a Dative. 
Canonically, it begins with y (prevocalic Dative allomorph), followed by the 
unmarked demonstrative a, then any clitics. If there is no other clitic, Comit 
-\d is added, then the remainder of the clause, with a Shlmpf verb. In other 
words, this is a PP with a clause headed by Dem ά as the complement of the 
preposition. 

Since the purposive clause is finite, its form does not depend on whether 
its subject is coindexed with the subject of the main clause. Thus (806.a-b) 
have the same purposive clause ('that he see me'), though only in (806.a) is the 
subject 'he' coindexed with the main-clause subject. 

(806) a. 0-osa-\hl-\dd 
3MaSgS-arrive.PerfP-\lSgO-\Centrip 
[y α-/Κί i-nhay] 
[Dat DemAlSgO 3MaSgS-see.ShImpf] 
'He came to me, in order that he see me (=to see me).' 

b. ose-rAidd 
arrive.PerfP-lSgSACentrip 
[y a-\hl i-nhsy] 
[Dat DemAlSgO 3MaSgS-see.ShImpf] 
Ί came, in order that he see me.' 

c. 1-kkasl ae-bori 
3MaSgS-pick.up.PerfP Sg-stick 
[y α-Vhi i-wat] 
[Dat Dem-\lSgO 3MaSgS-hit.ShImpfP] 
'He picked up the stick, in order that he hit me.' 

d. i-jrswAadd dzraf 
3MaSgS-find.PerfP-\Centrip money 
[y a-\d sqqan-aer] 
[Dat DemAComit build.Shlmpf-lSgS] 
'He got (and brought) money, in order that I build.' 

e. t-asqqdl [y aAha-s 
3FeSg-wait.Reslt [Dat Dem-\Dat-3Sg 

l-s-asnn ae-hdbs] 
3MaSgS-Caus-be.cooked.ShImpf] Sg-man] 
'She (just) sits (waiting) for the man to cook for her.' [K] 
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The danger of confusing Future ad with the unmarked Dem ά of a relative 
clause is especially great in this construction. When a clitic follows, Fut ad 
reduces to ä- (§9.6.3), and Dem ά omits the following Comit -\d. If there is no 
clitic, Fut ad is unreduced and Dem ά is followed by Comit -\d. One 
diagnostic for Fut ad is a following Shlmpf verb, but the purposive too has a 
Shlmpf verb. 

However, the α in (806.a-c) before the clitic is clearly the Dem morpheme, 
and phonetic [ad] in (806.d) is Dem a plus Comit -\d, not Future ad. The 
Future morpheme would have been replaced by its non-clause-initial 
counterparts (T-ka mar, R and K-d e) in this position. Furthermore, when the 
purposive clause is negative there is no possibility of a future (mis-)reading 
(807). 

(807) i-jraew-tadd azraf 
3MaSgS-find.PerfP-\Centrip money 
[y a-\d waer t-amatte-r] 
[Dat DemAComit Neg LoImpf-die.LoImpfN-lSgS] 
'He got (and brought) money, in order that I not die.' 

Here Neg waer follows the a-\d complex; contrast this with u-mar (the 
fused combination of Neg and Fut in this dialect). The verb 'die' is in the 
LoImpfN form. 

Either the y or the a - \d is occasionally omitted in textual examples. 
(929) in the text (Chapter 16) has a clause that is purposive in function but that 
omits y. The resulting construction with a- \d is identical to a jussive-
subjunctive clause (§13.3). In (808), the first Dative y introduces a purposive 
clause without a-\d. This clause itself contains a dative NP argument in 
purposive function ( 'for something ...'). For the 'something to eat' 
construction see §12.1.3. 

(808) ad aekk-aer r a s t-a-yäedduf-t 
Fut go.to.Shlmpf-lSgS only Fe-Sg-termite.mound-FeSg 
[y aevs-aeq-\qaet-\9dd 
[Dat dig.ShImpf-lSgS-\3FeSgO-\Centrip 
[y [a aksae-n ara-taen]]] 
[Dat Dem eat.Reslt-3MaPlS child-MaPl]] 
Ί will go only to the termite mound, to dig it up and bring it, for (=to 
get) something for the children to eat.' 

In addition to this full purposive-clause structure, it is also possible for a 
simple dative VblN to be added as an adjunct to a main clause (809). 

(809) ose-vAidd [e 't-ae-taete] 
arrive.PerfP-lSgSACentrip [Dat Fe-Sg-eat.VblN] 
Ί came in order to eat.' 
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13.2.2 Causal ('because') clauses (fsel, a-\s, ed) 

A number of variants involving cliticised preposition fsel 'on' (§6.5.5) can be 
used as 'because' conjunctions at the beginning of a clause (which takes 
regular indicative form). The forms attested are those in (810). 

(810) a. ciAfael... (for the sense 'if... ' in K-d see §13.9) 
b. a-w-a\fael... 
c. fasl d-\s ... (as in Niger and Algeria) 
d. fiel... 
e. a-\s... 

The first two are variants of each other, with a simple (810.a) or full 
(810.b) demonstrative followed by the cliticized preposition. a-\fasl ... (810.a) 
is structurally parallel to the interrogative ma-\fael 'why?' (§12.3.7). In 
(810.c-d), fsel is now clause-initial (this is not a normal syntactic position for a 
preposition, so here fael may represent a reduction of e.g. a-\fael ...). In (810.c), 
fsel is followed by the minimal demonstrative ά plus the cliticized Instrumental 
preposition -\s, compare a-\s ... 'when ...' (§13.1.1.1) or 'that ...' (§13.7). I 
show a-\s in (810.e) since it is sometimes glossable as 'because' in context, 
presumably as a reduction of fael d-\s. 

An example is (811.a). Note that the Centripetal clitic associated with the 
verb 'come' appears at the end of fael a-\s. In (811 .b-b'), we see that clitics 
have a choice: follow fael a-\s or follow the verb. 

(811) a. fael o-\s-\d 0-osa 
on Dem-\Instr-\Centrip 3MaSgS-come.PerfP 
'because he came' 

b. fael a-\s-\a-hi i-waet 
on Dem-Instr-VO-lSg 3SgS-hit.PerfP 

b'. fael a-\s i-wset-\a-hi 
on Dem-Instr 3SgS-hit.PerfP-\0-lSg 
'because he hit me' 

a-w-d\fa2l ... (800.b) can also mean 'the reason why ...' (literally 'that on 
which ...). When fael occurs without the extension a-\s, it does not host clitics, 
to judge by (812). 

(812) ... fael [w£r-\d 0-osa] 
... because [Neg-\Centrip 3MaSgS-arrive.PerfP] 
'... because he didn't come'. [K-d] 

An alternative clause-initial 'because' form is ed. In dialects where both ed 
and forms like fael ά-s are common, ed tends to be used in 'because' clauses 
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denoting a generalized, not individual-specific, causality. For other uses of ed 
and comments about segmentability and etymology, see §12.1.6. 

(813) a. "i-jla 
3MaSgS-go.PerfP 
ed snna-nnet sebaAtaet 
because mother-3SgPoss be.lost.PerfP-\3FeSgO 
'He went away because his mother died.' 

b . l e - γ s a - \ d a e q q a y m - a s Y , 

have.Reslt-lSgS that DemAComit sit.Shlmpf-lSgS, 
e d l e - γ s s s s y s I 

because have.Reslt-lSgS work 
Ί must stay, because I am busy (lit. "have work").' [K-d] 

'Because of X' with NP complement can be expressed as PP's da r addslil 
or fasl addalil 'in/on the reason (of ...), with a further "possessor" NP denoting 
the cause. 

(814) a j l a e - n [dar addalil an maenna] 
go.PerfP-3MaPlS [in reason Poss drought] 
'They went away because of the drought.' 

13.3 Jussive and subjunctive clauses (a-\d) 

This section turns to a-\d clauses that are subordinated to a controlling verb. 
Positive jussives (quoted imperatives) are expressed with a main clause 

containing -νηηυ- 'say', with or without an explicit dative, and a subordinated 
clause beginning in phonetic [ad] with a Shlmpf verb, or a LoImpfP verb 
denoting recurrent events. The d of [od] is dropped if a clitic is present. The 
[ad] can, at first sight, be taken either as Future particle ad, or as the sequence 
of minimal demonstrative ά and cliticized Comitative -\d, i.e. a-\d. The latter 
analysis is shown to be correct for T-ka and most other dialects by the form of 
negative subordinated clauses (a-\d waer ..., etc., see below). 

(815) a. snne-Y-\a-s [a-\d i-nzsr] 
say.PerfP-lSgS-\Dat-3Sg [DemAComit 3MaSgS-sing.ShImpf] 
Ί told him to sing.' (lit. "I said to him, that he sing") [R] 

b. anne-YAa-s [aAd i-jal] 
say.PerfP-lSgSADat-3Sg [DemAComit 3MaSgS-go.ShImpf] 
Ί told him to go away.' 
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c. anne-vAa-s [a-\d i-baddaed] 
say.PerfP-lSgS-\Dat-3Sg [DemAComit 3MaSgS-go.LoImpfP] 
Ί told him to get up (regularly).' 

d. jdnne-γ 
say .LoImpfP-1 SgS 
[a-\d t-aekk am-an] 
[DemAComit 3FeSgS-go.to.ShImpf water-MaPl] 
Ί keep telling her to go to the water.' [K] 

Occasionally the a-\d is omitted (816). 

(816) l-nna-\0-naer n-anzar 
3MaSgS-say.PerfPADat-lPl lPlS-sing.Shlmpf 
'He told us to sing.' 

When the jussive clause is negated, it switches to hortative form, with no 
complementizer. The clause begins with Neg waer followed by a verb in the 
Prohibitive stem with suffix -et. This was checked for T-ka and R (817.a-b). I 
did, however, record one instance of a regular (unsubordinated) future negative 
complement in my brief study of Im dialect (817.c). 

(817) a. anne-rAa-s [war 
say.PerfP-lSgSADat-3Sg [Neg 
Ί told him not to sing.' [R] 

b. anne-rAa-s [war 
say.PerfP-lSgSADat-3Sg [Neg 
Ί told him not to go.' [T-ka] 

c. ne-rAa-s 
say.PerfP- lSgSADat-3Sg 
[warAdad he 
[NegACentrip Fut 
Ί told him not to come.' [Im] 

i-nsezzzer-et] 
3MaSgS-sing.Prohib-Hort] 

i-jaell-et] 
3MaSgS-go.Prohib-Hort] 

0-as] 
3MaSgS-come.ShImpf] 

For the K-d speaker, negative jussives use direct quotation. Therefore the 
negative jussive clause is identical in form to a (second-person subject) 
negative imperative. My K-d examples show the negative imperative type that 
uses a PerfN verb (818). 

(818) anne-rAa-s [war t-attes-asdl 
say.PerfP-lSgSADat-3Sg [Neg 2S-sleep(Vds).PerfN-2SgS] 
Ί told him not to go to sleep.' [K-d] 
[lit. "I told him, don't you-Sg sleep!"] 
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13.3.1 'want' (-vrhi>) 

a- \d is also found with -vrhu- 'want'. Below are examples with positive 
(819.a) and negative (819.b-c) complements. The alternative is a VblN 
complement. This is the case in (819.d), which negates the higher 'want' verb. 

(819) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

i-rhd [a-\d n-snzsr] 
3MaSgS-want.Reslt [DemAComit lPlS-sing.Shlmpf] 
'He wants us to sing.' 

i-rhd [a-\d waer 
3MaSgS-want.Reslt [DemAComit Neg 
'He wants us not to sing (now).' 

i-rhd [a-\d w s r 
3MaSgS-want.Reslt [DemAComit Neg 
'He wants us not to sing (any more)' 
or: '... not to keep singing.' 

n-anzer] 
lPlS-sing.PerfN] 

na-naszzasr] 
lPlS-sing.Prohib] 

waer aerhe-γ 
Neg want.PerfN-lSgS 
Ί don't want to see it.' 

a-haenay-annes 
Sg-see.VbIN-3SgPoss 

13.3.2 'be able' (-dubu- + -t) and 'prefer' (-suf-) 

-dubi> (+ -t) 'be able' (820.a-e) takes Shlmpf verbs in the complement, while 
-suf- 'prefer' (820.f) can take e.g. LoImpfP and Resit verbs. (820.a) shows the 
usual dropping of the cliticized preposition Ad when another clitic is present. 
(820.e) has a negation in each of the main and subordinated clauses. (820.f) 
shows the use of a LoImpfP complement to specify an extended time span. 

(820) a. wasr seddobe-r 
Neg be.able.PerfP-1 SgS 
[aAtt 3W3t-a2r] 
[Dem-\3MaSgO hit.Shlmpf-lSgS] 
Ί can't hit him.' 

b. waer seddobe-r 
Neg be.able.PerfP-1 SgS 
[a-\d waer jall-aer] 
[DemAComit Neg go.LoImpfN-lSgS] 
Ί can't not go.' 
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c. [aegg 'ae-jasma] waer 0-seddobas-t [a-\d 
[son Sg-bush] Neg 3MaSgS-be.able.PerfN [Dem-Comit 
i-kras ae-kall faell ae-kall] 
3MaSgS-be.long.time.ShImpf Sg-land on Sg-land] 
Ά nomad ("son of the bush") cannot spend too long in one 
place.' 

d. waer seddobe-r 
Neg be.able.PerfP-1 SgS 
[a-\ha-m-\t äekf-aer] 
[Dem-\Dat-2FeSg-\3MaSgO give.Shlmpf-lSgS] 
Ί can't give it-Ma to you-FeSg.' [K] 

e. waer aeddobe-γ 
Neg be.able.PerfP-1 SgS 
[a-\d war anse-v], 
[DemAComit Neg go.to.bed.PerfN] 
jarraew-senAa-hi ülhaw-aen 
get.LoImpfP-3MaPlS-\0-1 Sg heart-MaPl 
Ί can't do without lying down (in bed), I have heart trouble.' 
[lit., "hearts got (=are afflicting) me"] [K] 

f. aessof-aer 
prefer.Reslt-lSgS 
[a-\d tatt-asY d-i-ha-daer] 
[DemAComit eat.LoImpfP-lSgS here] 
Ί prefer to eat here (regularly).' 

g. Eessof-aer 
prefer.Reslt-lSgS 
[a-\hi avlay-asn di-ha-daer] 
[Dem-lSgO surround.Reslt-3MaPlS here] 
Ί prefer that they-Ma surround (=stay close to) me.' [K] 

In the somewhat awkward double negative example (820.b), the T-ka 
informant also allowed a-\s with cliticized Instrumental preposition as an 
alternative to dAd. He did not accept this substitution in the positive 
complement in (820.a). 

These verbs ('can', 'prefer') may also take VblN complements (§13.6.8). 

13.3.3 Obligationals ('must', 'should', 'may not') 

Strong obligationals ('must') can be expressed with -kvrvd- 'obligate' in the 
main clause (with impersonal 3MaSg subject as default, cf. French il faut). The 
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entity obligated is the direct object of this verb, and reappears in the 
complement clause. An alternative is -vfrvd- 'be required of, be a duty for', 
whose complement is a PP with preposition fiel 'on' (821.c). The subordinated 
clause begins with a- \d (821.a-b), optionally reduced in some dialects to d 
(821.c). An alternative construction is with -hussvl- 'be obligatory (on)' with 
direct object (82i.d). 

(821) a. i-kklrasdAtasn 
3MaSgS-obligate.ResltA3MaP10 
[a-\d ajb-n] 
[DemAComit go.ShImpf-3MaPlS] 
'They must (=are obligated to) go.' 
[lit. "it obligates them [that they go]"] 

b. i-kldrasdAtasn 
3MaSgS-obligate.ResltA3MaP10 
[a-\d wasr jalta-n] 
[DemAComit Neg go.LoImpfN-3MaPlS] 
'They must not go.' 

c. i-frad-\faell-i [d aglu-γ] 
3MaSgS-obligate-\on-lSg [Comit go.Shlmpf-lSgS] 
'I 'm obligated (lit. "it is obligatory on me") to go." [Hm] 

d. 0-aehussaelAt 
3MaSgS-be.obligatory.on-\3MaSgO 
[a-\d 0-seqqaym] 
[DemAComit 3MaSgS-sit.ShImpf] 
'He must stay (here).' [K-d] 

Another obligational construction uses -νΐυ- 'have', in its usual Resit stem 
shape -aid- (or -id-), in the main clause, followed by s 'that' and a-\d. 

(822) a. le-r [s a-\d seqqaym-asv] 
have.Reslt-lSgS [that DemAComit sit.Shlmpf-lSgS] 
Ί must stay (here).' [K-d] 

b. Ιά-η 
have.Reslt-3MaPl 
[s aAd sxdsm-asn] 
[that DemAComit work.ShImpf-3MaPlS] 
'They-Ma must work.' [K-d] 

A common, slightly weaker obligational construction ('should', 'ought to') 
involves the verb -vwvr- 'be on' (often in the Resit stem) in the abstract sense 
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'be incumbent on'. The person is direct object, while the action (often a VblN) 
is subject (823). 

(823) i-wdr-\t 
3MaSgS-be.on.Reslt-\3MaSgO 
fae-raeras sn t-erse] 
[Sg-slaughter.VblN Poss Fe-sheep] 
'He should (=ought to) slaughter a sheep.' 

I have also recorded a negative 'should not' or 'may not' ('not be allowed 
to') construction with the existential verb -νΐΐυ- (§7.3.2.11) plus dative (824). 
The verb agrees with the VblN subject, so a syntactically more revealing gloss 
is '(action) be inadvisable or disallowed for (sb)'. Any clitics, including 
pronominal PPs, that are logically associated with the VblN remain cliticized 
to it. 

(824) a. wasr-\ha-s t-alla t-ekle 
Neg-\Dat-3Sg 3FeSgS-exist.PerfN Fe-go.VbIN 
'He (or she) should not go.' [Hm] 

b. waer-\ha-k i-ΙΙά [ae-safu-\ha-s] 
Neg-\Dat-2MaSg 3MaSgS-exist [Sg-greeting-\Dat-3Sg] 
'You-MaSg may not greet him (or her).' [K-d] 

When the sense is 'X obligate Y (to do something)' with an explicit agent 
of causation, a verb like -s-vhvssvl- 'obligate, oblige, compel' is used; see 
(450) in §8.1.1. 

13.3.4 'warn' (-vqgvh-) and 'advise' (-s-vmvtvr-) 

The verbs -vqgvh- 'warn' and -s-vmvtvr- 'advise' (the latter is causative in 
form) take a-\d complements under the scope of an outer preposition. For 
'warn' the preposition is Dative, so the complement clause is formally 
identical to a purposive clause (825). 

(825) i-gg£eh-\a-hi 
Caus-warn.PerfP-\0-lSg 
[y a-\d wasr sass-aer] 
[Dat DemAComit Neg drink.LoImpfN-lSgS] 
'He warned me not (ever) to drink.' 

For 'advise' the preposition is Comitative (826). 
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(826) a. 0-ses-m2etaer-\a-hi 
3MaSgS-Caus-advise.PerfP-\0-1 Sg 
[d a-\d aekk-aer baemako] 
[Comit Dem-XComit go.to.ShlmpfP-lSgS Bamako] 
'He advised me to go to Bamako.' 

b. 0-ass-maet2er-\a-hi [d a-\d 
3MaSgS-Caus-advise.PerfP-\0-1 Sg [Comit Dem-\Comit 
waer t-skk-aer baemaeko] 
Neg LoImpf-go.to.LoImpfN Bamako] 
'He advised me not to go to Bamako.' 

In (826.a-b) the first Comit d is followed by an a-\d... complement, which 
itself contains a cliticized Comit -\d. (826.b) is parallel but has a negative 
complement. The person advised or admonished (here 'me') is direct object 
(not dative) in the main clause, as comparable examples with e.g. 3MaSg 
(rather than lSg) object show. 

13.3.5 'try' (-vttvr-, -urvm-) 

(827) illustrates -vttvr- 'seek, try'. See (952) in the text (Chapter 16) for a 
parallel construction with verb -urvm- 'test, try'. 

(827) i-tt<er [aAtsen atkal] 
3MaSgS-seek.PerfP [Dem-\3MaP10 take.Shlmpf] 
'He tried to carry them (logs)'. [K] 

13.4 Add-on small clauses 

A positive clause with a Shlmpf or Imprt verb can be added to another positive 
clause in the future construction, without repeating Future ad. In (828.a-b), ad 
occurs once at the beginning followed by the usual Shlmpf, but a second 
Shlmpf clause is conjoined (without another Fut particle or other overt 
connective). If a direct object or dative NP occurs in both clauses, it appears in 
pronominal form (object or dative clitic) in the second (828.c). Any clitics in 
the add-on clause are hosted by the verb. More than one add-on clause may 
occur (828.d). The sequence long imperative plus LoImpfP is illustrated in 
(828.e). In all cases, the two clauses have separate accentuation. 

(828) a. ad n-asks [n-asaw] 
Fut lPlS-eat.Shlmpf [lPlS-drink.Shlmpf] 
'We will eat and drink.' 
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b. a-\dd asa-naet 
FutACentrip arrive.ShImpf-3FePlS 
[aja-naet ae-safu] 
[do.ShImpf-3FePl Sg-greeting] 
'They-FePl will come and greet ("do greeting").' 

c. ad 3W3t-asr t-e-haele 
Fut hit.Shlmpf-lSgS Fe-Sg-sheep 
[aeijY-aeq-\qast] 
[kill.ShlmpfP-1 SgS-\3FeSgO] 
Ί will hit and kill the sheep.' (lit. "I will hit the sheep (and) I 
will kill it") 

d. ad n-addsh r a s [n-armas 
Fut 1 PIS-pound.Shlmpf only [lPlS-take.Shlmpf 
a-laebaejja Yds] [n-aej-\e] 
Sg-alabajja only] [lPlS-do.ShImpf-3SgO] 
'We'll pound (grain), and get alabajja (a dish), and make it.' 
[K] 

e. raddasT e-zaskaen-nasm 
patch.LoImpfP Sg-cloth.tent-2FeSgPoss 
0-s-afal-sd i-laemaw-aen-naem 
2S-Caus.LoImpfP-tan-2SgS Pl-skin-MaPl-2FeSgPoss 
'Patch together your cloth tent and tan your hides.' [K] 

In a conditional antecedent, it is possible to add a second verb in PerfP 
form to a first verb in PerfP or Resit form, without repeating ajud ' i f . In 
(829.a), the first verb eat' is Resit, and the "conjoined" verb 'drink' is PerfP, 
showing neutralization of PerfP and Resit in favor of the PerfP in the add-on 
clause. (829.b), however, shows that an add-on can have a Resit verb if 
required by the semantics of the verb. (829.c) combines a positive main 
antecedent clause with a negated add-on clause. 

(829) a. ajud t-akse-d t-aswe-d, 
if 2S-eat.Reslt-2SgS 2S-drink. PerfP-2SgS, 
ad t-ahlaylay-aed 
Fut 2S-be.happy.ShImpf-2SgS 
'If (=when) you have eaten and drunk, you will be happy.' 
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b. qjiid t-aehonas-d t-arhe-d 
if 2S-move.out.Reslt-2SgS 2S-want.Reslt-2SgS 
a-\d t-akka-d se-salwa 
DemAComit 2S-go.to.ShImpf-2SgS Sg-soathern.Gourma 
'If (=when) you-Sg move out and you want to go to the 
southern Gourma' 

c. fael t-snhaey [a t-arha] 
if 3FeSgS-see.PerfP [Dem 3FeSgs-want.Reslt] 
[wser t-ajrew], 
[Neg 3FeSgs-get.PerfN], 
Iba r a s [a t-akka] 
loss only [Foe 3FeSgS-go.to.PerfP] 
'If she sees something she wants and doesn't get it, (her) death 
[focus] is what she goes to.' 

It is not possible to add a second verb under the scope of a Negative 
particle in the first clause. In such contexts, the second verb has its own 
Negative particle (830.a). This is true even in (830.b) where the second verb is 
in PerfN form, i.e. is indexed as negated. However, if the second clause is 
positive and already effectively subordinated to a preceding clause, so that the 
two form a single proposition, it may remain attached without change when the 
first clause is negated; in (830.c), the final LoImpfP clause is a kind of serial 
adjunct to the 'go to' clause and is therefore included in the scope of the higher 
negation. 

(830) a. [wser n-sksa] [wser n-aswa] 
[Neg lPlS-eat.PerfP] [Neg lPlS-drink.PerfP] 
'We didn't eat or drink.' (lit. "we didn't eat we didn't drink") 

b. [waerAd i-jjes] 
[NegACentrip 3MaSgS-enter.PerfN] 
[war i-zjer] 
[Neg 3MaSgS-go.out.PerfN] 
'He didn't come in or go out.' (lit. "he didn't enter he didn't 
exit") 

c. neekk [war akke-r eeddinaet 
lSg [Neg go.to.PerfN-lSgS people 
[t-addal-aeq Aqaen] ] 
[LoImpf-beg.LoImpfP-lSgSA3MaP10]] 
'Me, I didn't (ever) go to people and be begging from them.' 
[K] 
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A juxtaposed ("conjoined") imperative likewise may take imperative form 
(831). For the option of switching to Shlmpf, see 'leave and pick up' in (932) 
in the text (Chapter 16). 

(831) a. lyaew [aej ae-safu] 
come.Imprt [do.Imprt Sg-greeting] 
'Come and greet!' (lit. "come! do! greeting") 

b. lyasw [seks] 
come.Imprt [eat.Imprt] 
'Come (and) eat!' 

c. muss [artss e-saerer] 
go.Imprt [cut.Imprt Sg-wood] 
'Go (and) cut a piece of wood!' 

A LoImpfP verb may likewise be juxtaposed to another in its normal main-
clause form (832). 

(832) i-tdtt i-sdss 
3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP 3MaSgS-drink.LoImpfP 
'He eats and drinks.' 

In cases like (831-2), it is not meaningful to speak of (morphosyntactic) 
conjunction. Extraction processes such as focalization do not treat such 
sequences as single clauses. In (833), note that the extracted (i.e. focalized) ma 
'what?' is repeated. In other words, there is an "island" constraint on simple 
extraction from a biclausal sequence. 

(833) [ma i-tatt] [ma i-sdss] 
[what? 3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP] [what? 3MaSgS-drink.LoImpfP] 
'What does he eat, what does he drink?' (= 'What does he eat and 
drink?') 

13.5 Verbs with verbal noun complements 

Verbs with VblN complements require that the (logical) subject of the VblN 
clause be coindexed with a NP in the higher clause (usually the subject, but the 
object for certain higher-clause verbs). The subject of the VblN clause is 
therefore omitted. If the VblN has a NP object, the latter usually appears as a 
genitive NP with Poss preposition an (example below with 'be ashamed'). 
However, some higher-clause verbs can alternatively take the logical lower-
clause object as a direct complement (see 'begin', below). 
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13.5.1 'prevent' (-vkkvs-) 

In the construction glossable 'X prevent [Y do...]', Tamashek expresses the 
lower subject (Y) as a main-clause dative. This allows the complement to be 
expressed as a VblN with no further marking of the subject. The verb -vkkvs-
has a primary sense 'take out, take away, remove', so the construction is 
literally "X take.away [to (=from) X] [doing...]." 

(834) a. l-kkaes-\a-s 
3MaSgS-take.out.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg 
[t-ikaw-t sn bsemako] 
[Fe-go.VblN-FeSg Poss Bamako] 
'He prevented him from going to Bamako.' 
(lit. "He removed for (=from) him [going-to of Bamako].") 

b. akkaes-aevAa-s 
take.out.PerfP-1 SgS-\Dat-3Sg 
[a-Taeras [e "t-ae-haele]] 
[Sg-slaughter.VblN [Dat Fe-Sg-sheep]] 
Ί prevented him from slaughtering the sheep.' 

13.5.2 'cease' (-vbdu-), 'leave' (-uyyu-) and 'begin' (-s-vnti>) 

If the complement clause functions as the complement of a preposition in the 
main clause, we get constructions like (835). Here the matrix verb is -vbdu-
'be separated from', in context here 'cease'. 

(835) war "i-bsddu ad "t-se-haela 
Neg 3MaSgS-be.separated.LoImpfN Comit Fe-Sg-weep.VblN 
'He isn't separated from (=doesn't stop) crying.' 

-uyyu- 'leave, abandon' can also be used in the sense '(sb) cease (doing)'. 

(836) a. oyye-r [t-e-taete η n0-s-an] 
leave.PerfP-lSgS [Fe-Sg-eat.VblN Poss Pl-meat-MaPl] 
Ί have stopped eating meat.' (= Ί no longer eat meat.') 

b. oyyae-naet daellol 
leave.PerfP-3FePl dance 
'They-Fe stopped dancing.' 

c. aeyy a-s-ukmss 
leave.Imprt Sg-Caus-scratch.VblN 
'Stop scratching (your head)!' [K] 
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The transitive verb 'begin' is -s-vnti>, (Imprt s-aent, PerfP -sss-anta-). It 
can take a VblN or similar nominal as complement. In (837.b) we see that the 
logical object of the complement verb is expressed as (clitic) object of 'begin'. 

(837) a. ά-janna i-ss-anta e-wet 
Sg-rain 3MaSgS-Caus-begin Sg-hit.VblN 
'Rain began to strike (=fall).' (R) 

b. ass-ant-aeqAqaet kassan 
Caus-begin-lSgS-\3FeSgO dislike[noun] 
'I've begun to dislike her.' 

13.5.3 'go (in order) to' (-vkki>) 

Since -vkku- 'go to' is a transitive verb, it can take a simple VblN (without 
preposition) as its complement. Often the pragmatic sense is 'go in order to'. 

(838) 1-kka t-e-taete 
3MaSgS-go.to.PerfP Fe-Sg-eat.VblN 
'He went to eat.' 

13.5.4 'be ashamed to' (-kvrukvd-) 

-kvrukvd- 'be ashamed' can take a VblN complement. In (839), the VblN 
ά-bru has a NP object expressed as a genitive. 

(839) 0-aekrakasd a-laru η isam-annet 
3MaSgS-be.ashamed.PerfP Sg-report.VblN Poss name-3SgPoss 
'He was (too) ashamed to report (=give) his name.' 

13.5.5 'do a lot' (-vkm>) 

-vkni> 'do (well)' can be used with a VblN complement in the sense '(do) a 
lot'. 

(840) a. i-kann t-e-taete 
3MaSgS-do.welI.LoImpfP Fe-Sg-eat.VblN 
'He eats a lot.' 
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b. ae-kall d a r 0-aemos [aj-kail Adas γ waer 
Sg-land also 3MaSgS-be.Reslt [Sg-land-\in Neg 
ksnna-n addinast t-a-m-Szzuq-q] 
do.much.LoImpfN-3MaPlS people Fe-Sg-0-live.VblN-FeSg] 
'The land too is a land in which people do not live very much.' 

13.5.6 'do many times' (-s-vjvt-) 

A similar sense 'do many times' can be expressed with causative verb -s-vjvt-
'make numerous; accumulate' as main-clause verb. 

(841) ses-jast-aer t-ekle 
Caus-be.many .PerfP-1 SgS Fe-go.VblN 
'I've gone many times.' [K-d] 

13.5.7 'do frequently'(-vrsvj-) 

'Frequently' can be expressed by a matrix clause with verb -vrsvj- 'do 
frequently, be frequent' in the Resit with the appropriate subject pronominal, 
followed by a VblN complement (842). The Centripetal clitic here is 
associated with the complement 'come'. 

(842) 3rsaej-aen-\a-naer-\add t-assaw-t 
be.frequent.Reslt-3MaPlS-\0-lPl-\Centrip Fe-come.VblN-FeSg 
'They-Ma frequently come to us.' 

'Do frequently' can also be expressed by a matrix clause with invariant 
3MaSg Resit i-rsaej 'it is frequent' and a complement clause beginning with 
a-\s 'that'; for an example see (681.c) in §10.4. 

13.5.8 'can' (-dubi> + -t) 

This verb often takes complements with a-\d (§13.3.2), but it can also take 
simple VblN complements (843). 

(843) waer aeddobe-r t-ldhaw-t 
Neg be.able.PerfN-lSgS Fe-pound.VblN-FeSg 
Ί cannot pound (grain, in mortars).' [K] 
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13.6 Verbs and particles with finite complements 

In the cases documented in this section, the complement clause has the form of 
a normal main clause with regularly inflected verb. 

13.6.1 'find, encounter'(-ujvz-) 

-i)jvz- 'find, encounter' is used with a complement clause containing an 
inflected verb describing a concurrent situation. 

(844) a-\s-\hln ose-γ di-hen, 
Dem-\Instr-\Centrif arrive.PerfP-lSgS there, 
ojaez-asq-\q [i-jraw-\t haeraet] 
find.PerfP-1 SgS-\3MaSgO [3MaSgS-take.Reslt-\3MaSgO thing] 
'When I arrived there, I found him to be sick." 

Here 'he was sick' (lit. 'something had taken him') can be translated into 
English as a complement of 'find', but in Tamashek it has no overt 
complementizer and is in main-clause form. A more literal translation of (844) 
would be '...I found him (in a situation where) something had taken 
(=afflicted) him'. 

13.6.2 'repeat' (-ulvs-) 

-ulvs- 'repeat' can combine with a following finite verb (845). 

(845) 0-olaes i-ss-astasnAt 
3MaSgS-repeat.PerfP 3MaSgS-Caus-ask.PerfP-\3MaSgO 
'He asked him again'. 

13.6.3 'end up (doing)' (-jurhu-) 

-jurhu- 'end up', attested with Centripetal clitic, can take a complement clause 
with an inflected LoImpfP verb denoting a situation (846). 

(846) i-jjurhae-\dd i-janna-\0-s 
3MaSgS-end.up.PerfP-\Centrip 3MaSgS-say.LoImpfP-\Dat-3Sg 
'He ended up telling it,...' 

The subject of -jurhu- need not be coindexed with the subject of the 
complement clause. See (952) in the text (Chapter 16) for a subject-to-object 
coindexation. 
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13.6.4 'spend the day doing' (-huji>) 

Perseverance in an activity over time can be expressed using an intrinsically 
durative verb such as -huju- 'spend the (mid-)day' (847). The complement, 
here 'they are eating it', requires a verb compatible with duration (here 
LoImpfP). 

(847) ά-s-askso w-α η ukss 
Sg-Instr-food Ma-Dem.Sg Poss remove.VblN 
an [jatak 0-aezzar-aen-\da2r 
Poss [hunger 3MaSgS-be.first.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg-\in 
waer t-ahiji-n O-razzej-asn 
Neg LoImpf-spend.day.LoImpfN-3MaPlS Pl-animal-MaPl 
tattas-n-\t] 
eat.LoImpfP-3MaPlS-\3MaSgO] 
'Food for removing the first hunger in which the (livestock) animals 
do not spend a long time eating it.' 

13.6.5 'nearly' ('on the verge o f , 'about to') and 'barely' 

For T-ka and K-d, the adverb darihr (or daerov) 'nearly' is attested. 

(848) a. darÜY ode-r 
nearly fa'll.PerfP-lSgS 
Ί nearly fell.' [T-ka] 

b. dasr0r-\hl 0-aeba 
nearIy-\lSgO 3MaSgS-be.lost.PerfP 
Ί nearly died.' [K-d] 

From the R informant I recorded a construction with invariant ehaeydaer 
(which looks like a Sg noun but functions here as a particle) plus a PerfP 
clause (849). When followed by an unaccented bisyllabic verb, phrasal accent 
appears on the final syllable of ehaeydaer. 

(849) a. ehaeydasY odas-n 
nearly fall.PerfP-3MaPlS 
'They-Ma nearly fell.' or 'They were on the verge of falling.' 

b. eheeydaer od-asr 
nearly fa'll.PerfP-lSgS 
Ί nearly fell.' or Ί was on the verge of falling.' 
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The particle saernas can be used clause- (or phrase-)initially in the sense 
'barely': 

(850) saerndsAadd 0-osa d-i-hd 
barelyACentrip 3MaSgS-come.PerfP here 
'He barely made it here.' 

13.6.6 '(have) just'(iket) 

The English perfect of immediacy ('he has just left') can be expressed by the 
particle iket followed by a clause with Resit verb (851). In (85l.b), the verb 
has undergone χ-pcl Erasure, showing that this construction is treated as a 
definite relative. In (851.c), iket is followed by a Centripetal clitic (which is 
doubled on the following verb). 

(851) a. iket i-mmüt ae-wadam 
just 3MaSgS-die.Reslt Sg-person 
'Somebody has just died.' 

b. iket szjaer-aen 
just exit.Reslt-3MaPlS 
'They-Ma have just gone out.' [R] 

c. ae-saeraju as-raelas 
Sg-green.burrgrass Sg-burrgrass 
w-a-\s iketAd 0-aemewaed-\3dd 
Ma-Dem.Sg just-Centrip 3MaSgS-be.young.Reslt-\Centrip 
'ce-sceraju (is) burrgrass that has recently grown.' 

d. snhdy-asn t-ae-läeyyeq-q, iketAdasrAsdd 
see.Reslt-3MaPl Fe-Sg-hardship-FeSg justAinACentrip 
i-qkarAdaeY-sasn "s-jammer 
3MaSgS-arise.ResltAin-3MaPl Sg-initial.recovery 
darset maenna-tasn 

ι 

after drought-MaPl 
'They have seen (=experienced) hardship. It's just recently 
that a recovery (from hardship) has arisen (=begun to happen) 
among them following the droughts.' 

Noun iket (note accent) means 'quantity' or 'good behavior'; see also har 
iket i 'until...' (§12.1.6.5) and man-iket 'how much?' §12.3.9-10). One can 
imagine an earlier prototype of the type in (851) with demonstrative w-d 
following iket, most likely with a cliticized preposition. If so, this construction 
was formerly just a special case of a (true) definite non-subject relative, and 
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has been trimmed slightely over time as iket comes to function as a kind of 
clause-initial particle. The accent iket in 'have just' function (851) appears to 
be a secondary phrasal accent. 

13.6.7 'no longer' 

In T-ka, clause-initial ba-\0-s, literally '(it) was lost to him' (cf. 0-aeba 'it 
is/was lost', §7.3.2.16) means 'no longer' (852.a). A variant uba-\-s is also in 
common use in T-ka (852.b); the u is reminiscent of ü-mar (Neg plus Fut) for 
expected #ad mar in this dialect, and suggests a (perhaps historically 
secondary) association with the Neg morpheme. In K-d, which has 
0-aeba-\0-s alongside truncated ba-\0-s, the sense appears to be slightly 
different (852.c). All of these combinations are rather frozen and might well be 
reinterpreted as units (bds, etc.). Since there is no actual Neg morpheme, the 
clause following ba-\0-s has verbs in positive form, either LoImpfP or Resit 
depending on the semantics of the verb. 

(852) a. ba-\0-s-\d i-mdl 
be.lost.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg-\Centrip 3MaSgS-come.LoImpfP 
'He will not come again.' = 'He no longer comes.' 

b. uba-\0-s t-aksud-aed 
be.lost.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg 2S-fear.Reslt-2SgS 
[feel Vrazzej] 
[on Sg-livestock] 
'You-Sg are no longer afraid for the livestock.' 

c. 0-aeba-\0-s-\d 
3MaSgS-be.lost.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg-\Centrip 
i-mdl 
3MaSgS-come.LoImpfP 
'He won't be coming at this point' (=I've given up on him 
coming) [K-d] 

d. ba-\0-s abdad-asn 
be.lost.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg stand.Reslt-3MaPl 
[fasl t-ae-hanin-t] 
[on Fe-Sg-pity-FeSg] 
'they-Ma no longer stand (=act) on the basis of mercy.' [K] 

A similar sense (e.g. 'he ceased coming') can be expressed using one of 
the 'cease' constructions in §13.5, above. 
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Yet another construction is that beginning with invariant negated war 
i-lkem, literally 'it did (=does) not follow' (cf. §13.1.1.7), plus a comitative 
clause. 

(853) war i-lkem 
Neg 3MaSgS-follow.PerfN 
[a-\d aswe-γ aetay] 
[DemAComit drink.PerfN-lSgS tea] 
Ί will never again drink tea.' 

Another construction glossable 'not again, not any more' involves a 
negation of the verb -ulvs- 'do again, repeat' (§13.6.1) followed by a VblN. 

(854) wasrAd e 0-atas ural 
NegACentrip Fut 3MaSgS-repeat.ShImpf return.VblN 
'He won't come back any more'. [K-d] 

13.6.8 'maybe', 'it's possible that...' 

The verb -mukkvn- 'be possible', with nonreferential 3MaSg subject, can take 
a factive complement with aAd or aAs. The same is true of the verb -dubu- (+ 
-t) in the sense 'be possible', though its usual sense is 'can, be able to' (with 
referential subject). Thus i-mmukkaen aAd ... (or aAs ...) and 0-asddobas-t 
aAs ... 'it's possible that...' plus any ordinary main clause. 

The form ammukkaen was recorded as a 'maybe' adverb for K-d. This is 
identical in form to the Resit stem -smmukkaen- of the verb -mukkvn- just 
mentioned, but it lacks a subject affix. 

i-ha minsi (or ...misi) 'risk/danger is in...' can be preposed to an ordinary 
clause with no further complementizer. 

(855) i-ha 
3MaSgS-be.in.Reslt 
[u-marAt 
[Neg-Fut-\3MaSgO 
'There's a chance (= 

minsi 
risk 
anhay-aer] 
see.Shlmpf-lSgS] 

risk) that I won't see him.' 

Another common 'maybe' construction involves t-arhd, which if so 
transcribed (t-aerha would also be phonetically accurate) could be taken as a 
specialized 3FeSg subject Resit of 'want', plus a clause with aAd. In (856.a) I 
give a negative complement to show that we have aAd rather than Future ad 
(which becomes ü-mar in this dialect in the negative, as in (855) above. 
Another construction that can sometimes be glossed with 'maybe' or 'possible' 
is that illustrated in (856.b). The key phrase is i-ll-\e, which usually means 'it 
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exists', but in this construction this phrase is followed by a 'that' clause (here 
with s 'that'). 

(856) a. t-arhd 
maybe 
a-\d war i-ggit "a-janna 
DemAComit Neg 3SgS-hit(Vwt).LoImpfN Sg-rain 
'Perhaps it will not rain.' 

b. i-ll-\e s hak anu 
3MaSgS-exist-\3MaSgO that each well 
all-dnAt 
exist-3MaPlS-3MaSgO 
[jereAs d Vm-idi-nnet] [a 
[between-3Sg with Sg-Agent-accompany-3SgPoss] [Dem 
e-wwaed-aen [ssmmos "0-sil-an]] 
3MaSgS-reach.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg [five Pl-day-MaPl]] 
'It's possible that, each (=any) well, there is between it and its 
mate (=the nearest well) as much as five days (travel).' [Gao] 

13.6.9 'soon' (i-swdr) 

The verb -vswvr- means 'precede', 'do first', and so forth. In the 3MaSg Resit 
form i-swar, with nonreferential 3MaSg subject, it can be glossed 'soon' and 
can be combined (like an adverbial) with a finite complement. 

(857) i-swar ordw-aen i-dsewal-aen 
3MaSgS-precede.Reslt give.birth.Reslt-3MaPlS Pl-young.goat-MaPl 
'Soon they (goats) will have given birth to young goats.' [K] 

13.7 Factive 'that' complements (s, aAs) 

13.7.1 Simple factive complements 

The 'that' complementizer used with factive verbs like -vssvn- 'know' (also 
verbs meaning 'believe', 'notice', etc.) is aAs (868), often reduced to s (or: as) 
(859). The full form consists of Demonstrative ά (as in the common 
complementizer a-\d illustrated in §13.3) plus cliticized Instrumental As. 
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(858) Factive a-\s 

a. orde-γ [a-\s 
think.Reslt-lSgS [Dem-\Instr 
wasr mad-\d 0-as] 
Neg FutACentrip 3MaSgS-come.ShImpf] 
Ί think he won't come.' [Gao] 

b. ahlraekke-Y [aAsAdad 
notice.Reslt-1 SgS [Dem-Instr ACentrip 
i-t-ds di-ha] 
3MaSgS-LoImpf-come.LoImpfP here] 
Ί have noticed that he (regularly) comes here.' [A-grm] 

c. asmaerd-daer [a-\d aemmüjrasz-aer 
now [DemAComit regret.Result-lSgS 
[aAs waer ajjes-ser laskkol]] 
[Dem-\Instr Neg enter.PerfN-lSgS school]] 
'It is now [focus] that I regret that I didn't enter school.' [K] 

(859) Factive s 

a. assdn-aer 
know.Reslt-lSgS 
[asAad war 1-mil] 
[thatACentrip Neg 3MaSgS-be.on.way.LoImpfN] 
Ί know that he isn't coming.' 

b. ahydz-aer [s i-mmu-t] 
believe.Reslt-lSgS [that 3MaSgS-die.Reslt-Aug] 
Ί believe that he has died.' 

c. wzer orde-γ [s i-mmu-t] 
Neg think.PerfN-lSgS [that 3MaSgS-die.Reslt-Aug] 
Ί don't think he has died.' 

d. orde-τ [s ad i-jsl] 
think.Reslt-lSgS [that Fut 3MaSgS-go.ShImpf] 
Ί think that he will go.' 

e. assan-iCT [asAfi t-aqra] 
know.Reslt-lSgS [that-\3MaSgO 3FeSgS-kill.PerfP] 
Ί know that she killed him.' (R) 
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a-w-ά n-ajraeh 
Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg lPlS-understand.Reslt 
[s anta a-s-alhi yds] 
[that 3Sg Sg-Caus-stuff only] 
'(a plant) that we have understood that it is just (for) stuffing 
(bellies)' 

(859.d) in particular shows that the clause under the scope of s 'that' can 
be a full-fledged main clause; note that Future ad (clause-initial variant) is not 
replaced by a noninitial Future allomorph like mär. However, (858.b) and 
(859.a,e) show that s can host a clitic. 

Another example with a-\s was given with i-rsaej 'it is frequent (that...)' in 
(681.a) in §10.4. See also the 'deny' example (864), below. 

13.7.2 Embedded factives (preposition plus a-\s complement) 

The purposive y a-\s is a case in point (§13.2). For the combination s a-\s with 
apparent double s, I have examples like those in (860). 

(860) a. waeAtsen sassa-n ar 
Neg-\3MaP10 drink.LoImpfN-3MaPlS except 
[s a-\s-\taen i-ha 'ae-xx] 
[that Dem-\Instr-\3MaP10 3MaSgS-be.in.Reslt Sg-milk] 
meq-\qa§n i-ha allon 
or-\3MaP10 3MaSgS-be.in.Reslt grain 
'They won't drink it (=water) except when milk is (mixed) in 
it, or grain is (mixed) in it.' 

da r 
too 

ajraw-naet-\taen 
get.Reslt-3FePlS-\3MaP10 
an 0-razzej-aen-naesaen 
Pos Pl-livestock-MaPl-3MaPlPoss 
"•t-a-vasw-en-naesaen 
Fe-Pl-body-FePl-3MaPlPoss 
asray-aen 
be.new.Reslt-3MaPlS 
war 
Neg 
war azzey-aen 
Neg know.PerfN-3MaPl 

azzey-aen, 
know.PerfN-3MaPl 

t-orhannaw-en 
Fe-sickness-FePl 

hakadd 
along.with 

[s a-\s-\d 
[that Dem-\Instr-\Centrip 
s s-kall-tas 
Instr Sg-land-\Instr 
am-an-net, 
water-MaPl-3SgPoss 
i-s-udar-annet] 
Pl-Instr-live-3SgPoss] 

'Diseases of their animals and of their (own) bodies have also 
afflicted them, because they have ended up with (=in) a new 
land whose waters and whose staple foods (^nourishment) 
they didn't know (=were not accustomed to).' 
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In (860.a), the first s seems to function as an adverbial complementizer, 
which itself takes an a-\s complement. In (860.b), the first s has a more causal 
sense. 

In (861), the Q-\S clause is the complement of Comitative d, which with 
main-clause verb -vbdu- 'be separated' means 'cease; be dissuaded from 
(doing)'. 

(861) musam u-mar n-sbdu 
but Neg-Fut lPlS-be.separated.Shlmpf 
d a-\s-\faella-saen n-aja 
Comit Dem-\Instr-\on-3MaPl lPlS-make.Reslt 
y aAha-naerAadd aqqal-aen di-hd-daer 
Dat Dem-\Dat- lPlACentrip return.ShImpf-3MaPl here 
'But we won't be dissuaded from having made (a place) for them, so 
that they may come back to us here.' 

13.8 Reported speech and thought 

There are no logophoric pronouns, or other morphosyntactic features unique to 
reported speech (and thought). 

Propositional content under the scope of verb -νηηυ- 'say (thus)', by 
extension 'think (=say thus to oneself)', is expressed as a (more or less) direct 
quotation, and therefore takes the same form as the original speech with no 
explicit complementizer. However, "indirect" deictics adjusted to the current 
speech event are possible, like 'here' in (862) when the quoted speech event 
took place in another location. 

(862) 1-nna [i-tatt di-hd] 
3MaSgS-say.PerfP [3MaSgS-eat.LoImpfP here] 
'He* says that he* eats here.' 

-vrul- 'believe' is a similar case without overt complementizer (863). 

(863) t-serel t-a-maett iy-aet 
3FeSgS-believe.PerfP Fe-Sg-woman one-FeSg 
[a i-rha] 
[Foe 3MaSgS-desire.Reslt] 
'She believed that it's a woman [focus] that he loves.' [K] 

The verb -kuddvl- 'deny' takes 'that' complements with a-\s, as in (864), 
where the embedded clause happens to have a focalized pronoun in subject 
function. 
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(864) Ί-kkuddael [a-\s 
3MaSgS-deny.PerfP [Dem-Unstr 
anta ά 0-okar-aen] 
3Sg Foe 3MaSgS-steal.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg] 
'He denied that he [focus] was the one who had stolen.' 

13.9 Conditionals 

13.9.1 Hypothetical conditionals (ajud, kunta, kud, waeld, a-\fael, fael) 

The common hypothetical conditional particle ( ' i f ) is ajud. It can also mean 
'when ...' in the manner adverbial construction ajüd di-hdAd.... 

The unmarked aspectual combination for all-positive hypotheticals is 
PerfP in the antecedent clause, and future in the consequent (865). 

(865) ajud 1-waet "'a-janna, 
if 3MaSgS-hit.PerfP Sg-rain, 
ad t-as-\ad t-ae-das-t 
Fut 3FeSgS-arrive.ShImpf-\Centrip Fe-Sgmosquito-FeSg 
'If it rains, the mosquitoes will come (here).' 

However, there is some flexibility depending on the nuance. In (866.a), the 
consequent denotes a state and is in Resit form; the antecedent, which in this 
case follows, is negated. In (866.b), repeated from (829.a), the antecedent 
begins with a Resit verb ('have eaten') and continues with a PerfP add-on 
clause. 

(866) a. 

b. 

aeywa ere 0-aehuske-n 
well whoever 3MaSgS-be.pretty.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
yd, 0-aehuskae-t da r 
Emph, 3MaSgS-be.pretty.Reslt-Aug too 
kud [waer i-lsa] 
if [Neg 3MaSgS-wear.PerfN] 
waela [a antakkae-n] 
or [Dem be.small-Partpl.MaSg] 
'Well, someone who is pretty, he is pretty even if he isn't 
dressed up, or (is dressed up) just a little.' 

ajud t-akse-d t-aswe-d, 
if 2S-eat.ResIt-2SgS 2S-drink.PerfP-2SgS, 
ad t-ahlaylay-aed 
Fut 2S-be.happy.ShImpf-2SgS 
'If you eat and drink, you'll be happy.' 
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In (967), both antecedent and consequent are long imperfectives 
(LoImpfP and LoImpfN, respectively), since the reference is to standard 
operating procedure without limitation to a narrow time frame. 

(867) ajud i-ggat "'a-janna, 
if 3MaSgS-hit(Vwt).LoImpfP Sg-rain, 
waer ns-zsjjar 
Neg lPl-exit.LoImpfN 
'If (=when) it rains, we don't go out.' 

A less common hypothetical conditional particle is kunta, kud, or kü. I 
recorded kunta ' i f for T-ka, kud ' i f or 'even if for A-grm, R, and T-ka, and 
kü 'even if for K-d. In A-grm, kud can also be used with a noun, as in 'even 
tomorrow'. (For Niger Tamajak, "kud" is glossed 'si' or 'meme si', i.e. 
'(even) i f , LTF2:144.). A K-d example in the sense 'even if.. . ' is (868). 

(868) ku-Μϊί t-akfe-d dtay, 
even-\lSgO 2S-give.Reslt-2SgS tea, 
waer-\t e aesw-aer 
Neg-\3MaSgO Fut drink.Shlmpf-lSgS 
'Even if you-Sg give me some tea, I won't drink it.' [K-d] 

The particle wasla, which can mean 'even' with a following noun (in some 
dialects), is also widely used in the sense 'even i f or 'although' with a 
following clause; perhaps this is a reduction of waela kud 'even i f , which is 
also attested. 

(869) a. waela i-kdnn t-e-taete 
even 3MaSgs-do.much.LoImpfP Fe-Sg-eat.VblN 
war l-dsggsl 
Neg 3MaSgS-be.tall.LoImpfN (Vdwl) 
'Even if (although) he eats a lot, he doesn't get tall(er).' [R] 

b. waela i-ksa daer ad 0-aslh 
even 3MaSgS-eat.Reslt too Fut 3MaSgS-weep.ShImpf 
'Even if he has eaten, he will cry.' [T-ka] 

Hypothetical conditionals may also have antecedent clauses beginning in 
a-\fael or just fael. This is very common in K-area dialects, where it can spread 
into temporal adverbial 'when ...' usage with future time reference (869.d), but 
it has also been recorded in this sense in T-ka (§13.2.2). 
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(870) a. a-\fael i-jd "'ae-kaesa, 
if 3MaSgS-be.done.Reslt Sg-wet.season, 
ad-\ad t-as t-äe-das-t 
FutACentrip 3FeSgS-come.ShImpf Fe-Sg-mosquito-FeSg 
'If a (good) rainy season happens, mosquitoes will come.' 

b. fsel t-akne-d t-e-taste 
if 2S-do.much.Reslt-2SgS Fe-Sg-eat.VblN 
[an O-s-an] hullan, 
[Poss Pl-meat-MaPl] indeed, 
waer t-Bkse-d— 
Neg 2S-eat.PerfN-2SgS— 
'If you eat a lot of meat, you won't eat—' [K] 

c. α-fael n-sss-anna—, 
if 1 PIS-Caus-be.cooked.PerfP—, 
ad n-aeks i-s-an Yds 
Fut lPlS-eat.Shlmpf Pl-meat-MaPl only 
'If we cook—, we'll just eat meat.' [K] 

d. α-fael ose-γ baemaeko, 
if/when arrive.Reslt-lSgS Bamako, 
ad aekn-aev t-e-taete 
Fut do.much.Shlmpf-ISgS Fe-Sg-eat.VblN 
'When I go (in the future) to Bamako, I'll eat well.' [K-d] 

13.9.2 Counterfactual conditionals (andaer, enaekk) 

In counterfactuals, I found andaer interchangeably with enaekk in T-ka (871). 
I recorded andaer for A-grm and snndr for K-d. The verb in the antecedent is 
PerfP or Resit. The consequent is Shlmpf (positive) or LoImpfN (negative). 
Any clitics in the antecedent clause are hosted by the particle (871.d). 

(871) a. andaer i-waet "'a-janna and-ssel, 
if 3MaSgS-hit.PerfP Sg-rain yesterday, 
azjar-aer 
go. out. Shlmpf-1 SgS 
'If it had rained yesterday, I'd have gone out.' 

b. andaer i-waet 'a-janna and-asel, 
if 3MaSgS-hit.PerfP Sg-rain yesterday, 
waer zajjar-aer 
Neg go.out.LoImpfN-lSgS 
'If it had rained yesterday, I would not have gone out.' 
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c. enaekk war aswe-r l-safr-an, 
if Neg drink.PerfP-lSgS Pl-medication-MaPl, 
aemmaet-ser 
die.Shlmpf-lSgS 
'If I hadn't drunk (=taken) the medicines, I'd have died.' 

d. enaekk-bd war i-qqel, 
ifACentrip Neg 3MaSgS-retum.PerfN 
sejl-agY smmaY-aerAa-s 
go.Shlmpf-1 SgS look.for.Shlmpf-l SgS-\Dat-3Sg 
'If he hadn't come back, I'd have gone and looked for him.' 

e.. airnar sssan-aer 
if know.Reslt-lSgS 
[s a-\d i-wst "a-janna], 
[that DemAComit 3MaSgS-hit.ShImpf Sg-rain] 
away-asrAad t-ele 
bring.Shlmpf-lSgSACentrip Fr-umbrella 
'If I had known that the rain would strike (=that it was going 
to rain), I would have brought an umbrella.' [K-d] 

f. enaekk ale-γ e-hasre, 
if have.Resit-lSgS Sg-wealth, 
t-asa-dAa-hi 
2S-arrive.ShImpf-2SgSAO-lSg 
waedder ammak-in d-a-daer 
Neg manner-my Dem-Dem-Emph 
'If I had wealth (=were wealthy), you'd have come to me 
(finding that) my manner (=behavior) was not like this.' 

For A-grm, I recorded consequents with Future ad. The A-grm counterpart 
of the consequent in (871.a) was therefore ..., ad azgar-ser. 

In counterfactuals, the verb of the antecedent clause is again from the 
perfective system (PerfP or Resit). The consequent verb (if positive) is 
generally Shlmpf, but it can appear as PerfP (872.a) when it is bound to a past 
time interval. 

When the counterfactual consequent is negative, it occurs in the LoImpfN 
or Prohib stem (my examples of this are from Κ and K-d). 
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(872) a. anndr sssdn-aer 
if know.Reslt-lSgS 
[s a-\d i-wat ""a-janna], 
[that Dem-\Comit 3MaSgS-hit.ShImpf Sg-rain] 
[waer zajjar-aer] 
[Neg go.out.LoImpfN] 
'If I had known that the rain would strike (=that it was going 
to rain), I would not have gone out.' [K-d] 

b. anncir assan-aer 
if know.Reslt-lSgS 
[waer t-adare-r] 
[Neg LoImpf-be.plump.LoImpfN-lSgS] 
'If I had known, I would not be getting fat.' [K] 

c. annar-\hl i-kfd atay, 
if-USgO 3MaSgS-give.Reslt tea, 
[waerAt ssss-aer] 
[Neg-\3MaSgO drink(Vsw).Prohib-lSgS] 
'If he had given me some tea, I wouldn't have drunk it.' [K-d] 

13.9.3 Antecedent reduced to NP 

Proverbs (Sg ozz) tend to be slightly elliptical for reasons of compactness. 
Consider the one in (873). 

(873) ae-kall-\ha-k-\d i-tt-amael-asn 
Sg-land-\Dat-2Sg-\Centrip 3MaSgS-Pass-praise.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 
t-attaf-aed w-α n-nsek 
2S-hold(Vdf).ShImpf-2SgS Ma-Dem.Sg Poss-2Sg 
'a place that is praised (=excellent) for you, you hold (it as) your own.' 

The NP is an indefinite relative, but pragmatically one can expand it as 'if 
you find a place that is excellent for you'. The Shlmpf phrase therefore 
functions pragmatically like a consequent clause. 

13.10 Possessive an plus 'that' complement 

Consider (874), which is closely related to the 'risk' example given above 
(855). 
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(874) i-ha misi 
3MaSgS-be.in.Reslt risk 
[n [a-\s n-akka baemaeko]] 
[Poss [Dem-Mnst lPlS-go.to.Reslt Bamako]] 
'It's possible that we'll go to Bamako.' [K-d] 

This construction is literally '...a risk [of [that ...]]', with the 'that' clause 
treated syntactically as a NP possessor of 'risk'. Another example involving 
Possessive an is (875), with 'wish, desire' as head noun. This is literally 'on 
(the) wish [of [that...]]'. 

(875) fael t-aerha 
on Fe-wish 
[n [a-\d-\taen-\dar-i armas-aen]] 
[Poss [Dem-\Comit-\3MaP10-\in-1 Sg take.away.ShImpf-3MaPl]] 
'with the intention of (them) taking them-Ma away from me' [Gao] 

A similar example is (876), with head noun 'authorization' 

(876) i-jrdw t-orhaj-aet 
3MaSgS-get.Reslt Fe-authorization-Fe 
[n [a-\dd 0-as di-ha-daev]] 
[Poss [DemACentrip 3MaSgS-arrive.ShImpf here]] 
'He got an authorization to come (lit. "that he come") here.' [K-d] 



Chapter 14 
Coordination 

14.1 NP coordination 

14.1.1 'and' 

NPs are conjoined by the Comitative preposition d (ad) 'with'. As a true 
preposition, it induces Prefix Reduction on the following noun. 

(877) an "t-a-hiisay an O-jarw-an 
Poss Fe-Sg-beauty Poss Pl-river-MaPl 
ad "t-a-hüsay an ^-jef-aen 
with Fe-Sg-beauty Poss Pl-dune-MaPl 
'(a habitat) of the beauty of rivers and (of) the beauty of dunes' 

For further examples involving NPs, see §6.4.2. 
When a pronominal is left coordinand, it takes independent pronominal 

form. A pronominal functioning as right coordinand can take independent 
form, or can combine with the preposition (§6.4.2) to form a clitic, e.g. 3Sg 
-\dar-as 'with him/her/it'. A pronominal right conjunct, like -\dar-as, cliticizes 
to the left coordinand (noun or independent pronoun): naekk-\dar-as Ί and 
he/she/it'. 

Especially when a 1st or 2nd person pronominal is part of the conjunction, 
the conjunctive phrase often behaves syntactically as a parenthetical 
clarification or extension. Consider the examples in (878). 

(878) a. i-nh£ey-\a-hi 
3MaSgS-see.PerfP-\0-lSg 
[naekk d ^a-m-idi-nin] 
[lSg with Sg-Agent-be. with-ISgPoss] 
'He saw me, me and my friend.' 

b. i-nhaey-\a-naeY [nsekk ad kaeyy] 
3MaSgS-see.PerfP-\0-lPl [lSg with 2MaSg] 
'He saw us, me and you.' 

c. 0-aewwaey-\a-k-\add 
3MaSgS-bring.PerfP-\Dat-2Sg-\Centrip 
[kaeyy d anta] 
[2MaSg with 3Sg] 
'He brought it for you-Sg, (for) you-MaSg and him/her.' 
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d. i-ndabw-\a-hi-\n 
3MaSgS-reject.PerfP-\0-lSg-\Centrif, 
[naekk d ara-tasn] [daer nae-rojj] 
[lSg with child-MaPl] [in Sg-bush] 
'He (=my husband) abandoned me, me and the children, in the 
bush.' [K] 

Of course such contexts normally call for simple plural pronominals ('he 
saw us', 'he brought it for you-Pl'). These examples do not seem to be very 
idiomatic and most of them were obtained by elicitation. In (878.a) and 
(878.c), the pronominal clitic denotes only the first referent, while (878.b) 
already has an inclusory pronominal clitic. 

14.1.2 'or' (mer) and 'nor' (waeld) 

The 'or' particle (disjunctive coordinator) is m e r . In careful speech it is heard 
as accented, while the following NP has its own independent accentuation 
(including Default Accentuation on the initial syllable of an unaccented bi- or 
mono-syllable), but in rapid speech the double accentuation is often simplified. 
It does not induce Prefix Reduction in a following noun. A pronominal 
coordinand (right as well as left) takes independent pronoun form. 

(879) a. ae-halas m e r t-a-maett 
Sg-man or Fe-Sg-woman 
'a man or a woman' 

b. nsekk m e r kaeyy 
lSg or 2MaSg 
'me or you-MaSg' 

When the disjunction focuses on a modifying participle ("adjective") with 
the noun held constant, the usual construction is to replace the noun with a 
demonstrative stand-in in the second disjunct. 

(880) t-erse maell-aet m e r [t-1 kaswael-ast] 
sheep white-Partpl.FeSg or [Fe-Dem.Sg black-Partpl.FeSg] 
'a white sheep or a black one' (= 'a white or a black sheep') 

(738.e) in §12.1.6.2 expresses 'a man who eats with it, or (one) who drinks 
with it'. There we have two indefinite relatives with the same logical head 
noun. An indefinite demonstrative ι is optionally used as internal head of the 
second relative clause in this construction. 

m e r is often treated as external to a following clause for purposes of clitic 
positioning. Therefore the first following word functions as clause-initial, for 
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purposes of hosting clitics (881.a-b). However, on occasion m e r does host a 
clitic, as in (881.c), where m e r is followed by 3MaP10 clitic -\taen (referring 
to 'water', which is grammatically plural). 

(881) a. ak ae-kall w-a-daer-naenaer ί 
interrog Sg-land Ma-Dem.Sg-Anaph-lPlPoss Prox 
i-m-an-net [a-\dd sqqdl-naet 
Pl-soul-MaPl-3SgPoss [FocACentrip go.back.Reslt-3FePlS 
^-s-mrutar-naesaen] 
Fe-Pl-need-3MaPlPoss] 
mer [t-iwad-aenAtn 
or [LoImpf-arrive.LoImpfP-3MaPlS-\Centrif 
w-ά η a-jussAha-s] 
Ma-Dem.Sg Poss Sg-south-\Dat-3Sg] 
'Is it the case that, our country here (in the desert north of the 
Niger R.) itself [focus] is where their (=your people's) needs 
(=provisions) come from? Or do they (=provisions) arrive in 
the south of it (=in Burkina Faso)?' 

b. 0-osaeAdd, 
3MaSgS-arrive.PerfP-\Centrip, 
mer [waer Ad 0-osa] ? 
or [NegACentrip 3MaSgS-arrive.PerfP? 
'He came, or he didn't he come?' [K-d] 

c. waeAtaen sassa-n ar 
Neg-\3MaP10 drink.LoImpfN-3MaPlS except 
s aAsAtaen i-ha "'ae-xx 
that Dem-\InstrA3MaP10 3MaSgS-be.in.Reslt Sg-milk 
[meqAqaen i-ha allon] 
[or-\3MaP10 3MaSgS-be.in.Reslt grain] 
'They won't drink it (=water) except when milk is (mixed) in 
it, or (when) grains is (mixed) in it.' 

Disjunctive 'nor' in a parallel negated clause or phrase is waeld. In the 
following examples, the negative elements are Neg waer (882.a) and ba-\0-s 
'no longer' (882.b, cf. §13.6.7). The first negative phrase has the same form as 
it would by itself; there is no anticipation of the paired following negative of 
the type seen with English neither. 

(882) a. waer le-γ atayy [waela aslqashwa] 
Neg have.PerfN tea [nor coffee] 
Ί have no tea or coffee.' [K-d] 
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b. ba-\0-s-\ha-naeY 
be.lost.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg-\Dat-lPl 
hakkae-n i-lseqkaew-aen 
give.LoImpfP-3MaPlS Pl-garment-MaPl 
[waeld i-s-ukas] 
[nor Pl-Instr-old.garment] 
'They-Ma no longer give us garments, or rags (worn-out 
garments).' [K] 

14.1.3 Gender and plural agreement 

The agreement site for a Tamashek NP may be to the left (verbal subject 
agreement) or to the right (participles, including "modifying adjectives"). 

In conjunctions ('and'), left agreement is confined to the features of the 
left coordinand, as in (883.a-b), where the clause-initial verb shows subject 
agreement with the left coordinand. Right agreement is summative (hence 
always plural), as in (883.c) where the participle agrees with the sum of 'ewe' 
and 'goat'. (883.d) shows the same pattern, but not necessarily true clause-
internal agreement, since a preverbal "subject" NP (here 'bull with cow') 
could be considered to be a pre-sentential topical constituent that is "resumed" 
by a plural pronominal in the core sentence itself. In (883), only nouns that are 
factors in agreement are bolded. 

(883) a. t-ammu-t t-aess [d nae-wdes] 
3FeSgS-die.PerfP-Aug Fe-cow [with Sg-bull] 
Ά cow and a bull died.' 

b. 1-mmu-t nae-wdes [ad t-aess] 
3MaSgS-die.PerfP-Aug Sg-bull [with Fe-cow] 
Ά bull and a cow died.' 

c. [t-e-haele d 't-se-ra-t-t] masllol-nen 
[Fe-Sg-ewe with Fe-Sg-goat-Fe-FeSg] white-Partpl.Pl 
'a white [ewe and goat]' (a white ewe and a white goat) 

d. [ά-wdes d t-aess] ammu-n 
[Sg-bull with Fe-cow] die.PerfP-3MaPlS 
Ά bull and a cow died.' 

In (883.c), 'white' modifies both 'ewe' and 'goat', as the bracketing of the 
free translation suggests. Since participles have a single plural category, they 
do not specify gender in the plural. If 'white' in this example agreed only with 
the right coordinand (FeSg), it would have scope limited thereto, i.e. '[a ewe] 
and [a white goat]'. 
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In disjunctions ('or'), left and right agreement is confined to the nearest 
coordinand (884). 

(884) a. 0-okaey "ae-wdes 
3MaSgS-pass.PerfP Sg-bull 
Ά bull or a cow passed by.' 

b. t-okaey t-aess 
3FeSgS-pass.PerfP Fe-cow 
Ά cow or a bull passed by.' 

me r 
or 

mer 
or 

t-aess 
Fe-cow 

ά-wdes 
Sg-bull 

c. [ά-wdes mer t-aess] maell-aet 
[Sg-bull or Fe-cow] white-Partpl.FeSg 
'a white [bull or cow]' (i.e. 'a white bull or a white cow') 
(indistinguishable from 'a bull or a white cow') 

In (884.c), the relevant reading is one where 'white' takes scope over both 
nouns. However, the same sequence can also have the narrow-scope reading 
with 'white' confined to 'cow'. Of course the narrow-scope version could be 
unambiguously expressed by reversing the order of the two conjuncts, and 
having 'cow' bring its participle with it into left coordinand position ("[cow 
white] with bull"). 

14.2 Clausal coordination 

14.2.1 Clausal 'and' 

There is no clausal 'and' conjunction. Two parallel clauses are often uttered 
together without a break in a manner indicating that they function 
pragmatically as a higher unit, but in most cases both clauses have main-clause 
form and there is no explicit syntactic marker of conjunction. 

In certain constructions, a second clause has slightly reduced or restricted 
MAN marking vis-ä-vis the first clause. These "add-on" clauses are described 
in §13.4, where I also give examples of juxtaposed parallel clauses. 
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14.2.2 Clausal 'or' and 'whether' 

The disjunctive coordinator m e r can be used to link clauses. The normal sense 
is that at least one of the respective propositions is true. There is no 
"conjunction reduction" and the second verb has its regular main-clause 
inflection. 

(885) i-ldas m e r i-rhin 
3MaSgS-be.weary.Reslt or 3MaSgS-be.sick.Reslt 
'He's tired or he's sick.' 

m e r can be used as a 'whether' conjunction on the second of two parallel 
clauses. Another conjunction waeld (from Arabic, but also in Songhay) can 
also be used in this construction in place of mer . 

(886) war sssen-asr [a-jaeraw 
Neg know.PerfN-lSgS [Ma-get. VblN 
[a war aje-n 
[Foe Neg do.PerfN-3MaPlS 
[a-\dd asa-n]]], m e r 
[DemACentrip arrive.ShImpf-3MaPlS]]] or 
[t-aerha [a-\d war aje-n [ass]]] 
[Fe-wish [Foc-XComit Neg do.PerfN-3MaPlS arrive.Shlmpf]] 
Ί don't know whether it was because they were too busy [focus] to 
come, or whether they didn't want [focus] to come. 



Chapter 15 
Anaphora 

As noted in §13.8, there are no logophoric pronouns in Tamashek. In (887), the 
3FeSg object clitic -\taet may or may not be coindexed with the subject (in 
textual context it did happen to be coindexed). 

(887) t-anna akma-nAtaet 
3FeSgS-say.PerfP be.bad.for.Reslt-3MaPlS-\3FeSgO 
'She says (that) it's bad for her.' [K] 

15.1 Reflexive 

There is a basic reflexive construction, expressing coindexation of an object or 
other nonsubject NP to the clause-mate subject. 

It consists of the (invariably plural) noun i-m-αη 'soul, life force, essence', 
plus the appropriate possessor suffix (lSg, 3P1, etc.), agreeing with the 
pronominal features of the antecedent. 

(888) a. swast-aer 
hit.PerfP-lSgS 
Ί hit myself.' 

i-m-αη-ιη 
Pl-souI-MaPl-1 SgPoss 

b. i-xddm [e 
3MaSgS-work.Reslt [Dat 
'He works for himself.' [K-d] 

"0-m-an-net] 
Pl-soul-MaPl-3SgPoss] 

C. 3ΖΖ0Χ-3£Ύ [vor 

dwell.Reslt-lSgS [chez 
Ί live in my own place.' [K-d] 

"0-m-an-in] 
Pl-soul-MaPl-1 SgPoss] 

i-m-αη can be used as an adjunct to a clause, in emphatic function ( Ί did 
it, myself'). It is also used in a range of other expressions, e.g. e-m-aejj an 
Λ0-ηι-αη 'murderer, criminal', literally 'maker (Agentive) of souls'. 

There is usually no explicitly anaphoric pronominal for reflexive 
possessor, as in Ί hit my dog', 'she hit her dog', and the like. It is always 
possible to use a reflexive pronoun with i-m-αη for emphasis in such cases, but 
in practice it is uncommon. Thus (889) is ambiguous as to whether the 
possessor of the object 'dog' is coindexed with the subject. It doesn't help that 
the 3Sg possessor pronominal does not mark gender. 
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(889) 1-wast edi-nnet 
3MaSgS-hit.PerfP dog-3SgPoss 
'Hex hit hisx (own) dog.' 
or: 'Hex hit hisy/her (=someone else's) dog.' 

15.2 Reciprocal 

The standard expression of subject-object reciprocality is through the 
Reciprocal derivative of verbs, with the highly productive prefix -nvm- or -n-. 
An example is snn-armasm-aen 'they-Ma stuck to each other'. In such cases, 
there is at least some referential criss-crossing between subjects and objects, 
and the subject of the reciprocal derivative is normally plural. See §8.4 for the 
forms and further examples. 

The reciprocal is occasionally extended to syntactic contexts not involving 
subject-object coindexation. An example is (890). 

(890) a. aen-raeymas-n 
Recip-sit.PerfP-3MaPl 
'They-Ma sat together.' 

b. t-an-eexdam-asn 
LoImpf-Recip-work.LoImpfP-3MaPl 
'They-Ma work together.' 

However, other constructions are more usual. To indicate cooperative 
activity ('together'), one can use the verb -uhvr- 'do in common' plus a verbal 
noun (891). 

(891) ohaer-aen a-s-ikal 
do.in.common.PerfP-3MaPlS Sg-Caus-travel.VblN 
'They-Ma traveled together.' 

A very common construction for reciprocals expressing other than subject-
object coindexation involves a distributive subject ('each X') and the 
possessed form of ά-m-idi 'friend' in the relevant non-subject position. In 
context, the second referent can be translated 'the other' (892.a). The verb 
underlying Agentive ά-m-idi is 'accompany' (PerfP -aeddew-, Imprt Idaw), 
and the verb itself can be used in constructions translatable with 'together' 
(892.b). 
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(892) a. hak "iy-aen 1-nhaey 
each one-MaSg 3MaSgS-see.PerfP 
t-aess η n3-m-idi-nnet 
Fe-cow Poss Sg-Agent-accompany-3SgPoss 
'Each one saw the other's cow.' [K-d] 

b. i-m-sedael-aen 
Pl-Agent-beg-MaPl 
t-is3-n-\add 
LoImpf-come.LoImpfP-3MaPlS-\Centrip 
aeddew-aen 
accompany.PerfP-3MaPl 
'The beggars (regularly) come together.' [K-d] 

It is also possible to use a phrase like w-α yyasd-asn (dialectally w-a 
haed-aen) 'the other one (Ma)' in the non-subject position. 

(893) [hak ly-aen] i-t-attass 
[each one-MaSg] 3MaSgS-LoImpf-sleep(Vds).LoImpfP 
[vor w-α haed-aen] 
[chez Ma-Dem.Sg other-MaSg] 
'Each one (of them) sleeps at the other's place.' [K-d] 



Chapter 16 
Text 

The following text was recorded from a T-ka speaker in 2002. It was 
transcribed from dictation, allowing the speaker to repeat the sentences. My 
other textual material is transcribed from recorded dialogues, and the reason 
for choosing monologue dictation in this case was to allow the speaker to 
smooth out the accentual phrasing (which can be ragged in spontaneous 
dialogue due to the fact that phrasal accents work from right to left. Where 
they are clear, I use brackets here to indicate the accentual phrases of more 
than one word, not (as in the grammar proper) to indicate syntactic bracketing. 

(894) [kaslaAtt sllae-n] assin medd-aen, 
[Past-\3MaSgO exist.PerfP-3MaPlS] two.Ma men-MaPl 
s ly-asn 1-ril addiinya fukk 
that one-MaSg 3MaSgS-believe.PerfP world all 
t-idstt [aAfael t-ajla], 
Fe-truth-FeSg [Foc-\on 3FeSg-go.PerfP] 
'There were two men, one of whom believed (that), the whole world, 
truth [focus] is what it (=world) went (=was based) on.' (i.e., he was 
gullible) 
[Past kceld §9.6.1, existential §7.3.2.11, numeral phrase §5.1.2.1, 
simple /active complement clause §13.7.1, focalized complement of 
preposition §12.2.3] 

(895) [w-α yyaed-asn] 1-ril addünya fukk 
[Ma-Dem.Sg other'-MaSg] 3MaSgS-believe.PerfP world all 
bahu [a-Yfael t-sjla] 
lying [Foc-\on 3FeSg-go.PerfP] 
'The other one believed that, the whole world, lying [focus] is what it 
went (=was based) on.' (i.e., he was cynical of others, and untruthful) 
[•the other' §5.1.2.3] 

(896) wa-nnln Wil-aen 
Ma-RecAnaph 3MaSgS-believe.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 
[waer-\t i-lla] ar t-idstt, 
[Neg-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-exist.PerfN] except Fe-truth 
i-lo assin "ae-laevora 
3MaSgS-have.Reslt two.Ma Sg-children 
as [w-α η "'ae-maeqqar daer-saen] a-maknud, 
that [Ma-Dem.Sg Poss Sg-elder.sib in-3MaPl] Sg-midget 
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[ad ""t-äe-lyat-t] 
[Comit Fe-Sg-child(Vlyd)-FeSg] 
[d a alae-naet ulli] 
[Comit Dem have.PerfP-3FePl goats] 
'The former one, who believed that there was nothing (in the world) 
except truth, had two children, of which the older boy of them (was) a 
midget, and a (younger) girl, and a few goats.' [we see later that there 
is a girl, a younger brother, and an elder brother who is a midget] 
[Recent Anaphoric §4.3.1, subject relative with participle §12.1.1, 
negative existential §7.3.2.11, partitive 'in; §6.5.1, 'have' §7.3.2.13 
and §9.4, 'a few' §5.1.2.8] 

(897) e-\taenaet-\add 0-8es-ma2ndasr har 
when-\3FeP10-\Centrip 3MaSgS-Caus-return.at.dusk.Perf until 
i-bda d Vz-uzaj-naesnaet 
3MaSgS-finish.Reslt Comit Sg-Caus-milk.VblN-3FePlPoss 
[e m&ddana-s] [a-\dd 
[Dat children-3SgPoss] [FutACentrip 
0 -as ] 0-aens, 
3MaSgS-come.ShImpfj 3MaSgS-go.to.sIeep.ShImpf 
akka-nAt-tadd mseddana-s 
go.to.ShImpf-\3MaSgO-\Centrip children-3SgPoss 
'When(-ever) he brought them (=goats) back home at dusk, and then 
finished milking them for his children, he would come and lie down 
(to sleep), and his children would come to him.' 
[temporal adverbial with ed (variant: e) §13.1.1.1, 'cease' plus 
Comitative VblN complement §13.5.2, VblN with possessor for logical 
object §8.6.1, Future ad plus Shlmpf verb §9.6.3, add-on clauses with 
Shlmpf verbs §13.4; inalienably possessed 'children' with 3SgPoss -s 
§5.2.3] 

(898) aAdar-as t-attaer-aen 
Fut-\in-3Sg LoImpf-seek.LoImpfP-3MaPlS 
[aAha-saen 0-aej] t-l-nfus-en, 
[Dem-\Dat-3MaPl 3MaSgS-do.ShImpf] Fe-Pl-story-FePl 
'They would try to get him (=ask him) to tell stories to them.' 
[cliticized pronominal PP §10.4, Future ad plus LoImpfP verb §9.6.3, 
jussive-subjunctive complement clause §13.3, Dative Aha- reduced to 
Aha- in T-ka §10.3.2] 

(899) t-sjla addunya [s a-w-en-dasr] 
3FeSgS-go.PerfP world [Instr Dem-Ma-Dist-Anaph] 
har ά-sael w-a-\d "l-mmuqqaes 
until Sg-day Ma-Dem.Sg-\Comit 3MaSg-encounter.PerfP 
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d "a-m-idi-nnet 
Comit Sg-Agent-be.with-3SgPoss 
w-α 1-ril-aen 
Ma-Dem.Sg 3MaSgS-believe.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 
waer-\t i-lla ar bahu 
Neg-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-exist.PerfN except lying 
'The world (=situation) continued in that same manner, until the day 
when he encountered his counterpart, the one who believed that there 
was nothing but lying (in the world).' 
[Instrumental s in adverbial phrase §6.4.1, comitative relative clause 
§12.1.4 abd §13.1.1.1, definite adverbial relative, negative existential] 

(900) i-jaer-\faella-s sessaelam 
3MaSgS-throw.PerfP-\on-3Sg greeting 
'He greeted him (formally).' 
[cliticized pronominal Ρ Ρ §10.4] 

(901) i-kbäel-\a-s-\t, 
3MaSgS-catch.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg-\3MaSgO 
'He (=the other) caught (=returned) it (=greeting) to him.' 
[Dative clitic preceding 3rd person object clitic §10.4) 

(902) vas "i-nna-\0-s dk t-assdn-aed 
only 3MaSgS-say.PerfP-\Dat-3Ss yes/no? 2S-know.Reslt-2SgS 
s ulli t-i-daer t-adaen-aed 
that goats Fe-Dem.Pl-Anaph 2S-tend.Reslt-2SgS 
t-i-nin, 
Fe-Dem.Pl-1 SgPoss 
'Well, he said (=asked), "do you-Sg know that these goats that you 
have been tending, they are mine?.'" 
[polar interrogative §12.3.1, 'know' plus 'that' complement §13.7.1, 
definite object relative with Resultative verb losing its V-lengthening 
formative §3.5.3.1 and §12.1.2, possessive predication §9.4] 

(903) 0-aezewaeb-\a-s kasla! 
3MaSgS-reply-\Dat-3Sg no! 
'He answered him, "no!."' 

(904) [0-olaes-\a-s t-anna] 
[3MaSgS-repeat.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg Fe-say.VblN] 
ά-taru [a-\ha-k t-ajj-asr] 
Sg-inform.VblN [Foc-\Dat-2MaSg LoImpf-do.LoImpfP-lSgS] 
as t-l-nin, 
that Fe-Dem.Pl-1 SgPoss 
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'He repeated his saying (=words) to him: "What I 'm doing is 
informing [focus] you that they (=goats) are mine.'" 
['repeat' plus VblN §13.6.7, focalized VblN ('inform') as verb cleft 
resumed by 'do' inside clause proper §12.2.5] 

(905) 1-ril [wa-nnin η "ae-maes-detti] 
3MaSgS-believe.PerfP [Dem-RecAnaph Poss Sg-Agent-truth] 
ά-wen t-idstt, 
Dem-Dist Fe-truth 
'That other, truthful (=gullible) one believed that that (statement) was 
the truth.' 

(906) i-ttserAdsv-as 
3MaSgS-ask.PerfP-\in-3Sg 
[aAha-sAtaenaet 0-asyy] 
[Dem-\Dat-3Sg-\3FePl 3MaSgS-leave.ShImpf] 
[harAtaenaet l-z-uzaj] e-hasd dl 
[until-\3FeP10 3MaSgS-Caus-milk.ShImpf] Sg-night NearDist 
[e maeddana-s], 0-ifawAt 
[Dat children-3SgPoss], 3MaSgS-dawn.ShImpf-\3MaSgO 
l-nsayAtaenaetAin 
3MaSgS-go.in.morning.ShImpf-\3FeP10-\Centrif 
'He asked from him to leave them (=goats) with him until (=so) he 
(could) milk them that evening for his children, and to come back to 
take them away in the morning when day broke on him.' 
[jussive-subjunctive complement clause §13.3.1, postnominal 
demonstrative di §4.3.3, Centrifugal 'away' §10.2.2, 'until' clause 
§13.1.1.5, add-on Shlmpf small clauses §13.4] 

(907) 1-qbaelAa-s 
3MaSgS-accept.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg 
[w-ά η "ae-naes-bahu] 
[Ma-Dem.Sg Poss Sg-Agent-lying] 
'The lying man accepted (the proposition) for him.' 

(908) [i-mmandaerAadd as-halas] 
[3MaSgS-come.at.dusk.PerfPACentrip Sg-man] 
[w-ά η abba] η "as-jaedaes e-hasd di, 
[Ma-Dem.Sg Poss father] Poss Sg-family Sg-night NearDist 
'The man, the father of the family, came at twilight that evening.' 
[demonstrative heading oppositional Ν Ρ §5.1.1.1] 

(909) [srsdd-aen n0-man-net] 
[be.sad.Reslt-3MaPlS Pl-soul-3SgPoss] 
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ed haeraet [an nt-3-daewal-en] 
because thing [Poss Fe-Pl-goat-FePl] 
t-i-\s i-ttaef e-jaedees-annet 
Fe-Dem.Pl-\Instr 3MaSgS-hold.Reslt Sg-family-3SgPoss 
[ose-naetAadd maessi-snaet] 
[come.PerfP-3FePlSACentrip master-3FePlPoss] 
[y aAdasr-snset i-jal], e-hasd di 
[Dat Dem-\Comit-3FePl 3SgS-go.ShImpf], Sg-night NearDist 
'He was sad, because the few young nanny-goats with which he 
supported his family, they came to their master (=himself) so that he 
would go (back home) with them, that night.' 
['himself = 'his souls' §15.1, 'because' clause §13.2.2, 'a few' 
§5.1.2.8, definite instrumental relative with loss of V-lengthening 
formative in Resultative verb §3.5.3.1 and §12.1.4, bse-ncet- as 
uncommon variant of 3FePl PerfP osce-ncet, cf. (356.d) in §7.3.1.3, 
purposive clause §13.2.1] 

(910) [eAdaer i-bda] d Vz -üza j r a s , 
[whereAin 3MaSgS-finish.Reslt] Comit Sg-Caus-milk.VblN only, 
osaeAdd Ί-nsa, 
come-PerfPACentrip 3MaSgS-go.to.sleep.PerfP 
'When he had finished the milking (in the morning), he came (inside) 
and got into bed to sleep.' 
[e 'where ..." §12.3.10, 'cease' plus Comitative VblN complement 
§13.5.2] 

(911) [skkae-nAtAad maeddana-s] 
[go.to.PerfP-3MaPlSA3MaSgOACentrip children-3SgPoss] 
almad-nen 
know.Reslt-Partpl.Pl 
[a-\s-\hs-ssen i-t-ajj] 
[DemAInstrADat-3MaPl 3MaSgS-LoImpf-do.LoImpfP] 
t-l-nfus-en hak e-haed 
Fe-Pl-story-FePl each Sg-night 
'His children came to him, (children) who were accustomed to having 
him tell them stories every night.' 
[transitive 'go to' §7.3.2.6, 'be accustomed to' plus 'that' complement 
§13.7.1, plural participle in subject relative §8.5.1, 'each X' §5.1.2.8] 

(912) e-haed di α As At Ain 
Sg-night NearDist DemAInstr-\3MaSgOACentrif 
osae-n 
come.PerfP-3MaPlS 
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[waerAt ahe-naet] nt-a-nfus-en, 
[NegA3MaSgO be.in.PerfN-3FePlS] Fe-PI-story-FePl 
'That evening, when they came to him, there were no stories in him 
(=he had none).' 
[a-\s 'when' clause §13.1.1.1, other clitics follow cliticized 
postposition -\s in a-\s §10.4, Neg wcer plus PerfN verb with ablauted 
stem vowel e §7.2.2.3, 'be in' §7.3.2.12 with 'story' as subject NP as 
shown by Prefix Reduction §3.5.1 ] 

(913) ass-astaen-asnAt d 
Caus-ask.PerfP-3MaPlS-\3MaSgO Comit 
a-w-a-\t 1-jraew-aen, 
Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg-\3MaSgO 3MaSg-get.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 
'They asked him about what afflicted (=was wrong with) him. 
['ask' is a frozen causative verb, Comitative preposition = 'about' 
§6.4.2, subject relative §12.1.1] 

(914) [i-ja-\0-saen i-sael-an], 
[3MaSgS-do.PerfP-\Dat-3MaPl Pl-news-MaPl] 
'He did (=gave) them the news.' 

(915) di-hen-daer [a-\ha-s i-nna 
Dem-NearDist-Anaph [FocADat-3Sg 3MaSgS-say.PerfP 
rure-s] [w-ά η Vmaknud] 
son-3SgPoss] [Ma-Dem.Sg Poss Sg-midget] 
[a-\d 0-away] e-haed 
[DemAComit 3MaSgS-bring.ShImpf] Sg-night 
snta [ad hsnni-s] d elle-s 
3Sg [with wife-3SgPoss] with daughter-3SgPoss 
ayya-nAa-sAad 
leave.ShImpf-3MaPlSADat-3Sg-\Centrip 
ά-lyad [w-ά η ^ae-maedray] 
Sg-child [Ma-Dem.Sg Poss Sg-younger.sib] 
'That [focus] is when his son, the midget, told him (=truthful man) to 
bring the night (=leave at night), him (=truthful man) and his wife and 
his daughter, and that they (all) should leave for him (=midget) there 
the younger boy.' 
[focalized adverbial §12.2.4, two cases of demonstrative as head of 
oppositional NP §5.1.1.1, three inalienable kin terms with 3SgPoss -s 
§5.2.3, biclausal jussive complement of 'say' §13.3] 

(916) ajae-n a-w-en-dasr 
do.PerfP-3MaPlS Dem-Ma-Dist-Anaph 
'They did that.' 
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(917) aehönas-n [daer 'ae-hasd], 
move.out.PerfP-3MaPlS [in Sg-night] 
'They moved out at night.' 
[/cehonce-cen/ with W-Contraction §3.2.3.3, for penultimate accent cf. 
cemtcellce-n in (67) in §3.3.1.3] 

(918) [wsr-bdd oyye-n] ar 
[NegACentrip leave.PerfN-3MaPlS] except 
anta d "ae-masdray-annet 
3Sg with Sg-younger.sib-3SgPoss 
[deer "ae-hasn], d ülli-naesasn, 
[in Sg-house], with goats-3MaPlPoss 
'They left no-one, except him (=midget) and his younger brother, in 
the house, along with their goats.' 
['not any ... except X' = 'only X' §11.3.1, PerfN ablaut vowel e in 
oyye-n as suffix up to its first consonant is counted in ablaut domain 
§3.2.3.3 and §3.4.5.4] 

(919) 1-nsa 1-ttaes 
3MaSgS-go.to.bed.PerfP 3MaSgS-sleep(Vds).PerfP 
'He (=midget) lay down and slept.' 

(920) [waer-\t-\3dd Ί-ss-aqkser] ar 
[Neg-\3MaSgO-Centrip 3MaSgS-Caus-wake.PerfN] except 
asssaelam-aen η ^ae-hdbs w-a 
greeting-MaPl Poss Sg-man Ma-Dem.Sg 
η "ae-naes-bahu-\dd 0-osa-n 
Poss Sg-Agent-lying-\Centrip 3MaSgS-come.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
[y a-\d l-wst ulli] 
[Dat DemAComit 3MaSgS-hit.ShImpf goats] 
'He was awakened by (lit. was not awakened except by) the greetings 
of the lying man, who had come in order to lead away the goats.' 
[syntactically, f1ce-hdhs w-ά η ]ce-nces-bahu], though denoting a 
well-established discourse reference, functions as the internal head of 
an indefinite relative, and is therefore followed by a clitic and an 
unreduced Resultative participle, § 12.1; purposive clause §13.2.1] 

(921) l-kbael-\a-s Vmaknud sessaslam, 
3MaSgS-catch.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg Sg-midget greeting 
'The midget returned his greeting.' 
[verb-subject-object constituent order §9.1.1, with Prefix Reduction on 
the subject §3.5.1 ] 
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(922) i-ss-astaen-\t ae-naes-bahu 
3MaSgS-Caus-ask-\3MaSgO Sg-Agent-lying 
d abba-nnet 
Comit father-3SgPoss 
'The lying man asked him about his (=midget's) father.' 

(923) [0-aezewaeb-\a-s 'a-maknud] 
[3MaSgS-reply.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg Sg-midget] 
l -nna- \0-s 
3MaSgS-say.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg 
abba-nin 1-kka e-daegg-\dasv 
father-lSgPoss 3MaSgS-go.to.PerfP Sg-place-\in 
odd-n n0-s3nnaw-aen 
falI.Reslt-3MaPlS Pl-sky-MaPl 
i-s-OYta-\0-saen t-i-jattew-en 
3MaSgS-Caus-be.planted.LoImpfP-\Dat-3MaPl Fe-Pl-stake-FePl 
'He (=midget) answered him, saying: "my father, he went to a place in 
which the skies have fallen; he is planting (tent) stakes (in the ground) 
for them."' 
[topicalized preverbal noun 'my father' §11.1, indefinite relative of 
prepositional complement 'place' with no loss of V-lengthening 
formative of Re sultative verb §12.1.4, 'sky' always MaPl inform, 
transitive '(im)plant' is formally the causative of 'be planted' §8.1.1] 

(924) 0-olaes i-ss-astaen-\t 
3MaSgS-repeat.PerfP 3MaSgS-Caus-ask.PerfP-\3MaSgO 
d anna-nnet 
Comit mother-3SgPoss 
'He asked him again about his mother.' 
['repeat' = 'do again' followed by a finite complement §13.6.2] 

(925) 0-aezewasb-\a-s l -nna-\0-s 
3MaSgS-reply.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg 3MaSgS-say.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg 
anna-nin t-akka e-dasgg-\dar 
mother-lSgPoss 3FeSgS-go.to.PerfP Sg-place-\in 
i-mbaj 
3MaSgS-be.perforated(Vnbj).Reslt 
£e-kall t-aggat-\a-s t :ikas-t 
Sg-land 3FeSgS-hit(Vwt).LoImpfP-\Dat-3Sg Fe-cloth.piece-FeSg 
'He (=midget) replied to him, saying: "my mother, she went to a place 
in which the land (=ground) had been perforated; she is hitting a piece 
of cloth for it (=patching it).'" 
[preverbal topic noun 'my mother' §11.1, indefinite relative of 
prepositional complement, either t-sggät with 3FeSgS t- plus LolmpfP 
variant -aggdt- or synonymous 0-t-aggdt with zeroed 3FeSgS ft-/ plus 
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LoImpfP variant -t-aggät-, see (334.h) in §7.2.5.1, also §7.3.1.1 and 
§7.4.1.2] 

(926) 0-olass i-ss-sstasn-\t 
3MaSgS-repeat.PerfP 3MaSgS-Caus-ask.PerfP-\3MaSgO 
[ad w£elaet-ma-s] 
[with sister-0-3SgPoss] 
'He asked him again about his sister.' 

(927) 0-aezewaeb-\a-s 
3MaSgS-reply.PerfP 
1-nna-\0-s wselaet-me-τ 
3MaSgS-say.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg sister-0-lSgPoss 
t-akka [e-daegg-\dar aja-nset aeddael 
3FeSgS-go.to.PerfP [Sg-place-\in do.Reslt-3FePlS game 
asnd-aehad] t-stiraekkae-t-\m-\dar-3s 
lastnight]' 3FeSgS-fall.in.Reslt-Aug-\Centrif-\in-3Sg 
t-ett-annet 0-t-amma£T-\a-s 
Fe-eye-3SgPoss 3FeSgS-LoImpf-look.for.LoImpfP-\Dat-3Sg 
'He (=midget) replied to him, saying: "my sister, she went to a place 
where they (=girls) have made (=played) games last night, (and) her 
eye fell into it (aground) (so that) she is looking for it.'" 
['last night' §5.2.4.6, Centrifugal clitic precedes cliticized pronominal 
Ρ Ρ §10.4; 'look for' is intransitive with dative complement §9.1.5] 

(928) [0-ölass-\a-s as-nses-bahu t-snna] 
[3MaSgS-repeat.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg Sg-Agent-lying Fe-say.VblN] 
i-ffud a-\t t-bdd 
3MaSgs-be.thirsty.Reslt Dem-\3MaSgO-\Centrip 
1-S-3S3W 

3MaSgS-Caus-drink.ShImpf 
'The lying man proceeded to say (that) he was thirsty, and he 
(=midget) should give him (something) to drink.' 
['say' followed by factive 'he was thirsty' and then jussive 'should 
give...'] 

(929) fi-kka V m a k n u d dl am-an], 
[3MaSgS-go.to.PerfP Sg-midget NearDist water-MaPl], 
[a-\taen i-z-lm-z-azzir] r a s 
[Dem-\3MaPl 3MaSgS-Caus-Recip-Caus-pour.Reslt] only 
[har i-ldaes] 
[until 3MaSgS-be.tired.PerfP] 
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[w-ά η ae-naes-bahu] 
[Ma-Dem.Sg Poss Sg-Agent-lying] 
'That midget there went to the water, in order to pour it back and forth 
(between containers), until the lying man grew weary (=impatient).' 
['water' always MaPl, purposive clause with initial y omitted §13.2.1, 
causative of reciprocal of causative with distributive-iterative sense 
§8.1.9, i-ldces is phonetic [eld...] as the I passively transmits the 
backing-lowering effect to the preceding vowel §3.1.2.2] 

(930) i-ss-astaen-\t l-nna-\0-s 
3MaSgS-Caus-ask.PerfP-\3MaSgO 3MaSgS-say.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg 
kaeyy i-daer 
2MaSg Dem-Anaph 
ma-\s [0-z-im-z-3Zzir-sed am-an] 
what?-\Instr [2S-Caus-Recip-Caus-pour.Reslt-2SgS water-MaPl] 
'He (=lying man) questioned him, saying: "you there, why are you 
pouring the water back and forth?'" 
['why?' §12.3.7, causative of reciprocal of causative with distributive-
iterative sense §8.1.9] 

(931) 0-aezewaeb-\a-s l-nna-\0-s 
3MaSgS-reply.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg 3MaSgS-say.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg 
arhe-γ [a-\d z-amm-azlay-aer] 
want.Reslt-lSgS [DemAComit Caus-Recip-separate.Shlmpf-lSgS] 
[w-1 η aenhad] [ad w-1 η t-eney], 
[Ma-Dem.Pl Poss last.year] [Comit Ma-Dem.Pl Poss Fe-this.year] 
t-azzar 
3FeSg-be.first.Reslt 
[a-\ksey-\in s-äesw-aer] 
[Comit-\2MaSgO-\Centrif Caus-drink.Shlmpf- lSgS] 
'He (=midget) answered him, saying to him: "I want to separate this 
(water) of last year from this (water) of this year, before I give you 
(some) to drink.' 
['want' plus complement clause §13.3.1, 'before' §13.1.1.4] 

(932) r a s l-nna-\0-s [zeyy am-an] 
only 3MaSgS-say.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg [leave.Imprt water-MaPl] 
[t-atkal-sed t-e-rewi-t-t] 
[2Sg-pick.up.ShImpf-2SgS Fe-Sg-cord-Fe-FeSg] 
d "ae-kaebar 
Comit Sg-milk.bucket 
[t-akka-d e-baevaew en] 
[2S-go.to.ShImpf-2SgS Sg-bull Dist] 
0-z-uzaj -aed-\ad-\dar-as 
2S-Caiis-milk.ShImpf-2SgS-\Centrip-\in-3Sg 
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[a-\s-\hi t-aqqar-sed am-an] 
[Dem-\Instr-\lSg(Dat) 2S-mix.ShImpf-2SgS water-MaPl] 
'Well, he (=lying man) said to him: "leave the water, and pick up the 
hide cord (for tying a cow's legs) and the wooden milk bucket, and go 
to that bull over that way, and milk something from him (=bull) what 
(=milk) you may cloud the water with for me.'" 
[imperative followed by Shlmpf add-on clauses §13.4, indefinite 
instrumental relative §12.1.4 and §12.1.6.3] 

(933) [i-tksel Vmaknud] t-e-rewi-t-t 
[3MaSgS-pick.up.PerfP Sg-midget] Fe-Sg-cord 
d ^ae-kaebar, 
Comit Sg-milk.bucket 
'The midget picked up the hide cord, and the wooden milk bucket.' 
[VSO order §9.1.1, with Prefix Reduction on the subject §3.5.1 ] 

(934) "l-kka [dsegg "se-baevaew] "i-qqima, 
3MaSgS-go.to.PerfP [under Sg-bull] 3MaSgS-sit.PerfP 
'He (=midget) went under the bull and sat.' 
['under' §6.5.3, allative sense expressed by verb not by preposition 
§6.1] 

(935) [har obaennan] 1-ss-udmaer, 
[until little.while] 3MaSgS-Caus-reply.PerfP 
'After a while, he responded (i.e. said 'yes?' as though to a 
summons).' 

(936) 1-nna-\0-s Vm-idi-nnet 
3MaSgS-say.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg Sg-Agent-friend-3SgPoss 
[mi-\kaey i-rarrae-n] 
[who?-\2MaSgO 3MaSgS-call.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg] 
'His counterpart (=the lying man) said to him, "who called to you?'" 
['who?' subject interrogative §12.3.2] 

(937) 0-aezewaeb-\a-s l-nna-\0-s 
3MaSgS-reply.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg 3MaSgS-say.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg 
0-a£tw-genna-\0-hi 
3MaSgS-Pass-say.PerfP-\Dat-lSg 
[awäy-\d e-jaebes] d "ae-s-altaf 
[bring.ImprtACentrip Sg-trash.bin] Comit Sg-Instr-sweep 
abba-nnaek 0-oraw 
father-2MaSgPoss 3MaSgS-give.birth.PerfP 
'He (=midget) answered him, saying to him: "it was said to me, 'bring 
a trash bin and a shovel (=dustpan), your father has given b i r t h ! " " 
[TW-passive §8.2, instrumental nominal with -s- §8.11] 
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(938) i-ss-astaen-\t 'as-naes-bahu 
3MaSgS-Caus-ask.PerfP-\3MaSgO Sg-Agent-lying 
[ml-\s kaela i-sla 
[who?-\Instr Past 3MaSgS-hear.PerfP 
ae-hdbs] 0-ordw-aen 
Sg-man] 3MaSgS-give.birth.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'The lying man asked him, "who ever heard (of) a man who had given 
bir th? '" 
['who?' as subject §12.3.2, cliticized As in extraction contexts before 
Past kceld indefinite subject relative, no participle in subject relative 
with kceld §8.5.6.3] 

(939) [0-aezewasb-\a-s Vmaknud] 
[3MaSgS-reply.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg Sg-midget] 
hün [kaeyy anta], 
as.for [2MaSg 3Sg], 
im-\s kaeld [i-sla 
who?-\Instr Past [3MaSgS-hear.PerfP 
e-baeraew] i-zzaj-aen 
Sg-bull] 3MaSgS-be.milked.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg 
'The midget answered him, "well, what about you?; who ever heard 
(of) a bull that had been milked?'" 
[hün 'than' in adversative sense; indefinite subject relative §12.1.1] 

(940) 1-lmaed as-hdbs [w-ά η ae-naes-bahu] 
3MaSgS-know.PerfP Sg-man [Ma-Dem.Sg Poss Sg-Agent-lying] 
s α-msknud i [wasr-\t-\add 
that Sg-midget Prox [Neg-\3MaSgO-\Centrip 
i-kka] [ad haeraet] 
3MaSgS-go.to.PerfN] [Comit thing] 
'The lying man understood (=realized) that the midget was not going 
to him with anything (=was not doing anything for him).' 
['that' complement, 'go to X with thing' = 'do something for X'] 

(941) aezzaeman dl e-baegg a-\s 
era NearDist Sg-jackal Fox-Mnstr 
ae-maenokal w-a 1-ssasm-aen 
Sg-chief Ma-Dem.Sg 3MaSgS-be.big.PerfP-Partpl.MaSg 
'In that era, it was Jackal who was the big chief.' 
[nonverbal predicate without overt copula verb §9.2, ά-s with 
focalization of copula subject §12.2.6; adjectival subject relative 
participle §8.5.7] 
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(942) Ί-jla ae-hdbs di η ae-nss-bahu 
3MaSgS-go.PerfP Sg-man NearDist Poss Sg-Agent-lying 
'That lying man left.' 

(943) l-kk-\e 
3MaSgS-go.to.PerfP-\3MaSgO 
'He (=lying man) went to him (=Jackal).' 
[3MaSgO allomorph -\e after V-final verb (here -bkka-) §10.3] 

(944) i-ttar-\ssr-3s t-a-dhsl-t s a-maknud 
3MaSgS-seek.Reslt-\Instr-3Sg Fe-Sg-help-FeSg Instr Sg-midget 
'He sought help with (=from) him (=Jackal) in connection with the 
midget.' 

(945) l-lwaey-\t-\0dd 
3MaSgS-lead.PerfP-\3MaSgO-\Centrip 
'He (=lying man) guided him (=Jackal) here (i.e. to where the midget 
was).' 

(946) selwaeqq [w-a-\taen i-nhsey "a-maknud] 
time [Ma-Dem.Sg-\3MaP10 3MaSgS-see.PerfP Sg-midget] 
malas-nAadd r a s 
come.LoImpfP-3MaPlS-\Centrip only 
[0-aekraewwse-t y aeqqa-s] 
[3MaSgS-rap.PerfP Dat brother-3SgPoss] 
wa-nnln andarrae-n a-\d 

ι 

Dem-Anaph small-Partpl.MaSg DemAComit 
i-hdll [w-ά η aeqqa-s] 
3MaSgS-weep.LoImpfP [Ma-Dem.Sg Poss brother-3SgPoss] 
'As soon as the midget saw them (=lying man and Jackal) (as) they 
were coming, he rapped that younger brother of his (with his 
knuckles), so that the brother was weeping.' 
[temporal adverbial clause headed by 'time' §13.1.1.1, 'see Χ [X be 
coming]' with both direct object and /active complement, ras 'only' 
indicating inter-clausal temporal proximity §13.1.1.4, loosely bound 
subjunctive clause 'so that...' §13.3] 

(947) aelwaeqq [w-a-\dd 0-aewwaed] as-maenokal 
time [Ma-Dem.Sg-\Centrip 3MaSgS-arrive.PerfP] Sg-chief 
t-lzar-aet [n a-\dar l-ss-astaen] 
Fe-first.thing-FeSg [Poss Dem-\Comit 3MaSgS-Caus-ask.PerfP] 
[a-w-ά i-s-aelhe-n] 
[Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg 3MaSgS-Caus-weep.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg] 
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ά-lyad 
Sg-child 
'When the chief (=JackaI) arrived here (=there), the first thing he 
asked about (was) what was making the boy weep.' 
[noun plus Possessive η plus embedded clause §13.10, subject relative 
with LolmpfP participle, object relative without external head noun 
§12.1.2] 

(948) l -nna- \0-s V m a k n u d , 
3MaSgS-say.PerfP-\Dat-3Sg Sg-midget, 
waedden haeraet maeqqor-aen 
not thing big-Partpl.MaSg 
'The midget said to him, "it 's nothing big.'" 
[negative copula §9.5] 

(949) ά-lyad dl i-lmad a-\s 
Sg-child NearDist 3MaSgS-know.Reslt Dem-\Instr 
hak d-sael i-mmlklasw 
every Sg-day 3MaSgS-eat.lunch.Reslt 
[as kaerad-ast "t-a-marw-en] 
[Instr three-FeSg Fe-Pl-ten-FePl] 
η nae-Yaef η "ae-baegg 
Poss Sg-head Poss Sg-jackal 
[midget:] '"This boy is accustomed to lunch every day on thirty heads 
of jackals.'" 
['be accustomed to' (=Resultative of 'know') with 'that' complement 
§13.7.1, decimal numeral 'thirty' §5.1.2.4, stacked possessives ('thirty 
of head of jackal')] 

(950) ά-sasl 1 [war l-hsnnay] ar ly-sen, 
Sg-day Prox [Neg 3MaSgS-see.LoImpfN] except one-Ma 
[midget:] '"Today, he only sees one (jackal head).'" 
['not' + 'except X' = 'only X'; LoImpfN verb after Negative w&r 
§§7.2.5.2] 

(951) a-wen-daer 
Dem-Dist-Anaph 
[a-\tt i-s-alhe-n] 
[Foc-\3SgO 3MaSgS-Caus-weep.LoImpfP-Partpl.MaSg] 
[midget:] '"That's what is making him weep.'" 
[subjectfocalization §12.2.1] 
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(952) r a s i-ttser "ae-baegg e-raef-annet 
only 3MaSgS-seek.PerfP Sg-jackal Sg-head-3SgPoss 
s άζζαΐ [har-\d "i-jjurha] 
Instr run.VblN [untilACentrip 3MaSgS-end.up.PerfP] 
0-t-iram "t-a-dambü-t-t-annet 
3FeSgS-LoImpf-try Fe-Sg-tail-Fe-FeSg-3SgPoss 
[aAha-s t-izar] 
[DemADat-3Sg 3FeSgS-precede.ShImpf] 
'Then the jackal sought (=tried to catch) his (own) head, while 
running, until he ended up with his (own) tail trying to go ahead of 
him.' (i.e., he was running as fast as he good) 
[Instrumental VblN in adverbial function §6.4.1, 'end up' plus 
adjoined clause §13.6.3, 'try' plus complement clause §13.3.5] 

(953) l-jjurhae-\dd i-jdnna-\0-s 
3MaSgS-end.up.PerfP-\Centrip 3MaSgS-say.LoImpfP-\Dat-3Sg 
kunta t-ojaer-aedAa-hi 
if 2S-surpass.ShImpf-2SgS-\0-lSg 
α-rürad t-akay-aed-\a-hi, 
Sg-hurry.VblN 2S-pass.PerfP-2SgS-\0-lSg 
'He (=Jackal) ended up telling it (=tail), "if you are in a bigger hurry 
than I (am), you may go past me!'" 
[hypothetical conditional §13.9.1, comparative §5.1.1.2] 

(954) i-kkaes ae-hdlas wa-nnin 
3MaSgS-remove.PerfP Sg-man Dem-Anaph 
η ae-naes-bahu aettaema ι ι 

Poss Sg-Agent-lying hope 
'That lying man removed (=gave up) hope.' 

(955) 1-lmaed as 
3MaSgS-know.PerfP that 
kunta [i-jdnna bahu] daer 
even.if [3MaSgS-say.LoImpfP lying] also 
1-ll-\e [ere-\ha-s-\t 
3MaSgS-exist.ResltA3MaSgO [one.who-\Dat-3SgA3SgO 
0-ojaer-asn] 
3MaSgS-surpass.Reslt-Partpl.MaSg] 
'He (=lying man) realized that even if he said lies too, there was 
(another) one who did it (=told lies) even more than he (did).' 
[hypothetical conditional §13.9.1, comparative §5.1.1.2, existential 
§7.3.2.11, referentially indefinite but morphosyntactically "definite" 
subject relative with ere §12.1.6.1 ] 
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(956) 0-aesnanaej-\in 
3MaSgS - walk, away .PerfPACentrif 
'He (=Iying man) walked slowly (=slunk) away. 

(957) [i-qqima Vmsknud] da-nnln-dasr 
[MaSgS-sit.PerfP Sg-midget] Dem-RecAnaph-Anaph 
har-\t-\add 1-qqasl sbbd-nnet 
until-\3SgO-\Centrip 3MaSgS-go.back.PerfP father-3SgPoss 
[d a-w-a-\daer 0-asddew] 
[and Dem-Ma-Dem.Sg-\Comit 3MaSgS-be.with.PerfP] 
[dar addinaet] 
[in people] 
'The midget sat (=lived) there, until his father and those in (=among) 
the people who he (=father) was with came back.' 
[da-nnin-dcer §4.3.2, verb 'go/come back' agrees with left coordinand 
in following subject NP §14.1.3, definite comitative relative §§12.1.4, 
partitive 'in'] 

(958) azzasY-aen 
live.PerfP-3MaPlS 
'They lived (on).' 

(959) [t-akka-\0-hi Va-nfiis-t] s-i-ha 
[3FeSgS-go.to.PerfP-\0-lSg Fe-Sg-story-FeSg] Instr-Dem-Dem. 
3kke-r-\a-s s-i-ha 
go.to.PerfP- lSgS-\Dat-3Sg Approx-Dem-Prox. 
'The story went this way on me, I went this (=other) way on it.' 
[standard formula for ending a story; s-i-ha 'this way' §4.3.2] 



Indices 

(Note: the following indices cover, in this order: 1. local ablaut formatives; 2. ablaut 
melodies (p. 728); 3. affixes, clitics, and particles (p. 729); 4. stems (p. 734); 
and 5. grammatical terms and rules (p. 735). 

1 Local ablaut formatives 

a- f 
a (from a) in final stem syllable, 

§3.4.4 
(dubiously) in ablaut plural, 

§4.1.2.15 
optional in heavy verbal noun, 

(551) in §8.6.1.4 
e - p c l f 

e (from ae) in first postconsonantal 
V if it is also the final-syllable 
V, §3.4.4, §3.4.5.4 

in Perfective Negative stem, 
§7.2.2.3 

T-c2 
gemination of second C, §3.4.2.1 
in ablaut plural of noun, §4.1.2.24 
in some long imperfectives, §7.2.5 

Γ-f 
gemination of final C, (207) in 

§3.4.2.1 
in some ablaut plurals, (206.a-d,h) 

in §4.1.2.24 
r - m 

gemination of medial C 
perfective of adjectival verb, (384) 

in §7.3.1.10, (385.b-c) and 
(386.b,d,f) in §7.3.1.11 

Τ 
-t- prefix, §3.4.2.1 
in some long imperfectives, §7.2.5 
optional with -vCvC- stems, 

(334.h) in §7.2.5.1 
χ -pc l 

accent on first postconsonantal V, 
§3.4.4, §3.4.5.2 

in Resultative stem, §7.2.2.2 
in long imperfectives, §7.2.5 
and Presuffixal α-Shortening, 

§3.4.9.1 
Rightward Accent Shift, (132) in 

§3.5.3.2 
removed by χ-Erasure, (136.b) in 

§3.5.3.3 

"/.-pen 
accent on penult, §3.4.4, §3.4.5.5 
in heavy non-augment verbal noun, 

(551) in §8.6.1.4 
in non-augment Agentive nominal, 

(570) in §8.8.1 
removed by χ-Erasure, (136.a) in 

§3.5.3.3 
x-f 

accent on final, §3.4.4, §3.4.5.3 
in some ablaut plurals, §4.1.2.24 
and Presuffixal α-Shortening, 

§3.4.9.1 
χ -pc l 

lengthening of first 
postconsonantal V, §3.4.4, 
§3.4.5.2 

in Resultative stem, §7.2.2.2 
in long imperfectives, §7.2.5 
χ -pc l Erasure, (130) in §3.5.3.1 

x-f 
lengthening of final-syllable 

vowel, §3.4.4, §3.4.5.3, (164-5) 
in §4.1.2.12 

in long imperfectives, §7.2.5 
in nominal plural, §4.1.2.14 
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in heavy verbal noun, (551) in 
§8.6.1.4 

in adjectival verb PerfP 
Cae(C)CaC-, (389.a) and (391) 
in §7.3.1.12, (393) in 
§7.3.1.113 

in some "adjectival" plural 
participles, (534) in §8.5.6.3 

in some agent/instrument 
nominals, (591.b) in §8.12.1 

2 Vocalic ablaut melodies 

<H> 
in a few plurals of nouns, §4.1.2.24 

(reflecting loss of original final 
vowel) 

in adjectivalv-verb perfective, 
(386) in §7.3.1.11 

in short imperfectives, (314.a-b) in 
§7.2.3.1 

in long imperfectives, (329.e-g) 
and (331.e-g) in §7.2.5 

in LoImpfN (all verbs), §7.2.5.2 
in heavy verbal noun, (551) in 

§8.6.1.4 
in some "adjectival" Sg participles, 

(534) in §8.5.6.3 
in abstractive nominal, (562-4) in 

§8.6.5 
in instrumental nominal, (581-2) 

and (587) in §8.11 
<L> 

in perfectives, (308.c-e), in 
§7.2.2.1,(375.a) in §§7.3.1.7, 
(385) in §7.3.1.11 

in short imperfectives, (314.c,k) in 
§7.2.3.1 

in long imperfectives, (329.a-d) 
and (331 .c-d) in §7.2.5 

some <L> perfectives arguably 
from <HL>, §3.4.6 

in some "adjectival" PI participles, 
(534) in §8.5.6.3 

in color-surface abstractive 
nominal, (565) in §8.6.5 

in agentive nominals, (569.a,c-d) 
in §8.8.1 

in agent/instrument nominals, 
§8.12 .1 

in instrumental nominals, (584) in 
§8.11 

other nominals, (602) in §8.12.2 
<HL> 

in plural of noun, §4.1.2.15-19 
in perfectives, (308.a-b) in §7.2.2.1 
in long imperfectives, (329.h-i) in 

§7.2.5 
in adjectival noun, (568.a-b) in 

§8.7 
in agentive nominals, (569.b,e,h) in 

§8.8.1 
<LH> 

in short imperfectives, (314.e,g-j) 
in §7.2.3.1 

(dialectal) in long imperfectives, 
(329.j) in §7.2.5, §7.3.1.3 

in agentive nominals, (569.f-g) in 
§8.8.1 

in instrumental nominals, (586) in 
§8.11 

< L H L > 
perhaps dialectally in heavy Resit, 

§7.2.2.1 
(one) instrumental nominal, 

(589.a) in §8.11 
< H L H > 

in a few instrumental nominals, 
(589.a) in §8.11 
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3 Affixes, clitics, and particles 

note: zero and vowel-only morphemes are listed at the beginning; as in the dictionary, 
other morphemes are alphabetized based on consonants, with geminates 
treated as single units and with vowels disregarded. 

- 0 - (zero) 
imperative singular, §7.2.3.2 
reduced from PI prefix -i-, (125) in 

§3.5.1 
lSg possessor for inalienables, 

(251) in §5.2.3 
3MaSg prefix with V-initial verb 

§7.4.1.4 
-a- Sg prefix (nouns) 

reduced from PI -i-, (125) in §3.5.1 
reduced from Sg -x-, -e-, (125) in 

§3.5.1 
- χ - Sg prefix (nouns) 

reduced from Sg -α-, -e-, (125) in 
§3.5.1 

α-\ (see Future ad) 
-α- Sg vocalic prefix (nouns), §4.1.2.1 
-a- demonstrative morpheme(s) 

α minimal demonstrative, §4.3.1 
ο nonhuman relative head, 

§12.1.6.3 
ά Focus morpheme, §12.2 
-ά- Sg unmarked or Proximal 

demonstrative, §4.3.1, (709) in 
§12.1 

a-w-ά, ά-di, a-w-en single-form 
(non-agreeing) 

demonstratives, §4.3.1 
-\a- (see Dative clitic Aha-) 
...a ...a possible archaic Fe suffix at 

end of feminine VblN or 
abstractive nominal, (541.a-e) 
in §8.6.1.1, (545.n) (546.d) 
(547.a) and (550.a) in §8.6.1.2, 
(560.b) in §8.6.2, (562.a-c,g) in 
§8.6.5, (603.c-d) in §8.12.2 

e, he Future particle (non-clause-
initial), §9.6.3 

in participles, §8.5.6.2 
e Dative preposition before C, §6.3 

-e- Sg vocalic prefix (nouns), §4.1.2.1 
-e- suffix before pronominal suffix 

pronominalized numeral, (236-7) 
in §5.1.2.5 

...e at end of feminine VblN or 
abstractive nominal, (545.1-m) 
in §8.6.1.2, (566) in §8.6.5, 
(603.a-b) in §8.12.2 

-\e 3MaSg object clitic after stem-final 
α or deletable vowel, (669) in 
§10.3.1 

1 demonstrative as relative head 
Mai , Fe t-1 indefinite human, 

§12 .1 .6 .2 
1 after lst/2nd person pronoun, 

(709) in §12.1 
1 (dialectal) Dative preposition before 

C, §6.3 
ι Proximate postnominal particle, 

§4.3.3 
i- 3MaSg prefix (verbs), §7.4.1.4 

in MaSg-subject participles, (498) 
in §8.5.1 

-i- PI vocalic prefix (nouns), §4.1.2.1 
-i- in PI demonstrative pronouns, 

§4.3.1-2 
-i lSg suffix 

with prepositions, (272) in §6.2 
(rare) possessor with inalienables, 

(251) in §5.2.3 
u 'son of..." compounds, §5.2.4.2-3 
-u suffix on singular personal 

pronoun, §4.2 
ebre 'toward' (preposition), §6.6.3 
ba-\0-s 'no longer', §13/6/7 
ad, ar Future particle (clause-initial), 

§9.6.3 
ad becomes a- before clitic, §9.6.3 
ad versus a-\d, §12.2.4, §13.2.1 

a-\d subordinator 
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jussive and subjunctive, §13.3 
purposive (for y a-\d), (929) in 

text, Chapter 16 
ad, d Comitative preposition (except 

with pronominal), §6.4.2 
d-, da- (dialectal) Comitative 

preposition with pronominal, 
(278) in §6.4.2 

d- in counting form of numerals, 
§5.1.2.1 

-aed 2Sg subject suffix (verbs), §7.4.1 
add prenominal PI particle, §4.1.2.28 
ed complementizing particle 

'when' , (789) in §13.1.1.1 
'whenever', §12.1.6.4 
'because', (813) in §13.2.2 

-ed in PI pronouns, §4.2 
-di Near-Distant demonstrative, 

§4.3.1-2 
Aadd, Add, -\d, Aidd, \ddad, Ahadd 

Centripetal clitic, §10.2.1 
di Near-Distant postnominal particle, 

§4.3.3 
\ddad (see Centripetal-\idd) 
daedes 'beside' (preposition), §6.6.1 
daegg 'under' (preposition), §6.5.2 
dafcgman 'beside' (preposition), §6.6.1 
-daeY Anaphoric suffix 

with demonstrative pronouns, 
§4.3.1 

with demonstrative adverbs, §4.3.2 
daev, d a r (cf. "partitive") 'in, at' 

(preposition), §6.5.1 
in temporal adverbials, §13.1.1.2 
partitive function, (281.g-h) in 

§6.5.1,(777) in §12.3.8, 
(779.d) in §12.3.9 

d a r , daev 'also, too, again' particle, 
§11.3.3 

d-i-hä-\d spatiotemporal adverbials, 
§13.1.1.1, §13.1.2 

daer-, där- Comitative preposition with 
pronominal, (277) in §6.4.2 

(dialectally) also for daev- ' in' , 
§6.5.1 

daruv, daerov 'nearly', §13.6.5 

dot, data- 'in front o f (preposition), 
§6.5.6 

adverbial clauses, (798) in 
§13.1.1.4 

daw 'under' (preposition), §6.5.2 
daeten Comitative preposition (except 

with pronominal), §6.4.2 
daraet, dara- 'behind' (preposition), 

§6.5.7 
fael, faella- 'on' (preposition), §6.5.5 

in 'because' subordinators, §13.2.2 
aAfael, f £ l ' i f , (870) in §13.9.1 

fükk ' a l l ' , §5.1.2.8 
aegg 'son of..." compounds, §5.2.4.2 
-a2Y lSg subject suffix (verbs), §7.4.1 
-ev, -Y lSg suffix (dialectal) 

with preposition, (272) in §6.2 
possessor on inalienables, (251) in 

§5.2.3 
vor, rorr 'at the place of, chez' 

(preposition), §6.5.2, (283.b) in 
§6.5.2 

vor X hdr Y 'from X to Y ' , (300) 
in §6.7 

Yarad 'all', §5.1.2.8 
Yds 'only', §11.3.1 
he (see Future e) 
-ha, -hd locative demonstrative 

adverb, §4.3.2 
Aha-, Aha-, Αα-, Dative (and Object) 

clitic 
in all Dative pronominal clitics 

§10.3.2 
in lSg and 1P1 Object clitics 

§10.3.1 
Aha- (see Dative clitic - \a-) 
Aa-hi, Ahi, Aha-hi lSg object or 

dative clitic, §10.3.1-2 
-hi suffix on Proximal, Near-Distant, 

or Distant demonstrative, 
§4.3.1 

Ahadd (see Centripetal - \idd) 
Aha-hi (see -\a-hi) 
hakadd, hak ad Comitative 

preposition (except with 
pronominal), §6.4.2 
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-haen-, -han- compound initial, 
§5.2.4.5 

-hen Distant demonstrative adverbs, 
§4.3.2 

-\hin (see Centifugal -\in) 
-\ha-nasv (see -\a-ncer) 
har, ar 'until, all the way to', 

§13.1.1.5 
haeramman 'when?', §12.3.6 
ehaeydaer 'nearly', §13.6.5 
ajtid 'if/when ...', §13.9.1, (788) in 

§13.1.1.1 
jannaj 'above, over' (preposition), 

§6.5.4 
jer, jere- 'between, among' 

(preposition), §6.6.2 
ak in polar interrogatives, §12.3.1 
-k, -ak 2MaSg suffix 

with preposition, §6.2 
possessor suffix on inalienables, 

(251) in §5.2.3 
(i)-\k 2MaSg object clitic after V, 

(668) in §10.3.1 
ku '(even) i f , (868) in §13.9.1 
küd 'even', §11.2.2; '(even) i f , 

§13.9.1 
kiinta 'if; even i f , §13.9.1 
kasld Past preverbal particle, §9.6.1 
ku l ' a i r , §5.1.2.8 
-\ka3m 2FeSg object clitic after C, 

(668) in §10.3.1 
O-kmaet 2FePl suffix 

with preposition, §6.2 
possessor suffix on inalienables, 

(251) in §5.2.3 
(i)Akmaet 2FePl object clitic after V, 

(668) in §10.3.1 
Akaemaet 2FePl object clitic after C, 

(668) in §10.3.1 
kunta 'if; even i f , §13.9.1 
iket temporal particle 

'have just', §13.6.6 
ho r ike t i 'until...', §12.1.6.5 
man-iket 'how much?', §12.3.9-10 
aniket 'quantity', §12.3.9.10 

Akzewaen 2MaPl object clitic after C, 
(668) in §10.3.1 

-\kaey 2MaSg object clitic after C, 
(668) in §10.3.1 

phonology, §3.2.1.1 
lab confirmational particle, §11.2.3 
md 'what?', §12.3.1 

maAfasl, ma-\s 'why?', §12.3.7 
mi interrogative 

'who?', §12.3.2 
'where?' with transitive motion 

verb, §12.3.4 
-m-, -n-, -nvy- Mediopassive or 

Reciprocal 
Mediopassive, §8.3 
Reciprocal, §8.4 
-m- versus -η-, (482) in §8.3 
phonology of stem onset, §3.4.8.2 

-m-, -n- nominal derivational prefix 
verbal nouns, §8.6.2 
agentive nominals, §8.3 
non-agentive nominals, §8.3 

-m 2FeSg suffix 
with preposition, §6.2 
possessor suffix on inalienables, 

(251) in §5.2.3 
-asm 2MaPl subject suffix (verbs), 

§7.4.1 
(i)-\m 2FeSg object clitic after V, 

(668) in §10.3.1 
ammad 'when?', §12.3.6 
mad (see mär) 
mev 'or', §14.2.2 
ammak 'way, manner', §12.3.10, 

§13.1.3 
andek ammak 'how?', (776) in 

§12.3.8 
man-ammak 'how?', §12.3.9 

mandaju 'when?', §12.3.6 
man-iket 'how much?', §12.3.9-10 
mar, mad Future particle (non-clause-

initial), §9.6.3 
in participles, §8.5.6.2 

-mass-, -naes- denominal agentives, 
§8.10 
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-mat 2FePl subject suffix (verbs), 
§7.4.1 

(D-maet FePl subject imperative, 
§7.4.3 

accentual effect, (63) in §3.3.1.1 
n, an Possessive preposition, §5.2.1 

after 'one-Ma' before vowel, (227) 
and (229.a) in §5.1.2.2 

in analytic compounds, §5.2.4.1 
n-, na-, an- 1P1 subject (verbs), §7.4.1 

phonology, §3.2.5 
-n- (see Mediopassive and Reciprocal 

-m-) 
-sen 3MaPl subject suffix (verbs), 

§7.4.1 
-aen MaPl suffix (nouns), §4.1.2.2 

modification of preceding stem, 
§4.1.2.6-12 

-asn MaSg suffix 
numeral 'one', §5.1.2.1-2 

-aen- part of PI pronouns, §4.2 
Aen 3MaPl object clitic after V, (668) 

in §10.3.1 
-on MaPl suffix (nouns), §4.1.2.13-14 

from -aen by VV-Contraction, 
§4.1.2.13 

from -aen by ablaut lengthening, 
§4.1.2.14 

-en FePl suffix (nouns), §4.1.2.2 
modification of preceding stem, 

§4.1.2.6-12 
-έη Distant demonstrative, §4.3.1-2 
en Distant postnominal particle, §4.3.3 
-Yin, -\hin Centrifugal clitic, §10.2.2 
Ο - i n lSg possessor suffix, (248) in 

§5.2.2 
-un suffix on personal pronoun, §4.2 
andi 'before' or 'not yet' particle, 

§13.1.1.4, §11.3.5 
andek, andake, ande 'where?', 

§12.3.5 
andek, 'which?', §12.3.8 

-ndin Recent Anaphoric 
demonstrative, §4.3.1 

andin Recent Anaphoric postnominal 
particle, §4.3.3 

endasr 'if (counterfactual), §13.9.2 
and-, send- compound initial, §5.2.4.6 
(D-naev 1P1 suffix 

with preposition, §6.2 
possessor suffix on inalienables, 

(251) in §5.2.3 
Anasr, Λα-naev, -\ha-naev 1P1 object 

or dative clitic, §10.3.1-2 
enaekk 'if (counterfactual), §13.9.2 
(D-annaek, (D-nnaik, (D-naek 

2MaSg possessor suffix, (248) 
in §5.2.2 

-naekmaet 2FePl possessor suffix, 
(248) in §5.2.2 

O-annasm, (T)-nnasm, (T)-nasm 
2FeSg possessor suffix, (248) 
in §5.2.2 

-nvm- Reciprocal 
phonology of stem onset, §3.4.8.2 

-nen Pl-subject participles, (499) in 
§8.5.1 

(T)-nin lSg possessor suffix, (248) in 
§5.2.2 

-nriin Recent Anaphoric 
demonstrative, §4.3.1 

annin Recent Anaphoric postnominal 
particle, §4.3.3 

-naenasr 1P1 possessor suffix, (248) in 
§5.2.2 

annaer 'which?', §12.3.8 
-naes- (see -rrtces-) 
-annes, (T)-nnes, (T)-nes 3Sg 

possessor suffix, (248) in 
§5.2.2 

-naesaen 3MaPl possessor suffix, (248) 
in §5.2.2 

-naesnast 3FePl possessor suffix, (248) 
in §5.2.2 

-annet, (D-nnet, (D-net 3Sg possessor 
suffix, (248) in §5.2.2 

-nast 3FePl subject suffix (verbs), 
§7.4.1 

Aenaet 3FePl object clitic after V, 
(668) in §10.3.1 

-nvy- (see Mediopassive -m-) 
ar 'except', §11.3.1 
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'not..., except X' = 'only X', (699-
700) in §11.3.1 

or (see har) 
ar (see Future äd) 
ere 'whoever', §12.1.6.1 
-s- (and variants) derivational prefix 

Causative prefix (verbs), §8.1 
instrumental nominals, §8.3 

s- Approximative demonstrative 
adverbs, §4.3.2 

s, as Instrumental preposition (except 
with pronominal), §6.4.1 

adverbial uses, §6.4.1 
-\s in ordinals, (240) in §5.1.2.7 

s„ as (variant of a-\s), factive 
complementizer, §13.7 

a-\s subordinator 
'when ...', (786) in §13.1.1.1 
'because ...' (for fael d-\s ), §13.2.2 
factive complementizer (also s), 

§13.7 
-s 3Sg suffix (either gender) 

with preposition, §6.2 
in dative clitics, §10.3.2 
possessor suffix on inalienables, 

(251) in §5.2.3 
saedder, saedden '(not) yet', §11.3.5 
sael 'other than' particle, §11.3.2 
(D-ssasn, (D-saen 3MaPl suffix 

with preposition, §6.2 
possessor suffix on inalienables, 

(251) in §5.2.3 
sund 'like' (discourse particle), §6.7 
0-snaet 3FePl suffix 

with preposition, §6.2 
possessor suffix on inalienables, 

(251) in §5.2.3 
seer-, sar- Instrumental preposition 

with pronominal, (274) in 
§6.4.1 

saemd- 'after...', §13.1.1.6 
saernds 'barely', §13.6.5 
1-swar 'soon', §13.7.1 
t- Feminine prefix 

nouns, §4.1.2.1 
demonstrative pronouns, §4.3.1 

t- 3FeSg or 2nd subject (verbs), §7.4.1 
phonology, §3.2.5, §7.4.1.2 
in FeSg-subject participles, (498) 

in §8.5.1 
-t-, -tt-, -tvw- Passive, §8.2 
-t- inner Fe suffix (nouns), §4.1.2 
-t outer FeSg suffix (nouns), §4.1.2.3 

CC cluster assimilations, §3.2.1.1 
accentual effect, (63) in §3.3.1.1 
modification of preceding stem, 

§4.1.2.4 
(D-aet MaPl subject imperative, §7.4.3 

accentual effect, (63) in §3.3.1.1 
-aet Fe or FeSg suffix 

nouns (Fe or FeSg), §4.1.2.5 
in Fe-Sg subject participles, (499) 

in §8.5.1 
numerals (Fe), §5.1.2.1-2 
in derived nominals, (545.g-h) in 

§8.6.1.2 

-ast- part of FePl pronouns, §4.2 
(D-et Hortative verb, §7.2.3.3 

accentual effect, (63) in §3.3.1.1 
Aet 3FeSg object clitic after V, (668) 

in §10.3.1 
At, Att, Ati, etc. 3MaSg object clitic 

except after stem-final α or 
deletable vowel 

phonology and allomorphs, 
§3.2.1.1(669) in §10.3.1 

accentual effect, (63) in §3.3.1.1 
-ta;n MaPl suffix (nouns), §4.1.2.2 

after stem-final V, §4.1.2.2 
afterl C with final-syllable accent, 

§4.1.2.6 
Atasn 3MaPl object clitic after C, 

(668) in §10.3.1 
-ten FePl suffix (nouns), §4.1.2.2 
Ataenaet 3FePl object clitic after C, 

(668) in §10.3.1 
Ataet 3FeSg object clitic after C, (668) 

in §10.3.1 
-tvw- Passive, §8.2 
t-azza 'thereafter ...', (797) in 

§13.1.1.4 
aew 'son of... ' compounds, §5.2.4.2-3 
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w- Masculine prefix in 
demonstratives, §4.2.1 

...w- stem extension before PI suffix, 
§4.1.2.6-7 

...w- stem extension before FeSg 
suffix, §4.1.2.4 

...aw at end of feminine VblN or 
abstractive nominal, (560.a) in 
§8.6.2 

weedden, w&ddev (etc.) external 
negation or negative copula, 
§9.5 

waela 
'without', §6.7 
'even', §11.2.2 
'even i f , (869) in §13.9.1 
'nor', (882) in §14.1.2 

(D-wwasn, (D-wasn 2MaPl suffix 
with preposition, §6.2 
possessor suffix on inalienables, 

(251) in §5.2.3 

(i)Awsen 2MaPl object clitic after V, 
(668) in §10.3.1 

...awan- stem-extension before PI 
suffix, (210.C) in §4.1.2.26 

WEer, war Negative preverbal particle, 
§9.6.2 

wur dialectal variant of vor, (283.a) in 
§6.5.2 

y Dative preposition before V, §6.3 
...y- stem extension before FeSg 

suffix, §4.1.2.4 
-y- epenthetic in feminine numeral, 

(226) in §5.1.2.1 
ya Emphatic particle, § 11.2.1 
ly- numeral 'one', (231) in §5.1.2.3, 

(227) in §5.1.2.1-2 
y a-\d purposive subordinator, §13.2 
yyaed-, haed- 'other', (233) in §5.1.2.3, 

(893) in §15.2 
lyaew 'come!' (suppletive imperative), 

§7.2.3.8 
szzdr (see t-azzär) 

4 Stems (verbs shown by "root" V...) 

Vb 'be lost, die', §7.3.2.16 
shortening or loss of vowel, 

§3.4.9.1 
Vbd 'be separated from' 

in 'stop (doing)' construction, 
§13.5.2, (861) in §13.7.2 

Vdb 'be able to, can', §13.3.2, §13.5.8 
Vdkl (see VdklJ 
Vdkl, Vdkl, Vtkl, Vkl 'pick up', 

§7.3.2.19 
Vds 'touch', §8.2, §8.4 
V f (see Vfw) 
Vfl 'go from', §9.1.4 
Vfrd 'be required', §13.3.3 
Vfw, Vf'(day) break', §7.3.2.15 
Vrm, Vvym 'sit', §7.3.2.9 
Vh 'be in', §7.3.2.12, §9.1.4 
haeraet 'thing' 

in 'a few X' or 'a little of X ' , 
§5.1.2.8 

Vhj 'spend the day doing', §13.6.4 
Vhsl 'be obligatory on', §13.3.3 
Vj 'do', §7.3.2.14 

with French borrowings, §9.7 
Vj, Vjt 'be many', §7.3.2.2 
Vjdh (-vjdvh-) 'be enough', §7.3.2.20 
Vjdh (-ujdvh-) 'be equal', §7.3.2.20 
Vjh (see Vjyh) 
Vjj 'be/go far away', (379) in §7.3.1.8 
Vjl 'go', §7.3.2.7 
Vjrh 'end up', §13.6.3 
Vjt(see Vjj 
Vjyh.Vjh 'testify', §7.3.2.10 
Vjz 'find', §13.6.1 
Vk 'go to', §7.3.2.6, §9.1.4, (792) in 

§13.1.1.3 
'go in order to ...' with VblN, 

§13.5.3 
Vkf 'give', §9.1.6 

double datives, §9.1.8 
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relative clause, (729) in §12.1.4 
Vkl (see Vdklj 
Vkn 'do well' 

in '(do) a lot' construction, §13.5.5 
Vkrd 'obligate', §13.3.3 
Vkrkd 'be ashamed (to ...)', §13.5.4 
Vks 'take out' 

in 'as long as ...' construction, 
(791) in §13.1.1.3 

in 'prevent' construction, (834) in 
§13.5.1 

Vl (-νΐυ-) 'have', §7.3.2.13 
in 'a few X' construction, §5.1.2.8 
in obligational construction, (822) 

in §13.3.3 
Vl (-vllu-) 'exist, be', §7.3.2.11 

in 'should not' construction, (824) 
in §13.3.3 

Vlkm 'come after' 
in 'happen later' construction, 

§13.1.1.7 
in 'never again' construction, (853) 

in §13.6.7 
Vis 'do again', §13.6.1 

negated 'not any more', §13.6.7 
Vm (see Vmt) 
Vml 'be on the way', (420) in §7.3.2.8 
l -m-αη 'soul, s e l f , §15.1 
Vms 'go', §7.3.2.7 

Vmt, Vm, Vmtn 'die', §7.3.2.1 
Vmtn (see Vmt) 
Vn, Vjn 'say', §7.3.2.5, §13.8 
Vngh 'warn', §13.3.4 
Vnjy 'refuse', (379) in §7.3.1.8 
Vrv (see Vwnr) 

Vrh (-vruh-) 'be unripe', §7.3.2.18 
Vrh(-vrhu-) 'want', §13.3.1 
Vrm 'test, try', §13.3.5 
Vrsj 'do frequently', §13.5.7 
Vsf'prefer', §13.3.2 
Vs-jt 'make numerous' 

in '(do) many times' construction 
§13.5.6 

Vs-mtr- 'advise', §13.3.4 
Vsw 'drink', §3.2.4 (resyllabification) 
Vskk 'quick!', §7.3.2.21 
Vsjr, Vsjrt 'be long', §7.3.2.2 
Vtkl (see Vdkl) 
Vtr'seek, try', §13.3.5 
Vtw 'forget', §7.3.2.3 
Vw 'be born', §7.3.2.17 
Vwr 'be on', §9.1.4 

in obligational construction, (823) 
in §13.3.3 

Vwnr, Vrr 'be yellow', §7.3.2.4 
Vy 'leave, abandon' 

in 'stop (doing)' construction, 
§13.5.2 

5 Grammatical terms and rules 

ablative, §9.1.4 
ablaut (cf. "melody"), §3.4 

componentiality, §3.4.1.5 
rebracketing of ablaut domain, 

§3.2.3.3, (357.b) and (359) in 
§7.3.1.3, (401) in §7.3.1.16 

local ablaut formatives, §3.4.1.5, 
§3.4.4 

templatic ablaut, §3.4.1.5, §3.4.2.2, 
§4.1.2.8, §4.1.2.14, §4.1.2.24, 
(363) in §7.3.1.3 

pre-ablaut reconfiguration, (81) in 
§3.4.1.5, §3.4.7,(332) in 

§7.2.5, (355.C) in §7.3.1.3, 
§8.1.4, (459-60) in §8.1.5 

abstractive (noun), §8.6.5 
accent, §3.3 

default, §3.3.1 
due to suffix or clitic, (63) in 

§3.3.1.1 
and Stem-Final i/A-Deletion, 

§3.3.1.2 
and VV-Contraction, §3.3.1.3 
of epenthetic vowel, §3.3.2 
phrasal, §3.3.3 
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erasure of ablaut or lexical accent, 
§3.5.3.3 

reattachment after Syncope, 
§4.1.2.22, §4.1.2.14 

accent shift in ablauted FePl, 
§4.1.2.22, (187.c) (189.e-g) and 
(191) in §4.1.2.16. 

with contracted MaPl -an, (173) in 
§4.1.2.13 

numerals, §5.1.2.1-2 
add-on clause, §13.4 
Accent Reattachment, (204.b) in 

§4.1.2.22 
"adjective" (cf. "adjectival verb," 

"participle", §5.1.1.1 
adjectival noun, §8.7 
frozen adjectival participle, (740.b) 

in §12.1.6.3 
adjectival verb, §7.3.1.10-13 

final V before Augment -t, §3.4.9.2 
no subject prefix, (446) in §7.4.2 
no χ-pcl in Resultative, §7.2.2.2, 

(386) in §7.3.1.11,(392) in 
§7.3.1.12 

agent/instrument (nominal), §8.12.1 
agentive (nominal), §8.3 
agreement 

with coordinated NP's, §14.1.3 
Anaphoric suffix, §4.3.1 
Approximative (demonstrative 

adverb), §217.b) in §4.3.2 
Arabic 

consonants, §3.1.1.1 
loans with Definite al-, §3.2.6.1 
plural nouns, §4.1.2.27 
partial source of Fe suffix -xt, 

§4.1.2.5 
aspect, §7.2.1 
assimilation 

CC clusters at suffix boundary, 
§3.2.1.1, (670) in §10.3.1 

nasals, §3.2.1.2 
Sibilant Harmony, §3.2.2.2 

augment verbs (V-final with -t), §7.1.1 
stem-final shortened before -t, 

§3.4.9.2 

participles, §8.5.5 
verbal nouns, §8.6.1.5 

backing and lowering consonant 
(BLC), §3.1.2.2 

basic lexical representation, §3.4.1.2 
BLC (see "backing and lowering ") 

CrGemination (verbs), (103) in 
§3.4.8.1 

not with -CuCvC- verb stem, (375-
6) in §7.3.1.7 

not with -CuCu- verb stem, (395-6) 
in §7.3.1.14 

causal clause ('because ...'), §13.2.2 
Causative (verb), §8.1 

double causative prefix, §8.1.3 
<H> short imperfective melody, 

§8.1.4 
no -t- in long imperfectives, §8.1.4 
onset of causative verb stem, 

§3.4.8.2-3, §8.1.4 
special V-shortening rules, 

§3.4.9.4 
characteristic Lolmpf melody, 

(331) in §7.2.5 
alternative two-clause j 

construction, §8.1.1 
valency types, §9.1.7 

Causative Final-Syllable V-
Shortening, (123) in §3.4.9.4, 
(459) in §8.1.5 

Causative Initial V-Shortening, (124) 
in §3.4.9.4, (460) in §8.1.5 

Causative Medial V-Shortening, (122) 
in §3.4.9.4 

Centrifugal clitic, §10.2 
Centripetal clitic, §10.2 

and Presuffixal A-Shortening, 
§3.4.9.1 

clash avoidance (no χ-pcl and χ-f in 
adjacent syllables) 

non-causative long imperfectives, 
§3.4.5.3, §3.5.3.2 

not applicable to causatives, §8.1.4 
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clitics (cf. "Centripetal," 
"Centrifugal"), §10 

relative order, §10.4 
color 

derived from biological species, 
§8.7 

Comitative ('with, and'), §6.4.2 
in numerals, §5.1.2.1, §5.1.2.4 

conditional construction 
add-on clause in the antecedent, 

(829) in §13.4 
conjunction (see "coordination" and 

"Comitative") 
comparatives, §5.1.1.2 
compounds 

analytic (X an Y), §5.1.4.1 
kinship, §5.2.4.2 
'bad X' with erk, §5.2.4.4 
with -haen- 'house', §5.2.4.5 
phrasal, (265) in §5.2.4.8 

consonants, §3.1.1 
conditional constructions, §13.9 
coordination, Chapter 14 

'and', §14.1.1, §14.2.1 
'or' and 'whether', §14.1.2, 

§14.2.2 
Comitative 'with/and', §6.4.2 

copulas and copular constructions, 
§9.2 

focalized equivalent, (753.b-c) in 
§12.2.6 

Dative, §6.3 
double datives, §9.1.8 
replaced by Instrumental, §12.1.4 

(relatives) 
pronominal dative clitics, §10.3.2 
purposive, with VblN, (809) in 

§13.2.1 
default (expletive) consonant, 

§4.1.2.14 
Default Accentuation, (61) in §3.3.1 

and Stem-Final i/A-Deletion, 
§3.3.1.2 

and VV-Contraction, §3.3.1.3, 
(172) in §4.1.2.13 

with 3rd person object clitics, 
§3.2.3.3 

Degemination, §3.4.2.2, §4.1.2.8 
with PI -an or -en, (174.e-f) in 

§4.1.2.13,(181.a) and (184.d-e) 
in §4.1.2.14 

demonstrative (cf. "Anaphoric") 
demonstrative pronoun, (214) in 

§4.3.1 
internal head of relative clause, 

(709) in §12.1 
dependent state (cf. "Prefix 

Reduction"), §3.5.1 
desyllabification (vowel to 

semivowel), (174.a) in 
§4.1.2.13 

diminutive (feminine), §4.1.1.1 
directional clitics (see "Centripetal," 

"Centrifugal") 
dissimilation 

vowel-semivowel, §3.4.10, 
§4.1.2.17,(457.a) in §8.1.5 

-m- versus -n- verb prefix, (482) in 
§8.3, §3.2.1.2 

distributive 
reduplicated numeral, §5.1.2.6 
hak 'each, every', §5.1.2.8 
causative of Reciprocal, (474) in 

§8.1.9 

emphatic particles, §11.2 
Epenthetic-Vowel Accentuation (cf. 

"resyllabificstion"), (70) in 
§3.3.2 

existential predicate, §9.3 

feminine (nouns) 
diminutive sense, §4.1.1.1 
prefix snd suffix(es), §4.1.2.1-5 

Fin3l-CC Schwa-Insertion, (44) in 
§3.2.4 

(cf. "resyllabification") 
Final-Syllable Accent, (228) in 

§5.1.2.2 
Future, §9.6.3, §3.5.2.1 

in conditional antecedent, §13.9.1 
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participles, §18.5.6.2 
negative, §9.6.4 

focalization, §12.2 

gemination and geminate CC clusters 
due to CC-cluster assimilation, 

§3.2.1.1 
d, dd, and tt, §3.1.1.8 
qq, §3.1.1.3 
s and zz, §3.1.1.5 
w and gg, §3.1.1.7, (181 .a) in 

§4.1.2.14, (385.b) in §7.3.1.11 
zz from *zd, §3.2.1.4 
zz from *zd, §3.2.1.4 
before FePl -en, (152) in §4.1.2.8 
before MaPl -sen, (153-4) in 

§4.1.2.8 
in Sg but not suffixal PI of noun, 

(155) in §4.1.2.8 
tt before PI suffix, (210.b) in 

§4.1.2.26 
in ablaut PI of noun, §4.1.2.23-24 
in derivatives of 'touch', §8.2, §8.4 

gender (nouns), §4.1.2.1-2 

'have' 
in 'a few X' construction, §5.1.2.8 

heavy stem, (79) in §3.4.1.4 
h-Insertion, §3.2.3.5 (end) 

with Centripetal and Centrifugal 
clitics, (653) in §10.2.1.1 

homorganic semivowel, §4.1.2.6 
hortatives ('let's...!') 

with Hortative suffix, §7.2.3.3 
(Shlmpf stem) 

hortative based on imperative, 
§7.2.4 

long hortative (with LoImpfP), 
§7.2.5.5 

negative, §7.2.5.6 
in negative jussive complement, 

(817) in §13.3 

imperatives 
Imperative (positive) stem, 

§7.2.3.2 

in 1P1 hortative construction, 
§7.2.4 

imperative pronominal suffixes, 
§7.4.3 

imperative suffixes with PerfN, 
§7.2.5.3 

Long imperative (with LoImpfP), 
§7.2.5.4 

suppletive ('come!', 'go!'), 
§7.2.3.7 

'quick!' (Vskk), §7.3.2.21 
"conjoined" imperatives, (831) in 

§13.4 
long imperative plus "conjoined" 

LoImpfP, (828.e) in §13.4 
imperfective (see "short imperfective" 

and "long imperfective ") 
Instrumental 

preposition, §6.4.1 
with 'toward', (295.b) in §6.6.3 
instrumental nominal derivation, 

§8.11 
default preposition under 

extraction, §12.1.4 (replaces 
Dative in relatives) 

interrogatives, §12.3 
embedded (indefinite), §12.3.10 

island constraints, (833) in §13.4 

kinship terms 
compounds, §5.2.4.2 
inalienable possession, (251-2) in 

§5.2.3 

Leftward L-Spreading, (60) in §3.2.7.2 
and other verb-onset rules, §3.4.8.1 

Lexical Accent Erasure, (139) in 
§3.5.3.3 

and VV-Contraction, (138) in 
§3.5.3.3 

light stem, (79) in §3.4.1.4 
locational predicate, §9.3 
long hortative (see "hortative ") 
long imperative (see "imperative") 
Long Imperfective Positive stem, 

§7.2.5.1 
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long imperfective system, §7.2.5 
characteristic melody, (329) in 

§7.2.5 
Long Imperfective Positive stem, 

§7.2.5.1 
occasional use with imperative, 

§7.2.5.4 
Long Imperfective Negative stem, 

§7.2.5.2 

MAN (mood-aspect-negation), §7.2.1 
Medial V-Shortening, (120) in 

§3.4.9.3 
in short imperfective, (318) in 

§7.2.3.1,(403) in §7.3.1.1.6 
in long imperfective, (334.f) in 

§7.2.5.1, (394.c) in §7.3.1.14, 
(402.C) in §7.3.1.16 

in verbal nouns, (556.1 .c) in 
§8.6.1.5 

Mediopassive (verb), §8.3 
Melodic Association 

of composite melody, (82) and (86) 
in §3.4.3.2 

to epenthetic V, (45) in §3.2.4 
Melodic Dissimilation, §7.2.2.1 
melody (vocalic) (cf. "Melodic 

Association"), §3.4.3 
<H> and <L>, §3.4.3.1 
pure and composite melodies, 

§3.4.3.1 
surface <L> from <H L>, §3.4.6 
(dialectal) <L Η L> melody, 

§7.2.2.1 
imperfective i/u...a, §7.3.1.10-11 
u versus i as full Η vowel, 

§4.1.2.15, §4.1.2.17,(554) in 
§8.6.1.4 

mid-height vowels, §3.4.3.1 
characteristic long imperfective 

(329) and (331) in §7.2.5 
ablaut plural melody, §4.1.2.15-19 

metathesis (of consonants), §3.2.2.1 
modal 

capacitative ( 'be able to ...'), 
§13.3.2 

desiderative 'want to ...', §13.3.1 
obligational ( 'must. . . ' ) , §13.3.3 
'nearly', 'barely', §13.6.5 
'maybe', §13.6.8 

middleweight stem, (79) in §3.4.1.4 

negation 
form of verb after Neg w s r , (129) 

in §3.5.2.2, §7.2.2.3, §7.2.5.2 
negative participles, §8.5.6.1 
negative equivalent of VblN, (539) 

in §8.6.1 
external negation, §9.5 
'no longer', §13.6.7 

noun 
stems without vocalic prefix, (148-

9) in §4.1.2.6 
Noun Phrase 
numeral (cf. "ordinal numeral"), 

§5.1.2 
phrasal accent, §3.3.3 
complex numeral, §5.1.2.4 
with pronominal suffix, §5.1.2.5 
distributive reduplication, §5.1.2.6 
tent size expressions, §5.1.2.10 
sheep dentition, (580) in §8.10 

object, §9.1.1 
pronominal object clitics, §10.3.1 

obligational (see "modal") 
ordinal numeral, §5.1.2.7 

participles (subject relatives), §8.5 
definite, §8.5.2-3 
indefinite, §8.5.4 
negative, §8.5.6.1 
future, §8.5.6.2 
accent of Sg participle, after (66) 

in §3.3.1.3 
and Presuffixal α-Shortening, 

(107a) and (110) in §3.4.9.1 
of prefixally derived verbs, §8.5.8 
of augment verbs, §8.5.5 
not with Past kaeld, §8.5.6.3 
adjectival, §8.5.7 
in subject focalization, §12.2.1 
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partitive construction, (281.g-h) in 
§6.5.1,(777) in §12.3.8, 
(779.d) in §12.3.9 

Passive (verb), §8.2 
Past 

preverbal particle kaela, §9.6.4 
effect of kaeld on verb ablaut 

§3.5.3.1 
no participle after kaeld §8.5.6.3 

perfective system (verbs), §7.2.2 
vocalic melody, (82.b) and (84) in 

§3.4.3.2 
and Presuffixal α-Shortening 

(108-9) in §3.4.9.1 
no prefix with adjectival verb 

§7.3.1.11 
Perfective Negative, §7.2.2.3 

phonology of V-final verb (66) in 
§3.3.1.3 

in a prohibitive construction 
§7.2.5.3 

Perfective Positive (PerfP) §7.2.2.1 
phonology of V-final verb (65) 

and (67) in §3.3.1.3 
in conditional antecedent 

§13.9.1-2 
Plural (noun) 

ablaut plural melodies, (82.a) and 
(83) in §3.4.3.2 

VV-Contraction and accent (68) in 
§3.3.1.3 

prefixes, §4.1.2.1 
suffixes, §4.1.2.6 
ablaut plural without suffixes 

§4.1.2.15 
mixed suffixal-ablaut plural 

§4.1.2.14 
accent in ablaut plural §4.1.2.22, 

§4.1.2.24 
suppletive, §4.1.2.25 
with prenominal particle add 

§4.1.2.28 
Plural Final-V Deletion, §4.1.2.24 
Plural Medial-V Shortening §4.1.2.24 
possession 

ordinary nominal possessors, 
§5.2.1 

inalienable nouns, §5.2.3 
Vl 'have', §7.3.2.12 
predicate genitive, §9.4 
η plus clause, §13.10 

pre-ablaut reconfiguration (see 
"ablaut") 

Pre-Augment V-Shortening, (115) in 
§3.4.9.2 

predicate genitive, §9.4 
focalized equivalent, (753.a) in 

§12.2.6 
Prefix Reduction (nouns), (127) in 

§3.5.1, §4.1.2.1 
and Short-V Harmony, §3.2.6.1 

Prefixal t-Deletion (35) in §3.2.1.5 
§7.4.1.2 

not with Fe prefix t-, §4.1.2.1 
prepositions, Chapter 6 

pronominal suffixes with, §6.2 
compound prepositions, §6.6 
cliticized prepositions, §12.1.4 
relativization of PP complement, 

§12.1.4 
focalization of PP complement, 

§12.2.3 
Presuffixal α-Shortening, (112) in 

§3.4.9.1 
prohibitives 

Prohibitive stem, §7.2.5.3 
PerfN prohibitive, §7.2.5.3 
Lolmpf prohibitive, §7.2.5.3 

pronoun (cf. "demonstrative") 
independent personal pronouns, 

(213) in §4.2 
purposive clause, §13.2 

'go in order to ...', §13.5.3 

Recent Anaphoric (demonstrative) 
Reciprocal, §15.2 

onset of reciprocal verb, §3.4.8.2 
reflexive, §15.1 
relative clauses (cf. "participle"), 

§12.1 



verb ablaut in definite relative, 
§3.5.3 

possessor and long-distance 
relative, §12.1.5 

reported speech and thought, §13.8 
Resultative (verb stem), §7.2.2.2 

no χ-pcl with adjectival verb, 
§7.2.2.2 

resyllabification, §3.2.4, §3.3.2 
in short imperfectives (e.g. Imprt), 

(316.a) in §7.2.3.1, (355.b) in 
§7.3.1.3, (361.b) in §7.3.1.3, 
(370) in §7.3.1.5, (399) in 
§7.3.1.15 

in causative Shlmpf and VblN, 
(462.b,d) in §8.1.6 

in mediopassive Shlmpf and VblN, 
(486.b,d) in §8.3 

in LoImpfP, (334.g) in §7.2.5.1, 
(399) in §7.3.1.15 

in LoImpfN, (338.d) in §7.2.5.2 
in verbal noun, (370) in §7.3.1.5 
in agentive nominal, (569.f) in 

§ 8 . 8 . 1 

Rightward Accent Shift, (132) in 
§3.5.3.2 

in LoImpfP definite participle, 
(505) in §8.5.3 

in non-subject relative clause, 
(717.b) in §12.1.2, (728.a,c) in 
§12.1.4 

root (stem consonants only) 
dand t, §3.1.1.4 

Schwa Epenthesis §3.2.5 
semivowel (cf. "dissimilation," 

"vowels") 
loss of nonfinal, §3.1.1.10 
loss of stem-final, §3.1.1.9 
nonlexical, before PI suffix, (180) 

and (184.c-d) in §4.1.2.14 
-iewwaeC- for PerfP /-owaeC-/, 

(378) in §7.3.1.8 
-CvyCu- versus -CuCu-, §7.3.2.9-
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Vf versus Vfw '(day) break', 
§7.3.2.15 

Vwrv versus ^nr 'be yellow', 
§7.3.2.4 

Short Imperfective (Shlmpf) stem, 
§7.2.3.1 

melody, (82c) and (85) in §3.4.3.2 
with Future particle, §9.6.3 
in purposives, §13.2.1 
in add-on small clauses, §13.4 
in counterfactual consequent, 

§13.9.2 

short imperfective system, §7.2.3 
Short-V Harmony, (46) in §3.2.6.1, or 

(50) in §3.2.6.2 
and Prefix Reduction, §3.5.1 
in Shlmpf verb, (360.c-d) in 

§7.3.1.3 
in FePl imperative, §7.4.3 

Sibilant Harmony, §3.2.2.2 
in causatives, (451) in 8.1.2 

Singular prefix (nouns) §4.1.2 
spatial relations (cf. "locational 

predicate") 
prepositions, §6.5-6 

stem-extension (nouns) before suffix 
before FeSg -t, §4.1.1.4 
before PI -een, -en, §4.1.1.6 

Stem-Final Gemination (nominals), 
(71) in §3.3.2 

Stem-Final i/A-Deletion, (29) in 
§3.1.2.4 

forces resyllabification, §3.2.4 
and Default Accentuation §3.3.1.2 
in short imperfectives, (314.g-k) in 

§7.2.3.1 
in verbal nouns, (555) in §8.6.1.4 

Stem-Initial Syncope (cf. "Syncope"), 
(101) in §3.4.8.1, cf. (52-3) in 
§3.2.7.1 

and vocalic melody, §3.4.6 
and V-Insertion, §3.4.8.1 

Stem-Initial V-Insertion, (99) in 
§3.4.8.1 

not in causative short imperfective, 
§3.4.8.2 
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and CrGemination, (102) in 
§3.4.8.1 

subject (cf. "Subject Prefix 
Omission"). §9.1.1 

subject pronominal affix (verbs), 
§7.4.1 

Subject Prefix Omission, (447) in 
§7.4.2 

superheavy stem, (79) in §3.4.1.4 
suppletion 

VblN and long imperfective verb, 
(561) in §8.6.3 

surface vocalic sequence, §3.4.3.1 
Syncope (cf. "Stem-Initial Syncope"), 

(56) in §3.2.7.1 
with PI -an, §4.1.2.14 
medial in ablaut plural, §4.1.2.22, 

(174-5) in §4.1.2.13 
in onset of PI noun, (204.b) in 

§4.1.2.22, (206.c-d) in 
§4.1.2.24 

and Accent Reattachment, 
§4.1.2.22 

-aeCC- for -aCaC- (dialectal), 
§7.3.1.1 

templatic ablaut (see "ablaut") 
tense (see "Past," "Future ") 
time 

days of the week, §5.1.2.9 
temporal adverbials, §13.1.1.1 
'begin' and 'cease', §13.5.2 
'do a lot', 'do many times', §13.5.5 
'repeat', §13.6.2 
'end up (doing)', §13.6.3 
'do frequently', 'keep doing', 

§13.6.4 
'have just', §13.6.6 
'soon', §13.6.9 

topicalization, §11.1 

u-Spreading, (119) in §3.4.9.3 
in plural VblN, (166-7) in 

§4.1.2.12 
in short imperfective, 318) in 

§7.2.3.1,(403) in §7.3.1.1.6 

in long imperfective, (334.e-f) in 
§7.2.5.1, (374.C) and (375.c) in 
§7.3.1.7, (394.C) in §7.3.1.14, 
possibly (367) in §7.3.1.3, 
(402.c) in §7.3.1.16 

i...u in bisyllabic causatives, 
(455.c) in §8.1.4, (461.c) in 
§8.1.5 

u...u in bisyllabic VblN's, (554) in 
§8.6.1.4 

verbal nouns (VblN), §8.6 
masculine and feminine, §8.6.1 
negative, (539) in §8.6.1 
parti ly homophonous to 

Instrumental, (581) in §8.11 
verbs with VblN complements, 

§13.5 
verbs 

stem subsystems, (307) in §7.2.1 
with Augment -t-, §7.1.1 
phonology of onset, §3.4.8.1-3 
voice (valency) types, §9.11 
ambi-valent, §9.1.3 
verb clefting, (752) in §12.2.5, 

(744) in §12.2.1, (785.b) in 
§12.3.10 

V-Height Compromise (perfective 
verb), (98) in §3.4.7 

with -(C)uCvC- and -(C)uCu-, 
(375) in §7.3.1.7 

with, -m-uCvC- and -m-uCu-, 
(484) in §8.3 

with causative -S-DCVC-, (455) in 
§8.1.4 

not with causative -s-vCuCvC-, 
(469.a) in §8.1.7 

V-Lengthening (verbal nouns), (165) 
in 4.1.2.12 

V-Shortening, (207) in §4.1.2.24 
vocalic prefix (nouns), §4.1.2.1 
vocalic melody (see "melody") 
vowels, §3.1.2 

full and short, §3.1.2 
mid-height, §3.4.3.1 
schwa, §3.1.2 
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deletable stem-final Ν and /A/, 
§3.1.2.3,(353-4) in §7.3.1.3 

u/aw and i/ay, §3.1.2.5-7, §4.1.2.6, 
§8.6.1.4, §8.11 

spreading of u to right (verbs), 
(119) in §3.4.9.3 

Sg/Pl stem alternations, §4.1.2.9-
11, (181) in §4.1.2.14 

-vCvC- versus -CvC- verb, 
§7.3.1.1 

C- versus Ca- subject prefix, 
§7.4.1.1 

V-to-C mapping, (180) in §4.1.2.14 
VV-Contraction, §3.2.3 (summary 

§3.2.3.5) 
and Default Accentuation, 

§3.3.1.3,(172) in §4.1.2.13, 
§8.5.2 

exceptions to contraction, §3.2.3.3 
in suffixal plurals of nouns, (39) in 

§3.2.3.3 

suspended with ά plus adjective, 
(740.b) in §12.1.6.3 

y-extension 
Mediopassive verbs (-nvy-), §8.3 

y-Insertion (numerals), (226) in 
§5.1.2.1 

w-medial -uwvC- verbs, (377-8) in 
§7.3.1.8 

w-extension 
causative verbs (-svw-), §8.1.1 
passive verbs (-tvw-), §8.2 

χ-Erasure, (136) in §3.5.3.3, (171) in 
§4.1.2.13 

in LoImpfP definite participle, 
(505) in §8.5.3 

in PI ofVblN, (555) in §8.6.1.4 
in PI of agentive, (569.f-g) in 

§8.3.1 
in non-subject relative clause, 

(720) in §12.1.2, (728.d) in 
§12.1.4 

χ-pcl Erasure, (130) in §3.5.3.1 
in Resit definite participle, (500) in 

§8.5.2 
in LoImpfP definite participle, 

(503) in §8.5.3 
in non-sujbect relative clause, 

(717) in §12.1.2, (728.a-d) in 
§12.1.4 
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